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Preface

rnamental horticulture is a multifaceted industry which

O

offers challenging employment opportunities. Those who
have a basic understanding of plant science, its applications
to practical growing situations, the crafts of horticulture, and
business practices as applied in horticulture will find themselves better
prepared to accept the challenges of the industry.
Ornamental Horticulture: Science, Operations, & Management, 4th
Edition, was written because the author saw an educational need not
being served by texts previously available to students. The texts either
presented the science of horticulture at too high a level and in too much
depth, or provided merely an overview of the industry techniques without giving the necessary scientific basis of those techniques. As a result,
these text fail to provide the necessary blend of theory and practical
application that makes the subject more meaningful to the beginning
student. Ornamental Horticulture: Science, Operations, & Management,
4th Edition, fulfills this need for the beginning student who has no prior
academic training or work experience in the industry. It is the author’s
intent to write a truly comprehensive text that will inspire the beginning
ornamental horticulturist with an initial enthusiasm for the subject and
sustain it throughout the program.

SCOPE OF THE TEXT
Unlike other texts that emphasize one aspect of the subject more than
others, this text offers a balanced study of ornamental horticulture as an
applied science, a craft, a profession, and a business. Section One consists of six chapters devoted to the science of ornamental horticulture.
Plant structure and the mechanisms by which plants survive (photosynthesis, respiration, and transpiration) are described. This information is essential to an understanding of how the manipulation of the
environment will affect plant growth and response. The role of soil (both
natural and that made by horticulturists) in plant growth and nutrition is

xi

xii
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thoroughly explained. The basic binomial plant classification system is
described. Methods of controlling plant growth through the use of natural
and synthetic growth regulators are also explained. The very important
area of plant reproduction, both sexual and asexual, is described in
detail. The discussion includes the most common methods of propagating plants and their application in the professions of ornamental
horticulture. The plant science section concludes with a discussion of
common plant pests/diseases, including coming symptoms of injured
plants, principles of pest control, types of pesticides and their safe use,
and the concept of biological controls, including integrated pest management. A color section is also provided in Appendix C that gives full
color examples of common plant pests/diseases.
Once the student has a basic understanding of plant physiology and
how plants interact with their environment, the author discusses the
application of plants in the various segments of ornamental horticulture. In Section Two, the author presents the principles of floral design,
and describes the experiences and skills needed by a floral designer;
discusses the status of the interior foliage plant industry; the problems
unique to the interior use of plants, and the cultural requirements; presents the principles of landscape design with checklists and numerous
examples; describes the procedures involved in the installation of trees,
shrubs, groundcovers, vines, bedding plants, bulbs, and their cultural
requirements; covers the maintenance of landscape plantings, including watering, fertilizing, mulching, pruning, winterizing and weed,
insect, and disease control; presents basic principles of using vines in
the landscape, espalier pruning, topiary pruning, and bonsai; discusses
turfgrasses to meet the needs of differing environmental conditions
and uses, presents common methods of turf installation, and outlines
a maintenance program for professional lawn care. He concludes with
a discussion of propagation techniques, including tissue and organ
culture.
Section Three discusses the major professions of ornamental horticulture: the floriculture industry, the nursery industry, and the landscape industry, as well as specialized, nontraditional career opportunities. Each chapter describes the unique characteristics of the industry
segment, including any specialized educational requirements for workers. The author also points out that interest, training, and skills in ornamental horticulture can be adapted to an assortment of career fields.
Section Four concentrates on the business and production techniques of ornamental horticulture. The chapter on growing structures
covers the types of structures used, systems utilized to grow plants, and
the physical layout of plant production areas. This is followed by a discussion of specific growing techniques used for greenhouse production.
The author then distinguishes between the different types of nurseries
and provides typical production techniques for each. The final chapters
of the section concentrate on business management techniques. As a
business, ornamental horticulture is governed by the same forces to
which every business must respond if it is to be successful. Too may
other texts overlook or ignore the fact that ornamental horticulture is
a consumer-driven industry requiring skillful business management
methods. This text is the first to offer equal coverage of this aspect of
the profession.
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STRUCTURE OF THE TEXT
The structure of Ornamental Horticulture: Science, Operations, &
Management, 4th Edition, is designed to support and enhance the
learning process. Each chapter opens with clearly stated learning objectives. These objectives are accomplished by means of the well-organized text material and the most extensive collection of photographs
and drawings of any textbook written on this subject. Student mastery
of the learning objectives is measured at the end of each chapter in the
achievement review. The answers to the achievement reviews are provided in an Instructor’s Guide. Wherever possible, the information has
been summarized in tables for ready reference. All terms are defined
on first use in the text and again in a comprehensive glossary at the
end of the text. Three appendices are included following the glossary
for the student’s reference. One appendix is a list of professional and
trade organizations for horticulture and related areas; the other is a list
of selected readings for the study of ornamental horticulture, and last
there is an appendix containing images illustrating the damage caused
by various plant pests.

NEW IN THIS EDITION
The fourth edition of Ornamental Horticulture: Science, Operations and
Management, builds on the strong foundation of the third edition. This
all new design with full color photographs and illustrations throughout
the text assist students as they seek to understand concepts that are
presented. Updated coverage on the use of technology by individuals
in the industry is included. From designers’ use of software to provide
their clients with more graphic illustration of their ideas to the use of
the web as a tool to market and communicate with clients, much time
and effort has been made to introduce students to these newest trends
in the horticulture industry. Included in this area is a brief discussion
on the most commonly found graphic software utilized by professionals
in the field. The present state of the nursery industry is reviewed with
the most current statistics and trends discussed, as well as information on the newest challenges faced by the industry, such as foreign
competition.
Techniques also change or become fine-tuned over time, and this
edition of the text incorporates those changes. From the installation of
trees to the way that greenhouse plants are watered, new techniques
are proving their worth as savers of both time and money. Modern horticulturists are embracing the new while preserving the best of the past.
This edition of the text looks in both directions, and presents all that are
current, tested, and accepted within the industry today.
The chapters on business also have been expanded to incorporate
the current advances in computer and telecommunication technologies. New material on pricing and profit calculation makes the section
on business even more helpful to new and veteran horticulturists. As
with the previous edition, the organization of the book permits the
reader to use the chapters in whatever order best accommodates his or
her interest or need of the information.

xiv
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EXTENSIVE TEACHING/LEARNING PACKAGE
Instructor’s Guide
The Instructor’s Guides provides answers to the end-of-chapter review
questions.

ClassMaster CD-ROM
The ClassMaster CD-ROM provides the instructor with valuable resources to simplify the implementation of the instructional program. It
includes over 350 instructor slides in PowerPoint® focusing on each
chapter’s key points to facilitate classroom presentations. In addition, a
Computerized Test Bank of over 900 questions in multiple choice, true/
false, completion, and short answer format, as well as the accompanying answers, organized by chapter that can be used to generate tests
and quizzes. Delivered via the ExamView Pro test generator platform,
instructors can use the questions as provided or modify and add questions as needed to generate tests that meet their specific needs. Last, a
PDF of the Instructor’s Guide can be found on the ClassMaster.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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A Brief History of
Ornamental Horticulture

I

t is easier to define and distinguish the crops and crafts of ornamental horticulture from the rest of horticulture than to separate
the historical antecedents of ornamental horticulture from those
of pomology, forestry, and vegetable production. Several factors
account for the difficulty of assigning specific dates to the horticultural
time line for ornamentals. Foremost among these factors is the changing way people have used and regarded many of the plants of horticulture over time. Today’s flowering specimen trees were commonly more
prized for their fruit in centuries past. Even their importance as food
suffered inconsistencies. For example, peaches were once as important
for hog feed as for peach brandy. Today, certain cultivated varieties of
peaches may be used for the landscape value of their flowers, with their
fruit regarded as little more than a maintenance nuisance. Olive trees
have undergone a similar change of purpose in landscape use.
The development of ornamental horticulture has accompanied the
evolution of a worldwide system of agriculture, but it has not paralleled
that development. Agriculture reaches back to primitive cultures and to
the cultivation of edible plants that began when the reliable availability
of wild game waned.
The biblical Garden of Eden is not possible to date, but its influence
in ornamental horticulture has been great. Several Western cultures
have set the Garden of Eden as an ideal standard to strive toward in the
development of their gardens. Eastern cultures have similar romanticized ideals of the garden as a spiritual paradise, and those ideals have
frequently influenced the design of their earthly landscapes.
Aside from the religion-based garden influences, there are documented records of gardens as far back as the ancient Egyptians and
Sumerians over 5,000 years ago. Irrigation made arid lands productive,
and the selective production of preferred plants began. Although food
provision was undoubtedly the major purpose of these ancient gardens,
the Egyptians were among the earliest civilizations to cultivate plants
for their aesthetic values. Their interest in plants as sources of spices,
fragrant oils, and fibers eventually progressed to the development of
xvii
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formal gardens around the homes of the affluent. For centuries the
Egyptians refined their techniques of horticulture production. Their
pictorial and written documentation of the plants important to them
throughout their thirty-five centuries of cultural dominance comprise a
great legacy that will keep scientists and historians busy for years.
As human society evolved and advances were made in agricultural
technology, those civilizations that were attentive to the stewardship of
their land tended to last longer than those such as ancient Greece, which
flourished brilliantly but briefly on the calendar of Mankind. After the
Egyptians, it was not until the era of the ancient Romans, about 2,500
years ago, that ornamental horticulture was again recognized as having
value in the lives of people. The Romans were the photocopy society of
history, borrowing extensively from the agricultural and horticultural
knowledge of Egypt and Greece. However, to their credit, they refined
and improved the techniques, and proved themselves to be much better
stewards of their land than the Greeks whose culture they supplanted.
It was the Romans who introduced grafting and budding as common
propagative techniques.
Ancient Rome exemplified what many would regard as a regrettable
accompaniment to the appreciation and advancement of ornamental
horticulture. As a result of its total cultural dominance of the known
world, its unchallenged military might, its enslavement of weaker societies, and its supreme self-assurance, Rome’s wealthy citizens were free
to practice civility at the highest levels. They built gracious villas at the
center of large farms. Directly adjoining the villas were large gardens
that extended the spaciousness of the indoors to the outside. Those
villa gardens were usually walled to permit greater control of the growing environment and the development of the owners’ fantasies. Formal
patterns, water features, sculpture, flower plantings, pruned shrubbery,
and carefully planned paving patterns created outdoor rooms whose
primary purposes were visual enjoyment and leisure time pleasure.
Had Rome not fallen, it is interesting to wonder how the history of
ornamental horticulture would be written today; but decline and fall
it did. With the demise of Rome, Western civilization plunged into the
Dark Ages. Surviving only fragmentally in the small protected gardens
of monasteries scattered across Europe, ornamental horticulture did
not return to favor until the Renaissance, which began in Italy in the
sixteenth century.
The gardens of the Italians of that century were joyous rediscoveries
of their rich Roman ancestry whose ruins were literally strewn at their
feet. Once again confident of their power to exercise control over their
environment, Italians of the sixteenth century built large formal gardens
that were as remarkable for their engineering as for their aesthetics. The
technology of the time allowed the Italians to transform their steep hillsides into broad terraces for pleasurable human activity. Lavish water
displays resulted from the redirection of rivers and streams into and
out of the gardens. With the sculpture of heathen Rome still abundant,
former marbleized deities assumed new roles as novel ornaments in the
gardens of Christian Italy.
In the seventeenth century, France continued the tradition of lavish
formal garden development on a scale even larger and grander than that
of the Italians. As the lead player on the stage of Western civilization,
France, during the reigns of the Louises, affirmed again that gardens
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and ornamental horticulture paralleled the growth of military prowess, power, and wealth more than the improvement of agricultural
technology. While many less fortunate citizens of France were barely
subsisting, the great formal garden master Andre LeNotre was creating
living works of art at Versailles and other sites throughout France. His
apprentices spread throughout Europe, attempting to bring the gardens
of very other country into compliance with the formal, Baroque tradition of France. While the French gardens were seemingly simple—symmetrical balance, walk intersections marked by a fountain or piece of
sculpture, plants sheared into sculptural shapes (topiary), and a design
most intricate and complex near the building, becoming less intense
as it advanced toward the surrounding countryside—few were able to
match the genius of LeNotre. Also, not every garden site could duplicate
the vast flatness of France where the gardens could cover hundreds of
square miles and create the desired impression of limitless luxury and
extravagance.
England, in the eighteenth century, brazenly rejected the belief that
landscapes must be formalized and display the heavy hand of man in
order to qualify as a garden. With a court life less formal than that of the
French, and a more free-willed aristocracy, England was receptive to
the influences of men like William Kent, Lancelot “Capability” Brown,
and Humphrey Repton who believed formality to be anti-Nature. The
English Naturalism style gained such popularity throughout the British
Isles that centuries-old formal gardens were swept away, to be replaced
with grassy landscapes whose groupings of trees, carefully shaped lakes,
serpentine streams, distant views of grazing sheep, fabricated grottoes, and manufactured ruins atop distant hillsides fit their designers’
ideas of how a romantic Eden-like paradise landscape should appear.
Nowhere was a straight, formal line, sheared plant, or splashing fountain to be seen. Yet these naturalistic gardens were just as contrived as
their formal Continental predecessors. Observing these gardens today,
many wonder what was so special about them. They are so park-like and
so evocative of a drive through the open countryside, it is easy to forget
that at the time of their development, they were as extraordinary as was
the horseless carriage at the start of the Industrial Revolution.
The other great contribution of the English in the history of ornamental horticulture was their role as plant collectors. Their fondness for
plants is almost genetic. As they moved back and forth across the civilized and not-so-civilized world, English explorers took and/or collected
plants with them. In addition, they wrote about the plants they collected
and even preserved pressed samples of them, much to the benefit of
later botanists and taxonomists. They established great botanic gardens
for the propagation, study, and public display of their plant bounty collected from the far reaches of the empire. Also, though the English did
not invent greenhouses, the orangeries of the aristocracy planted the
benefits of indoor plant production into our historic consciousness.
Concurrent with the evolution of ornamental horticulture in Europe,
but separated both geographically and attitudinally, were the gardens of
Asia. First the Chinese, then the Koreans, and later the Japanese used
plants within and surrounding their homes in ways that most Westerners
can never fully comprehend. Closely tied to their Buddhist and Shinto
faiths, oriental Asians perceived themselves as being a part of the
natural world, not separate from and dominant over it. In their cities,
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crowded even centuries ago as they are today, gardens were small by
comparison to Europe’s. The gardens were walled, and within their confines, the Orientals developed gardens that ranged from lush and green
(the Buddhist paradise gardens) to stark and minimal (the Zen gardens).
Plants were pruned and trained to represent their larger counterparts
outside the walls. In more abstract uses, plants represented mountains,
clouds, islands, and other nonplant elements of the natural world.
The intent was to represent the larger, not-so-perfect, natural world in
scaled-down, perfect form. Shinto gardeners frequently believed that
certain unusual plants possessed spirits, or the souls of departed friends
or relatives, or important persons. As such, those plants were regarded
with special reverence. Unlike the formal gardens of Europe, which were
intended as a grand stage for the display and glorification of the human
players with plants subjugated to a minor role, the gardens of the Orient
were designed to feature plants and other elements of the natural world
in a way that provoked an intellectual thoughtfulness by the visitors.
In many cases, a walk through an oriental garden was a psychodrama
intended to remind even the most aristocratic Asians of their natural
place in the world.
If any one thing stands out as a landmark along the historic progression of ornamental horticulture, it is the discovery of the New World.
The Americans were a rich repository of plants, already being cultivated
for both food and ornamental purposes by Indian cultures long before
the invasion by European explorers began. Once underway, the exploration and settlement of the New World promoted large-scale transplantation of foreign plant species and plant products between Europe and
the Americas.
As the various nations of Europe sought to stake their territorial
claims in the New world, numerous colonies were established in the
lands that years later would become the United States. The seventeenth
century saw the Spanish, the Dutch, and the English heavily committed
to the colonization of the coastal areas of North America. While indigo,
tobacco, timber, rice, and other economic crops were of far greater
importance to the settlers, they still found room in their lives to value
and grow ornamentals. The New England Puritans established cottage
gardens to produce flowering plants that scented their houses, spiced
their cooking, and decorated their celebrations. The Dutch discovered
and sent back to Holland the bulbs that would later establish their international preeminence as bulb purveyors to the world.
For much of the next century, even as the early colonists were
replaced by sons and daughters who sought and eventually seized their
independence from their European homelands, American gardens and
uses of ornamental plants were copies of Old World ideas. Twenty-first
century tourists visiting historic Williamsburg, Virginia, see eighteenthcentury formal gardens everywhere. Savannah, Georgia, is a picturesque city built to a European ideal of public squares at the center of
residential clusters.
The great estates of George Washington’s Mount Vernon and Thomas
Jefferson’s Monticello were profoundly influential in America’s perception of ornamental horticulture, due largely to the godlike esteem
that both men enjoyed from their contemporary countrymen and the
admiring millions who have followed. Both estates were a combination of farm and English naturalistic garden. Spectacularly sited, Mount
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Vernon and Monticello represented their owners’ responsible stewardship of their lands and their willingness to try new agricultural techniques. While neither estate made lavish uses of flowers, their shade tree
plantings and expansive lawn areas were reminiscent of the designs of
Kent and Brown in England.
As the post-Revolution nation grew stronger economically, the
favorable climate and tobacco/ cotton economy of the Southeast fostered a lifestyle and garden culture that were aristocratic and formalized. Bowling greens, Elizabethan flower gardens, and serpentine walks
lined with graceful shade trees typified the gardens of early America in
the South. it is tempting to seek similarities between the self-confident,
slave labor-centered, plantation lifestyle of the pre-Civil War southern
United States and that of the Ancient Romans, wherein both societies
found time to cultivate their appreciation of ornamental plants under
similar circumstances.
As the nation pressed its boundaries westward through the visionary
efforts of Jefferson, Lewis and Clark, and others, the vegetation of the
prairies and the fertile soil of the American Midwest were added to the
American treasure chest of resources. Far away, at the western edge of
the continent, Spanish settlers were building missions throughout the
land that would become California. Mission plantings were generally
typified by orchard groves, vineyards, kitchen gardens, and small flower
plantings. As the Spanish Mexican influence took root in southwestern
North America, it laid the foundation for a garden design legacy that
reaches back to the fourteenth century, yet is still viable today. The
Moorish gardens that were prevalent in southern Spain in that early
time, were typically walled and paved, and closely related to the buildings they adjoined. They often used water features for their psychological cooling effect, and the term Spanish Patio came to define a distinctive type of outdoor area development. Six centuries later, that garden
style is still popular, particularly around the adobe and mission-like
architecture of California, New Mexico, and Arizona.
The history of ornamental horticulture in America is as difficult to
chart on a time line as is its history worldwide. Perceptions of the role of
plants change over time. Exploration and discovery of new species continue. Nevertheless, certain individuals, places, and events are worthy of
note, even at the risk, of omitting others of comparable merit.
• Dutch settlers brought bowling greens to America. These set the
precedent for our village greens, city parks, and athletic fields.
• Botanic gardens, featuring all types of horticultural plants, were first
established in Colonial America in the 18th century and facilitated
the exchange of plant species between the country and the city and
between the Old World and the New. One of the earliest and most
famous botanic gardens was that of John Bertram of Pennsylvania,
established in 1728.
• Greenhouses were also being built in America, originally as
orangeries for citrus fruits prior to the Revolution. In appearance
and construction materials used, they were far cruder and darker
structures than those of today.
• Nurseries, although not unknown elsewhere in the country, were
most important in western New York around Rochester. Both fruit
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trees and ornamentals were grown and shipped to all parts of the
nation and the world. For at least half of the 19th century, Rochester
reigned as the center of nursery production in America.
• Commercial seed houses and the mail order seed businesses began
in the mid-1800s, further diversifying the regional floras of America.
• Jacob Bigelow, a Boston physician and botanist, took responsibility
for the development of the Mount Auburn Cemetery in
Massachusetts about 1817. It was done in the naturalistic style of
eighteenth-century England and set a new national standard for
burial grounds. So widespread was the enthusiasm for naturalistic
cemeteries and their inclusion of a wide variety of trees and shrubs
that the best ones became comparable to botanic gardens. These
cemetery grounds also whetted the American appetite for more
numerous and more naturalistic city parks.
• Frederick Law Olmstead, regarded as the Father of Landscape
Architecture in America, drew on the designs of the English
naturalists to win the competition for the design of New York City’s
Central Park, the first great city park in America. He and his partner,
Calvert Vaux, built city parks throughout the eastern United States
and firmly established the democratic concept of public landscaping
for all citizens, not just the wealthy and powerful.
• Late in the 19th century, the lawnmower was technically improved
to the point that lawns could be kept trimmed in a manner similar to
today. Prior to that, scythes and/or grazing animals were the means
of controlling turf height.
• Pierre du Pont, of the Pennsylvania du Ponts, established what
is arguably America’s premier horticultural display garden over
a forty-five year period, beginning in 1906. Now open to the
public in Kennett Square, Pennsylvania, Longwood Gardens is an
Americanized eclectic interpretation of sixteenth-century Italian
Renaissance, seventeenth-century French Baroque, and eighteenthcentury English Naturalism.
• The publication of Rachel Carson’s book, Silent Spring, in 1962
moved agriculture in general and ornamental horticulture in
particular in a direction that never concerned the early growers and
garden builders. Silent Spring was the first significant alarm sounded
to warn of the dangers of overusing chemical pesticides. Miss
Carson’s reputation as a marine biologist and writer served her well
in garnering support for her cause and helping her to weather the
storm of criticism leveled against her by the chemical companies.
Awareness of the long-term dangers of pesticides was heightened
at both the individual and the governmental levels of society and
over the next several decades, many changes were enacted to rein
in their unrestricted use. Today, thanks to Rachel Carson and many
other environmental advocates, the control of insect, disease, and
weed pests is increasingly in the hands of trained professionals who
use chemicals knowledgeably and with restraint. Biological controls
and integrated pest management are the new means of controlling
pests. Most of the highly toxic and long-lasting materials of the past
are now out of production. What few remain are only available to
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certified trained professionals who know how to use them safely and
with minimal impact on the environment.
• Public acceptance of the environmental ethic that threads through
modern horticulture has also encouraged industry practitioners
to seek new and safer ways of bringing their products and services
to the marketplace. Naturalized plantings have found acceptance
where high maintenance plantings would have been in the past. Golf
courses are beginning to manage their non-play areas as wildlife
habitat regions within their properties. Reduction of irrigated
areas and careful monitoring of fertilizer applications to assure
that it stays on site are common practices on many courses now.
Consumers are being educated to accept greenhouse and nursery
products with superficial flaws when those flaws have nothing to do
with the quality or use of the plant or product.
Ornamental horticulture in the United States is not as much a
state of being as it is a state of becoming. As America’s ethnic heritage
expands from a majority of Euro-Americans to include more Asian
Americans, African Americans, Hispanic Americans, and other immigrant groups, it is predictable that the uses and appreciation of ornamental plants will continue to evolve. That is probably as it should be.
One can only wonder how this Foreword will be written when the fifth
edition is published.
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CHAPTER 1

The Green Plant

O B J E C T I VE S
Upon completion of this chapter, you should be able to

•
•
•
•
•
•

list the important roles played by green plants in our lives and the earth’s ecosystem.
describe the natural classification system for the plant kingdom.
list the parts of a typical higher green plant and describe their functions.
describe how plants grow.
define the processes of photosynthesis, respiration, and transpiration.
describe the environmental factors that affect plant growth.

KEY TERMS
photosynthesis
prokaryote
nucleoid region
flagella
eukaryote
taxonomy
taxonomist
xylem
phloem
variety
cultivar
var
plant patent
hybrid
adventitious
chlorophyll
photosynthesis
cones
complete flower
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incomplete flower
perfect flower
imperfect flower
monoecious
dioecious
inflorescence
protoplast
nucleus
chloroplast
cytoplasm
vacuole
plasma membrane
vascular bundles
sieve elements
cambium
node
internode
cuticle
xanthophyll

carotene
anthocyanins
apical meristem
root cap
embryo
juvenility
maturity
hydathodes
guttation
translocation
macronutrients
micronutrients
threshold value
tropism
phototropism
auxin
photoperiodism
thermoperiodicity
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THE VALUE OF PLANTS IN OUR LIVES
Americans live within a culture of superlatives—the tallest building,
fastest automobile, most populous city, costliest motion picture, and
so on. Always seeking an event or superhero to top all others, we look
farther and farther into space, probe deeper into the oceans, and contrive an endless array of mechanical gadgetry. Yet within sight of us all
at nearly all times are marvels of nature whose simple existence allows
our survival and whose wonders are taken for granted although only
partially understood.
Green plants produce and recycle the oxygen on which animal life
depends. They capture the energy of the sun and convert it into forms
usable by humans and other animals. Plants are the only living organisms capable of manufacturing their own food. Surely if only one plant
existed on the entire earth, it would rank as the foremost wonder of the
world: an oxygen and food factory.
Fortunately for us, the plant kingdom dominates the biological
world and gives generously to us while asking only for a pollution-free
environment and suitable habitat in return. In addition to their principle services of energy conversion, food manufacture, and oxygen production (through the process known as photosynthesis), plants offer us
food products, medicines, fermenting agents, lumber, dyes, clothing,
lubricants, fuel, flowers, fragrances, shade, glorious autumn colors,
vines to swing on, and challenges to climb. Plants are synonymous with
natural landscapes. They nurture us physically as well as psychologically. They inspire us, refresh us, and regenerate our lives.

PLANT CLASSIFICATION AND THE NATURAL
WORLD
Although this text is not intended to replace a more thorough study of
botany, the fullest appreciation of plants results from a basic understanding of their place in the natural world. For centuries, beginning
with a Greek named Theophrastus in about 300 B.C., scientists have
attempted to classify the planet’s organisms into a tidy system that
accommodates all current knowledge of the natural world and allows
new knowledge to be added. As long as the new knowledge fit the criteria of the existing classification system, new knowledge was easily
accepted. Thus, the organisms of the world were once classified into two
kingdoms: plants and animals. If an organism moved, had a nervous
system, and could not make its own food, it was classified as an animal.
If it was anything else, it was classified as a plant. Early classification
systems focused on those living organisms that were easily seen because
of their size (macroscopic) causing the classification to be based more
on physical appearance than on natural factors. The development of
the microscope and the ongoing expansion of knowledge of our world
have allowed the world’s organisms to be classified in a more natural
way. There are now five known kingdoms, based on the structure of the
organisms’ cells. Which kingdom includes which organisms is determined by criteria such as the organism’s size, complexity of development, method(s) of reproduction, and how it captures nutrient energy.
If the organism is only one-cell in size (such as bacteria) it is termed a
prokaryote. These simple organisms have been around for roughly two
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billion years, reproducing asexually, and account for a large portion of
earth’s past and current biomass. Prokaryotes are so primitive that they
do not encase their genetic material (DNA) in a nucleus, instead containing it within an area termed the nucleoid region, which is enclosed
by a membranous cell wall. Prokaryotes are able to move with the aid
of whip-like appendages termed flagella (singular—flagellum). If an
organism’s cell is more complex, greater in size and volume, and containing its DNA within a nucleus, then it is termed a eukaryote. While
eukaryotes may include single-celled organisms, they also include the
fungi, animals, and plants. Eukaryotes are more recently evolved than
prokaryotes, having been around only about one and a half billion years.
They reproduce sexually, thereby allowing more genetic combinations
to occur. In turn, that allowed multicellular organisms to evolve. So to
understand where plants fit into the grand scheme of nature, begin by
knowing them to be eukaryotes.
Based on their cell structure, their method of reproduction, whether
they do or do not capture their own nutrient energy, and other criteria,
the organisms of the natural world are classified into five kingdoms:
1. Protista—Mostly one-celled prokaryotes: the bacteria and bluegreen algae.
2. Protoctista—Aquatic eukaryotic microorganisms, exclusive of the
fungi, animals, and plants.
3. Fungi—Nonmotile eukaryotes, possessing a cell wall. They reproduce by spores and derive their nutrition and energy from other
living or nonliving hosts.
4. Animals—Motile eukaryotes, lacking cell walls. They derive their
nutrition and energy from other living and nonliving hosts.
5. Plants—Nonmotile eukaryotes that have cell walls. They derive
their energy through photosynthesis.

The Plant Kingdom
The study of plant classification is termed taxonomy. Plant scientists
who engage in the study are known as taxonomists. While not all taxonomists agree completely on how to classify every plant in the world, they
do agree that the classification of plants must be a natural system that
is based on the genetic and evolutionary relationship among plants. In
turn, that system must be sufficiently flexible and dynamic to accommodate the continuing and evolving knowledge of plant life. Currently the
plant kingdom is divided into divisions, classes, orders, families, genera,
and species. The system is arranged in a hierarchal manner. From any
point in the classification, the groups of plants share increasingly more
genetic and anatomical similarities as their placement progresses down
the system from division toward species.
While eleven of the twelve divisions of the plant kingdom contain
important plants such as the algae, diatoms, stone-worts, and mosses, it is
the higher plants, including the ornamentals, which are of relevance to this
text. They are classified in the division Tracheophyta. Plants in this division
are collectively termed the vascular plants, meaning that they are able to
move water, nutrients, and the products synthesized in the leaves through
internal conducting tissues, the xylem and the phloem.
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Some of the vascular plants, such as ferns, reproduce from spores
(reproductive cells), while the majority of the higher plants reproduce
from seeds. Coniferous plants, such as pines, are placed in the class
Coniferopsida, signifying that their seeds are produced in either a
cone (such as a pine cone) or in a berry-like formation (such as a yew).
Conifers do not flower, and their leaves are needle-like, scale-like, or
awl-like. The flowering plants are placed in the class Angiospermopsida.
They are the most evolved members of the plant kingdom, producing
their seeds inside a fruit that developed as a swollen ovary from a fertilized flower. Within the class are two orders, defined by the number
of seed leaves (cotyledons) contained in their seeds. Monocots (in the
order Monocotyledoneae) have a single seed leaf. Grains and grasses
are classified as monocots. So are ornamentals such as palms, iris, lilies,
and orchids. Dicots (in the subclass Dicotyledoneae) are angiosperms
that have two seed leaves in their seeds. Most of the flowering plants,
including the fruits, vegetables, and ornamentals, are dicots.
As the classification system progresses from broad generalities to
more detailed specificity, the genetic makeup and physical attributes
of the plants contained within each family, genus, and species become
increasingly similar. The categories in increasing order of specificity
are:
Kingdom
Division
Class
Order
Family
Genus
Species
Eventually every plant in nature that has been identified and classified can be identified by its inclusion in these categories.

PLANT NOMENCLATURE
Nomenclature is the naming of plants. The name that identifies one
plant and distinguishes it from the hundreds of thousands of others
in the world is its botanical name. The botanical name is expressed in
Latin and is recognized internationally. Plant taxonomists, governed by
the International Rules of Botanical Nomenclature, assign the names
based on where a plant fits within the kingdom’s classification system.
The unique botanical name given to a plant is in two parts, termed a
Latin binomial. The first part is taken from the genus in which it is classified. The second part is called the epithet, and the two parts together
identify the species. While a genus name may be applied to several
closely related types of plants, such as Pinus (the pines) or Cornus (the
dogwoods), the epithet eliminates all other types but one and creates
the unique species. Thus, Pinus sylvestris, Pinus resinosa, Pinus nigra,
and Pinus strobus are distinctly different plants, as are Cornus florida
and Cornus mas.
NOTE: Many texts and individuals use the word species to mean epithet
as well as using the term to refer to the complete binomial.
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It is not uncommon for plants to have two names, the botanical
name and a common name by which it is known within a country or
region of a country. Examples are Euonymus alatus, which some know
as Winged Euonymus and others as Burning Bush, and Acer saccharum,
known as Sugar Maple to most Americans, but as Hard Rock Maple in
parts of New England. As familiar as they are, common names can be
misleading and are not wisely used when there is a need to be specific
about a plant. As examples, the Douglas Fir is not a fir. Neither is the
White Cedar a cedar.
As unique as the Latin binomial is in identifying a plant, the nuances
of Nature and the artificially induced differences created by horticulturists and plant breeders often require additional words to fully describe a
specific plant. The genus and epithet names of a plant may be followed
by a variety or cultivar (cultivated variety) name. Though there are
additional subclassifications, such as subspecies and form, it is usually
enough to know just the varieties and cultivars of a species to be certain
of their identity.
Varieties are plants within a single species that are distinctively different from others of the species. They are capable of breeding true to form
and owe their variance to natural origins. The Thornless Honeylocust
exemplifies a true variety, differing from other Honeylocusts by its lack
of prickly thorns. Its botanical name is properly written as Gleditsia
triacanthos var. inermis. The var identifies it as a variety of the species.
It is not italicized, unlike the genus, epithet, and variety names. As an
example, here is how the tree with the common name thornless honeylocust would be classified by taxonomists:
Kingdom: Plantae
Division: Tracheophyta
Class: Angiospermopsida
Order: Rosales
Family: Leguminosae
Genus: Gleditsia
Species: triacanthos
Variety: inermis
Cultivars are varieties that are selected and sustained by people
who value some distinctive attribute of the plant and propagate it in
large numbers, usually by vegetative means. Were that propagation to
cease, the cultivar would soon disappear. Some cultivars are patented
by the person who first discovers it. The plant patent gives that person
exclusive rights to propagate and sell the cultivar to greenhouses and
nurseries and others who wish to grow it. Patented cultivars often cost
more than nonpatented varieties. Correctly written, a cultivar’s botanical name appears as either Viburnum opulus cv. Sterile or Viburnum
opulus “Sterile.” Note where italics are and are not used.
When two different species within one genus are successfully crossbred, the resulting species is a hybrid of the two. The name of the new
species retains the name of the genus, but drops the epithets of the two
parent plants and is given a single new epithet. Its status as a hybrid is
represented by an x. For example, Epimedium x youngianum, common
name Young’s Barrenwort.
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PARTS OF A PLANT
The most logical starting point for a scientific study of ornamental
plants is their macroscopic anatomy (what we can see with the unaided
eye).
Members of the higher plants are made up of roots, stems, leaves,
and flowers or cones (Figure 1–1). Flowers are the reproductive structures of the Angiospermopsida as cones are for the Coniferopsida. As
previously noted, these two Classes are commonly referred to simply as
the flowering plants and the conifers.

Roots
Roots are the below-ground portion of the plant. They may be fibrous,
with a network of roots reaching out horizontally and vertically through
the soil, or they may be tap roots in which one central root grows larger
and is more dominant than the others. In both types of root systems,
the larger roots are supplemented by many smaller root hairs (Figure
1–2). The principal function of the roots is to absorb water and mineral
nutrients from the soil. Much of the absorption occurs through the root
hairs. In addition, the roots serve to anchor the plant against toppling
by wind and rain. Roots also store food materials produced in the leaves.
Specialized roots called adventitious roots develop from stems in some
plants such as philodendron and from leaves and cut stems of various
plants being propagated vegetatively (Figure 1–3).

Flower bud

Growing point
and terminal bud
Flower

Fruit

Leaf

Internode
Stem
Vascular system

Root hairs at
tips of roots

Axillary bud
Node
Soil line

Fibrous root
system

Typical root systems of plants (Delmar/
Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 1–2.
Secondary
root
Primary root
Growing
point

Root cap

The principal parts of a flowering
plant (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 1–1.

Tap root
system
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Adventitious roots are seen on this
philodendron. They originate on the lower stem.
(Courtesy Jack Ingels)

FIGURE 1–3.

When plants are young, as when they are newly germinated from
seeds, the surface area of the roots is greater than the surface area of the
leaves, allowing for a greater uptake of mineral nutrients and water than
is matched by the photosynthetic activity of the undeveloped leaves.
This imbalance is only temporary though, and can eventually tip the
opposite way once the leaves expand fully and maximize their food
manufacturing capability through photosynthesis. It is generally desirable to maintain a close balance between the ability of a plant to photosynthesize and the root surface area needed to take up the necessary
water and minerals.
Roots grow almost continuously throughout the life of a plant. Their
rate of growth can be affected by environmental conditions in the soil,
such as temperature or moisture extremes. Most root systems will display greater lateral growth than depth. In sites where the soil composition is extremely hard, downward penetration even by tap rooted species may be limited.

Stems
Stems are the central axis of plants. They are usually above ground and
may be long or short, single or multiple, and herbaceous or woody
(these terms are defined later in the chapter). The principal functions of
a stem are to conduct water and minerals absorbed by the roots to the
leaves and other above-ground plant parts, and to conduct food materials produced in the leaves to the roots and other plant parts.
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Stigma
Style
Ovary

Pistil
Pollen

Petal

Anther
Filament

Stamen

Pollen tube

Ovule
Sepal

FIGURE 1–4.

Longitudinal section of a complete flower (Delmar/Cengage

Learning)

Leaves
Leaves may be thin or flat, thick or fleshy, broad or needle-like. They are
appendages of the stem and are the major food manufacturers of the
plant. Leaves contain a green pigment, chlorophyll, which allows them
to use the energy in light to convert carbon dioxide and water into food
and oxygen. This process is called photosynthesis.

Cones or Flowers
A single flower
(Delmar/Cengage Learning.
Photo by Marihelen Glass)

FIGURE 1–5.

A cluster
(inflorescence) (Delmar/
Cengage Learning. Photo by
Marihelen Glass)

FIGURE 1–6.

Cones are the reproductive structures of the conifers such as pines,
spruce, and firs. Cones contain naked, unenclosed seeds on the upper
surface of each cone scale. The conifers are slightly more primitive in
evolutionary development than the flowering plants.
Flowers epitomize the peak of evolutionary development in plants
and make the flowering plants dominant in the plant kingdom. They are
reproductive structures that produce seeds enclosed in fruit. Because
the varying anatomical features of their flowers are one means of identifying plants, a knowledge of flower parts and types of flowers is necessary for horticulturists.
A complete flower is one that possesses all the floral organs (sepals,
petals, stamens, and pistils) (Figure 1–4). An incomplete flower lacks
one or more of these organs. In addition to being complete or incomplete, flowers may be perfect or imperfect. A perfect flower has both
stamens (male reproductive organs) and pistils (female reproductive
organs). An imperfect flower lacks one or the other. Imperfect flowers
may be termed pistillate or staminate depending on which of the two
essential organs they possess. If both pistillate and staminate flowers
occur on the same plant, it is said to be monoecious. If the two imperfect flowers occur on separate plants, the plants are termed dioecious.
Willows and hollies are examples of dioecious ornamental plants.
Flowers may be produced as single blossoms such as roses or lilies
(Figure 1–5), in clusters (inflorescences) such as gladioli or snapdragons
(Figure 1–6), or as composite flowers such as chrysanthemums (Figure
1–7). Composite flowers give the appearance of a single blossom but are
actually a grouping of many tiny flowers.
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THE STRUCTURE OF PLANT PARTS

A composite
flower (Delmar/Cengage
Learning. Photo by Marihelen
Glass)

FIGURE 1–7.

All living organisms except viruses have the cell as their basic structural
unit. A single plant part, such as a leaf, may be composed of millions
of cells. The cells of plants may range in size from 1/25,000 of an inch
to nearly 4/10 of an inch. Plant cells can best be visualized as threedimensional chambers which, when joined together, are responsible for
the shape, size, appearance, and function of all the earth’s plants. Plants
grow from seeds to maturity by the enlargement of existing cells and the
production of new ones.
All plant cells are basically alike (Figure 1–8). Nevertheless, leaves do
not look like stems, and roots and flowers are equally different. Some
parts of the plant photosynthesize, and other parts do not. Some parts
are rigid, like stems, and other parts are pliable, like leaves. As cells
group together, they become differentiated in their functions. Large
groups of similar cells carrying on the same function are termed tissues.
Groups of tissues make up the organs of plants (Figures 1–9, 1–10, and
1–11). From the diagrams, several facts should be noted.

The Cell
Tiny though they are, plant cells are not hollow like empty boxes. Each
cell is comprised of a variety of components, and each component has

Nucleus
(Contains the chomosomes
and directs the activities
of the cell)
Nucleolus
(Center of ribosome
formation for protein
synthesis)
Mitochondria
(The site of
respiration)

Cytoplasmic strand
(Part of the living matter of the cell)
Chloroplast
(Contains chlorophyll)
Vacuole
(Contains the cell sap)

Middle lamella
(Cement the cells together)
Cell wall
(Nonliving layer; strengthens and supports)

FIGURE 1–8.

A typical plant cell with major parts identified and labeled (Delmar/Cengage Learning)
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Lower epidermis

Cross section of a leaf (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

Epidermis

Cork

Cortex

Pith
Xylem
Xylem
Cambium

Cambium
Phloem
Herbaceous
monocot stem
Scattered vascular bundles
FIGURE 1–10.

Herbaceous
dicot stem
Ringed vascular bundles

Phloem

Woody
dicot stem
Concentric cylindric vascular bundles

Cross sections of different types of plant stems (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

a vital role to play in the growth, reproduction, and differentiation of the
cell (Figure 1–8).
• The cell wall is the foremost distinction between plant and animal
cells, since animal cells lack walls. Usually multilayered, the cell wall
has a primary wall on the outside, a secondary wall on the inside,
and a cementing agent between them termed the middle lamella.
The wall is composed of a matrix of carbohydrates reinforced by
cellulose molecules arranged in long, rod-like structures.
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FIGURE 1–11.

Root cap
(protects the
growing point)

Cross section of a root tip

As cells age, they acquire deposits of lignin (complex polymers)
within the carbohydrate matrix. The result is hardening of the cells,
which explains why plants become woody or stiffer as they grow and
age.
• The protoplast is the living matter of the cell.
• The nucleus is the vessel in the cell that contains the chromosomes,
the nucleolus, and the nucleoplasm. The chromosomes carry the
genes that direct heredity; the nucleolus is the site of ribosome
production; and the nucleoplasm supports it all.
• Chloroplasts contain the chlorophyll pigment which is vital to
photosynthesis.
• Cytoplasm is all of the living material in the cell other than the
nucleus. (Cytoplasm + nucleus = the protoplast.)
• The vacuole is a cavity within the cytoplasm. It is lined with a
membrane and filled with salts, various pigments, and organic
materials that are collectively termed the cell sap.
• The plasma membrane surrounds the protoplast like a thin
plastic bag, separating it from the cell wall. The membrane is
semipermeable and controls what substances pass into and out of
the cell.
• Cytoplasmic strands connect the protoplasts of adjacent cells,
making the living material of the cells continuous within the plant.
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• Mitochondria are specialized regions of the plant cell in which
respiration occurs. They are enclosed by a double membrane, the
innermost of which is folded like an accordion. That increases the
surface area in which the chemical reactions of respiration can
occur.
Although most plant cells contain the same components, they do
not all serve the same function. Some remain simple (embryonic) and
primarily divide and create new cells, permitting the plant to grow.
Meristematic cells are such cells. They are concentrated at the tips of
shoots and roots in most plants, which explains why those plants grow
from their extreme ends (their apical meristems), not their bases. An
obvious exception is the grasses, which grow at the base, not at the tips
of their blades. Grassy monocots have their meristems located at their
base, a convenient property that allows mowing without cutting off the
growth cells.
Meristems also occur in other parts of the plant. Defined by their
location; for example, axillary meristem (in the axils of leaves) and basal
meristems (at the base or crown of a plant), they enable the plant to
grow in places other than just the shoot.
Other cells, although originating from the meristematic cells, assume
other roles in the plant as a result of their differentiation. Parenchyma
cells are specialized cells comprising the cortex and pith tissues in
stems and the spongy mesophyll tissue in leaves. Most present in leaves,
flowers, and fruits, these cells allow the plant to heal its wounds, secrete
and excrete materials, and store food. They are also the site of photosynthesis within the plant where they contain chloroplasts. Collenchyma
cells are also specialized to provide plants the structural strength they
need for support. Their cell walls are unevenly thick, permitting flexibility of the plants’ stems. Sclerenchyma cells have the thickest walls
and are also involved in structural support of the plant when the cells
assume the shape of long slender fibers. Sclerenchyma cells can also
assume assorted other globular shapes, termed sclerids. Enmassed,
sclerid cells form the hardest plant features such as the pits in cherries
and peaches.

Stems
The transport of water, nutrients, and food materials between leaves
and roots occurs in the vascular bundles.
The bundles constitute a system that reaches from the roots to the
leaves, running in both directions. Water and mineral nutrients that enter
the roots are carried upward to the leaves and other above-ground parts
in the xylem. The xylem extends to all parts of the plant. It also offers
structural support to plants, especially the woody trees and shrubs. As
parts of the xylem mature, the tissue becomes nonliving, further contributing to the structural strength of the plant. The products resulting
from the photosynthetic activity of the leaves are moved downward for
storage in the roots and other tissues of the plant. Those products move
in the part of the vascular system termed the phloem. Like the xylem, the
phloem also contributes to the structural support of the plant. While it
remains a living system, the tissue breaks down as it ages and is replaced
by new tissue. Although likened to a hollow pipe, the phloem is actually
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a linkage of elongated specialized cells, sieve elements, that conduct the
food produced during photosynthesis to other parts of the plant.
There are two types of stems, defined by how their vascular tissues
are arranged. Monocotyledons (monocots) are plants that have one
cotyledon (seed leaf), while dicotyledons (dicots) have two cotyledons.
Figure 1–10 illustrates how the stems of monocots and dicots differ in
the arrangement of their vascular bundles.
Stems increase in diameter due to the activity of the cambium tissue
that produces the xylem and phloem.
Because the stem is the major pipeline connecting the roots to the
rest of the plant, it is logical that it serves as the site for the initiation
of leaves and buds. The node is the location on a stem where a bud is
initiated. The buds may develop into leaves or flowers. Some buds contain both leaves and flowers. The space between nodes is termed the
internode. A further discussion of the location of buds as a means of
identifying certain plants is included in Chapter 2.
Some stems don’t look like stems at all. Instead they function mainly
as food storage structures in the form of corms, bulbs, tubers, rhizomes,
and stolons. Many familiar flowers, grasses, and vegetables have these
unusual stem types.

Leaves
Where the vascular tissues extend into leaves, they form a network of
veins. The pattern of the veins (venation) is important in the classification and identification of many plants.
Gaseous exchange between the air outside the plant and the intercellular spaces inside the plant occurs through pores termed stomata
or stomates (singular stomate). The plant loses water vapor through the
stomata when they are open. That water loss is known as transpiration.
When the stomata are closed, transpiration is reduced (Figure 1–9).
The upper and lower epidermis are covered by a waxy cuticle (not
shown), which keeps the leaf basically impermeable to water and helps
some plants retain internal moisture.

Leaf Color
Plant color in general, and leaf color in particular, results from the
presence of pigments within the cells. In the majority of higher plants,
including the ornamentals, chlorophyll is the pigment in greatest abundance. That is why most living, nondormant plants appear green. Other
pigments are present in plants, however. Xanthophyll (bright yellow),
carotene (orange), and anthocyanins (red) are pigments that occasionally dominate in plants such as the coleus or in the blossoms of most
plants, but they usually await the aging of the leaf and the loss of the
chlorophyll pigment to reveal their presence.

Roots
The root elongates in the region of the apical meristem. That is the
region where the cells are most actively dividing. The apical meristem is
protected by the root cap as the root presses through the soil.
As important as the apical meristematic region is to the growth of
roots, it is not the area of the most rapid water and nutrient absorption.
Rather, it is in the area of the root hairs where the fastest absorption
occurs. Very little water or nutrient absorption occurs at the tips of roots
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or in older roots. It is the root hairs that number in the thousands and
are only a cell in thickness that amplify the absorbing surface area of a
plant’s root system (Figure 1–11).

Seeds
The Gymnosperms and Angiosperms are seed-bearing plants. A seed is
a miniature plant. It develops through the sexual reproduction process
and is initially dormant. It awaits the provision of proper environmental
conditions that permit it to germinate.
The miniature plant is termed an embryo. It is enclosed by a seed
coat if it has two cotyledons, or by a pericarp if it has only one cotyledon. As noted previously, plants that produce one or two cotyledons are
termed monocots or dicots, respectively. Cotyledons supply nutrients
to the embryo until it can begin photosynthesizing to allow its further
development.

JUVENILITY AND MATURITY IN PLANTS
Although maturation is most commonly associated with animal aging
or human emotional development, it also finds its place in plant science. Most commonly observed as a morphological (structural) change
in the plant, it can also be manifested as a change in flowering or fruiting habit, or in its mode of growth.
Juvenility is a state of vegetative growth during which a plant cannot flower. In annual plants, this state is very short (perhaps a month or
two), whereas in longer-lived species, a healthy, actively growing plant
may exist in the juvenile stage for years. Maturity is the state of growth
during which the plant becomes capable of flowering. Localized meristematic growth makes it possible for some plants to produce juvenile
cell growth and mature cell growth simultaneously.
While the unseen changes that must necessarily occur in the plant
to initiate its change of state from juvenile to adult are still not entirely
understood, the physical evidence of change is often striking. English
ivy (Hedera helix) in its juvenile state is a trailing vine with deeply
lobed leaves. Many people do not recognize it at maturity because the
leaves become unlobed (entire) and the plant easily supports itself for
upright growth. Philodendron leaves have an opposite appearance;
that is, unlobed when juvenile and lobed when mature. Oak trees
(Quercus species) retain their dead leaves through much of the winter
as long as the tree is in its juvenile state. Old oaks drop their leaves
much earlier.

MAJOR PLANT PROCESSES
A green plant is comparable to a machine that operates nonstop.
However, unlike a machine that would perform a single function or
programmed series of functions, the plant “machine” performs different functions simultaneously. At different times and under varying
environmental conditions, certain plant processes increase and others
decrease.
The physiological (functional) processes of the higher plants are
numerous, but three stand out: photosynthesis, respiration, and transpiration.
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Photosynthesis
Photosynthesis has been referred to earlier. It is a process unique to
green plants in which food (sugar) is manufactured from water and carbon dioxide in the presence of chlorophyll. Light energy, from the sun
or other sources, drives the chemical reaction, and oxygen is released in
the process. Water, used in the process, is also produced. The chemical
equation for photosynthesis is believed to be:
chloroplast
6CO2 + 12H2O —————→ 6H12O6 + 6O2 + 6H2O
light energy

This equation is more of a summary than a specific explanation.
Photosynthesis is an assemblage of many reactions that scientists continually strive to understand. Considering that photosynthesis is the
source of all fuel and all food on the planet, the need to understand the
process is apparent. The reactions occur in the chloroplasts of the cells,
where the chlorophyll is contained.
The importance of the green pigment chlorophyll cannot be overstated. It is the primary means by which the unusable energy of the sun
is transformed into usable chemical energy. Chlorophyll is a complex
molecule, which is not surprising considering its almost magical accomplishment. It occurs in several modified forms (chlorophyll a, b, c, d, and
e). The modifications are based on which form of the chlorophyll molecule absorbs which wavelength of light, since the light coming from the
sun contains varied wavelengths (Figure 1–12). Chlorophyll a is found
in all photosynthetic plants, absorbing nearly all of its light energy from
the violet, blue, red-orange, and red wavelengths. Chlorophyll b absorbs
more light energy from the green wavelength. The absorption of the
light energy triggers the chemical reaction that is photosynthesis. While
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there are other modified forms of chlorophyll, it is the a and b forms of
the pigment that account for most photosynthetic activity within the
cellular chloroplasts of living higher plants.
Photosynthesis occurs in two stages, sometimes called the light and
dark phases, and sometimes referred to as the light dependent process
and the light independent process. It is not the purpose of this brief
treatise to explain in detail the physiology of photosynthesis. Suffice it to
say that some of the reactions occurring during photosynthesis require
light, since it is through those reactions that light energy is captured and
water is broken apart into hydrogen and oxygen. The oxygen is released
in gaseous form. The hydrogen is then used in the formation of sugars
by combination with an acid derived from CO2. This part of the photosynthetic process does not require light, hence the name: dark phase.
The rate of the process varies with the light intensity, temperature, and concentration of carbon dioxide in the plant’s atmosphere.
Also, excessive accumulation of the end product, sugar, can slow the
reaction.

Respiration
Respiration is the process that permits living cells to obtain energy from
organic material (usually glucose sugar). It is a breaking-down process,
unlike photosynthesis, which is a manufacturing process. Respiration
uses oxygen and enzyme catalysts to oxidize the sugar to carbon dioxide and water. In the process, energy is produced. The reaction can be
stated as follows:
enzymes
glucose + oxygen —————→ carbon dioxide + water + energy

This process converts the chemical energy captured through photosynthesis into a form of energy available to the plant for growth, reproduction, and cell maintenance. The process does not create energy but
simply changes its form.
While photosynthesis can only occur during the hours of daylight or
under artificial light, and only in cells that contain chlorophyll, respiration is ongoing every hour of the day and in the mitochondria of every
cell of the plant. Energy is released as adenosine triphosphate, commonly termed ATP.
Since photosynthesis produces the products needed for respiration,
and since photosynthesis occurs for fewer hours each day than does
respiration, a balance is needed. That balance is made possible by the
greater efficiency of the photosynthetic process. In a healthy plant, the
reaction rate of photosynthesis is higher than that of respiration, thereby producing more food during the day than can be transformed by
respiration during the dark hours. That permits plants to store food in
the form of fruits and seeds. If conditions alter the balance and permit
respiration to exceed photosynthesis, the plant will suffer and decline.

Transpiration
Transpiration is the loss of water in vapor form from a plant. Water
enters the plant through the roots and saturates the intercellular spaces
throughout the plant. Then, because the amount of water vapor in the
atmosphere is nearly always less than the amount of water vapor inside
the plant tissue, the vapor leaves the plant. Most transpiration occurs
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through the stomata, 90 percent of which are located on the lower
surface of the leaves. Smaller amounts of water vapor are lost through
the cuticle. When water uptake exceeds the rate of transpiration, water
passes out of the plant in liquid form through leaf openings called
hydathodes. This slow exudation of liquid water is called guttation.
Transpiration rates are accelerated by increased temperatures or
light. As the humidity in the air around the plant increases or decreases,
the rate of transpiration decreases or increases in response.
Everyone has observed wilted plants. Most have probably also
observed that the majority of plants will recover when water is added to
the soil. However, sometimes the plant is so extremely dehydrated that
the addition of water cannot reverse the wilting. Still other times, the
soil is moist yet the plant wilts, only to recover later in the day, when
the sun goes down. Each observation exemplifies a different type of
wilting, but all are related to the process of transpiration. When the soil
begins to dry out, plants may transpire water faster than the roots can
absorb the diminishing water resource. The resultant wilting will be
temporary as long as water is added before permanent injury occurs.
When there is ample water in the soil, yet the plant is still wilted, the
condition is incipient, meaning that transpiration is occurring faster
than water can be absorbed by the roots. The condition usually results
when the environment of the plant is either excessively warm or bright
or both. As evening comes and environmental conditions moderate,
the wilting subsides as water absorption catches up with transpiration.
If there is so little water in the soil that the plant cannot replace the
water vapor it has lost even after transpiration slows, then the plant
is in a state of permanent wilting and cannot recover even if water is
added to the soil.

Translocation
Translocation is the movement of organic materials from one part of
the plant to another part. Occurring in the phloem, translocation allows
the products of photosynthesis to move to where they are needed for
plant growth and reproduction, or to be stored to become fruits and
seeds. Depending on the stage of plant development, translocation can
occur in any direction within the plant.

WHAT PLANTS NEED FOR GROWTH
Plants can and do exist under incredibly adverse environmental conditions. They survive in the arctic as well as the desert. They live atop
mountains and in the depth of canyons. They survive on land and in
fresh and salt water.
The production of ornamental plants requires more than helping
plants survive, however. It requires maximizing their rate of growth,
their quality, or both. The growth potential of a plant is determined by
two things: its genetic heritage and the environment in which it develops. Its genetic heritage is predetermined; there is nothing a grower
can do to change it. Its environment, on the other hand, is under the
grower’s control to some extent. Environmental factors play a significant role in how quickly, if ever, the plant reaches its maximum size,
when it blooms, how large its leaves become, whether it sets fruit, and
many other qualitative factors.
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A plant’s environment exists both above and below ground. It consists of the soil and the air, and those natural elements common to them
both—water and gases.

Soil
The soil is the environment of the root zone. It provides the mineral elements needed by plants for use during photosynthesis. It also collects
and supplies water for uptake by the plants. To function most effectively,
the soil must be porous, with sufficient space between the soil particles
to store air and water. It must be loose enough to allow roots to grow
through it, yet supportive enough to stabilize the plant.
Not all the mineral elements in soil are essential for plant growth.
Likewise, not all the elements essential for plant growth are present in
necessary amounts in all soils Altogether, seventeen elements are essential at some time during each plant’s life for optimum growth. These
elements are basically the same for all plant species. The elements are
categorized as macronutrients and micronutrients, depending on the
quantities needed by the plant. Designation as a macro- or micronutrient is not a measure of importance, since all are essential for growth.
(Mineral nutrients are discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.)
When soil is less than ideal for optimum plant growth, it is usually
the result of:
1. A deficiency of essential elements (especially nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium, used in greatest amounts by plants).
2. Poor aeration (too little air space between soil particles).
3. Improper drainage (either too little or too much).
Changing the soil environment is one way to improve plant growth.
For example, fertilizer can add missing nutrients, and sand or peat moss
can improve aeration or drainage.

Atmosphere
The atmosphere surrounds the above-ground portion of the plant. It
supplies the carbon dioxide needed for photosynthesis and the oxygen
needed for respiration. In closed environments such as greenhouses,
the addition of carbon dioxide to the air has the effect of increasing the
rate of photosynthesis in certain ornamental plants such as roses and
carnations. The addition of gaseous pollutants to the atmosphere can
have a harmful effect on plants. It may harm their physical appearance
and may reduce their rate of photosynthesis.

Water
Water is essential to all life. For plants to grow, they need water for photosynthesis. Water also carries various essential elements within the
plant.
Water in liquid form enters the plant through the roots. Water as air
vapor also plays a role since the humidity of the air around the plant
influences the rate of transpiration. The greater the humidity, the more
slowly will the plant transpire.
The presence or absence of water and the natural high or low
humidity of a region influence not only the rate but also the nature
of plant growth (Figures 1–13 and 1–14). The leafy, lush growth of a
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FIGURE 1–13. Abundant rainfall and constant high humidity result in lush
plant growth, as in this rain forest. (© Stillfx, 2009. Used under license from
Shutterstock.com)

rain forest contrasts sharply with the sparse, stark plants of a desert.
Epidermal thickness, type of root system, and population numbers are
all influenced by the presence or absence of water.

Light
Light is the energy that permits the existence of life on earth. As previously explained, it is through plant photosynthesis that the light energy
of the sun is captured and transformed by plants into a form of chemical
energy that is usable initially by plants for their own growth, and later
for growth of animals that eat the plants.
Plants respond to light whether it is natural or artificially produced.
However, there is a certain minimal amount of light that must be present to initiate the chemical reactions of photosynthesis. It is termed the
threshold value and can be provided by either a natural or artificial light
source. If the quantity of light is adequate for growth and distributed
evenly as it falls across the plants, growth will be generally straight and
uniform. However, if the location of the light source provides more light
to one side of a plant than to the other side, the plant will likely respond
by bending and growing toward the light source. The general term for
the growth of a plant in response to a stimulus is tropism. When light
intensity is the stimulus, the applicable term to describe the bending
growth is phototropism.
While it is natural to think that a plant stretching toward the light
favors the light, the explanation is chemical, not a case of partiality.
Plants produce a growth stimulant known as an auxin that is located
in the tips of shoots and is responsible for cell elongation. Auxins will
build up in a greater amount on the side of a shoot that is away from the
light source, creating a greater stimulant for the elongation of cells on
that side of the shoot. That enables the shoot to grow faster on that side,
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FIGURE 1–14. Typical plant growth of the American Southwest, a region of
limited rainfall and high temperature (© Anton Foltin, 2009. Used under license
from Shutterstock.com)

thereby causing it to appear to be leaning or growing toward the light
(Figure 1–15). When most of the shoots on a plant display the response,
it creates a rather dramatic effect, often making the plant look lopsided
or windswept. Once a shoot becomes woody, it does not respond to
phototropism except at its growing tip.
Another influence of light is photoperiodism. It is the response of
plants to
• The number of hours of daylight each day
• The number of hours of darkness each day
• Interruptions of the light period

Auxin is evenly
distributed
throughout
the growing tip
Light
Auxin becomes
concentrated on
the side of the
growing tip that is
away from the light.

When light illuminates the plant evenly
on all sides, the plant grows straight.
FIGURE 1–15.

When only one side ot the plant is
illuminated, the plant elongates more on
the side opposite the light.

An explanation of phototropism (Delmar/Cengage Learning)
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Responses by plants to the proportionate number of hours of daylight
and darkness are diverse. They include flowering, stem length, the
formation of storage organs such as bulbs and tubers, leaf color
change, and leaf drop (abscission).
In many plants, light has a dramatic ability to initiate or delay the
blooming. Some plants, such as the rose-of-Sharon (Hibiscus syriacus)
will flower only when day length is sufficient to reach or exceed a critical
day length. Such species are termed long-day plants. The actual number
of hours of light per day varies among species, but without the requisite
number of long days, the plants will remain in a vegetative state and not
initiate flower formation. Conversely, certain species known as shortday plants, will flower only after exposure to day lengths that are shorter
(or no longer) than their critical day length. Chrysanthemums and poinsettias exemplify short-day plants. A third group of plants known as the
day neutral plants do not have their ability to initiate flowers linked to
a critical day length. While some species may produce more or fewer
flowers in response to long or short photoperiods, the plant will flower
regardless of the length of illumination.
In the natural world, the length of daylight illumination is controlled
by the seasons. Leaves don’t change color in early summer when days
are long. Neither do leaves fall from the trees in the lengthening days of
springtime. When nature begins to lengthen the night hours, the trees
respond with color changes and eventually falling leaves. Garden mums
grow lush and green during the long days of summer and only start to
display their blossoms when the shorter days of autumn begin.
In commercial plant production, knowledge of the critical day
length of the ornamentals being grown permits the grower to promote
or delay flower production of crops by manipulating the environment of
the greenhouse or other production facility.

Temperature
The temperature of the plant’s growing environment, both in the soil and
in the air around it, controls key reactions responsible for seed germination, respiration, transpiration, flowering, leaf abscission, color change,
dormancy, shoot and root growth, and ultimately the survival of the plant.
Temperatures explain in large part why palm trees won’t survive outside
in Alaska and why apple trees are not planted in Florida. Because the
growth processes of plants are the result of chemical reactions, temperature can accelerate, slow, or render impossible those reactions. When the
presence or absence of light is factored into the reaction, many plants
grow better in alternating day and night temperatures than they do in a
constant temperature setting. Thermoperiodicity is the term applied to
this positive reaction by plants to differences in the day and night temperatures of the production environment.
Many plants commonly grown as commercial greenhouse crops
respond to differential production temperatures. Carnations grow best
at a day temperature of 65°F and a night temperature of 50° to 55°F. In
contrast, chrysanthemums produced in a greenhouse prefer a warmer
growing environment both day and night. The positive response to specific temperature ranges has created a categorization of many plants as
cool season crops or warm season crops. Even turf grass species vary
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throughout the country, with the umbrella-terms of cool season grasses
and warm season grasses used to describe when they will be most effective as landscape components.
Knowledge of the relationship between the rate of plant growth and
the influence of temperature(s) on that rate of growth permits growers
to manipulate the time when a crop will be ready for sale. Customers
do not buy poinsettias after Christmas or Easter lilies on the day after
Easter. Neither will they buy them too far in advance, so the ability to
control the flowering response of the plants by raising or lowering day
and/or night temperatures can determine if and when a crop is ready
for harvest. In other crops, temperature manipulation can also make the
difference between a compact, full plant and a spindly, sparse one.
The chief danger of an introductory chapter such as this one is
oversimplification. A discussion of the botanical sciences in so few
pages may create the impression that the green plant is like a Tinker
Toy®, simplistic in form and easy to understand. Nothing could be more
incorrect. The green plant is a marvel of biological and evolutionary
engineering, about which much is still unknown. Any student of ornamental horticulture should first be a student of botany.

SUMMARY
The survival of the human race and all other animal life depends on the
oxygen provided and recycled by the green plants of the earth. Green
plants also capture the sun’s energy and convert it into forms usable by
members of the animal kingdom. Plants are the only organisms capable
of manufacturing their own food. Our dependence on them is total.
The classification of plants is a dynamic process, changing as new
knowledge is acquired and new members are identified. The scientific
systems of classification are natural ones based on the genetic and evolutionary relationships among plants.
Members of the higher plants (the Division Tracheophyta) have
roots, stems, and leaves, and may have cones (Class Coniferopsida) or
flowers (Class Angiospermopsida). Flowers and cones are the reproductive structures. Roots serve to absorb water and mineral nutrients from
the soil, anchor the plant, and store food materials produced in the
leaves. Stems are the central axis of plants. Their function is to conduct
water and minerals from the roots to the leaves, and food materials from
the leaves to the roots and other plant parts. Leaves are the major sites
of food manufacturing in the plant.
The formation of roots, stems, leaves, cones, and flowers in the
higher plants is attributable to the ability of plant cells to differentiate
and assume assorted roles for the growth and development of the plant.
Plant cells may be meristematic, parenchyma, collenchyma, or sclerenchyma in type. All contain similar materials but differ in the comparative amounts of those materials. They also appear in differing numbers,
depending on the tissue or organ they comprise.
It is in the leaves where the important processes of photosynthesis,
respiration, and transpiration occur most actively. Photosynthesis is the
process by which food in the form of sugar is manufactured from water
and carbon dioxide in the presence of the green pigment, chlorophyll,
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and light. Respiration is the process that permits living cells to transform organic material into energy. Oxygen and enzyme catalysts oxidize
sugar to carbon dioxide and water, releasing energy simultaneously.
Transpiration is the process by which a plant loses water vapor through
the stomata in the leaves. Translocation is the process of moving organic
solutes from their place of production to their place of use or storage.
Color in plants is caused by the presence of pigments, with the
dominant pigment, usually chlorophyll, in a healthy, growing plant,
giving the plant its tone. Lacking the dominance of chlorophyll, one or
more colors may appear due to the presence of other pigments such as
xanthophyll, carotene, or anthocyanins in the tissue.
The growth potential of a plant is determined by its genetic heritage
and its environment. The genetic heritage is predetermined, but a grower can exercise some control over environmental factors such as the soil,
atmosphere, water, light, and temperature. The specific response of the
plant to environmental change is sometimes related to whether the
plant is in its juvenile or its mature stage.

ACH I EV EMEN T R E VI E W
A. ESSAY
What relationship exists between the plant kingdom and the animal kingdom? Which is most
dependent on the other? What is the basis for
the dependency? What responsibility do human
beings have for the well-being of the plant
kingdom? Write a short essay on the value of
green plants that incorporates answers to these
questions.

B. MULTLIPLE CHOICE
From the choices given, select the answer that
best completes each of the following statements.
1. Macroscopic plants are _____ to the
unaided eye.
a. invisible
c. green
b. visible
d. nongreen
2. Microscopic plants require _____ to be
seen.
a. a microscope
c. an unaided eye
b. a magnifying
d. an electron
glass
microscope
3. The current systems that use genetic
relationships as the basis for classifying
plants are _____ systems.
a. artificial
c. horticultural
b. Latinized
d. natural
4. Flowering plants are in the division _____ .

a. Phaeophyta
b. Chlorophyta

c. Bryophyta
d. Tracheophyta

5. The basic structural unit of plants is the
_____ .
a. nucleus
c. cambium
b. cell
d. tissue
6. The major difference between plant cells
and animals cells is the presence of a _____
in plants.
a. cell membrane
b. vacuole
c. cell wall
d. nucleus
7. The process of converting energy from
solar to chemical form through the
manufacture of sugar is _____ .
a. respiration
c. guttation
b. transpiration
d. photosynthesis
8. The green pigment plants need to capture
the sun’s energy is _____ .
a. chlorophyll
c. photosynthesis
b. protoplasm
d. lignin
9. Water, nutrients, and food materials travel
up and down the stem in the _____ .
a. phloem
c. xylem
b. intercellular
d. vascular
spaces
bundles
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10. Water and minerals are transported in the
_____ .
a. phloem
c. xylem
b. intercellular
d. vascular bundles
spaces
11. Food materials are transported down the
stem in the _____ .
a. phloem
c. xylem
b. intercellular
d. vascular bundles
spaces
12. Stems increase in diameter due to the
production of vascular tissue by the _____ .
a. cell walls
b. cambium

c. middle lamella
d. epidermis

13. The many pore-like openings in a leaf
through which transpiration releases
water vapor and through which gaseous
exchange occurs are the _____ .
a. hydathodes
c. guard cells
b. stomata
d. vascular bundles
14. Roots grow in the region called the _____ .
a. root hairs
c. endodermis
b. root cap
d. apical meristem
15. Photosynthesis uses the raw materials of
water and _____ to produce simple sugar,
water, and _____ .
a. carbon dioxide/oxygen
b. oxygen/carbon dioxide
c. glucose/oxygen
d. sunlight/carbon dioxide
16. Respiration uses the raw materials of
glucose and _____ in the presence of
enzymes to produce carbon dioxide, water,
and _____ .
a. carbon dioxide/oxygen
b. water/oxygen
c. sunlight/simple sugar
d. oxygen/energy
17. A cultivar is a variety that is sustained by
_____ .
a. nature
c. volunteers
b. propagators
d. cell
differentiation
and growers
18. The simplest embryonic cells are the _____
cells.

a. parenchyma
b. collenchyma
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c. meristematic
d. scleroid

19. Complex _____ can result when cells
differentiate, then group together to carry
on the same function.
a. cell walls
c. tissues
b. pigments
d. photosynthesis

C. SHORT ANSWER
Answer each of the following questions as briefly
as possible.
1. What are the four major parts of a higher
green plant?
2. What are the reproductive structures of
Angio spermopsida? Coniferopsida?
3. What are the two forms of root systems?
4. What is the name of the specialized
root type formed during vegetative
reproduction?
5. Why do trees and shrubs change colors in
the autumn in temperate regions of the
country?
6. Label the parts in this cross-sectional
diagram of a root.
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7. Name the three types of stems and label each of the parts in the cross-sectional diagrams.

8. Label the parts in this cross-sectional diagram of a flower.

9. What is the term used for a flower that:
a.
b.
c.
d.

has all of the floral organs
lacks one or more of the floral organs
has both pistils and stamens
lacks either pistils or stamens

10. What is the term used for a plant that
carries:
a. both pistillate and staminate flowers on
the same plant
b. pistillate and staminate flowers on
separate plants

D. TRUE/FALSE
Indicate if the following statements are true or
false.
1. The growth potential of a plant is
determined solely by its genetic heritage.
2. Plant size can be modified by a grower.
3. Not all mineral elements in the soil are
essential for plant growth.
4. Macronutrients are more important to
plant growth than micronutrients.
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5. Nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium are
used in the greatest quantities by green
plants.

11. Long-day plants require shorter night
periods than short-day plants to initiate
flowers.

6. Air pollution can affect plant growth.

12. The terms cool season and warm season
crops refer to the temperature conditions
most suitable for the plants’ growth.

7. A plant growing in an environment of low
humidity can be expected to transpire
more than one growing in a highly humid
area.
8. Phototropism is the influence of varying
durations of light on plant growth and
development.
9. Photoperiodism is plant movement in
response to light.
10. Auxins promote cell elongation.

13. Translocation is a process of moving water
and nutrients from the roots to the leaves.
A different process explains the movement
of food from leaves to points of plant
growth.
14. Respiration occurs within the cells’
chloroplasts.

CHAPTER 2

Describing and Identifying
Plants

O B J E C T I VE S
Upon completion of this chapter, you should be able to

•
•
•
•
•
•

explain the reason for knowing both scientific and common names of plants.
describe many of the ways horticulturists classify or categorize plants.
explain and use plant hardiness zones and a hardiness zone map.
explain and use a heat zone map.
identify plants based on their physical features.
use a plant key.

KEY TERMS
woody plant
herbaceous
evergreen
deciduous
semievergreen
shrubs
vines
groundcovers
annuals
perennials

biennials
hardy
tender
bedding plant
native plant
exotic plant
naturalized plant
aquatic plant
specimen plant
accent plant

hypogynous flower
perigynous flower
epigynous flower
terminal bud
petiole scars
lenticel scars
stipule scars
pith

UNDERSTANDING PLANT NOMENCLATURE
The previous chapter explained how plants are classified and how that
classification leads ultimately to the assignment of specific scientific
names to each plant. Each plant’s scientific name is derived from the
genus and species in which it is classified. Since there are two parts to
each scientific name, it is termed a binomial. The scientific names are
28
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Karl von Linne
(Linnaeus), the father of
taxonomy, was the first to
establish a binomial system of
nomenclature for classifying
plants and animals. (Courtesy
of Council of Linnean Society
of London)

FIGURE 2–1.
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derived predominantly from the classical Latin and to a lesser extent
the Greek languages. The use of the Latin language, which is no longer
spoken ensures that the language will not change and thereby affect the
scientific terminology.
A plant’s scientific name gives it international recognition, since
a specific scientific name can only be assigned to one plant, unique
in some way from all others in the world. However, plants also have
common names by which they are known within a particular country
or region. While inconsistent and often misleading, common names
have widespread acceptance among people outside the horticulture
professions, so a green industry practitioner must know most plants
by both the scientific and common names. Laymen will normally use
the common name in conversation with the horticulturist, while professionals will use the scientific names in business matters to ensure
understanding.
In discussing plant nomenclature, it is appropriate to acknowledge
the man who first established the binomial system of classifying plants
and animals. Karl von Linne of Sweden described over thirteen hundred different plants from all corners of the globe during his lifetime
in the eighteenth century. More often referred to as Linnaeus, after the
Latinized form of his name, his pioneering service truly earned him the
title of father of taxonomy (Figure 2–1).

HORTICULTURAL DESCRIPTIONS OF PLANTS
In addition to their botanical classification and possession of scientific
and common names, most plants can be grouped into an assortment
of other categories based on physical appearance rather than genetic
relationship. Such groupings are artificial, yet serve many needs of professional plant workers, especially the ornamental horticulturists. An
understanding of the terms and descriptions to follow is basic to the
many career fields in ornamental horticulture.
Woody plants are those having a corky outer surface of bark covering their older stems. The woody plants usually survive the winter, and
the woody stems normally increase in diameter each year.
Herbaceous plants are more succulent plants. They lack bark covering, and their twigs usually do not increase much in diameter. They are
often unable to survive the winter in cold climates above ground.
Evergreens are plants that retain their leaves all year. While individual leaves drop and are replaced periodically, the overall appearance
of the plant remains green.
Deciduous plants are those that drop their leaves and enter a period
of dormancy once a year.
Semievergreens may retain their leaves during the winter months,
but the leaves discolor and often winter-burn. In southern climates
such plants usually are evergreen.
Trees are woody plants, either evergreen or deciduous, that produce
a canopy of leaves atop a single stem.
Shrubs are basically the same as trees except that they seldom get as
tall and have multiple stems instead of one.
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Vines may be woody or herbaceous. Their stems are unable to support the weight of the plants. If the plants are to grow upright, they must
be supported by a trellis, fence, or wall.
Groundcovers can be woody or herbaceous, flowering or nonflowering, trailing or compact. At maturity, their height is 18 inches or less.
Annuals are plants that complete their life cycle from seed to fruit to
death within one growing season.
Perennials are plants that live several years and, where necessary,
can survive cold winter months in a dormant state. They do not die after
flowering.
Biennials live two years. The first year is spent in a vegetative stage
of development. After a period of winter temperatures, necessary to
initiate flower development, the plant flowers during the second year,
then dies.
Hardy plants are those that will survive the winter temperatures of
a locale.
Tender plants are those that will not survive temperatures below
freezing.
Nursery plants are those produced in nursery fields, greenhouses,
and container operations for use in residential, commercial, public, and
institutional landscapes.
Greenhouse crops are usually herbaceous and often flowering plants
grown in greenhouses for sale to retail flower shops and other outlets.
Bedding plants are used to create flower beds and flower borders.
They may be annual or perennial but are nearly always herbaceous.
They are often grown and sold as multiples in strips of peat moss pots or
in shallow plastic trays. Others are sold as singles in 4-inch pots.
Foliage plants are prized more for their leaves and habit of growth
than for their flowers or fruit. In temperate regions they are used primarily as indoor plants. In tropical and semitropical regions they are
used outdoors.
Native plants are those that evolved in a given area.
Exotic plants are those brought into an area to which they are not
native Very often their survival is dependent on care and tending by
humans.
Naturalized plants are those brought into an area as exotics that
adapt well enough to escape cultivation and grow as successfully as
native plants.
Wildflowers are flowering plants numbering over 20,000 species that
are able to grow and propagate on their own. Their origin may be either
native or exotic, but all have attained the status of naturalized species.
Endangered species are plants that are at risk of extinction throughout a portion or the entirety of their range.
Threatened species are plants that are likely to become endangered
in the near future throughout a portion or the entirety of their range.
Rare species are plants that should be protected because of their
distinctive characteristics and limited numbers. They may or may not
be threatened or endangered.
Aquatic plants are rooted under water. Those of importance to
ornamental horticulture, such as water lilies, send their leaves and flowers to the surface.
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Specimen plants are visually distinctive due to some feature such as
growth habit, flower, bark, or fruit color. The term is applied most often
in the landscape profession.
Accent plants, another landscape term, refers to plants different
from others with which they may be grouped. The difference is not as
marked as with specimen plants, however. It may be only a difference of
height, shape, or texture.
Many more horticultural plant categories exist. They are a part of
the technical language of the many specialized branches of ornamental
horticulture.

DESCRIPTION BASED ON TEMPERATURE
TOLERANCE
When describing or categorizing plants based on their ability to tolerate
and survive the temperature extremes of the place where they are growing, horticulturists commonly refer to the plants as hardy or tender. It
would be illogical to select a plant for outdoor production or use if it
was intolerant of the local temperatures. While the plant might flourish
during the summer, it might die during the winter. In other instances,
it might survive in vegetative form, but never set fruit or reproduce
because of overly warm temperatures.
The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) has prepared
and periodically updates a Hardiness Zone Map (Figure 2–2) that shows
the average annual minimum temperatures of the 50 states and much of
Canada and Mexico. It divides the continent into 11 hardiness zones. On
the most detailed maps, every county within the 48 adjacent mainland
states is shown along with its hardiness zone rating.
Each hardiness zone has an average annual minimum winter temperature variation of 10 degrees Fahrenheit. As the hardiness zone
numbers increase, the temperature minimum warms. For example,
northern Kansas temperatures (Zone 5) drop to between –10 and –20
degrees F in the winter, but southern Kansas (Zone 6) drops only to
between 0 and –10 degrees F during the same months. Zones 1 and
11 represent the coldest and warmest regions of the country and are
the least common zones within the United States. On color coded
and detailed Hardiness Zone Maps, Zones 2 through 10 are further
divided into a and b zones. The a zone represents the coldest half of the
10-degree variance, and the b zone represents the warmest half of the
10-degree variance.
NOTE: The a and b zones do not show on the map in this text.
When plants are described on the basis of temperature tolerance,
they are identified by their hardiness zone rating. For example, in addition to one of the descriptive categories listed earlier, the plant might be
described as a “zone 6 evergreen” or a “zone 4 perennial.” A plant’s hardiness zone rating indicates that the plant may survive the winter in that
zone or in zones with a higher numbered rating. Thus, a tree or shrub
rated as a Zone 6 plant may survive the winters in Zones 6 through 11,
but not in Zones 5 through 1. However, there are also upper temperature
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Hardiness zones (Courtesy USDA)

limits to a plant’s hardiness. Certain plants cannot survive or grow normally in climates that are too warm. That is why, for example, there are
no apple trees in the Florida Keys. Still other plants can have unreliable
hardiness zone ratings when grown in microclimate areas, regions with
atypical growing conditions. For example, some plants will survive the
winter because they are buried each year under a protective snow cover
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where they escape the severe cold and drying winds that would otherwise kill them. If a winter fails to provide the protective snow cover, the
plants would be unable to survive.

Heat Zone Considerations
Though hardiness zone ratings for plants have been studied and adjusted for many years in response to the earth’s natural climate changes,
only recently has research into the impact of excessive warmth on
plant growth been initiated. In the mid-90s, the American Horticultural
Society began the development of data that tracked the number of
days that various regions of the United States experienced temperatures higher than 86 degrees Fahrenheit (30 degrees Celsius). Termed
a heat day, it represents the point at which a plant will begin to experience physiological injury because of the temperature. Using a countyspecific map, similar to the USDA Hardiness Zone Map, the AHS has
divided the nation into 12 heat zones, with Zone 1 having no heat days
and Zone 12 averaging 210 heat days. Plants can then be described not
only on the basis of the coldest hardiness zone in which they will survive, but the warmest heat zone that they can tolerate without injury.
A few texts on heat zone gardening are beginning to appear, and
their number is predicted to increase in the next few years. An increasing number of plants, especially herbaceous species, are coded for their
heat tolerances, giving recognition to the role that heat plays in plant
survival. A plant that has been rated for both cold hardiness and heat
tolerance will be given four numbers. For example, the plant might be
identified by its name followed by a 4–7 and 12–1. The first two numbers identify the cold hardiness zones in which it will survive, Zones 4
through 7 and the second two numbers indicate that it is heat tolerant
in Zones 12 through 1. However, ratings for cold and heat tolerances
will always be generalizations, so it is wise to avoid selecting plants that
are at the limits of their tolerance range. Hardiness Zone Maps may be
purchased from the USDA and Heat Zone Maps are available from the
American Horticultural Society through their website at http://www
.ahs.org. Also available for purchase from the AHS is their paperback
book, The AHS Great Plant Guide, that assigns hardiness zone ratings to
more than 3,000 plants.

HOW PLANTS ARE IDENTIFIED
The groupings just listed are especially helpful for narrowing the choices
when plants are being selected to serve a function, play a role, or solve a
problem. There still remains the need to identify plants specifically; for
example, to recognize the difference between red oaks and live oaks or
between zinnias and dahlias, or to recognize deciduous plants by their
winter twigs after leaves, flowers, fruit, or other helpful features are gone.
There are several kinds of identification. The simplest, and at the
same time the most complex, is identification through recognition,
often built on a lifetime of association and familiarity. If someone asked
how you identify your best friends, it might be difficult to describe the
mental process behind the recognition. The combination of body build,
facial features, hair and eye color, manner of walking, voice pattern, and
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more, all identify a certain individual. Having a mental picture of that
friend then allows us to take only one feature, such as the voice on the
telephone, and reconstruct the total person in our mind’s eye. Similar
identification becomes possible with plants after repeated exposure to
the same species. How the plants were first learned is forgotten and the
ability to recognize those plants in nearly all situations becomes a part
of our permanent learning.
Another, less precise, kind of identification occurs when a plant species is recognized as belonging to a group but the exact species name
is not known. For example, you may know it’s a spruce, but not know
which spruce. Such a level of identification serves many professional
horticulturists who have no particular need for precision. The exact
basis for the ability to recognize at least the genus of the plant may be
as lost in memory as that described earlier.
Finally, there is the kind in which the horticulturist has absolutely no
idea what the plant is and must begin a methodical process of identification through searching and gradual elimination. Knowing that in all
probability the plant has been identified, classified, named, and entered
into the scientific literature offers some comfort when faced with the
identification of an unknown. Even then it seems like a monumental
task trying to identify one plant from among the thousands and thousands of species on the earth.
Sometimes there are shortcuts. For instance, if the plant is known to
be a broad-leaved evergreen, or a flowering woody shrub, or a cactus,
you can go to specialized texts in which a description or photo may be
found. Perhaps someone from the state university or the local county
agent can identify the plant. Such questions can be directed to them
with clear conscience, but it is still no substitute for knowing how to find
out yourself.
The tracing of unknown plants, especially the economically important ornamentals, requires the use of a dichotomous analytical key.
There are hundreds of such keys, some dealing with a limited group
of plants, others more encompassing. All present the searcher with
a series of couplets and pursue identification through a process of
elimination. Each couplet consists of two contrasting statements.
The searcher chooses the statement that best describes the unknown
plant. Beneath that statement will be another couplet, again requiring
the selection of one and elimination of the other. The process continues until all species have been rejected except the one to which the
plant belongs.
These keys are based in large part on physical features of the plant
rather than physiological or evolutionary relationships. Very complex
and inclusive keys such as the one published in 1949 by Liberty Hyde
Bailey, Manual of Cultivated Plants Most Commonly Grown in the
Continental United States and Canada (Revised edition, Macmillan,
New York) often require information unknown to the searcher. For
example, the couplets may require the choice between flowers with five
petals or multiples of five and flowers with six petals or multiples of six.
If the unknown plant has no flowers attached, the tracing can get off
track very easily.
For the beginner, it is best to begin with a simpler key. Consider the
following simplistic example to understand how keys work. Only genera
(the plural of genus) are being identified.
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1. Plant evergreen
2. Leaves needle-like
3. Needles separate
4. Needles stiff and sharp, four sided . . . . Spruce (Picea)
4. Needles flat with two white lines on
underside . . . . Hemlock (Tsuga)
3. Needles grouped in fascicles . . . . Pine (Pinus)
2. Leaves broad and flat
5. Leaves oval in shape, not spiny
6. Flowers large, compound, and
showy . . . . (rhododendron)
6. Flowers small, fascicled, and belllike . . . . andromeda (Pieris)
5. Leaves holly-like and spiny . . . . Oregon-grape
(Mahonia)
1. Plant deciduous
Keys are seldom this simple but at least the concept of dichotomous
couplets can be appreciated.

VISUAL DESCRIPTIONS OF PLANTS
Since keys rely heavily on physical features of plants as the basis for
separation, a trained horticulturist must have a working knowledge of
the terms used to describe plants. Such terminology is the stuff of which
dichotomous keys are made.

Leaves
A leaf is described in terms of its shape, its margin, the presence or lack
of lobes, its base, the patterns of its veins, its apex style, whether it is
simple or compound, and whether it is smooth-surfaced or pubescent
(covered with fine epidermal hairs) (Figures 2–3 to 2–9).
Tip
Midrib

Secondary
vein

Margin

Axillary
bud

Base

Blade

Petiole

Palmately
compound

Abscission
layer

Simple leaf

Parts of a simple leaf, having
one solid blade per petiole (Delmar/Cengage
Learning)

FIGURE 2–3.

Bipinnately
compound

Examples of different types of compound leaves
(Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 2–4.
Stem

Pinnately
compound
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Needle-like

Awl-like

Lanceolate

Oblanceolate

Elliptic

Spatulate

Oval

Reniform
FIGURE 2–5.

Scale-like

Oblong

Ovate

Cordate

Pinnately lobed

Examples of typical leaf shapes (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

Linear

Obovate

Peltate

Palmately lobed
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Tips

Acute

Obtuse

Truncate
FIGURE 2–6.

Acuminate

Emarginate

Mucronate

Round

Cuspidate

Retuse

Examples of leaf apexes (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

Bases

Acute

Rounded
FIGURE 2–7.

Cuneate

Cordate

Hastate

Oblique

Sagittate

Truncate

Obtuse

Examples of leaf bases (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

Margins

Entire

Dentate
FIGURE 2–8.

Serrate

Incised

Double serrate

Undulate

Serrulate

Lobed

Examples of leaf margins (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

Crenate

Spinase
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Tri-lobed
FIGURE 2–9.

Palmately lobed

Pinnately lobed

Examples of lobing in simple leaves (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

Twigs
A branch or twig is described on the basis of the type of buds it possesses, the nature of its terminal bud, the arrangement of its buds and
leaves, the shape of its leaf petiole scars, prominence of its lenticel
and stipule scars, and the type of pith it produces (Figures 2–10 to
2–13).

Terminal
bud
Superposed
bud
Current
season’s
growth
Lateral
bud
Lenticel

False terminal

Stipule scar
Petiole scar

Lateral
shoot

Bud scale
scars (from
previous year’s
terminal bud)
Previous
season’s
growth
Pith

Twin terminal

The parts of a woody twig
important in identifying a species (Delmar/
Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 2–10.
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Sessile
(without a stalk)

FIGURE 2–11.

Stalked

Hollow
(pith lacking)
FIGURE 2–13.

Valvate
scaly
(two scales)

Naked
(without scales)

Types of buds (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

Opposite
FIGURE 2–12.

Imbricate
scaly
(many scales)
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Alternate

Whorled

Fascicled
(clustered on a spur)

Typical leaf and bud arrangements (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

Solid

Generous
Chambered
(pitch is larger
and usually spongy)

Diaphragmed
(chambered and filled
with spongy material)

Different types of pith (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

Stellate
(star-shaped)
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Flowers
The parts of a flower were illustrated and discussed in Chapter 1. In
addition to the flower parts already described, plant keys may identify
plants by the type of flower formed. Flowers may be described by the
position of the ovary in relation to the flower parts (Figure 2–14).
• A hypogynous flower has a superior ovary, which means that the
ovary is attached to the stem above the place where the other flower
parts are attached.
• A perigynous flower also has a superior ovary, but the petals and
sepals are fused to form a tube-like structure around but separate
from the ovary.
• An epigynous flower has an inferior ovary, or one that is attached to
the stem below where the other flower parts are attached. There is a
floral tube, but it is united with the wall of the ovary.
Flowers may also be described as singular (one flower per stem as
with a tulip), composite (multiple small ray and disc flowers as with the
sunflower), or an inflorescence (clusters of small flowers arranged on an
axis as with snapdragons or viburnums) (Figure 2–15).

Fruits
A fruit is the ripened ovary of the flower. Generally, as a fruit develops
the ovary enlarges beyond the size seen in a fresh flower before pollination. Since there are different types of flowers, it follows that there are
also varying kinds of fruits.
Fruits are categorized into four major groups:
1. Simple fruit: develops from a single ovary
2. Aggregate fruit: develops from a single flower having a group of
ovaries
3. Multiple fruit: develops from multiple ovaries of multiple flowers
borne on a single stalk
4. Accessory fruit: develops from one or more ovaries and includes
the calyx and/or receptacle.

Ovary

Ovary

Hypogynous
• Ovary superior
• Flower parts separate

FIGURE 2–14.

Perigynous
• Ovary superior
• Flower parts fused

Ovary

Epigynous
• Ovary inferior
• Flower parts fused

Types of flowers based on the position of the ovary (Delmar/Cengage Learning)
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Catkin

Axillary
Oldest
flowers
at base
of inflorescence

Terminal

Cyme

Oldest
flowers
at base

Bract

Unisexual
flowers

Corymb

Oldest
flowers at
terminals

Umbel

Oldest flowers
at outer edge
Compound umbel

FIGURE 2–15.

Examples of singular and clustered inflorescences (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

Some of the fruit types are more common to ornamental plants
than other types; however, a complete understanding of fruit types is
preferable to a partial one. The simple fruits are described by the mature
appearance of the ovary wall, the pericarp. Depending on the particular fruit type, the pericarp may be further divided into three separate
layers:
1. exocarp (outer layer)
2. mesocarp
3. endocarp (inner layer)
The three layers are easily recognized in the drupes, or “pit” fruits,
exemplified by plums and peaches. The thin outer skin is the exocarp,
the fleshy part of the fruit is the mesocarp, and the hard pit is the endocarp. So distinctive are the many fruits formed by plants that keys exist
that depend solely on the fruits as the basis for the separation (Figure
2–16).
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FIGURE 2–16.

Typical fruit types (Delmar/Cengage Learning)
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THE ASSIMILATION OF TERMINOLOGY
By now, the assimilation of terminology may be weighing heavily on
you. Rather than being put off by all of the new words, regard them as
a new language, as an expansion of your existing knowledge. Like any
new words, they are best learned and understood through repeated use.
Obtaining a good plant key and a supply of unknown plants, then identifying one from the other, is the best means of learning the many terms.
What begins as memorization can become permanent knowledge if
approached properly.

SUMMARY
The systematic classification of plants is termed taxonomy. Taxonomy
provides each plant in nature with a binomial scientific name composed of the genus and species to which it belongs. While many plants
have common names as well, the scientific binomial identifies the plant
worldwide.
In addition to their botanical classification, plants are commonly
grouped into assorted other categories based on their physical appearance rather than their genetic relationships. For example, plants may be
categorized as:
• woody or herbaceous
• evergreen, deciduous, or semievergreen
• trees, shrubs, vines, or groundcovers
• annuals, perennials, or biennials
• hardy or tender
• nursery or greenhouse crops
• bedding or foliage plants
• native, exotic, or naturalized
• aquatic
• specimen or accent
• wildflowers
• endangered, threatened, or rare
Plants may also be described by their hardiness zone or heat zone
tolerances.
Unknown plants can be identified by using a dichotomous analytical key. Hundreds of keys exist, some dealing with a limited group of
plants, others more encompassing. All require the searcher to choose
the plant’s identifying features from among a series of couplets. Use
of the keys requires that the searcher know the terminology used to
describe leaves, twigs, flowers, and fruits.
Leaves are described in terms of their shapes, margins, lobing,
bases, vein patterns, apex styles, surface pubescence, and whether they
are simple or compound. Twigs are described on the basis of their bud
types, terminal buds, bud and leaf arrangements, petiole scar shapes,
prominence of their lenticels and stipule scars, and type of pith. Flowers
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are described by the position of the ovary in relation to the flower parts,
or by the arrangement of flowers on the stem. Fruit are described as
simple, aggregate, multiple, or accessory depending on the number of
flowers and ovaries involved in their formation.

ACH I EV EMEN T R E VI E W
A. SHORT ANSWER
1. For each of the following statements, list
the word that will complete it correctly.
a. The systematic classification of plants
is called ______.
b. Botanists specializing in plant
classification and relationships are
called ______.
c. The two-part scientific name of a plant
is called a ______.
d. Every plant derives its scientific name
from its genus and ______.
e. A plant species that is at risk for being
endangered is currently listed as
______.
f. Every plant has only ______ scientific
name.
g. A plant that is uncommon and
possessing unusual qualities is
described as ______.
h. The father of taxonomy is ______.
i. The colder five degrees of a hardiness
zone is in the ______ subzone.
j. A heat day is one in which the
temperature exceeds ______ degrees
Fahrenheit.
2. Explain the differences between the
following types of plants:

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

woody and herbaceous plants
evergreen and deciduous plants
trees and shrubs
vines and groundcovers
annuals and perennials
biennials and perennials
hardy and tender plants
bedding plants and foliage plants
native and exotic plants
naturalized and exotic plants
specimen and accent plants

3. Label these three types of leaves and the
type of apex, base, and margin of each.
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5. Label these types of fruits.

6. From the definitions that follow, list the
correct terms.
a. a flower that has an inferior ovary with
a floral tube united with the wall of the
ovary
b. a flower that has a superior ovary and a
floral tube separated from the ovary
c. a flower that has a superior ovary and
no floral tube
d. a flower having only one blossom per
stem
e. a flower head composed of many small
ray and disc flowers

f. a fruit that develops from a single ovary
g. a fruit that develops from a single
flower having a group of ovaries
h. a fruit that develops from one or more
ovaries and includes the calyx and/or
receptacle
i. a fruit that develops from multiple
ovaries of multiple flowers borne on a
single stalk
j. the innermost part of the pericarp
k. the outermost part of the pericarp
l. the central part of the pericarp

CHAPTER 3

The Soil

O B J E C TIV E S
Upon completion of this chapter, you should be able to

• state how and why soils differ.
• list the components of soil, major soil separates, and the soil textures they create.
• list the seventeen elements essential to plant growth and their functions and
symptoms of their deficiency in plants.

•
•
•
•

define good soil structure and list the factors that promote it.
define soil acidity and alkalinity in terms of pH.
compare the qualities of fertilizers.
describe how essential elements in the soil become available for plant use.

K E Y TE R M S
soil
humus
green manure
sedentary
transported soils
colluvial soils
alluvial soils
aeolian soils

glacial till
soil texture
loam
colloidal
leaching
aggregates
soil structure
chlorosis

cation exchange
complete fertilizer
analysis
low-analysis fertilizer
high-analysis fertilizer
ammonification
nitrification

WHAT IS SOIL?
If asked to define soil, most people would probably describe where it is
rather than what it is. They might also describe what it does, but not how
it does it. Like so much of the natural world, soil is taken for granted—
praised when the backyard garden is bountiful and disparaged when it
is tracked in on the new carpet. Perhaps the greatest evidence of knowing little about the soil is to label it dirt.
47
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Soil is the underground environment of plants, and that part of the
definition (where it is) is generally understood by all. What it does and
how it originates are less widely understood. Most people are aware that
the plant life of the continent changes greatly from region to region. It
should not be too surprising then to learn that the soil also changes
considerably from place to place. Therefore, any attempt to define and
describe soil must be approached in general terms, applicable from the
red clay regions of Georgia through the loam fields of Iowa to the deserts
of Utah.
Soil is the thin outer layer of the earth’s crust, made up of weathered
minerals, living and nonliving organisms, water, and air. To understand
fully that definition is to understand much of modern soil science.

Weathered Minerals
Imagine a cross-sectional slice made down into the earth’s crust (Figure
3–1). This is called a soil profile. The mineral content of soil results
from the weathering of solid bedrock or other parent material over
long periods of time. The solid rock is acted on by an assortment of
natural forces including temperature alternations that crack the rock,
water that freezes within the cracks, and plant roots that further pry

Topsoil

Subsoil

Parent
material

FIGURE 3–1.

Learning)

A soil profile (Delmar/Cengage
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the cracks open. Then follows abrasive grinding by wind, water, and
sometimes ice. Lichens and microbes may produce organic acids that
react with the rock to further weaken it. While the weathering of parent
material takes place over eons of geological time, it is nonetheless a
simple breakdown of large pieces of rock into smaller particles.

Living and Nonliving Organisms
Over time, distinctive layers develop in undisturbed soils. Between the
parent layer and the topsoil is the subsoil. Subsoil is finely weathered
like the topsoil, but it lacks organic matter in the quantity found in the
topsoil layer. The roots of green plants flourish in the topsoil, richest in
organic matter and shallowest in depth, and rely on it for nutrients, support, water, and air.
The organic matter in soil comes from the decomposition of plant
and animal tissue. When green plants are plowed into the soil they are
immediately acted on by soil organisms that rapidly break the plant tissue down into a form usable for their own growth. Organic compounds
that do not decompose quickly eventually succumb to enzymatic
action, forming a complex mixture called humus. Humus as well as
green manure (plowed under green plants) are important to the soil’s
structure. This organic matter increases both the water-holding and
mineral-holding capacity of the soil.

Water and Air
Water and air exist around and between the soil particles. As much as 50
percent of the topsoil may be air and water in liquid or vapor form. The
ratio of air to water depends on the texture of the soil and how wet it is.
A wet soil leaves less space for the air to occupy than a dry soil.

WHY SOILS DIFFER
Soils vary in many ways. They vary in color and weight. Some drain easily whereas others stay wet and bog-like. Some are rocky, breaking tools
and backs, while others are easy to dig. Even though the original parent
stone may be the same or similar, differences in the subsoil and topsoil
may result from variations in:
• weathering elements
• soil movement
• topography
• climate
• amount of organic mater
Soils that weather from bedrock and remain in place are termed
sedentary, in contrast to transported soils. Transported soils have been
moved by the forces of nature.
1. Colluvial soils have moved in response to gravity, as after a landslide or mudslide.
2. Alluvial soils are carried in water such as rivers. They are eventually deposited on flood plains and at deltas.
3. Aeolian soils are transported and deposited by winds.
4. Glacial till is soil deposited by glaciers.
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The best agricultural soils are usually alluvial and glacial till.
Colluvial soils are characterized by coarse textures and other undesirable chemical and physical qualities. Aeolian soils are finely textured
but vary greatly in their productivity. Sedentary soils may be useful for
agriculture if they have not lost their nutrient elements.

SOIL SEPARATES AND SOIL TEXTURE
As the parent rock weathers, it forms particles of differing sizes. Based
on their diameter, these particles are classified into groups called soil
separates. In decreasing order of size, the separates are:
1. Gravel (coarse and fine)—2.0 mm or more in diameter.
2. Sand (very coarse—[2.00–1.00 mm], medium [.50–.25 mm], fine
[.25–.10 mm] and very fine [.10–.05 mm])
3. Silt—(.05–.002 mm in diameter)
4. Clay—less than 0.002 mm in diameter
The relative proportions of these separates of different sizes in any
one soil create the soil texture. The proportions can only be determined
precisely in a soil laboratory. There, a series of sieves are used to separate out the sand (and gravel, if present), while a suspension and settling
technique is used to separate and measure the percentages of silt and
clay (Figure 3–2).
Most soils in nature contain sand, silt, and clay in some proportions.
The textural names given to soils are ways of describing these proportions. For example, if a soil contains about 40 percent sand, 20 percent

To use soil sieves, a premeasured amount of dried soil is passed
through the stack. Each sieve’s mesh is finer than the one before. Sands are
separated by particle size. An additional suspension and setting technique is
required to measure the percentage of silt and clay. (Delmar/Cengage Learning.
Photo by Jack Ingels)

FIGURE 3–2.
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of the finer clay, and 40 percent silt separates, it is termed a loam. Loams
are generally favored for horticultural field production because they
have enough sand to provide good drainage and aeration, yet enough of
the finer particles to retain moisture and provide necessary plant nutrients (as will be discussed later). When one or two separates dominate
the mixture, the textural name given the soil reflects that domination,
as in sandy loam, silt loam, silty clay loam, sandy clay, silty clay, and so
on.
In order to appreciate soil textural names, the physical and chemical
properties of the separates should be considered.

Sand
Sand particles have assorted shapes and sizes depending on how they were
weathered. They range from smooth and round to sharp and angular. The
spaces between sand particles are large compared to the spaces between
silt and clay particles. Water passes through sand quickly because of this
large pore space, and air is present in greatest quantity in sand. Sand is
low in mineral nutrients and is generally inactive chemically.

Silt
Silt particles are irregularly shaped and much smaller than most sand
particles. Given identical volumes of sand and silt, there would be many
more silt than sand particles; hence silt has a greater surface area than
sand. Since water clings to particle surfaces, the result is that silt holds
water in the soil far better than sand. It does not provide as much space
for air, however. Like sand, silt has a low nutrient level and is not very
active chemically.

Clay
Clay has very small, plate-like particles. It possesses the greatest surface
area of all the separates. Water is held tightly to the clay particles and
passes very slowly through the soil. Predictably, air is often in short supply in a heavy clay soil, especially when it is wet. Clay has an adhesive
quality when moistened and squeezed. This is what gives cohesiveness
to soil, sometimes too much, creating sticky, hard-to-plow fields. Clay is
active chemically. Many of the particles have surface charges that attract
water and ions. The term for such a chemical state is colloidal. It is the
colloidal quality of clay that makes it important for chemical activity
and nutrient exchange in the soil.
The names of soil textures should now assume descriptive meaning.
For example, a sandy loam would possess the following characteristics:
• sand, silt, and clay separates present, with sand dominant
• drainage good and perhaps slightly excessive
• nutrient content good since clay is present
• aeration good due to the sand, assuming that it is not too fine
• water-holding capability fair to good, depending on the amount of
organic material and clay
The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) soil texture
triangle illustrates how soils are named, based on a laboratory determination of their composition (Figure 3–3).
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The soil texture triangle (Courtesy USDA)

SOIL NUTRIENTS
As described in Chapter 1, green plants require nutrients that they
obtain from the soil. A rich loam soil will provide a balanced supply of
the elements essential to the growth of most plants. A soil that is predominantly sand or silt will be nutritionally poor.
The need by green plants for at least 17 separate chemical elements
has been proven repeatedly through tests that demonstrate growth
abnormalities when any one of these essential elements is lacking. As
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The Essential Elements

Macronutrients

Micronutrients

Calcium (Ca)

Boron (B)

Carbon (C)

Chlorine (Cl)

Hydrogen (H)

Copper (Cu)

Magnesium (Mg)

Iron (Fe)

Nitrogen (N)

Manganese (Mn)

Oxygen (O)

Molybdenum (Mo)

Phosphorus (P)

Nickel (Ni)

Potassium (K)

Zinc (Zn)

Sulfur (S)

previously mentioned, the amount of the chemical element required by
a plant is not a measure of the element’s essentiality. Whether required
in large amounts (macronutrients) or very small amounts (micronutrients), the element is essential if the plant cannot grow and develop
normally without it.
The elements presently known to be vital to the survival of green
plants are shown, along with their chemical symbols, in Table 3–1. One
method of remembering the essential elements is to associate them
with a catchy phrase. For example:
See MG men mob Cousin Hopkins nice clean café
C Mg Mn MoB CuZn HOPKNS Ni Cl CaFé

Of the essential elements, the plant obtains only carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen from sources other than the soil. The remainder are
absorbed as minerals from the soil around the plant’s roots.
Knowing that the elements are necessary still does not address
the question of what each element does for the plant that makes it so
essential. The roles of several have not yet been clearly defined; they
are believed to allow certain enzyme systems to function normally in
the plant. At least some of the functions of other essential elements are
known, as well as the symptoms shown by the plant when the element is
lacking or in short supply. A brief summary of the functions of 14 essential mineral elements and the symptoms of their deficiency is given in
Table 3–2. Both the functions and symptoms are discussed further in
later chapters.
In addition to the 14 essential mineral elements and 3 essential nonmineral elements, there is another group known as the beneficial elements. They have been found to promote plant growth in many species,
but have not been proven to be absolutely necessary for completion of
the plants’ life cycle. Future research may yet prove them to be essential.
Currently regarded as beneficial elements are silica, sodium, cobalt, and
selenium. Other elements being considered for inclusion as beneficial
are chromium, vanadium, and titanium.
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Essential Elements with Their Functions and Symptoms of Deficiency

TABLE 3–2.
Element

Function in the Plant

Boron (Bo)

•

Symptoms of Deficiency
•

Dead shoot tips

•

Leaves thicken, curl, and become brittle

•

Flowers fail to form

•

Stunted roots

•

Stems, leaves, and roots die at tips, where
growth is normally most active

•

Chlorosis of young leaves, then necrosis
along margins

Role not clearly deﬁned, but important to
shoot and root development

•

Stunting

•

Chlorosis

•

A catalyst for respiration

•

Necrosis in young leaf tips and margins

•

Needed for photosynthesis

•

Stunting

Iron (Fe)

•

Needed for chlorophyll synthesis

•

Chlorosis of younger leaves only, usually
in an interveinal pattern

Magnesium
(Mg)

•

Essential for photosynthesis as a
component of chlorophyll molecule

•

•

An important enzyme activator

Interveinal chlorosis, appearing ﬁrst in
older leaves, followed by red or purple
color and necrotic spots

•

Needed for sugar and fat formation

Manganese
(Mn)

•

An enzyme activator in respiration

•

Interveinal chlorosis and necrosis

•

Makes nitrogen available for plant use

Molybdenum
(Mo)

•

Makes nitrogen available for plant use

•

Interveinal chlorosis in lower leaves

•

Needed for protein synthesis

•

Marginal necrosis

•

Flowers fail to form

Calcium (Ca)

Chlorine (Cl)
Copper (Cu)

Role not clearly deﬁned except in
translocation of sugar. It has a role in
ﬂower and fruit development as well.

•

A component of the cell wall

•

Needed for cell division and growth

•

Nickel (Ni)

•

Role not clearly deﬁned, but believed to be
instrumental in enzymatic functions

•

None have been observed

Nitrogen (N)

•

Important to synthesis and structure of
protein molecules

•

Chlorosis, ﬁrst noticeable in older leaves

•

Stunting of growth

Phosphorus (P)

Potassium (K)

•

Encourages vegetative growth

•

Promotes rich green color

•

Essential to energy transfer

•

Red or purple discoloration of older leaves

•

Stimulates cell division

•

Premature leaf drop

•

Needed for ﬂowering

•

Stunting of growth

•

Promotes maturation

•

Promotes disease resistance

•

Promotes root development

•

Role not clearly deﬁned

•

•

Believed to activate important plant
systems and enzymes

Mottled chlorosis ﬁrst noticeable on lower
leaves

•

Necrosis at tips and margins of leaves
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TABLE 3–2.
Element

Function in the Plant

Sulfur (S)

•

Important to structure of protein
molecules

•

Leaf chlorosis ﬁrst noticeable in younger
leaves

•

Needed for enzyme activity to occur

•

Weak stems

•

Important to the synthesis of plant auxins

•

Interveinal chlorosis on younger leaves

•

An important enzyme activator

•

White necrotic spots

•

Needed for protein synthesis

•

Leaf dwarﬁng

•

Distortion of leaves

Zinc (Zn)
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Symptoms of Deficiency

Plants may exhibit symptoms of nutrient deficiency for several
reasons:
• The element may be lacking totally or not be present in sufficient
quantity.
• The element may be bound in a chemical form unavailable or too
slowly available to the plant.
• There may be an overall imbalance of nutrients in the soil.
While micronutrients can be and often are deficient in soils, macronutrients are most often deficient. Nitrogen is foremost among the
elements regularly lacking in sufficient quantities to produce strong,
healthy plants. When nitrogen, in the nitrate form, is not absorbed by
the colloidal particles of the soil, it passes quickly through the root
region of the soil in an action called leaching.

SOIL STRUCTURE AND ORGANIC MATERIAL
In good loam soils, small soil particles adhere together to form larger
particles or aggregates. This arrangement of soil particles into aggregates is termed the soil structure. Structure resulting from small porous
aggregates is highly desirable since it blends the desirable qualities of
looseness, drainage, and aeration with water and mineral retention. In
the bare hand, good loam soil feels like short pastry dough. This may
explain why such a structure is often referred to as a crumb structure or
a granular structure.
Since the granular structure of soil is a desirable attribute, resulting
in high-quality horticultural and field crops, it is important to understand how such soil structure develops and can be encouraged.
The most significant factor in the development of a granular structure is organic matter, including green manure, soil organisms, decomposing plant roots, and especially humus. The organic material and
colloidal clay bind the small mineral particles together as crumb-like
aggregates. Humus is highly significant as a binding agent.
The characteristics of organic matter have already been described
briefly. When a field of grasses, weeds, and other herbaceous plants
is turned under, the green manure represented by their plant parts is
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rapidly acted on by organisms of the soil. Macrobial life, such as insects
and earthworms, feed on the plant parts to obtain the chemical energy
bound within them. Microbial life—principally algae, fungi, bacteria,
and actinomycetes—may directly attack the decomposing plant parts
or contribute indirectly through digesting the excretions of the macrobes and the dead macrobes themselves.
The breakdown of dead plant tissue and other organic material by
the microorganisms of the soil is accomplished with digestive enzymes
in a manner similar to the way an animal’s stomach digests food. Some
chemical compounds within the plant break down more quickly than
others. The simple proteins, sugars, and starches decompose quickly;
the more complex organic compounds, like lignin, a component of the
cell wall, decompose more slowly. Eventually, though, all organic matter
decomposes into either humus, energy, or a number of other end products including carbon dioxide, water, nitrates, phosphates, sulfates, and
calcium compounds. The energy release explains why the temperature
rises inside a compost pile.

SOIL ACIDITY AND ALKALINITY
The soil’s water, held between the particles and granules of the soil, contains dissolved mineral salts. This liquid is known as the soil solution.
The way the soil solution reacts determines the acidity, alkalinity, or
neutrality of the soil. Many farmers and home gardeners still refer to the
“sweetness” or “sourness” of the soil, harking back to a time when differences in the soil’s reaction could be observed and dealt with even if the
causes were not fully understood. Today it is understood that some soils
contain more hydrogen ions (H+) than hydroxyl ions (OH–). This makes
them acidic. Other soils contain more hydroxyl ions than hydrogen ions.
They are termed alkaline. When a soil contains equal concentrations of
hydrogen and hydroxyl ions, it is termed neutral. The exact relationship
between the hydrogen and hydroxyl ions is expressed as a pH number
(Figure 3–4).
• A pH of 7.0 is neutral.
• A pH of less than 7.0 is acidic.
• A pH of more than 7.0 is alkaline.
Optimum range
for many crops
Acidity range
Extreme

3

4

Very
strong

Strong

5

Alkalinity range
Medium

Slight

6

Neutral

7

pH values
FIGURE 3–4.

Diagrammatic representation of pH (Delmar/Cengage Learning)
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The pH of a soil can only be measured precisely using an instrument
known as a pH meter (Figure 3–5). Commercial growers and homeowners can either send soil samples to state or private testing laboratories
for a pH test at a nominal charge or purchase their own portable pH
meter for immediate results. There are also pH test kits on the market,
but their results are imprecise compared to those obtained with a pH
meter. In situations in which the crop is very sensitive to soil pH, the pH
meter test should be used.
Additions to the soil that increase the number of H+ ions will lower
the pH of the soil; conversely, soil additions that increase the number of
OH– ions will raise the soil pH. Many of the materials used to improve
the structure and texture of the soil will also modify its pH. For example,
peat moss is highly acidic, and its addition to the soil as a source of
organic material will have a direct impact on the acidity of the soil solution. Limestone has the opposite effect, contributing alkalinity to the
solution. These changes in the pH may or may not be desirable. Thus,
additives should be used with caution and with a knowledge of their
total impact. Obviously, it is easier to adjust the pH of a greenhouse

A pH meter provides the most accurate measure of
a soil’s acidity or alkalinity. (Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by
Jack Ingels)

FIGURE 3–5.
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bench or pot crop in which the soil mixture is totally within the control of the grower than it is to change the pH of a 100-acre nursery
field, especially since many soils have a strong buffer resistance to pH
change. Buffering occurs when hydrogen ions that are held in adsorbed
form dissociate from the clay particles and enter into the soil solution
to replace those hydrogen ions neutralized by the addition of lime. No
pH change will result until enough lime is added to deplete the supply
of hydrogen ions that constitute a reserve of acidity in the soil. If the
reserve acidity is strong and the field is large, a significant change in pH
may be impossible. Where strong buffer resistance is not a factor, the pH
of nursery fields can be altered to improve crop production.
Within the pH range of 4.0 to 9.0, the availability of many mineral
nutrients is determined by the acidity or alkalinity of the soil. For example, many plants will exhibit a distinctively patterned yellowing, or chlorosis, when grown in soil having a high pH. The cause of the chlorosis is
lack of iron in the plant tissue, and it results because iron compounds,
needed by the plant, are precipitated out of the soil solution and rendered unavailable to the plant. At a lower pH, the iron will remain in the
soil solution and be available for plant uptake.

CATION EXCHANGE
To understand how colloidal clay particles and humus contribute to the
chemical reactions of the soil, how the soil’s pH can be modified, and
how the application of chemical fertilizer can increase the nutrients
in soil requires an understanding of cation exchange. The term refers
to the capacity of colloidal particles to attract positively charged ions
(cations) and to exchange one ion for another. Without cation exchange,
nutrients would be readily leached from the soil. With cation exchange,
the hydrogen cations held by the colloidal particles can be replaced by
cations furnished through the decomposition of organic material, the
weathering of rocks, or the application of fertilizers. It follows that soils
having a higher percentage of colloidal particles, such as clay soils and
organic soils, have a higher capacity for cation exchange than sandy
soils that are lower in colloidal particles. Therefore, they have a higher
capacity to hold available nutrients and resist loss due to leaching.

Role in pH
It is the replacement of hydroxyl cations on the colloidal particles of
the soil by hydrogen ions that makes a soil acidic. To make a soil more
acidic (lower the pH), elemental sulfur is usually added. In the soil,
bacteria convert the sulfur to sulfuric acid. To make the soil more alkaline (increase the pH), calcium or calcium-magnesium compounds are
commonly used.
The influence of pH on cation exchange is centered around the
availability of nutrients as described earlier and illustrated by iron
chlorosis at high soil pH. There are other elements that become bound
tightly within the soil and are unavailable to plants when the pH is high,
just as there are elements made unavailable when the pH is too low. At
extremely low or high pH ranges the mere excess of H+ or OH– ions can
be toxic to the plants.
Figure 3–6 illustrates how various nutrients become more or less
available to the plants as the pH of the soil increases or decreases.
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The widening or narrowing of
the bars indicate the changing availability of
nutrients in response to changing pH levels of the
soil. (Courtesy of Cornell University)

FIGURE 3–6.

Role in Mineral Absorption
It seems logical to assume that minerals are absorbed into plant roots
as water is absorbed. It is a logical assumption but an incorrect one. The
uptake of water and the uptake of minerals are independent processes.
Minerals enter root cells through a permeable membrane when the
concentration of the mineral salts in the soil solution is greater than
in the root cell. Such a condition creates a concentration gradient.
Since plants are continually using the mineral salts within the roots,
the concentration gradient serves to explain how certain elements are
absorbed. With others, absorption occurs even against a concentration
gradient. The explanation is thought to reside with ion exchange or with
contact exchange.
In ion exchange, a positively charged ion may be absorbed by a root
cell if another positively charged ion is released from the cell. Another
form of ion exchange can occur when both a positively charged ion (cation) and a negatively charged ion (anion) are absorbed by the root cell
together, thus maintaining the electrostatic equilibrium in the cell.
In contact exchange, the intimate association between the soil particles and the root hairs is the key. A direct exchange occurs between the
ions adsorbed to the particles of soil and those of the root cells.
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FERTILIZERS
Fertilizers are nutrient additives applied to the soil periodically to maintain optimum crop productivity. The need for fertilization may result
from a deficiency of one or more mineral elements in the soil, their presence in a form unavailable to the plant, or the leaching of elements into
the soil to a depth below the root zone.

Chemical Fertilizers
Since nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium are the soil elements used
in greatest quantity by the green plant, a fertilizer that provides all three
elements is termed a complete fertilizer. The actual percentage by
weight of each of the three primary elements in a fertilizer determines
its analysis; for example, 100 pounds of 10-6-4 analysis fertilizer contains 10 pounds of nitrogen (N), 6 pounds of phosphoric acid (P2O5),
and 4 pounds of potash (K2O). The analysis figures are always expressed
in the same order and represent the same nutrients. Note that phosphorus and potassium are not present in elemental form, but as chemical
compounds. Thus the amount of actual element provided for the plant
is less than the analysis implies (Figure 3–7).
With simple arithmetic, fertilizers can be compared on the basis of
their nutrient ratio. The ratio is a reduction of the analysis to the lowest common denominator. For example, a 5-10-10 analysis has a ratio
of 1-2-2. (Each of the numbers has been reduced through dividing by a
common factor of 5.) A fertilizer analysis of 10-20-20 also has a ratio of
1-2-2. Therefore, a 5-10-10 fertilizer supplies the three major nutrients
in the same proportion as a 10-20-20 fertilizer, but twice as much of the
actual product must be applied to obtain the same amount of nutrients
(Table 3–3).
When less than 30 percent of a complete fertilizer’s weight represents available nutrients, it is termed a low-analysis fertilizer. When
the amount of available nutrients is 30 percent or more, the product
is a high-analysis fertilizer. The remaining material in a fertilizer is
filler, either organic or synthetic. The filler may provide some additional
essential elements, and may even be important as a source of micronu-

Fertilizer

10% total nitrogen (N)

4% water-soluble potash (K2O)

6% available phosphoric acid (P2O5)

Interpreting fertilizer analysis figures: the
nutrients are always shown in the same order. (Delmar/
Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 3–7.
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Comparison of Fertilizers with Same
Nutrient Ratio

50 Pounds of 5-10-10 Fertilizer
Contain:

50 Pounds of 10-20-20 Fertilizer
Contain:

21⁄ 2 pounds of N (nitrogen)

5 pounds of N

5 pounds of P2O5 (phosphoric acid)

10 pounds of P2O5

5 pounds of K2O (potash)

10 Pounds of K2O

trients, but essentially the filler is a carrier for the available macronutrients. It allows them to be applied evenly to the soil and crop. It also
adds weight and bulk, both undesirable features. Table 3–4 compares
high-analysis and low-analysis fertilizers.
The more common chemical fertilizers include: anhydrous ammonia, ammonium nitrate, urea, sodium nitrate, and ammonium sulfate
as carriers of nitrogen; superphosphates, ammoniated phosphates, and
round rock phosphate as carriers of phosphorus; and potassium nitrate,
potassium chloride, potassium sulfate, and potassium-magnesium sulfate as carriers of potassium.

Organic Fertilizers
Organic fertilizers tend to be low in nutrient content, especially nitrogen. Although they enjoy some popularity with organic gardeners and
hobbyists, they have limited application to commercial ornamental
horticulture. Not only are the nutrients limited in the organics, but they
are often more slowly available to the plant than those in chemical fertilizers. Organic fertilizers include materials such as dried blood, cocoa
meal, animal manures, dried sewage sludge, and bone meal. The latter
two materials have some commercial usage. Sewage sludge is used as a
top-dressing on golf greens and bone meal as a high-phosphorus fertilizer for flower bulbs.

TABLE 3–4.

Comparison of High- and Low-Analysis Fertilizers

High-Analysis Fertilizers

Low-Analysis Fertilizers

Contain more nutrients and less filler

Contain fewer nutrients and more filler

Cost less per pound of actual nutrient

Cost more per pound of actual nutrient

Weigh less; less labor required in handling

Weigh more and are bulkier; more labor required in
handling

Require less storage space

Require more storage space

Require less material to provide a given amount of
nutrients per square foot

Require more material to provide a given amount of
nutrients per square foot

Require less time to apply a given amount of nutrients

Require more time to apply a given amount of
nutrients
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Ammonification and Nitrification
The presence of an element in the soil does not guarantee that the plant
can make use of it. It may be an essential element but in a form that must
undergo chemical change before being available to the plant. Nitrogen
is made available in green plants as nitrate salts (NO–3) or ammonium
salts (NH+4). In turn, members of the animal kingdom depend almost
exclusively on green plants for their nitrogen that they take from plants’
proteins and amino acids.
Nitrogen salts are not found as minerals in the soil. They are formed
by the decomposition of nonliving plants, plant parts, animals, or excretory products. Integral to this degradation are several separate groups of
bacteria that are key factors in the twin conversions known as ammonification and nitrification.
Ammonification is the conversion of nitrogen in organic compounds to ammonia. Nitrification is the conversion of ammonia to
nitrite, then to nitrate as shown.
2 NH+4 + 4O2 → 2 NO–2 + 4H2O + energy
(ammonia)
(nitrite)
2 NO–2 + O2 → 2 NO–3 + energy
(nitrite)
(nitrate)

The energy produced by these reactions is used by the bacteria for their
growth and development.
Collectively, the two processes can be diagrammed as follows:
nitrite
nitrate
organic nitrogen ➝ ammonium salts (NH+4) ➝ salts (NO–2) ➝ salts (NO–3)
Ammonification
Nitrification

Three additional points deserve mention. First, the nitrifying bacteria are sensitive to low temperatures, acidity, and poor drainage. In
such conditions, the bacteria do not drive the biochemical changes as
rapidly as they do under more favorable conditions. Second, the microorganisms of the soil need nitrogen for growth as much as green plants
or animals do. As a result, the addition of large quantities of organic
matter to the soil can result in a temporary decline in the amount
of nitrogen available to crop plants as the soil microbial population
increases. Finally, three genera of bacteria (Azotobacter, Clostridium,
and Rhizobium) are able to convert atmospheric nitrogen gas (N2) into
organic compounds. After the bacteria die, the processes of ammonification and nitrification release the nitrogen for use by green plants.
Especially important is the relationship between the Rhizobium bacteria and members of the bean family (the legumes or Leguminosae).
The bacteria live in the legume roots where they obtain organic food
materials. In return, the bacteria capture or fix nitrogen gas, making it
available to the green plant.

Phosphorus
Phosphorus is present in very small amounts in mineral soils. An even
smaller amount is present in a form usable by plants at any one time,
since even simple phosphorus compounds are usually insoluble in
the soil solution. Along with nitrogen, which is also present in small
amounts, phosphorus is often a limiting factor in soil nutrition.
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Much of the soil’s phosphorus is bound within the organic matter of
the soil and becomes available to plants as organic material decomposes. The phosphorus held within the mineral matter of the soil is much
more slowly available to the plant. Only through a slow interaction
between the insoluble phosphate, water, carbon dioxide, and various
root exudates does the phosphate become water-soluble, and, hence,
available. Even then, the soluble phosphates can quickly revert to complex, insoluble forms, especially as the pH increases or decreases.

Potassium
Potassium is present in soil in much larger quantities than either nitrogen or phosphorus. Nearly all the soil’s potassium is in inorganic forms,
however, and inorganic potassium is not readily available to plants. It
becomes available slowly through the reaction of water and carbonic
acid in the soil with the feldspars, micas, and other sources of insoluble
potassium.
The other essential elements require similar chemical reaction in
the soil to become available for absorption by the plant. Soil chemistry
is a complex field of study and the brief treatment given the subject here
has only touched on a few of the points necessary to an understanding
of crop production.

SUMMARY
Soil is the thin outer layer of the earth’s crust, made up of weathered
minerals, living and nonliving organisms, water, and air. It provides the
underground environment of plants. In profile, three distinctive layers can be seen: bedrock or parent material, subsoil, and topsoil. Both
subsoil and topsoil are finely weathered from the parent material, but
topsoil contains more organic matter than subsoil. As a result, it is more
supportive of plant growth.
Organic matter is composed of plant and animal compounds that
soil microbes can rapidly break down, and of humus. Humus is a complex colloidal mixture that originates with organic compounds that do
not decompose easily. Humus and other organic matter are important
in the development of good soil structure, causing small soil particles to
bind and form larger particles or aggregates.
Soils differ in many ways, such as color, weight, drainage, rockiness, and texture. The differences result from weathering elements,
soil movement, topography, climate, and variations in the amount of
organic matter.
When parent material weathers, particles of differing sizes are
formed. The four groups of weathered particles or separates are gravel,
sand, silt, and clay. The relative proportion of these separates in any one
soil creates the soil texture. The textural name of a soil roughly describes
the particular mixture of separates that it contains.
Because of their colloidal properties, clay and humus are instrumental in making nutrients available to plants. Seventeen nutrients have
been found essential to the growth of green plants (C, H, O, P, K, N, S,
Ca, Mg, Fe, Mo, B, Cu, Mn, Zn, CI, Ni). Of these essential elements, only
carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen are obtained by the plant from sources
other than the soil. The remainder are absorbed as minerals from the
soil around plant roots. When one or more elements is lacking totally
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or in part, is bound in a form unavailable to the plant, or is part of an
overall nutrient imbalance in the soil, the plant will exhibit symptoms
of nutrient deficiency.
Several other elements have been found to be beneficial to plant
growth, even though they are not essential to completion of the plant
life cycle.
The soil solution is a liquid composed of water held within the soil
and mineral salts dissolved in the water. How the soil solution reacts
chemically determines its acidity or alkalinity and is expressed as a pH
number. Soils that contain more hydrogen ions (H+) than hydroxyl ions
(OH–) are acidic and have a pH of less than 7.0. Soils containing more
hydroxyl ions than hydrogen ions are alkaline and have a pH greater
than 7.0. A soil with equal concentrations of hydrogen and hydroxyl ions
is neutral and has a pH of 7.0. Soil additives can raise or lower the pH of
the soil depending on whether they increase the number of H+ ions or
OH– ions.
Modification of pH and nutrient uptake by plants depend on cation
exchange: the capacity of colloidal particles to attract positively charged
ions (cations) and exchange one ion for another. Those soils with a
higher percentage of colloidal particles, such as clays and organic soils,
have the highest cation exchange capacity. If soil pH becomes too high
or too low, certain elements become bound tightly within the soil and
unavailable to the plants.
Fertilizers are nutrient additives applied to the soil periodically to
maintain optimum crop productivity. They may be complete or incomplete, high-analysis or low-analysis, inorganic (chemical) or organic.
Usually, the elements within the fertilizer must undergo chemical
changes before becoming available to the plant. Ammonification and
nitrification exemplify such changes.

ACH I EV EMEN T R E VI E W
A. SHORT ANSWER
Answer each of the following questions as briefly
as possible.
1. Define the following terms:
a. soil
b. topsoil
c. subsoil
d. humus
e. soil texture
f. essential element
g. macronutrients
h. micronutrients
i. leaching
j. soil structure
k. cation
l. cation exchange
m. complete fertilizer

n.
o.
p.
q.

fertilizer analysis
nutrient ratio
high-analysis fertilizer
low-analysis fertilizer

2. List five ways in which the same parent
material could become quite different subsoil or topsoil.
3. Match the type of transported soil with the
correct agent of transport.
a. aeolian soil
1. water
b. coluvial soil
2. sedentary
c. glacial till
3. gravity
d. alluvial soil
4. ice
5. wind
4. List the four soil separates in order of
increasing particle size.
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5. From the soil texture triangle, identify soils
having the following analysis:
a. 60 percent sand
30 percent silt
10 percent clay
b. 25 percent sand
55 percent silt
20 percent clay

c. 25 percent sand
30 percent silt
45 percent clay
d. 80 percent sand
10 percent silt
10 percent clay

6. Based on the textural name, arrange the
following soils in decreasing order of water
retention: sandy loam, silty clay, clay, clay
loam, sand.
7. Indicate whether the following statements
apply most appropriately to clay, silt, or
sand.

Fertilizer Characteristic
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a. It is the most chemically active particle
in the soil.
b. The size of the air spaces between the
particles is greatest.
c. Water passes most quickly through this
separate.
d. This separate has small particle size
and low nutrient value.
e. The particles are small and plate-like.
f. It is the separate most important to soil
nutrition.
8. List the 17 essential elements and their
chemical symbols.
9. Compare high and low analysis fertilizers
by placing an X in the appropriate column
after each of the characteristics listed
below.
Low-Analysis
Fertilizer

High-Analysis
Fertilizer

All Complete
Fertilizers

Contains N, P, and K
Less than 30 percent of its weight is in available
nutrients
Most bulky to store and handle
Contains 30 percent or more of its weight in available
nutrients
Costs more per pound of nutrients
Requires less time to apply a given amount of nutrient
Contains filler material
Requires less material to apply a given amount of
nutrients per square foot

B. ESSAY
1. Describe the natural decomposition
of organic matter in the soil and its
relationship to soil structure.
2. Explain how nutrients move from the soil
into the plant.

C. TRUE/FALSE
Indicate if the following statements are true or
false.
1. Excess hydrogen ions in the soil make it
acidic.
2. Excess hydroxyl ions in the soil make it
alkaline.

3. An equal concentration of hydrogen and
hydroxyl ions results in a pH of 6.0.
4. A pH of 7.0 represents a state of chemical
neutrality in the soil.
5. A large nursery field with strong buffer
capacity could have its pH changed easily.
6. The soil pH of potted greenhouse crops
can usually be changed easily.
7. A field test kit is the most precise way to
measure soil pH.
8. Organic matter can lower soil pH.
9. Sulfur can lower soil pH.
10. Limestone can raise soil pH.
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Plant Growth Regulators

O B J E C T I VE S
Upon completion of this chapter, you should be able to

• list at least three different types of naturally occurring growth regulators and their
effects on plants.

• list several commercial products that regulate plant growth.

KEY TERMS
organic compounds
hormones
growth regulators
indolacetic acid (IAA)

apical dominance
geotropism
gibberellins
rosetted

parthenocarpy
parthenocarpic fruit
cytokinins
kinetin

GROWTH REGULATORS DEFINED
Green plants contain a number of organic compounds that control
plant growth. These compounds are present only in minute amounts,
yet they stimulate, inhibit, and otherwise modify the rate, the direction, and the nature of plant development. The compounds that occur
naturally are called hormones. They may be produced in one part of the
plant, yet exert their effect in another part, far removed from the source.
Still other modifiers of plant development are synthesized by chemists
and made available to commercial horticulturists for the production of
more desirable crops. All of the products, either naturally occurring or
commercially synthesized, are given the name of growth regulators.

TYPES OF GROWTH REGULATORS
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Most plant scientists would agree that our knowledge of plant growth
regulators is still incomplete. The regulators have probably not all been
isolated; their effects at different concentrations vary; their effects in
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different species of plants vary; and even the sites of their production
and activity within plants vary. At present, we have a fair knowledge of
auxins, gibberellins, and cytokinins. We have a limited knowledge of
several others.

Auxins
Auxins are plant hormones that both promote and inhibit plant growth.
Indoleacetic acid (IAA) is the most commonly occurring natural auxin
(Figure 4–1). Auxins have been found responsible for phototropism,
geotropism, and apical dominance.
Our knowledge of auxins began with the curiosity of scientists who
wondered why stems grow up and roots grow down, why plant stems
seem to bend toward the light, and why the removal of an apical (or
terminal) bud stimulates the growth of lateral buds beneath it. Studies
with the sheathlike covering (coleoptile) of the young stem of oat seedlings (Avena) have provided the evidence on which our understanding
of auxins is based.
Seedlings exposed to light from only one side bend toward the light
source. Charles Darwin first recorded the observation that seedlings
bend toward the light only if the tips are exposed. When the seedling tips
are covered with caps that do not allow the passage of light, the seedling tips do not bend (Figure 4–2). The conclusion drawn from Darwin’s
studies was that a substance produced in the tips can exert an influence
on the growth of tissue some distance from the tip. Such a conclusion is
compatible with the definition of a hormone.
Researchers after Darwin continued to experiment. In one experiment, the tips of seedlings were removed, a bit of gelatin was added
to each cut stump, and the tips were replaced. The seedlings still bent
toward a unilateral light source. When the tips were not replaced, the
seedlings did not bend (Figure 4–3). The conclusion was that whatever
accelerated the growth on the unlighted side of the stem was able to diffuse through the gelatin.

A

Light

Light proof
caps
B

Light

Using grass seedlings, Darwin
demonstrated that seedlings bend naturally toward a
unilateral light source (A); if lightproof caps are placed
over the tips of the seedlings, they do not bend (B).
(Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 4–2.
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Tip removed

Light

Light

A

B

Gelatin layer

Light
1

2
C

A seedling that normally bends toward
a unilateral light source (A) will not do so if its tip is
removed (B). If the tip is reattached with gelatin (C-1),
bending occurs (C-2). (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 4–3.

A test called the Avena coleoptile test has shown that a freshly cut tip
replaced on one side of the coleoptile stump will promote more growth
on that side than on the other side (Figure 4–4). The curvature will occur
even without the unilateral light source, leading to the conclusion that
the coleoptile tips are the source of the hormone, and that tissue growth
stimulation is its effect.
In an actively growing stem, the concentration of auxin in the tip
(or apex) is so great that it can inhibit the growth of buds and shoots
beneath it. This influence is termed apical dominance. When the apex
bud or shoot is removed, thus diminishing the supply of auxin, the lat-

Dark

Dark

Dark

Dark

A

Dark

Dark

B

Dark

C

The Avena (oat) coleoptile test: Coleoptiles that are kept in the dark do not bend (A). If their tips
are removed and then replaced on one side (B), coleoptile curvature will result, and it will be away from the side
holding the tip (C). (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 4–4.
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eral buds and shoots are allowed to grow. The horticultural practice of
pruning to promote denser growth involves overcoming apical dominance by removing the tips of branches.
Auxins are present in plant roots as well as in shoots. The research
of K. V. Thimann provided evidence that roots are much more sensitive
than shoots to auxin. The same amount of auxin that promotes cell
elongation in shoots can inhibit growth in roots (Figure 4–5).
The ability of auxin to promote and inhibit plant growth explains
why shoots grow upward and roots grow downward (Figure 4–6). When
a coleoptile or stem is placed in a horizontal position, auxin accumulates in higher concentrations on the lower side of the plant. The auxin
causes the cells on the underside of the shoot to elongate faster than the
cells on the upper side, so the shoot grows upward. The same concentration of auxin inhibits the growth of the cells on the lower side of the
roots, allowing the cells on the upper surface to grow faster and direct
the root downward. The response of auxin to gravity and the resulting
growth reaction in plants is termed geotropism.
The mechanism of auxin action is not fully understood, although
several theories exist. One line of research has correlated the presence
of auxin with the production of ethylene in plants. Since some of the
responses associated with auxins can be duplicated by exposing the
plants to ethylene, the theory is that the growth responses attributed to
auxins actually result from ethylene produced through the auxin presence. Another theory is that auxin increases the plasticity of the cell
walls, permitting the cells to expand to larger sizes. Still another theory
is that auxin increases the energy supply in the tissue where it is present,
and this increased metabolic activity stimulates plant growth.

Auxin promotes cell
elongation in shoots. . .
. . .But inhibits cell elongation
in roots at the same concentration.
Moderate
concentrations
promote bud
development.

Higher
concentrations
promote stem
elongation.
Soil
line

Lower
concentrations
promote root growth.

Auxin concentrations needed to
promote growth vary in different parts of the
plant. If concentrations are altered, growth can
be inhibited. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 4–5.

Auxin concentrates on lower
side of shoot and root.

The response of auxin to gravity explains why
shoots grow upward and roots downward. (Delmar/Cengage
Learning)

FIGURE 4–6.
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Gibberellins
Gibberellins are a group of thirty or more closely related plant hormones that promote cell enlargement, often causing dramatic increases
in plant height. One of the common forms is gibberellic acid (Figure
4–7). They will not cause curvature in Avena coeloptiles but will cause
dwarf corn plants to elongate and grow to normal size. Since auxins will
not affect dwarf corn plants, the two growth hormones can be clearly
distinguished by scientists.
The number of plant processes known to be affected by gibberllins is
not as great as those known to be influenced by auxins, but their influence is nonetheless impressive. Rosetted plants can be made to grow
tall following the application of gibberellic acid. Dormant seeds that
normally require a cold treatment (stratification) for germination can
be made to germinate without the treatment when gibberellic acid is
applied instead. Also, various other plant processes normally initiated
in response to temperature and/or photoperiod stimulations can be
prompted instead by the application of gibberellins.
Rosetted plants are those having good leaf development but retarded
internodal growth. Under natural growing conditions, such plants will
respond to long-day photoperiods or a period of cold treatment with
a dramatic elongation of the internodes (bolting) and the production
of flowers atop a stem five or six times the original height of the plant.
When kept under short-day conditions or in warm temperatures, the
plants remain rosetted. Since the treatment of plants with gibberellin
under conditions normally promotive of rosetting can induce bolting
and flowering, it is suggested that the stage of growth of the plant is controlled by the amount of natural gibberellin present within the plants.
Both cell division and cell enlargement occur in the plants treated with
the gibberellin.
Both gibberellins and auxins, when applied to the pistils of certain
flowers, can cause them to set fruit without being pollinated. The process is called parthenocarpy, and the resulting seedless fruit are called
parthenocarpic fruit. Examples most readers would recognize are the
naval orange, the banana, and the seedless grape. In ordinary pollination, growth hormones are introduced to the pistil from pollen produced on the stamen or synthesized in the ovary following a stimulus
from pollen.
Through observation and study of these and other plant processes,
scientists are able to theorize about the role of gibberellins in plants.
Gibberellins have been known to stimulate cell division and cell
enlargement in young embryos of germinating grains. Evidence suggests that the gibberellin activates genes that are normally repressed.
As the genes become active, new ribonucleic acid (RNA, the carrier of
genetic information) and new enzymes result. The new enzymes digest
and release materials stored in the endosperm. These materials then
become available to the developing embryo, thereby promoting cellular
activity that might otherwise be inhibited. It is doubtful whether such
an explanation covers all the effects of gibberellins, however.

Cytokinins
Cytokinins are naturally occurring hormones of which the best known
is kinetin (Figure 4–8). The principal role of the cytokinins is the division
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of cells, but an expanding body of evidence suggests their involvement
in many other plant growth processes. That involvement seems to be in
association with gibberellins, auxins, and other growth regulators.
In their interaction with auxins, cytokinins have been found to promote either cell enlargement or cell division. The initiation and growth
of roots and shoots as well as the overcoming of apical dominance have
all been linked to the presence of cytokinins.
Cytokinins can be distinguished from auxins and gibberellins with
a diagnostic test that involves the culture of tobacco parenchymal cells
in a nutrient solution. When kinetic and auxin are added to the solution, cell division is accelerated in the tobacco tissue. No effect on dwarf
corn plants or Avena coleoptile curvature results when cytokinins are
applied, so the three tests are important biological detectors for the
growth regulating hormones.

Other Growth Regulators
In addition to the three naturally occurring hormones already described,
other natural and synthetic plant hormones are known to exist. Among
them are:
• Abscisic acid—a naturally occurring growth inhibitor that counters
the effects of gibberellins. It can promote the premature abscission
of leaves and fruits.
• Ethylene—influences geotropism, leaf abscission, and the ripening
of fruit. It is a natural hormone.
• Antigibberellins—a group of synthetic compounds that have a
dwarfing effect on plant growth.
It is likely that further research will find that many plant growth
responses stem from the synergistic action of two or more growth regulators. Since they can coexist within the same tissue and often promote
similar responses in the plant, their combined action seems predictable.

COMMERCIAL GROWTH REGULATORS
Even without fully understanding the way growth regulators work, scientists have been able to synthesize products that influence the growth
of plants in a similar manner. Many products of commercial importance
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Examples of growth retardants available for commercial
use (Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by Jack Ingels)

FIGURE 4–9.

are growth retardants and are used in the floriculture trade to produce
shorter potted crops. Several are used by greenhouse and nursery propagators to promote rooting of cuttings (Figure 4–9). More recently, products have been developed that reduce the rate of growth of turfgrasses.
Under regular growing conditions, some greenhouse plants grow
too tall to make desirable potted plants. Poinsettias, Easter lilies, chrysanthemums, and some hydrangeas can all get “leggy” if started too
early or subjected to overly warm temperatures during the period of
most rapid vegetative growth. The application of growth retardants to
the plants helps to regulate their size (Figure 4–10). With potted azaleas,
more flower buds can be induced and stem growth limited with the
application of growth regulating chemicals.

The effect of growth regulators is illustrated
dramatically in these results of a comparative study. The control plant
on the left received no growth regulators. The plant on the right
received sprays with growth retardant that has kept it shorter and
fuller. (Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by Jack Ingels)

FIGURE 4–10.
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Table 4–1 lists the commercial growth retardants most commonly
used by greenhouse growers and describes their effects.
In the nursery and florist trades, where vegetative cuttings are rooted, commercially available growth regulators are usually used to promote and accelerate root formation. The most popular root-promoting
hormones are the auxins indoleacetic acid (IAA), indolebutyric acid
(IBA), and napthaleneacetic acid (NAA). Applied as dusts or solutions
to the ends of cuttings, the auxins can speed rooting time considerably,
assuming other requirements for growth are not limited (Figure 4–11).
Where there is a large expanse of turfgrass, there is also a need to
keep it mowed. In temperate zones, lawn areas may require mowing
thirty or more times during a normal growing season. Often the terrain is sloping and difficult or dangerous to mow. With the application
of growth retardants, turf growth can be restrained with a significant
saving in the cost of fuel and labor normally required for mowing.
Use of the retardants is wisely restricted to low-quality, minimum use,
difficult-to-mow areas, since they often cause discoloration, thinning,

TABLE 4–1.

Growth Retardants for Florist Crops

Product Name

Crop

Effects

A-Rest®

Tulips
Chrysanthemums
Poinsettias
Easter lilies

Shortens stem length
Shortens stem length
Shortens stem length
Shortens stem length

B-Nine®

Chrysanthemums
Poinsettias
Hydrangeas
Azaleas
Petunias

Shortens stem length
Shortens stem length
Shortens stem length
Shortens stem length and promotes heavier ﬂower set
Shortens stem length

Cycocel®

Poinsettias
Azaleas
Geraniums

Shortens stem length
Shortens stem length and promotes heavier ﬂower set
Shortens stem length

Florel®

Poinsettias
Carnations
Roses

Shortens stem length
Promotes branching
Promotes new growth from base

Phosfon®

Chrysanthemums
Easter lilies

Shortens stem length
Shortens stem length

Bonzi®

Poinsettias
Chrysanthemums
Pansies
Petunias
Easter lilies

Shortens stem length
Shortens stem length
Shortens stem length
Shortens stem length
Shortens stem length
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A stem cutting being dipped in auxin to promote rooting (Delmar/
Cengage Learning. Photo by Frank Flanders.)
FIGURE 4–11.

TABLE 4–2.

Growth Retardants for Turfgrasses

Generic Name

Product Name

Effects

Chloflurenol

Maintain CF-125®

Absorbed by foliage, carried
upward and downward; inhibits
or slows cell division

Maleic hydrazide

Chemform®
De-Cut®
Retard®
Siesta®
Slo-Gro®
Super Sprout Stop®

Absorbed by foliage, carried to
areas of active growth, inhibits
cell division in shoots, buds and
roots

Maleic hydrazide
plus chloflurenol

Posan®

Absorbed by foliage, carried to
areas of active growth; suppresses
seedhead formation

Mefluidide

Embark®

Absorbed by foliage; carried
upward more than downward;
suppresses growth and seedhead
formation

and reduced ability to recover from winter injury. The chemical regulators are often applied in combination with broad-leaved weed killers,
since the retardants are often ineffective against many weeds. Table 4–2
describes the commercial growth retardants most commonly used by
turf specialists.
Most of the turf growth regulators are applied twice each season,
with six weeks or more between applications. Although the chemical
products are not a substitute for mowing, they do save money (Figure
4–12).
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The growth retardant Embark 2-S® is seen to dramatically reduce
the growth of turfgrass in this comparative trial. (pbi/Gordon Corporation)

FIGURE 4–12.

SUMMARY
Plant growth regulators are organic compounds that control the rate,
direction, and nature of plant growth. Knowledge of plant growth regulators is incomplete; however, a great deal is known about auxins, gibberellins, and cytokinins.
Auxins are hormones (naturally occurring growth regulators) that
promote and inhibit plant growth. Indoleacetic acid (IAA) is the most
commonly occurring natural auxin. Auxins occur in shoots and roots.
In the shoots, they are responsible for apical dominance. They are also
responsible for various tropisms in plants.
Gibberellins are hormones that promote cell division and enlargement in plants, often causing dramatic increases in plant height. Thirty
or more gibberellins are known. They can overcome rosetting in plants,
cause dormant seeds to germinate, and cause flowers to set fruit without pollination.
Cytokinins are also hormones. The best known is kinetin. Evidence
indicates that the principle role of cytokinins is to accelerate cell division. In association with auxins, they may also promote cell enlargement. The initiation of roots and shoots and the overcoming of apical
dominance have all been linked to the presence of cytokinins.
Each of the plant growth regulators can be identified by a distinctive
diagnostic test. Even without fully understanding how these hormones
work, scientists have been able to synthesize products that influence the
growth of plants in a similar manner. The synthetic products are most
frequently used either to retard the growth of florist crops that tend to
get too tall or to promote branching or heavier flower set. They are also
used to restrict the growth of turfgrass in low-quality, minimum-use, or
difficult-to-mow areas.
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ACH I EV EMEN T R E VI E W
A. SHORT ANSWER
1. Which of the following are characteristic of
naturally occurring growth regulators?
a. organic compounds
b. inorganic compounds
c. present in plants in large amounts
d. present in plants in minute amounts
e. produced and active in the same plant
part
f. produced in one part and active in
another
2. List the diagnostic test that distinguishes
each of the following growth regulators
from others.
a. auxins
b. gibberellins
c. cytokinins
3. Which one or more of the three major
growth regulators causes each of the
following characteristic plant responses?
a. apical dominance
b. increased cell elongation
c. increased cell division
d. geotropism
e. parthenocarpy
f. phototropism
g. bolting
4. If you were a commercial horticulturist,
which commercially produced growth

regulator(s) could you choose to solve the
following problems?
a. vegetative cuttings need to be rooted
quickly
b. potted poinsettias need to be kept
short
c. carnations need their branching
increased
d. Easter lilies need to be kept short

B. ESSAY EXPLANATIONS
Prepare short answer essay responses to explain
the following.
1. A nursery grower tightly shears small
plants being produced in containers. The
explanation offered is that “the shearing
will make them fuller and improve their
sales appeal.” From the information given
in this chapter, explain why shearing will
make the small plants fuller.
2. A potted plant sitting on a window sill
leans toward the sunlight. Why is that?
3. A greenhouse grower has experienced
disappointing sales of his holiday crops.
Customers complain that the Christmas
poinsettias and the Easter lilies are too
tall and leggy. What could the grower have
done to improve customer satisfaction and
increase sales?
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O B J E C TIV E S
Upon completion of this chapter, you should be able to

•
•
•
•
•

describe the characteristics of sexual and asexual reproduction in plants.
describe the processes of mitosis and meiosis.
list the most common methods of propagating plants.
recognize the contributions of Mendel to the science of genetics.
discuss methods of plant improvement.

K E Y TE R M S
reproduction
propagation
plant propagators
sexual reproduction
haploidal
diploidal
zygote
meiosis
homologous chromosomes
homozygous
asexual reproduction
mitosis

cytokinesis
scarification
stratification
clone
ramet
clonal varieties
runners
stolons
sucker
bulbs
layering
cuttings

grafting
budding
tissue culture
apomictic embryos
chromosomes
gene
gametes
phenotype
monohybrid cross
dihybrid
hybrid vigor

PLANT REPRODUCTION DEFINED
When organisms duplicate themselves, the process is termed reproduction. Although only partially understood, plant reproduction is recognized as a complicated process that results in the multiplication of cells
and the organisms that they make up. When reproduction is deliberately
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controlled and manipulated, it becomes propagation. Ornamental
horticulturists who control the reproduction of plants are called plant
propagators. In large operations, this can be a full-time occupation.

SEXUAL AND ASEXUAL REPRODUCTION
The reproduction of plants through the formation of seeds is called
sexual reproduction. It requires the fusion of two sex cells or gametes,
each having one set of chromosomes (haploidal), to form a cell with
two sets of chromosomes (diploidal) that is termed a zygote. The gametes are formed through a sequence of cell divisions that reduces the
number of chromosomes in each cell by half. The process is termed
meiosis (Figure 5–1).
The creation of a diploidal cell occurs at the time of fertilization.
Through sexual reproduction, the genetic material of the cell recombines in a way that can produce new plants, differing in physical and
physiological characteristics from their parent plants. Such differences
as stronger stems, larger flowers, and greater winter tolerance may
appear. In other instances, sexual reproduction results in new plants
identical in nearly every way to their parent plants. The degree of dif-

1. Diploidal cell at
the beginning of
prophase

2. Prophase I

3. Metaphase I

4. Anaphase I

Spindle
fibers

The cell is in a diploidial condition
and termed a zygote. The chromosomes in the nucleus
become short and
thick.

5. Telophase I

Homologous chromosomes pair along
their entire length.
They do not fuse.
The pairing is
termed synapsis.
Each chromosome
doubles to produce
four chromatids
per pair.

The chromosome
pairs move to the
hoizontal center
of the cell. Spindle
fibers form between
the ends of the cell.
Some attach to the
chromatids.

The homologous
chromosomes separate. The groups of
chromosomes at
each end of the
cell are not the
same. The chromatids have not
separated.

6. Metaphase II

7. Anaphase II

8. Haploidal cells

Cell
plate

FIGURE 5–1.

The stages of meiosis (Delmar/Cengage Learning)
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ference is determined largely by the characteristics of the homologous
chromosomes (those that associate in pairs during meiosis). When
plants self-pollinate, the pairs of genes on the homologous chromosomes are basically alike (homozygous), and the plants that are produced are nearly exact duplicates. When plants cross-pollinate, the
pairs of genes on the homologous chromosomes are often dissimilar.
The plants that result are not exactly like either parent plant.
When an exact duplicate of a plant is desired, especially if it is not selfpollinating, asexual propagation methods must be used.
Asexual reproduction is a vegetative process that eliminates genetic
variation. The result is the multiplication of plants possessing the same
genetic complex. Asexual reproduction can perpetuate an individual
plant essentially unchanged for generations over a period of many years.
The asexual reproduction of plants is made possible by a combination of two processes termed mitosis and cytokinesis. Mitosis is the
normal division of a cell nucleus that occurs as a plant grows, enlarging
from embryo to maturity (Figure 5–2). It is mitosis that occurs when
new roots form on a cutting or new shoots break from a stem. The

1. Interphase

2. Prophase

3. Prophase

4. Metaphase

Cytoplasm

Spindle
fibers

Nucleus
Cell
wall
The nucleus is not dividing. During this stage,
new nuclear material is
synthesized.

5. Anaphase

The chomosomes in the
nucleus become short
and thick.

Each chromosome doubles.
Each part is termed a
chromatid while paired.

6. Telophase

7. Telophase

Cell plate
forming

The chromatids separate,
each one going toward an
opposite end of the cell.
Identical groups of
chromosomes are located
at each end of the cell.

FIGURE 5–2.

The spindle fibers disappear. The groups of
chromosomes reorganize
into new nuclei as nuclear envelopes develop
around each group.
Formation of a cell
plate begins.

The stages of mitosis (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

The doubled chromosomes
move to the center of the
cell. Spindle fibers form
between the ends of the
cell. Some attach to the
chromatids.
8. Interphase

Cell plate
formed

Cytokinesis is accomplished when the
cell plate is formed
between two separate
nuclei.

The cell plate becomes
a cell wall, and two
cells result from the
original one. Each contains the same number
and kind of chromosomes
as the original cell.
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TABLE 5–1.

Characteristics of Mitosis and Meiosis in
Plants

Characteristic

Mitosis

Occurs during sexual reproduction and only in
flowers
Occurs during asexual reproduction

Meiosis
X

X

Reduces the number of chromosomes by half

X

The basic process of vegetative growth

X

Plants resulting are genetically identical to parents

X

The nucleus divides twice

X

Homologous pairs of chromosomes separate once,
while the cells divide twice

X

Creates haploid cells, or gametes

X

chromosomes in the cells do not reduce in number or recombine as
they divide, thus allowing no opportunity for a new plant to be initiated.
Cytokinesis completes the division of the nonnuclear remainder of the
cell’s contents and the formation of a new cell wall. Table 5–1 summarizes the major distinguishing features of mitosis and meiosis.

HOW PLANTS ARE PROPAGATED
In the natural world, plants reproduce both sexually and asexually. For
example, new plants may arise vegetatively from the root system of a
plant while the same plant is producing flowers, pollinating, and setting
fruit and seed. Many plant species reproduce asexually in assorted ways,
each a variation of the basic mitosis process. Although the result is the
same—that is, continuation of the genetic complex in the new plants—
some of the reproductive methods are faster or in other ways preferable.
The method of propagation selected by a grower may be based on:
• ease of propagation
• number of plants needed
• rate of growth of the species
• characteristics desired in the new plant (when grafting of two
species is involved)
• desire to avoid disease present in the parent plant
• desire to perpetuate a mutation developing in a parent plant
• cost

Sexual Propagation
Sexual propagation utilizes seeds. Some seeds germinate immediately
after planting. Some require light to germinate; others prefer darkness.
Some seeds require pregermination treatment, such as scarification or
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stratification, and in some cases, both. Scarification is the breaking of a
seed coat otherwise impervious to water to permit water uptake by the
embryo. Stratification is the exposure of the seeds to low temperatures.
The cold period is believed to initiate the formation of growth regulators or the destruction of growth inhibitors necessary before the seed
can germinate. In nature, scarification may be accomplished by soil
microorganisms or passage through the digestive tract of an animal.
Stratification occurs naturally during the winter. The horticulturist may
simulate and accelerate the activities of nature by treating the hard seed
coats of certain plants with acid or by mechanically scratching their
seed coats to promote water uptake. Bulk quantities of dormant seeds
may be placed under refrigeration to hasten their stratification.

Asexual Propagation
Asexual propagation utilizes the vegetative parts of a plant to grow new
plants. Stems or roots are more commonly used, but leaves can be used
as well. Each vegetative cell has the inherent ability to reproduce an
entire plant that is genetically identical to the one from which the cell
originated.
When many plants are reproduced asexually from a single plant, the
group of new plants is termed a clone. Each individual plant within the
clone is referred to as a ramet. Plants of horticultural importance that
are propagated almost totally by asexual means are termed clonal varieties. They are a type of cultivar. Some plants have been perpetuated by
horticulurists for so many years that their original parental origins have
become lost in time. They depend totally on humans for survival in their
present form.
Some of the techniques used by professional horticulturists to propagate plants asexually do little more than allow the plants to grow and
reproduce normally. Other methods of propagation are totally dependent on the efforts of the horticulturist for their success. Techniques
such as grafting and budding may replace the root system of a plant
with a hardier one or create a plant having multiple colors of flowers on
a single stem. Such plants are artificial contrivances, but nevertheless
important in the industry. Still other propagative techniques are basically natural in origin but subject to manipulation by horticulturists.
The following list summarizes various asexual techniques.
Runners
These are stems that grow along the ground and form new plants at
one or more of their nodes. The strawberry plant is an example likely
to be familiar to most readers. The spider plant (Chorophytum comosum variegatum) is an example of an ornamental plant (Figure 5–3).
Propagators need only separate the new rooted plants from the parent
and transplant them.
Stolons
Stolons are aerial shoots that take root after coming into contact with
the soil. Numerous grasses spread in this fashion, as do several of the
shrubby dogwoods (Cornus sp.). As with runners, the propagators simply separate the rooted shoot from the parent and transplant.
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The spider plant gets its
common name from the appearance
created by its runners and new plants.
(Courtesy Rodney Jackson, Photographer)

FIGURE 5–3.

Suckers of the
tree are originating from the
root system. (USDA)

FIGURE 5–4.

Sucker shoots
Certain plants produce new shoots from adventitious buds that develop
on the roots (Figure 5–4). The black locust (Robinia pseudoacacia) is a
prolific sucker producer. Suckers can be cut from the parent root system
and transplanted.
Bulbs and similar organs
Vegetative structures termed either bulbs, corms, tubers, tuberous
roots, or rhizomes are modified stem or root tissues that store food
during dormant periods. Seasonal perennials like tulips, daffodils, crocuses, and gladioli exemplify these structures. The organs form as part
of the root system and are easily collected and separated by propagators
(Figure 5–5).
Layering
In layering, roots develop on a stem that is still attached to the parent plant. Runners are characteristic of naturally layered plants. Some
plants root better this way because food production and water uptake
are not reduced or totally severed as when a cutting is taken. The rubber plant (Ficus elastica) and many temperate woody ornamentals can
be reproduced by layering. There are various ways of layering plants
depending on the species involved. In general, the stem is partially severed, a rooting hormone is applied, and the cut stem is buried in soil or
wrapped in a cool, moist medium promotive of root formation (Figure
5–6). The illustration shows a peat pot split and wrapped in plastic
around the cut stem. Using moistened sphagnum moss is equally effective and probably more common. Once new roots have formed within
the plastic cocoon, the new plant can be separated from the parent and
potted for continued growth.
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Bulb scales
(modified leaves)
Flower bud
Shoot

Foliage of the
new flower

A corm. It is all stem material.
Roots grow from the base
and the leaves emerge
from the top.
Example: Gladiolus

Basal plate
Eyes

Bulblets
(future bulbs)

Adventitious roots

Cross-sectional view of a true bulb. A
true bulb is a short, thick stem with
modified leaf scales and roots at the
base.

Tunic

Exterior view of a tunicate
bulb with its paper-like outer
scale (tunic) intact.
Example: Tulip

Tubers. These are fleshy
enlargements on underground stems. Each eye is a
new shoot and will produce
a new plant if the tuber is
cut apart.
Example: Potato

Shoot buds
Tuberous roots are
enlarged roots that store
food. Shoots form near
the stem end only.
Example: Dahlia

Scales
A non-tunicate bulb with
loose scales but no outer
tunic.
Example: Lily

Cut leaves

Rhizomes are horizontal underground stems. They produce
shoots on their upper surface
and roots on the lower surface.
Example: Iris
FIGURE 5–5.

Examples of true bulbs and bulb-like reproductive structures (Delmar/Cengage Learning)
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Cuttings
When segments of roots, leaves, or stems are cut off a plant and placed
under appropriate environmental conditions, new shoots and roots
form, and eventually a new plant is produced. Propagation by stem
cuttings is the most common means of reproducing plants asexually.
Chrysanthemums, geraniums, and woody shrubs are among the many
important horticultural plants perpetuated by cutting propagation
(Figure 5–7).

Air layering

A Jiffy-7®
pot is used to air-layer a
containerized rubber plant.
(Courtesy Carefree Garden
Products)
FIGURE 5–6.

Grafting
When grafting with compatible species, the upper portion of one plant
can be joined with the lower portion of a different plant, and they will
fuse to become a single new plant expressing characteristics of the two
from which it originated. Roses are commonly grafted to produce a
plant having showy flowers and a hardy root system. Many woody ornamentals are propagated by grafting (Figure 5–8).
Budding
This is a type of grafting in which buds of one plant are implanted into
the stem of another compatible species. Roses are the major ornamentals utilizing this propagative technique (Figure 5–9). Fruit and nut trees
are the most common plants grafted in this manner.
Division of the crown
As shrubs and herbaceous perennials mature, the crown (junction
of the roots and shoots) enlarges and can be divided into root-shoot
units that will then grow into separate plants. Even in plants whose
shoots die back at the end of the growing season, the crown divisions
will regenerate plants as long as adventitious shoot buds exist (Figure
5–10).
Tissue culture
Small sections of meristematic shoot tissue or callus tissue are surgically
removed from the parent plant, placed into balanced nutrient media,

Vigorous roots have formed on the
stem cutting of this Pothos after two weeks in the
propagation bench. (Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo
by Steven Newman)

FIGURE 5–7.

The graft union of this beech tree is
readily apparent. The Scion is growing more vigorously
than the stock, yet the tree is healthy. Not all graft
unions are so obvious. (Delmar/Cengage Learning.
Photo by Jack Ingles)

FIGURE 5–8.
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and grown under carefully controlled environmental conditions (Figure
5–11). Through mitosis and tissue differentiation, new plants result
that are copies of the plant from which they originated. Orchids and
foliage plants are commonly reproduced in this way. A major benefit
of this method is to ensure that the propagated plants are disease-free
by culturing with active apical meristem (meristmatic) tissue. Such tissue usually grows faster than any disease-causing agents that might
be infecting a parent plant and that could be transported into the new
plants through other propagative techniques. Tissue culture is only successful if done under aseptic conditions.

New shoots
break from the bud graft
on a rose. (Delmar/Cengage
Learning. Photo by Steven
Newman)

FIGURE 5–9.

Apomictic embryos
In certain cases, an embryo can be produced without meiosis and fertilization. The resulting seed is thus asexually produced. Several grass
species propagate in this manner, but it is of greater significance with
fruit crops than with ornamentals.

PLANT IMPROVEMENT
No study of plant reproduction is complete without some discussion of
how plants change and improve through the years. The essence of vegetative reproduction is that there is no change; that is, each new plant is
exactly like the parent plant. Although this may be desirable in the short
term, it would be detrimental in the long run if species were unable to
change to respond to new environmental conditions. Such changes
can only occur through sexual reproduction or spontaneous mutation.
When the sexual reproduction process is controlled by the deliberate
actions of human beings, plant breeding results and a specialized science, plant genetics, takes effect.
Plant genetics is a young science tracing its origin to Gregor Mendel,
an Austrian, whose work with the common garden pea in 1865 began
the understanding of how and why plants change. Weighty texts and
entire university courses are devoted to the subject of genetics; it is not

The crown of an African violet is being
divided into three parts. Each will develop into a new
plant. (Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by Steven
Newman)

FIGURE 5–10.

Tissue cultured implants of geranium
and chrysanthemum (Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo
by Steven Newman)
FIGURE 5–11.
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the intent here to explain the intricacies of plant improvement. Rather,
it is hoped that you will gain a basic understanding of a science and
specialized technology integral to the long-term improvement of ornamentals and other crop plants.
The physiological activities of each cell, tissue, organ, and total
plant are the result of biochemical reactions. These reactions are driven
by enzymes that are synthesized from coded information carried on
the chromosomes in each cell’s nucleus. Each enzymatic effect is controlled by an individual gene, the determiners of heredity located on the
chromosomes. Genes are part of the deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) portion of the chromosome. As the chromosome duplicates during meiosis,
the genes and the DNA also duplicate. This duplication determines the
transmission of hereditary features.

THE CONTRIBUTION OF GREGOR MENDEL
A look at the work of Gregor Mendel provides an appreciation of his
contribution to learning along with a basic introduction to the study of
plant improvement. Gregor Mendel was an Augustinian monk who lived
from 1822 to 1884. Throughout his adult life, Mendel enjoyed plants
and entertained a curiosity about how their hereditary features were
transmitted from generation to generation. Prior to his studies, scholars accepted the idea that inheritance in plants was not predictable,
and that the characteristics of the parents just blended together in the
offspring. According to that mistaken concept, the fusion of gametes
from a six-foot-tall parent and a two-foot-tall parent might produce a
four-foot-tall offspring, as though inheritance resembled mathematical
averaging. Since such results were not the case, Mendel looked for other
explanations.
He worked with the common garden pea and selected two strains
that were notably different in height; one grew to a mature height of
six or seven feet and the other to a mature height of one or two feet. He
declined to study other differences between the parents, isolating for
his observations only the height variable. He crossbred selected parents,
carrying out the pollinations under carefully controlled conditions and
keeping precise records of the offspring that resulted.
When Mendel allowed two tall parents to self-pollinate, the offspring were all tall. These first generation offspring are termed F1. When
F1 generation plants were then allowed to self-pollinate, the second
generation (F2) offspring were divided, with three-fourths of the plants
tall and one-fourth of the plants short. In neither generation, F1 nor F2,
were there any plants of intermediate or average height.
Explaining Mendel’s observations with modern terminology, it is
now recognized that factors such as height are controlled by genes and
that these genes occur in pairs, as with short and tall, on homologous
chromosomes. When the sexual gametes are formed, the paired genes
separate. To illustrate, the genes for tall and short are usually represented as T and t respectively. The homologous chromosomes from
the original tall plants are therefore represented as TT. Those from the
original short plants are represented as tt. The chromosomes and genes
separate during meiosis and the resulting haploid gametes each contain
a single gene for height. They recombine after pollination to create a
diploidal Tt offspring (Figure 5–12).
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Tt (tall)
T

t

Tt
(tall)

Tt
(tall F1 offspring)

Tt
(tall)

First generation of cross
between TT and tt parents (Delmar/Cengage
Learning)
FIGURE 5–12.

TT
(tall)
tt
(short)
FIGURE 5–13. Second generation of cross
between TT and tt parents (Delmar/Cengage
Learning)

Since all the F1 generation mature as tall pea plants despite containing a gene for shortness, the T gene is regarded as dominant and the
t gene as recessive. The phenotype (external appearance) of Mendel’s
plants was the same (tall) whether the genotype (genetic composition)
was TT or Tt.
The self-fertilization of the F1 generation plants produces a 3:1 ratio
of tall to short plants, three tall to one short (Figure 5–13).
A simpler method of diagramming the crosses is shown in Table 5–2.
The genotype of one parent is written across the top and the genotype
of the other parent is written down the side. By multiplying the letter
symbols down and across, the possible types of offspring and their predicted ratio result.
The example of Mendel’s work just described refers to parents
that differ in only one characteristic. A cross between such parents is
termed a monohybrid cross. When two or more independently inherited characters distinguish the parents, a cross is termed dihybrid.
Gregor Mendel selected a parent pea plant that always produced yellow, round seeds when self-pollinated. Another parent always produced
green, wrinkled seeds when self-pollinated. When the two plants were
cross-pollinated, the F1 offspring all produced yellow, round seeds. He
deduced that the yellow and round traits were dominant over the green
and wrinkled traits.

TABLE 5–2.

Ratio of Phenotypes 3:1

Parent #1
#1 Parent

T

t

T

TT (tall)

Tt (tall)

t

Tt (tall)

tt (short
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Using Y and y to represent yellow and green and R and r to represent
round and wrinkled, the two original parents can be represented as
YYRR and yyrr. The F1 plants would be YyRr, heterozygous for the two
characteristics. Since the characteristics exist on two different chromosomes, the two pairs of genes separate independently of each other.
The result is that F1 parents produce four types of haploid gametes during meiosis: YR, Yr, yR, and yr. When F1 plants are self-pollinated, the
checkerboard method of predicting how the gametes will combine corresponds closely with what Mendel actually observed: nine yellow and
round, three yellow and wrinkled, three green and round, and one green
and wrinkled (refer to Table 5–3).
As self-pollination continues, the proportion of homozygous offspring increases. That is why self-pollinating plants usually breed true. In
animals, especially humans, self-pollination or inbreeding may be detrimental because a homozygous offspring manifesting recessive harmful
genes is likely to result. With plants, the inbreeding technique can be
used to produce homozygous offspring that exhibit desirable recessive
genes.
The great danger inherent to a simplified discussion of a complex
subject is that readers will assume the limited information is all they
need to know. Therefore, it bears repeating that what is sought here is
not substantive insight into the science of genetics or the technology of
plant breeding, but rather a basic understanding of the kind of knowledge needed for plant improvement.
The work of Gregor Mendel illustrates many of the principles on
which the science of genetics is based, but the science continues to
grow and knowledge to accumulate. A few more concepts are worth
mentioning.
• Dominance does not exist between all gene pairs. F1 may appear
intermediate in a characteristic compared to the parents. For
example, a red flowering parent and a white flowering parent may
produce an F1 offspring having pink flowers.
• Some plants are self-sterile, or unable to self-pollinate, and produce
seed. Crossfertilization gains importance in such species and results
in increasing the number of variations in the offspring.
• Certain genes are termed lethal. Their presence on the chromosome
of a plant will kill the plant. For example, plants need chlorophyll to

TABLE 5–3.

Ratio of Phenotypes 9:3:3:1

Parent #1

YR

Yr

yR

yr

YR

YYRR

YYRr

YyRR

YyRr

Yr

YYRr

Yyrr

YyRr

Yyrr

yR

YyRR

YyRr

yyRR

yyRr

yr

YyRr

Yyrr

yyRr

yyrr

#2 Parent
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photosynthesize. If a lethal recessive gene for no chlorophyll appears
as a homozygous individual, the plant will eventually die.
• When inbred plant species are crossed, the F1 hybrid generation may
have qualities superior to those of either parent. The phenomenon is
known as hybrid vigor. It can be predicted and created by selective
breeding, but its cause is not clearly understood.

MUTATIONS
Mutations are spontaneous changes in the genetic structure of a plant.
They occur in nature as accidents, resulting from something that prevents the DNA of a chromosome from replicating exactly during meiosis. The cause of the incomplete replication may or may not be identifiable, but once done, the new plant is different in some way from what
was expected. Most significant is that the difference is now part of the
genetic code of the new plant, making it heritable. Mutations may also
be induced by plant breeders using chemical or radiation methods to
create new plants possessing desired features.

INDUSTRY APPLICATIONS
Plant breeders apply their knowledge of genetics and their ability to
influence plant reproduction to develop new varieties that meet a need.
The nature of the need is defined and described by the people who will
then produce the new plants in quantity.
Working in universities and in private research centers around the
world, plant breeders attempt to create plants that will solve problems.
Improved resistance to pests, drought, or herbicides are typical benefits
sought through breeding programs. Other breeders may seek to change
a species of plant to make its harvest easier, or its flowers larger, or its
foliage more glossy. Because plant breeding is expensive and time consuming, and not totally predictable, time cannot be wasted on changes
that are not sought by growers or consumers.

SUMMARY
When organisms duplicate themselves, the process is termed reproduction. If deliberately controlled and manipulated, it is termed propagation. Plant reproduction may be either sexual or asexual.
Sexual reproduction is accomplished through the formation of seeds
and requires the fusion of two sex cells (gametes). Each gamete has one
set of chromosomes and is termed haploidal. Fusion results in a cell or
zygote that has two sets of chromosomes and is termed diploidal. The
gametes are formed in the process of meiosis which reduces the number
of chromosomes in each cell by half. Through sexual reproduction, the
genetic material of the cell recombines, resulting in new plants that differ from their parent plants in physical or physiological characteristics.
Asexual reproduction is a vegetative process that eliminates genetic
variation. It can perpetuate an individual plant unchanged for many
years. Asexual reproduction is made possible by a combination of the
processes of mitosis and cytokinesis. Mitosis is the normal division of a
cell nucleus that occurs as a plant grows. Cytokinesis is the division of
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the remainder of the cell’s contents and the formation of a new cell wall.
There is no reduction and recombination of the chromosomes as the
cells divide, and no opportunity for a new plant to be initiated.
As reproduction is both sexual and asexual, so, too, is plant propagation. Sexual propagation utilizes seeds. Not all seeds require the same
environment for germination. Some seeds need light; others require
darkness to germinate. Some seeds remain dormant due to an impervious seed coat and require scarification, or breaking of the seed coat,
in order to germinate. Others require a period of low temperatures, or
stratification, before germination can occur.
Asexual propagation utilizes the vegetative parts of a plant to grow
new plants. Stems, roots, and leaves can be used since each vegetative
cell has the ability to reproduce an entire plant that is genetically identical to the one from which the cell originated. Asexual propagation
techniques include use of:
• runners
• stolons
• sucker shoots
• bulbs and similar organs
• layering
• cuttings
• grafting
• budding
• division of the crown
• tissue culture
• apomictic embryos
The essence of asexual reproduction is that there is no change in
the new plants. Although this may be desirable in the short term, over
time plants must be able to change and respond to new environmental
conditions. Such changes can only occur through sexual reproduction
or spontaneous mutation.
Plant breeding is the deliberate control of the sexual reproduction
process. The science of plant breeding is known as plant genetics and
began in the late 1800s with Gregor Mendel’s study of the common garden pea. His work disproved the previously held belief that inheritance in
plants is not predictable. It is now commonly accepted that all physiological activities of plants as well as their physical appearance are controlled
by individual genes, the determiners of heredity. The genes are located
on chromosomes in the nucleus of each plant cell. Chromosomes and
their genes are duplicated and distributed through meiosis. Depending
on whether plants are self-pollinated or crosspollinated, and how many
independently inherited characteristics distinguish the parents, the offspring may closely resemble the parents or be very different. Survival and
adaptability of plant species to new environments depend on the variations that result from sexual reproduction.
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A CH I EVE M E NT R E VI E W
A. SHORT ANSWER
1. Briefly define the following terms:
a.
b.
c.
d.

reproduction
propagation
sexual propagation
asexual propagation

2. Label each stage in this diagram of mitosis.

e. gamete
f. zygote
g. meiosis
h. mitosis
i. clone
j. clonal variety
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3. Label each stage in this diagram of meiosis.

4. Give two reasons why some seeds remain
dormant and will not germinate.
5. Identify the type of asexual propagation
described in the following statements:
a. aerial shoots that take root after
coming into contact with the soil
b. roots that form on the stem at the point
of a partial cut
c. stems that grow along the ground and
form new plants at the nodes
d. asexual seed production
e. the joining of two plant parts to create
a single plant
f. new shoots formed from adventitious
buds on underground roots
g. the most common method of
reproducing plants asexually
h. storage organs representing modified
stem or root tissue and capable of
growing into a new plant

i. small sections of plant tissue grown
in nutrient media and allowed to
differentiate into new plants

B. MULTIPLE CHOICE
From the choices given, select the answer that
best completes each of the following statements.
1. The science of plant breeding is termed
______ .
a. physiology
b. reproduction

c. botany
d. genetics

2. A species responds naturally to
environmental changes through ______ .
a.
b.
c.
d.

sexual reproduction
asexual reproduction
cuttings
tissue culture
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3. ______ is credited with the earliest
important work in plant genetics.
a. Luther Burbank
c. Gregor Mendel
b. Albert Schweitzer d. W. A. Burpee
4. Genes, the determiners of heredity, are
located on the ______ .
a. nucleus
c. chromatids
b. chromosomes
d. DNA
5. The external appearance of a plant is
known as its ______ .
a. phenotype
c. epidermis
b. F1 hybrid
d. genotype
6. The genetic makeup of a plant is known as
its ______ .
a. phenotype
c. epidermis
b. F1 hybrid
d. genotype
7. A cross between two parents that differ in
only one characteristic is termed a (an)
______ .
a. F1 hybrid
c. dihybrid cross
d. monohybrid
b. F2 hybrid
cross
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8. When the influence of a gene is masked by
the presence of another gene, the latter is
said to be ______ .
a. heterozygous
c. dominant
b. homologous
d. recessive
9. The proportion of homozygous offspring is
increased by continuing ______ .
a. dominance
b. asexual propagation
c. self-pollination
d. cross-fertilization
10. The superior qualities of an F1 generation
of plants may be explained as ______ .
a. lethal genes
c. dominant genes
b. hybrid vigor
d. recessive genes

CHAPTER 6

Plant Injuries and Their
Control

O B J E C T I VE S
Upon completion of this chapter, you should be able to

•
•
•
•
•
•

state the major causes of injury to plants.
characterize insects and groups of pathogens as plant pests.
list common symptoms of injured plants.
list the principles of pest control.
describe the types of pesticides and their safe use.
explain the concept of integrated pest management.

KEY TERMS
biotic
infectious
plant pathogens
infestation
phylum
spiracles
ovipositor
metamorphosis
larva
pupa
nymph
instars
ovoviviparous
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oviparous
parasite
nematodes
viroids
mollicutes
conidia
endoparasitic
ectoparasitic
cuticle
buccal spear
inoculum
agent of dissemination
etiolation

girdling
hypersensitivity
protectants
eradicants
herbicides
nonselective herbicides
selective herbicides
microinjection
phages
compost tea
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PLANT INJURIES AND THEIR CAUSES
Anything that impairs the healthy growth and maturation of a plant may
be regarded as an injurious agent. Injuries may be natural, resulting
from the interaction of plants with the many components of the earth’s
environment. They may also be unnatural, resulting from the activities of humans. For example, when heavy snow breaks a limb of a tree
or an insect chews holes in a leaf, those injuries could have occurred
without any action by people. However, when a plant suffers from
excess fertilization or from being sprayed with a harsh chemical, then
the injuries can be attributed to errors by humans. When viewed in this
manner, many of the conditions that we regard as injuries are just normal interactions between the plants, animals, and other components
of the natural world. It is when people place value on plants for reasons
of their aesthetic appearance and/or economic importance that those
interactions are labeled as injuries and regarded as undesirable and
problematic.
Sometimes scientists and others do not agree on the specific categorization of an injury. Is it a disease, an insect problem, an environmental
condition, or should they all be included under one umbrella term, such
as disease? Regardless of the categorization, scientists and horticulture
practitioners agree that injuries to plants can be caused by both biotic
(living) and abiotic (non-living) agents. In addition, those agents may be
either infectious (capable of spreading from plant to plant) or noninfectious (not capable of spreading). As examples, if a lawnmower gouges
the bark of a tree, the cause would be abiotic and noninfectious. Other
adjacent trees would likely not experience the same injury. However, if a
plant in the center of a crowded greenhouse bench developed mildew, it
is probable that the plants around it, and perhaps throughout the entire
greenhouse, would eventually contract the same mildew injury. The
cause would be both biotic and infectious. Reviewing Table 6–1 will help
in distinguishing among the many causes of plant injuries.
To fully understand the table, several additional terms need explanation. As described above, an agent that is infectious is capable of spreading from plant to plant. Such agents are usually living within the host
plant and are using the plant as a source of nourishment. Those agents
are collectively termed plant pathogens. Pathogens are biotic and infectious and include the bacteria, fungi, nematodes, viruses, viroids, mollicutes, and some parasitic plants. Many forms of these pathogens as
well as insects and weed seeds will persist in the soil where host plants
are growing or even collect on the surface of the plants awaiting the
opportunity to infect them. The presence of injurious agents on or in
the nearby environment of desirable plants is termed infestation, the
agents are regarded as infestious, and the plants and/or their environment would be infested.
The parasitic insects, fungi, bacteria, viruses, and nematodes, as
well as the weeds are so distinctive as biotic entities that the studies of
them have evolved into specialized branches of science.
• Entomology is the study of insects.
• Bacteriology is the study of bacteria.
• Mycology is the study of fungi.
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TABLE 6–1.

Causes of Plant Injuries

Agent of Injury

Biotic

Abiotic

Infectious?

Infestious?

Insects

Yes

No

Usually

Often

Mites

Yes

No

Yes

Fungi

Yes

No

Yes

Often

Bacteria

Yes

No

Yes

Often

Viruses

Yes

No

Yes

Viroids

Unclear

Unclear

Yes

Mollicutes

Yes

No

Yes

Sometimes

Nematodes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Weeds

Yes

No

No

Yes

Slugs and snails

Yes

No

No

Yes

Parasitic plants

Yes

No

Sometimes

Yes

Rodents, rabbits, deer, other animals

Yes

No

No

No

Nutrient deficiency

No

Yes

No

No

Temperature extremes

No

Yes

No

No

Chemical burns from fertilizer and pesticides

No

Yes

No

No

Lawn mowers and other mechanical tools

No

Yes

No

No

Vandalism

Probably

No

No

No

Water drought

No

Yes

No

No

Pollution

No

Yes

No

No

• Virology is the study of viruses
• Nematology is the study of nematodes
• Plant pathology is the study of plant diseases, their causes, and their
controls.
• Weed science is the study of weeds and their control

INSECTS
Regarded by nearly all biologists as the most interesting, economically
significant, and certainly most prolific of all members of the animal
kingdom, insects are a study in contrasts. For millions of years, insects
have benefited and beleaguered human civilization. Essential as scavengers, pollinators, and reducers of organic matter to earth mold, insects
also despoil food crops, invade our homes, attack our bodies and those
of other animals, and lay waste our agricultural products.
Insects are primarily terrestrial animals that range from the arctic
to the antarctic and from the depths of the earth to the mountain tops.
They constitute over two-thirds of all the animal species on the planet
and are surpassed only by microbes in sheer numbers of individuals.
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The Classification of Insects
In the animal kingdom, the major divisions are known as phyla (singular phylum). The phylum Arthropoda contains the class Insecta, or
the insects. Other classes of Arthropoda include the crayfish, spiders,
centipedes, ticks, millipedes, mites, and scorpions. Certain of the noninsect Arthropoda are important as plant pests, especially the mites, but
the plant pests that represent the greatest numbers and do the greatest
amount of economic damage are the true insects.

Anatomy of Insects
Combining the characteristics of all members of the phylum Arthropoda
with those unique to the class Insecta, the external anatomy of insects
features:
• jointed appendages
• bilateral symmetry
• an exoskeleton
• three body divisions (head, thorax, and abdomen)
• six legs attached to the thorax
• wings (usually two pairs) attached to the thorax
• one pair of antennae attached to the head
• simple and compound eyes
• reproductive organs in the abdomen
• air tubes for respiration
The external anatomy of a typical insect is exemplified by the grasshopper (Figure 6–1). Several of the anatomical features warrant special
mention.
Exoskeleton The exoskeleton is the hard protective covering of the
insect’s body. It functions like our more familiar endoskeleton, serving as the point of attachment for muscles. It also protects the softer

Head

Thorax

Abdomen

The external anatomy of a typical insect
is exemplified by the grasshopper. (Delmar/Cengage
Learning)

FIGURE 6–1.
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tissues inside. The exoskeleton has helped ensure the survival of insects
through centuries of evolution and environmental stress. Excessive
moisture, severe drying, and enemies of all types are thwarted by it. The
exoskeleton is composed principally of chitin, a nitrogenous polysaccharide compound that resists water, alcohol, acids, and alkalis.
Head The head bears the mouthparts, eyes, and antennae. Sensory
perception is the function of the antennae, and they are one of the
major distinguishing features in the identification of insects. Following
are nine of the more common types of insect antennae (Figure 6–2).
1. pectinate: comb-like
2. plumose: feather-like
3. setaceous: tapering to a point
4. serrate: saw-like
5. lamellate: expanded thin plates at the tips
6. aristate: enlarged at the tip and bearing a bristle
7. clavate: club-like
8. filiform: thread-like; uniform the entire length
9. moniliform: bead-like
The type of mouthpart is also highly important in identifying insects
and equally so in selecting a means of controlling them. The mouthparts of insects determine how they feed on plants and the symptoms
of injury that are manifested. These are the most common types of
mouthparts (Figure 6–3).
• chewing: The mouth can tear, chew, and grind food. Examples:
grasshopper and beetles.
• siphoning: The mouthpart is like a coiled tube. It is dipped into a
liquid food, which is then drawn in. Examples: moths and butterflies.
• sponging: Two sponge-like structures collect the liquid food and
move it to the insect’s food canal. Example: housefly.

Lamellate

Setaceous

Filiform

Clavate
FIGURE 6–2.

Aristate

Moniliform

Plumose

Typical insect antennae (Courtesy Cari Goetcheus)

Serrate

Pectinate
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Labrum (upper lip)
Not shown: labium (lower lip;
behind the mouth)

Labrum

Mandible (jaw)
Mandible
(cuts, tears, and chews foods)
Proboscis
(a long drinking
tube formed
from modified
Maxillae
maxillae; it
(also jaws; push food toward
uncoils to
mandibles and down the throat)
suck liquids)

All insect mouthparts are modifications of two main types: chewing
(left) and sucking (right). (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 6–3.

• rasping-sucking: The mouthpart rasps (breaks) the surface of the
plant, then sucks the sap that exudes from the wound. Example:
thrips.
• piercing-sucking: The mouth punctures the epidermis of plants, then
sucks the sap. Examples: aphids, scale, leafhoppers.
• chewing-lapping: The insect is able to tear and chew the plant tissue
as well as draw up released liquid through a temporary food tube.
Example: bees.
Legs The legs project from the thorax. They and the wings propel
insects in a variety of ways. They vary as widely as antennae and mouthparts (Figure 6–4).

Coxa
Tibia
Femur
Tarsus

Trochanter

Examples of insect legs modified for various purposes. The five parts
of the leg are labeled in one example. (Courtesy Cari Goetcheus)

FIGURE 6–4.
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Wings The wings also arise from the thorax. Unlike the legs, the number (six) of which is part of the very definition of an insect, the number
of wings can vary. Most adult insects have two pairs; some have only one
pair; and still other insects have no wings. The venation pattern of the
wings is a factor in the identification of insects.
Digestive system The digestive system is a tube that extends from
the mouth of the insect to the anus. It is divided into three parts: the
fore-intestine, mid-intestine, and hind-intestine. Food is digested in the
mid-intestine.
Respiratory system The respiratory system combines expansion and
contraction of the abdomen with diffusion to exchange oxygen and
carbon dioxide in the cells and tissues of the insect. Insects breathe
through small openings along the side of the thorax and abdomen
termed spiracles. The spiracles open into tracheae, tubes that carry
essential oxygen directly to the cells and tissues. Carbon dioxide passes
out of the tissues by a reversal of the process.
Nervous system The nervous system is made up of groups of specialized cells called ganglia (singular, ganglion) and nerve fibers that join
the ganglia to other parts of the insect’s body. The insect’s brain is simply
an enlarged ganglion located in the head.
Reproductive system The reproductive system is located in the abdomen. Reproduction normally requires mating between a male and
female, although some insects are incapable of reproduction. Still others are able to reproduce through parthenogenesis which allows eggs to
develop even though they have not been fertilized.
In addition to the reproductive organs common to most animals,
insects possess specialized organs for mating and depositing eggs. The
male insect may have special structures for clasping the female. The
female has an ovipositor, an organ for laying eggs.

Growth and Change of Insects
No members of the animal kingdom transform more dramatically during their development than insects. The homely caterpillar becomes
the graceful butterfly; the grub worm in last summer’s lawn becomes
the June bug buzzing around the porch light this year. The changes
in insect form as they grow are termed metamorphosis. Some insects
have no metamorphosis, going from the earliest stage to the adult form
looking the same except for increasing size. Others have complete metamorphosis and include four stages of development: egg, larva, pupa,
and adult. Still other insects have some form of metamorphosis that
includes a nymph stage but not the larva or pupa stages. They are said
to possess gradual or incomplete metamorphosis.
In those insects with a nymph stage, the young insect usually bears
some resemblance to the adult into which it will develop. At first the
resemblance may be slight, but as the insect grows, it passes through a
series of growth stages called instars. As it grows, the insect must shed
its confining exoskeleton (molt) to permit continued growth into the
next instar stage. Each molt and new instar brings the insect closer to
the adult form.
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An insect’s life begins as an egg. The eggs may hatch inside the
female (and are termed ovoviviparous) or they may be laid by the
female in large or small clusters for later hatching (oviparous). The eggs
are usually deposited near a food supply since the insects that hatch can
move only short distances but possess insatiable appetites. The female
insect may lay as few as one egg or as many as several thousand daily,
depending on the species. There is little evidence of a maternal instinct
among insects; once the eggs are laid, the female leaves them to hatch
and fend for themselves.
Most insects undergo a complete metamorphosis, including the larva
and pupa forms. The larval stage finds the insect in a worm-like form and
possessing a chewing mouthpart (Figure 6–5). In this form, the insect
does little more than eat and grow. Much of the economic devastation

Campodeiform

Scarabaeiform

FIGURE 6–5.

Vermiform

Eruciform

Types of insect larvae (Courtesy Cari Goetcheus)
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Coarctate

FIGURE 6–6.

Exarate

Obtect

Three types of insect pupae (Courtesy Cari Goetcheus)

wrought by insects against crops results from this larval stage. When
larval maturity is reached, the larva ceases feeding and seeks a protected
location for its next stage of growth, the pupal stage.
The pupa is totally helpless and physically inactive (Figure 6–6).
However, while in this stage, the insect undergoes remarkable alterations in its physiology and morphology. It is during the pupal stage that
the transformation from worm-like larva to adult occurs. Legless forms
develop legs, wings develop where none were, mouthparts change from
chewing to another type. The miracle of metamorphosis is one of the
true wonders of the natural world (Figure 6–7).
Whatever the type of metamorphosis, the adult stage is eventually
reached. The most essential function of the adult insect is reproduction.
Some insects die soon after mating or laying eggs. Other insects live for
a long time in the adult stage. The majority of insects are of greatest
economic significance in their nonadult stages, since that is when the
greatest feeding and crop destruction occurs.

PLANT DISEASES
Despite our best efforts at control, the United States loses an estimated
15 to 20 percent of crop productivity each year due to plant diseases.
History is laden with accounts of starvation and pestilence resulting
from crop failures that were themselves the result of widespread infection by plant pathogens. Plant diseases such as the potato blight in
Ireland altered the destiny of an entire country. In our country, chestnut
blight and Dutch elm disease have all but eliminated two important
native North American tree species.
From the moment it begins as a seed, cutting, or other propagative
structure, the plant is susceptible to injury and death from hundreds of
pathogenic agents. Some affect the plant in its early stages of growth.
Others are a threat to the maturing plant. Some pathogens affect the
flowers while leaving the foliage unimpaired. Others bother only the
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Egg
Several instar stages.
Each resembles the adult but is
larger than the previous instars.
Adult
• Primitive
• Wingless
• Examples:
Springtails, Silverfish
No metamorphosis
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Egg
Several nymph and instar stages,
with distinctive changes in
appearance and physiology.
• Breathe through trached gills
• Spend these stages in water
Adult
• Fully developed wings
• Breathe atmospheric oxygen
• Assorted morphological
modifications
• Examples:
Mayflies, Stoneflies, Dragonflies
Incomplete metamorphosis

Egg
Several nymph and instar
stages. Each resembles the adult
but lacks wings and genital
appendages, Each molt brings
the resemblance closer
to the adult
Adult
• Fully developed wings
• Fully developed genital
appendages
• Assorted morphological
modifications
• Examples:
Aphids, Grasshoppers,
Squash Bugs
Gradual metamorphosis

Egg
Larva
• Enlarges via instars and molts,
but bears no resemblances to
the adult
• Worm-like or grub-like in
appearance
• Chewing mouth parts
Pupa
• Distinctive changes in
appearance and physiology
• Inactive, does not feed
Adult
• Fully developed morphologically
and physiologically
• Diverse appearances: most
common form of metamorphosis
and represent most insects
Complete metamorphosis

FIGURE 6–7.

The four types of insect metamorphosis (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

fruit. Still others injure any and all parts of the plant. To attain a basic
understanding of plant diseases, you need to be familiar with both the
causal agents (pathogens) and the diseases they create in their host
plants.

Plant Pathogens
While many plant pathologists include the injuries induced by abiotic
causes in their broadest consideration of plant disease, what will be
explained here are the biotic, parasitic causal agents. Each type of injurious agent is a parasite, incapable of producing its own food and relying upon a host plant to provide its nourishment.
The most important causes of disease in plants are the bacteria,
fungi, viruses, and nematodes. Also important, but of less significance
in terms of the sheer number of diseases they create, are the viroids and
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mollicutes. All are microscopic in size, reproduce prolifically, and have
a remarkable ability to survive. Following is a summary of the important
characteristics of the pathogen groups.
Coccus

Bacteria
Spirillus

a. Members of the Kingdom Protista
b. Nonchlorophyllous

Bacillus

Body forms of
bacteria (Delmar/Cengage
Learning)

FIGURE 6–8.

c. Single-celled prokaryotes
d. Three body forms: spherical (coccus), rod-shaped (bacillus), and
spiral-shaped (spirillus) (Figure 6–8). Only the bacillus form causes
plant diseases.
e. Reproduction by simple cell division.
f.

Some forms survive unfavorable conditions as hard-coated spores
termed endospores.

g. Some forms propel themselves by means of whip-like appendages
termed flagella. Bacteria may have a single flagellum at one end
(monotrichous), more than one flagellum at one end (lophotrichous), or flagella all over the cell (peritrichous) (Figure 6–9).
h. All pathogenic species of bacteria are classified within six genera:
1. Pseudomonas
2. Xanthomonas
3. Erwinia
4. Corynebacterium
5. Agrobacterium
6. Streptomyces
Monotrichous
Flagellum

Lophotrichous

Flagella

Peritrichous

Flagellation forms of bacteria
(Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 6–9.
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Mollicutes
a. Smaller in size than most bacteria.
b. The smallest, free-living, self-replicating forms of life
c. Nonchlorophyllous prokaryotes
d. Lack a cell wall
e. Lack the flagella of bacteria. They move by gliding and twisting.
f.

Classified in the Kingdom Protista; two types are known:
1. Phytoplasmas
2. Spiroplasmas

Fungi
a. Members of the Kingdom Fungi
b. Nonchlorophyllous, nonmotile eukaryotes
c. Their vegetative body (called a thallus) ranges in size from a single
cell to a thread-like multicellular structure termed a mycelium.
The individual threadlike filaments making up the mycelium are
hyphae. The functions of the hyphae are to absorb nutrients from
the host plant, reproduce the fungus by formation of sexual and
asexual fruiting structures, and survive adverse conditions (Figure
6–10).
d. Reproduction by formation of spores
e. Classification is on the basis of life cycle, specifically how the vegetative and reproductive organs develop
f.

Fungi are placed in five classes by most mycologists:
1. Chytridiomycetes
2. Zygomycetes
3. Ascomycetes
4. Basidiomycetes
5. Deuteromycetes

A number of nuclear changes occur during the life cycle of the fungi
(Figure 6–11). Fungi that reproduce sexually have haploid nuclei (containing half the normal number of chromosomes) during the vegetative (gametophytic) stage. The sexual cells (gametes) form during the
haploid phase. The fusion of two compatible gametes occurs during
plasmogamy, marking the beginning of the diploid phase (which brings
together two sets of matching chromosomes). When the two sexual
nuclei actually fuse, the stage of caryogamy is achieved. The result of
the fertilization is a zygote. The zygote eventually becomes the organ
in which reduction and division (meiosis) occurs. Following meiosis,
haploid spores are formed which germinate to form the vegetative
thallus. During the gametophytic stage, additional spores may be produced asexually. These are termed conidia (singular conidiospore).
Each conidiospore is capable of germinating and forming a new thallus.
With many pathogenic fungi, the number of asexual conidia produced
far surpasses the number of sexual spores produced, making them the
most significant pathogenic form.
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Asexual fruiting bodies

Conida

Conida

Conidia
Mound of
hyphae
Host tissue

Host tissue

Acervulus
• shallow and saucer-shaped
• conidia are produced on the
surface after host cells rupture

Pycnidium
• hard walled
• sac-like shape
• conidia are produced within

Sporodochium
• ruptures the host epidermis
• conidia form atop a mound
of hyphae

Sexual fruiting bodies
Asci containing
ascospores

Ascus containing
ascospores
Cleistothecium (x-section)
Mycelium
Host tissue
Cleistothecium
• completely enclosed
• contains sac-like asci and ascospores
• common to powdery mildews

Host tissue
Apothecium
• saucer shape
• usually grows on host surface
• asci and ascospores line the inner surface

Host
tissue

Receptive hyphae
Pycniospores
Aeciospores

Host tissue

Asci containing
ascospores
Pycnium
• sac-like shape
• containing haploid pycniospores
• containing receptive hyphae for
plasmogamy
• common to rusts

Host tissue
Aecium
• bell shaped
• produces chains of dicaryotic
aeciospores
• common to rusts
Urediniospore

Perithecium
• hard walled
• sac-like shape
• open at the top
• lined with asci and ascospores

Teliospores

Host tissue

Uredinium
• ruptures the host epidermis
• produces masses of
urediniospores,responsible
for secondary infection
• common to rusts
FIGURE 6–10.

Telium
• ruptures the host epidermis
• produces masses of teliospores,
an overwintering stage
• common to smuts and rusts

Fruiting bodies common to many of the fungal pathogens (Delmar/Cengage Learning)
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Vegetative
thallus develops
Haploid spores
germinate

Sexual cells are
produced
Asexual spores
(conidia)
are produced
repeatedly

Spores are produced
and the haploid
stage begins

Gametophytic phase
(haploid nuclei—sexual cells form and fuse)

Sporophytic phase
(the fungus has diploid nuclei)
Organs develop in
which meiosis occurs
Zygotes are
produced

Plasmogamy
(diploid stage
begins)

Modified thallus
develops
Caryogamy
(fusion of the two
sexual nuclei)

FIGURE 6–11.

A generalized life cycle of fungi (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

Viruses
a. Their kingdom categorization is uncertain. Evidence suggests they
are an entirely different life form.
b. Nonchlorophyllous
c. Composed of nucleic acids and proteins
d. Among the smallest of the pathogens, visible only with an electron
microscope
e. Plant viruses appear most commonly in two morphological forms:
a long, narrow, tube-like rod and an isometrical polyhedron (shape
with many sides of equal length).
f.

Reproduce only within a living host

g. No natural classification system is yet developed. Instead, viruses
are grouped together on the basis of the symptoms they create in
their hosts, their physical and chemical properties, the insects that
transmit them, and other qualities.
Viroids
a. The least understood of the plant pathogens
b. Nonchlorophyllous
c. Much smaller than a virus
d. Composed of single strands of RNA and lack the protein coat of
viruses
e. They replicate themselves inside the nuclei of infected plant cells.
f.

Their exact mechanism of pathogenicity is still unknown, but the
impact of their infection on a host plant can be severe.
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Nematodes
a. Members of the animal kingdom
b. Feed on both plants and animals. Nearly a thousand species attack
plant parts. Those that complete most of their life cycle within a
host plant are termed endoparasitic. Those whose life cycle occurs
outside the host plant are ectoparasitic.
c. Plant nematodes average about 1 millimeter in length.
d. Body wall usually transparent, with an outer covering termed a
cuticle
e. Feeding apparatus consists of mouthparts equipped with a buccal
spear used to puncture the host cell to withdraw cellular fluids.
f.

Favored by light, sandy soils with a high average temperature

g. Life cycle generally simple. The females lay eggs that hatch to form
larvae. These larvae grow and pass through a series of four molts,
finally reaching the adult stage (Figures 6–12A and 6–12B).
Slugs and Snails
a. Members of the animal kingdom
b. Macroscopic in size
c. Nocturnal feeders on plant leaves and stems
d. Slugs lack the shell that is common to snails
e. Leave a slimy trail on the soil surface as they move
Parasitic Seed Plants
a. Weakly chlorophyllous but usually incapable of meeting their own
nutritional needs
b. Connect to the vascular tissue of chlorophyllous higher plants
c. Varying levels of parasitism

Reproductive system
forms
Females
lay eggs
Size increases
Eggs hatch
Four molts

Larvae
(immature nematodes)

General life cycle of a plant
nematode (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 6–12A.

Nematodes feeding on a plant root
(Courtesy USDA)

FIGURE 6–12B.
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• Epiphytic: make their own food but need structural support
such as Spanish Moss
• Semiparasitic: make their own food using water and nutrients
absorbed from the host plant such as mistletoe, Indian warrior
• Fully parasitic: incapable of photosynthesizing and totally
dependent on the host plant for all nutritional needs such as
dodder

Relationships Between Plants and Pathogens
Plant diseases do not arise spontaneously. There must be a causal agent
(the pathogen) in the vicinity of a susceptible plant (the host). The
pathogen must be in a form that will grow and develop when transferred
to the host. The infectious form of the pathogen is termed inoculum.
The inoculum is transferred to the host by an agent of dissemination.
There it must arrive at an appropriate site of infection with environmental conditions favorable to the pathogen if a parasitic relationship
between the pathogen and the host is to develop. Following are examples of these new terms.
Some agents of dissemination are:
• insects
• splashing water and rainfall
• wind
• animals, including humans
• equipment and tools
Some forms of inoculum are:
• spores of fungi
• bacterial ooze (a concentrated mass of bacteria)
• virus particles
• strands of hyphae
Some sites of infection are:
• stomates
• cuts
• wounds
• blossoms
• roots
• fruit
The precise nature of the relationship that develops between the
host and the pathogen is determined by the type of parasitism.
• Obligate parasites: these pathogens can exist only on a living host.
• Obligate saprophytes: these irritants cannot survive on a living
host, only on nonliving matter. An obligate saprophyte cannot be
considered a pathogen.
• Facultative saprophyte: this pathogen is normally a parasite, growing
on a living host. However, it can survive on nonliving matter and, as
such, can be grown on nonliving agar for laboratory study.
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• Faculative parasite: this pathogen is normally a saprophyte, growing
on nonliving matter. However, it can grow as a parasite on plants. In
so doing, it must kill the host cells with secreted enzymes before it is
able to feed on them. Faculative parasites can survive in the soil for
long periods of time feeding on nonliving organic matter.
As long as the inoculum is only on the host, the plant is termed
infested. Once the pathogen penetrates the host’s tissues, the plant is
termed infected. Disease begins when the host responds to the injurious presence of the pathogen.

SYMPTOMS OF INJURED PLANTS
Responses to pathogenic irritants and insects are termed symptoms.
Some symptoms are common to numerous insects and diseases. Other
symptoms are almost unique to certain irritant-host relationships. The
sum of all the symptoms expressed by a host from the time it is initially infected until it either recovers or dies is known as the symptom
complex.
Infection of a plant by pests is not a static condition. The symptoms expressed early in the infection may be quite different than those
expressed later. For any one irritant, however, the symptom complex
is usually specific. To diagnose a disease or insect problem correctly
requires recognizing the specific changes each major pathogen or insect
can create in a host.
Symptoms may be influenced by an assortment of factors including the species of the host, the environment, the quantity of inoculum
or insects, and the stage of development of the pathogen or insect.
Furthermore, symptoms can result from other abiotic causes such as a
damaging environment, improperly applied chemicals, animal injury,
and mechanical damage. For this reason, it is often necessary to isolate
and identify the specific agent of plant injury or to consider other possible sources of irritation before the cause of plant symptoms can be
established.
While specific symptoms cover a wide range often separated only by
subtleties, collectively they can be grouped into major categories that
permit description and comparison (Figure 6–13).

Wilting
Plants may wilt from lack of water. If such a symptom is environmental
in origin, the plant will recover when watered. If insects attack a plant’s
root system or pathogens destroy the xylem tissue, the wilting may be
permanent. When fungi invade the tender stem tissue of a young seedling, damping-off develops, the plant wilts, and drops over to die.

Color Changes
Resulting from the destruction of chlorophyll, color changes may be
localized (spots, rings, lesions) or widespread through the plant. Lack of
light turns a plant yellow in a condition termed etiolation.
When the plant turns yellow but does not lack light, the symptom is
termed chlorosis. Chlorosis is probably the most common of all color
changes. It can be caused by insects, pathogens, or environmental
problems.
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Holes

Increase
in size
(Gall)
Dwarfing

Wilting

Color
change
(Spotting)

Tunneling

Rotting

FIGURE 6–13. Symptoms of plant injury (Delmar/
Cengage Learning)

Rotting
Rotting results from a destruction of the host cells that causes a release
of the cellular fluids. It may be accompanied by a strong, often foul,
odor. Rots may be dry or soft and occur in the roots, leaves, stems, buds,
or fruits. They are usually the result of plant diseases or freezing.

Death of Tissue
When tissue becomes desiccated (dried out) and dies, it usually turns
brown or black, and is said to be necrotic. The dead tissue, or necrosis,
may be localized on leaves as spots or centered in young buds. It may
also be extensive, encompassing entire branches as in blights. Insects,
pathogens, or environmental factors can cause necrosis. It ranks with
chlorosis in the frequency of its presence. It is often the final symptom
in the symptom complex.

Dwarfing
All or part of a plant can be reduced in size as a result of pathogens
(especially viruses and viroids), insects, and nematodes. Dwarfing may
result from the reduction of water uptake at a time when new tissue is
expanding. Insects or nematodes in the root system of a plant may create
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such dwarfing, which results from a reduction in cell size (hypotrophy)
or number (hypoplasia). Hypotrophic or hypoplastic reactions by the
plant can result in local or overall dwarfing. Both conditions can occur
simultaneously.

Increase in Size
Plant parts may become malformed in response to insect or pathogenic
irritants. As cells increase in size (hypertrophy) or in number (hyperplasia), symptoms are expressed as galls, witches brooms, swollen roots,
abnormal shoot growth, scabs, and fasciations.

Tunneling
Insects may bore into plant trunks, chew their way between the upper
and lower epidermis of leaves, and tunnel up and down the stems.
Borers and leaf miners commonly create such injury in plants.

Holes
Leaves filled with holes are symptomatic of both insect and pathogenic
causes. Insects usually cause holes by feeding on the leaf tissue. When
caused by pathogen activity, the holes are preceded by necrotic lesions
and spots that represent dead cells. As the tissue dies in these localized
areas, the necrotic areas drop out, creating the holes.
Hundreds of combinations and variations of symptoms can result
from the many possible causal agents, reactions of individual host
plants, and unpredictable modifications caused by the environment. If
the quick and accurate diagnosis of what is troubling a particular host
plant sounds difficult, be assured it is!

WEEDS
No discussion of the pests affecting ornamental plants is complete
without considering the weeds. A weed may be defined as a plant having no positive economic value and/or growing in a place where it is
not desired. Unlike insects and pathogens, weeds do not derive their
sustenance directly from other plants as parasites. Instead, weeds compete with other plants for the materials both need to grow and thrive.
In addition, weeds often serve as alternate hosts, providing sites for
the overwintering of insects or pathogenic inoculum. Some fungi need
weed species in which to produce one or more spore forms as part of
a complex life cycle. In summation, weeds affect ornamental plants
adversely in the following ways:
• as competitors for space, nutrients, water, light, heat energy, and
CO2
• by shading crop plants, further inhibiting their growth
• as alternate hosts for insects and pathogens
• by crowding due to excessive vegetation and by the vining manner of
some weeds
• through infestation of the soil with large quantities of seeds and root
stock that permit proliferation of the weeds over many seasons
• by production of chemical exudates that inhibit germination and/or
normal growth of crop plants
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Classification of Weeds
Being plants, weeds share the binomial nomenclature of botanical classification. All are classified into families, genera, species, and varieties.
Also, like other plants, weeds are classified in other ways. Their place of
growth may classify them as aquatic or terrestrial. Their leaf type may
classify them as grasses or broad leaved. They may also be categorized
as herbaceous or woody or as annuals, biennials, or perennials. These
terms were defined in Chapter 2.
The Origin and Dissemination of Weeds Even when the climate is hot
and dry, or the soil infertile, weeds seem to proliferate. They can appear
in a raised greenhouse bench or beside a containerized street tree. They
are as apt to be found in a manicured lawn as in a cultivated flower bed.
Frustrated gardeners through the centuries have pondered how the
weedy pests invade their crops.
Historically, the origin and distribution of weeds in an area have
paralleled migration and colonization by early settlers. Many of our
North American weeds came from Europe. No doubt there were
weed seeds aboard the Mayflower. Certainly the Forty-Niners carried
a good assortment of weeds with them aboard their wagons as they
rolled westward.
Within a local area, weeds are distributed as seeds or other reproductive parts such as stolons, roots, bulbs, rhizomes, or tubers. Cultivated
soil is likely to have a greater number and diversity of weeds than uncultivated land due to the dissemination of propagative parts by cultivating
tools.
Many agents of dissemination account for the dispersal of weeds.
They may be natural or artificial. Some natural agents of dissemination
are:
• flowing water
• wind
• birds
• livestock and other animals
• forceful dispersal of seeds from pods or capsules
Some artificial agents of dissemination are:
• cultivating tools
• vehicles
• clothing
• transplanting desired plants from one area to another and moving
weeds with them
Gardeners who work manure from the local stockyard into their
soil may be planting weed seeds from fodder that originated far away.
Landscapers who use inexpensive seed to develop a lawn may be planting more weed seeds than quality grasses. Greenhouse growers who permit the maturation of a few Oxalis under the greenhouse benches will
soon find them growing above the benches as their pods split (dehisce)
and forcefully eject seeds over a considerable distance. Homeowners
who pull a wild morning glory or field bindweed from the shrub bed
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leave behind segments of the root system destined to reproduce the
plant vegetatively a hundredfold.
Weeds have evolved to survive. They are prolific seed producers,
with some species capable of producing more than a million seeds per
parent plant. As with nonweed plants, some weed seeds germinate
quickly and easily, while others remain dormant longer. Weed seeds are
usually distributed throughout a soil’s profile, so turning over the earth
may bring to the surface seeds that have been buried and dormant for
several years.
Weed seeds and fruits usually benefit from a morphological development that ensures their successful dissemination (Figure 6–14). Assorted
appendages that catch the wind like sails or latch onto the clothing or
fur of passing humans or animals provide transport over long distances.
Hard seedcoats allow safe passage of the seeds through the digestive
tract of birds and livestock to be deposited with the manure. Some weed
seeds are even able to plant themselves. Their wedge-like appendages

Species Erodium (Filarees)
Moisture-sensitive
appendages twist and turn
as they moisten and dry,
driving the seed into
the soil.

Oxalis
Dried seed pods have a
triggering mechanism.
When touched, they
propel seeds for several
feet in all directions.

Soliva

Taraxacum (Dandelion)

Sharp prongs on the seed
cling to passing animals
and can easily pierce the
skin of people.

Tufts of fine hairs catch
the wind to propel the
fruit great distances.

Bidens (Spanish Needle)
Barbs on the fruit cling to
passing animals or people.

Medicago (Bur Clover)
Hooked spines on the
pod cling to passing
animals or people.

Physalis (Groundcherry)
Wing-like membrane of the
fruit catches the wind.

Xanthium (Cocklebur)
Hooks on the fruit catch
the fur of passing animals
or the clothing of people.

Stipa (Porcupine Grass)
Tufted hairs on the fruit
cling to passing animals
or people.

FIGURE 6–14. Devices produced by weed seeds and fruits that assure their
dissemination (Delmar/Cengage Learning)
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respond to alternating moisture levels in the soil and air by literally burrowing into the loose soil. Each change in the moisture state thrusts the
seed deeper until it is completely buried.

OTHER CAUSES OF INJURY
Insects, diseases, and weeds are collectively the major causes of injury
to plants. However, there are other causes of injury, some biological and
others nonbiological (see Table 6–1). Many home gardeners have spent
time pondering the cause of chewed leaves and stems on their plants
when no insects were to be found. Had they made their inspection at
night, or checked under nearby rocks or leaf litter during the day, they
would have found the culprits. Slugs and snails are nocturnal (active at
night), preferring a cool, moist resting area during the daytime. Of the
two, slugs do the most damage, finding their way into residential landscapes, production fields, and even greenhouse benches. They leave
behind a trail of slimy exudates as they move, so their presence is easily
detected.
Still other biotic causes of plant injury or destruction can be traced
to birds, rabbits, rodents, deer, and other animals that feed on plants
above and below ground. Rabbits can decimate a bulb display, feeding
on the tender foliage or buds as they emerge through the soil in the
early spring. Rodents can destroy the vascular system of young trees and
shrubs by chewing off the bark at the plants’ base, a condition termed
girdling. Deer can wipe out an entire block of nursery plants or devastate a landscape planting by winter grazing.
Abiotic injuries may be environmental such as nutrient deficiencies
or excesses, or unfavorable climate. They may also be cultural such as
lawnmower or snowplow injury, or vandalism.
With the exception of a greenhouse environment, there are few
options available to avoid these types of injuries to plants. Compared
to the insects, pathogens, and weeds, their economic impact is small,
but if yours is the nursery crop ruined by grazing deer, or the spring
floral display destroyed by hungry rabbits, or the manicured lawn or
fairway rutted by a thoughtless motorcyclist, the damage is real and just
as costly.

THE CONTROL OF BIOTIC PESTS
In a text such as this, where insects, diseases, and weeds are treated
in terms of their general effect on plants, a discussion of their control
must be equally general. Specific products and formulations used in the
control of specific pests can fill volumes. Fundamental to the training
of professional horticulturists, however, is a solid understanding of why
and when certain control measures can be effective against pests. The
technology of pest control may change over time, but the principles that
direct it will not.
The purpose of pest control is to reduce the damage that can result
from an injurious agent. Damage can be either quantitative or qualitative. With quantitative damage, all or part of the host plant is destroyed
by the antagonistic agent. With qualitative damage, the host suffers
a loss of appearance and sale value. Damage also can be to land and
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equipment. Land left unusable by a long-lived, soil-borne pathogen can
be considered damaged, as can equipment that depreciates in value
without maximum use because of pest presence in a crop.
In seeking and comparing control measures, a grower must decide
what degree of effectiveness is being sought. There are three levels of
pest control.
1. Partial control is the most common type. When a homeowner
sprays shrubs with an all-purpose (broad-spectrum) pesticide, the
shrubs may still exhibit some symptoms of insects or disease, but
not as severely as if they had not been sprayed.
2. Absolute control is total control. All symptoms of pest injury are
absent.
3. Profitable control is the level attained when monetary returns on
the crop exceed the cost of the control measures.
Partial control is the most common type but profitable control is the
type most sought by growers. Absolute control, even when possible, is
usually too costly to be feasible. Absolute control may be practical on a
noncommercial scale, with a single foliage plant in a home or a carefully
tended flower bed in the backyard, but it seldom exists in commercial
practice.
In determining the potential profitability of a control measure, three
factors must be considered:
1. The value of a single crop plant. The value of individual plants can
vary greatly. The cost of bringing one marigold plant to a saleable
state is far less than the cost of one poinsettia or one Japanese
maple. More valuable crop plants warrant more costly control
measures.
2. The ultimate value of the crop. A grower may justify the expense
of spraying a field of young sapling trees on the basis of their sale
value five years hence.
3. The average loss over a period of years. Some insects or diseases
may be troublesome only irregularly. However, rather than risk a
devastating infection, a grower may choose to invest in protective
control every year to guard against a potential pest outbreak.

Principles of Control
The control of insects, pathogens, and weeds depends on how successfully the horticulturist applies one or more of the four basic principles
of control.
Exclusion Exclusion is the first principle of control. It includes all the
measures designed to keep a pest from becoming established in an area.
The area may be a single flat of soil, a greenhouse bench, a lawn, a nursery field, a geographic region, or even an entire country. The measures
vary depending on the type of pest.
• The use of pest-free propagative stock is essential in the commercial
production of horticultural crops. Growers must select their sources
of supply carefully. Certain sources have excellent reputations as
suppliers of disease- and insect-free cuttings and weed-free seed.
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Certified seeds and plants are produced under the direction of an
agency that provides documentation of their varietal purity, viability,
moisture content, and the absence of weed seed, insects, and
pathogens.
• The treatment of propagative material can kill pathogens and
insects. Immersing bulbs in a fungicidal dip, treating seeds with
heat, disinfesting propagative tools, and disinfecting cuttings prior
to placing them in a propagation bench are all ways to eliminate
pests that may be in or on those materials.
• Plant quarantines are restrictions on the production, movement,
or very existence of certain plants or plant products in an area. The
restrictions are imposed by a legislative authority and enforced in an
effort to prevent the introduction or spread of a pest in an area.
Eradication Eradication is the principle that seeks to remove or eliminate pests that are already in, on, or near plants in infested areas. The
measures of eradication attempt to reduce the quantity of pathogenic
inoculum, insects and their eggs, and weeds and their seeds.
• Isolating and destroying individual infected plants is timeconsuming and expensive, yet it has its place in ornamental plant
production. In agronomic production, it is usually too costly. When
the removal of infected plants accompanies another job function
such as watering or disbudding, the cost of control is reduced.
Nevertheless, isolating and destroying are more effective for the
greenhouse pot crop grower than for the sod producer.
• Hand-pulling and cultivation are directed against weed pests in
nursery fields and landscape plantings.
• Destruction of alternative hosts such as weeds can also aid pest
control. The alternate hosts may allow completion of the life cycle
of a fungus. They may also harbor insect vectors that transmit virus
pathogens.
• Crop rotation and soil treatments are both methods of eradicating
pests that persist in the soil. After a nursery crop has been dug from
a field, a season of planting with a cover crop such as barley or
sudangrass will not only improve soil structure but also may allow
the cover crop to compete with and smother troublesome weeds.
Soil treatment in the form of either heat or chemicals will eradicate
pathogens, insects, and weeds. Greenhouse soils are commonly
pasteurized by steam heat or hot water available from the heating
system (Figure 6–15a and b). Nursery fields and landscape plantings
can use chemical eradicants effectively.
• Destroying host parts that display evidence of insect or disease
damage can reduce the amount of inoculum available for
dissemination to nearby hosts. As growers tend their crops, they
have the opportunity to eradicate potentially problematic host parts
with little additional expense in time and money.
• Removing infested refuse eliminates a site for the overwintering of
pathogens or insects. It makes a good case for the elimination of
fallen leaves and grass clippings from landscapes.
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Steam rising from a greenhouse
bench during pasteurization, Escape of the steam is
prevented by a heavy tarp. (Delmar/Cengage Learning.
Photo by Steven Newman)

FIGURE 6–15A.

Steam flows into the bench through
a pipe and passes from holes into the soil. (Delmar/
Cengage Learning. Photo by Jack Ingels)

FIGURE 6–15B.

• Chemical sprays, dusts, and drenches are generally the most
expensive methods of eradication. The products, collectively termed
eradicants, strive to kill the pathogen before it can infect the host;
kill the insect before it can do much damage or reproduce; or kill
the weed before or shortly after it emerges. Chemical control will be
discussed in more detail later in the chapter.
Protection Protection is the principle of control that sets up a barrier
between the host plants and the pests to which they are susceptible. It is
a shielding endeavor that can be accomplished either through manipulating the plants’ growing environment or by applying chemicals.
• Manipulating the environment is an attempt to create conditions
for growth more favorable to the ornamental host than to the pest.
An obvious example of a shield offering protection is the growth of
plants inside a screened area to protect the host from insects and the
pathogens they may be carrying. Other examples of environmental
alteration include modifications of the moisture level to avoid
creating a prolonged period of heavy moisture in which pathogens
can thrive; alteration of the soil pH to attain a pH at which the host
will grow better than the pest; modification of the nutrient level
of the soil to produce healthy, actively growing plants that are less
susceptible to injury by pests; and maintenance of cool temperatures
to slow the metabolic rate of both hosts and pests, thereby reducing
the extent of damage. When cut flowers are kept in refrigerated
storage by a florist, the principle of protection is being applied.
• Chemical sprays and dusts can be applied to seeds, foliage, and
wounds of plants to place a barrier between the host and the insect
or pathogens. In this case, it is essential that the chemical be applied
before the pests arrive. It then kills them after they arrive.
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Resistance Resistance is the fourth principle of control. It is an attempt
to change the plant’s morphology and/or genotype so that it will suffer
less from diseases or insects. Resistance may originate naturally with
a plant population or it may be developed through research by plant
hybridizers.
Resistance in plants is not like immunity in animals. That is, plants
do not produce antibodies as animals can. Instead, plant resistance
is based either on the physical structure of the plant or cell hypersensitivity. For example, physical features such as leaf pubescence or
thick cuticle may discourage penetration by fungal spores or insects
merely by holding them at a distance from potential sites of infection.
Hypersensitivity is the extraordinary reaction of a plant cell to invasion
in which the cell dies so quickly that it fails to support further proliferation of the pest.
Resistance is seldom total. All plants have some degree of susceptibility, and that susceptibility often increases with time. The loss or
lessening of resistance to a pest does not necessarily mean that the host
plant has changed; it may mean that the pest has altered in a way that
allows it to infect the plant. Considering the reproductive potential of
most pests and the rapidity of their life cycles, it is not surprising that
resistance, especially that developed by artificial hybridization, is often
overcome by the natural mutation of insects and pathogens.

PESTICIDES
Understanding chemical pesticides requires knowing what they are
and what they are not. What they are is poisonous. What they are not is
medicinal. The belief that pesticides are medicines for ailing plants is
misguided and it implies a curative quality that is lacking. An infected
plant can seldom be cured. Necrotic tissue cannot regain its life, holes
chewed in leaves will not restore themselves, and galls will not diminish.
As noted already, injury to plants can be quantitative (reducing the
number of marketable plants) and/or qualitative (rendering the plant
unattractive to consumers). To be most effective, pesticides need to be
on the plant before the pathogen or insect invader arrives and to kill it
promptly on its arrival. These pesticides will be regarded as protectants.
If the pathogen is already at the site of infection or the insects are
already feeding on the plant, then the pesticides must kill them immediately. Such pesticides are termed eradicants.
Thus far, the pesticides described are active against the pest only,
not the host plant. Chemical control of weeds can become more complicated since the pest, like the host, is a higher plant. With the range of
genetic differences narrowed, the chemicals must be formulated more
precisely. The term used to describe all the chemicals that kill plants is
herbicides. Those that kill all green plants are nonselective herbicides.
Those that kill some kinds of plants and not others are selective herbicides. These assorted products are also characterized by whether they
kill on direct contact with the weed or after the chemical has been incorporated systemically into the weed. Herbicides may kill the weed before
the crop emerges (preemergence), as the crop emerges (at emergence),
or after the crop has emerged (postemergence).
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Pesticide Product Formulations
Whether the pesticide is a fungicide, nematicide, insecticide, or herbicide, it is usually available in several different formulations. The choice
of formulation is based on:
• the size of the crop area being treated
• the amount of active ingredient being applied
• the other materials being applied along with the pesticide, such as
other pesticides or fertilizers
• cost
• safety
• ease of application
Following is a summary of product formulations and their
characteristics.
Solutions The pesticide dissolves into its oil or water carrier as a
homogeneous physical mixture. It does not precipitate out, so once dissolved, the pesticide need not be agitated. The pesticide and carrier are
in the molecular or ionic state and cannot be separated mechanically.
Emulsifiable concentrates Some pesticides are not soluble in water,
yet must be applied in a water carrier. A typical emulsifiable concentrate contains the pesticide, a suitable solvent, an emulsifier, and often
a wetting agent, sticker, or antifoaming agent. The concentration of
pesticide is usually high, so the cost per pound of active ingredient is
rather low. The elements do not settle out, once mixed, so they do not
need continuous agitation. Due to their high concentration, they can be
dangerous to handle.
Wettable powders These pesticides are of limited solubility in water.
They are combined with dilating agents and surfactants that prevent
flocculation of the pesticide particles. Wettable powders require continuous agitation to ensure uniform coverage. They are relatively low in
cost, easily stored and handled, but are hazardous if inhaled or absorbed
through the skin.
Granules and pellets These pesticides are formulated as coarse, solid
particles for easy application. The carrier may be sand, clay, ground corn
cobs, fertilizer granules, or vermiculite. No dilution is required since the
percentage of active ingredients is lower than in other formulations,
usually between 4 and 10 percent.
Fumigants These pesticides come in the form of poisonous gases that
kill when absorbed or inhaled. They are most useful in greenhouses or
other enclosed areas where they penetrate into cracks and crevices and
into the soil. They are often highly toxic.
Dusts These are fine powders containing the active ingredient in low
concentrations and mixed with a high percentage of inert carrier material. Applied dry and directly to the plants, dusts leave a visible residue.
Flowable suspensions These are wettable powders, not soluble, that
are suspended in a water-based carrier material. It is usually necessary
to agitate the product during application to ensure a uniform coverage.
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Gels A gelatinous form of the pesticide, gels are commonly used as the
formulation inside containers that are to be returned for recycling. This
is also the formulation common in water-soluble packets.
Water-dispersible granules These are granular formulations that are
applied in water. They have a low solubility in water, so continuous agitation is required during application to ensure even distribution.
Water-soluble packets Containing pre-measured quantities of gels,
powders, or granules, the packets dissolve in water and once mixed
require no further agitation during application.
Soaps These are actually oils produced from plants. They are applied
as sprays by growers and in mist bottles by home gardeners.

Product Packaging
When homeowners go to their local garden center to purchase a pesticide, they usually select from an assortment of liquid products contained
in glass or plastic bottles, dusts packaged in shaker top containers, or
bags of granules to be applied with a spreader. While some of the pesticide products may require mixing with water for dispersal through the
gardener’s sprayer, it is increasingly common that the product will be
sold already mixed and dispersible directly from its own container as
a spray bottle, pressurized can, or atomizer. It is also common for the
product to be multipurpose, with the pesticide or herbicide incorporated at the proper dilution as part of a combination material. Weed and
feed lawn granules and sprays that contain both insecticides and fungicides exemplify these combination products. The benefits of premixed
and multipurpose pesticide packaging are twofold: convenience for the
consumer and greater safety since there is less chance of an incorrect
dosage being applied.
Pesticides available for legal application only by professional horticulturists are packaged differently because they usually have a higher
percentage of the active ingredient, and they are applied in much larger
quantities. Commercial pesticides may be packaged in bags, large multigallon jugs, barrels, or as premeasured water soluble packets. Due to
increased environmental concerns from the general public, government officials, and members of the green industry, many commercial
pesticides are packaged in recyclable containers that are returnable to
the manufacturer. That eliminates the applicator’s problem of safely
disposing of empty, toxic containers. As described previously, the use of
water-soluble packets ensures that the pesticide will be mixed correctly
(Figure 6–16). This packaging is best suited to large scale applications
since homeowners seldom can use up all of the product. Many companies are testing industry reaction to closed system packaging of various
pesticides, wherein the user simply attaches a pre-measured pesticide,
contained in a returnable refillable bulk tank, to their own spray apparatus, and program the proper dosage into a computer contained within
the pump. Also enjoying increased use is the microinjection of fungicides directly into the roots and the vascular system of plants. Although
available for a number of years, microinjection is now most valued
for its packaging and delivery of the pesticide within a closed system
(Figure 6–17).
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FIGURE 6–16. A premeasured pack of pesticide is
added to a tank sprayer. (Delmar/Cengage Learning.
Photo by Jack Ingels)

FIGURE 6–17. A pesticide is applied directly into the
tree using closed, micro injection system. (Courtesy of
Tree Tech Microinjection Systems)

Pesticide Safety
The safe use of chemical pesticides requires a respect for their toxicity.
All manufacturers and distributors of pesticides are required by federal
law to provide explicit information about their products’ ingredients,
formulations, toxicity, and proper rates of application, and about the
specific pests controlled and proper means of safe handling. This information is provided on the pesticide label (Figure 6–18). The signal words

FIGURE 6–18. A typical pesticide label (Courtesy
Chevron Chemical Company)
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Levels of Pesticide Toxicity and Safety Equipment Needed

Pesticide Signal Word

Level of Toxicity

Label Symbol

Special Equipment Required

DANGER—POISON

High

Skull and
crossbones

Rubber boots, gloves, rubber pants, hat, and
raincoat; face shield and gas mask with its
own air supply

WARNING

Moderate

None

Same as for high toxicity

CAUTION

Low

None

Rubber boots and gloves; respiratory
equipment recommended for prolonged
indoor use

that indicate the product’s level of toxicity should be committed to
memory by everyone who must work with these important but dangerous tools of modern agriculture (Table 6–2).
Equally important is the material safety data sheet (MSDS) that is prepared for each chemical product and included with it at delivery (Figure
6–19). The MSDS provides a complete compilation of all the information a user should know about the product. Information includes the
manufacturer; the product’s chemical name, physical properties, and
chemical reactivity; fire and explosion data; health hazard data including symptoms of exposure and carcinogenicity; special protection and
handling information; and an emergency telephone number to call at
any time for information regarding treatment for exposure or spillage.
MSDS sheets should be kept in a place where they can be easily referenced if needed. Copies should be posted where everyone working with
the pesticides can read them.
To protect against pesticide misuse, the following safeguards should
always be observed:
• Use only products tested and recommended by the state college of
agriculture.
• Follow the manufacturer’s directions for safe application of the
product. NOTE: It is a violation of federal law to use pesticides in a
manner inconsistent with the label directions.
• Use the lowest recommended concentration. Do not arbitrarily
increase dosage or frequency of application.
• Do not apply on a windy day or before a rain. This precaution
will prevent drifting of sprays and dusts in the wind and runoff of
pesticides in rainwater.
• Mix only the amount of pesticide that can be applied at one time.
If excess remains, try to use it up on tolerant crops rather than
disposing of the chemical elsewhere.
• Avoid spraying near streams and lakes or on slopes where runoff
flows directly into a body of water. Also, do not spray near bee hives
or at a time when bees are pollinating
• Keep pesticides in a locked area that is well-ventilated and is clearly
marked with the statement that it contains pesticides. Do not
stockpile pesticides because the danger of container corrosion and
leakage increases with age.
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FIGURE 6–19.

Example of a material safety data sheet (MSDS) (Delmar/Cengage Learning)
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• Wash all application equipment and clothing thoroughly after use:
soap and water on the gloves before removal; three water flushings
of spray tanks and hoses for equipment; all contaminated clothing
hosed off and hung to dry. Store protective clothing away from the
chemicals.
• For certain pesticides, such as nonselective herbicides, the sprayer
should be marked and not used for any other purpose lest the
residue harm an important crop.
• Careful records of pesticide use must be kept, including what was
applied to what, in what amounts, when, and by whom.
• Empty pesticide containers should be disposed of carefully. They
should never be set out for municipal collection or just hauled off
to a local dump site. Many states have designated chemical dump
sites where materials are carefully packaged and identified before
disposal. With less toxic pesticides, empty containers should be
buried or transported to a sanitary landfill.
• Telephone numbers of nearby doctors, hospitals, and the closest
poison control center should be posted in a conspicuous location.

The Role of Adjuvants
Weather, the severity of host infection, and the stage of development of
the irritant pest are all factors in the effectiveness of a pesticide. To waste
time and/or product on a control effort that is ineffective is both economically and environmentally unsound. That is what happens when
a pesticide rolls off the waxy epidermis of a plant, or when it settles
to the bottom of a sprayer tank rather than staying mixed in the water
carrier. Add to that concern the dangers of a pesticide being blown as
particles or vapors onto nearby plants, soil, or animals for which it was
never intended and environmental alarms go off throughout the region.
Adjuvants address those problems.
Adjuvants are chemical additives that improve the performance of
the pesticide with which they are combined. There are an increasing
number available for horticulturists to select from, but not all have the
same qualities and not all are used for the same purpose. Table 6–3 lists
some of the types of adjuvants available and describes their modes of
action when combined with pesticides. Because of the differences in
both type and mode of action, growers and others who apply pesticides
must be careful in their selection of a particular adjuvant. Increasingly,
the manufacturers of pesticides are specifying the appropriate adjuvant
on the pesticide label. When a manufacturer’s recommendation is not
available, pesticide applicators need to work with a reputable supplier
who can help them select the proper adjuvant to meet their needs.

Certification
During the last two decades of the twentieth century, concern about the
use of pesticides grew within all segments of the national and international populations. Stories and anecdotes of misuse—some true, some
exaggerated, and some totally fabricated—resulted in government
regulatory reactions that ranged from wise and overdue to knee jerk and
hyperpolitical. The green industry, while not welcoming every change,
particularly those perceived as restrictive and unwarranted, has generally complied.
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Types of Adjuvants and How They Work

Type of Adjuvant

Mode of Action

Anti-Foams

Reduce the foaming that occurs when spray mixtures
are agitated as they are prepared and/or applied

Foaming Agents

Used to reduce pesticide drifting by promoting the
cohesiveness of small droplets

Buffering Agents

Permit the mixing of two or more materials that would
otherwise be incompatible due to pH differences

Emulsifiers

Permit petroleum-based pesticides to be mixed with
water for application

Invert Emulsifiers

Permit water-based pesticides to be mixed with carriers
containing oil for application

Penetrants

Enable the pesticide to reach the inside of what is
being treated

Safeners

Reduce the toxicity of a pesticide to the plant being
treated and/or to the person applying it

Spreaders

Improve the uniformity of application over the surface
being treated

Stickers

Increase the time a pesticide remains on the treated
surface

Thickeners

Used to reduce drifting by increasing the size and
weight of droplets

Wetting Agents

Allows pesticides in dry powder form to mix with water
for application

One of the outcomes of the concern was regulation. Some wellknown and widely used pesticides were either removed from manufacture or reformulated into diluted, less toxic forms. Many pesticides are
no longer available in high potency forms to nonprofessionals such as
home gardeners. The formulations that have their active ingredients in
high percentages or require special techniques to apply are now available for purchase and use only by professionals who are certified pesticide applicators. The certification is conferred by state governments
after an applicant passes an examination that demonstrates knowledge
of safe pesticide use. Renewal of the certification is mandated every few
years to ensure that applicators stay current with new knowledge and
regulations.

BIOLOGICAL CONTROL
The chemical control of plant pests became necessary as a result of
human intervention and manipulation of the natural world. By selectively producing masses of desired plants and reducing or eliminating
the natural diversity of a region’s flora, horticulturists, foresters, and
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farmers destroyed the check-and-balance system that kept plant pest
populations in proper proportion with their host plants. When a field of
natural growth is cleared and replaced with thousands of plants of the
same species, the pests that thrive in the new, simplified environment
also increase. Simultaneously, the factors that once held those pests in
check may also have been eliminated. The solution for many years has
been to reach for the sprayer.
Chemical control of pests also owes its acceptance and development to the public’s desire for plant products that are blemish-free and
visually attractive. While leaves with a few spots, or shrubs with a few
insects, or a golf course fairway with a few weeds should be regarded as
natural and expected, the economic reality is that consumers have been
conditioned to view such conditions as unacceptable. It has followed
that growers, landscapers, and property managers do whatever is necessary to meet the expectations of their customers, including chemically
controlling plant pests.
Biological control is an attempt to return some of the natural inhibitors of insect, pathogen, and weed injury to the production of desired
crops, including the ornamentals. The techniques currently being used
include:
• Plant extracts—Natural chemicals produced by certain plants that
can repel and/or impede the development of some insects. These
extracts include pyrethrum, extracted from chrysanthemums, and
rotenone.
• Physical features—Structural characteristics such as thick, waxy
cuticles or an especially pubescent leaf surface can protect plants
from insect damage or pathogen entry.
• Plant emissions—Some plants secrete chemicals from their roots
that are toxic to certain pathogens such as nematodes, and to certain
nearby plants that might otherwise compete for available water and
nutrients. Still other plants repel insects by exuding a strong scent
that the insects cannot tolerate.
• Predators and parasites—Insects and other animal pests that feed on
plants are, in turn, the food of choice for a variety of other insect and
animal predators. Additionally, there are bacteria and fungi that will
infect and kill a number of insects and nematodes, and even other
bacteria and fungi.
• Alternate hosts—Some plant pests have a preference of one host
species over another. When an economically valuable species is
interplanted with a species preferred by the pest, the alternate host
becomes a decoy, permitting pest-free production of the desired
species.
By selecting host species that possess features which discourage
pests, or by incorporating into production sites those plants that will
discourage or repel pests, or by releasing into the production area predatory or parasitic agents that will infect the undesirable pests, horticulturists use the constraints of the natural world against biotic irritants of
all types. The major drawback to a more widespread use of biological
controls is the smaller number of ornamentals that possess the physical or physiological features needed to discourage the pests that affect
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them. Genetic engineering by plant breeders may increase the number
of ornamental species possessing characteristics that protect against
pests. That progress will be predictably slow in coming. Still, proponents of chemical and biological control of plant pests have begun to
work together for a common purpose. Nothing exemplifies that more
clearly than the increasing acceptance of integrated pest management
throughout the green industry.
The use of chemical pesticides is being reassessed, not to eliminate
them from use, but to incorporate them into a more broad-based package of control measures. That package returns some of the balance of
the natural world to horticultural production by allowing beneficial
insect and microbial predators of destructive insects and pathogens to
exist within the production range. By so doing, the predators keep the
population of harmful insects and pathogens to a level that does not
necessitate excessive use of chemical pesticides. When they are used,
chemical pesticides are applied only when and where needed, rather
than when their use is excessive, wasteful, and expensive. This multifaceted approach to pest control is termed integrated pest management
(IPM). It applies the principles of control by carefully balancing the relationship existing among the crop hosts, the production environment,
and the plant pests to which the crops are susceptible (Figure 6–20).
The techniques of IPM vary with the circumstances of production.
In greenhouses, for example, the production facility is closed and contained. This structure permits the screening of vents and, therefore, the
introduction of predatory insects into the crop with the knowledge that
they will remain and justify their cost. Table 6–4 lists some of the predators currently available for insect and disease control in greenhouses.
Due to the openness of the production site, field and container
nurseries are less able to use predatory insects in their IPM programs.
Instead, they rely heavily on cultural practices such as proper spacing
and pruning, balanced watering, fertilizer monitoring, elimination of
weeds and other alternate hosts, and the use of resistant varieties to

Crop host
Use resistant varieties
Avoid conditions of stress
The IPM
Triangle
Plant pest
Biological controls,
predatory insects,
mites, nematodes,
microbes
Pesticides

Production
environment
Regulate humidity,
temperature, air
movement, nutrient/ph
levels
Eliminate weeds and
alternate hosts
Monitoring and scouting

FIGURE 6–20. Integrated pest management balances
the relationship between host, pest, and environment
(Delmar/Cengage Learning)
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TABLE 6–4.

Greenhouse Predators

Predator

Pest controlled

Aphid midge

Aphids

Ladybugs

Aphids, mites, scales, mealybugs, other soft-bodied
insects

Lacewings

Aphids and other soft-bodied insects

Predatory mites

Spider mites and thrips

Parasitic wasps

Whitefly and mealybugs

Entomogenous
nematodes

Insects that spend all or part of their life cycle in the root
zone

reduce pest populations. Other aids to control include horticultural oils
that suffocate the insects, insecticidal soaps that kill insects on contact,
insect growth regulators, biological pesticides, and when necessary,
chemical pesticides. Table 6–5 lists some of the biological products currently used to control insects on ornamental and turf crops.
Briefly summarizing how the various biological controls work:
Plant extracts are chemicals found naturally in certain plants that
are known to have an insecticidal or herbicidal action. When extracted,
concentrated, and applied to vulnerable pests, these natural chemicals
can interfere with the growth and development of certain pests.
Microorganisms that can be used as antagonists against other
organisms include various species of bacteria, fungi, protozoa, viruses,
and nematodes. They are applied (often as sprays) to host crops where
they infect and destroy the target pest.
Microbe-derived pesticides use the natural antibiotics and other
compounds extracted from microorganisms to control plant pests.
Products vary in their targets and in their toxicity to non-target species.
Pyrethroids are synthetic versions of the natural extracts, pyrethrins.
They tend to control a wider range of pests and remain effective longer
than the natural pyrethrins.
Soaps are light oils made from plants. The insecticidal soaps work
against soft bodied insects by penetrating their outer layer and dehydrating their interiors. The herbicidal soaps have a similar effect against
the outer cuticle of the leaves of target weeds.
Insect growth regulators disrupt the growth and development of
insects. The effect is usually hormonal and interferes with the metamorphosis of the insects.
Choronicotinyls are similar to insect growth regulators that act by
impeding the normal functioning of the insect nervous system. They are
systemic and can be applied as either granulars or as sprays.
Pheromones are chemical cues used by insects to communicate
with other insects. The sex pheromones are used to attract mates. When
synthesized, sex pheromones can be used as baits to attract and trap
certain insects. It is more useful as a management and monitoring tool
than as a control measure.
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Control Product
Plant Extracts
Azadirachtin
Corn gluten meal
Horticultural oils
Neem oil
Pyrethrins
Microorganisms*
Bacillus thuringiensis (B) Commonly
abbreviated as Bt
Beauveria bassiana (F)
Heterorhabditis bacteriophora (N)
Metarhizium anisopliae (F)
Nosema locustae (P)
Nuclear polyhedrosis (V)
Serratia entomophila (B)
Steinernema species (N)
Xanthomonas campestris pv. Poannua (B)
Microbe-Derived Extracts
Abamectin
Spoinosad
Pyrethroids (synthetic pyrethrins)
Bifenthrin

Target Pest
Many insects, especially leaf beetles and caterpillars
Germinating weed seeds
Scale and mites
Japanese beetle, tent caterpillars, elm leaf beetle
Caterpillars, leaf beetles
Chewing insects such as caterpillars and gypsy moth
Aphids, caterpillars, billbugs, mites
Fleas, caterpillars, white grubs
White grubs
Grasshoppers
Caterpillars, gypsy moths
White grubs
Mole crickets, root weevils, white grubs, and surface insects
Annual blue grass
Mites
Turf caterpillars, leaf beetles, sawflies, gall midges
Aphids, cankerworms, elm leaf beetles, lace bugs, mealybugs, scale,
mites, whiteflies

Cyfluthrin

Aphids, cankerworms, elm leaf beetles, lace bugs, scale, whiteflies,
chinch bugs, bluegrass billbugs, mole crickets, sod webworm

Lambda-cyhalothrin

Aphids, cankerworms, elm leaf beetle, lace bugs, mealybugs, scale,
mites, whiteflies, bluegrass billbugs, chinch bugs, mole crickets

Soaps
Insecticidal soaps
Herbicidal soaps
Insect Growth Regulators
Fenoxycarb
Halofenozide
Chloronicotinyls
Imidacloprid
Pheromones
Mite pheromone

Aphids, whiteflies, leaf hoppers
Common lawn weeds
Fire ants, soft scale, whiteflies
Caterpillars and white grubs
Aphids, elm leaf beetle, lace bugs, mealybugs, scale crawlers, white
flies
Mites

Note: * Trade names will vary
(B) bacteria (F) fungus (N) nematode (P) protozoa (V) virus
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Bacteriophages
One of the most recent and fastest growing areas of IPM control is the
use of bacteriophages, which are viruses that infect bacteria. Commonly
referred to simply as phages, they are natural components of the environment and are non-toxic to eukaryotes. That makes them much safer
than chemicals. They are also specific to the particular bacterium that
they target, so they are harmless to other desirable microbes. Phages are
self-replicating and will do so only as long as the targeted host bacterium is present. Once the host is eliminated, the phage quickly degrades.
Phage preparations are easily and effectively combined with chemical
pesticides allowing them to be applied simultaneously and with no
diminution of their effectiveness.

Compost Tea
Another newcomer to integrated pest management programs is the use
of water-based, fermented compost preparations, commonly referred
to as compost tea. The precise formulation is still in the early stages of
development, with exact proportions of compost feedstocks, water, and
added nutrients unknown. Even the fermentation time, most desirable
pH, optimum temperature, and the best age of the composting material
are still undefined.
While much more information about the formulation will undoubtedly be forthcoming, greenhouse growers, turf specialists and golf course
superintendents are exploring ways to utilize compost teas as foliage
sprays and soil drenches to control plant diseases. It is the microorganisms in the tea that are responsible for the control of foliar diseases and
the suppression of common turf pathogens. Depending upon the specific composting material used, the tea can be manipulated to be dominated by either bacteria or by fungi. Which is preferred is determined by
the host crop and by the soil type.

Implementing an IPM Program
The objective of an integrated pest management program is to manage
pests and the environment in a manner that balances the benefits of
selected control measures against their costs, the public health and welfare, and the impact on environmental quality. Three steps are involved
in its implementation.
Determining the Action Threshold In commercial horticulture, profitable control is the goal of pest control. Some level of plant injury and/
or some presence of the pest must be accepted. The point at which the
injury to the host plants or the number of pests present is unacceptable
is termed the action threshold.
The action threshold signals the need for control measures to be
applied, but the same signal does not apply to every situation. In greenhouse or nursery production, the threshold signal would sound when
the economic profitability of a crop is threatened. In a landscape or golf
course, there may be no danger of plant loss, but the appearance of key
plants is marred, resulting in an outcry against the declining esthetics.
In such cases the action threshold is reached when the appearance of
the landscape falls below a level acceptable to viewers. Obviously, there
is room for subjective variation when esthetics are the measure.
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Measuring for Pest Presence The site and host plants must be checked
regularly and methodically for the presence of pests. The monitor or
scout must fully understand what pests are of concern, their life cycles,
their appearance at different stages of the life cycle, and their time of
greatest potential threat to the host plants. Monitors must also be able
to recognize desirable or harmless insects and other agents. Monitoring
requires immediate recognition of when the action threshold is near.
Selecting and Initiating the Proper Control Method For profitable
control in an IPM program, there are numerous options, commonly
used in combinations.
• use resistant varieties of host plants
• eliminate infected plants and/or alternate hosts
• cultural manipulation of the production site and environment
• biological controls
• chemical controls

Making the Case for IPM
At the present time, there is a gap between the reality of integrated
pest management and the acceptance of its application as a means of
controlling pests. No one explanation can address the gap fully. It exists
both within the green industry and within the client population. It is
due, in part, to flawed employee training and to the consumer culture.
Better employee education and public education are needed now
and in the immediate future to accomplish several things. First, both
field technicians and clients must understand and accept the benefits
of an IPM program over the familiar spray control programs. For some
people, seeing predatory insects or decoy host plants as comparable to
a chemical product is difficult. Not uncommon, they may express their
reluctance to embrace IPM for their plants or their crops as they simultaneously decry the overall evils of pesticide use nationally and internationally. While the purchase and consumption of organically grown,
pesticide-free fruits and vegetables has gained widespread acceptance,
even panache, Americans have been conditioned to believe that beauty
is the principle measure of worth of ornamental plants. They will not
pay for blemished blossoms or spotted leaves. They want to play on golf
courses with weed-free fairways and shop in climate controlled malls
filled with perfect foliage plants. In a market-driven economy, it is not
surprising that some growers and facility managers are hesitant to give
their customers anything less.
Americans are also accustomed to rapid gratification of their needs.
When people see insects chewing on their garden plants, they may
not have the patience to wait for a biological control agent to reduce
the population of chewers. However, with biological control measures,
patience and perseverance are required.
Green industry companies must train their staff members to search
for and recognize the predictable pests that affect their crops or other
plants under their care. Employees must be trained to recognize the
critical action thresholds of pest presence that trigger different control
measures. Interior and exterior landscapers must be taught to understand how the thresholds and measures of control can vary, depending
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on whether the plants affected are in high profile locations or are growing in areas of lesser importance. In greenhouses, nurseries, and turf
facilities, workers need a comparable understanding of the stages of
development of pathogens and insects in order to time the application
of control measures most effectively.
With consumers, education is equally vital. Customers cannot be
expected to accept and pay for something they do not understand. A
customer will understand receiving a bill for a landscape technician to
spray the shrubs, but may not understand being billed for someone to
scout the property for pests and decide that no control measures are
warranted. Still other customers may have to be convinced that a low
level population of some insects on their garden plants is no threat to
the garden and can be kept at the low level with methods other than the
blanket application of chemicals.
As public awareness and industry acceptance of IPM programs
increase, it will become the expectation, not the exception throughout
the green industry. Once every employee can become a knowledgeable
spokesperson for environmentally sound pest control, then the industry
and the nation will have taken a significant step toward safer and more
natural techniques of pest control.

SUMMARY
Biotic pests that injure plants include insects, fungi, bacteria, mollicutes,
viruses, viroids, nematodes, foraging animals, and weeds. Animals usually damage plants by feeding on their foliage or lower branches. Weeds
compete with more desirable plants for space, sunlight, nutrients, and
water. The remaining biological pests either infect or infest their host
plants and live as parasites, deriving their sustenance from the cells of
the host.
Insects are the most prolific and economically significant of all the
infestious pests. They constitute over two-thirds of all the animal species on the earth. Grouped within the class Insecta, insects have a distinctive external anatomy that separates them from other Arthropoda.
Many of these features are important in their identification.
Reproduction in insects is usually sexual and requires mating
between a male and female, although several species can reproduce
through parthenogenesis. As young insects develop from egg to adult,
they may change dramatically in their appearance. The change in form
is termed metamorphosis and may include as many as four stages of
development (egg, larva, pupa, and adult). The majority of insects are of
greatest economic significance in their nonadult stages.
Disease in plants is caused by pathogens. The most important plant
pathogens are the bacteria, fungi, viruses, and nematodes. Each group
of pathogens has distinctive characteristics that separate it from the
others, although the symptoms they create are often similar.
For disease to develop, the pathogen must be transferred to a
susceptible host plant by an appropriate agent of dissemination. The
pathogen must be in an infectious form (termed inoculum) and must
arrive at an appropriate site of infection on the host. Environmental
conditions favoring the pathogen’s development are also needed.
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Following infection by a pathogen or infestation by insects the host
may begin to exhibit symptoms of the injury. They can include:
• wilting
• color changes
• rotting
• death of tissue
• dwarfing
• increase in size
• tunneling
• holes
Weeds are plants that have no positive economic value and/or are
growing where they are not desired. Their major damage is done as
competitors with desired crop plants. In addition, weeds can serve as
alternate hosts for overwintering insects or inoculum. Weeds are prolific
seed producers. They include species that disseminate on every breeze
and germinate quickly. Others remain dormant, distributed throughout
a soil’s profile, awaiting their turn to be brought to the surface where
they can germinate.
The purpose of pest control is to reduce the damage that can result
from an injurious agent. Most growers seek a level of profitable control
that allows the monetary return on a crop to exceed the cost of the control measures. To determine the potential profitability of a control measure, a grower must consider the value of a single crop plant, the ultimate
value of the crop, and the average losses over a period of years.
Successful and profitable control of plant pests depends on the
application of one or more of the four basic principles of control:
exclusion, eradication, protection, and resistance. Chemical pesticides
are one of the methods of applying the principles of control. They are
available as fungicides, nematicides, insecticides, and herbicides and
formulated as solutions, emulsifiable concentrates, wettable powders,
granules, pellets, or fumigants. Each formulation is toxic and requires
care in handling. Procedures vary with the formulations and specific
products.
Integrated pest management incorporates biological control methods and cultural manipulation to supplement pesticides in a multifaceted approach to pest control.
Still to be surmounted is the gap that professional horticulturists
and lay people have created between what they know and what they
practice. Revised standards of quality and the immediacy of control are
needed by everyone in order to return pest control to a safer and more
natural state.
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ACH I EV EMEN T R E VI E W
A. SHORT ANSWER
Answer each of the following questions as briefly
as possible.
1. Assume that you are a grower of nursery
and greenhouse stock, and your suppliers
have the following problems with their
propagative stock. Which ones could
become a problem for you if you allowed
their plants into your operation?
a. fungal leafspot on roses
b. weeds under the greenhouse bench
c. whiteflies on mum cuttings
d. galls on woody material
e. soil-persistent fungi
f. sun scald on tender cuttings
g. rabbit damage
h. nitrogen deficiency
i. blight of flower buds
j. spray injury to crop
2. Match the branches of science with their
definitions
a. the study of plant
disease
b. the study of
viruses
c. the study of fungi
d. the study of
insects
e. the study of
nematodes
f. the study of
bacteria

1. mycology plant
diseases
2. nematology
3. entomology of
viruses
4. plant pathology
5. bacteriology of
fungi
6. virology

Characteristic
Prokaryotes
Eukaryotes
Only single-celled in size
Multi-celled in size
Nonchlorophyllous
Reproduce only in a living host
Reproduce by cell division
Reproduce by sexual and asexual means

Bacteria

3. Describe the insects using the following
headings.
a. phylum classification
b. class name
c. type of appendages
d. body symmetry
e. type and location of skeleton
f. three body divisions
g. number of legs
h. number of pairs of wings
i. number of antennae
j. types of eyes
k. location of the reproductive organs
l. method of breathing
4. List the six most common insect
mouthparts and at least one insect having
each type.
5. List the four stages of complete
metamorphosis in the order of their
occurrence
6. Define the following terms common to
incomplete metamorphosis.
a. instar
b. molting
7. In which stage of metamorphosis do
insects usually do the greatest amount of
economic damage?
8. Compare bacteria, fungi, nematodes, and
viruses by placing Xs in the following chart
to identify their characteristics.

Fungi

Nematodes

Viruses
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9. Complete the crossword puzzle using
words related to the life cycle of fungi.
2
1
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ACROSS
1. The vegetative body of a fungus.
3. The product of sexual fertilization.
5. The pairing of two compatible gametes
that marks the start of the diploid phase.

3

6. Individual threadlike filaments that make
up the mycelium.

4
5

7. A multicellular, filamentous thallus.

DOWN
2. The stage achieved by the fusion of two
sexual nuclei.

6
7

8

4. The condition of the nucleus in the
gametophytic stage.
8. Asexually produced spores.

10. Indicate whether each of the following is
a form of inoculum (A), a site of infection
(B), or an agent of dissemination (C).
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

animals
spores
wounds
splashing water
bacterial ooze

f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

wind
hyphal strands
stomates
blossoms
virus particles

11. Name the symptoms most likely to result
from the following situations.
a. Bacteria destroy the cells of the fruit
of a flowering tree. Cellular fluids are
released.
b. A localized swelling appears in the
stem of a plant following invasion and
egg laying by an insect.
c. A bench of plants in a greenhouse turn
yellow despite the sunny weather.
d. The presence of bacteria near the
crown of a tea rose causes the tissue
to respond with hypertrophy and
hyperplasia in a localized region.
e. The presence of a virus in a plant
stimulates hypoplasia and hypotrophy
in the tissue.

f. Leaf miners in a birch tree chew their
way between the upper and lower
epidermal tissue of the leaves.
g. Borers feed in the stem tissue of woody
shrubs.
h. Insects feed on leaves in localized areas
of leaf tissue.
i. Insects feed on the roots of a plant,
creating a symptom like that created
when pathogens plug a plant’s vascular
system.
12. What is usually the final symptom of a
symptom complex?
13. Define partial control, absolute control,
and profitable control of plant pests.
14. Indicate which principle of pest control
is being applied when the following
measures are taken.
a. A grower plants only resistant
varieties.
b. A sod farmer plants only certified seed.
c. Plants are not watered after 2 p.m. to
allow them to dry off before evening.
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d. A landscaper hauls away all debris from
a planting bed before winter sets in.
e. Quarantines are placed on all plant
materials arriving from a country where
infected plant material is common.
f. A diseased street tree is cut down and
hauled away before the disease spreads
to other trees nearby.
g. Growers fund research at a nearby
university to speed development of a
new resistant variety.
h. Healthy nursery plants are sprayed in
the spring prior to onset of the rainy
season.
i. Tulip bulbs, stored in a bag where
diseased bulbs were found, are dusted
before planted.
j. Hardwood cuttings taken from a tree in
the woods are dipped in an antibiotic
solution before placement into a
pasteurized propagation medium.
15. Match the definitions with the pesticide or
formulation they describe.
a. a chemical applied after 1. fumigant
the pest has arrived at
2. granules
the plant
3. solution
b. a pesticide in the form
4. eradicant
of a poisonous gas
5. protectant
that is most useful in
6. selective
enclosed areas
herbicide
c. a pesticide whose active 7. nonselective
ingredients and carrier
herbicide
are in a homogeneous
8. emulsifiable
physical mixture
concentrate
d. a pesticide applied to
9. wettable
the host before the pest
powder
arrives
e. a pesticide that requires
continuous agitation
to ensure uniform
application
f. a chemical that kills
some kinds of green
plants and not others
g. a chemical that kills all
green plants
h. pesticides formulated as
coarse, solid particles
i. a pesticide applied by
means of a water carrier
despite its insolubility in
water, using emulsifiers

16. List in order of increasing toxicity, the three
signal words that indicate the toxicity of
pesticide products. Place an A by each
signal word that necessitates protective
rubber boots and gloves. Place a B by each
signal word that necessitates, in addition,
rubber suit, hat, and mask.
17. Explain integrated pest management as an
alterative to traditional chemical pesticide
use.

B. MULTIPLE CHOICE
From the choices given, select the answer that
best completes each of the following statements.
1. Insect legs are attached to the body part
known as the ______ .
a. head
b. thorax
c. abdomen
2. Insect wings are attached to the ______ .
a. head
b. thorax
c. abdomen
3. The type of legs, mouthpart, antennae, and
wing venation pattern are important in
______ of a particular insect.
a. control
b. reproduction
c. dissemination
d. identification
4. An insect digests food in the ______ .
a. fore-intestine
b. mid-intestine
c. hind-intestine
5. An insect’s nervous system is made up of
groups of cells termed ______ .
a. spiracles
b. tracheae
c. ganglia
d. nerves
6. Female insects possess ______ for laying
eggs.
a. an ovipositor
b. a clasper
c. a depositer
d. a spiracle
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C. TRUE/FALSE
1. Indicate if the following statements are
true or false.
a. Weeds are parasites.
b. Weeds may serve as hosts for insects or
pathogens.
c. Weeds can reduce the carbon dioxide
content of greenhouses.
d. Weeds can reduce the heat efficiency of
a greenhouse.
e. Weeds are visible problems only. They
do not persist unseen in the soil.
f. Weeds do not have botanical names
because they are not of economic
importance.
g. All weeds are annuals.
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h. Dormant weed seeds can persist in the
soil for several years.
i. Uncultivated land is likely to have more
weed seeds in the soil than cultivated
land.
j. Weed seeds can pass through the
digestive tract of animals.
k. The action threshold signaling the need
for control is a common standard that
can be applied to all crops and sites.
l. IPM scouting requires the immediate
recognition of when the action
threshold for a plant is near.
m. Alternate host plants can be used
to attract insect pests away from
economically prized plants.
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Floral Design

O B J E C T I VE S
Upon completion of this chapter, you should be able to

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

list and describe the materials needed by a floral designer.
care for cut flowers properly to prolong their life.
categorize arrangement materials into basic forms.
define the principles of design.
distinguish between different patterns of arrangements.
use color to advantage in floral design.
wire flowers correctly.
make bows, puffs, corsages, table arrangements, and wreaths.

KEY TERMS
focal point
transition
color families
hue
tint
shade
tone

weight
intensity
luminosity
warmth
coolness
movement
color scheme

monochromatic color
scheme
adjacent color scheme
complementary color scheme
triadic color scheme
polychromatic color scheme

THE VALUE OF FLOWERS
The use of flowers in gardens and homes is well-documented through
most of recorded history. As civilizations have evolved, flourished, and
floundered, the use of flowers has appeared to parallel people’s attitudes
toward civility, taste, art, and religion. Ancient Romans rewarded their
national heroes with wreaths and garlands of flowers and laurel leaves.
The Victorians in England, confident of their leadership in the world
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and buoyed by a century of British rule, used flowers in complex masses
in their gardens’ perennial borders and in their homes. Japan, isolated
for centuries from the civilizations and religions of the Western world,
regarded flowers as materials for spiritual expression. The oriental use
of flowers is probably the most personal and intimate that the world has
known.
Americans began by copying the uses familiar to their emigrant
ancestors. Today, however, a distinctive American style of flower arranging has evolved, which, if analyzed, would probably represent a mixture
of the styles of many nations. Selecting the best from an assortment
of influences, American floral design is now the worldwide pacesetter
for stylized arrangements. We use flowers to express our joys and our
sympathies.
Flowers highlight the key moments in our lives: the birth of a child,
the holidays, the first dance, weddings, anniversaries, illnesses, and
deaths. Such uses have been traditional for many years. In instances like
these, most people turn to a professional florist to arrange the flowers.
At other times, we arrange our own flowers. When a selection of blossoms is cut from the garden, brought into the house, and placed into
a vase, or a single bloom is selected to wear in the lapel of a suit or in
the hair, the use of the flowers becomes much more personal. Flowers
today serve as gifts to friends and business associates. They accompany
our entertainments and reward our heroes, whether stars of theater,
opera house, battlefield, or race track. They permit the most inarticulate
among us to convey our feelings when words may be hard to find.

FLORAL DESIGN—ART OR CRAFT?
The terms art and science are widely misused. Tractor repair is ennobled
as an industrial art, and lawnmowing is glorified as turfgrass science.
Equally tedious is the insistence by some purists that only they know
the distinctions that separate true art and science from all pretenders.
So it is with the terms art and craft. What separates the two? Which is
floral design? Floral design is a craft; it can be learned by nearly anyone
who wishes to take the time. However, the level of expertise and degree
of creativity expressed by flower arrangers increase as their appreciation
and knowledge of fine art increase.
If art is the creation of new and harmonious relationships among
lines and forms, then floral design may qualify as an art in the hands
of someone who can use living materials in the same way that others
use paint or stone. Commercial florists seldom acquire the knowledge
of fine art necessary to create truly original relationships with their
materials, although very often their work is beautiful, imaginative, and
skillfully executed. Their work is usually a copy or modification of styles
created by others, sometimes centuries earlier. Accordingly, theirs can
be regarded as the craft of flower arranging.
Being a craft, floral design can be taught. Yet, as with any skill, some
practitioners will develop a greater proficiency than others because of
the time they spend practicing and their level of personal interest. To
become a superior designer, florists must first learn the mechanics of
their trade: how to prepare flowers for use in designs, how to position
them in arrangements, and how to package the finished work for delivery.
In addition, superior florists will study design of all types from classical
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to contemporary, the natural world with its endless combinations of line
and form, literature and social sciences to better understand the many
shades of human behavior and emotions, and the fine arts, including
painting, sculpture, and music. All too often, florists try to substitute
personality and pretensions for a solid foundation of knowledge and
training. In floral design, as elsewhere, however, there is no substitute
for hard work and education.

MATERIALS NEEDED TO ARRANGE FLOWERS
Professional florists select their tools from a wide assortment of products available. Following are the major types of tools needed for professional floristry (Figures 7–1 to 7–4).

Cutting Tools
1. Knife: Select a short blade made of quality steel that will hold an
edge. The short blade will help prevent cut fingers.
2. Florist shears: They have short blades with serrated edges, and are
used for cutting both herbaceous and woody plant material.
3. Pruning shears: The best ones have two cutting blades of quality
steel. They are used for cutting woody materials.
4. Ribbon shears: These are similar to ordinary scissors in appearance.
5. Styrofoam cutter: A widely serrated cutting edge makes it suitable
for cutting and shaping blocks of styrofoam.

Wiring Materials
1. Florist wire: Wire is used to support weak flower stems and to hold
curved lines in arrangements. It varies according to length and
thickness (gauge). The heaviest gauge is number 18 and the finest,
number 32. As the weight of flowers or foliage increases, the weight
of the wire needed to support them also increases.
2. Chenille stems: Chenille stems are like pipe cleaners with extra
flocking. They are used for decorative purposes and to provide
water to corsage flowers.

Florist cutting tools (left to right): florist knife, florist shears, pruning shears, ribbon shears, styrofoam
cutter (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 7–1.
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Floral wiring materials:
(front left to right) enameled wire,
spool wire, twistems, chenille stems;
(rear) wooden picks, and a steel pick
machine (Delmar/Cengage Learning.
Photo by Jack Ingels.)

FIGURE 7–2.
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Floral adhesives: (front)
waterproof tape and florist clay; (rear) floral
tape, styrofoam glue, and a hot glue gun
(Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by Jack
Ingels.)

FIGURE 7–3.

Assorted stem
support materials: (left) waterholding foams; (center) shredded
styrofoam and pinpoint holders;
(right) chicken wire and block
styrofoam (Delmar/Cengage
Learning. Photo by Jack Ingels.)

FIGURE 7–4.

3. Spool wire: A heavy gauge wire is needed to wire arrangements
such as wreaths and door swags.
4. Twistems: These are short pieces of wire enclosed in paper. They fill
a number of roles in which support or repair is needed.
5. Wooden picks: Green wood picks with a length of thin wire attached
can be fastened to stems or other materials and inserted into a holding substance. They are widely used with nonliving arrangements.
6. Metal picks: These are similar in use to wooden picks and are dispensed from a machine.
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Adhesive Materials
1. Floral tape: This tape is similar to a waxed crepe paper. It has a
stretching quality and is used to wrap flower stems when wire
is needed for their support. It comes in assorted colors to blend
unseen into the arrangement.
2. Waterproof tape: Its most common use is to hold stem support
material, such as floral foam, in the container.
3. Florist clay: A waterproof material, it is used to hold pinpoint stem
holders in place within a container.
4. Styrofoam glue: Some glues dissolve styrofoam. This material does
not, yet it is a strong adhesive.
5. Hot glue gun: The glue is inserted as a solid stick into the gun. It
is heated electrically and dispensed in a liquid state that quickly
cools and hardens.

Stem Support Materials
1. Water-holding foams: The most common material used by professional florists to support fresh flowers is floral foam. It is a lightweight, soft, and porous material that holds flower stems in a fixed
position while enabling them to absorb water. There are several
manufacturers of the foams, the most well-known of which is the
Smithers-Oasis Company. Their foam products are termed Oasis®.
Floral foams are available in dry blocks, shredded foams, and pellets. They are also produced in varying densities to support stems
of different weights and sturdiness. In arrangements where the
block of foam is not fully concealed by foliage, sheet moss may be
pinned over the foam to disguise it.
2. Shredded styrofoam: Styrofoam does not hold water. It is commonly
used to hold the stems of dried, silk, and plastic flowers and foliage,
especially in tall containers. If fresh materials are used, water must
be added to fill in between the particles of styrofoam.
3. Block styrofoam: An excellent base for dried and permanent
arrangements, it cannot be used with fresh flowers.
4. Chicken wire: This wire has a 1-inch mesh and can be rolled loosely
into a ball and inserted into the container. Stems can then be
inserted into the folded mesh.
5. Pinpoint holders: These are used more commonly by homeowners than by professional florists because of their expense. They are
held in the container with florist clay. Stems are then pressed onto
the pins. They are reusable.
6. Glass pebbles and marbles: Made of clear glass or opaque black, the
marbles are used to support long stems in tall vase arrangements.
The pebbles are often used in bowl containers.
7. Plastic grids: The grids snap on the top of vases and some novelty
containers and hold flower stems in position. Because of the variation in container sizes, plastic grids are not available for all containers. A handmade grid can be substituted, using criss-crossed
thin strips of waterproof floral tape.
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CONTAINERS FOR FLORAL ARRANGEMENTS
Among the changes that have elevated public appreciation of floral
arrangements has been the imaginative use of containers. From antique
vases to beer mugs, anything that can hold stem support material is
now fair game for the creative florist. The container may set or at least
contribute to the theme of the arrangement. If it can hold water, it can
be used for fresh flowers. If it cannot hold water, it may still hold waterfilled foam wrapped in waterproof foil and fixed in place with wire, tape,
or clay. Containers that do not hold water may also be used successfully
with permanent materials.
An important quality of all containers is that they not detract from
the overall arrangement and the beauty of its plant materials. Such is
often the case when a designer selects a novelty container for the sheer
cleverness of doing so. A flashy container can never improve a mediocre
design, but it can definitely hurt a good one.
Containers should be carefully selected as one element of the total
arrangement. They must first serve the functional needs of this arrangement, be appropriate for the shape of arrangement desired, and be able
to hold the proper stem support material. Designers can then give their
imagination full reign in selecting the appropriate container. You should
know the basic types first and how to arrange them, then try your hand
with more inventive containers (Figure 7–5).

CARE OF CUT FLOWERS
Cut flowers come to the florist shops of America from all over the nation
and the world. Although some retail florists may order flowers direct
from the grower, most purchase from a local wholesaler who buys in
large quantities from flower growers worldwide. By the time cut flowers
reach the local flower shop, they may have traveled by airplane, truck,
and bus, all within a few days. Some of the transport will have been
refrigerated; some will not have been. The flowers must be attended to
immediately on arrival or the perishable product may be lost, and with
it the florist’s investment.
Flowers arriving from a wholesaler are usually bound in bunches
or clusters. The blossoms may be wrapped in waxed paper sleeves to
prevent damage, and the clusters may be shipped in special boxes that
reduce crushing and permit some air circulation. If you recognize the
logic behind them, the steps to take when flowers arrive at the flower
shop are easy to remember. The cut flowers must receive:
1. nutrition for continued good health
2. water to prevent wilting
3. cool temperatures to slow their metabolic activity and prolong
their lives
Therefore, cut flowers first are unpacked carefully. Their bases are
then recut on an angle to expose fresh vascular tissue for maximum
water uptake. (NOTE: In addition, gladiolus and chrysanthemum stem
ends may be crushed with a hammer to facilitate water absorption.) The
freshly cut stems are immediately placed into disinfected containers
filled approximately one-third full with fresh water containing a flower
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Type

Description

Vases

The height of the container is greater than
its width. It is not pedestal but is used for
vertical designs.

Bowls

The width of the container is greater than
the height. It is often used for table
arrangements.

Pedestals

The container is elevated on a base that may
be short- or long-stemmed. It is useful when
a tall arrangement is needed yet the mass of
a vase container is not desired.

Baskets

The styles and materials vary, and they are
used for both vertical and horizontal
designs. The designs are usually informal
in style.

Novelty

These are limitless in possibilities. Care
should be taken to assure that they do not
overpower the design.

FIGURE 7–5.

Typical shape

Common container types for floral arrangements (Delmar/Cengage

Learning)

preservative. The preservative contains nutritional sugar plus an antibiotic to prevent bacterial plugging of the vascular tissue. Flower containers should not be overfilled with water or the stems may become
waterlogged or even start to rot. Warm water is preferable to cold
because the flowers can absorb it more quickly. After several hours in
water at room temperature, the flowers should be turgid and ready to
be cooled. They are then placed into the cooler, usually kept between
38° and 40°F.

FORMS OF ARRANGEMENT MATERIALS
Most of the materials that are visible in an arrangement are flowers and
foliage. As dried arrangements and novelty design increase in popularity, additional material may be considered for use. Nevertheless, all of
these materials can be categorized into four basic types (Figure 7–6).
Some flowers and nonflower materials may play more than one role.
For example, gladiolus blossoms are often removed from their long,
vertical stem and clustered at the center of an arrangement, changing
them from line forms to mass forms. Roses used while tight buds on
long stems will be strong line forms. When used as fully opened flowers
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Nonflower examples

Line
•
•
•
•

Thin
Vertical
Tapered
Used to create the basic
shape of the
arrangement
• Most effective at outer
edges of the
arrangement

Gladiolus, snapdragons,
stock, delphinium, longstemmed flowers, such
as iris and rose, branches
of flowering shrubs,
such as forsythia, spirea,
and pussy willow

Cattail, scotch broom,
snake plant, twigs, ear of
corn, tapered candle,
thistles on long stems,
eucalyptus

Open tulip and rose,
zinnia, gloxinia,
marigold, carnation

Christmas ornaments
(millimeter balls), pine
cones, seed pods, fruit

Orchid, lily, iris, bird-ofparadise, antherium

Figurines, candles, driftwood, certain fruits

Babies’ breath, spray
mums, heather, statice

Assorted foliage, such as
asparagus fern, huckleberry, ivy, dried leaves

Mass
• Rounded
• Used at the center of
the arrangement

Form
• Uncommon shapes
• Unusual silhouettes
• Seldom mixed with other
form materials

Filler
• Used to fill in between
line and mass materials
• Often has many
blossoms or small
leaves on a single stem

FIGURE 7–6.

Types of arrangement materials (Delmar/Cengage Learning)
on short stems, they function as mass forms. Spray mums are regarded
as filler flowers in a large arrangement, yet in a small container they can
serve as mass forms.

PRINCIPLES OF FLORAL DESIGN
Because floral design, like all design, is personal, it is difficult to evaluate. If a furniture designer creates a chair with one leg shorter than the
other three, most people will agree that the design is unsatisfactory
because it overlooks one of the most obvious functions of the chair.
With a floral design, such clear-cut cases of right and wrong are usually lacking. The florist who designs an arrangement can be expected to
like it. Another florist or a customer may or may not agree. They will all
be confident that they are right, but their judgments are usually more
subjective than objective. Nowhere do opinions come into conflict
more frequently than in a classroom. If teachers and learners are to
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discuss design based on logic rather than personal opinion, they need
a common ground where both master and apprentice can tread with
confidence and mutual respect. That common ground is created by the
principles of design that guide all creative endeavors. Whether sculpted
in marble, woven into tapestries, or arranged in a vase, a design can be
judged on the basis of how closely it adheres to these principles.

Simplicity
Even the most imaginative, stylish designs are based on uncomplicated themes and draw on few elements for their composition. Designs
should be limited to one distinctive line, readily apparent to the viewer’s
eye. Colors should be limited to a few that contrast or blend harmoniously. The container should contribute to the total arrangement and not
attract too much attention to itself. The kinds of flowers and foliage used
also should be limited; too many shapes and textures can overcomplicate the design. Finally, the setting and background for the arrangement
need to be considered. A heavily patterned wallpaper or dress can add
complexity to the floral design.

Focalization of Interest
Each arrangement benefits by having only one center of attention for
the viewer’s eye. Such a focal point becomes the visual center of the
design. It is usually the point where the major lines of the design coverage: at the center of the container and just above its edge. There are
several ways to focus a design. One way is to concentrate the mass form
flowers at the center of the design. Another way is to use larger flowers at the center. Still another way is to use more eye-attracting colors
at the focal point. The placement of a figurine, bow, candle, or other
nonflower element at the design’s visual center can also emphasize the
focal point.

Scale and Proportion
There are three size relationships to be considered in a floral
arrangement.
1. The relationship among flowers and other materials used as components of the arrangement. To illustrate, the arrangements shown
throughout this chapter have the smallest flowers at the top and
edge of the design; intermediate sizes follow; and the largest flowers are at the center or focal point. Such a use of flower sizes follows
the sequence by which blossoms unfold in nature and is termed
transition. Regardless of whether the flowers and foliage are of
the same species throughout the arrangement, the traditional
sequencing of flower and leaf sizes is an important concept if scale
and proportion are to be maintained.
2.

The relationship between flowers and their container. Neither
should overpower or be dwarfed by the other. There is one widely
accepted measure of correct scale (Figure 7–7). If the container is
taller than it is wide, the height of the arrangement should be at
least one and one-half but no more than two and one-half times
the container’s height. If the container is wider than it is tall, the
arrangement height should be at least one and one-half but no
more than two and one-half times its width.
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The height of
the arrangement
1
is 1 §2 times the
container’s height.
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The height of
the arrangement
1
is 1 §2 times the
container’s
width.

The height of
the container
exceeds its width.
The width of the container
exceeds its height.
FIGURE 7–7.

How to determine the correct height of an arrangement (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

3. The relationship between the finished arrangement and the situation in which it will be used. A dinner table arrangement should
not encroach on the guests’ plates with its width, nor be so tall that
guests cannot see over it. A corsage should not be so large that it
pulls the fabric of a gown with its weight. An arrangement of violets can appear to advantage on a bookshelf in a small room but
go unnoticed in a large entrance hall. Conversely, an arrangement
designed to fill a window seat in a Victorian home would nearly fill
a small dining room in an apartment.

Balance
In floral design, balance is more visual than actual. The viewer needs to
sense the same amount of importance on each side of center. Center
may or may not be the midpoint of the container; it should be regarded
as the point of convergence of the design’s horizontal and vertical lines.
When correctly balanced, a design will not appear to lean forward or
backward, or to the left or right.
Two types of balance are common to floral design: symmetrical and
asymmetrical. A symmetrical arrangement, if bisected by a line (axis)
running from the vertical tip through the base of the container, has
flowers and foliage in almost exactly the same places on opposite sides
of the line (Figure 7–8). An asymmetrical arrangement has an axis also,
but it may or may not bisect the container equally. It also extends from
the vertical tip of the design through the point where the arrangement’s
lines converge. The collective visual weight of the flowers, foliage, and
container on one side of the axis should equal that on the opposite side;
yet one side is not a mirror image of the other (Figure 7–9). The majority
of modern designs are asymmetrical because they permit greater creativity by the designer. Still, symmetrically balanced arrangements are
not uncommon, and they are a good place for new designers to begin.
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A symmetrically balanced
arrangement is identical on opposite sides of a
line running from the vertical tip through the
point of stem convergence. (Delmar/Cengage
Learning)

FIGURE 7–8.

An asymmetrically
balanced arrangement has differing
sizes, numbers, or placement of
flowers on opposite sides of a line
running from the vertical tip through
the point of stem convergence.
(Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 7–9.

Rhythm and Line
A design should impart a sense of frozen motion. It should also lead the
viewer’s eye in a deliberate direction. The viewer’s eye should begin at
the edge of the design, move to the point of greatest interest, and either
remain there or pass on through the design, exiting at the opposite edge.
The placement and repetition of selected elements, such as seedpods
in a dried autumn arrangement, can create a sense of rhythm. The use
of transition described under scale and proportion is also important to
the development of rhythm and line. The simple, free-flowing lines of
nature as observed in a meandering stream, a gently curled leaf, and a
drift of snow or sand are good lines to duplicate within a floral arrangement. Equally interesting can be lines that converge to a single point,
like highways radiating to and from a city. Gradations of size, color, and
texture will create these lines and promote the essential sense of frozen
motion.
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PATTERNS OF ARRANGEMENTS
Three standard geometric shapes lend themselves naturally to flower
arrangements: the circle, the triangle, and the rectangle. All lend themselves to the creation of symmetrical, formal arrangements. All are
easily modified into informal arrangements as ovals and asymmetrical
triangles (Figure 7–10).
These six standard patterns form the foundation of American floral
design. The refinement of these geometric forms has been the major
contribution America has made to worldwide floristry. The patterns are
made up of six basic lines which are universal in their origins and applications. While limitless variations of these lines exist, the aspiring floral
designer needs to begin with a knowledge of the basics (Figure 7–11).
Once the basic patterns and lines are understood, it is easy to analyze the composition of most floral arrangements. For example, the lines
of a symmetrical triangle arrangement are seen to be that of a balanced,
inverted T. An asymmetrical triangle has a right angle. Rectangular
arrangements employ either the vertical or horizontal lines. Circular or
oval patterns are built around the crescent or Hogarth curve.
You should now apply this information by analyzing the arrangements pictured in Figures 7–10 and 7–11. Determine which basic lines
are shaping the patterns. Note the forms of the flowers used, their sizes,
and numbers. Note also their placement within each arrangement. Even
though the photographs are black and white, the principles of design
should be apparent. Find the focal point of each design and assess its
types of balance. How have simplicity, scale and proportion, and rhythm
and line been achieved?

Oval

Asymmetrical triangle
FIGURE 7–10.

Learning)

Inverted-T

Vertical

Horizontal

Hogarth curve

Standard patterns of floral arrangements (Delmar/Cengage
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Right angle

Round

Diagonal

Equilateral triangle

FIGURE 7–11.

Crescent

Fan

Basic lines of floral arrangements (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

USING COLOR TO ADVANTAGE
The topic of color, its many contributions, and how best to take advantage of its values is integral to the study of floral design. It is also a topic
that can be overintellectualized, thereby destroying the fun of studying
it. Although the subject does lend itself to study and research by scientists and artists alike, you may take comfort in knowing that nearly
everyone possesses a natural ability to use color correctly. Therefore, a
study of color can be regarded mostly as a deciphering of why certain
colors go together pleasantly or unpleasantly.
Given a selection of painted blocks or swatches of cloth, most people could select and arrange colors in combinations that they and most
viewers would find attractive. The precise nature of the color combinations might vary depending on the setting, mood, time of day, season,
and assorted other influences. In floral design, the colors chosen for an
arrangement may be based on:
• the occasion that the flowers acknowledge
• the room where they will be placed
• the background against which they will be placed
• the light under which they will be viewed
• the season of the year
• the preferences of the person for whom the flowers are intended
• the preferences of the purchaser
• the preferences of the floral arranger

Color Terminology
To understand color, you should understand the terminology used to
describe its qualities and its variations.
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• Color families are the six major groupings of colors visible when
white light is passed through a prism or when a rainbow is seen after
a shower. The six color families are red, orange, yellow, green, blue,
and violet.
• Hue is the quality from which the family name is derived. It is the
color in its most brilliant and unaltered state.
• Tint is the hue lightened by the addition of white. In flowers, a tint
appears as a pastel color.
• Shade is the hue darkened by the addition of black. Dark reds or
bronzes are examples of shades in flower colors.
• Tone is the hue grayed by the addition of both white and black.
Certain flowers are distinguished by their smoky tones in contrast to
their more brilliant counterparts that remain closer to the original
hue.
• Intensity is the quality of visual strength or weakness that
characterizes a color. Both tints and shades may appear weak if the
white or black dilutants dominate the original hue. Where the hue
predominates, the color appears stronger.
• Weight is also a visual quality based on the amount of white, black,
or gray in the color. White gives a lightness to colors, whereas black
creates a sense of heaviness.
• Luminosity is the quality of certain colors that allows them to be
seen under dim light. Tints, because of the white in them, have a
higher luminosity than tones or shades.
• Warmth and coolness. We frequently associate colors with
temperatures. Reds and oranges are considered warm colors
because we associate them with fire. Blue and green are considered
cool colors because of their association with water and shade.
• Movement is the ability of colors to appear closer or father away. In
general, intense colors appear to advance and less intense colors
appear to recede.

Color Schemes
Certain groupings of colors (color schemes) have gained sufficient
understanding and acceptance to justify describing them. All are based
on the color wheel (Figure 7–12). A color scheme may be related or contrasting depending on the location of the colors on the wheel. Related
color schemes may be monochromatic or adjacent. Contrasting color
schemes may be complementary, triadic, or polychromatic.

Related color schemes
• Monochromatic color schemes utilize one color in its many related
values. The one color may incorporate assorted tints, shades, and
tones in the flowers, foliage, and container.
• Adjacent color schemes use one of the primary colors (red, yellow,
or blue) with other colors derived from that primary. For example,
browns, oranges, and golds have in common the primary color of
yellow and work well together in an autumn arrangement. Adjacent
colors are so named because of their close proximity on the color
wheel.
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Primary

Secondary

Primary

Secondary

Red
Orange

Violet

Yellow

Blue
Green

Primary

Secondary
FIGURE 7–12.

The color wheel (Delmar/Cengage

Learning)

Contrasting color schemes
• Complementary color schemes use colors that are opposites or near
opposites on the color wheel. The colors do not share a common
primary color relationship. Examples include red and green, blue
and orange, and yellow and violet.
• Triadic color schemes use three colors that are spaced equidistantly
on the color wheel. It may be necessary to use some variations of
tints, tones, or shades to find the right color combination.
• Polychromatic color schemes use all of the hues together. The
brilliance can often be too intense so the floral designer may prefer a
modified polychromatic scheme that tones it down.
These are not the only possible or desirable groupings of colors.
As stated at the outset, most people have an intuitive ability to combine colors attractively. The selection of colors for a floral arrangement
should be based on logic and on that natural intuition.
In the use of color, professional florists are often restricted to the
colors of the flowers currently in the cooler. They are also restricted
by an inability to dictate the setting or background that will display
the arrangement to best advantage. A polychromatic arrangement for
a church may be set on a white linen communion table or against a
stained glass window. One setting could enhance the flowers and the
other absorb them completely. A white corsage worn on a white dress
will not have the visual impact that it will have if worn against a darker
color or pattern.
Within any given arrangement, darker shades and tones are best
used in lesser quantities than lighter tones and tints. The dark shades
and tones are most effectively used at the focal center of the arrangement, with lighter color used for line and filler flowers.

WIRING FLOWERS FOR DESIGN
It is common practice among florists to wire certain flowers prior to
their use in designs. Fresh, dried, and permanent (artificial) flowers and
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foliage may all be wired. The wire must not show after the flowers are
arranged, so it is concealed with foliage and floral tape.
Flowers are wired for several reasons:
• to support stems weakened by age or poor production
• to straighten crooked stems
• to hold stems in an intentional curve for a design
• to extend stem length for large arrangements
• to replace a bulky stem, permitting use of the flower in a corsage
• to combine single blossoms for a mass effect

Wiring technique

Example of flowers

Wire inside a hollow stem

Bulb flowers such as
tulips, daffodils,
hyacinths, and gladioli

Wire in the calyx and around
the stem

Roses, carnations,
large mums

Wire looped through the neck
of a blossom and around a
wad of moistened cotton

Moist
cotton

Tubular, fragile flowers
such as stephanotis

Wire through the calyx and
the ends bent to form a
replacement stem

Flowers with a thick,
strong calyx such as
carnations and roses

Wire through the calyx,
formed into a hook, and
pulled back to center

Flowers with weak
stems and flattened
heads such as daisies,
pom pom mums, and
black-eyed susans

FIGURE 7–13.

Techniques for wiring flowers (Delmar/Cengage Learning)
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FIGURE 7–14. Floral tape is applied after the
flower has been wired. It is stretched tightly to
ensure a secure fit. (Delmar/Cengage Learning.
Photo by Jack Ingels.)

The techniques of wiring depends on the flower being wired. More
precisely, it depends on the type of stem and flower head involved
(Figure 7–13).
After wiring, the wires may require taping to cover them or disguise
them to resemble stems. To apply the tape, hold the wired flower and
stem in one hand while the other hand applies the floral tape from the
base of the calyx downward (Figure 7–14). The tape is stretched tight as
the flower is twirled.

MAKING BOWS AND PUFFS
Two of the mainstays of floral designs are bows and puffs. Puffs are small
clusters of netted fabric (sometimes called tulle) that are used as background and lightweight filler for corsages and bouquets. The netting is
available in assorted colors and patterns. Bows are usually constructed
from fabric ribbon, although plastic ribbons are sometimes used for outdoor pieces. Small bows are used for corsages and other arrangements
that are to be worn. Larger bows are used in table arrangements and on
potted plants. Still larger bows are used on wreaths, door swags, and
on wedding, funeral, and grave pieces. A florist must be able to make a
respectable bow and puff quickly and repeatedly. Many florists use slack
periods to make them up in quantity. Note: It is the handcrafted nature
of floral materials such as bows, puffs, and wiring that distinguishes floral products and justifies their cost to the consumer.

The Floral Bow
Ribbon used by florists varies in both material and width. Every few
years, certain materials capture the fancy of florists and consumers.
Burlap ribbons are a recent example of the faddish materials that enjoy
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popularity, for a while at least. Velvet-like flocked ribbons remain popular for Christmas arrangements and weddings, as do satin ribbons. Even
metallic ribbons have been tried. Regardless of the material, the sizes
manufactured are standardized. The most commonly used are:
• 41⁄ 2 inches wide (No. 120): used for funeral work, arm bouquets,
wreaths, and door swags
• 27⁄ 8 inches wide (No. 40): used for funeral sprays, wedding work,
wreaths, and swags
• 5⁄ 8 inches wide (No. 3): used for corsages
• 1⁄ 4 inches wide (No. 1): used for corsages, as streamers for bridal
bouquets, and for head pieces
After practicing the steps illustrated, you will be able to produce a
simple and attractive bow in Table 7–1.

TABLE 7–1.

Steps in making a floral bow (Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photos by Jack Ingels.)

Instructions
Step 1: Hold the ribbon in your nondominant hand with
the finished side toward you.

Step 2: Make a loop over the thumb and twist the
ribbon beneath the thumb so that the finished side stays
upward.

Step 3: Make the first loop (smaller than later loops will
be) and gather the ribbon beneath the thumb .

Illustrated Steps
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continued

Instructions
Step 4: Make a second loop of equal size to complete
the first pair of loops. Twist the ribbon beneath the
thumb to keep the finished side upward.

Step 5: Add a second pair of loops using the same
techniques. These should be the largest loops of the
bow.

Step 6: Add a third and fourth pair of loops. They
should be of equal size and intermediate between the
size of pairs one and two. Remember to keep twisting
the ribbon as it passes beneath the thumb.

Step 7: cut the ribbon free from the spool, leaving a 3to 4-inch streamer.

Illustrated Steps
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continued

Instructions
Step 8: Loop the streamer under the bow, keeping the
finished side outward.

Step 9: Insert a thin wire through the center loop and
beneath your thumb to secure the ribbon.

Step 10: Grasp the bow firmly and pull the wire tightly.
Twist it to secure all loops in their proper place.

Step 11: Cut the last large loops, on an angle, to create
streamers for the bow.

Step 12: The finished bow.

Illustrated Steps
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The Corsage or Bouquet Puff
Puffs fill out a corsage or bouquet without adding weight or much additional expense. The netting material comes on rolls like a wide ribbon
and ranges from 27⁄ 8 to 8 inches in width. The netting is cut into squares
and gathered with a wire to create the puff. If gathered in the center,
a butterfly-shaped puff results. If gathered at the base, a fan-shaped
puff is formed. Once completed, the wires are covered with floral tape
(Figure 7–15).

ASSEMBLING THE ARRANGEMENTS
The skill of arranging floral materials rapidly and skillfully into a corsage,
table arrangement, wreath, or larger piece requires time to develop. Just
as knowing how to read a recipe does not guarantee a successful result,
neither will the first floral designs be flawless or easily accomplished.
However, by following the assembly instructions and studying the illustrations, you can begin to develop proficiency. From this beginning
point, further practice, added study, and experience will refine your
construction technique and your eye for style.

Corsages
Corsages are most commonly pinned to clothing at the shoulder or
banded to the wrist. On occasion, they may be pinned in the hair or carried as a nosegay. Teenage girls are the most frequent recipients of wrist
corsages and nosegays. Adult women generally prefer to use corsages as
accents to their personality, clothing, or a special occasion. Whenever
possible, the florist needs some questions answered before the corsage
can be designed correctly.
• What color is the garment to be worn? The flowers should
complement the outfit, not compete with it. It is usually impossible
to match the color of the flowers to the color of the garment, so
contrasting colors are best used.
• What is the neckline of the garment? A sharply vertical neckline such
as a V-neck is best accented by a corsage that is also strongly vertical. A
scooped neckline looks best with a corsage whose line is gently curved.

FIGURE 7–15. Two styles of puffs: fan (left) and
butterfly (right) (Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by
Jack Ingels.)
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• What is the occasion? Since corsages can be either formal or informal
in style, it is helpful to know.
• What is the size of the wearer? Small women look best wearing a
small corsage. Larger women need a larger corsage to retain the
proper proportionate relationship between flowers and wearer.
• What is the skin tone of the wearer? Dark skinned women look better
with pastel toned corsages. Fair skinned women often need more
vivid colors to brighten their appearance.
• Does the wearer have a preference for, or an allergy to, certain flowers?
Obviously, the professional florist may not have all the information
needed to create a totally customized corsage. However, too many florists
ask only, “What color?” and overlook other equally vital information.
To prepare flowers for assembly into a corsage, all or most of the
stems are removed and replaced with wired and taped stems. A moistened wad of cotton or chenille stem may be used to prolong the life of
blossoms that wilt easily. The reason for removing the stems is to lighten
the weight of the corsage and decrease the mass. Modern corsages must
be lightweight so as not to pull and tear synthetic fabrics, but solidly
constructed to stand up to today’s active lifestyle.
Although corsages can be made from one or two flowers, corsages
made with an odd number of blossoms are most common and most interesting. Accordingly, that is the type to be described here (Figure 7–16).

Step 1:
Wire and tape flowers in
varying stages of maturity.

Step 2–5:
Place the tightest
flower, leaf, and
a puff in the uppermost position and
tape.

Step 7:
Add a third flower, leaf, and
puff below and to the left of
the second. Add leaves and/or
puffs to fill out and balance
the corsage. Tape and bend
into position.
FIGURE 7–16.

Construction of a three-blossom corsage (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

Step 6:
Add the second,
slightly larger
flower and a leaf
and puff below and
to the right. Tape
and bend to the
desired position.

Step 8 and 9:
Add the bow.
Tape all wires
and exposed
ends.
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To construct a corsage of three, five, or seven blossoms:
Step 1: Select ﬂowers that have small blossom heads and are in varying
stages of maturity. Wire and tape ﬂowers.
Step 2: In one hand, place the smallest, most tightly closed blossom.
This will be the uppermost ﬂower of the corsage and determine the
direction of wearing, since it always points upward.
Step 3: Behind the blossom, place an artiﬁcial or fresh leaf, allowing it
to extend about an inch above the ﬁrst ﬂower.
Step 4: If net puffs are being used, one may be added at this point,
behind the ﬂower and leaf.
Step 5: Tape the stems together tightly.
Step 6: Add a second and slightly larger ﬂower below the ﬁrst and to
the right. Positioning is accomplished by bending the wired stem as
each ﬂower, leaf, or puff is added.
Step 7: Add a third ﬂower slightly lower and to the left of the second.
Continue in this manner until the desired number of ﬂowers have
been added. (Reserve the most widely opened ﬂowers for the base of
the corsage.) Leaves and puffs should also be added where needed to
provide shape and background. Do not twist the wired stems around
each other. Instead, bind them with tape after every third stem is
added to the corsage. Each ﬂower, leaf, or puff counts as a stem.
Step 8: Add the bow to complete the corsage. Depending on the style of
the corsage, the bow may be at the base, mixed with the base ﬂowers,
or at the side of the arrangement.
Step 9: Tape all wires and exposed ends. Add a corsage pin and place in
a corsage bag or box. Store in a cooler.

Table Arrangements
Table arrangements can range from a simple bud vase on a bedroom
nightstand to large buffet designs. As discussed here, they will be
regarded as the moderately sized and moderately priced arrangements
commonly used on dinner tables, coffee tables, or end tables.
As with corsages, the florist needs to get answers to some questions
before designing a table arrangement.
• What is the purpose of the arrangement? A dinner table centerpiece
must be kept low to permit guests to see over it. Other functions may
permit a stronger vertical line to the design.
• Will it be visible from all sides? One-sided arrangements require
fewer flowers and are suitable if the arrangement is to be placed
against a wall. However, dinner and coffee table arrangements must
be designed for viewing from all sides.
• What colors predominate on the table or in the room? The colors of
the arrangement should complement the décor, not compete or
clash with it.
• Is there a theme to the occasion? This is especially important if the
arrangement is for a party or holiday event.
• How long is the arrangement to last? While reputable florists always
use fresh flowers, certain species have a longer lifespan than others.
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Weekend house guests need to be celebrated with a more durable
arrangement than would a five-hour dinner party.
• Does the client have a preference for colors, flowers, or styles?
Before beginning the assembly of table arrangements, you should
refresh your memory about the container types, forms of arrangement
materials, patterns, and basic lines of floral arrangements. Then assembly can begin.

Symmetrical triangle arrangement, one-sided
• Pattern: triangular
• Line: inverted T
• Container: pedestal
• Stem support: water-holding foam block (for fresh flowers) or block
styrofoam (for permanent flowers)
• Flower-shapes: all one type flower with some having long stems or a
combination of line, mass, and filler flowers
Step 1: Begin by securing the stem support material in the container
(Figure 7–17). The water-holding foam or styrofoam should be
cut to ﬁll the container completely and extend above the rim. If
water-holding foam is used, it should be presoaked to ensure that

Step 1: Secure the stem
support material in
the container.

Step 2: Measure, cut, and
wire the tallest vertical
flower. It should be at
1
least 1 §2 times the
height of the container.

Top view

Step 3: Measure, cut,
and wire the two major
horizontal flowers.
1
They should be §2
the length of the
vertical flower.

Step 4: Position the three
flowers to establish a
symmetrical triangle.
The vertical leans slightly
backward, the horizontals
downward.

Length of the
vertical
flower
Container
height

Step 5: Add additional
flowers equidistant from
the center to retain the
symmetrical balance.

FIGURE 7–17.

Step 6: Use small flowers
at the edges of the
arrangement and
increasingly larger
ones nearer the
focal point.

Step 7: Position the flowers
to provide a slightly convex
profile when viewed from
the side.

Step 8: Add foliage and filler
flowers to complete the
arrangement. They too
should be placed to retain
the triangle
symmetry.

Construction of a symmetrical triangular arrangement (Delmar/Cengage Learning)
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it contains adequate water. The block of material is secured with
waterproof tape applied as two cross-strips from side to side of the
container and over the block of foam.
Step 2: Measure, cut, and wire the tallest vertical ﬂower. Its length
should be at least 11⁄ 2 times the height of the container.
Step 3: Measure, cut, and wire the two major horizontal ﬂowers. They
should be 1⁄ 2 the length of the vertical ﬂower.
Step 4: Place the three ﬂowers into the container, pressing them far
enough into the foam to secure them. The vertical line ﬂower should
be in the center of the container and angled back just slightly. The
two horizontal line ﬂowers should be in the center of the container
and angled slightly downward. These three ﬂowers establish the size
and shape of the design—an equilateral triangle.
Step 5: Add additional ﬂowers, staying within the triangular line. Each
pair of ﬂowers should be positioned at equal points right and left of
center to retain the symmetrical balance of the design.
Step 6: Flowers should be small at the edges of the arrangement and
increase in size and mass as they approach the focal point.
Step 7: Place the ﬂowers so that the arrangement has a slightly convex
appearance when viewed from the side.
Step 8: Foliage and ﬁller ﬂowers can be added to complete the
arrangement. They, too, should respect the symmetry and shape of
the design.
This arrangement can be varied by keeping the triangle symmetrical
but not equilateral. A candle or figurine can be used as the focal point
instead of massing flowers. Also, the container can be changed.

Symmetrical triangle arrangement, two-sided
• Pattern: triangular
• Line: inverted T
• Container: a low, wide bowl
• Stem support: water-holding foam block or block styrofoam
• Flower shapes: all one type of flower or a combination of line, mass,
and filler flowers
Step 1: Proceed as for the one-sided symmetrical triangle arrangement,
but place the tallest vertical ﬂower directly in the center of the
container and perfectly upright, not leaning (Figure 7–18).
Step 2: Unlike the one-sided triangle, the two-sided arrangement must
have depth as well as width. Measure, cut, and wire two ﬂowers
of the same length but approximately 1⁄ 3 shorter than the other
two horizontal ﬂowers. Place them into the foam at the base and
at 90° angles to the two horizontals that established the width of
the arrangement. The four base ﬂowers will form a diamond when
viewed from above. The vertical ﬂower will extend upward from the
diamond’s center.
Step 3: As ﬂowers and foliage are added to complete the arrangement,
keep turning the container to ensure that it is developing equally
well on all sides, but that no ﬂowers extend outside the triangular
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FIGURE 7–18. For a one-sided symmetrical triangle arrangement (left), the three major flowers are angled slightly
backward. For two-sided viewing, the major flowers are positioned without angle (right). (Delmar/Cengage
Learning)

lines. The focal point will be replaced by a focal area of larger and/or
more brilliant blossoms.

Asymmetrical triangle arrangement, one-sided
• Pattern: triangular
• Line: right angle
• Container: a low, wide bowl
• Stem support: water-holding foam block or block styrofoam
• Flower shapes: all one type or combination of line, mass, and filler
This arrangement can be varied considerably and still fit the triangular pattern. If constructed as a right triangle, it follows the right line.
If constructed as neither a right triangle nor an equilateral triangle, the
line is best described as a lopsided inverted T. In either case, it possesses the three sides of a triangle but is not symmetrically balanced.
The assembly directions that follow are for an asymmetrical triangular
arrangement having a strong right angle line.
Step 1: Tape the foam into the container to the left of center (Figure
7–19). This helps to balance the design visually in relation to the
container.
Step 2: Measure, cut, and wire the tallest vertical ﬂower. Its length
can be twice the container’s width without being too long. Place it
into the foam to the rear and left of center. Allow it to lean slightly
backward.
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Step 2: Measure, cut, and wire the
tallest vertical flower. Its length can
be as much as twice the
container’s length.

Step 1: Secure the stem support
material in the container. If the
container is larger than the
support medium, place the
medium off-center.

Step 3: Measure, cut, and wire the
two major horizontal flowers. One
3
should be approximately 4 the
length of the tallest vertical. The
other should be approximately
1
3 the length of the tallest vertical.

Top
view
Container
length

Step 4: Position the three flowers
to establish the asymmetrical
triangle. The vertical leans slightly
backward. The right horizontal is
at 90°. The left horizontal is
slightly acute.

FIGURE 7–19.

Step 5: Add additional flowers that
stay within the triangular shape. No
two should be directly opposite.
The size should enlarge as the
focal point is approached.

Step 8: Add foliage and filler
flowers to complete the arrangement
while retaining the asymmetrical
triangular shape.

Construction of an asymmetrical triangular arrangement (Delmar/Cengage Learning)
Steps 3 and 4: Measure, cut, and wire the two major horizontal ﬂowers
that will form the remaining points of the triangle. One should be
approximately 3⁄ 4 the length of the vertical. It should be placed at the
base (right) and at a 90° angle to the vertical. The other should be 1⁄ 3
the length of the vertical and placed opposite its longer horizontal
counterpart, angled slightly upward.
Note: The vertical and longest horizontal flowers should have smaller,
more tightly closed blossoms to signify their distance from the design’s
focal center. The smaller horizontal flower can be larger or more open
since it is close to the design’s focal center (the point where the three stems
appear to converge).
Steps 5 and 6: Subsequent ﬂowers and foliage added should stay within
the triangular shape. Flowers used at the focal point should be larger
and more eye-attracting. As each ﬂower is added, lengths should be
adjusted so that no two blossoms align exactly, lest the asymmetry
be lost.
The arrangement can be varied by reversing the right angle line and
moving the foam and focal point to the right of center. Also, foliage can
be given a greater role in creating the triangle’s major lines, with flowers used principally at the focal center. This is helpful when flowers are
limited or when no good line flowers are available.
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An S-curve arrangement, one-sided
• Pattern: oval
• Line: S-line, sometimes called the Hogarth Curve after the English
artist, William Hogarth
• Container: a tall pedestal container or tall vase
• Stem support: water-holding foam block or block styrofoam
• Flower shapes: round mass forms for the focal point; pliable line
forms (flowers or foliage) for the S-shape
This is one of the loveliest formal design forms and one of the most
difficult to create. The two half ovals can be of the same size, creating a
perfect S-shape; or the top oval can be larger than the bottom oval for
a variation of the style. Flowers and foliage used to create the S-shape
should be chosen for their natural curvature when possible to reduce
the amount of wiring needed.
Step 1: Tape the water-holding foam or styrofoam into or on top of the
container (Figure 7–20).

Step 1: Secure the stem support
material in the container. If the
opening in the container is too small,
attach the material to the top of the
container.

Step 2: Measure, cut, and wire the
two line flowers or foliage to be at
1
least 1 §2 times as long as the
container’s greatest dimension.

Step 3: Insert the top flower or
foliage into the left side of the foam
and bend gently inward toward the
center. The flower should angle
slightly backward.

Container
height or
width
whichever
is greatest
Top view
Step 4: Insert the lower flower or
foliage into the right side of the
foam and bend gently to equal the
curvature of the top flower. The
flower should angle forward slightly.

FIGURE 7–20.

As viewed from the side, the two
flowers should appear as a
continuous line.

Step 5: Add additional flowers and
foliage while retaining the S-curvature.
Increase both size and coarseness
as the focal point is approached.

Construction of a one-sided, S-curve arrangement (Delmar/Cengage Learning)
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Step 2: Measure two line ﬂowers (or foliage) to be at least 11⁄ 2 times as
long as the container’s longest dimension. Wire and tape the stems
with wire of a gauge sufﬁcient to hold the desired curvature.
Step 3: Insert the top ﬂower or foliage form into the left side of the
foam, angled upward and slightly backward. The tip of the curved
stem should reach toward the vertical center of the arrangement but
not quite touch it.
Step 4: Insert the lower stem into the right side of the foam, angled
downward and slightly forward. The reverse curvature of the lower
stem should equal that of the upper stem.
Step 5: Add ﬂowers and foliage, increasing the size and coarseness of
the texture as the focal point is approached.
Note: As the arrangements are completed, the back sides should be finished as well, with foliage used to fill in blank areas and conceal the foam
base. All fresh stems must be firmly implanted in the moist foam to prevent premature wilting of the arrangement.

A vase arrangement, two-sided
• Pattern: oval
• Line: vertical
• Container: tall, clear glass vase
• Stem support: glass marbles, a plastic grid, or a grid of interlocking
foliage stems
• Flower shapes: all one type of flower or a combination of line, mass,
and filler flowers. This arrangement can make effective use of mixed
garden flowers as long as the stems are long and strong.
Step 1: If marbles or a plastic grid is being used, the vase should be
ﬁlled or capped to begin. Fill approximately 2⁄ 3 of the vase with water.
For a grid of interlocking stems, just ﬁll the vase with water. No other
preparation is needed. NOTE: It would be wise to add a preservative
to the water to keep it clear and to inhibit microbial growth that will
shorten the life of the ﬂowers.
Step 2: Select foliage and ﬂowers that have stems of sufﬁcient length to
reach to the bottom of the vase since the water level will drop over
time.
Step 3: Place the majority of the foliage into the vase before adding
the ﬂowers. If a foliage grid is being created, turn the vase during
placement so that a mesh of foliage is created within the container.
That mesh will hold the ﬂower stems in place when they are
positioned.
Step 4: Measure the tallest ﬂower to extend above the container about
one and one-half times the height of the vase. Place it in the center
of the foliage mass.
Step 5: Add additional ﬂowers and foliage while turning the vase to
create an egg-shaped oval. Position the ﬂowers so that they all
appear to be converging to the same central point within the vase. If
mixed shapes and sizes are being used, place the largest blossoms at
the base where they will emphasize the focal point.
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Step 6: If desired, the arrangement can be ﬁnished by adding a bow at
the base or by adding trailing foliage such as ivy to cascade from the
base.

Wreaths
For centuries, the Christmas holiday season has been celebrated with
festive wreaths. In recent years, wreaths have been used to commemorate many additional occasions and seasons. Although the evergreen
Christmas wreath is still most common, wreaths can be made of cones,
straw, grapevines, fruit and nuts, and assorted permanent materials.
Lightweight permanent materials often have a circle of styrofoam as
their base. The material is attached to wooden or metal picks and stuck
into position. Heavier fresh materials may require a frame that can be
filled with sphagnum moss or other water-retaining material. Christmas
wreaths are usually supported on a heavy metal ring, the thickness of
which is determined by the size of the wreath. It is essential that the support ring be strong lest the wreath sag into an oval shape when hung.
Wreaths can be made entirely by hand or with the aid of a wreath
machine. The directions that follow are for a traditional evergreen
Christmas wreath assembled by hand.
Step 1: Using hand pruners, cut several large evergreen boughs into
a pile of smaller pieces, four to six inches in length and as fully
needled as possible. Use of fresh boughs will help ensure that the
wreath remains green through the season.
Step 2: With the wreath ring resting on the table, grasp a cluster of three
or four evergreen branches and wire them tightly to the ring. A spool
of medium-gauge wire works well for this purpose.
Step 3: Wire subsequent clusters of greenery into place, overlapping
the previous clusters to conceal their wiring. All greenery should be
oriented in the same direction around the wreath (Figure 7–21).

Hand wiring a wreath (Delmar/Cengage
Learning. Photo by Jack Ingels.)

FIGURE 7–21.
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FIGURE 7–22. A completed wreath of evergreen
materials, finished with a bow (Delmar/Cengage
Learning. Photo by Carroll Shry.)

FIGURE 7–23. A wreath machine frees both hands to
collect and hold the evergreen boughs in place while
the foot powers the machine that wires the boughs
and secures them. (Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by
Carroll Shry.)

Step 4: The wreath may be developed with one side or two sides. The
former is more common than the latter.
Step 5: Wire a loop for hanging onto the back side of the wreath.
Step 6: Once the foliage has been completed, a bow can be added to
ﬁnish it (Figure 7–22). Other additions can include decorative balls
(called millimeter balls), pine cones, birds, or other ornaments.
Retail florists often purchase undecorated wreaths in quantity,
already assembled. The time pressures of a busy holiday season may
prevent each wreath from being made to order. The preassembled
wreaths are made by hand but use a wreath machine (Figure 7–23). The
wreaths are usually made well in advance of Christmas and so dry out
and shed sooner than those made with fresher materials.

SUMMARY
Our use of flowers is rooted deep in history, and much of what is being
done with flowers today is merely copying what has been done for
centuries. Still, America has made significant contributions to modern
flower arranging and is now setting the standards for professional flower
arranging worldwide.
Floral design is a craft that requires its practitioners to be knowledgeable not only about the construction and care of floral products
but also about design of all types, the natural world, literature, the social
sciences, and the fine arts.
The materials of a professional florist include assorted cutting tools,
wiring materials, adhesives, and stem support materials. Becoming
familiar with their uses and differences is an important first step in a
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florist’s training. Equally important is knowing how to care for fresh cut
flowers in the shop. They must receive nutrition for continued good
health, water to prevent wilting, and cool temperatures to slow their
metabolic activity and prolong life.
The materials used in floral arrangements, whether fresh, dried, or
permanent, can be categorized into basic form types: line, mass, form,
or filler elements. Depending on how they are used and the size of the
arrangement, flowers and nonflowers may fill different form roles.
Liking or disliking a design is a subjective judgment. However, a floral design can be evaluated more objectively if the principles of design
are applied to the judgment. The principles are simplicity, focalization
of interest, scale and proportion, balance, and rhythm and line.
Using the five principles of design, florists often arrange the flower
and foliage form types into six standard patterns: horizontal, oval, vertical, inverted-T, Hogarth curve, and asymmetrical triangle. These five
standard patterns form the foundation of American floral design and
have been the major contribution of American florists to the worldwide
profession.
Six basic lines make up the six standard patterns. The lines are the
round, diagonal, right angle, crescent, fan, and equilateral triangle.
Once the basic patterns and lines are understood, it becomes easy to
analyze the composition of most floral arrangements.
Color is one of the features of flowers and floral arrangements that
makes them so attractive. A florist needs a good color sense and an
understanding of color terminology. Careful study of a color wheel is a
good place to begin.
More mechanical than a good color sense, but just as necessary,
is knowledge of how and when to wire the flowers and foliage of an
arrangement. Wire may need to be added if the stems are weak or
crooked, if a certain curvature is desired, if the stem length needs to be
extended, or if the stem is too bulky and a new one needs to be created.
The exact technique of wiring varies with the type of stem and flower
head.
This chapter also covered the construction of bows and puffs, a
corsage, table arrangements (one-sided and two-sided symmetrical
triangles, a one-sided asymmetrical triangle, an S-curve, and a vase
arrangement), and finally, a wreath.

A CH I EVE M E NT R E VI E W
A. TRUE/FALSE
1. Indicate if the following statements are
true or false.
a. The use of flowers is a recent event in
recorded history.
b. Flowers are often an expression of our
sentiment or emotions.
c. American use of flowers began as a
copying of styles developed in Europe
and elsewhere in the world.

d. At present, the American style of floral
design is a standard for the rest of the
world.
e. The European use of flowers is
probably the most personal and
intimate that the world has known.
f. Floral design is more often a craft than
an art.
g. The natural world serves as an
important teacher for the floral
designer.
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h. Formal education can aid the
development of a floral designer

B. SHORT ANSWER
Answer each of the following questions as briefly
as possible.
1. Assume that you are assembling the tools
and materials you need to begin in the
floral design profession. List as many
examples as you can recall from each of
the following categories.
a. cutting tools
c. adhesive
materials
b. wiring materials d. stem support
materials
2. Label each of these container types.

3. Following are the steps taken by a florist
when an order of fresh flowers arrives. For
each step that contains an error, write the
correct procedure.
a. The flowers are carefully unpacked and
unwrapped if necessary.
b. Stem bases are cut squarely across to
improve water uptake.
c. The stems are placed into unwashed
containers filled 1⁄ 3 full with fresh, cold
water.
d. A floral preservative is added.
e. The flowers are placed immediately
into the cooler at 38° to 40°F.
4. Indicate whether the following are most
typical of line flowers, mass flowers, form
flowers, or filler flowers.
a. uncommon shapes and unusual
silhouettes
b. thin and vertical in shape
c. rounded and often bulky
d. form the basic shape of the arrangement
e. used in the open areas between line
and mass materials
f. exemplified by zinnias, marigolds, large
mums, and carnations
g. exemplified by orchids, iris, and lilies
h. exemplified by babies’ breath and spray
mums
i. exemplified by gladiolus and
snapdragon
5. Match the definition or example with the
correct principle of design.
a. proper size relationship 1.simplicity
between flowers and
2.focalization
container
3.scale and
b. main height
proportion
components equal one 4.balance
and one-half times the
5.rhythm
container width
and line
c. the use of one distinctive
design line and a few
harmonious colors
d. frozen motion
e. equal importance on
either side of the point
of line convergence
f. selection of a container
that does not overpower
the flowers
g. use of mass form
flowers at the point of
line convergence
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6. List the six major patterns of floral
arrangements.
7. List the six basic lines of floral
arrangements.
8. List the six major reasons that flowers are
wired.
9. List the word that completes each of the
following definitions.
a. Color families are the ______ major
groupings of colors visible when white
light is passed through a prism.
b. The brilliant and unaltered state of
color from which a family name is
derived is termed its ______ .
c. Tint is the hue lightened by the
addition of ______ .
d. A hue darkened by the addition of
black is termed ______ .
e. A hue that has been grayed by addition
of both black and white is termed
______ .
f. Colors that are more visible under dim
light than other colors have a high
______ .
g. Reds and oranges are ______ colors.
h. Blue and green are ______ .
i. Groupings of colors are termed ______ .

C. MULTIPLE CHOICE
From the choices given, select the answer that
best completes each of the following statements.
1. A color scheme that uses colors that are
opposite or nearly so on the color wheel is
______ .
a. monochromatic c. adjacent
b. complementary d. triadic
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2. A color scheme that uses one primary
color and other colors derived from that
same primary is ______ .
a. monochromatic c. adjacent
b. complementary d. triadic
3. A color scheme of yellow, green, and
orange is ______ .
a. monochromatic c. adjacent
b. complementary d. triadic
4. A color scheme that uses many variations
of a single color is ______ .
a. monochromatic c. triadic
b. adjacent
d. polychromatic
5. A color scheme whose three colors are
equidistant on the color wheel is ______ .
a. monochromatic c. triadic
b. adjacent
d. polychromatic
6. A polychromatic color scheme contains
______ hues.
a. three
d. six
b. four
c. five

D. DEMONSTRATION
To demonstrate your competence, prepare:
a. five butterfly-shaped puffs and five fanshaped puffs
b. a corsage bow
c. a corsage of five flowers
d. a table arrangement, the style to be
determined either by you or your
instructor
e. a one-sided door wreath, the materials
to be decided by your instructor
depending on the season and
availability

CHAPTER 8

The Interior Uses of Plants

O B J E C T I VE S
Upon completion of this chapter, you should be able to

•
•
•
•
•
•

discuss the current status of the interior foliage plant industry.
list problems unique to the interior use of plants.
describe the role of light duration, quality, and intensity.
list the characteristics of a good growing medium.
describe steps in installation, watering, and drainage.
describe the working relationship between architects, landscape architects, and
maintenance professionals.

BACKGROUND AND STATUS UPDATE
The use of containerized plants is not new. Evidence of the use of potted plants is found in ancient Chinese artifacts, on the walls of tombs
of the Egyptian pharaohs, and in the ruins of Pompeii. Containerized
ornamentals adorned the palaces of European nobility for centuries
and filled the parlors of middle-class Victorians and Americans more
recently. A pot of ivy on the windowsill and a fern in the entry hall have
been standards in U.S. homes for many years. The rubber plant enjoyed
several years as the reigning houseplant until other species caught the
consumers’ favor.
An amateur psychologist can wade deep in conjecture as to the
meaning of all this. Historically, such use may represent an attempt to
display dominion over nature. In recent years, the use of foliage plants
may represent the desire of urbanites to bring back into their lives the
greenery lost as our cities and highways have sprawled their paved surfaces across the landscape.
Potted foliage plants (houseplants) have had their place in homes
for many years. Larger specimens are now appearing in shopping cen176
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ters, office buildings, hospitals, schools, churches, airports, restaurants,
and cocktail lounges. In response to positive public reaction, architects
and interior decorators are using plants as architectural elements in
buildings. These plants are as important to the decor as the wall coverings, furniture, and carpeting.
So explosive has been the demand for interior plantings in public
buildings that the technology necessary to ensure the plants’ survival
has not always been able to keep pace. Some of the early efforts, heralded for their aesthetics, became industry horror stories a few months
later when lush greenery turned to chlorotic and necrotic stalks. An
unsatisfactory outcome is predictable when architects and interior
decorators try to work with plant materials whose qualities and maintenance requirements are unknown to them.
The demand for maintaining plants indoors has created a new
profession within the larger field of ornamental horticulture. The term
coined to describe it is interior plantscaping, a variation on the term
landscaping. Since plantscaping has a distinctly contrived sound to it,
the term may not survive. Interior landscaping may suffice to distinguish it from exterior landscaping. Semantics aside, the new profession
is fresh and exciting, and not overcrowded. For now, the term interior
plantscaping will be used to describe the work.
Tropical foliage plants have proved to be the most successful indoor
plants because they do not require the period of cool temperature
dormancy that often makes temperate zone plants unsatisfactory. We
recognize the desirability of such plants in interior design, and there is
a sufficient body of knowledge to permit their widespread production
in the nurseries and greenhouses of Florida, California, Texas, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, and Latin America. There is far less knowledge of how
to move these plants from their natural habitat or production facility
to an office lobby, and ensure their successful transplanting and maintenance. It is not an exaggeration to state that the profession of interior plantscaping is still in its infancy. As a profession, it deals with the
design, installation, and maintenance of plants in interior locations. In
scope, it includes but reaches far beyond conventional plant selection
and production skills.

UNIQUENESS OF INTERIOR PLANTSCAPES
Imagine how difficult it would be for humans, after countless centuries
of living in sheltered dwellings, suddenly to be required to live permanently outdoors. Unlikely as the example may seem, it illustrates the difficulty of relocating plants from their accustomed and optimal growing
sites to indoor locations.
When plants are used indoors, they must adjust to numerous changes that include:
• a drastic reduction in the quality and intensity of the light
• reduction and constriction of the plant’s root system
• the replacement of natural rainfall by dependency on humans for
correct watering
• a reduction in nutrient requirements and a potential for buildup of
soluble salts (fertilizers)
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• a lack of air movement and rainfall, allowing dust to accumulate on
the leaves, often plugging stomata and reducing photosynthesis
• potential damage by air conditioners, central heating systems,
cleaning chemicals, water additives, and other irritants
Under these conditions, plants sustain themselves but seldom grow.

LIGHT AND INTERIOR PLANTINGS
Common sense tells us that plants need light to survive and grow.
Architects who have envisioned living greenery throughout their building interiors have been disappointed when all the leaves dropped several days after installation, returning slowly or not at all. These are the
questions that need answers.
• How much light do interior plantings need?
• What kind of light do they need?
• What sources of light exist indoors?
One final question must be answered if everyone connected with
the plantscape is to have realistic expectations: How long will plants live
indoors? The answer depends on the plant, of course, but the general
answer is that in interior design, as elsewhere, nothing lasts forever.
Carpets wear thin; furniture must be replaced; walls require fresh paint.
Plants must be regarded as perishable furnishings as well. If installed
correctly into a properly designed setting and maintained properly, they
will serve satisfactorily for a time period that will unquestionably justify
their cost. Then they will require replacement.

Light Intensity
Human activities do not require as much light as plants require for
growth. No matter how many windows and skylights are designed into
a home or office building, the light intensity inside will never equal that
outside. Even unshaded greenhouses filter the sun’s light and reduce it
by at least 15 percent.
To understand light intensity requires knowing how light is measured. Light intensity is expressed in the units of lux or footcandle. A lux
is the illumination received on a surface that is 1 meter from a standard
light source known as unity. A lux is an international measurement
comparable in use to the metric system. In the United States, the footcandle unit is more commonly used and understood. One footcandle
(fc) is equal to the amount of light produced by a standard candle at a
distance of 1 foot. Direct-reading meters are manufactured that measure light intensity in footcandles up to 10,000 (the illumination on
a typical clear, sunny, summer day). A light meter is the only way to
measure light intensity accurately and should be the first piece of equipment purchased by a beginning plantscape designer.
The challenge of bringing plants accustomed to outdoor light intensities into a home or shopping mall is best appreciated through several
examples. The average residential living room has a light intensity of
10 to 1,000 fc by day and as few as 5 fc by night. A good reading light
provides 20 to 30 fc. A typist may have 40 to 50 fc of illumination on the
keyboard surface. The average shopping mall provides 20 to 30 fc of light
in pedestrian circulation areas and up to 100 fc in sales areas. How is a
plant grown in 10,000 fc of light to survive?
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The keys to a plant’s survival are acclimatization and maintenance of
the minimum light intensity required for its survival in an attractive and
healthy condition. Note that survival and attractive appearance are the
maintenance objectives, not growth. Acclimatization is the adjustment
of an outdoor plant to interior conditions. It involves both morphological and physiological changes in the plant and takes time to occur. The
minimum light intensity is the level of illumination necessary to allow
the acclimatized plant to produce new leaves at a rate equal to or slightly
greater than the rate at which old leaves senesce (age) and abscise (fall
off). Both the time required for acclimatization and the minimum light
intensity will vary depending on the plant species.
There is a great lack of carefully researched and comprehensive data on which an interior plantscaper can rely. To the credit of
forward-looking industry professionals, the Professional Landscape
Network (PLANET) and the Florida Foliage Association (FFA) continue to promote research and publication of research data needed by
members of the interior plantscaping industry. Although much is still
not known about the needs of plants indoors, more is being learned
every day.
The procedures necessary for successfully transplanting a tropical
foliage species to an interior locale must begin during production of the
plant. The growers can start reducing the light of selected plants once
contracts for their purchase are signed. Note that acclimatization also
involves the plant’s adjustment to reduced water in the soil and in the
surrounding air. Based on current knowledge and technology, plants are
usually acclimatized in the following way.
Light-intensity acclimatization Light intensity is reduced gradually over a period of several weeks or months. Each change reduces
the light by 50 percent until the desired intensity (usually 100 to 200
fc) is reached. The acclimatization process cannot be rushed without a
severe reaction by the plant; that is, defoliation or death. Once indoors,
the reduced light provided to the plants must be of sufficient duration
to permit the plants’ slowed photosynthetic processes to manufacture
adequate food. Most plants require at least twelve hours of continuous
light every day, including weekends. A reliable timed-lighting system
is essential.
Nutrient acclimatization The high fertility level of soil necessary for
maximum plant growth during production is unnecessary and even
life-threatening to the indoor plant whose use of soil nutrients is greatly
diminished. Thorough soil leaching at the beginning of the acclimatization period and occasionally afterwards will prevent a buildup of
soluble salts.
Moisture acclimatization The frequency of watering is reduced during acclimatization to prepare plants for their more stressful interior
locale. The high humidity levels of the production area are also gradually
reduced to ready plants for the drier air of home and building interiors.
Temperature acclimatization Production area temperatures are usually
higher than human comfort levels in order to promote more rapid plant
growth. During acclimatization, temperatures are gradually reduced to
the range common to most interior areas (65° to 75°F).
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Light Quality
Once acclimatized to the reduced light intensity of the interior, the
plantscape may still prove unsatisfactory if the light quality is incorrect.
Light quality is the color of light emitted by a particular source. The sun
emits all colors of light, some of which the human eye can perceive and
others that are imperceptible to humans but beneficial to plants. The
green-yellow light most comfortable for humans is of little use in photosynthesis by plants. They depend on light from the blue and red bands
of the visible light spectrum. Visible light is only a narrow region of the
radiant light spectrum (Figure 8–1). The unit of measurement for light
wavelengths is the nanometer.
As long as both humans and plants can derive their light energy from
the sun, the needs of each are satisfied. Indoors, however, where light
energy is usually created by artificial means, the quality of the light can
vary considerably. Light preferred by an interior plant specialist concerned with the health of plantings may cause the skin tones of human
beings to appear ashen and deathly. In similar fashion, an interior decorator may specify a quality of lighting that gives the human complexion
a healthy glow while making nearby plantings appear brown and dead.
Clearly, someone seeking a career in interior plantscaping needs to
know the types of lamps currently available and the quality of light they
provide. Categories and examples of lamps that have some use in interior plant illumination are shown in Table 8–1. Table 8–2 compares the
lamps in all areas important to interior plant survival. You should study
these tables thoroughly before proceeding further.
Selection of the proper lamp for the illumination of an interior
planting will depend on the answers to several questions:

Visible light
X-rays, gamma rays,
cosmic rays

Radio waves,
infrared heat

Short waves

Violet

Ultraviolet
3
9
0

Long waves

Blue

Green

Yellow

5
0
0

Far
red

Red
6
0
0

7
0
0

7
3
0

Infrared
7
5
0

Visible light spectrum
(Wavelength in millimicrons)
FIGURE 8–1.

Electromagnetic spectrum and spectral distribution of visible light (Delmar/Cengage Learning)
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Lamps for Interior Plant Illumination

Tungsten Filament Incandescent Lamps
• standard (the familiar household lightbulb)
• reﬂector (spot or ﬂood lights)
• parabolic aluminized reﬂector (a weather-resistant type of ﬂoodlight with
a more precise beam)
• incandescent plant lamps (not proven to be any better than the standard
incandescent)
Fluorescent Lamps
• cool white
• warm white
• plant lamps
• wide spectrum plant lamps
High-Intensity Discharge Lamps
• mercury
• metal halide
• high-pressure sodium

• How extensive is the planting?
• Are the plants to be encouraged to grow or merely to be maintained
at their current size?
• Will the plants receive any sunlight? If so, how much and for how
long?
• How far will the artificial light source be from the plants?
• What types of lamps are being used for general lighting of the area
and what is the intensity of surface illumination provided?
For example, consider the plantscape of a typical office. The plants
may be permanently located or in movable planters. Their functions
may be to serve as room dividers, establish a mood, or relieve a cluttered
desk top. The ceiling may be 8 or 10 feet high. Side windows or a skylight
may admit some natural light. In such a setting, cool white fluorescent
lighting would be ideal for both general lighting and the growth of the
plants. People, plants, and furnishings look natural beneath cool white
light due to its excellent color rendition, and the plants receive the right
quality of light for photosynthesis. If additional task lighting is needed,
small desk lights should be used. Special effects such as shadows or
textural highlights can be created with incandescent lights installed
beneath the plants and directed upward. (These are called uplights.)
Some benefit will accrue to the plants from the addition of lighting at
the base. However, if supplemental lighting is needed for photosynthesis, it is most efficient when applied from overhead because chloroplasts
are concentrated in the upper leaf surface.
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A Comparison of Artificial Lighting Sources for Interior Plantscapes

Quality of Light
Produced

Percent
of Visible
Light
Radiation

Color
Rendition

Initial
Cost

Operating
Cost

Lamp Type

How Light Is Produced

Incandescent
(all types)

Current flows through
a tungsten filament
heating it and making it
glow.

High in red light;
low in blue light

7–11

Good

Low

High

Cool White
Fluorescent

Phosphor coating inside
the glass tube is acted
on by radiation from a
mercury arc.

High in blue and
yellow-green
light; low in red
light

22

Good (blends
with natural
daylight

Moderate

Moderate

Warm White
Fluorescent

Phosphor coating inside
the glass tube is acted
on by radiation from a
mercury arc.

Low in blue and
green light; more
yellow and red
light

22

Poor
(blends with
incandescent
light)

Moderate

Moderate

Fluorescent
Plant Growth
Lamps

Same as other
fluorescents. Special
phosphors transmit
most light energy in
blue and red light
regions of the spectrum.

High in red and
blue light; low
in yellow-green
light

22

Average
(enhances
red and
blue colors;
darkens
green colors)

Moderate

Moderate

Wide
Spectrum
Plant Growth

Same as other
fluorescents. Special
phosphors transmit
most light energy in
blue and red light
regions of the spectrum.

Less blue and red
than standard
plant growth
lamps; more farred and yellowgreen light

22

Average
(favors red
and blue
colors;
darkens
green colors)

Moderate

Moderate

Mercury
Deluxe White
Model, for
Interior
Plants

An electric arc is passed
through mercury vapor.

High in yellowgreen light; less
red and blue
light, but still
usable for plant
growth

13

Poor (favors
blue and
green colors)

High

Moderate

Metal Halide

Similar to mercury
lamps but with metal
and gas additives to
produce a different
spectrum

High in yellowgreen light; less
red and blue
light, but still
usable for growth

20–23

Good
(similar
to CW
fluorescent)

High

Low

HighPressure
Sodium

Sodium is vaporized into
an arc.

High in yelloworange-red light

25–27

Poor (similar
to WW
fluorescent)

High

Low

LowPressure
Sodium

Sodium is vaporized into
an arc.

High in yelloworange-red light

31–35

Poor

High

Low
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(Continued)

Placement
Height Above
Plants
At least 3 feet
to avoid foliage
burn

10 feet or less

Plant Responses

Major Advantages

Plants become
long and spindly
with pale foliage.
Flowering is
promoted and
senescence is
accelerated.

•

Plants stay short
and compact. Side
shoots develop.
Flowering extends
over a longer
period.

•

•
•

Good for special lighting
effects
Compact source of light
Simple installation

Major Disadvantages
•

•

•

•

•

•

Energy inefﬁcient; too much
lost as heat
Light does not distribute
evenly over a surface.
Glass blackens with time
and light output reduced.
Frequent replacement is
needed.

Energy efﬁcient
Heat is radiated over
the length of the lamp,
allowing closer proximity
to plant foliage.
Light distributed more
evenly over a ﬂat
surface

•

•

Light does not focus well.
They are difﬁcult to start
when line voltage drops or
humidity is high.
Installation is expensive.
Special ﬁxtures are needed.

•

•

Up to
20,000
Hours

10 feet or less

Same as CW
fluorescent

•

Same as CW ﬂuorescent

•

Same as CW ﬂuorescent

Up to
20,000
Hours

10 feet or less

Rich green foliage
color. Large
leaf size. Side
shoots develop.
Plants stay short.
Flowering is
delayed.

•

Same as CW ﬂuorescent
Light emission is
from the region
of the spectrum
most important to
photosynthesis.

•

Same as CW ﬂuorescent
Greater expense with little
increase in beneﬁt to the
plants

Up to
20,000
Hours

10 feet or less

Stems elongate.
Side shoots are
suppressed.
Flowering is
promoted. Plants
age rapidly.

•

Same as CW ﬂuorescent

•

Up to
24,000
Hours

10–15 feet or
more

Plants respond in a
manner similar to
CW fluorescent.

•

Up to
20,000
Hours

10–15 feet or
more

Plants respond in a
manner similar to
CW fluorescent.

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

Long life; useful for
inaccessible ﬁxtures
Medium energy
efﬁciency

•

High energy efﬁciency,
surpassing the mercury
lamp
Good for both plant and
general lighting

•

•

•

Same as CW ﬂuorescent
Growth may not be desired.
Poor color rendition on
nonplant materials

Not interchangeable with
other lamps
Warm-up time required
Warm-up time required
Color and light quality
change with operating
hours.
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(Continued)

Placement
Height Above
Plants
10–15 feet or
more

Plant Responses

Major Advantages

Typical red-light
plant responses;
similar to
fluorescent plant
growth lamps
when compared
on equal energy.

•

•

High energy efﬁciency.
When combined with
blue light sources (such
as metal halide), they
provide good lighting for
plants and people.
Long life

Major Disadvantages
•

Yellow color makes
them unsatisfactory for
general indoor lighting by
themselves.

A shopping mall presents different problems. The corridors may
have ceilings too high to permit the use of fluorescent lamps, which
are not good for illumination when the ceiling is much beyond 10 feet.
There may be skylights as well as decorative architectural lighting.
Overall illumination by mercury or metal halide lamps would be best. As
in an office, supplemental or decorative lighting might also be desirable
for special effects or the health of the plants. When uplights are used,
they should be installed directly into the planters and waterproofed.
When supplemental lights are added for overhead illumination, they
should be positioned to light the plants fully without shining in the eyes
of viewers.

Natural Light
Most important of all light sources for interior plantscapes is natural
sunlight when it can be planned for and depended on. Each footcandle
of illumination that nature provides is one less that has to be provided
and paid for with artificial lighting. In our energy-conscious society,
such savings are worth planning for. However, knowledge of how to
maximize the benefits of natural light is vital; otherwise more heat energy is lost through inefficient windows than is gained in light energy.
Natural light is most helpful when it offers high levels of illumination
throughout most of the year. Traditionally sunny areas like the Southwest
can make better use of natural light than areas like the Northeast, where
clouds block the sun and snow blankets the skylights through much of
the winter season.
Sunlight entering from overhead is of greater use in the illumination
of interior plantings than light entering from the side, although both are
helpful. In neither situation will the natural light be as intense as outside
light. It will be significantly reduced by the glass glazing through which
it passes, and the distance it travels between the point of entry and the
leaf surface. Little usable light passes more than 15 feet beyond glass, so
skylights in high lobby areas or shopping malls are of no benefit to plantings beneath them. Nevertheless, they can be of great benefit in singlestory buildings with lower ceilings. In a similar fashion, a large interior
plantscape may derive little benefit from side lighting, since usable light
enters at a 45° angle and plants must be placed within the narrow beam
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45°

Region
requiring
supplemental
light

Region of best
natural light

Interior plantings receive the best
quality of natural light within a 45° arc of the
side windows. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 8–2.

Sun

Sun
Ceiling well
wide and
shallow with
45° bevel

Ceiling well
deep and
narrow

A
narrow
cone of
usable
light
for plant
growth

A wider cone of
usable light
for plant growth

Cross-sectional views of skylights, and the influence of their design
on the amount of usable light available to plants (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 8–3.

if they are to benefit (Figure 8–2). They cannot be too close to the glass
or the foliage may burn, however. In a smaller room, as in a residence,
natural side light can be of great value.
When skylights are used, they must be designed to permit the most
light to enter while insulating against as much winter heat loss as possible. Within the limits allowed by heating and structural engineering,
the ceiling well through which the light passes should be as wide and
shallow as possible, with the sides painted a reflective white and beveled outward at 45° angles (Figure 8–3). As skylights become narrower
and the ceiling well deeper, there is less area through which the sunlight
can enter and a narrower focus of illumination on the surfaces below.
The difference between wide, shallow skylights and narrow, deep ones
is similar to the difference in illumination between a floodlight and a
spotlight. With natural light and interior plantings, the wide floodlight
effect is most desirable.
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Selecting the Correct Lighting
In summary, no single recipe for correct lighting can be given. There will
be varied settings, needs, and objectives to accommodate. Plants will
seldom be the only consideration in the selection of lamps and the quality of illumination. When both plants and people are to be considered,
a lamp should be selected that provides the yellow-green visible light
needed to render human complexion, clothing, and furnishings attractive while still providing sufficient blue and red light to allow photosynthesis to exceed respiration in the plants. The cool white fluorescent
lamp is ideal for such a situation provided that the ceiling is not too high
and that growth of the plants is not an objective. If growth is desired,
additional incandescent lighting can be focused directly on the plants.
The use of more expensive growth lamps is unnecessary since they
have not been proven superior to the ordinary cool white fluorescent in
maintaining plant health, and they do not render color well. Any natural
light that can be used advantageously will reduce the cost of lighting the
interior planting.
As for light intensity, not all plants available from growers have been
carefully studied to determine the minimum at which they will survive
attractively. The PLANET, the FFA, and the colleges of agriculture in the
major foliage production states should be queried by anyone responsible for creating an interior plantscape. The many books that purport to
give lighting specifications and that stock the shelves of libraries nationwide are satisfactory for homeowners but not for professional use. Their
information is often dated, usually based on greenhouse lighting, and
may be questionable in accuracy. Recommendations should be sought
that give lighting minimums in footcandles, not in general terms such as
high, medium, and low. When plants are installed without documented
knowledge of their lighting requirements, the situation is risky at best,
and the plants must be watched carefully to determine if additional
lighting is needed.
To ensure that lighting is of the right intensity and duration, a simple
timing device may be necessary. The lights must shine on the leaves for
enough time each day (twelve hours minimum) to allow adequate photosynthesis to occur. Should the hours of lighting have to be reduced
for some reason, the intensity of the lighting must be increased to compensate (Figure 8–4). It does not seem to matter whether foliage plants

A timing system can be used
to provide supplemental light for an interior
plantscape. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 8–4.
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receive their needed lighting over a short or long period as long as the
cumulative photosynthetic activity balances and slightly exceeds respiration. With flowering plants, day length often plays a critical role in
determining if and when the blossoms will appear. Since interior plantings are currently valued most for their foliage, day length is of limited
importance.

THE GROWING MEDIUM
No less important than light to the successful acclimatization of interior
plants is the provision of a proper growing medium. The roots must
be placed in an environment that provides structural support, allows
the roots to absorb water, and provides essential minerals. Further, the
growing medium must allow rapid drainage of water past the root zone
and provide the correct pH for growth.
The medium that serves when plants are growing in a nursery field
or production container is likely to be inappropriate for an interior
installation. Natural field soil may be:
• too heavy to permit rapid drainage
• too heavy for the floor to support if the container is large
• inconsistent in composition, making standardized maintenance of
separate planters difficult
• infested with insects, pathogens, or weeds
Although pasteurized natural soil may be a component of the growing medium for interior plantings, additives will probably be needed.
It is even possible that the growing medium selected for the interior
plantscape will have no natural soil in it for reasons of improved drainage, hygiene, pH balance, or nutritional consistency. The use of synthetic
soils, whose composition is as controlled as a cake recipe, is becoming
the rule rather than the exception.
Cornell University and the University of California have been leaders in the formulation of synthetic soils for interior plant production.
The Cornell mixes are made from vermiculite or perlite and sphagnum
moss. The University of California (U.C.) mixes are made from fine dune
sand and sphagnum moss. The ratio of components varies with the species of plants and the maintenance program to be followed.
In addition to the U.C. and Cornell mixes (termed the peatlite mixes), there are bark mixes composed of pine bark, sand, and
sphagnum moss. These are especially acidic growing media and may
require buffering (with dolomitic and hydrated lime) to sustain healthy
plants.
All of the synthetic soils are mixed and sold commercially. In large
interior installations, it may be more economical to mix the medium
at the site rather than purchase the premixed commercial products. All
decisions about the growing medium should be made before the planters are filled and the plants installed. Once planted, errors in the medium’s composition are difficult to correct without removing the plant.
Because the artificial media have low nutritional value for the plant,
complete fertilizers are required as well as periodic application of the
minor elements. Regular soil testing is necessary to ensure that the fertilization program is correct.
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Installing the Plants
The acclimatization of a plant’s root system involves establishment of
the correct relationship between roots and foliage. Outdoors, a sizeable root system is needed to supply adequate amounts of water and
minerals to the leaves for near-maximal photosynthesis. Indoors, photosynthesis is reduced to survival-maintenance levels, so the root system need not be as large. Therefore, one of the first steps at the time of
installation is to remove the production medium from around the roots
and prune away excess roots (Figure 8–5).
Several methods can be used for setting plants into an interior
plantscape, depending on whether the plants are to be placed in ground
beds or raised planters. The anticipated frequency of plant replacement
will partially determine the method of installation. For example, large
trees are often permanently planted in the floor of an enclosed shopping mall because they are too large and expensive to replace (Figure
8–6). The growing medium around them must permit good drainage
and retain nutrients while drainage tiles beneath the plant carry away
excess water. Plants in such a setting must not be subjected to detergents and waxes used for floor maintenance, so special design provisions, such as raised edging, may be necessary.
Plants that are in raised planters or that require frequent replacement are usually not installed permanently. Instead, they are often
planted in a growing medium within a nursery container having good
drainage (Figure 8–7). The containerized plant is then placed into a support medium of peat, perlite, sand, or similar well-drained material. The
support medium serves to retain the plants as well as permitting excess
water to drain away from the root zone and insulating the root system

Large trees
in interior locations must
be carefully installed and
maintained to ensure their longterm survival. (Delmar/Cengage
Learning)

FIGURE 8–6.

Excess roots are pruned off the foliage plant before transplanting
to establish a more balanced relationship between the foliage and root mass.
(Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 8–5.
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Mulch to retain moisture

Growing
container

Filler material such as peat or
sand or fired clay to support
and conceal growing pot while
allowing air and moisture
exchange
Separator to prevent mixing of
filler and gravel
Gravel to permit drainage
of excess water

Installation of a containerized plant within an indoor planter.
(Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 8–7.

against abrupt temperature or moisture changes. A separating sheet
(usually of fiberglass or a rot-resistant fine mesh material) is placed
between the support medium and the coarse gravel lining the bottom of
the planter. The gravel is needed to facilitate drainage, and without the
separator, the growing medium and support medium would gradually
wash into the gravel and plug it. A plastic tube inserted into the planter
permits dip-stick testing to determine if the planter is being overwatered. It also provides a means of pumping out excess water if the planting is endangered by overwatering. Mulch on the surface of the planter
serves to discourage moisture loss, provides a decorative appearance,
and conceals the rims of the plant containers.
The same techniques used for the planting of containerized plants
can be applied to in-ground plantings. If the planter drains directly into
the building’s drainage system, then the vertical plastic tube is unnecessary. All else remains the same except that there is no outer container.

WATERING AND DRAINAGE
As noted above, the ability of the growing medium to drain off excess
water is critical. More interior plant deaths result from overwatering
than from any other reason. All planters must permit the removal of
standing water. The layer of coarse gravel already referred to is one
method. Other methods include setting containerized plants on top of
inverted pots within the larger planter and incorporating drains and
spigots into planter bottoms. Where drainage from the planter base is
planned, additional planning must ensure that carpets, tiles, and other
floor surfacings are not damaged by the runoff water. Sitting the plants
on gravel beds into which the water can drain and then evaporate is one
method.
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Hand-in-hand with planning for drainage goes provision for
proper watering. Some interior plantings require continuous moisture;
others do better if permitted to dry out between regular waterings.
Obviously, the two types of plants would not coexist compatibly in the
same planter.
An interior plantscape must be watered according to schedule,
not according to the judgement of a custodian or other unqualified
individual. The right watering frequency is most easily determined in
controlled environments such as enclosed shopping centers. It is most
difficult in locations where environmental variables are not stable, such
as by open windows or in drafts near doors.
The need to water a planting can be determined by feeling the soil
and observing its color. A gray surface color and failure of soil particles
to adhere to the fingers indicate dryness. Moisture meters are also available for a more carefully controlled reading of the growing medium’s
water content.
Although some automated watering systems exist, there is a surprisingly limited use of them in large installations. Nationwide, there are
interior plantscapes utilizing hundreds of plants that are all watered by
hand. Most definitely, the technology of watering is still in the developmental stages.
When water is applied, it must be in a quantity adequate to wet the
soil deeply, not shallowly. Shallow watering encourages shallow rooting
and increases the vulnerability of the plants to damage from drying.
Deep watering promotes deep and healthy rooting while providing the
soil leaching necessary to prevent soluble salt buildup.
The quality of water used on the interior planting may vary with
the location. The most likely source will be municipal water lines. Most
public drinking water contains chlorine and often fluoride as germicides and tooth-decay deterrents respectively. Neither additive will
harm plants under normal conditions. Although chlorine is potentially
harmful, the amounts used in drinking water are dissipated by aeration as the water bubbles from the faucet or hose nozzle. More heavily
chlorinated swimming pool or fountain water can damage plants and
should never be used as a watering source. NOTE: Plants grown around
enclosed pools require good air exchange in the room or the chlorine gas
from the pool may damage them.
Water is a source of soluble salts. Water that has been softened by
means of cation-exchange softeners may be dangerously high in sodium that can be toxic to plants. In buildings with such water softeners,
alternate sources of water should be sought for the plantings. In regions
of the country where the need for water conservation causes recycled
water to be used on interior plantings, a chemical analysis of the water
should be made to determine if any toxic chemicals are present that
could damage the planting.

OTHER CONCERNS
As with any planting, certain routine procedures are needed to keep the
plants healthy and attractive. The problems that are common to plants
grown outdoors are similar to those that trouble plants grown indoors.
In addition, indoor plantings often encounter stresses not common in
outdoor landscapes.
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Fertilization
Fertilization is needed to provide the mineral elements required for
photosynthesis. Interior plantings need a complete fertilizer, but not as
often as outdoor plantings, because the rate of plant growth is greatly
reduced indoors. The ratio of the complete fertilizer should be fairly
uniform; for example, 1-1-1 or 2-1-2. Too much nitrogen may lead to
spindly, succulent, and unattractive vegetative growth. Trace elements
will also need to be applied, especially if the growing medium contains
no real soil. Frequent soil testing is necessary, regardless of whether the
growing medium is true soil or synthetic. Excessive fertilizing follows
only slightly behind overwatering as a major reason why interior plants
fail to survive satisfactorily.
Either organic or inorganic fertilizers will work well, but the organics
are generally slower in releasing their minerals for use by the plants. This
means that soluble salt buildup is less frequently a problem. However,
the odor of decomposing organic fertilizers may not be welcomed in
such settings as shopping malls or library lobbies. Therefore, the use of
organic fertilizers may not be practical in all situations.
Inorganic fertilizers are applied to large interior plantscapes in liquid form. This is faster and easier than applying dry granulars to each
pot. When there are hundreds of pots and planters to maintain, speed
is vital.

Humidity
Humidity is seldom a problem for plants growing outdoors, but it can
cause problems for interior plantscapes. Because of the drying effects
of central heating and air conditioning, interior plantings must adapt to
an air environment that may contain half or less of the relative humidity
outside. Interior humidities of 40 percent or less are common.
Preparation for the dry air must begin during the acclimatization
process. Gradual drying of the plant’s atmosphere will usually allow the
plant to survive after transplanting indoors. In some cases, attempts to
increase the humidity around plantings by misting the foliage during
the day have proved to be of little or no value. Misting may also cause
damage to carpeting or furnishings. Proper acclimatization is the best
solution at present.

Air Pollution
Air pollution cannot be escaped by bringing the landscape indoors.
Pollutants in the exhaust of cars and trucks, the smoke from cigarettes,
the chlorine gas escaping from swimming pools, and the chemical soup
that passes for air in our major metropolitan areas are all harmful to
plants when sufficiently concentrated. Some plant species are more
susceptible than others.
Good ventilation is an important element in the health of interior
plantings. Proper ventilation will carry away chlorine vapors, fumes
from smokers and chemical cleaning agents, or the ethylene which may
be present if a building is heated by some form of hydrocarbon combustion (fossil fuel).
Ethylene can also damage plants as they are shipped to the site.
This toxin is present in vehicle exhaust, and if permitted to seep into
the cabin where plants are stored, may result in injury. If packed tightly
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or in restrictive packaging, the plants also may injure themselves, since
their own tissue produces ethylene. Because of the potential harm
from ethylene, plants should be unpacked and ventilated immediately
on arrival. At the time the plants are purchased, the grower or shipper should guarantee that the transport vehicles will be ventilated and
sealed against exhaust fumes.

Dust
Dust is an air pollutant different from the others in that it is a particulate, not a vapor. When the leaves of a plant are coated with dust,
they are not only unattractive, but gas exchange may be reduced due
to plugged stomata. Air filtration reduces the amount of dust. Regular
cleaning of the plants can also prevent dust buildup. Most plants in a
residential interior can be rinsed off under the shower or set outside
during a rainfall to wash away the dust. Commercial plantings can be
kept clean with regular feather dusting and periodic washing. Cleaning
should be a regular task within a total maintenance program for the
interior plantscape.

Pruning
Pruning will not be extensive in an interior planting because of the
plants’ reduced rate of growth. Most pruning will be done to keep the
plants shaped for an attractive appearance. Broken or damaged branches will also require removal. If the plants are not intended to grow in
order to avoid crowding, the roots as well as the foliage must be pruned
back. Excessive root growth in containers can result in strangulation of
the root system.
For pruning the plantings, hand pruners will be suitable for most
of the herbaceous material and much of the woody material. Lopping
shears will be helpful with larger materials, and pruning saws may be
needed for indoor trees. Methods of pruning are described later in the
text.
Interior plants should be pruned to a shape that suggests the appearance of a full canopy. Due to the restricted lighting in an interior planting, a full canopy seldom forms, however, and the plant’s full branching
structure may be visible. The pruning must enhance and take advantage
of this sparse foliage covering.

Repotting
Repotting of plants is necessary in plantings where growth is allowed.
Containers need to be removed from the planter and from the plant,
the next larger size selected, and the excess space filled with growing
medium. If roots are matted, they should be loosened before repotting.
If they have started to grow around themselves, the large and excess
roots should be pruned away. The pot should not be filled to the rim
with the growing medium. An inch of unfilled space below the pot rim
will give water room to flow into the container.

Insects and Diseases
Insects and diseases are not as common to interior plantings as to exterior ones, but they do occur. Insect problems are more common than
diseases.
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The initial pest presence may be introduced by the plants themselves as they arrive from the grower. Insects or pathogenic inoculum
may be present in the foliage, roots, soil, or containers. All should
be checked carefully on arrival, at an area away from the installation
site. The same careful check should be made each time replacement
plants arrive. Obviously, a reputable grower is the first defense against
pests.
The most common pest problems of interior foliage plants are:
• aphids
• mealybugs
• spider mites
• white flies
• scale
• thrips
• nematodes
• root mealybugs
• root rots
• leaf spots
• anthracnose
• mildews
• blights
These pests and others are not uncontrollable when modern pesticides and methods of application can be used against them. However,
the interior location and the presence of people make the use of sprays,
dusts, and fumigants difficult. Whenever there is the possibility of
people making contact with the pesticide, it is dangerous to use. Even
furnishings and carpeting can be damaged by many of the corrosive or
oil-based chemicals. Where practical, plants can be wrapped in loose
plastic bags and sprayed within the bag. This helps reduce the drift and
the danger to people and furnishings.
Control measures are restricted to:
• chemical pesticides approved for application indoors
• removal of infected or infested plant parts
• washing away of insects and inoculum from plant foliage
• replacement of plants with healthy new ones

Vandalism and Abuse
Vandalism and abuse to interior plantings may necessitate replacement
earlier than expected. Certain locations will bring certain predictable
types of abuse. Plantings in cocktail lounges or nightclubs may have
alcoholic drinks poured into their soil. Those in college snack bars and
dorms may have cigarette holes burned through their leaves. Plantings
in shopping malls may be mutilated by home propagators who take
cuttings faster than the plants can replace them. Sometimes entire
plants are stolen from the planters. The planters themselves are used as
litter bins for paper cups, cigarettes, chewing gum, and assorted other
debris.
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The only real defense against such damage and abuse is public education and cooperation. By keeping the plantings attractive and well
maintained, they are less likely to be deliberately damaged. Replacing
or repairing damaged plants as soon as they are noticed displays the
concern of the owners for an attractive planting that all can enjoy.

Grouping Compatible Species
Grouping compatible species simplifies the maintenance of the interior
plantscape. Within any one planter the species selected should have
the same requirements for light, moisture, fertilization, and soil mix.
Although a large plantscape may effectively combine tropical species,
desert species, and sometimes even temperate species, they should
be in separate planters. When plant replacement is necessary, the new
plants should be compatible with the existing ones.

THE INTERDISCIPLINARY TEAM
The popularity of interior plantings has grown faster than the ability of
any one profession to stay abreast of it all. A successful interior planting
in a commercial building requires the expertise of interior plantscapers,
plant growers, interior decorators, landscape architects, architects, maintenance professionals, and building management. Each professional
brings his or her point of view to the project. The architect sees the plants
as architectural features, not as living organisms. Building management
personnel want the plants to attract customers and please employees, but
they too do not have a horticultural sense of plant needs. Maintenance
professionals regard the plants as something to be dusted, watered, and
fertilized. They are concerned about the proximity of water, the difficulty
of changing lamps, and the ease of reaching the plants. Each has concerns
and contributions to the planning process that the others need to know.
The success of the plantscape is measured by its appearance and
health. The interior plantscaper should be consulted while the building is still in the planning stage because errors in lighting quality and
intensity can be difficult to correct later. Drainage of planters directly
into the building’s drainage pipes requires that plantings be sited permanently and near the pipes. Watering of the plantings necessitates a
nearby supply of water to which a hose can be attached. A shopping
mall or office lobby should have appropriate water outlets every 50 feet
along the wall, and preferably, within each planter. Otherwise, hoses
will be stretched across walkways, endangering pedestrians and creating puddles. Maintenance of the plantings should be the responsibility
of a contracted professional plant maintenance firm that should work
closely with the architect to ensure sufficient water outlets, storage
space accessibility for equipment, and so on. Failure to involve the
maintenance firm in the early stages of planning can result in an unattractive plantscape shortly after installation. The managers of the building must be made to understand why specific lamps are needed for
plant survival, even if less expensive ones are available.
In short, fewer problems will develop for the interior planting if all professionals whose work impacts on it work together from the beginning. At
present, such interdisciplinary cooperation is the exception rather than
the rule. The failure to use the team approach is often a case of architects
not realizing their own limitations with horticultural materials.
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THE FUTURE
No career field in ornamental horticulture holds greater promise than
interior plantscaping. The current technology and knowledge of growing plants indoors is comparable to that when Henry Ford and the
Wright Brothers began working in their professions. There is a need
for fresh approaches to move us beyond Ficus trees and hanging baskets. More research is needed to introduce new species and varieties
suitable for interior use. Also needed is better data on how to acclimatize plants with less foliage drop and transplant shock. Further study
of soil mixes, fertilizer needs, and lighting requirements is needed
to replace the guesswork of today. Finally, more professional plant
maintenance firms are needed. They need dependable studies of such
matters as the time required to dust and clean various leaf sizes and
textures. Buildings need to be designed as carefully for their planted
occupants as for their human ones. Automated watering and fertilization systems are needed to ease the current labor-intensive methods.
There is ample work for young people who wish to train themselves
for it.

SUMMARY
The use of plants indoors is not a new idea. Nevertheless, so explosive
has been the recent demand for interior plantings in public buildings
that the technology necessary to ensure their survival has not kept
pace.
In general, tropical foliage plants have proved better suited than
temperate zone plants for indoor use because they do not require a
period of cool temperature dormancy. Nevertheless, when plants are
used indoors, a number of problems can occur. The procedures necessary for the successful transplant of tropical foliage plants to an interior
locale include acclimatization to reduced light intensity, reduced nutrients, greater moisture stress, and lower temperatures.
Although light acclimatization allows the plant to survive at a
reduced light intensity, it is still vital that the proper quality of light
be provided. Therefore, the designer of an interior plantscape must
understand the differences in light quality and the lamps that provide
them.
The provision of a proper growing medium is equally important to
the successful acclimatization of interior plants. The medium must provide structural support, water absorption, essential nutrients, proper
pH, and good drainage. It is most often a mixture of natural soil and
additives.
Plants may be set into an interior plantscape in ground beds or
raised planters. the method of installation will be determined partly by
the anticipated frequency of plant replacement. Whether planting in
ground or in planters, allowance must be made for the removal of standing water from the planters. More interior plantings die from overwatering than from any other reason.
Watering the plantings, like other procedures, needs to be done as
part of a carefully planned program of maintenance. Scheduled maintenance, rather than impromptu attention, is necessary to ensure optimum satisfaction with the plantscape.
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The most successful interior plantings require the expertise and
cooperation of interior plantscapers, plant growers, interior decorators,
landscape architects, architects, maintenance professionals, and building management. Each brings a distinct point of view to the project
from which all others, and the plantscape, can benefit.

ACH I EV EMEN T R E VI E W
A. TRUE/FALSE
Indicate if the following statements are true or
false.
1. Interior use of plants is a new concept.
2. Architects and interior decorators are
trained to write correct specifications for
interior plantscapes.
3. Tropical plants have proven to be better
suited for interior use than temperate
plants.
4. Interior plantings require less fertilizer
than outdoor plantings.
5. Soluble salts originate from fertilizers and
water.
6. Clear glass transmits 100 percent of the
sunlight that shines on it.
7. Light intensity is measured in nanometers.
8. Light wavelength is measured in
footcandles.
9. Most plants will survive after being
acclimatized to a light intensity of 100 to
200 f.c.

B. MULTIPLE CHOICE
From the choices given, select the answer that
best completes the following statements.
1. The most efficient natural light for interior
plantscapes enters from ______ .
a. the sides of buildings
b. skylights 20 feet overhead
c. skylights 15 feet or less overhead
d. incandescent bulbs

2. The most efficient skylight has ______ .
a. a shallow, wide well with vertical sides
b. a shallow, wide well with 45° beveled
sides
c. a deep, narrow well with vertical sides
d. a deep, narrow well with 45° beveled
sides
3. In most single-story settings, the best lamp
for lighting an indoor planting is ______ .
a. an incandescent
b. a cool white fluorescent
c. a warm white fluorescent
d. a fluorescent plant growth lamp
4. Interior plantings illuminated with 100
to 200 f.c. of light require ______ hours of
lighting each day.
a. eight
c. twelve
b. ten
d. fourteen
5. The most important reason for using a
synthetic soil in an interior planting rather
than natural soil is ______ .
a. drainage
c. structural support
b. nutrient content d. cost
6. An interior planting that reflects seasonal
changes through use of such plants as
daffodils, mums, and poinsettias, would be
best if designed _____ .
a. as an in-ground planting
b. as a containerized planting
7. Deep watering of interior plantings will
______ .
a. encourage deep rooting
b. leach away soluble salts
c. do both of these
d. do none of these
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8. Watering of interior plantscapes is best
done ______ .
a. irregularly
b. weekly
c. when convenient
d. according to an established schedule
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10. Chlorine gas, dust, and ethylene are all
possible ______ affecting interior plantings.
a. pesticides
c. pathogens
b. air pollutants
d. toxins

9. The two major reasons why interior plants
die are overwatering and ______ .
a. too much light
d. incorrect pH
b. too much
c. too little fertilizer
fertilizer

C. SHORT ANSWER
Answer each of the following questions as briefly as possible.
1. Place Xs in the chart below where appropriate to compare the different lamp types.

Characteristic
High in red
light
Low in red
light
High in blue
light
Low in blue
light
Good color
rendition
High initial
cost
Low initial
cost
Moderate
initial cost
Low operating
cost
Moderate
operating cost

Incandescent

Cool White
Fluorescent

Fluorescent
Plant Lamps

Mercury

Metal Halide

High-Pressure
Sodium
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2. Label the parts of this containerized plant.

3. Indicate whether the following are characteristic of interior or exterior plantings
a. Rapid growth is encouraged
b. Pruning is minimal
c. Dusting of foliage is needed
d. High-analysis fertilizers are used regularly
e. Ventilation of the planting site is needed
f. Plants must be acclimatized to low humidity
g. Plants are most affected by insects and diseases
h. Plants suffer most from vandalism and abuse
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O B J E C TIV E S
Upon completion of this chapter, you should be able to

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

list three influences on contemporary landscape design.
define the objectives of contemporary landscaping.
describe the outdoor room concept.
select plants to fill a role in the landscape.
select enrichment items and construction materials for the landscape.
recognize graphic tools and techniques used to illustrate a landscape plan.
create a residential landscape plan that incorporates the principles of design.

K E Y TE R M S
landscape design
incurve
outcurve

hard pavings
soft pavings
vellum

mylar
drafting cloth
perspective

THE NEED FOR GARDENS
Gardens are the pleasure grounds of civilization. They date back to the
ancient Egyptians, Greeks, and Romans, and perhaps earlier. Historically,
gardens have been as much an expression of their owners’ social status
and political power as they have been places for recreation. Nobility
throughout Europe, Asia, and Africa built gardens on a grand scale, often
measured in square miles, as a way of exhibiting their domination over
a hostile natural world. In other times and places, gardens were developed as tribute to religious figures: Monastic gardens honored Christian
martyrs throughout Europe; and Far Eastern cultures built gardens to
their deities.
199
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Through much of history, gardens have belonged to the privileged,
not the common person. Today, however, gardens grow in the middleclass suburbs, city centers, and on farms. They fill public plazas, shopping malls, and parks. The American approach to landscaping is giving
new direction to an old profession.
Three major influences have shaped American attitudes toward
landscaping:
1. the formal tradition of 16th- and 17th-century Europe
2. the naturalism of 18th-century England
3. the nature symbolism of the Orient
The 16th-century Italian Renaissance gardens and the 17th-century
French baroque gardens exemplify the formal tradition in landscape
design (Figure 9–1). They are characterized by symmetrical layout patterns, severe shearing of plants (topiary pruning, described in Chapter
12), the use of ornate fountains and sculpture, and an overall architectural quality. The gardens left no doubt about the importance of the
owners and their ability to dominate the natural world.
England, in the 18th century, found its royal court life less formal
than that of continental Europe. Also the general attitude of the people
toward the natural world was less fearful and more conciliatory. As a
result, the formal garden fell from fashion and a more natural appearance became popular (Figure 9–2). Natural was defined by the landscape
designers, however, and the style called naturalism required planning as
meticulous as that of the most formal gardens. The designers of these
English Naturalism gardens tore out the formal, symmetrical gardens
with zeal and replaced them with lakes and islands, rolling hills, pastoral
lawns, grazing animals, and added such picturesque touches as manufactured “ruins,” dead trees, hermits’ cottages, and vistas toward distant
temples. Grass was brought right up to the walls of the stately homes, a
departure from the embroidery-like flower beds that surrounded them
in formal gardens. Straight lines were practically nonexistent, in the
belief that nature’s lines are always curvilinear.
Naturalism not only reshaped the landscape of England but reached
across the Atlantic to influence the public park movement in the

FIGURE 9–1. A garden in the Italian Renaissance style
(Delmar/Cengage Learning)

Romanticized landscapes typified
eighteenth century English gardens. Carefully
composed natural scenes were intended to evoke
pleasurable emotions. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 9–2.
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There is a strong Japanese influence in
the use of stone and water for this garden. (Delmar/
Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 9–3.

United States. When Frederick Law Olmstead, the dean of American
landscape architects, joined Calvert Vaux in the planning the New York
City’s Central Park, the design concepts of naturalism found new form.
Central Park was the first important urban garden created for the pleasure of ordinary people. It was, and still remains, the flagship of the
American landscape movement. It is a movement that now sets the pace
for much that is done worldwide.
The other major influence on America’s landscape style came from
the Orient, principally from China and Japan. For centuries, Eastern
and Western cultures were isolated from each other and developed distinctly different garden styles. Even today, full appreciation of a genuine
oriental garden is beyond the comprehension of most Europeans and
Americans, who are unfamiliar with the religious and spiritual beliefs of
the orient. The style of these gardens is based on miniaturization of the
natural world. Within a small garden area, carefully screened from the
world outside, mountains, rivers, islands, clouds, animals, and forests
may all be found. Components of the natural world are symbolized with
materials including sand and stones, special pruning techniques, and
clever land forms. Animal forms may be shaped with stones; rivers and
pools may be represented by raked sand; ripples may be fixed in time as
concentric rings in a pool of sand; mountains may be rolling mounds of
soil; and clouds may be tufted shrubs.
Unlike Western gardens, usually planned for recreation and entertainment, Eastern gardens are planned for contemplation and meditation. Their influence on American gardens can be seen in the use of
space and form, in pruned yet naturally shaped trees and shrubs, in
stone as a sculptural form, and in certain furnishings (Figure 9–3).

LANDSCAPING TODAY
According to countless landscape designers and theorists, there is nothing truly new in landscape design. Our most modern landscapes are
eclectic conglomerations of ideas from earlier times and distant places.
Americans have been instrumental in restructuring the landscape
profession in a fashion that sets trends worldwide. Our democratic system recognizes no privileged class of people, so gardens are available for
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everyone, in addition to the financial resources to support them. More
inherent to America is the single-family dwelling with its front, back,
and side yards that provide the space for garden development. The
opportunity for ordinary citizens to own land and to develop it as they
choose is unparalleled in most other nations outside of North America.
It has moved landscape design from a qualitative level to a quantitative
level. Yet, since no two properties have the same combination of physical characteristics and user needs, the mass reproduction of look-alike
landscapes is not as common as might be feared.
By definition, modern landscape design is the arrangement of outdoor space in a way that serves the needs and desires of people without
damage to natural ecological relationships. Dissecting the definition a
bit shows that the profession is more service- than product-oriented.
The landscape design must first satisfy the people who will use the land.
Therefore, the designer must first carefully ascertain the needs of the
user population. Yet in the larger sense, ownership of land is temporary,
and our stewardship of the land mandates that we not make changes
that will damage it irreparably and restrict its future use. A concern for
the environmental impact of a proposed landscape change is a recent
and important development in the evolution of the landscape design
profession. It has added an ethical obligation to a profession whose past
concerns have been largely aesthetic and technical.

THE OUTDOOR ROOM
To serve the needs and desires of clients, the landscape designer must
take an inventory of their characteristics and their attitudes toward the
landscape site. Necessary information for a residential design might
include the clients’
• composition of family; that, is number, gender, and ages
• hobbies and special interests
• frequency and style of outdoor entertainment
• attitudes toward outdoor living
• attitudes toward landscape maintenance
• attitudes toward privacy
• attitudes toward their neighbors
• pets
• outdoor service needs (such as garbage cans, dog yard, clothes lines,
storage for garden tools)
• special preferences for plant species and colors
• use of swimming pool, barbecue area, music system, night lighting
• special needs because of age (young children, elderly residents) or
physical disabilities
• budget (for annual and total expenditures)
The site of the proposed landscape may or may not support all of the
uses desired by the clients. It may also offer possibilities not recognized
by the clients. Therefore, its initial assessment by the designer should be
independent of client input. The site analysis may include:
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• dimensions of the lot
• topography (elevation variations)
• geology (rock formations, including the bedrock base and rock
outcroppings)
• hydrography (surface and underground water and drainage
patterns)
• existing vegetation
• existing buildings
• location of utility lines and pipes above and below ground
• soil analysis (structure, type, fertility, and pH)
• historic importance of the site
• directional orientation
• established circulation patterns
• proximity to roads, public transportation, or waterways
• views from the site (pleasant and unpleasant)
• views toward the site
• problem areas (such as wet spots, low spots, wells)
• prevailing wind direction and velocity
Most of this information can be gathered by the designer, although
some may require the assistance of other agencies and professionals.
For example, a complicated terrain may require that an engineering
firm be hired to produce a detailed survey. Many designers use a checklist to summarize the characteristics of each site (Figure 9–4).
Once the needs of the client and the capabilities of the site are
determined, the two must be coordinated by the designer. In doing so,
it is helpful to apply knowledge and experience gained from interior
design. Known as the outdoor room concept, the approach is based on
two notions:
1. People live in different rooms of their home and can be expected to
do the same in different spaces of the landscape.
2. The components of an indoor room (walls, ceiling, and floor) are
also present in the outdoors, thereby permitting outdoor spaces to
be perceived as rooms.

Use Areas
The average home is divided into four areas, each having a different
function.
1. The public area is where guests are received. It includes the front
door and entrance hall. In larger homes, it may also include a
reception room.
2. The general living area is where most of the daily family interaction
occurs and where friends are entertained. It includes the living
room, dining room, and family or game room.
3. The service area is where the utilitarian functions of the family are
carried out. It includes the laundry room, sewing room, workshop,
and kitchen.
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SITE ANALYSIS CHECKLIST
Client/Project Name ______________________________________________________________________________
Prepared by ____________________________________________________ Date ____________________________

Site Feature
THE HOUSE AND OTHER STRUCTURES

Yes

No

Yes

No

Does the house provide good physical linkage with the yard?
Is there visual linkage (glass) between key rooms and the yard?
Are there utility and/or maintenance items such as meters, hose faucets, air conditioning
units, dryer vents, that need to be left accessible?
Are all doors at grade level?
Are any structures scheduled for replacement, removal, or major renovation?
Do the locations of the structures create favorable or unfavorable conditions for plant
growth?
Are there any existing exterior hardscape features attached to the house or other structures? If so, list them.
Does the house have any feature(s) that need to be emphasized or deemphasized by the
landscape design?
NATURAL FEATURES
Have the existing plants been counted by species, numbers, size, and condition? (Attach
the inventory to this sheet.)
Do some of the plants require removal?
Is the lawn acceptable in its present condition?
Are there plants on adjacent properties that will impact the design and use of this
property?
Has a soil test been made or scheduled? (Attach results to this sheet.)
Is there evidence of poor or excessive drainage?
Are any problem areas evident, such as low spots or eroded areas?
If the site is sloped, does it appear problematic for human use?
Does surface water clear the site readily?
Does surface water runoff flow to a harmless disposal location?
Are there strong prevailing winds that will necessitate protection for certain areas or uses
of the landscape?
Do existing trees on or off the property, or existing structures create heavily shaded areas
in the landscape?
Are there any bodies of water on the site? (If so, attach descriptive information to
this sheet.)
FIGURE 9–4.

Site analysis checklist (Delmar/Cengage Learning)
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SITE ANALYSIS CHECKLIST
OTHER SITE FEATURES

Yes

No

Yes

No

Are there utility lines above or below the property?
Is there presently any source of nighttime illumination such as flood lighting or an existing
night lighting system?
Is there presently an irrigation system?
Are existing paved areas adequate and in good condition?
Do existing paved areas match well with the materials of the house and other structures?
Is there a need for additional on-site parking?
OFF-SITE FEATURES
Are there views from the house or yard that should be incorporated into the design?
Are there views that should be screened or minimized by the design?
Is there a need for a greater privacy from some off-site feature(s)?
Is there a nearby feature that should be left easily accessible?
Is there a nearby feature that should be safeguarded against?
Where does trash collection occur for this property?
Are adjacent properties significantly above or below the grade of this property?
FIGURE 9–4.

(Continued)

4. The private living area is used for personal aspects of family life.
It includes the bathrooms, bedrooms, and dressing room (Figure
9–5).
Similarly, the average American residential landscape has three or
four different areas to accommodate different uses.
1. The public area is between the house and the street. It is the area
everyone crosses to approach the house. The public area serves
two major functions: to direct traffic to the entrance of the home
and to place the house in an attractive setting when viewed from
the street.
2. The family living area is usually at the rear of the house and often
to the sides as well. It is the area where games are played, where the
patio and pool may be found, where friends are entertained and
barbecues held, and where the family members relax.
3. The service area contains the trash and garbage cans, utility sheds
for storage of garden tools, compost piles, vegetable gardens,
clotheslines, and similar items. It is always screened from view.
4. The private living area is not found in all landscapes. Where it
does occur, it is the site for activities such as quiet conversation,
sun bathing, and hot tubs. It is usually limited to the use of family
members.
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Use area code
Public area
Family living area
Private living area
Service area

Examples of use
area categories within the home
(Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 9–5.

For the outdoor use areas to function most effectively, they must be
properly oriented to the sun and must adjoin their interior counterparts
directly. The public area is at the front of the property and should be just
large enough to serve its purpose (Figure 9–6). The ideal family living
area is at the rear of the house, has a southern exposure (to maximize its
use), and adjoins the living room, family room, and/or dining room of
the house. The service area should be near the kitchen or a utility room
so that trash, garbage, and laundry can be moved conveniently. The area
should also be close to the point of municipal trash pickup so that heavy
containers do not have to be carried far. The private living area is usually
a morning use area. It should be oriented to the east or south to catch

CHAPTER 9

Family living
area

Service
area
Street

Public
area

Street
Corner lot
• Requires too much public area

Family living area
Private living
area
Service
area

Public area
Street
Wide front lot
• Also wastes space as public area

Family living area

Service
area
Public area
Street
Narrow front lot
• Minimizes public area
• Maximizes family living area

Assigning landscape use
areas is easier on some lots than on
others. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 9–6.
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the morning sunshine. Also, it must have a direct linkage with the bedrooms of the house. Its purpose as a private area will be lost if users have
to pass through other areas of the house and landscape to reach it.

The Walls, Ceilings, and Floors of a Landscape
Interior rooms are defined by their walls, ceilings, and floors. In like
manner, outdoor spaces can be interpreted as having walls, ceilings,
and floors. The functions and materials of these components of the
outdoor room are shown in Table 9–1.
Materials should be selected for the outdoor room with an idea of
the function they will serve and the way they will fit in with the others
being used. Improper design decisions can often be avoided by application of the outdoor room concept. For example, shrubs will not be
planted in the middle of a lawn if the action is compared to placing a
piece of wall in the center of the room instead of at the edge, where walls
are meant to be.
The suitability of certain materials will become clearer as their functions are more precisely defined. For example:
• Is the wall material to block a view, frame a view, divert the wind, dilute
the wind, separate areas but not block the view, or offer security?
• Is the ceiling to offer full or partial shade, block a view from above,
create an intimate or a lofty effect, offer protection from rainfall, or
merely to suggest the upper limits of the room?

Components of an Outdoor Room

TABLE 9–1.
Outdoor Room
Component

Function

Walls

•
•
•
•

Deﬁne the limits and shape of the outdoor room
Direct trafﬁc through the landscape
Provide full or partial privacy
Provide security

Materials Commonly Used
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Floors

•
•

Deﬁne the base plane of the room
Absorb the impact of trafﬁc

•
•
•
•
•
•

Ceilings

•
•
•

Deﬁne the upper limits of the room
Provide full or partial shade
Provide privacy from overhead viewers

•
•
•
•

Shrubs
Low-branching trees
Fences
Stone or brick walls
Groundcover plantings
Bodies of water
Exterior walls of buildings
Turf
Hard pavings
Soft pavings
Groundcovers
Flowers
Water
Trees
Canopies and awnings
Vines on an overhead trellis
Building overhangs
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Water surfaces this outdoor room. Tall
trees define the ceiling. (Courtesy Ethan Angell)

FIGURE 9–7.
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Bordering plants define the walls. Trees
form the ceiling. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 9–8.

Outdoor uses that repeat those of indoor
areas make this a recognizable room. (Delmar/Cengage
Learning)

FIGURE 9–9.

• Is the floor to support vehicle traffic, pedestrians, pets, or no traffic?
Will it be next to an exit or in areas of less traffic? Will it be subject to
staining, heat, or ice and snow?
• Other questions will need to be answered as the design progresses:
• What colors or textures are important to match or complement as
the outdoor room materials are selected?
• How available are the desired materials and at what price?
• How immediate is the effect to be?
• How much maintenance is required and how much is the client
prepared to do?
Begin to study outdoor rooms to determine the wall, ceiling, and
floor components (Figures 9–7 to 9–9).

THE PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN
The creation of usable, imaginative landscapes depends on how skillfully the designer applies the basic principles that guide all creative
planning.
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Simplicity
Simplicity in the landscape can be either visual or physical, and is usually both. Simplicity usually dictates that separate elements be given
less emphasis than massed elements, fussy bedlines be replaced with
gentle curves or straight lines, and maintenance-free materials be used.
By massing plant species into groups, attention is not diverted to each
individual plant (Figure 9–10). In a similar fashion, the massing of colors is preferable to a salt-and-pepper mixture. Simplicity results when
pools, patios, walks, and other constructions avoid complex shapes or
forms that conflict with the overall shape of the outdoor room.

Rhythm and Line
Rhythm and line bring a feeling of continuity to the landscape. As bedlines flow between different use areas, the viewer’s eye should follow
them comfortably without meeting jarring changes. By repeating the
basic layout lines, colors, and materials throughout the landscape, the
principle of rhythm and line is applied.

Balance
Balance is another visual quality of the landscape’s design. In theory,
it puts the landscape on a seesaw and requires that each side have the
same visual weight. There are three types of balance (Figure 9–11):
1. symmetrical, in which one side of the landscape is an exact duplicate (mirror image) of the other
2. asymmetrical, in which one side of the landscape has the same
visual mass as the other but does not duplicate it
3. proximal/distal, in which the on-site landscape is developed to
counterbalance the off-site landscape

• Simple, flowing bedline
• Massed plants
• Limited number of species

• Fussy bedline
• Separated plants
• Too many species

• No unifying bedline
• Separated plants
• Too many species

FIGURE 9–10. Simplicity results from massing a limited selection of species in gently curvilinear beds. (Delmar/
Cengage Learning)
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Three types of balance; Top: Symmetrical, Center:
Assymmetrical, Bottom: Proximal/Distel. (Delmar/Cengage
Learning)

FIGURE 9–11.

Balance cannot be developed from only one or two points within
the landscape. It must exist from every important vantage point off the
site and within it. For example, when viewed from across the street, the
public area of a residence should frame the building, with the house as
the center of attention. As the viewer gets closer, the entry door must
be balanced with foundation plantings that warrant equal attention on
both sides. Then, as the viewer stands at the door and looks back toward
the street, the off-site view must balance against the on-site landscape.

Focalization of Interest
In the application of this principle, a landscape designer either creates
focal points for the landscape or enhances them where they already
exist. Each major use area of a landscape should have one focal point.
Only where the use areas are further subdivided (for example, a pool
area within the larger family living area) should additional focal points
be considered.
Some focal points are obvious. For example, in the public area the
house entrance is the point to which the viewer’s eye should be directed
(Figure 9–12). Examples of focal points commonly used in other areas
are specimen plants, statuary, ponds or pools, birdbaths, and sundials.
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FIGURE 9–12. Focalization: Plants are arranged in an asymmetrical manner to
move the viewer’s eye toward the entrance, the focal point. (Delmar/Cengage
Learning)

Proportion
The principle of proportion should guide the size relationships between
elements of the landscape (Figures 9–13 and 9–14). The designer must
envision a mature landscape with comfortable, nonthreatening size
relationships between:
• plants and buildings
• plants and other plants
• plants and people
Occasionally, a landscape is larger than human scale and we are
comfortable in the setting, as when we picnic in a large park beneath
a canopy of towering forest trees. But, in general, the landscape should
be designed to be in proportion with the people who will use it and the
dwellings they build within it.

Unity
The master principle that gives cohesiveness to the landscape design
is unity. If applied properly, the various use areas of the landscape will
convey a sense of being pieces of the whole. By maintaining consistency
in the choice of the landscape components such as plants, pavings, fixtures, or colors throughout the landscape, the designer creates unity.

FIGURE 9–13. Proportion: Each element of the landscape must be the proper size
relationship with all other elements. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)
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Properly sized trees provide a visually appealing frame
for homes.

Oversized trees dwarf and dehumanize a residential
landscape.

Large trees provide an excellent high ceiling for the
recreational landscape.
FIGURE 9–14. The height of the outdoor ceiling can
create an intimate feeling for a patio or a cathedral
effect in a park or forest. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)
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SELECTING PLANTS FOR LANDSCAPES
Many influences guide the choice of plants for use in landscapes. Too
often, personal preference, sentimentality, or an unfamiliarity with
plants prevail over more logical reasons for selection. The best reasons
for selecting one species of plant over another are that
• the plant fills the role assigned it in the design
• it will survive the growing conditions of the site
• it is affordable by the client
If several species meet these specifications, then personal preference and sentimentality can be applied unabashedly.
Plants are selected for certain roles based on architectural, engineering, and aesthetic considerations. For example, when plants are used to
shape the outdoor room, frame a view, shade a patio, or soften a brick
wall, their function is architectural. When they solve a problem such as
directing traffic, reducing wind velocity, or absorbing dust and noise,
they are engineering elements. If valued essentially for their appeal to
the senses, through fragrance, sound, color, or other visual attributes,
they are aesthetic contributors.
When comparing plant species, landscape designers look at characteristics that include the following:
• hardiness (ability to survive the winter)
• mature size (height and width)
• flowering qualities (blossom color and fragrance)
• fruiting qualities (color, edibility, or toxicity)
• foliage and bark color
• foliage and bark texture
• rooting system (effective or ineffective in erosion control, moisture
tolerance, drought resistance)
• foliage silhouette (Figures 9–15 and 9–16)
• deciduous or evergreen foliage
• presence or absence of thorns
• brittleness of the wood
• rate of growth and length of life
• ability to attract wildlife
• soil preferences (nutrients, composition, and pH)
• susceptibility to pests
• frequency of pruning required
• availability
• cost
The relationship between rate of plant growth and brittleness of
the wood is worth noting. In general, rapidly growing trees have more
brittle wood. That is why silver maples, cottonwoods, and willows drop
branches all over the yard after a windstorm. They grow quickly and
break up easily. It also explains the greater strength of slower growing
trees like the oaks.

FIGURE 9–15.

Silhouette and Examples

wide-oval

Characteristics
•

•

Typical tree silhouettes, characteristics, and landscaping uses. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

•

Flowering crabapple
Silk tree
Cockspur hawthorn
Flowering dogwood

•

vase-shaped

•

•
•

•

American elm

•

Possible Landscape Uses

spreads to be much
wider than it is tall
often a small tree
horizontal
branch;ing pattern
branches low to the
ground

•

high, widespreading branches
majestic appearance
usually gives
excellent shade
an uncommon tree
shape

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

pyramidal

•

•

Pines
Spruce
Filbert
Pin oak

Fir
Hemlock
Sweetgum
Sprenger
magnolia

•

pyramidal evergreen
trees are geometric
in early years
pyramidal deciduous
trees are less
geometric
pyramidal shape is
less noticeable as
the trees mature

•
•

•

•

focal point plant
works well to frame
and screen
can be grouped with
spreading shrubs
beneath

excellent street trees
allows human
activities
underneath
frames structures
use above large
shrubs or small trees
note: the American
elm is easily killed by
Dutch elm disease;
this limits its use
accent plant
large, highbranching trees
allow human
activity beneath
older trees may
be valued for their
irregular shapes
note: avoid planting
large trees near
small buildings

Silhouette and Examples

round

Characteristics
•

•

Shinyleaf magnolia
Cornelian cherry
dogwood
American yellow wood
Norway maple

•

columnar

•

•

•

Columnar Norway
maple
Columnar Chinese
juniper
Fastigiate European
birch
weeping

•

•

•

Weeping willow
Weeping hemlock
Weeping cherry
Weeping beech

•

Possible Landscape Uses

width and height
are nearly equal
at maturity
usually dense
foliage
if the tree is
large, a heavy
shade is cast

•

somewhat rigid
in appearance
much taller than
wide
branching
strongly vertical

•

very graceful
appearance
branching to the
ground
easily attracts the
eye
grass or other
plants cannot be
grown beneath
them

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•

lawn trees
mass well to create
grove effect
larger growing species
may be used for street
plantings
smaller growing species
can be pruned and used
for patio trees

useful in formal settings
accent plant
group with less formal
shrubs to soften its
appearance
frames views and
structures

focal point plant
screens
attractive lawn trees
note: avoid grouping
with other plants

FIGURE 9–16.

Shrub Silhouette and
Examples

globular

Characteristics
•
•

Shrub silhouettes (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

x
Brown’s yew
Globe arborvitae
Burford holly
Globosa red cedar
low and creeping

•
•

spreading

•

•
•
•

•
•

Hetz junipers
Pﬁtzer junipers
Spreading yew
Mugo pine
arching

•
•

•
•

Forsythia
Beautybush
Vanhoutte spirea
Large cotoneaster

•
•

•

•

Andorra juniper
Bar-Harbor juniper
Cranberry cotoneaster
Prostrate holly

as wide as it is tall
geometric shape
attracts attention
does not mass very
well

Recommended
Landscape Uses

•
•

low growing
much wider than it
is tall
masses well
irregular shape
loose, informal
shape

•

wider than it is tall
medium to large
shrub
masses well
usually dense
foliage

•

wider than it is tall
prevents the growth
of other plants
beneath itself
graceful silhouette
usually requires
yearly thinning

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

accent plant
use several with a
single pyramidal
shrub for strong eye
attraction
avoid overuse

use to edge walks
cascades over walls
controls erosion on
banks
grown in front of
taller shrubs
use at outcurve
place at corners of
buildings
useful for screening,
privacy, and trafﬁc
control

provides screening
and dense enclosure
softens building
corners and lines
background for
ﬂowers, statuary,
fountains

Shrub Silhouette and
Examples

pyramidal

Characteristics
•
•
•
•
•

Recommended
Landscape Uses

taller than it is wide
rigid and stiff
attracts attention
geometric shape
usually evergreen

•

taller than it is wide
loose, informal
shape
usually requires
pruning to prevent
leggy growth

•

width is about half
the height
geometric, ﬂat
topped, and dense

•

•
•

•

Upright yew
Pyramidal junipers
False cypress
Arborvitae
upright and loose

•
•

•

•

•

Lilac
Smoke bush
Rose of Sharon
Rhododendron
columnar

•

•

•
•

•

Hicks yew
Italian cypress
Arizona cypress

accent plant
focal point
use to mark entries
and at incurves
group with less
formal spreading
shrubs

closely spaced for
privacy
use to soften
building corners
and lines
useful for screening
and framing views

accent plant
foundation plantings
closely spaced for
hedges
mass closely when a
solid wall is desired
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Different plants possess different combinations of the selection
factors, and plants can only be judged superior or inferior within the
role requirements established by the landscape designer. An immediate
need for shade might make fast-growing species preferable to slowergrowing ones. Both might be planted, one for immediate effect and
the other for long-term benefit. Location may determine the quality of
a species. Certain weed trees of the Northeastern and Central United
States are the premier lawn trees of the Southwest, where they surpass
less adaptive native Eastern trees. The plant lists given in Tables 9–2 to
9–6 (on the following pages) represent many such lists given in countless texts and journals worldwide. In the lists, plants are described using
some of the selection factors mentioned earlier. Other specialized lists
(for example, plants for seashores, plants for containers, plants for street
trees) are often available from the local Cooperative Extension Service.

DESIGNING PLANTINGS FOR LANDSCAPES
While no two properties are exactly alike, some methods of grouping
plants are common to most residential designs.

Corner Plantings
Defining the corners of the outdoor room are the corner plantings.
Depending on how much privacy is desired, the corner plantings may
or may not be connected to the line plantings that make up the walls of
the outdoor room.
A corner planting has two parts: the incurve and the outcurves
(Figure 9–17). The incurve is the most desirable location for an attractive specimen plant because it is a natural focal point. The plants in the
outcurves should be selected and placed to direct attention even more
strongly to the incurve (Figure 9–18).

Incurve

Outcurve

Accent or specimen plant

Incurve

Outcurve

Outcurve

Outcurve
More neutral plants
that will not compete
with the incurve plants

FIGURE 9–17. Parts of the corner planting bed: the
incurve and the outcurves (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 9–18. In a corner planting, attention is drawn
from the outcurves to the incurve by stair-stepping
plants. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)
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The Crafts of Ornamental Horticulture

TABLE 9–2.

A Guide to Landscape Trees
Tree

Common Name

Botanical Name

Almond

Maximum Height
Evergreen

Deciduous

10’–25’

Prunus amygdalus

•

•

Amur Corktree

Phellodendron amurense

•

•

Apples

Malus species

•

•

Apricot

Prunus armeniaca

•

•

Arborvitae

Thuja occidentalis

Ash
Arizona
Green
White
Flowering

Fraxinus species
F. velutina
F. pennsylvanica
F. americana
F. ornus

•
•
•
•

Beech
American
European

Fagus species
F. grandifolia
F. sylvatica

•
•

Birch
Canoe
European
Sweet

Betula species
B. papyrifera
B. pendula
B. lenta

•
•
•

•

Cherry

Prunus padus

•

•

Chestnut, Chinese

Castanea mollissima

•

•

Crabapple
Flowering
Fruiting

Malus species

Crape Myrtle

Lagerstroemia indica

Cypress
Italian
Monterey
Sawara false

Cupressus sempervirens
Cupressus macrocarpa
Chamaecyparis pisifera

Dogwood
Flowering
Kousa

Cornus species
C. florida
C. kousa

Douglas Fir

Pseudotsuga menziesi

•

60’
and up

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

25’–60’

•
•
•

CHAPTER 9

Time of Flowering
Early
Spring

Late
Spring

Early
Fall

•

•

Fruiting Time
Late
Summer

•

Early
Fall

Late
Fall

Good
Fall
Color

•

Landscape Design

Hardiness
Zone
Rating

Comment

8

Edible fruit

4 to 8

Corky bark
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•

•

4 to 8

Does not fruit in warmer
zones

•

•

5 to 5

Edible fruit

3 to 7

Many types in wide size range

5 to 9
3 to 9
3 to 9
5 to 9

Seedless forms
are recommended

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•

5 to 9
3 to 9
3 to 9

Low-branching. Beeches do
poorly in city air

•
•
•

5 to 9
5 to 9
3 to 9
3 to 7

Often short-lived because
of certain insect damage

4 to 8

Edible fruit; attracts wildlife

4 to 8

Edible fruit; disease resistant

4 to 8
4 to 7

Showy flowers and fruit
Edible fruit

7 to 10

Difficult to transplant

7
7
3 to 8

Pyramidal growth habit

5 to 9
5 to 8

Good patio tree

4 to 7

Dense foliage; pyramidal
(continues)

•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•
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TABLE 9–2.

The Crafts of Ornamental Horticulture

A Guide to Landscape Trees (Continued)
Tree

Maximum Height

Common Name

Botanical Name

Elm
American
Chinese
Pioneer
Smoothleaf

Ulmus species
U. americana
U. parvifolia
U. carpinifolia

Fig

Ficus carica

•

Fir

Abies species
A. balsamea
A. concolor

•
•

Balsam
White

Evergreen

Deciduous

10’–25’

•
•
•

25’–60’

60’
and up
•

•
•
•
•
•

Fringe tree

Chionanthus virginicus

•

Ginkgo

Ginkgo biloba

•

Goldenchain

Laburnum watereri

•

•

Golden Rain Tree

Koelreuteria paniculata

•

•

Hawthorn
English
Green
Washington

Crataegus species
C. oxyacantha
C. viridis
C. phaenopyrum

•
•
•

•
•

Hemlock

Tsuga canadensis

•

Holly
American
English

Ilex species
I. opaca
I. aquifolium

•
•

Honeylocust,
Thornless

Gleditsia triacanthos
inermis

•

Hornbeam
American
European

Carpinus species
C. caroliniana
C. betulus

•
•

Larch

Larix laricina

•

•

Linden
American
Little leaf
Silver

Tilia species
T. americana
T. cordata
T. tomentosa

•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

CHAPTER 9

Time of Flowering
Early
Spring

Late
Spring

Early
Fall

Fruiting Time
Late
Summer

•
•
•

Early
Fall

Late
Fall

Good
Fall
Color

•
•
•

•

•

Landscape Design

Hardiness
Zone
Rating

Comment

3 to 9
5 to 9
5 to 8

Vase shaped; disease prone
Good for residential use
Disease resistant

6 to 10

Edible fruit
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4 to 8
4 to 8
•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

4 to 8

May also be used as a shrub

4 to 8

Use only male trees

5 to 7

Somewhat short-lived

5 to 9

Coarse texture

4 to 7
4 to 7
3 to 8

Thorny

3 to 7

Grows best in partial sunlight

6 to 9
6 to 9

Male and female plants are
needed for fruit set;
pyramidal

4 to 8

Good city tree; several
varieties

•
•

3 to 8
4 to 8

Shade tolerant
Conical growth habit

•

2 to 6

A deciduous, needled conifer

3 to 8
3 to 8
4 to 8

Good street trees

(continues)
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TABLE 9–2.

The Crafts of Ornamental Horticulture

A Guide to Landscape Trees (Continued)
Tree

Maximum Height

Common Name

Botanical Name

Evergreen

Deciduous

10’–25’

Magnolia
Bigleaf
Saucer
Southern
Star
Sweetbay

Magnolia species
M. macrophylla
M. soulangeana
M. grandiflora
M. stellata
M. virginiana

Maple
Amur
Hedge
Japanese
Norway
Red
Sugar

Acer species
A. ginnala
A. campestre
A. palmatum
A. platanoides
A. rubrum
A. saccharum

Mountain Ash,
European

Sorbus aucuparia

Oak
Live
Pin
Red
Scarlet
White

Quercus species
Q. virginiana
Q. palustris
Q. rubra
Q. coccinea
Q. alba

Peach

Prunus persica

•

•

Pear, Bradford

Pyrus calleryana
Bradford

•

•

Pecan

Carya illinoinensis

•

Pine
Austrian
Loblolly
Red
Scotch
White

Pinus species
P. nigra
P. taeda
P. resinosa
P. sylvestris
P. strobus

Plum
Fruiting
Purple flowering

Prunus species
P. domestica
P. cerasifera pissardi

•
•

Redbud, Eastern

Cercis canadensis

•

Russian Olive

Elaeagnus angustifolia

•

Sapodilla

Achras zapota

60’
and up

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

25’–60’

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CHAPTER 9

Time of Flowering
Early
Spring

Late
Spring

Early
Fall

Fruiting Time
Late
Summer

Early
Fall

Late
Fall

Good
Fall
Color

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

3 to 8

•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

Susceptible to borer insects

•
•

•

•

Good fall foliage color
They make good lawn trees

3 to 8
4 to 7
5 to 8
3 to 7
3 to 9
3 to 8

•

Comment
Very large leaves and flowers

•
•
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6 to 9
5 to 9
7 to 9
5 to 9
5 to 9

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Hardiness
Zone
Rating

Landscape Design

Also usable as a large shrub

Strong trees; used widely as
lawn and shade trees

•
•
•

7 to 9
4 to 9
4 to 8
5 to 9
3 to 9

•

5 to 8

Edible fruit

•

4 to 9

Symmetrical and formal

5 to 8

Nuts only mature in warmer
areas

5 to 7
6 to 9
2 to 7
2 to 7
3 to 7

Good for use as windbreaks
Can be massed for grove
effects

4 to 8
4 to 9

Edible fruit
Deep red leaf color

4 to 9

Attractive, delicate flowers

4 to 8

Silver foliage

10 to 11
(continues)
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TABLE 9–2.

The Crafts of Ornamental Horticulture

A Guide to Landscape Trees (Continued)
Tree

Maximum Height
Evergreen

Deciduous

10’–25’

•

•

Botanical Name

Silk Tree

Albizia julibrissin

Spruce
Blue
Colorado
Golden White
Norway
White

Picea species
P. pungens glauca
P. pungens
P. glauca aurea
P. abies
P. glauca

Sweet Gum

Liquidambar styraciflua

•

•

Sycamore

Platanus occidentalis

•

•

Tulip tree

Liriodendron tulipifera

•

•

Walnut
Black
English

Juglans species
J. nigra
J. cinerea

•
•

•
•

Willow
Babylon weeping
Corkscrew
Pussy
Thurlow weeping

Salix species
S. babylonica
S. matsudana tortuosa
S. discolor
S. elegantissima

•
•
•
•

Zelkova,
Japanese

Zelkova serrata

•
•
•
•
•

25’–60’

60’
and up

Common Name

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

CHAPTER 9

Time of Flowering
Early
Spring

Late
Spring

Early
Fall

Fruiting Time
Late
Summer

Early
Fall

Late
Fall

Good
Fall
Color

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Comment

6 to 9

•

•

Hardiness
Zone
Rating

Landscape Design

•
•

•

2 to 7
2 to 7
2 to 7
2 to 7
2 to 7

Rigid, dense conifers; they
make excellent lawn trees, but
give them plenty of room to
spread

5 to 9

Excellent fall color; mixed
tones

3 to 9

White, peeling bark

4 to 9

Needs room to grow and
spread

4 to 7
6 to 8

•
•
•

•

4 to 9
4 to 9
4 to 9
4 to 9
4 to 8

•

Edible nuts; detrimental to
the growth of nearby plants

Twisted stems; specimen plant
Willows grow quickly, have
weak wood, and thrive in wet
areas
Often a substitute for
American elm
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TABLE 9–3.

The Crafts of Ornamental Horticulture

A Guide to Landscape Shrubs
Mature Height

Shrub
Common
Name

Botanical Name

Almond, Flowering

Prunus glandulosa

Azaleas
Gable
Hiryu
Indica
Kurume
Mollis
Torch

Rhododendron species
R. poukanense hybrid
R. obtusum Hiryu
R. indica
R. obtusum Kurume
R. kosterianum
R. calendulaceum

Barberry
Japanese
Redleaved
Wintergreen

Berberis species
B. thunbergi
B. thunbergi atropurpurea
B. julianae

•

Bayberry

Myrica pennsylvanica

semi

Boxwood
Common
Little leaf

Buxus species
B. sempervirens
B. microphylla

•
•

Camellia
Japanese
Sasanqua

Camellia species
C. japonica
C. sasanqua

•
•

Coralberry

Symphoricarpos orbiculatus

Cotoneaster
Cranberry
Rockspray
Spreading

Cotoneaster species
C. apiculata
C. horizontalis
C. divaricata

Deutzia, slender

Deutzia gracilis

•

Dogwood
Cornelian Cherry
Grey
Red twig

Cornus species
C. mas
C. racemosa
C. stolonifera

•
•
•

Firethorn
Scarlet
Formosa

Pyracantha species
P. coccinea
P. koidzumii

Evergreen

Deciduous

3’–5’

•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

8’
and up

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•
•

semi
•

semi
•

5’–8’

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

*Semi-evergreen indicates that the plants retain their leaves in warmer climates, but drop them during the winter in
colder areas.

CHAPTER 9

Season of Bloom**
Early
Spring

Late
Spring

Early
Fall

•

Light Tolerance
Sun

Heavy
Shade

Good
Fall
Color

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

4 to 8
4 to 8
5 to 8

Good plants for traffic
control; thorny

•

•

2 to 6

Fragrant leaves and berries

•
•

•
•

6 to 9
5 to 10

Prunes well; good for hedges

•

•
•

7 to 9
7 to 9

Fragrant

•

2 to 7

Good for erosion control

•
•
•

4 to 8
4 to 8
5 to 8

Fall color comes from bright
red fruit

5 to 8

Delicate foliage; white
blossoms

•
•
•

4 to 8
4 to 8
2 to 8

Also used as a small tree
Good for erosion control

•
•

6 to 9
7 to 10

Fall color comes from
brightly colored fruit

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

Very showy blooms
Requires acidic soil condition
and often iron chelate
fertilizers

•

•
•
•

4 to 8
6 to 9
7 to 9
8 to 9
6 to 9
6 to 9
6 to 9

•
•
•

•

Comment

•

•

•
•

Zone
of
Hardiness
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

SemiShade

Landscape Design

•

**Where no time of bloom is given, the flowers are either not produced or are inconspicuous.
(continues)
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TABLE 9–3.

The Crafts of Ornamental Horticulture

A Guide to Landscape Shrubs (Continued)
Mature Height

Shrub
Common
Name

Botanical Name

Forsythia
Early
Lynwood Gold
Showy border

Forsythia species
F. ovata
F. intermedia Lynwood
F. intermedia spectabilis

Gardenia

Gardenia jasminoides

•

Hibiscus
Chinese
Shrub Althea

Hibiscus species
H. rosa sinensis
H. syriacus

•

Holly
Chinese
Inkberry
Japanese

Ilex species
I. cornuta
I. glabra
I. crenata convexa

Honeysuckle
Blue leaf
Morrow
Tatarian

Lonicera species
L. korolkowii zabel
L. morrowii
L. tatarica

•
•
•

Hydrangea
Hills of Snow
Oak Leaf
Pee Gee

Hydrangea species
H. aborescens grandiflora
H. quercifolia
H. paniculata grandiflora

•
•
•

•
•

Jasmine
Common White
Florida
Winter

Jasminum species
J. officinale
J. floridum
J. nudiflorum

•

•
•

Juniper
Andorra
Hetz
Japanese Garden
Savin
Pfitzer

Juniperus species
J. horizontalis plumosa
J. chinensis hetzi
J. procumbens
J. sabina
J. chinensis pfitzeriana

Lilac

Syringa vulgaris

Mahonia
Leatherleaf
Oregon-grape

Mahonia species
M. bealei
M. aquifolium

Evergreen

Deciduous

3’–5’

•
•
•

5’–8’
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•

semi
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

8’
and up

•
•

•

•

*Semi-evergreen indicates that the plants retain their leaves in warmer climates, but drop them during the winter in
colder areas.
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Early
Fall

•
•
•

Heavy
Shade

Good
Fall
Color

Zone
of
Hardiness
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Comment

4 to 9
5 to 9
5 to 9

Bright yellow flowers;
cascading branching

•

•

•

•

8 to 10

Fragrant flowers

•

•

•
•

•

9 to 10
5 to 9

Also called Rose
of Sharon

•
•
•

•
•
•

6 to 9
3 to 7
5 to 8

Fruit is dark blue and not as
showy as on the tree hollies

•
•
•

•
•

5 to 8
4 to 8
3 to 8

Fragrant

•
•
•

•

4 to 9
4 to 9
3 to 8

Coarse leaf texture; showy
blossoms

•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

Sun

SemiShade

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Light Tolerance

Landscape Design

•
•

•
•

7 to 9
7 to 9
6 to 10

•
•
•
•
•

3 to 8
4 to 9
4 to 9
3 to 7
4 to 9

Junipers grow well in hot, dry
soil; many are tolerant of
salted soils and heavy snow
loads.

•

3 to 7

Large, fragrant flowers

6 to 8
5 to 8

Holly-like foliage
Bluish, grape-like fruit

•
•

•
•

**Where no time of bloom is given, the flowers are either not produced or are inconspicuous.
(continues)
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TABLE 9–3.

The Crafts of Ornamental Horticulture

A Guide to Landscape Shrubs (Continued)
Mature Height

Shrub
Common
Name

Botanical Name

Mockorange

Philadelphus virginalis

Nandina

Nandina domestica

Ninebark

Physocarpus opulifolius

Oleander

Nerium oleander

•

•

Photinia
Chinese
Red
Red-tip

Photinia species
P. serrulata
P. glabra
P. fraseri

•
•
•

•
•
•

Pieris (Andromeda)
Japanese
Mountain

Pieris species
P. japonica
P. floribunda

•
•

Pine, Dwarf Mugo

Pinus mugo compacta

•

Poinsettia

Euphorbia pulcherrima

•

Pomegranate

Punica granatum

•

Potentilla
(Cinquefoil)

Potentilla fruticosa

•

Privet
Amur
California
Regal
Waxleaf

Evergreen

Chaenomeles species
C. speciosa
C. japonica

Rhododendron
Carolina
Catawba
Hybrid

Rhododendron species
R. carolinianum
R. catawbiense
R. hybrida

Rose, Hybrid tea

Rosa species

3’–5’

•

5’–8’

8’
and up

•

•

•
•

Ligustrum species
L. amurense
L. ovalifolium
L. obtusifolium regelianum
L. lucidum

Quince, Flowering
Common
Japanese

Deciduous

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

semi

•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•

*Semi-evergreen indicates that the plants retain their leaves in warmer climates, but drop them during the winter in
colder areas.

CHAPTER 9

Season of Bloom**
Early
Spring

Late
Spring

Early
Fall

•

Light Tolerance
Sun

SemiShade

Heavy
Shade

Good
Fall
Color

•
•

•

•

Zone
of
Hardiness

Landscape Design
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Comment

4 to 9

Creamy white fragrant
flower

•

6 to 9

Both flowers and fruits
attractive

•

2 to 7

•

•

•

•

•

8 to 10

All parts are poisonous if eaten

•
•
•

•
•
•

7 to 9
7 to 9
7 to 9

Rapid growing; prone to
fungal diseases

•
•

6 to 8
4 to 8

•

2 to 7

Slow-growing

9 to 10

Long-lasting blooms

8 to 9

Colorful both spring and fall

•
•
•
•
•

•
late
fall

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

2 to 7

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

Produces flowers all summer

•
•
•

3 to 8
5 to 8
3 to 8
7 to 10

Prunes well;
popular hedge plants

•
•

•
•

4 to 8
4 to 8

Densely branched; thorny
Good for traffic control

•

•
•
•

6 to 8
4 to 8
4 to 8

Showy plants; require
well-drained, acidic soil

varies

Very diverse group of plants;
large blooms; high maintenance

•

**Where no time of bloom is given, the flowers are either not produced or are inconspicuous.
(continues)
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TABLE 9–3.

The Crafts of Ornamental Horticulture

A Guide to Landscape Shrubs (Continued)
Mature Height

Shrub
Common
Name
Spirea
Anthony Waterer
Bridal wreath
Billiard
Frobel
Thunberg
Vanhoutte

Botanical Name

Evergreen

Spiraea species
S. bumalda Anthony Waterer
S. prunifolia
S. billardi
S. bumalda Froebelii
S. thunbergi
S. vanhouttei

Deciduous

3’–5’

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Viburnum species
V. dentatum
V. prunifolium
V. opulus
V. plicatum tomentosum
V. carlcephalum
V. plicatum
V. rhytidophyllum
V. suspensum

•
•

Wax Myrtle

Myrica cerifera

•

Weigela

Weigela florida

•

Winged Euonymus

Euonymus alatus

•

Wintercreeper

Euonymus fortunei vegetus

Yew

Taxus species

Viburnum
Arrowwood
Black Haw
Cranberrybush
Doublefile
Fragrant
Japanese Snowball
Leatherleaf
Sandankwa

Spreading
Anglo-Japanese
Upright AngloJapanese
Spreading Japanese
Upright Japanese
English
Canada

5’–8’

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

8’
and up

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

T. media
T. media hatfield
T. cuspidata
T. cuspidata capitata
T. baccata
T. canadensis

•

*Semi-evergreen indicates that the plants retain their leaves in warmer climates, but drop them during the winter in
colder areas.
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Season of Bloom**
Early
Spring

Late
Spring

Early
Fall

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Light Tolerance
Sun
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Heavy
Shade

Good
Fall
Color

•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

SemiShade

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

Zone
of
Hardiness

Landscape Design

Comment

4 to 9
4 to 9
4 to 9
4 to 9
5 to 8
4 to 8

Attractive when flowering;
most are resistant to insects
and diseases

2 to 8
3 to 8
4 to 8
5 to 8
5 to 7
5 to 8
5 to 8
9 to 10

Attractive spring flowers;
good fall color; many
provide good wildlife food

7 to 9

Tiny, waxy grey berries

4 to 8

Blooms late

Crimson fall color

•

•

3 to 9

•

•

5 to 9

•

•

4 to 7

•

•

4 to 7

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

4 to 7
4 to 7
6 to 7
2 to 6
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Excellent for foundation
plantings;
prunes well; long lived; will not
tolerate poorly drained soil

**Where no time of bloom is given, the flowers are either not produced or are inconspicuous.

TABLE 9–4.

A Guide to Groundcovers

Groundcovers

No. Needed
to Plant
100 sq. ft.

Height

Optimum
Spacing

18"

18 inches

44

full/
partial
sun

5 to 8

Yellow flowers in late spring

5"

6 inches

400

sun or
shade

4 to 9

Blue or white flowers
in summer

•

10"

12 inches

92

sun or
shade

2 to 6

Pink flowers in spring

Euonymus
fortunei
radicans

•

18"

3 feet

14

sun or
shade

4 to 9

Orange fruit in the fall

Cast iron plant

Aspidistra elatior

•

18"

10 inches

144

shade

6 to 10

Not noticeable

Candytuft,
Evergreen

Iberis
sempervirens

•

12"

12 inches

92

full/
partial
sun

4 to 9

White flowers in spring
and summer

Cotoneaster,
Creeping

Cotoneaster
adpressa

12"

4 feet

10

sun

4 to 8

Pink flowers/spring; red
berries in fall

Cotoneaster,
Rockspray

Cotoneaster
horizontalis

semi

18" plus

4 feet

10

sun

4 to 8

Pink in spring/red berries
in fall

Himalayan
Sweet Box

Sarcococca
hookerana
humilis

•

15"

18 inches

44

shade

6 to 9

Insignificant

Honeysuckle,
Creeping

Lonicera
prostrata

•

12"

3 feet

14

sun

5 to 9

Yellow flowers/spring; red
berries/fall

Hosta

Hosta
plantaginea

•

18"

18 inches

40

shade

3 to 9

White flowers in late summer

Ivy, Baltic
English

Hedera helix
baltica

8"

12 inches

44

shade

5 to 9

Insignificant

Common Name

Botanical Name

Evergreen

Aaron’s Beard

Hypericum
calycinum

•

Ajuga or Bugle

Ajuga reptans

Bearberry

Arctostaphylus
uvamursi

Bigleaf
Wintercreeper

Deciduous

•

•

•

Light
Tolerance

Zone of
Hardiness

Flower or Fruit Color and
Time of Effectiveness

Groundcovers

No. Needed
to Plant
100 sq. ft.

Light
Tolerance

Zone of
Hardiness

Flower or Fruit Color and
Time of Effectiveness

14

sun

3 to 9

Insignificant

3 feet

14

sun

4 to 9

Insignificant

18"

3 feet

14

sun

5 to 9

Insignificant

•

15"

18 inches

40

shade

6 to 9

Lavender flowers in
late summer

Ophiopogon
japonicus

•

10"

10 inches

144

partial
shade

7 to 9

White or pink flowers/
late summer

Myrtle
(Periwinkle)

Vinca minor

•

6"

12 inches

92

shade

4 to 9

Blue flowers in spring

Oyster plant

Tragopogon
porrifolius

12"

12 inches

92

sun or
shade

9

Insignificant

Pachysandra

Pachysandra
terminalis

•

8"

12 inches

92

shade

4 to 8

White flowers in spring

Phlox (Moss Pink)

Phlox subulata

•

5"

6 inches

400

sun

3 to 9

Varied pastel colors in spring

Purpleleaf
Wintercreeper

Euonymus
fortunei
coloratus

•

18"

Wandering Jew

Tradescantia
albiflora

•

6"

Weeping lantana

Lantana
montevidensis

•

Yellowroot

Xanthorhiza
simplicissima

Deciduous

Common Name

Botanical Name

Evergreen

Juniper
Blue Rug

Juniperus
horizontalis
wiltonii

•

6"

3 feet

Juniper
Jap Garden

Juniperus
procumbens

•

18"

Juniper
Shore

Juniperus
conferta

•

Liriope
Variegated

Liriope muscari
variegata

Mondo grass

•

•

Height

Optimum
Spacing

3 feet

14

sun or
shade

5 to 9

Insignificant

12 inches

92

shade

9 to 11

Purple flowers spring/summer

18" plus

24 inches

25

sun

9 to 11

Lavender flowers all year

18" plus

18 inches

44

sun

5 to 7

Brown-purple flowers
in spring

TABLE 9–5.

A Guide to Vines

Vines
Common Name

Botanical Name

Actinidia, Bower

BroadLeaf
Evergreen

Light
Tolerance

Hardiness
Zone
Rating

Flower or Fruit
Color and Time of
Effectiveness

Deciduous

Height

Actinidia arguta

•

30'

•

full/partial
sun

4 to 7

White flowers in spring

Actinidia, Chinese

Actinidia
chinensis

•

30'

•

full/partial
sun

7 to 9

Insignificant

Akebia, Fiveleaf

Akebia quinata

30'

•

full/partial
sun

5 to 8

Purple flowers in spring

Ampelopsis,
Porcelain

Ampelopsis brevipedunculata

20'

•

semi-shade

4 to 7

Multicolored fall fruit

Bignonia
(Crossvine)

Bignonia
capreolata

60'

•

full/partial
sun

6 to 9

Orange-red flowers in
spring

Bittersweet,
American

Celastrus
scandens

•

20'

•

full/partial
sun

2 to 8

Yellow-red fruit in fall/
winter

Boston ivy

Parthenocissus
tricuspidata

•

35'

•

sun or shade

4 to 8

Insignificant

Bougainvillea

Bougainvillea
glabra

20'

•

sun

7 to 10

Multicolored in summer

Clematis

Clematis hybrida

semi-shade

4 to 8

Spring color varies by
species

Fig, Climbing

Ficus pumila

sun or shade

8 to 9

Insignificant

Honeysuckle,
Trumpet

Lonicera
sempervirens

full/partial
sun

4 to 9

Orange flowers/summer

semi
•
•

•
•
•

varies
40'

•

Clinging

Twining
or
Tendrils

20'

•
•
•

Vines
BroadLeaf
Evergreen

Twining
or
Tendrils

Light
Tolerance

Hardiness
Zone
Rating

Flower or Fruit
Color and Time of
Effectiveness

Deciduous

Height

Clinging

•

60'

•

full/partial
sun

4 to 8

White flowers in
summer

•

70'

•

semi-shade

5 to 9

Insignificant

•

15'

•

shade

8 to 9

White flowers in late
spring

•

25'

•

sun or shade

4 to 9

White flowers in
summer

Ampelopsis
aconitifolia

•

20'

•

semi-shade

4 to 7

Yellow-orange fruit in
fall

Rambling roses

Rosa multiflora
hybrida

•

10' to 20'

Tied

sun

5 to 8

Multicolored in summer

Trumpet vine

Campsis radicans

•

30'

•

sun

5 to 9

Orange flowers/
summer

Virginia creeper

Parthenocissus
quinquefolia

•

40'

•

sun or shade

3 to 9

Insignificant

Wisteria,
Japanese

Wisteria
floribunda

•

30'

•

full/partial
sun

5 to 9

Purple flowers in spring

Woodbine,
Chinese

Lonicera
tragophylla

•

50'

•

shade

5 to 8

Yellow flowers/summer;
red fruit/fall

Common Name

Botanical Name

Hydrangea,
Climbing

Hydrangea,
anomala
petiolaris

Ivy, English

Hedera helix

Jasmine, Star

Trachelospermum
jasminoides

Lace vine,
Silver

Polygonum
aubertii

Monks hood vine
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TABLE 9–6.

The Crafts of Ornamental Horticulture

A Guide to Selected Southwestern Plants
Plant

Mature Height

Common Name

Botanical Name

Growth
Habit

Ash
Arizona
Modesto

Fraxinus velutina
Fraxinus velutina var. glabra

T
T

Citrus trees

Citrus sp.

T

Coral tree

Erythrina sp.

T

Crabapple, Flowering

Malus sp.

T

Cypress, Arizona

Cupressus arizonica

T

Elderberry, Desert

Sambucus arizonica

T

Elephant tree

Bursera microphylla

T

Elm
Chinese
Siberian

Ulmus parvifolia
Ulmus pumila

T
T

Eucalyptus

Eucalyptus sp.

T

Hackberry, Netleaf

Celtis reticulata

T

Gleditsia triacanthos var. inermis
‘Shademaster’
Gleditsia triacanthos var. inermis
‘Sunburst’
Gleditsia triacanthos var. inermis

T

Ironwood, Desert

Olneya tesota

T

Jujube, Chinese

Ziziphus jujuba

T

Robinia pseudoacacia
Robinia pseudoacacia ‘Idahoensis’
Robinia pseudoacacia
‘Decaisneana’

T
T
T

Magnolia grandiflora

T

Prosopis glandulosa var.
glandulosa
Prosopis pubescens

T
T

Morus alba

T

Honeylocust
Shademaster
Sunburst
Thornless

Locust
Black
Idaho
Pink flowering
Magnolia, Southern
Mesquite
Honey
Screwbean
Mulberry, White

1' or less

2’–5’

6’–9’

T
T

Key: T, Trees; S, Shrubs; V, Vines; G, Groundcovers; NS, Flowers are not showy.

•

CHAPTER 9

Mature Height

10’–15’

15'–30'

30'–50'

Landscape Design
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Season of Bloom
Over
50’

•
•
•
•

Early
Spring

Late
Spring

Summer

Winter

Special Use in the
Landscape

NS
NS

shade tree
shade tree

varies with the variety

excellent for containers

•

brilliant flowers

•

•
•

Fall

specimen plant

NS

screens and windbreaks

•

NS

screens and windbreaks

•

NS
•
•

NS
NS

shade tree
windbreak

•

varies with the variety

many species
prized for flower and/or
foliage

•

NS

shade tree

•

NS

good in dry, desert
conditions

•

NS
NS

•
•

•

•

•

•
NS
NS

•

frequent pruning
makes these attractive
flowering trees

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

specimen tree
very salt tolerant

NS

lawn tree
shade trees and
windbreaks

shade tree
(continues)
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TABLE 9–6.

The Crafts of Ornamental Horticulture

A Guide to Selected Southwestern Plants (Continued)
Plant

Mature Height

Common Name

Botanical Name

Growth
Habit

Olive, European

Olea europaea

T

Pagoda tree, Japanese

Sophora japonica

T

Paloverde
Blue
Little leaf
Mexican

Cercidium floridum
Cercidium microphyllum
Parkinsonia aculeata

T
T
T

Pine
Aleppo
Digger
Italian stone
Japanese black
Pinyon

Pinus halepensis
Pinus sabiniana
Pinus pinea
Pinus thunbergii
Pinus cembroides

T
T
T
T
T

Pistache, Chinese

Pistacia chinensis

T

Poplar
Balm-of-Gilead
Bolleana
Cottonwood
Lombardy
White

Populus balsamifera
Populus alba var. ‘Pyramidalis’
Populus fremontii
Populus nigra ‘Italica’
Populus alba

T
T
T
T
T

Silk tree

Albizia julibrissin

T

Smoke tree

Dalea spinosa

T

Sycamore
American
Arizona
California

Platanus occidentalis
Platanus racemosa ‘Wrightii’
Platanus racemosa

T
T
T

Tamarisk
Athel tree
Salt cedar

Tamarix aphylla
Tamarix parviflora

T
T

Melia azedorach
‘Umbraculiformis’

T

Umbrella tree, Texas

Key: T, Trees; S, Shrubs; V, Vines; G, Groundcovers; NS, Flowers are not showy.

1' or less

2’–5’

6’–9’

CHAPTER 9

Mature Height

10’–15’

15'–30'

30'–50'

Landscape Design
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Season of Bloom
Over
50’

•

Early
Spring

Late
Spring

Summer

NS

Fall

Winter

Special Use in the
Landscape

good multi-stemmed
tree

•

•

lawn tree
specimen trees

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

grows well in poor soil
specimen plant
good in desert
conditions
good in planters;
prune well
multi-stemmed
effects

•

NS

good patio tree; good
fall color

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

narrow columnar
form
windbreaks

NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

•

•

•

showy shade tree

•
excellent street trees
•
•
•

NS
NS
NS

•

•
•

•
•

•

wind, drought, and
salt resistant
shade tree

(continues)
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The Crafts of Ornamental Horticulture

TABLE 9–6.

A Guide to Selected Southwestern Plants (Continued)
Plant

Common Name
Willow
Babylon
Globe Navajo
Wisconsin

Botanical Name

Mature Height
Growth
Habit

Salix babylonica

1' or less

2’–5’

6’–9’

Salix x blanda

T
T
T

Zelkova, Sawleaf

Zelkova serrata

T

Abelia, Glossy

Abelia x grandiflora

S

Apache plume

Fallugia paradoxa

S

Arborvitae, Oriental

Thuja orientalis

S

Barberry
Darwin
Japanese

Berberis darwinii
Berberis thunbergii

S
S

Bird of Paradise

Caesalpinia gilliesii

S

Brittlebush

Encelia farinosa

S

Butterfly bush

Buddleia davidii

S

Cherry laurel, Carolina

Prunus caroliniana

S

Cotoneaster, Silverleaf

Cotoneaster pannosus

S

Crape myrtle

Lagerstroemia indica

S

Creosote bush

Larrea tridentata

S

•

Firethorn, Laland

Pyracantha coccinea ‘Lalandei’

S

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Hibiscus
Chinese
Rose of Sharon

Hibiscus rosa-sinensis
Hibiscus syriacus

S
S

Holly
Burford
Wilson
Yaupon

Ilex cornuta ‘Burfordii’
Ilex wilsonii
Ilex vomitoria

S
S
S

Hopbush

Dodonaea cuneata

S

Jojoba

Simmondsia chinensis

S

•

Juniper
Armstrong
Hollywood
Pfitzer

Juniperus chinensis ‘Armstrongii’
Juniperus californica
Juniperus chinensis ‘Pfitzeriana’

S
S
S

•

Lysiloma

Lysiloma sp.

S

Key: T, Trees; S, Shrubs; V, Vines; G, Groundcovers; NS, Flowers are not showy.

•
•

•

CHAPTER 9

Mature Height

10’–15’

15'–30'
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Season of Bloom
Over
50’

Early
Spring

•
•

NS
NS
NS

•

NS

30'–50'

Landscape Design

•

Late
Spring

Summer

Fall

Winter

Special Use in the
Landscape

windbreak
•

•
•

NS
barrier plantings
•
NS
•
•
•
•

•

screens and hedges
•

wind screen

•
•

•
•

very colorful flowers

•

screens and hedges

•
•

•

•

•

espaliers well

•

•

vigorous growth

Wilson and Yaupon clip
and shade well

NS
NS
NS
NS

screens

NS

hedges

NS
NS
NS
•

good for transition
between garden and
natural landscape
(continues)
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TABLE 9–6.

The Crafts of Ornamental Horticulture

A Guide to Selected Southwestern Plants (Continued)
Plant

Mature Height

Common Name

Botanical Name

Growth
Habit

Myrtle

Myrtus communis

S

Ocotillo

Fouquieria splendens

S

Oleander

Nerium oleander

S

Photinia

Photinia glabra

S

Privet
California
Glossy
Japanese
Texas

Ligustrum ovalifolium
Ligustrum lucidum
Ligustrum japonicum
Ligustrum japonicum texanum

S
S
S
S

Rose, Floribunda

Rosa x floribunda

S

Silverberry

Elaeagnus commutatus

S

Sugar bush

Rhus ovata

S

Bougainvillea

Bougainvillea glabra

V

Ivy
Algerian
Boston

Hedera canariensis
Parthenocissus tricuspidata

G
V

Jasmine, Star

Jasminum multiflorum

V

Lavender Cotton

Santolina chamaecyparissus

G

•

Periwinkle

Vinca minor

G

•

Trumpet creeper

Campsis radicans

V

Virginia creeper

Parthenocissus quinquefolia

V

Wisteria

Wisteria sinensis

V

Key: T, Trees; S, Shrubs; V, Vines; G, Groundcovers; NS, Flowers are not showy.

1' or less

2’–5’

6’–9’

•

•
•

•
•

CHAPTER 9

Mature Height

10’–15’

15'–30'

30'–50'

Over
50’

Early
Spring

•

Late
Spring

Summer

Fall

•

Special Use in the
Landscape

specimen plant
•

•

Winter

prunes and shapes well

•

•

•

does well in heat and
poor soil

•

screens

•
•

all species can be
pruned to lower
heights

•

•
•
•

•

NS

•

•

•

massing effects
good for containers
•

very colorful

•

very fragrant

•

effective as edging

NS
NS

•
•
•
•
•
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Season of Bloom

•

•

Landscape Design

•

•

NS
•

may be trained as
shrubs and
weeping trees
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The incurve plant is usually the tallest plant in the bed. If the corner
planting is not the major focal point of the outdoor room, an accent
rather than a specimen plant can be selected for the incurve. An accent
plant will attract the eye more than the outcurve plants, but not as much
as the focal point.
Many variations are possible with a corner planting (Figure 9–19).
Shorter plants can be placed in front of taller plants, and a statue or
bench can be used instead of a plant at the incurve. Whatever is done,
it is important to keep the design simple. Only three or four species
should be used unless the bed is exceptionally large.

Line Plantings
Line planting is the basic method of forming outdoor walls with plants.
Depending on the species and their arrangement, a line planting can
accomplish many purposes. It can provide full, partial, or no privacy. It
can also modify the climate, block or frame a view, and serve as a backdrop for flowers (Figure 9–20).
Like a corner planting, a line planting should be in a cultivated bed
to separate it from the lawn and provide for mulching and easier main-

Block a view

Frame a view

Provide partial privacy

FIGURE 9–19. Three variations of the corner planting.
Note that in each example the eye is drawn from the
ends of the planting to the center and from the front
to the rear. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

Provide total privacy
FIGURE 9–20. Some functions of the line plantings
(Delmar/Cengage Learning)
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A monotonous view results when there is not enough variation in plant height or
texture.

The simplicity of a line planting is destroyed by too many plant species and too
much variation in height.
FIGURE 9–21. Common mistakes in landscape design (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

tenance. The height and width of the planting will depend on the size
and number of plants used. As plants are chosen, the designer must
know their mature size and space them far enough apart so that they
can grow to maturity. Otherwise, they will have to be pruned frequently
to prevent crowding.
Skillful design of a line planting requires practice and experience. If
too few species are used, the planting is monotonous; if too many species are used, chaos results (Figure 9–21). Interest can be created even
with a limited number of species by grouping them into masses and
staggering their placement to enhance depth perception by the viewer
(Figure 9–22). For example, placing lower shrubs in front of taller ones
creates a stepped effect (Figure 9–23).

The plants are
The rear
unnecessarily
plants are
crowded
hidden due to
their alignment with
the foreground plants
Placement of the
plants conflicts
with the shape of
the bedline

Some portion of all
plants is visible due to
staggered placement

Placement of
the plants
repeats the
shape of the
bedline

FIGURE 9–22. An effective line planting consists of
a few species, in massed groupings, with staggered
placement. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)
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FIGURE 9–23. The placement of low shrubs in front of taller ones adds a stepped
effect to the line planting. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

Foundation plantings
Houses built during the early years of the last century usually had
foundations of stone or concrete blocks. The foundation planting was
developed in an attempt to hide this unsightly base. Modern houses frequently do not have exposed foundations. Nevertheless, the belief persists among many homeowners that a foundation planting in its 1940s
form is still the measure of a properly landscaped home (Figure 9–24).
Characteristic of that dated style were rigid upright forms accenting the
corners and entrance, with spreading forms in between. In contrast, the
modern foundation planting (Figures 9–25 and 9–26):

FIGURE 9–24. A common, unimaginative foundation planting. Upright shrubs
at the corners of the house and spreaders beneath the windows create a rigid
appearance. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 9–25. A combination of potted plants and
retained planters give depth and vertical variation to
this entry planting. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 9–26. The foundation plants reach outward
from the corner of the house, forward from the entry,
and stay below the window levels. (Delmar/Cengage
Learning)
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• uses softer, less geometric plant forms
• combines deciduous and evergreen species for greater seasonal
change and interest
• reaches outward and forward to tie the house more intimately with
the rest of the garden
• accents the house rather than presenting a solid mass of plant
materials
• focuses attention on the entrance by the use of flowers and other
eye-attracting features

ENRICHMENT ITEMS
When the indoor room has been constructed, the final step is to add
those things that make it usable and personal. Furniture, pictures, a
stereo, and lamps are just a few of the things needed to complete an
indoor room. Additions are also needed for an outdoor room. They are
termed enrichment items. These are elements of the landscape that do
not function primarily as wall, ceiling, or floor (Figures 9–27 through
9–30), but serve some other essential purpose.
Outdoor enrichment items may be classified as natural or manmade in origin, and as tangible or intangible in character (Table 9–7).
There are two pitfalls in the use of landscape enrichment items. One
is that the quality of the items selected may not match the quality of the
overall landscape. The other is that the items may be used to excess. To
avoid the overuse of enrichment items, a good test is to remove an item,
then stand back and decide if it is missed. If the design does not suffer
by its absence, it probably was not needed.

FIGURE 9–27. Water, in natural or directed forms, ranks as the favorite
enrichment item in any landscape. Its movement, sound, and sparkle are
without equal. (Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by Jack Ingels.)

FIGURE 9–28. The twisted tree
trunk adds a quality of natural
sculpture. (Delmar/Cengage
Learning. Photo by Jack Ingels.)
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FIGURE 9–29. Classic
sculpture such as this requires
a setting receptive to its
formality. (© Nikolay Titov,
2009. Used under license from
Shutterstock.com)

FIGURE 9–30. The appeal of this fountain is readily apparent.
(Delmar/Cengage Learning)

Determining the quality or worth of an enrichment item is more
difficult because it is so subjective. In general, the types of outdoor furniture usually sold at local discount centers such as aluminum frame
lawn chairs with plastic webbing, are too gaudy to fit tastefully into
a well-designed outdoor room. As for gazing globes, pink flamingos,
plaster ducks, and impish gnomes, they are better suited to carnivals
than landscapes. Much of what is available in garden statuary is mass
production of sculpture created for 16th- and 17th-century gardens. As

TABLE 9–7.

Landscape Enrichment Items
Natural

Tangible
•

•
•

•

Intangible

Rocks, boulders, and natural
outcroppings
Specimen plants
Waterfalls, streams, or natural
pools
Animals

•
•

Plant fragrance
Sounds:
Wind in the pines
Birds
Crickets and other musical
insects

Man-Made
Intangible

Tangible
•
•
•
•
•

Outdoor furniture
Sculpture, murals, and other art
Lighting systems
Pools and fountains
Music systems

•
•

Night lighting
Sounds:
windchimes
music
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such, it is anachronistic in most modern gardens. Whenever possible,
invest a bit more money for enrichment items that are more natural
or original. Even without much money, a good designer can incorporate many tangible and intangible natural enrichment items into the
landscape. Thoughtful selection of plant species can attract interesting
wildlife to the garden. Pleasant fragrances are also merely a matter of
selecting the proper plants.

SELECTING CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
Comparable in importance to the selection of plants is the choice of
nonplant construction materials for the outdoor room. Essential for
architectural and engineering functions, the construction materials
available are nearly as diverse as the plant materials that a designer must
choose from. A good designer must know the characteristics, potential
uses, and availability of various woods and pavings, of materials that
may be precast, quarried, or prefabricated. Landscape designers can
also benefit from the personal experience of working with construction
materials in order to understand the difficulties encountered when they
are specified for particular uses. Several excellent construction specification manuals are available for reference. These are updated regularly
to keep professional designers abreast of current materials, their dimensions, strength, potentials, and costs. The following comparison of some
common construction materials will serve as a simplified introduction
to a complex subject.

Enclosure Materials
Enclosure materials form walls for the outdoor room. As such, they
function in many ways like the walls of indoor rooms. In addition, they
often do things that indoor walls do not do. The particular enclosure
material selected will depend on whether the purpose is to offer
• strength, as with a security fence or a retaining wall.
• privacy, requiring a height of at least 6 feet and the properties of
solidity and nontransparency.
• climate control, which may necessitate the strength to withstand and
divert strong winds or high snowdrifts.
• space articulation, which may require height and screening, or
nothing more than a suggestion of the room’s limits, permitting
attractive off-site features to be seen.
Much of the enclosure material available today is prefabricated. It
may also be constructed on-site, using materials such as wood or stone,
poured or precast concrete, brick or railroad ties. Figure 9–31 compares
commonly used landscape enclosure materials and several representative styles.

Surfacing Materials
Surfacing materials form floors for the outdoor room. While top-quality
turfgrass would be the first choice of most people as the most attractive
and comfortable surfacing, it will not withstand concentrated foot traffic and tolerates very little vehicular traffic. Groundcover and flowers
are also attractive surfacings, but their use is aesthetic; they will tolerate
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Material

Security
at
6-foot
Height

Privacy
at
6-foot
Height

Noise
Reduction
at 6-foot
Height

Wind
Deflection
at 6-foot
Height

Grading
Structure

Useful for
Raised
Beds
Comments

Wood

Yes

Yes

Moderate

Moderate

No

No

Available in prefabricated
sections, attractive on both
sides

Brick

Yes

Yes

Good

Good

Yes

Yes

An ideal material for
freestanding retaining or seat
walls; width will vary with
height and function

Steel

Yes

No

None

None

No

No

Good for use around pet
areas or to safeguard
children’s play areas

Concrete

Yes

Yes

Good

Good

Yes

Yes

Less expensive than poured
concrete, stone, or brick

Wood

No

Yes

Moderate

Moderate

No

No

A rustic style that weathers
to an attractive gray; also
comfortable in urban settings

Wood

No

Variable

No

Limited

No

No

Effectiveness as a screen
depends upon how closely
the lattice is spaced

Wood

Yes

Yes

Moderate

Moderate

No

No

Louvers may be vertical or
horizontal and are angled to
provide privacy

Wood or
Iron

Depends
on the
height

No

No

No

No

No

High maintenance costs
because of frequent painting
needed

Wood

No

No

No

No

No

No

Degree of formality varies
with finish of lumber; a style
valued for aesthetics more
than for security or privacy

Concrete

Yes

Yes

Good

Good

Yes

Yes

Can be smooth or textured,
colored or inset with
materials to add interest
to the surface; requires
reinforcing if it is to provide
strength

Basketweave fence

Brick wall

Chainlink fence

Concrete Block wall

Grape Stake fencing

Lattice fence

Louvered fence

Picket fence

Post-and-Rail fence

Poured Concrete
wall

FIGURE 9–31.

A comparison of enclosure styles and materials (Delmar/Cengage Learning)
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Material

Security
at
6-foot
Height

Privacy
at
6-foot
Height

Noise
Reduction
at 6-foot
Height

Wind
Deflection
at 6-foot
Height

Grading
Structure

Useful for
Raised
Beds
Comments

Wood

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Ideal for rustic, natural
enclosures; widely used for
soil retention; care should be
taken to assure that the ties
have not been preserved with
a phytotoxin

Wood

Yes

Variable

Moderate

Moderate

No

No

Effectiveness as screen or
wind deflector depends upon
how closely slats are spaced

Wood

Yes

Yes

Moderate

Good

No

No

Expensive but the best
for security and privacy
combined; maintenance
easier than with other styles

Wood

No

No

No

No

No

No

A rustic style best used in
rural settings; lumber is
rough and unfinished

Wood

Yes

Yes

Moderate

Good

No

No

A variation of solid board
fencing

Stone

Yes

Yes

Good

Good

Yes

Yes

The stone is cut, usually at
the quarry. Stones vary in
their smoothness and finish.
They are laid in a horizontal
and continuous course with
even joints.

Stone

Yes

Yes

Good

Good

Yes

Yes

The stone is not cut. No
course is maintained. Small
stones are avoided. Larger
stones are used at the base of
the wall.

Wood

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Wood must be preserved
to avoid rapid decay; the
preservation should not be
phytotoxic; reinforcement
necessary to assure strength

Iron

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Expensive and used mostly
for aesthetics; grills may be
continuous or used as baffles
separately

Railroad ties

Slat fence

Solid board fence

Split rail fence

Stockade fence

Stone wall, ashlar

Stone wall, rubble

Wood retaining wall

Wrought iron grills

FIGURE 9–31.

(Continued)
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no traffic of any type. Therefore, the need for constructed surfacings is
firmly established in the landscape industry.
Depending on their degree of durability and their physical structure, constructed surfacings are categorized as either hard pavings or
soft pavings. The terms have little to do with the comfort of walking on
them.
Hard pavings are either poured or set into place as modular units,
and become solid when installation is completed. Examples include
decking, poured concrete, precast concrete slabs, brick, cobblestone,
flagstone, and an ever-expanding selection of precast interlocking units
that permit the creation of highly decorative patterned pavings.
Soft pavings are loose aggregate materials, sometimes finely particulate like sand, sometimes coarsely particulate like crushed stone

TABLE 9–8.

A Comparison of Surfacing Materials

Material Description

Hard Paving

Soft Paving

Asphalt: A petroleum product with
adhesive and water-repellant qualities.
It is applied in either heated or cold states and
poured or spread into place.

Semihard;
allows weeds
to germinate
and grow
through it

Asphalt Pavers: Asphalt combined with loose
aggregate and molded into square, rectangular, or
hexagonal shapes. They are applied over a base of
poured concrete, crushed stone, or a binder.

Semihard if
not applied
over concrete

•

Brick: A material manufactured of either hard
baked clay, cement, or adobe. While assorted sizes
are made, the standard size of a common brick is
21⁄ 2  33⁄ 4  8 inches.

•

•

•

•

Carpeting, Indoor/Outdoor: Waterproof,
synthetic fabrics applied over a concrete
base. They are declining in popularity. Their
major contribution is to provide visual unity
between indoor and outdoor living rooms.
Clay Tile Pavers: Similar to clay brick in
comparison, but thinner and of varying dimensions
(most commonly 3  3-inch, or 6  6-inch
squares). They are installed over a poured concrete
base and mortared into place.

Continuous
and Solid
•

•

Brick Chips: A by-product of brick manufacturing.
The chips are graded and sold in standardized size
as aggregate material.

Modular

•

•
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or brick chips. They may be hard and virtually indestructible or may
shatter, pulverize, and even decay. Examples include sand, crushed
stone, brick chips, marble chips, stone dust, wood chips, tan bark,
sawdust, and asphalt. All are temporary, either because of deterioration or because they are easily carried away on shoes and tires. They
may be dusty when the weather is dry, sticky in the case of asphalt,
and tracked into the house if used near doorways. Soft pavings are
seldom satisfactory as surfacings for areas that receive intensive use,
such as patios or entrance walks. However, they are well suited to
areas where grass is impractical yet the expense of hard surfacing is
unwarranted, such as secondary walks, dog yards, service areas, and
children’s play areas.
Table 9–8 compares commonly used landscape surfacing materials.

Slippery When
Wet

Permeable to
Water

Suitable for
Vehicles

Suitable for
Walks

•

•

Certain formulations are suitable. Others
may become sticky in hot weather.
Note: The application of a soil sterilant
before applying the asphalt can
eliminate the weed problem in walks,
drives, and patios.

•

•

•

•

If installed
over crushed
stone
If installed in
sand

•

•

Edging needed
to hold them
in place

Provision must
be made for
surface water
drainage or
the carpeting
becomes soggy
•

Suitable for Patios

•

•

•

(continues)
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A Comparison of Surfacing Materials (Continued)

Material Description

Hard Paving

Concrete: A versatile surfacing that can
be made glassy smooth or rough. It can
also be patterned by insetting bricks, wood strips,
or loose aggregates into it. Concrete
is a mixture of sand or gravel, cement, and water.
It pours into place, is held there by wood or steel
forms, then hardens.

•

Soft Paving

•

•

Crushed Stone: Various types of stones are
included in this umbrella term: limestone,
sandstone, granite, and marble. Crushed stone is
an aggregate material of assorted sizes, shapes,
and durability.

Modular

•

Flagstone: An expensive form of stone rather
than a kind of stone. Flagstone can
be any stone with horizontal layering that
permits it to be split into flat slabs. It may
be used as irregular shapes or cut into
rectangular shapes for a more formal look.
It is usually set into sand or mortared into
place over a concrete slab.

•

•

Granite Pavers: Granite is one of the most
durable stones available to the landscaper. The
pavers are quarried cubes of stone,
3 1/2 to 4 1/2 inches square, that are
mortared into place. Various colors are available

•

•

Limestone: A quarried stone of gray
coloration. Limestone can be cut to any
size. It adapts to formal settings.

•

•

Marble: An expensive quarried stone of varied
and attractive colorations. It has a fine texture and
a smooth surface that becomes slippery. Its use
as surfacing is limited. It can be inset into more
serviceable surfaces such as poured concrete.

•

•

Marble Chips: A form of crushed stone, marble
chips are more commonly used as a mulch than a
surfacing. They are expensive compared to other
loose aggregates; still they enjoy some use as
pavings for secondary walks and areas that are
seen more than walked upon.

Continuous
and Solid

•

•
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Suitable for
Vehicles

Suitable for
Walks

Suitable for Patios

•

•

•

•

Edging needed
to hold the
material in
place

Limited use except beneath picnic tables
where stains might spoil hard paving

•

•

•

•

Too rough

•

•

•

Depends upon
the rock used
and how
smooth the
surface is

•

Best used in dry climate where
slipperiness will not be a frequent
concern

•

•

(continues)
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A Comparison of Surfacing Materials (Continued)

Material Description

Hard Paving

Soft Paving

Modular

Patio Blocks: Precast concrete materials available
in rectangular shapes of varied dimensions and
colors. Limitless patterns can be created by
combination of the sizes and colors. The blocks are
set into sand or mortared over concrete.

•

•

Sandstone: A quarried stone composed of
compacted sand and a natural cement such as
silica, iron oxide, or calcium. Colors vary from
reddish brown to gray and buff white. The stone
may be irregular or cut to rectangular forms.

•

•

Slate: A finely textured stone with horizontal
layering that makes it a popular choice for
flagstones. Black is the most
common color, but others are available.

•

•

Stone Dust: A by-product of stone quarrying.
Stone dust is finely granulated stone, intermediate
in size between coarse sand and pea gravel. It is
spread, then packed down with a roller. The color
is gray.

•

Tanbark: A by-product of leather tanning. The
material is processed oak bark. It has a dark brown
color and a spongy, soft consistency. It is ideal for
children’s play areas.

•

•

Wood Chips: A by-product of saw mills, wood
chips are available from both softwoods and
hardwoods. The latter decompose more slowly
than the former. Wood chips have a spongy, soft
consistency. They are often used as mulches.

•

•

Continuous
and Solid

•

Wood Decking: Usually cut from softwoods,
the surfacing can be constructed at ground level
or elevated. The deck is valuable as a means of
creating level outdoor living spaces on uneven
terrain. Space should be left between the boards to
allow water to pass through and the wood to dry
quickly. Use of a wood preservative will slow decay.

•

•

Wood Rounds: Cross sections of wood cut
from the trunks of trees resistant to decay, such
as redwood, cypress, and cedar. The rounds are
installed in sand. Individual rounds are replaced as
they decay.

•

•
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Suitable for
Walks

Suitable for Patios

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Edging needed
to hold the
material in
place

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
A landscape design begins as an idea in the mind of a landscape architect or designer. As the needs of the client are matched with the capabilities and limitations of the site, new needs may be generated as the
client more fully understands the property’s potential. Eventually, the
abstract ideas in the designer’s mind must be given a form that will
permit subsequent ideas to be related to the earlier ones. Still later, the
more developed proposals of the designer must be presented in a form
that the client can understand. Finally, assuming acceptance by the client, the designer’s plan must be read by the landscape contractor who
will implement the design.
The landscape designer must convey his or her ideas to a client in
a way that helps the client envision how the finished landscape will
appear and function, while the design is still only a drawing. Many
clients find this difficult, since they are unaccustomed to reading flat
drawings. Often the drawings must be interpreted by clients and others
when the designer is not available to answer questions as they arise.
On even more rare occasions, a design may be reviewed by a client
who does not speak the same language as the designer. In any of these
situations, the drawing must speak for itself, and speak in a language
that makes the design understandable to the viewer. That language is
graphics. As applied to landscape plans, graphics are a combination
of style and technique. In a manner suggestive of spoken languages,
graphics evolve over time, overlaying traditional tools and styles with
new technology.

The Tools
For the majority of the years that landscape designers have been interpreting their ideas on paper, they have used the traditional instrumentation of the draftsman. Using t-square, triangles, pencils, measuring
tools, and assorted templates landscape designers and architects have
created plans for planting arrangements, hardscape items, lighting
effects, water features, views and vistas for projects as small as a backyard or as grandiose as a palace garden. Figure 9–32 illustrates many of
the tools that are used to create landscape plans in the traditional manner. Many landscape designers still use traditional methods to prepare
their drawings: some because they prefer the personalization that only
a drawing done completely by hand can display; others because they
design infrequently and find the traditional instrumentation to be all
that is necessary.
In recent years, computer technology has developed that enables
designers to prepare their plans on a monitor screen before printing
it out in paper form. Computer aided design (CAD) systems are commonly used by landscape designers and architects to create designs
for all types of projects. While the early CAD graphics were simplistic,
bordering on cartoonish, there are now a number of software programs
that have graphic capability that can match the best hand drawn plans.
CAD systems also have one additional and major advantage over hand
drawn plans: the speed with which changes can be made. They have
the disadvantages of being expensive and necessitating training before
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Instuments

Description and uses

Drafting brush

Eraser

Eraser shield

Drawing board

T-square

Triangles

Pens, pencils, and
lead holders

Drafting tape

Drafting powder

Scale

Protractor

Compass

French curves

FIGURE 9–32.
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A guide to landscape design tools (Delmar/Cengage Learning)
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use. However, both costs and complexity are moderating and will likely
continue to do so, making CAD designing the standard technology for
even small companies in the very near future.
The instruments of the designer who works on the computer supplement those of the traditional draftsman. A digital camera and/or a video
camera are used to capture and record site data. A scanner may be used
to transfer images and data from the photographs or other sources. The
images captured by the cameras and scanners can be used to produce
base maps and to produce illustrations of the installed design to aid
the client’s visualization of the proposal. The software programs in use
today range from those that are comprehensive of every design detail in
the most complex project to those that are best suited for the simpler
uses of a homeowner.
• AutoCAD® (a registered trademark of AutoDesk, Inc.):
Comprehensive system for the professional user. It requires
specialized hardware, software, and user training.
• LANDCADD®: Comprehensive system currently marketed by Eagle
Point Software that offers need-specific modules in site planning and
design, irrigation design, cut and fill calculations, drainage calculations,
plant selection, road alignment, cost estimating, and others.
• AutoSketch: An inexpensive program that allows the designer to
draw in a range of styles from conceptual to highly refined. It is a
good program for creating technical drawings at low cost.
• Sketchup: Permits a design concept to be viewed as a 3-D model. The
degree of realism can be controlled by the user depending on the
level of completeness and sophistication warranted by the drawing.
• PlantARE: A program developed in Europe that contains three
separate modules: one for developing base maps, one for creating
planting plans, and one for the selection of specific plants.
• PRO Landscape: A software package that performs multiple
functions: complete plan view designing, photo-imaging, and
preparation of the project proposal.
• DynaSCAPE: An even more comprehensive package. In addition to
features described above, it gives the designer the ability to provide
clients with complete plant care information, generate a material
quantity estimate, provide color images of the plants specified in the
design, prepare a bid, and offer business management tools.
• Design Imaging: A program that permits a designer to superimpose
a design proposal onto a photo image of a building or other site
feature. The result looks like a photo of the installed landscape.

Drawing Surfaces
A variety of drawing surfaces is used by landscape design professionals.
Some have a short life. Others must be stronger because the drawings
are meant to be permanent or must endure repeated handling and folding. Some of the surfaces are for original drawings whereas others are
for copies. Some are best suited to pencil; others are more suitable for
ink, felt pen, colored pencils, or other media. A brief summary of the
drawing surfaces and their uses follows.
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Drawing paper A heavy, opaque surface, it is used for sketching
and for one-of-a-kind drawings. It takes pen and pencil equally well.
Markers are likely to bleed and run on it. The smoother finishes are less
absorbent.
Vellum Translucent paper surface, vellum is manufactured in several
weights and qualities. Vellum is a surface on which drawings are originated or traced. The most lightweight vellum has a limited life. It is used
for first-draft drawings and sketches. Heavier grades are used to trace
designs that are to be presented to the client or contractors. Because it
is translucent, vellum can be copied in a diazo duplicator , which is one
of the most common ways to reproduce drawings in quantities.
Mylar film A translucent plastic surface, it is used like heavyweight
vellum to make final tracings for presentation and duplication. Mylar
film is more expensive than vellum. It is frosted on one or both sides,
necessary for ink or graphite to adhere to the surface.
Drafting cloth A translucent surface of plastic with a thin layer of linen
bonded to it. The cloth side is the one drawn on. Drafting cloth is the
most expensive drafting surface. It is used where strength is important.
Reproductive paper, film, and cloth Sensitized materials that permit
positive duplication of drawings done in pencil or ink on vellum, film,
or cloth. Use of the paper requires a copying machine like the diazo
duplicator. Special-effect papers are available as well.

Types of Landscape Drawings
While there are many types of mechanical drawings and ways to illustrate objects, the landscape designer most frequently utilizes the plan
view. The plan view assumes a vantage point directly above the proposed landscape looking down perpendicular to the ground (Figure
9–33). The plan view is a collection of symbols that represent the plants
and construction materials to be used in the landscape (Figure 9–34).
Symbols are drawn to a scale that permits the property to fit onto the
drawing surface and labeled adequately to permit the client to visualize
the project when installed. Plants are scaled to their mature size to avoid
overcrowding.
The advantages of plan views are that they
• are easily drawn to scale
• efficiently combine the concepts of the design with necessary
mechanics such as plant spacing, mulch depth, and concrete
thickness
• can be easily adapted from presentation tracings into working
construction plans
The major disadvantage of plan views is that some clients find it
difficult to visualize the symbolic, two-dimensional drawing in three
dimensions.
Two other types of illustration, the elevation and the perspective,
are used as sales tools to help clients visualize the completed landscape.
Elevations are two-dimensional views of the front, rear, or side of a
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A plan view drawn by hand (Delmar/Cengage Learning)
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Deciduous tree

Deciduous shrub

Landscape Design

Deciduous tree

Needled evergreen

Broad-leaved
evergreen

Picnic table
Patio table and chairs

Brick paving

FIGURE 9–34.

Fitted stone
paving

Automobile

Decking

Typical plan-view symbols used by landscape designers (Delmar/Cengage Learning)
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FIGURE 9–35. An elevation view permits the height and width to be drawn to
scale. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 9–36. A perspective view permits easier visualization of how the
proposed design will appear. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

landscape as seen from ground level (Figure 9–35). Perspectives simulate three-dimensional views, with the vantage point at ground level or
slightly above (Figure 9–36). All three types of drawings can be produced
using traditional or computerized methods.

CREATING A RESIDENTIAL PLAN
The development of a residential landscape plan merges the arrangement of plants and other materials with the graphic skills necessary to
symbolize them. It requires that the principles of design be applied to
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an entire property, not just sections, and that the final design possess a
unity that integrates all use areas into a total plan (Figure 9–37).
The development is best approached logically and in a sequential,
orderly manner.
Step 1: Analyze the characteristics of the site.
Step 2: Determine the needs of the clients.
Step 3: Match client needs and site capabilities as closely as possible,
allowing new needs to be suggested by the site’s potential for
development.
Step 4: Select a scale that allows the site to be reproduced on paper,
including lot, buildings, and existing features.
Step 5: Assign use areas to appropriate regions of the property. Lay out
the areas with wide angles to avoid the creation of narrow, tight, and
impractically shaped spaces.
Step 6: Select focal points and locate them within the use areas.
Step 7: Shape each use area in a way that directs attention to the focal
point and relates it to adjoining use areas. You may have to try
numerous possibilities before you are satisﬁed.
Step 8: Retaining the shapes from the step above, convert the lines
to planting beds and other outdoor wall elements. It is important

FIGURE 9–37.

Learning)

A professional landscape plan prepared as a plan view using a CAD system (Delmar/Cengage
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to determine the location of the walls before considering speciﬁc
plants or other materials.
Step 9: Deﬁne the function to be served by each plant in the design.
The function directs and restricts the choice of species.
Step 10: Select plant species that will ﬁll the roles deﬁned for them, and
symbolize them with their mature size and plant type.
Step 11: Select enclosure, surfacing, and enrichment items that
complement the total design.
Step 12: Label all elements of the plan. Keep the labels on or near the
symbols.
Step 13: Compile a list of all plant species used and the total number
needed of each.

SUMMARY
The making of landscape gardens dates back to the ancient Egyptians
and perhaps before. These early gardens were as much an expression
of status, power, and dominance as they were places for recreation and
personal enrichment. Modern landscape designers attempt to arrange
outdoor space in a way that serves the needs and desires of the people
who use it without damage to natural ecological relationships.
In developing a landscape, a designer must first inventory the characteristics of both the clients and the site. Client interviews and site
analysis, with possible subcontracting of services from other professionals, are means of acquiring the necessary data.
Recognizing that people use various areas of the landscape for different purposes, designers plan distinct regions (use areas) into each
site. As many as four different use areas may be found in a residential
landscape: public area, private living area, general living area, and service area. Each of these areas is then developed as an outdoor room with
wall, ceiling, and floor elements selected from the rich and varied array
of natural and man-made materials available.
In creating usable and attractive outdoor living spaces, landscape
designers apply the six basic principles of design that guide all creative
effort: simplicity, balance, focalization of interest, proportion, rhythm
and line, and unity. Judging how effectively these principles are applied
aids the objective evaluation of a landscape.
It is equally important that the selection of plants for the landscape
be objective. Personal preference must be put aside in favor of choices
that contribute needed architectural, engineering, or aesthetic qualities.
The qualities of plants can only be judged superior or inferior within the
role requirements established for a property by the landscape designer.
Enrichment items also may be selected to fill a need. Their contributions supplement the wall, ceiling, and floor elements in the outdoor
room and make the landscape more usable and personal. The landscaper’s enclosure and surfacing materials are also selected by matching their characteristics with the role they must fill in the landscape
design.
The landscape designer communicates through the language of
graphics. The graphic art techniques used by designers are directed
toward helping the designers, their clients, and their contractors under-
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stand how the design will appear when it is installed and mature. Actual
drawing may be accomplished using traditional hand instruments or
the newer technology of computer aided design software. Illustration
forms include plan views, elevations, and perspectives.
This chapter also included instructions for the creation of corner
plantings, line plantings, and a total residential design.

A CH I EVE M E NT R E VI E W
A. SHORT ANSWER
Answer each of the following questions as briefly
as possible.
1. Based on the characteristics of gardens, in
the left column, indicate their style, from
the right column.
a. designed from a 1. nature symbolism
romanticized
of the Orient
concept of how
2. formal tradition
nature should
of 16th- and
appear
17th-century
b. represents the
Europe
natural world in 3. 18th-century
miniature
English
c. symmetrical
naturalism
layouts
d. designed to
display
dominance
over nature
e. influenced the
American park
movement
f. spiritual
appreciation of
the garden may
be lacking in
American and
European
observers
2. Define the objective of contemporary
landscape design.
3. Indicate if the following information,
needed to develop a landscape, would
be obtained from the client (A), the site
analysis (B), or both (C).
a. off-site views
b. attitudes toward outdoor living
c. preferences for certain plants

d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

problem areas such as wet spots
direction of prevailing winds
needs of the handicapped
existing vegetation
topography
budget
hydrography

4. List and describe the four major use areas
in a residential landscape.
5. Indicate if the functions listed below are
performed by outdoor walls (A), outdoor
floors (B), or outdoor ceilings (C).
a. define the base plane of the outdoor
room
b. define the shape of the outdoor room
c. provide privacy from overhead viewers
d. absorb the impact of user traffic
e. direct the traffic through the landscape.
6. Which principle of design is being applied
in each of the following situations?
a. One side of the landscape has the same
visual weight as the side opposite.
b. Attention is directed to the house
entrance.
c. Trees are selected that will not dwarf
the nearby house.
d. Bedlines are designed to be gently
curving, not fussy and intricate.
e. Rectangular lines in the house and
in the public area are repeated in the
general living area.
7. Indicate if the following functions of plants
are architectural (A), engineering (B), or
aesthetic (C).
a. contribute fragrance to a private living
area
b. cast needed shade across a concrete
patio
c. block pedestrian traffic
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d. absorb nearby highway noise
e. attract attention to the incurve with
their colorful flowers
f. trace a pattern of green against a long,
unbroken concrete wall
g. reduce the velocity of wind blowing
across a patio
h. establish a windbreak for a farm in
Kansas
8. Classify the following examples of
enrichment items as natural (N) or manmade (M), and tangible (T) or intangible
(I).
a. outdoor furniture e. large boulders
b. birds
f. sculpture
c. the sound of birds g. reflecting pool
d. the fragrance of
h. the sound of a
flowers
waterfall

4. Which fencing style would require the
greatest maintenance?
a. chainlink
c. solid board
b. picket
d. split rail
5. Which surfacing material would not be
suitable for parking cars?
a. asphalt
c. slate
b. brick
d. concrete
6. Which surfacing would not be suitable
for paving the patio of a senior citizens’
center?
a. brick
c. indoor-outdoor
b. concrete
carpeting
d. marble
7. Which soft paving is most likely to
deteriorate due to microbial activity?
a. brick chips
c. crushed stone
b. wood chips
d. stone dust

B. MULTIPLE CHOICE
From the choices given, select the best answers
to each of the following questions.
1. Which fencing style would not provide
privacy for a patio area?
a. basketweave
c. horizontally
louvered
b. grapestake
d. chainlink
2. Which enclosure would not deflect the
wind?
a. 6-foot brick wall c. picket fence
b. 6-foot concrete
d. 6-foot solid
wall
wall
3. Which enclosure material would be most
suitable for a children’s play area where
security and visibility into the area were
desired?
a. chainlink fencing c. stockade fencing
b. brick wall
d. railroad ties

C. DEMONSTRATION
Select a property whose residents are agreeable
to serving as clients, and follow the steps outlined in this chapter to create a total landscape
design. For this initial effort, the following suggestions are offered:
1. Select a site in which the dimensions and
house location are either easily measured
or can be taken from an existing property
map.
2. Consult with the clients several times
during the development of the design
to ensure that their wants and needs are
being satisfied.
3. Work out the first draft on drawing paper
and trace the final form onto heavy vellum
using your best drafting skills.
4. Have a professional landscape designer
evaluate your work and offer a critique.
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O B J E C TIV E S
Upon completion of this chapter, you should be able to

• identify the tools used in the installation of landscape plants.
• condition soil used in the installation of landscape plants.
• describe the advantages and disadvantages of bare-rooted, balled-and-burlapped, and
containerized plant material.

• select the best season for transplanting.
• outline procedures for the installation of trees, shrubs, groundcovers, bedding plants,
and bulbs.

• describe the advantages and disadvantages of organic and inorganic mulches.
• explain the benefits of antitranspirants.
• describe installation methods unique to the American Southwest and Southeast.

K E Y TE R M S
bare root
balled-and-burlapped
containerized

glazing
mulch
antitranspirants

adobe
caliche
sun scald

THE IMPORTANCE OF PROPER INSTALLATION
High-quality landscapes begin with top-quality plant materials. Both
depend on careful installation techniques to ensure the survival and
growth of the transplanted stock. Landscape contractors joke about
$25 dollar plants set into $75 dollar holes. In fact, a great deal of labor
and materials are often needed to prepare a hostile planting site for a
new plant. Few sites offer a perfect combination of proper soil texture,
fertility, and pH with correct drainage, optimum water, and humidity
throughout the post-transplant period. All are necessary for successful
transplanting.
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THE NECESSARY TOOLS
Since the plant material to be installed includes seeds, bulbs, bedding
plants, groundcovers, and trees and shrubs of all sizes, a wide range of
tools must be available to accomplish the installation. The hand tools
most commonly used are shown and described in Figure 10–1.
As plant materials increase in size, hand tools must be supplemented with power tools. The tree spade makes possible the successful transplant of large trees and shrubs (Figure 10–2). It operates on a
hydraulic system, with each movement controlled from a set of levers
that permits the machine to be operated by anyone, regardless of physical strength. Other power tools helpful in the installation of landscape
plants include the power auger, power tiller, tractor, front-end loader,
back hoe, trencher, and the Tree-Porter™. The latter, like the tree spade,
is used to transplant large trees. The machine drives individual steel
blades into the soil around the tree to be moved. The blades are like steel
sheets and cut through the root system. When all four blades are in
place, the root system has been encased in a soil cube. The blades are
then locked together and the tree lifted with a hoist for movement to a
new location.

ROOT FORMS OF LANDSCAPE PLANTS
Landscape plants are available in a variety of root forms. Bedding plants
and groundcovers are usually grown in pressed peat pots or plastic
packets that permit the root system to be transplanted intact. Trees and
shrubs can be purchased as bare-rooted, balled-and-burlapped (b & b),
or containerized plants. The advantages and disadvantages of each are
compared in Figure 10–3.
Which root form is best to use depends on the season of the year,
the availability of stock, the size of the plants at the time of installation,
and the budget of the project. Bare root is a common root form for
deciduous shrubs and a few trees that develop new roots quickly after
transplanting. Evergreens are most often balled-and-burlapped or containerized. Deciduous trees and shrubs may also be obtained in b & b or
containerized forms. Large b & b plants may have the soil ball reinforced
with a wire basket to prevent breakage during handling. Vines are usually containerized.

THE TIME TO TRANSPLANT
The best season for transplanting depends on the type of material being
planted. Usually, the prime objective is to transplant at a time that will
permit good root growth before shoots and leaves develop. For most
plants in most parts of the country, that time is early autumn. Then
the roots can grow as long as the soil remains unfrozen and the cool air
temperatures encourage the above-ground parts to go dormant. Early
spring, when root growth exceeds shoot growth, is the second best season. Summer is not a good season unless containerized material is used
with its intact root system. Winter is not a good season for transplanting
in northern regions because the roots cannot grow. In regions where the
winter temperatures are milder and the ground does not freeze, winter
can be a satisfactory alternate season for transplanting.

Tool and Name

Function

Grass shears

Used to trim grass along walks,
roadways, the edge of planting beds, and
around trees, posts, etc.

Pruning saw

Removes any tree or shrub part
that cannot be easily cut with the
lopping shears. Usually parts are
1 inch or more in diameter.

Pruning shears

Used to trim tree and shrub twigs up to
1/2 inch in diameter.

Crosscut saw

Removes large limbs and small trees. The
saw has additional
general uses.

Grass hook

For reducing the height of
overgrown grass areas. It
requires the user to bend over.

Lopping shears

Used to trim tree and shrub twigs from 1
inch to 1 1/2 inches in diameter.

Hedge shears

Prunes shrubs grown closely spaced as
hedges. These shears are only used on
young, tender new growth.

FIGURE 10–1.

Tools for landscape installation (Delmar/Cengage Learning)
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Function

Grass whip

For reducing grass height without
bending over. (Once reduced in height, a
lawn mower can be used on the grass.)

Spading shovel

A combination tool with uses similar to
both spades and shovel. It can be used
for digging as well as scooping.

Spading fork

Used for turning over the
soil when it is not too hard
or compacted. Also used for
lifting bulbs in the fall.

Scoop

Good for moving loose materials such
as crushed stone, peat moss, soil, etc.
Scoops have high sides. They are not
used for digging.

Manure fork

The best tool for moving coarse,
lightweight materials such as straw,
wood chips, etc.

Spades

Shovel

Obvious general uses in digging. Spades
have flatter shapes
than shovels. They penetrate
the soil more easily but have
less scooping capability.

Used for cleaning loose soil from
planting holes and other scooping uses.
A shovel has sides that a spade does not
have.
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Tool and Name

Obvious chopping uses. Especially useful
in tree removal and for
cutting up fallen timber.

Weed cutter

Removes annual weeds by cutting them
off at ground level. Not very effective
against biennial and
perennial weeds.

Toothed rakes

Used for heavy-duty raking that
requires a strong tool. Commonly used
in preparation of lawn seed beds and
cultivation of planted beds.

Broom rake

Very useful in places where a lightweight,
springy rake is needed. Very good for
collecting debris and clippings from lawn
surface.

Lawn comb

An excellent rake for collection
of leaves and coarse debris from lawn
surface.

Shrub comb

Used for raking debris from small areas
between shrubs.

Bulb planter

Used to install flowering bulbs.

Push hoe

Similar to a scuffle hoe. It is good for
rooting out weeds.
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Function

Hand trowel

Used for transplanting bedding plants
into flower beds, borders,
and boxes.

Post hole digger

Prepares holes for the support posts of
fences.

Transplanting hoe

Uses are similar to those of
a hand trowel. It has less
adaptability for other types
of digging.

Garden hoe

Widely used for breaking up the soil prior
to planting. It is also good for cultivating
planted beds and for weed removal.

Hand cultivator

Loosens the surface soil in flower beds
and around shrubs.

Scuffle hoe

Useful in weeding and cultivating in
planted beds. It cuts off weeds and
loosens surface soil.
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Tool and Name

Pick

Used for breaking up hard rocky soil. It
has two pointed ends for gouging into
the soil.

Sprayer

Needed to apply pesticides,
antitranspirants, and other
chemicals in liquid form.
Sprayers are available in a
wide range of sizes.

(Continued)

Spreader

Used for the application of
fertilizer, seed, and other dry
turf products.
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FIGURE 10–1.

Stronger than a grading hoe.
Its uses are similar. It has two
flat ends.
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Loosens hard or compacted soil during
preparation for planting.
Has a sharpened flat end.

Grading hoe

Cutter mattock
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Root Form

Advantages
• Comparatively
inexpensive
• Lightweight and
easy to transport
• Dormant at the
time of planting

• Severely reduced
root system
• Transplant season
limited to early
spring
• Usually small,
requiring time to
mature

• Larger material can
be transplanted
• Less damage to the
root system
• Can be transplanted
throughout spring
and fall

• Usually the most
expensive
• Soil ball adds weight
and bulk
• For large plants,
costly installation
equipment is
required

• Less expensive than
b & b material
• Root system intact
• Can be transplanted
throughout spring,
summer, and fall

• Seldom available in
large sizes
• Can become rootbound if kept in
containers too long

Bare-rooted

Balled-and-burlapped

Large trees can
be moved successfully with
powered transplanters. There
is limited disturbance to the
root system. (Courtesy of
Randy Countermine)

FIGURE 10–2.

Disadvantages

Containerized
FIGURE 10–3.

Root forms of landscape plants (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

Flowering bulbs have definite transplant seasons. Hardy bulbs,
which bloom in the spring, must be planted in the fall. Tender bulbs,
which flower in the summer and will not survive the winter, are planted
in the spring, dug up in the fall, and stored indoors over winter.
Annual flowers, purchased as bedding plants, are transplanted in
the spring after all danger of frost is past.

METHODS OF INSTALLATION
The one consideration common to all methods of landscape plant
installation is how to minimize transplant shock (stress) and return the
plant to a normal state of growth as quickly as possible. In addressing
that common consideration, the methods of installation vary greatly. A
shallow rooted bedding plant, propagated in the artificial soil of a greenhouse and expected to live no longer than ninety days at its transplant
site, will not require the same method of transplanting as a medium size
tree that was grown undisturbed in a nursery field and is expected to
grow and flourish for many more years in a new location.
Stress is the principal consideration that must be addressed and
overcome. It can be both physical and physiological. For example, if a
young tree is whipped by the wind, it may become physically injured
at its base as the young trunk is bent back and forth while the root ball
remains unmoved. Physiological stress can occur if the plant cannot
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take up enough water after transplanting to prevent its wilting. Stress
can also result from hypersensitivity to the light or temperature of the
new location. The keys to reduction of stress and transplant shock are
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

preparation of a proper planting site.
preparation of the root system at the time of installation.
proper placement and post-placement handling.
correct backfilling.
adequate watering and mulching.
protection and stabilization of the transplant.
timely follow-up care of the transplant.

The Planting Site
Flowers, groundcovers, and bulbs usually are placed into a cultivated
bed rather than in individual holes. This permits them to be installed
with a hand trowel, hoe, or bulb planter rather than with a spade.
Preparation of the planting site may be done using a spading fork, shovel, or a garden tiller. Except in areas where the water table is high or the
drainage very poor, adequate drainage for successful establishment of
flowers and groundcovers can be attained by incorporating quantities of
sand and organic matter into the soil at the time of bed preparation.
Trees and shrubs require differing site preparations depending on
their size and the form of their root systems. Much has been discovered
by horticulture researchers in recent years that is contrary to long established industry practices. The objective of the landscaper should be to
make the planting hole the correct size to meet the needs of the plant
as measured by its root form and the soil structure at the planting site.
On sites where the soil structure is good and drainage adequate, the
planting hole should be just deep enough to contain the root system,
allowing it to rest on undisturbed soil with the top of the root ball two
or more inches above the top edge of the planting hole. Where drainage
is poor, the root ball should be set even higher (Figure 10–4). For bare
root plants, the hole should be deep enough to contain the root system
without it becoming wadded. In all cases, the plants are set high to allow
for settling that will usually occur over time after several waterings. It
also helps prevent water from collecting around the trunk and promoting disease.
The width of the planting hole will also vary from site to site. For
bare root plants, the width need be only enough to prevent crowding.
For balled and burlapped and containerized plants, the planting hole
should be at least twice as wide as the soil ball. The same applies to the
width of trenches used for hedge plantings. On sites where the soil is
highly compacted, such as former building sites, the width of the planting hole should be increased to three or more times the diameter of the
soil ball.
All soils, especially those that are compacted or have a high clay
content, are likely to become glazed along the sides of a planting hole.
Glazing can prevent the roots from growing into the surrounding soil.
When the hole is created mechanically, as with an auger or a tree spade,
the probability of glazing is even greater. Therefore, the sides and bottom of the planting hole should be loosened (scarified) before the plant
is set. Scarification can be done with a spade, hoe, or steel rake.
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FIGURE 10–4. The finished planting (Delmar/Cengage
Learning. Photo by Jack Ingels.)

Preparing the Root System

With its plastic
pot removed and the bed
properly conditioned, this
geranium is easily installed
using a hand trowel. (Delmar/
Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 10–5.

Bedding plants and groundcovers need little preparation prior to transplanting due to their method of propagation. If contained in peat pots,
the plants can be set directly into the prepared soil. Those grown in
plastic or clay production containers should have them removed before
planting. If the root system has become pot bound (wadded and growing around themselves), the root mass should be squeezed gently to
break it apart and the roots pulled downward before planting (Figure
10–5).
For bare root and containerized shrubs and trees, an inspection of
the root system should precede planting. Any matted or encircling roots
should be straightened. All damaged, dead, or otherwise unhealthy roots
should be pruned back to healthy tissue. Containerized plants may benefit by having their root ball cut at intervals all around to encourage new
growth that will be properly oriented. The cuts should be on the bottom
half of the root mass (Figure 10–6).
Another technique used to overcome the girdling tendency of some
containerized plants is butterflying. It requires the soil ball to be split
half way up its center so that the root system can be spread apart (like
butterfly wings) when placed into the planting hole. If the potentially
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Containerized plants can become pot bound. Before transplanting,
they should be removed from the container and the root mass cut vertically at
2-inch intervals on the lower half to promote new root growth that is oriented
properly. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 10–6.

girdling roots are in the top half of the soil ball, butterflying will not help.
However, where applicable, the technique can promote a more natural
root orientation in the new transplant.

Placement and Related Care
Placing the plant into the planting hole is easy if the plant is lightweight.
It becomes more difficult as the size of the plant and the weight of the
root ball increase. The labor and related costs can range from minimal
to highly significant.
Bare root plants can be lifted without damage by grasping them
along their branches or trunk. Plants with soil balls can be damaged
if lifted at a point that allows the weight of the root ball to place stress
on the crown where the branches or trunk join the root system. They
should be lifted by grasping them at the crown, not higher up. If the
plants are to be carried any distance, the soil ball should be supported
by hand, ball cart, or machine (Figure 10–7).
Before the soil ball is set into the planting pit, the root flare of the
plant should be located. The root flare is the place where the first set of
large lateral roots is attached to the tree or shrub. In most tree species
it is what causes the trunk of the plant to taper outward. The root flare
is responsible for the stability of the tree or shrub and needs to be at
grade level. If a plant is set too deep, causing the root flare to be buried,
the plant can suffocate from too little oxygen reaching the roots. Some
plants will develop a set of secondary roots in the soil above the buried
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Balled and burlapped plant carried correctly.
(Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by Jack Ingels.)

FIGURE 10–7.

root flare. In time, these roots will girdle and kill the plant. It is not
uncommon for the root flare to become buried beneath several inches
of soil or mulch in both b & b and containerized plants. This can create
a false impression of the correct level for transplanting.
After being placed into the planting hole and positioned for the best
display, soil balls need to be stabilized at their base to prevent tipping to
the side later. There is a predictable temptation for laborers to twist and
turn the plants by lifting them by the branches. As much as possible, the
plants should be positioned and adjusted by turning the ball.
Plants that have their soil balls wrapped in burlap should have the
burlap untied or unpinned at the top and the top half of the wrapping cut away. While some texts recommend tucking the loose burlap
down into the hole, it is preferable to cut it away. Large folds of burlap
can interfere with proper root development. It is seldom necessary to
remove the lower half of the burlap wrapping unless the burlap is made
of nonbiodegradable material. It is most important that no burlap be
exposed to the air after backfilling. Allowing that would promote rapid
water loss through wicking.
If the burlapped soil ball has been placed within a wire basket, it will
undoubtedly be a heavy plant and difficult to maneuver. Orientation of
the plant should be studied and planned before placement in the hole
since there is little opportunity to move it once it is set. After setting
the plant, the wire basket needs to be cut away from the top of the ball.
Ideally, the entire basket should be removed, but risking the breakage of
the soil ball while wrestling away the wire is not recommended. In most
field studies, allowing a portion of the wire basket to remain around the
soil ball has not retarded establishment and normal development of the
transplant.

Correct Backfilling
Backfill is the soil returned to the planting hole after the plant is set. The
soil interface is the place where the backfill meets both the soil ball and
the sides of the planting hole. If the backfill soil is significantly differ-
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ent from either the soil ball or the surrounding soil in texture, moisture
content, aeration, or added amendments, the transplant may be negatively affected. For example, if the backfill is amended to become finer
textured than the soil in the root ball, it creates an underground sponge
that quickly pulls water away from the root ball and holds it where the
plant cannot reach it. If the backfill is more conducive for root growth
than the surrounding soil, many root systems will not develop properly.
They will stay within the planting hole and not spread wide and deep
as they should. Therefore, for most planting situations, the backfilling
should either be done using the soil removed from the hole or with a soil
that closely matches the original soil in texture and other attributes.
As backfill is added, care should be taken to avoid leaving air pockets within the planting hole. Bare root plants should have soil worked
under and into the root mass to eliminate air space. The persons doing
the installation should use their feet to tamp down the soil around the
soil ball of b & b and container grown materials. Just enough pressure
should be applied to eliminate air pockets while avoiding compacting
the backfill.

Watering and Mulching
Annuals and groundcovers should be watered while still in their production containers and just prior to transplanting. After installation is complete, the entire planting bed should be thoroughly watered. The new
planting should be carefully monitored in the days that follow to ensure
that the plants get adequate moisture to prevent wilting and encourage
deep root growth. Watering should occur early enough in the day to permit complete drying of the foliage before temperatures cool, possibly
providing an opportune environment for disease development.
Trees and shrubs may receive some water as the backfill is added.
For large soil balls, that is especially important. Regardless of the size,
all trees and shrubs will need water as soon as possible after the transplanting is completed. The water will promote settling of the backfill
which may necessitate either additional backfill or the slight lifting of
the plant to return it to the proper planting depth. The latter is common
with bare root forms of plants. Otherwise the plant may sink and not
establish successfully.
Before applying the water, a bermed ring of soil should be built
around the plant, using excess backfill. It should be compacted enough
to retain water and it should be several inches in height. The berm should
be built directly over the soil ball and closely approximate the diameter
of the soil ball. It should not overshoot the soil ball since the intent is to
ensure that water applied within the berm permeates the soil ball rather
than flowing around it into the looser backfill. It may be necessary to fill
the basin several times in order to ensure a suitable level of soil moisture
for the new transplant.
After watering, mulching is recommended for trees and shrubs in all
but poorly drained locations. Mulching is the application of loose aggregate materials to the surface of the planting bed or backfilled planting
pit. The materials may be organic or inorganic. Examples of both types
and their advantages and disadvantages are listed in Table 10–1. To be
effective in moisture retention and weed control, the mulch must be
applied three to four inches deep. A shallow layer of mulch has only
cosmetic value. It does not reduce sunlight enough to discourage weed
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TABLE 10–1. Characteristics of Common Mulches
Organic Mulches
(peat moss, wood chips, shredded bark, chipped
corncobs, pine needles)

Inorganic Mulches
(marble chips, crushed stone, brick chips, shredded
tires)

reduce soil moisture loss

reduce soil moisture loss

often contribute slightly to soil nutrition

do not improve soil nutrition

may alter soil pH

seldom alter soil pH

are not a mowing hazard if kicked into the lawn

are a hazard if thrown by a mower blade

may be flammable when too dry

are nonflammable or fire-resistant

may temporarily reduce nitrogen content of soil

have no effect on nitrogen content of soil

require replacement due to biodegradation

do not biodegrade

may support weed growth as they decompose

may retain excessive amounts of solar heat

Nylon or plastic
guying ties
Stakes (if needed)
driven into undisturbed
soil outside the
root ball

Mulch to retain
moisture and control
weeds. Pulled back
at least 3’’ from
the root flare

Soil ring to catch
water. Removed
prior to winter

Set ball with root
flare at grade in
well-drained soil or
raised slightly in
poorly drained
soil

Backfill soil added
carefully to avoid
leaving air pockets
Planting pit at least twice the
ball width. Plant ball placed
on firm soil base

FIGURE 10–8.

All ropes removed.
Top half of burlap or
wire basket removed.
Burlap slit for root
growth

Key points in tree and shrub installation (Delmar/Cengage

Learning)
seed germination and growth, nor does it retain moisture or insulate the
soil surface against temperature fluctuations.
Mulch should fill the ringed berm around the new transplant, but
not be in contact with the trunk or crown. It is especially important that
the mulch not bury the root flare. Too much moisture at the base of the
plant can promote disease development or insect injury. Figure 10–8
illustrates the key points in tree and shrub installation.
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Protecting and Stabilizing
Once installed, some trees or shrubs may need additional safeguards to
counter the effects of the sun, prevailing winds, maintenance workers,
vandals, or animals. Trunk wraps, various methods of staking and guying, and antitranspirants are materials used to protect and stabilize new
transplants.

Trunk Wraps

Tree coils and
wraps are applied from the
base of the tree to the first
set of branches. Each coil
should slightly overlap the
preceding one to seal out
precipitation and insects.
(Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 10–9.

To protect young tree species that have thin bark and are at risk for injury by extremely hot summer temperatures or drying winds, it has been
common practice to wrap the trunks from the ground up to the first set
of branches with a protective covering. Rolls of commercial tree wrap
are available as burlap stripping or as a crepe-like paper. Except in arid
regions, the wraps are applied from the base of the tree upward, with
each coil overlapping the one below to prevent moisture from getting in.
The trunk wrap is tied at the top using another strip of burlap or twine,
but not wire. Despite its long standing acceptance by landscapers and
arborists as a proper protective technique, trunk wrapping has garnered
only mixed support among researchers. Some studies seem to justify
its value; others find no significant benefit. It may be that the value is
specific to certain species, of certain ages, and planted into certain locations subject to certain environmental conditions. One thing is definite:
all trunk wrap must be biodegradable, even the twine. The wrap and
twine should either degrade naturally after two years or be removed by
hand. To leave it in place any longer can harm the tree. For protection
against animal injury, the trunks may be wrapped with plastic coils. Like
the wraps, tree coils should be removed after two years (Figure 10–9).

Staking and Guying
If installed properly, most trees and shrubs will not need support to
grow straight and strong. Past practice nearly always included staking
or guying transplants, especially trees, but that has now been proved to
be unnecessary and often detrimental. Staking and guying have been
shown to cause effects such as these in transplanted trees:
• Damage due to girdling from the tie materials
• Bent growth away from the stake
• Increased stress on the trunk at the point of attachment to the
staking materials
• Weak wood development from the staked support downward toward
the base of the tree
• Reduced root production
• Reduced trunk taper
The initial reason for staking and guying was to prevent the transplanted tree or large shrub from moving, usually due to the wind.
Recent research has shown that transplants actually benefit from some
movement, as it stimulates better root growth. In general, trees that are
six feet or less in height or less than one inch in caliper (trunk diameter
measured six inches above the ground) will not require staking to support them. Only trees that are very large, or have weak trunks, or are
being transplanted in high wind locations should be staked or guyed.
Additionally, trees that are transplanted in densely populated urban
areas where vandalism is a potential problem or where mowing is done
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Metropolitan communities often use
metal grills to protect recent transplants. (Delmar/
Cengage Learning. Photo by Jack Ingels.)

FIGURE 10–10.

by workers who are insensitive to the care of new plantings may find
staking or guying to be necessary safeguards. If it is to be done, then
here is how to do it.
Staking uses one, two, or three wood or metal stakes driven into the
ground parallel to the trunk of a tree and down into solid, undisturbed
soil. The stakes should be long enough to extend about 8 inches above
their point of attachment to the tree. The point of attachment should be
about 6 inches above the highest point at which the trunk can be bent
by a strong wind yet return to its upright position.
The stakes can be attached to the tree in several ways. The traditional way has used heavy wire looped through links of hose at the point of
contact with the tree, then attached to the stakes and tightened by twisting the wire at its center until the desired tautness is attained. Although
still used, the wire and hose link technique has been shown to cause
injury to some plants when repeated movement by the wind causes
the hose coverings to wear away the bark. That may result in a girdling
condition. Currently gaining favor and acceptance are commercial ties
that replace the wire and hose links. Made of tough, weather resistant
webbing, the ties are flat and wider than wire, so they do not gouge the
bark. They also have a slight elasticity, providing a more flexible support
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to the plant than the wire and hose technique. Since the webbing material cannot be twisted like wire, it should be applied with a figure-eight
loop between the stake and the tree to allow for flexibility.
Using a single stake is most appropriate when the intent is to prevent a plant from being pushed off center by a strong prevailing wind.
In such a case, the stake is positioned on the upwind side of the plant.
For the stabilization of small trees, two stakes are often used, (Figure
10-11A). They are placed on opposite sides of the trunk and attached
to the same point on the tree. Securing the trunk at additional levels
along the stakes should be avoided because it creates additional stress
points when the tree moves in the wind. However, the two stakes can be
reinforced at the base with a wooden cross tie to prevent their wobbling
and coming loose. On windy sites, three stakes may be used for added
stability. Three stakes also offer greater protection from mower damage
and may dissuade vandals.
Guying is the stabilization of large trees and multistemmed plants
using the hose wrapped wires or strapping material described above, but
attached to anchoring devices that are driven into the undisturbed soil.
If stakes are used as the anchors, they should be driven at a 45-degree
angle to the ground surface and point toward the tree. If driven to
point away from the tree, they can become loosened over time, (Figure
10-11B). Usually three guys are needed to provide the desired stability.
For exceptionally large trees, underground anchors, termed deadmen,
may be used to ensure that the guys do not work loose. Support wires
can be twisted to the desired tautness or turnbuckles installed to accomplish the same thing. For safety, all exposed wires should be flagged with
colorful tape so that no one trips over them. Whether a plant is staked
or guyed, all apparatus should be removed after one year to avoid injury
and prevent girdling.

Stake
incorrectly
angled

Stakes
correctly
angled

Wind

When only a single stake is used
it should be placed on the upwind side.

FIGURE 10–11A.

When two stakes are used, they are
placed on opposite sides and attached
at the same point. A wide, flexible
material should be used to avoid cutting
into the trunk. Stakes are removed after
one growing season.

Bracing the tree by staking (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 10–11B. Bracing the tree
by guying. (Delmar/Cengage
Learning)
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Antitranspirants
Antitranspirants, also called antidessicants, are chemicals that reduce
the amount of water plants lose through transpiration. Antitranspirants
are useful because excessive water loss can result in transplant stress.
While formulations vary, most products act either to induce closing
of the stomata or to cover the stomata with a water-impermeable coating. Several popular brand names are available. The antitranspirants
are sprayed onto the plants before and again after transplanting. Since
the majority of plant stomata are present in the greatest numbers on the
lower surface of leaves, the underside of the canopy should receive
the greatest coverage.
Antitranspirants are of the greatest benefit in the transplanting of
deciduous trees and shrubs that are in leaf. They are also of benefit to
evergreens, especially broadleaved forms. Any evergreen will benefit
from antitranspirants if it is transplanted in the fall, right before the dry
winter period.

Follow-up Care of the Transplants
To ensure the success of newly planted trees and shrubs, it is important
that certain things be monitored in the days and weeks that follow. The
monitoring may be done by the company that installed the plants, or by
the property owner, or by both. The specifics of care include:
• Pruning of branches damaged during movement and planting, or
the removal of selected branches from the canopy to reduce the
chance of the plant being tipped by the wind
• Keeping the plants deeply watered, but not waterlogged
• Eliminating weeds, turf, and other competing plants that could
deprive the transplant of moisture
• Rodent control; using devices such as plastic trunk coils or screen
wire to prevent animal feeding that can girdle trunks or destroy the
canopy
• Frequent checks of stakes and guys to ensure their tautness and to
affirm that there is no rubbing injury at the point of attachment to
the tree
• Removal of all stakes and guys, associated hardware, and trunk
wraps at the appropriate time
• Reapplication of antitranspirants after leaves have expanded and/or
prior to the onset of winter.

INSTALLING BEDDING PLANTS, GROUNDCOVERS,
AND BULBS
Earlier descriptions explained that these special landscape plants do
not have the large root balls common to trees and shrubs. They are seldom planted in individually prepared holes, but rather are set shallowly
into prepared planting beds.

Bedding Plants and Groundcovers
The spacing of the plants will determine the time required to attain
the effect desired. Predictably, closer spacing will result in more rapid
coverage, but it will also increase the expense of both labor and mate-
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Alternating the placement of bedding plants and groundcovers
fills space most efficiently. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 10–12.

rials. Table 9–4 in Chapter 9 lists some of the most common species
of groundcovers, their optimum spacing, and selected other characteristics. To ensure even and maximum coverage, bedding plants and
groundcovers should be installed in a staggered planting pattern (Figure
10–12).
Frequent waterings are needed to prevent the transplants from
drying out and to encourage deep rooting. Mulching, surprisingly, is
not always recommended. Coarse mulches can discourage the lateral
spread of the small plants and delay or entirely prevent their filling the
bed area. Generally, mulching is not recommended for bedding plants.
It can be helpful with groundcovers to prevent their heaving to the surface following the alternate freezing and thawing of winter soils. If used,
the mulch for groundcovers should be fine textured and applied after
the ground has frozen, not at the time of installation.

Bulbs
Flowering bulbs require a rich, well-drained soil. They are planted either
in flower beds and borders or as masses in the lawn. They may be gently
tossed by the handful into open, turfed lawn areas to be planted wherever they land, in an irregular spaced pattern. Bulbs are planted at differing depths and spacings depending on their species. Table 10–2 lists
the depths and spacings of some common bulbs.
Bulbs are always set into the ground with the base oriented downward and the shoot pointed upward (Figure 10–13). Many can be
installed with a bulb planter.
Other bulb-like structures, called tubers and rhizomes, are installed
in mounded holes that permit the structure to be oriented horizontally
and the roots directed downward (Figure 10–14). As always, the backfilling step should be done carefully to ensure that no air pockets form.
Water collecting around the bulbs in air pockets can promote rotting.
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TABLE 10–2. A Guide to Bulb Installation
Plant

Depth to Top of Bulb

Spacing

Amaryllis

Leave upper 1/3 of bulb exposed

One bulb per pot

Anemones

2 inches

12 inches

Bulbous iris

2 inches

12 inches

Caladium

2–3 inches in North/1 inch in South

As desired for effect

Calla lily

Leave upper 1/3 of bulb exposed

One bulb per pot

Cannas

3–4 inches

1 1/2–2 feet

Crocus

3 inches

2–4 inches

Daffodil

4–5 inches

6–8 inches

Dahlia

5–6 inches

2–3 feet

Elephant ears

Just below soil surface

As desired for effect

Gladiolus

3–4 inches

6–8 inches

Grape hyacinths

3 inches

2–4 inches

Hyacinths

4–6 inches depending on size

6–8 inches

Lilies

Two to three times the thickness of bulb

1 foot

Paperwhite narcissus

Just below soil surface

One or two bulbs per pot

Ranunculus

2 inches

12 inches

Snowdrops

3 inches

2–4 inches

Summer hyacinths

4 inches

6–8 inches

Tuberous begonia

Just below soil surface

6–8 inches

Tulips

4–5 inches

6–8 inches

Bulbs are installed either by hand or with a bulb planter. They are
set into the ground “noses up” and are covered with soil pressed firmly to prevent
air pockets. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 10–13.
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This iris rhizome is
installed by spreading its roots evenly
over a mound of soil, then backfilling
to cover the roots while allowing the
leaves and top of the rhizome to remain
exposed. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 10–14.

PROBLEMS OF ARID REGIONS
The landscaper installing plants in the American Southwest encounters
four distinct problems:
1. The soil quality is generally poor.
2. Irrigation is necessary throughout the year.
3. Higher altitudes can produce extremely hot daytime temperatures
and very cool nights.
4. High winds dry out plants quickly and often damage them
physically.
Arid soils generally fall into three categories: pure sand or gypsum,
adobe, and caliche. Sand lacks both nutrient content and humus. Adobe
is a heavy, clay-like soil that holds moisture better than sand but needs
humus to lighten it and improve its aeration. Caliche soils are highly
alkaline due to excessive lime content. They have a calcareous hardpan
deposit near the surface that blocks drainage, making plant growth
impossible. The hardpan layer may lie right at the surface or from several inches to several feet below ground level. The deposits may occur as
a granular accumulation or as an impermeable, concrete-like layer.
Generally, these are the characteristics of arid soils:
• lack humus
• require frequent irrigation
• are nutritionally poor; nutrients are continually leached out by the
irrigation water
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• are highly alkaline (pHs of 7.5 to 8.5 and higher)
• are low in phosphate; phosphate may be rendered unavailable by the
high pH
• lack iron or contain it in a form unavailable to plants
• have a high soluble salt content resulting from alkaline irrigation
waters and from manures and fertilizers that do not leach
thoroughly
When installing plants in the Southwest, the landscaper must add
organic matter to the soils to improve their structure. Organic matter
improves the water retention capability of light sandy soils and breaks
up heavy adobe soils. The only way to improve the drainage of caliche soil is to break through it and remove the impermeable layer. The
excavated soil can be replaced with a conditioned mix that will support
healthy plant growth.
To catch and retain the water so vital, yet so limited, in arid regions,
the planting beds should be recessed several inches below ground level
to create a catch basin (Figure 10–15). This method traps and holds
applied water, preventing loss through runoff. In addition, organic
mulches should be applied to a depth of four inches or more to slow
moisture loss and create a cooler growth environment for the roots.
Trunk wraps and whitewash paint are also applied to the trunks of trees
to prevent water loss through their thin bark due to sun scald.
Cactus plants are sufficiently different from other plants to warrant
special mention. They can be transplanted successfully by following
these steps.
1. Before transplanting, mark the north side of the cactus. Orient this
side of the plant to the north in its new location. The plant will have
developed a thicker layer of protective tissue on its south side to
withstand the more intense sunlight.

4” Mulch

Recessed planting bed

A recessed planting bed creates a catch basin for moisture.
(Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 10–15.
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2. By trenching around the cactus, lift as much as possible of the root
system.
3. Brush soil from the roots and dust them with powdered sulfur.
4. Place the cactus in a shaded area where air circulates freely and
allow the roots to heal for a week before replanting.
5. Plant the cactus in dry, well-drained soil. Stake the plant if necessary.
6. Water the plant in three or four weeks, after new growth starts.
Thereafter, apply water at monthly intervals.
Whenever possible, native or naturalized plants should be selected
for Southwestern landscapes. They have a better chance of surviving
the transplant and they keep maintenance costs down. In situations in
which the soil is especially unsuitable for planting, there may be little
choice but to install the plants above ground in planters.

PLANTING IN THE SOUTHEAST
The majority of textbooks that describe plant installation use photographs and examples common to the temperate zone. This one is no
exception. Fortunately, there are not many geographic differences in
methods of installation, but there are a few. They are based largely on
plant species distinctions and on soil differences.

Palms
Palms are monocots that grow as trees or shrubs and may have single
or multiple trunks. There are many different types of palms and they
can be found in settings as diverse as the seacoast and the desert. Each
branch has only a single terminal bud, allowing the plant to grow only at
that point. Roots are produced continuously from the base of the trunk
and they are shorter lived than the roots of woody dicots. The majority of palms that are used in landscapes are grown in nurseries, not the
wild. They may be produced in containers or grown in fields. Like the
woody dicots, palms must have an adequate root and soil ball attached
if they are to transplant successfully. However, because of the difference in how and where the roots are produced, the root ball is seldom
as large as that of the woody plants. A root ball diameter that is about
two feet greater than the diameter of the trunk is generally accepted as
an adequate size. To be certain, landscapers should consult the local
industry standards of their geographic region since there is no single
industry norm. Many palms are not root pruned before being dug to
promote new root formation prior to transplanting. Large palms can be
moved with a tree spade. Smaller plants are handled with ball carts or
carried at the root ball. To protect the tender terminal bud, the fronds
of a palm are usually tied up and around the end of each branch with
biodegradable twine before being harvested and moved. It is important
to keep the root ball moist until the transplant is accomplished (Figures
10–16A and B).
Palms should be set at the same depth they were in the field or in
their production container. If set too shallow, they may topple over. If set
too deep, they may suffer nutrient deficiency. Staking is often needed to
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A
FIGURE 10–16A and B.

B
Large palms, with fronds tied, are set into planters using a crane. (Delmar/Cengage Learning.

Photo by Jack Ingels.)
stabilize the new transplants. The technique used is an exterior support
brace, not the wire system described for temperate zone trees (Figure
10–17).
Following their transplanting, the palms should be kept wellwatered and misted throughout their first season. Where conditions are
excessively hot and dry, the fronds may remain tied around the terminal
bud for most of the first season as well as to protect it from drying. The
support structure may remain in place for up to a year.

SUMMARY

FIGURE 10–17. Exterior
bracing supports the palms.
Protective banding prevents
injury where braces meet
the trunks. (Delmar/Cengage
Learning. Photo by Jack
Ingels.)

High-quality landscapes require high-quality plant materials that are
properly installed. A variety of tools are used in the installation of plant
materials. Some are hand tools, many with multiple functions. Others
are power tools that make possible the installation of large plants and/
or the preparation of suitable transplant sites.
Landscape plants are available in bare root form, or as balled and
burlapped root and soil balls, or in production containers that can produce plants as large as trees and shrubs or as small as bedding plants
and groundcovers.
The best time to transplant is when good root growth can occur
prior to the development of shoots and leaves. For most woody plants,
early autumn is the ideal season. However, alternative planting seasons
exist throughout the nation depending on the climate and the species.
When installing any plant, the overriding objective is to minimize
transplant stress and return the plant to a normal state of growth as
quickly as possible. Reducing the physical and physiological stress on
the plant is critical. Proper preparation of the planting site and the root
system, followed by correct placement, backfilling, stabilization, and
post-transplant care will ensure a successful installation.
Stabilization techniques can include protective staking as well as
that done to support a weak stemmed plant or to prevent a plant from
tipping. When done correctly, staking permits the plant to move in the
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wind, then be returned to its upright position. Guying is used to support
large plants, usually trees. It anchors the tree to stakes driven deep into
the soil below grade. Mulching, trunk wrapping, and the use of antitranspirants are also important to successful post-transplant care and
establishment of the plant.
The chapter also looked at the several specific techniques required
for the successful installation of bedding plants, groundcovers, bulbs,
cacti, and palms.

A CH I EVE M E NT R E VI E W
A. SHORT ANSWER
Answer each of the following questions as briefly as possible.
1. Identify the following tools used in the installation of landscape plants.
a.

f.

k.

b.

g.

l.

c.

h.

m.

d.

i.

n.

e.

j.

o.
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2. Describe the antigirdling technique known
as butterflying.

2. Balled-and-burlapped plants are installed
in a hole with a mounded bottom.

3. Indicate whether the following are
characteristic of bare-rooted (A), balledand-burlapped (B), or containerized (C)
plants.
a. lightweight and easily transported
b. retain the entire root system
c. severely reduced root system
d. usually the most expensive
e. plants may become pot-bound
f. permits large plants to be
transplanted
g. transplant season limited to early
spring
h. allows transplanting in any season

3. Burlap can be left around the ball of earth,
but plastic mesh or wire baskets should be
removed before planting.

4. What is the primary objective when
deciding the timing of a plant transplant?
5. Why is early autumn the most desirable
transplanting season for most plants?
6. Indicate whether the following are
characteristic of inorganic (A) or organic
(B) mulches, or both (C).
a. reduce water loss from the soil
b. may alter soil pH
c. may temporarily reduce nitrogen
content of soil
d. hazardous if thrown by a mower blade
e. do not biodegrade
f. sometimes are slightly nutritional
7. What benefit is gained by applying
antitranspirants to new transplants?

B. TRUE/FALSE
Indicate if the following statements are true or
false.
1. The root form of the transplant determines
how the plant is installed.

4. Earthen rings to retain water and staking
if necessary to ensure alignment are used
regardless of the root form.
5. Containerized plants are installed in a hole
with a mounded bottom.
6. Where soil drainage is excessive, setting the
plant high above grade level will increase
its chances for survival.
7. After backfilling, the surface of the planting
hole should be graded to encourage water
flow toward the trunk and crown.
8. Wire baskets should be removed entirely
before the root ball is set into the planting
hole.
9. For rapid and maximum coverage,
groundcovers should be installed in
staggered, alternating rows.

C. ESSAY
Installation of plants in the American Southwest
is complicated by poor soil and the lack of
adequate natural water supplies. What must a
landscaper do to counter these threats to plant
survival?
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Plants

O B J E C TIV E S
Upon completion of this chapter, you should be able to

•
•
•
•

water, fertilize, edge, and mulch tree and shrub plantings.
prune trees and shrubs correctly.
maintain annual and perennial flower plantings.
winterize landscape plants.

K E Y TE R M S
pruning
lead branch
scaffold branches
canopy
crotch
suckers
water sprouts

crown
graft union
stock
scion
jump-cutting
thinning out
heading back

dead-heading
pinching
soft pinching
hard pinching
winter injury
windburn
heaving

SUSTAINED CARE OF PLANTINGS
As important as the design and proper installation of landscape plantings is their ongoing maintenance. Many gardens do not attain the
appearance envisioned by the landscape designer until the plants have
time to mature. Aiding those plants in their healthy maturation requires
attentive and knowledgeable maintenance. Also, some designs require
specific plant effects such as clipped formal hedges or espalier training
to create the garden as envisioned. In both instances, the value of skillful
landscape maintenance is apparent. A maintenance program generally
will include the following tasks: watering, fertilizing, mulching, edging,
pruning, pest control, and winterization.
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Watering
Depending on the region of the country, supplemental watering may be
an infrequent task or so regular that it requires an automatic irrigation
system. The need for a good water supply to the plantings has been discussed in earlier chapters. Here the subject is the objectives of proper
watering, its frequency, and its quantity.
Initially, watering must promote deep root development by the
plant to establish it securely in its location. Later, watering must keep
the plant healthy and growing actively even during dry summer weather. Much winter damage to evergreens can be avoided if the plants are
kept well watered throughout the summer and autumn.
Not all plants require the same amounts of water. Neither will all
plant root systems grow to the same depth in the soil. While nearly all
landscape trees and shrubs will die if kept in either arid or water-logged
soil for long, certain species are especially sensitive to sites that are too
dry or too wet.
Infrequent and deep watering is preferable to frequent, shallow
watering. Enough water should be applied to wet the soil to a depth of
12 to 16 inches. In the Southeast and Southwest, supplemental water
may be required nearly every day. In other regions, supplemental watering may be weekly or even less frequent.

Fertilization
Trees will grow without fertilization in most soils once they are established. However, they will grow with greater health and vigor if they are
fertilized annually. Shrubs will respond to proper fertilization with lush
growth, greater resistance to pests, and less winter damage.
For shrubs growing in cultivated beds, fertilizer may be applied in
late March or early April. Depending on the plants involved, each 100
square feet of bed area should receive between one and three pounds
of a low-analysis, complete fertilizer. The fertilizer should be distributed
uniformly over the soil beneath the shrubs, with most of the fertilizer
under the outer edge of the shrub where the fibrous roots that absorb
the nutrients are located. The fertilizer should not be allowed to touch
the foliage, or foliar burn (a reaction to the chemicals) may result. If the
soil is dry, the fertilizer should be worked into the soil with a hoe. If the
weather has not been abnormally dry, the fertilizer can be left untilled
and the next rainfall or irrigation will wash it into the soil.
Trees are fertilized in different ways depending on the species, the
age of the plant, the adjacent plants and terrain, and the equipment
available to do the job. Small trees may be fertilized to promote their
growth and ensure their health. Mature trees may be fertilized to sustain their health but with no concern for size expansion. Where trees
stand in open lawn areas, fertilizer can be applied to the surface using
the same spreader that would be used for lawn fertilization. In settings
where trees are crowded by structures or other plants, or are on sloped
terrain where runoff would prevent movement into the soil, fertilization may be by direct incorporation into the soil or directly into the tree.
With only a few exceptions, the method used makes no difference in the
trees’ reaction. As long as the fertilization provides a correctly balanced
nutritional supplement, the delivery system is not significant.
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High-pressure
injection places fertilizer
directly at the zone of
absorption. (Courtesy of
TruGreen ChemLawn)
FIGURE 11–1.
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Most important is delivering the fertilizer where it can be taken
up by the tree. The take-up of nutrients by trees occurs at the outer
extremes of the root zone and within the top six to eight inches of
the soil. The outer edge of the root zone in established trees was long
believed to correspond to the edge of the foliage canopy, termed the
drip line. Recent knowledge indicates that tree root systems commonly
extend far beyond the drip line. Therefore, placing fertilizer close to the
trunk or limiting its application just to the drip line may miss the most
absorbent roots entirely.
If fertilizer is being applied to the soil in holes drilled with augers or
by injections made with high pressure hydraulic sprayers (Figure 11–1),
the holes or injections should extend from halfway between the trunk
and drip line to a point approximately a quarter of the radius outside
the drip line. Drilled holes are best for dry fertilizer application. They
should be six to eight inches deep and spaced 18 to 24 inches apart
throughout the zone of application. A dry mixture of 50 percent high
analysis, complete fertilizer and 50 percent sand as a carrier, is poured
into the holes.
High-pressure injection uses concentrated liquid fertilizers. The
spacing is greater than for dry applications, with the objective being to
apply about a gallon of fertilizer with each injection and enough injections to deliver approximately 200 gallons of fertilizer within each 1,000
square feet of the zone of application.
Direct application of nutrients into a tree’s vascular system is possible using the same technology as that used to apply systemic pesticides
(see Chapter 6). However, from a purely practical standpoint, it is only of
relevance when a tree is in need of micronutrients that are unavailable
to the tree for specific reasons such as local soil conditions.
The one most common mistake in the fertilization of landscape
plants is the application of fertilizer too late in the growing season. The
result is often a flush of vegetative growth in response to the nitrogen
that leaves the plant ill-prepared for winter. Great damage can result to
plants from well-meaning but ill-timed fertilization.

Mulching
The objectives, advantages, and disadvantages of mulching, and examples of commonly available products were outlined in the preceding
chapter. For extended maintenance of landscape plantings, mulches
require replacement. Organic mulches decompose, forming humus and
an ideal medium for the germination of newly deposited weed seeds
unless mulch is replaced annually. Inorganic mulches do not decompose but decline in appearance if not freshened periodically. Caution:
Old mulch should be removed before new is added. Otherwise, the soil
level over the roots is gradually deepened and the plants may die. Also,
to reduce the possibility of stem and trunk tissue being killed by the heat
of decomposing mulch or by bacterial and fungal infection promoted
by the moist mulch, the mulch should not be piled against the trunk or
crown. It should be kept three to five inches back from shrub crowns
and the trunks of young trees. Older trees need at least 8 to 12 inches of
mulch-free area.
One important use of mulch is as a protective divider to prevent
lawnmower damage to the base of plants (Figure 11–2). A gouge from a
mower creates a site for pathogen or insect invasion of the plant. If hit
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FIGURE 11–2. Typical damage
resulting from a lawn mower
when grass is allowed to
grow next to a tree. (Delmar/
Cengage Learning)

A ring of mulch separates the tree from
potential mower injury. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)
FIGURE 11–3.

repeatedly, a tree may become partially or completely girdled. In large
landscapes with numerous trees and an understaffed maintenance
crew who rely on riding mowers for grass cutting, frequent injury to
trees results from attempts to mow as close as possible, thereby eliminating hand trimming. A ring of mulch around the base of each tree
can protect the tree, speed the overall mowing time, and create a neat
appearance (Figure 11–3).

Edging
The term edging has a double use. As a verb, edging refers to cutting a
sharp line of separation, usually between a planting and the adjacent
lawn. Reference may be made to edging a bed or edging the lawn along a
walk. The term can also be used to describe a product, usually a steel or
plastic strip that can be installed as a physical separator between planting beds and lawns or between lawns and paved areas.
To edge a bed requires an edging tool or a flatback spade. The edger
or spade is dug into the ground to a depth of six to eight inches and a
wedge of sod removed (Figure 11–4). The process continues along the
edge of the bed or the paved area. Cutting through the sod sharply and
vertically discourages the roots of the turf from growing into the bed.
If the landscape is large, edging can be accelerated by using a power
edger.
The installation of edging material against the cut edge further discourages the horizontal spread of grass roots into the bed. It also retains
a sharp turf line along walks and drives. The best edging materials are
firm, not easily bent and crushed. The corrugated foil edging promoted
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Plastic edging should be
anchored at the time of installation to
prevent winter heaving. Here a metal rod is
driven through the edging into the soil and
clipped over the lip of the edging. (Delmar/
Cengage Learning)
FIGURE 11–5.

A sharply beveled edge around a planting bed will
slow rhizome grasses and stop bunch grasses. (Delmar/Cengage
Learning)
FIGURE 11–4.

to the home garden market is not satisfactory for professional use and
should be avoided. Heavy-gauged steel and polyvinyl-chloride edging is
available from numerous manufacturers. Satisfactory edges can also be
created with wood, bricks, and other modular manufactured materials.
In regions where winter heaving of the soil is common, it is best
to select an edging material that can be anchored (Figure 11–5). Most
anchoring techniques are only moderately effective, however, and resetting heaved edging is a common spring activity in northern landscapes.
It is worth the effort, considering the advantages that the material offers
in retention of the bed line and separation of the mulch from the lawn
mower.

PEST CONTROL
Chapter 6 deals with plant pests, the symptoms of disease and injury that
they create, and the principles used to control them. Here, the emphasis
is given to the decisions that a landscaper or arborist must make to apply
the knowledge of pest control to the maintenance and management of a
landscape site. It becomes a three-part judgment call: What is the potential or actual extent of pest damage? What is the quality expectation and/
or tolerance level of the client? What are the environmental ramifications
of the proposed method of control?
Whether a professional landscaper or arborist, a property manager,
or a home gardener answers the questions, they must be answered. In
many cases, the control methods used will be restricted or guided by
local laws and regulations. Many states and communities ban or restrict
the use of certain pesticides or limit the right to apply them to registered
pesticide applicators. Those that are available for general purchase are
increasingly limited and have diluted concentrations.
Every state has a college of agriculture that is responsible for approving the use of every pesticide used within the state. Scientists at the
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colleges are also responsible for determining the appropriate product
and formulation for use against a particular disease, weed, or insect on
a particular host at a particular time of year or stage of development. It
is increasingly probable that their recommendations will incorporate
the latest biological controls and IPM measures. Their recommendations are updated and published each year for use by the states’ professionals. Copies of the recommendations are available directly from the
state universities and often from local Cooperative Extension offices.
Everyone who uses pesticides must realize that although pest problems
may be similar in different states and in different regions within a single
state, the environmental conditions can vary in subtle ways not always
apparent. Therefore, if a pesticide is not approved for use within a state
or region, it is dangerous, unethical, and illegal to purchase the product
elsewhere and apply it in the restricted zone. It is also equally dangerous
and illegal to increase the dosage or frequency of application beyond
that which is recommended.
Managing the landscape in a manner that optimizes plant health
is the best way to control pests. Avoiding the use of plants in locations
that do not fit their cultural needs will also avoid the costs of labor and
materials needed to control the predictable invasion of weeds that will
flourish in those locations or the insects and pathogens that will find
their way to the weakened hosts planted in unsuitable locations.
Regular scouting of the landscape to monitor the presence, numbers, and stage of development of pests is another mandatory management task in order to determine what controls are needed, where they
are needed, and when to apply them for maximum effectiveness.

PRUNING TREES AND SHRUBS
Pruning is the removal of a portion of a plant to improve its appearance and health, and to control its growth and shape. It is easily done,
but not so easily done correctly. Each time a bud or branch is removed
from a plant, it has a short-term and long-term effect. The short-term
effect is the way the plant looks immediately after pruning, and perhaps
through the remainder of the growing season. The long-term effect is
the way the plant appears after several seasons of growth without the
part that has been pruned.

The Tools
Landscape pruning tools are available in a range of sizes and qualities.
Whether a hand tool or power tool, all pruning tools share a common
attribute: they are sharp and must be used carefully with a vigilant regard
for the safety of the user and others nearby. The tools used by home gardeners, landscape professionals, and arborists include:
• Hand pruners—Hand pruners are used to cut branches up to about
1/4 inch in diameter. There are two styles in use. One is like a pair
of scissors in that it has two sharpened edges (a blade and a curved
anvil). The other style has one sharpened blade and a flat, straight
anvil that it cuts against. Professional horticulturists generally prefer
the scissor-type hand pruner because it gives a more precise cut
and is less likely to damage the plant tissue by squeezing against an
unsharpened anvil.
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• Lopper pruners—Also available as scissor or straight anvil types,
loppers are used to cut branches having diameters up to about 1/2
inch. Loppers have longer handles than hand pruners. That allows
the user greater leverage and extended reach. It also can result in
damage to the tool and the plant if the long handles are used to twist
off a partially cut branch. If the loppers cannot make a quick, clean
cut through a branch, a pruning saw should be used instead.
• Hedge shears—These are the most task-specific of all pruning tools.
They are used to shear and shape hedges, with some secondary
applicability to the shearing of plants used in formal settings. Hedge
shears are available as a scissor-like hand tool or as a wand-like
power tool.
• Hand pruning saw—When a branch exceeds 1/2 inch in diameter, it
is important to use a saw, not a hand pruner or lopper. Pruning saws
are designed to cut live wood, unlike carpenter saws that are made
for dried wood. Hand pruning saws with straight blades cut best
when pushed away from the user. Curved blade saws cut best when
pulled toward the user. The circumstances of use will usually dictate
the proper choice of saw.
• Pole saw—This tool is simply a hand pruning saw or a lopper with
a long handle. It permits the user to reach up into a tree for the
removal of the same sized branches that are removed at lower levels
with regular handsaws or loppers.
Caution: It is difficult to see electric wires that may be in the canopy of
trees. Do not cut until you are certain of what is being severed.
• Chainsaw—This is a very dangerous tool! It may be powered by
gasoline or electricity, and is used to remove branches that cannot
be cut with the hand tools described. Razor sharp teeth attached to
a chain cut through the wood. Protective clothing and a thorough
knowledge of all safety measures regarding the use and maintenance
of the chainsaw are essential.
• Other power pruners—Professional arborists have available an
expanded assortment of tools that do the same tasks described for
the hand tools but have the benefits of engine power to increase
their strength and cut size capability. Powered forms of pole pruners
and loppers are available. These, too, are highly dangerous to use.

Parts of a Tree
The following parts of a tree are important for an understanding of
proper tree pruning (Figure 11–6). The lead branch of a tree is its most
important branch. It is dominant over the other branches called the
scaffold branches. The lead branch usually cannot be removed without
destroying the distinctive shape of the tree. This is especially true in
young trees.
The scaffold branches create the canopy, or foliage, of the tree. The
amount of shade cast by the canopy is directly related to the number of
scaffold branches and the size of the leaves. When it becomes necessary
to remove a branch from a tree, removal usually occurs at a crotch, the
point at which a branch meets the trunk of the tree or another, larger
branch.
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branches
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Canopy
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Trunk
Suckers

Scaffold
branch

Water sprouts
Ground level

Trunk
Root system
FIGURE 11–6. The parts of a tree (Delmar/
Cengage Learning)

Narrow angle – weak
FIGURE 11–7.

Wide angle – strong

Tree crotch structure (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

It is always desirable to leave the strongest branches and remove the
weakest. Where the crotch union is wide (approaching a right angle),
the branch is strong because there has been no crowding and pinching
of the new wood produced each year by the cambiums of the trunk and
branches. Where the crotch union is narrow, the branch is weak due to
a pinch point forming where the expanding trunk meets the expanding
branch (Figure 11–7). Growth in that area becomes compressed and
dwarfed, and the branch may snap off at that point during a heavy wind
or in response to the weight of a person climbing on it.
Two other types of branches often found on trees are suckers and
water sprouts. Suckers originate from the underground root system.
Water sprouts develop along the trunk and branches of a tree. Neither is
desirable for an attractive tree and both should be removed.

Parts of a Shrub
A shrub is a multistemmed plant (Figure 11–8). Its branches and twigs
differ in age, with the best flower and fruit production usually on the
younger branches. The younger branches are usually distinguished by
a lighter color, thinner bark, and smaller diameter. The point at which
the branches and the root system of a shrub meet is the crown. New
branches originate at the crown, causing the shrub to grow wider. New
shoots may arise from existing roots or from prostrate stems, termed
stolons, to create new shrubs from the parent plant. In some grafted
plants, the graft union may be seen at or near the crown. (Grafting is
described in Chapter 14.) Shoots originating from the stock (or root
portion) of a grafted plant are cut away since the quality of their flowers,
fruit, and foliage is inferior. Only shoots originating from the scion (or
shoot portion) are allowed to develop.

The Proper Time to Prune
Landscapers who design and install as well as maintain landscapes usually prefer to prune when they have little other work. This distributes
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Younger branches

Stolon
(on the surface)

Older branches
Crown

Scion
Graft
union

Ground level

Root system
FIGURE 11–8.

Stock

The parts of a shrub (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

their work and income more evenly throughout the year. Some plants
can accept this off-season attention and remain unaffected by it. Other
species accept pruning only during certain periods of the year.
There are advantages and disadvantages to pruning in every season.
Since seasons vary greatly from region to region, the following can be
used only as a general guide to the timing of pruning.
Winter Pruning Winter pruning gives the landscaper off-season work.
It also allows a view of the plant unblocked by foliage. Broken branches
are easily seen, as are older and crossed branches. The major disadvantage of winter pruning is that without foliage it is difficult to detect dead
branches. Because of this, plants can become seriously misshapen if the
wrong branches are removed. An additional disadvantage is the damage
that can be done through cracking frozen plant parts.
Summer Pruning Summer pruning also provides work during a
slower season for the landscaper. An advantage of summer pruning is
that it allows time for all but very large wounds to heal before the arrival
of winter. The major limitation of summer pruning is that problems of
plants may be concealed by their full foliage. Branches that should be
removed are often difficult to see. Especially with trees, it is difficult to
shape the branching pattern unless all the limbs are visible.
Autumn Pruning Pruning during the autumn season may conflict
with more profitable tasks for the landscaper. In terms of the health
of the plant, autumn pruning is acceptable as long as it is done early
enough to allow cuts to heal before winter. Autumn pruning should
not be attempted on plants that bloom very early in the spring, however. These early bloomers produce their flower buds the preceding fall.
Thus, fall pruning cuts away the flower buds and destroys the spring
show. Autumn pruning should be reserved for plants that bloom in late
spring or summer, producing their buds in the spring of the year.
Spring Pruning Since spring is the major planting season, most landscapers do not welcome pruning requests unless maintenance is their
principal business. However, most plants are most successfully pruned
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during the spring. As buds begin to swell, giving evidence of life, it is
clear which are the live and dead branches. Furthermore, there is little
foliage to block the view of the complete plant. Spring pruning provides
the plant with maximum time for wounds to heal. In addition, the
unfolding leaves conceal the fresh cuts from the viewer’s eye.
If the plant is an early spring bloomer, it is best to prune it immediately after flowering. Plants that have a high sap pressure in the early
spring, such as maples, birches, walnut, and poinsettias, should not be
pruned until summer or fall, when the sap pressure is lower. Otherwise,
the excessive exudation becomes unsightly.

Parts of the Plant to Prune
The reason for pruning will determine the limbs and branches to be
removed from a tree or shrub. If the objective is to remove diseased portions, the cut should be made through healthy wood between the trunk
or crowns and the infected part (Figure 11–9). The cut should never be
made through the diseased wood or very close to it. This contaminates
the pruning tool, which may transmit the pathogen to healthy parts
pruned later.
If the objective is to improve the overall health and appearance of the
plant, branches growing into the center of the plant should be removed.
Limbs and twigs that grow across other branches can crowd the plant
and cause sites of infection to form by rubbing abrasions through the
bark. If more than one limb originates at a tree crotch, the strongest
should be left and the others removed (Figure 11–10). Major structural
limbs and twigs must be left so that no holes appear in the plant. Often
overlooked is the fact that many secondary branches can stem from one
older branch. The removal of one branch from a young tree can result in
an older tree missing an entire side.
If the purpose of the pruning is to create denser foliage, as with evergreens, the center shoot is shortened or removed. This encourages the
lateral buds to grow and create two shoots where there had been only
one (Figure 11–11).

Diseased wood

Prune into healthy wood

The correct way to remove
diseased limbs or twigs (Delmar/Cengage
Learning)
FIGURE 11–9.
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Remove branches growing toward
the center of the plant
FIGURE 11–10.
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Remove branches growing across
other branches

Selecting branches to be pruned (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

Dormant winter buds

Pinch off a portion of
the new growth

New growth
for year

In the spring, the dormant central bud has
the greatest growth unless pinched back

After pinching, all buds are able to
grow. The result is a fuller plant

Evergreens are pruned in the spring if denser foliage is desired.
(Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 11–11.

Pruning Methods
The method of pruning a tree or shrub depends on the size and number
of branches to be removed. Limbs are pruned from trees with a technique called jump-cutting. This method allows a scaffold limb to be
removed without taking a long slice of bark with it when it falls. A jumpcut requires three cuts for the safe removal of a limb (Figure 11–12). The
final cut should remove the stub of the limb close to the trunk, but not
directly against it. Until recently, the wound would then be covered with
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B

A
C

The removal of large limbs
using the technique of jump-cutting. The
cut at A allows the limb to snap off after
a cut at B without stripping bark from the
trunk as it falls. The final cut at C removes
the stub. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 11–12.

a wound paint to make it less conspicuous until the plant has time to
heal. However, recent research has suggested that wound paints may
actually delay healing of plant tissue. Where this is suspected, the landscaper should not use them.
When shrubs are pruned, one of two techniques is used. Thinning
out is the removal of a shrub branch at or near the crown. It is the major
means of removing old wood from a shrub while retaining the desired
shape and size. Heading back is the shortening, rather than total
removal, of a twig. It is a means of reducing the size of a shrub. In cases
where shrubs have become tall and sparse, a combination of thinning
out and heading back can rejuvenate an old planting (Figures 11–13 and
11–14).
In heading back, the location of the cut is important (Figure 11–15).
If too much wood is left above the bud, the twig will die from the point
of the cut back to the bud, but the cut may not heal quickly enough
to prevent insect and pathogen entry. Also, the woody stub itself may
decay later. A cut below the bud will cause the bud to dry out and possibly die. The cut should be made just above the bud and parallel to the
direction in which the bud is pointing. The cut should be close enough
to the living tissue to heal over quickly but not so close to the bud that it
promotes drying. The direction in which the branch of a plant grows can
be guided by good pruning techniques. Branches growing into the plant
can be discouraged by the selection of an outward-pointing bud when
heading back (Figure 11–16). If the twig has an opposite bud arrangement, the unnecessary one is removed.
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Cut back

Thinning Out. As its name implies,
this method involves selection of an
appropriate number of strong, welllocated stems and removal at the ground
level of all others. This is the preferred
method for keeping shrubs open and in
their desired shrub size and form. With
most shrubs, it is an annual task; with
others, it is required twice a year.

Select six or more well-placed
vigorous shoots

Head back
Gradual Renewal. This pruning
method involves removal of all mature
wood over a 3- to 5-year period.
Approximately one-third of the mature
wood is removed each season. This is
the preferred method for shrubs that
have not been recently pruned and are
somewhat overgrown.

Complete Renewal. This method
involves complete removal of all stems
at the crown or ground level. Two to three
months later the suckers or new growth
that emerges is thinned to the desired
number of stems. These, in turn, are
headed back to encourage lateral
branching. Unpruned, seriously
overgrown, or severely damaged shrubs
are prime prospects for this treatment.

Two techniques used to rejuvenate old shrubs (Delmar/
Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 11–14.

Heading Back. This method involves
trimming back terminal growth to maintain desired shrub size and form. It encourages more compact foliage development by allowing development of lateral
growth. This is the preferred method for
controlling the size and shape of shrubs
and for maintaining hedges.

Incorrect

Correct

The techniques of
thinning out and heading back
(Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 11–13.

Where to prune the twig (Delmar/
Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 11–15.
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Prune here

Away from the
plant’s center

Toward the
plant’s center
Or here

Twigs should be pruned to leave an
outward-pointing bud. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 11–16.

How to Prune Hedges
The creation of a hedge requires close spacing of the shrubs at the time
of planting and a special type of pruning. The landscaper must shear the
plant so that it becomes as dense as possible. This is usually done with
hedge shears. The hedge shears easily cut through the soft new growth
of spring, the season when most hedges are pruned. For especially large
hedges, electric or gasoline powered shears are available. However,
practice and skill are required for the satisfactory use of power shears.
Damage can occur quickly if the landscaper does not keep the shears
under control.
A properly pruned hedge is level on top and tapered on the sides
(Figure 11–17). It is important that sunlight be able to reach the lower
portion of the hedge if it is to stay full. Otherwise it becomes leggy and
top-heavy in appearance.

National Pruning Standard
Recent cooperation between members of the arborist, landscape, and
nursery industries and governmental organizations has resulted in the
development of national pruning standards. These standards are known
as the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) Standards and
seek to establish a level of acceptable performance for all professionals
engaged in the care of woody plants.
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Tapered
round top

Bulged

Poor hedge forms
FIGURE 11–17.

Good and poor hedge forms as seen from the side (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FLOWER PLANTINGS
No components of the landscape require more maintenance time than
flower plantings. This is why landscapes with a low budget for maintenance must minimize the use of flowers. Reasons for the high maintenance costs are that
• weeds must be pulled by hand or controlled with costly selective
herbicides
• flowers are more susceptible to insects and diseases that mar their
aesthetic appearance, therefore requiring additional expenditures
for pesticides
• flowers tend to go to seed or get leggy with age if not pinched back
frequently during the growing season (this subject is discussed later
in the chapter)
• many perennials bloom only once a year but must be cared for
throughout the growing season to ensure a good flower display the
following year
• some perennials, notably the tender bulbs, must be dug up, put into
storage for the winter, and set out again each spring

Weed Control
Several good herbicides are approved for use in flower plantings. If
applied for preemergence and postemergence control, a weed-free
flower planting can be attained. One danger of herbicides in flower
beds is that the chemicals are always selective; that is they kill grasses
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or broadleaved weeds, but seldom both. Since flower plantings can have
characteristics of both, damage can be done to some flowers even when
others are uninjured.
Most herbicides used in flower plantings lose their effectiveness if
the soil is disturbed after application. In such cases, landscapers must
avoid cultivating the soil surface if they wish the full benefit of the
herbicide.

Watering
All flowers should be watered frequently and deeply during dry periods.
Their shallow roots quickly react to drought conditions and they reach
a critical wilting point much sooner than the woody plants of the landscape. Flowers planted beneath trees and shrubs must compete with
the woody plants for surface water, and they will dry out faster than
flowers not in such competitive locations.

Fertilization
Annuals can be fertilized in midsummer with a low-analysis fertilizer to keep them lush and healthy. Bulbs should be fertilized immediately after flowering with a high-phosphorus fertilizer such as bone
meal. Nonbulbous perennials grow best if fertilized in the early spring.
Summer or fall fertilization of perennials can harm the plants by keeping them too succulent as winter approaches.

Dead-heading
Many summer annuals must be continuously tended to remove dead
flower blossoms, a practice termed dead-heading. Plants such as
petunias and geraniums are especially demanding. Combining deadheading with IPM scouting can reduce labor costs, but requires floral
crew workers to be knowledgeable of integrated pest management if it
is to be cost effective.

Pinching
Annuals are most likely to benefit from pinching back, but certain
perennials such as hardy mums will also do better if pinched. Pinching removes the terminal shoot on each branch of the flower and
allows the lateral shoots to develop, thereby creating a fuller plant.
Soft pinching is done with the thumb and forefinger and removes the
terminal bud or, at the most, the terminal bud and first set of laterals.
Hard pinching may shorten each stem by one third or more. Most
flowers benefit by a hard pinch soon after being set out, followed by
one or two soft pinches during the summer. With perennials such as
mums, whose flower bud initiation is tied to a photoperiod response,
the last pinch should not be after mid-July if a good flower display is to
be seen in the autumn.
Flowers such as petunias or rose moss that are valued for their
profuse blossoms, can be kept from getting leggy and going to seed by
severely cutting them back about midsummer. A tool as indelicate as a
pair of grass clippers can be used to provide a hard pinch if the planting
is extensive. A period of several weeks with few flowers will follow until
new reproductive growth begins. However, the fresh look and new flowers that result will carry the annuals right into the fall season.
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WINTERIZING THE LANDSCAPE
Winter injury is any damage done to the landscape during the cold
season of the year. The injury may be due to natural causes or to human
error. It may be predictable or totally unexpected. At times, winter injury
can be avoided whereas at other times it can only be accepted and dealt
with. It affects most elements of the outdoor room: plants, paving, steps,
furnishings, and plumbing are all susceptible to damage. This discussion will center around the types of winter injury common to plants.
However, it is important for the landscaper to guard against winter
injury to all elements of the garden.
There are two general categories of winter injury: natural and
human-induced. The examples that follow are common to most landscapes where the winter is severe.

Natural Injuries
Windburn Windburn can result when evergreens are exposed to
strong prevailing winds throughout the winter months. The wind dries
out the leaf tissue and the dehydrated tissue dies. Windburn causes a
brown to black discoloration of the leaves on the windward side of the
plant. Very often, leaves further into the plant or on the side opposite
the wind show no damage. Broadleaved evergreens are highly susceptible to windburn because they have a great amount of leaf surface.
Responding to dropping temperatures, many broadleaved evergreens
roll their leaves in the winter to reduce the amount of exposed surface
area (Figure 11–18).
Damage from temperature extremes Temperature extremes are injurious to plants that are at the limit of their hardiness (termed marginally hardy). Damage may range from stunting (when all of the previous
season’s young growth freezes) to death of the plant if the severely cold
weather is prolonged.
After an especially cold winter, certain plants may show no sign of
injury except that their spring flower display is absent. This happens

This rhododendron has begun to roll its
leaves as a means of reducing the exposed surface area
during the winter. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 11–18.
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if the plant’s flower buds have frozen while the leaf buds have not.
The injury is common to forsythia and certain spireas in the northern
states.
Unusually warm weather during late winter can also cause plant
damage. Fruit trees may be encouraged to bloom prematurely, only to
have their flowers killed by a late frost. As a result, the fruit harvest can
be greatly reduced or even eliminated. Spring-flowering bulbs can also
be disfigured if forced into bloom by warm weather followed by freezing
winds and snow.
Sun scald Sun scald is a special type of temperature-related injury.
It occurs when extended periods of warm winter sunshine thaw the
above-ground portions of a plant, but the period of warmth is too brief
to thaw the root system. Above ground, the thawed plant parts require
water, which the frozen roots are unable to provide. Consequently, the
tissue dries out and a scald results.
Sun scald is especially troublesome on evergreens planted on the
south side of a building. It also occurs on newly transplanted young
trees in a similar location. The thin young bark scalds easily, and the
moisture content of the tissue is already low because of the reduced root
system.
Heaving When the ground freezes and thaws repeatedly because of
winter temperature fluctuations, turfgrass, bulbs, and other perennials
can be subject to heaving and forced up from the soil. When their roots
are exposed to the drying winter wind, they are killed.
Damage from ice and snow The sheer weight of snow and ice on plant
limbs and twigs can cause breakage and result in permanent destruction of the plant’s natural shape. Evergreens are most easily damaged
because they hold heavy snow more readily than leafless deciduous
plants (Figures 11–19A and B). Snow or ice falling off a pitched roof can
split foundation plants in seconds (Figure 11–20). Plants that freeze
before snow settles on them are even more likely to be injured because
freezing reduces plant flexibility, causing twigs to snap rather than
bend under added weight. Unfortunately, the older and larger a plant
becomes, the greater the damage resulting from heavy snowfalls and ice
storms. There have been accounts of severe winter storms destroying
the entire street trees of cities.
Damage from animals Lacking other food in winter, small animals
often feed on the tender twigs and bark of plants, especially shrubs.
Bulbs are also susceptible. Entire floral displays can be destroyed by the
winter feeding of small rodents. Shrubs can be distorted and stunted
by the removal of all young growth. In places where the plant becomes
girdled, it is unable to transport nutrients and will eventually die.

Human-Induced Injuries
Certain types of injury are inflicted by human beings during wintertime
landscape maintenance. Some types of injury result from carelessness
on the part of groundkeepers. Other types are the predictable result of
poor landscape design. A large number occur because the landscape
elements are hidden beneath piles of snow.
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FIGURE 11–19A. Heavy snow can break the limbs of
evergreens. (Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by Jack
Ingels.)

Falling ice can split and break shrubs
planted beneath the overhang of a roof. (Delmar/
Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 11–20.
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FIGURE 11–19B. Trees with weak crotch structure or
soft wood are also vulnerable to damage from snow
loads. (Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by Jack Ingels.)
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Damage from salt Salt is toxic to nearly all plant life. When salt is
applied to melt winter ice, it can harm trees, shrubs, bulbs, and lawns
as well as paving. Often the damage does not appear until long after the
winter season has passed and the cause of the injury may go undiagnosed. The injury may appear as strips of sterile, barren soil paralleling
walks where salt was applied. Burn injury also can be seen on the lower
branches of evergreens. Some sensitive plants weaken and die after several winters of excessive salt runoff.
Damage from snowplows Snowplows can damage plant and construction materials in several ways. A plow operator may be careless
or unfamiliar with the landscape and push snow onto a planting or a
bench. On the other hand, poor design may have placed plants and
other vulnerable elements too close to walks, parking areas, or streets
where they interfere with winter snow removal. Damage to lawns can
result when the plow misses the walk and actually plows the grass. The
turf may not survive if this occurs repeatedly.
Rutting of lawns When the surface layer of the soil thaws but the subsoil remains frozen, surface water is unable to soak in. Users of the landscape accustomed to finding the ground firm may be unaware of the
damage they cause by parking their vehicles on temporarily soft lawns.
The soil can become badly compacted, resulting in unsightly ruts.

Reducing Winter Injury
Some types of winter damage can be eliminated by winterizing the
landscape during the preceding autumn. Other types can be reduced
by better design of the grounds. Still other winter injuries can only be
minimized, never totally eliminated.
Windburn Windburn can be eliminated in the design stage of landscaping by selecting deciduous species, rather than evergreens, for
windy corners and other exposed locations. If evergreens are important
to the design or already exist in the garden, windburn can be reduced
by
• wrapping the plant in burlap during the winter (Figure 11–21).
• applying antitranspirants in the autumn and again in late winter to
reduce water loss from the tissue.
The use of anitranspirants is more practical for large evergreens
than wrapping. In very cold regions, both techniques may be applied to
certain plants.
Damage from temperature extremes Temperature extremes can only
be partially guarded against. Where wind chill is a factor, plants should
be located in a protected area. Burlap wrapping also helps, especially
with hardy species that have tender flower buds.
Certain plants, such as roses, can be cut back in the autumn and
their crowns mulched heavily to insulate them against the effects of
winter. Similarly, any plant that can be damaged by freezing and thawing of the soil should be heavily mulched after the ground has frozen to
insulate against premature thawing.
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FIGURE 11–21. Burlap shields protect broadleaved
evergreens from winter windburn. (Delmar/Cengage
Learning)

To prolong the life of annual flowers in the autumn, when a frost is
forecast, the foliage can be sprinkled with water prior to nightfall. The
water will give off heat as it changes from liquid to ice and can keep the
plant tissue from freezing if the temperature does not go too low for too
long.
Sun scald Sun scald of transplants lessens as plants grow older and
form thicker bark. Wrapping the trunks of young trees with paper or
burlap stripping can provide an effective protection during the first
year or two after transplanting. For other types of sun scald, such as that
which affects broadleaved evergreens, the same remedies practiced for
windburn and temperature extremes are effective.
Some sun scald can be avoided by the landscape designer. Vulnerable
species of plants should not be placed on the south side of a building,
nor should they be placed against a white wall that will magnify the
sun’s effect on the above-ground plant parts.
Heaving Heaving of the turf is impossible to prevent completely. The
best defense against it is to encourage deep rooting through deep watering, properly timed fertilization, and correct cutting. Bulbs, groundcovers, and other perennials can be protected from heaving by application
of a mulch after the ground has frozen. The mulch acts to insulate the
soil against surface thawing.
Damage from ice and snow Ice and snow damage to foundation
plants can be avoided if the designer is careful not to specify plants
beneath the overhanging roof line of buildings. If the groundskeeper
must deal with plants already existing in an overhang area, the use of
hinged wooden A-frames over the plants can help protect them (Figure
11–22). As large pieces of frozen snow and ice tumble off the roof, the
frame breaks them apart before they can damage the plants.
To aid plants that have been split or bent by heavy snow accumulation, the groundskeeper must work quickly and cautiously. A broom can
be used to shake snow off weighted branches, but this must be done
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Hinged wooden A-frames protect
foundation plantings from damage caused by sliding ice
and snow. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 11–22.

gently and immediately after the snow stops. If the branches are frozen
or the snow has become hard and icy, removal efforts may do more
harm than good.
If plant breakage occurs during the winter, the groundskeeper
should prune the damaged part as soon as possible. This reduces the
possibility of further damage to the plants during the remainder of the
winter.
Large and valuable plants in the landscape can be winterized in the
autumn by tying them loosely with strips of burlap or twine (do not use
wire). When prepared in this manner, the branches cannot be forced
apart by heavy snow, and splitting is avoided.
Damage from animals Animal damage can be prevented either by
eliminating the animals or by protecting the plants from their feeding.
While rats, mice, moles, and voles are generally regarded as offensive,
plantings are damaged as much or more by deer, rabbits, chipmunks,
and other more attractive kinds of animals. Certain rodenticides may
be employed against some of the undesirable animals that threaten the
landscape. In situations in which the animals are welcome but their
winter feeding damage is not, a protective enclosure of fine mesh wire
fencing or a hard plastic coil around the plants helps to discourage animals from feeding there (Figure 11–23). Nontoxic liquid repellants can
also be applied to the base of trees and shrubs in the fall to discourage
animal feeding.
Damage from salt Salt injury to turf adjacent to walks can be minimized if caution is exercised by the groundskeeper. Salt mixed with
coarse sand does a better job than either material used separately and
reduces the total quantity of salt applied. The sand provides traction on
icy walks, and a small amount of salt can melt a large amount of ice.
Damage from snowplows Snowplow damage is to be expected if
plants are too close to walks and roadways. Therefore, when planning landscapes for snowy climates, the designer should avoid placing
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A plastic coil around the trunk of
a young tree can protect it against girdling by
rabbits and rodents. (Delmar/Cengage Learning.
Photo by Jack Ingels.)

FIGURE 11–23.

shrubs near intersections or other places where snow is likely to be
pushed. Another type of damage results from the plow driver’s inability
to see objects beneath the snow. If possible, all plants and other objects
that cannot be removed for winter should be marked with tall, colored
poles that can be seen above the snow. Whenever possible, snow blowers should be used instead of plows. These machines are much less
likely to cause damage.
Rutting of lawns Rutting of lawns usually results from cars parked
there. The best solution to the problem is to avoid the practice.
Otherwise, sawhorses or other barriers offer a temporary solution.

SUMMARY
As important as the design and proper installation of landscape plantings is the ongoing maintenance of the plantings.
Watering must promote deep root development to establish new
transplants successfully. Later, watering must be sufficient to keep the
plant healthy throughout the growing season. Not all plants require the
same amount of water. Infrequent, deep watering is preferable to frequent, shallow watering.
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Fertilization of trees and shrubs promotes healthier and more vigorous growth. Generally, they are best fertilized in the spring when they
can take full advantage of the nutrients and still harden off before winter
arrives.
Mulching, edging, pruning, and pest control are also important
parts of a professional maintenance program. Pruning is the removal of
a portion of a plant for better appearance, improved health, controlled
growth, or attainment of a desired shape. To prune properly, landscapers must understand the structure of trees and shrubs, when to prune
to accomplish the desired objective, what and where to cut, and the
appropriate tools to use.
Flower plantings are labor intensive, requiring much hand work to
keep them attractive. Herbicides and mulch can help control weeds.
Frequent watering, midsummer fertilization, and pinching are also
necessary.
Winter injury can be due to either natural causes (windburn, temperature extremes, sun scald, heaving, ice and snow, or animals) or
human error (salting, snowplow damage, or rutted lawns). Certain types
of injury can be reduced or eliminated by properly winterizing the landscape during the preceding autumn.

ACH I EV EMEN T R E VI E W
A. MULTIPLE CHOICE
From the choices given, select the answer that
best completes each of the following statements.
1. The main objective when watering trees
and shrubs is to ______ .
a. keep the humidity high
b. promote deep root development
c. keep the foliage clean and moist
d. prevent wilting
2. The proper time to fertilize shrubs is in
______.
a. early spring
c. early fall
b. late summer
d. winter
3. Trees should be fertilized ______ .
a. near their anchor roots
b. at the nursery before digging
c. near their base
d. beneath the drip line of the canopy and
beyond

4. The purpose of edging a bed is to ______ .
a. divert surface water
b. discourage turf roots from entering the
bed
c. hold the mulch within the bed
d. improve drainage

B. SHORT ANSWER
Answer each of the following questions as briefly
as possible.
1. You discover a leaf spot disease on the
English ivy plantings that are the major
groundcover of a large landscape. How can
you determine what control to use, what
products to select, and when and how
much to apply?
2. Complete the following statements.
a. Removing a portion of a plant for
better appearance, improved health,
controlled growth, or attainment of a
desired shape is termed ______ .
b. The most important branch on a tree is
the ______ .
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c. Scaffold branches create the ______ of
the tree.
d. The point at which a branch meets the
trunk or a larger branch is termed the
______ .
e. Undesirable branches originating from
the root system of a tree are termed
______ .
f. Undesirable branches originating from
the trunk of a tree are termed ______ .
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g. The point of a shrub at which the
branches and root system meet is
termed the _____ .
h. Generally, the younger branches in a
shrub will have a _____ color.
i. Shoots originating from the stock of a
grafted plant are _____ compared to
those originating from the scion.
j. Flower and fruit production occur most
profusely on _____ branches.

3. Place Xs in the following chart to compare the advantages and disadvantages of pruning during
different seasons.
Characteristic

Spring

Summer

A full view of the plant’s branching structure is possible.
View of the plant’s branching structure is blocked.
Dead branches cannot be detected.
The timing may conflict with more profitable activities.
The most time that allows for cuts to heal.
This is the best season to prune for the good of most plants.
This is the best season to prune shrubs that flower in early spring.
Plants may be damaged by unintentional breakage.

4. Which three branches shown in this drawing should be removed, and why?

7
6

5

4
3
2
1

Autumn

Winter
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5. What is the difference between thinning
out and heading back in the pruning of
shrubs?
6. Indicate a maintenance technique that will
reduce or eliminate the following types of
winter injury.
a. windburn on coniferous evergreen
trees
b. a flowering shrub that fails to bloom in
the spring
c. roses that exhibit long-dead canes
every spring
d. young trees that show sun scald in the
spring
e. bulbs and groundcovers that heave
to the surface and dry out during the
winter

f. tall shrubs that are split by falling ice
g. young trees girdled by rabbits
h. small shrubs broken by a snowplow
because the driver was unable to see
them

C. ESSAY
Write a short essay on the maintenance of flower plantings. Outline the care needed by both
annuals and perennials to keep them healthy
and attractive throughout the growing season.
Assume the environmental conditions to be
those in your own area.

CHAPTER 12

Special Training
Techniques for Plants

O B J E C TIV E S
Upon completion of this chapter, you should be able to

• define vines, espalier pruning, topiary pruning, and bonsai.
• explain how each specialized plant form is used.
• train plants for use in these specialized forms.

K E Y TE R M S
twining
tendrils

holdfasts
espaliers

topiary
bonsai

SELECTING AND USING VINES IN THE
LANDSCAPE
Vines are plants with a vigorous central lead shoot and a long, linear
growth habit. They do not grow naturally into clumped, shrub-like
forms and are seldom able to grow upright without support. They may
be either woody or herbaceous. Vines are among the most versatile
plants that can be selected for use in the landscape. Given the opportunity to climb, they form interesting walls for the outdoor room. Allowed
to trail, they carpet the outdoors with rich and varied textures. If trained
to grow on a trellis or along a fence, they can be controlled to create
various effects envisioned by a designer. Left to grow naturally, they lend
charm and softening qualities to a landscape that might otherwise appear
too contrived. Vines are especially useful where height is needed from a
plant, but a narrow planting space makes trees or shrubs impossible.
Table 9–5 in Chapter 9 lists some of the more common vines available
for use in landscapes.
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Twining
FIGURE 12–1.

Tendrils

Holdfasts

How vines climb (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

Vines climb in one of three ways depending on the species (Figure
12–1).
1. Some climb by twining themselves around a trellis, fence, or
another plant.
2.

Others produce fine tendrils that wrap around the supporting
structure and allow the vine to climb.

3. Still other vines produce holdfasts that permit the plant almost to
glue itself to the support.
A landscaper should be aware of the climbing methods of each species being considered for use in the landscape before making a final
selection. Damage to buildings can result from excessive moisture retention caused by vines growing against an unsuitable surface or from pitting of the surface by the vine’s holdfasts.
As with trees and shrubs, vines can be deciduous or evergreen, flowering or nonflowering, dense or sparse. Many people avoid using vines
because of their maintenance requirements. They do require some special attention if maximum flowering is to be obtained or if vigorous growth
is to be kept under control. However, to avoid their use is to deprive the
garden of one of its most contributive elements (Figure 12–2). Factors to
consider when choosing vines include:
• Hardiness: Does the vine need a sheltered location or can it survive
an open location?
• Sun orientation: Although many flowering vines will survive on
a north-facing wall, they do not flower satisfactorily and their
vegetation may be sparse.
• Amount of coverage desired: It is unwise to select a vigorous species
where only a trace-work of vine is desired.
• Amount and type of support required: Will a trellis be required or
does the species climb unaided?
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FIGURE 12–2. Vines contribute an architectural quality to this building.
Regular maintenance is required to keep the windows and shutters from being
overgrown. (© Nathan Guinn, 2009. Used under license from Shutterstock.com)

INSTALLING AND TRAINING VINES
The installation and training of vines will be discussed in three stages:
planting, initial training, and developmental pruning.

Planting
Vines are usually sold as containerized plants. The method of installation described for containerized trees and shrubs is also applicable to
the installation of vines.
Points specific to vine planting have to do with the vine’s need for support. Even if the vine is to grow vertically, it should not be placed directly
against the support. The soil next to a building wall or even around a fence
post is often drier than the surrounding soil. Therefore, a foot of space
should be left between the support structure and the new vine.
If the vine is a species that climbs by holdfasts, it will need no additional support. However, if the vine climbs by twining or tendrils, it will
need support in the form of a trellis or wire fencing. To climb an open style
of fencing, support assistance is seldom needed after the initial training.
Where a trellis or support fence is required, it must be in place
before the vine is planted. The support must be strong enough to hold
the mature vine, with its fruit if necessary, or when it is covered with
heavy snow. The support must also be securely anchored so that it does
not become a sail when the wind blows.
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Initial Training
The initial training of a vine is intended to direct and accelerate its coverage. This may involve tying the shoots of twining and tendril species
to the support; holdfast-producing vines will not need to be tied. Shoots
that grow outward from the wall or support should be pruned off. Only
lateral shoots growing parallel to the support should be permitted to
develop.
If the young vine does not have several vigorous shoots at its base
at the time of planting, it should be pruned back to the lowest pair of
healthy buds. From these buds, several vigorous shoots will develop,
which can then be tied or otherwise directed.
Application of a complete, low-analysis fertilizer to the vine during
its first spring of new growth, and deep watering to promote deep rooting, will ensure a successful beginning for the vine.

Developmental Pruning
Developmental pruning is usually necessary if the vine’s full potential is
to be realized. The amount of work required depends on the species. If
the vine climbs by holdfasts and total wall coverage is the only objective,
little attention is needed except the removal of dead or damaged shoots,
and those extending too far outward from the wall.
If the pattern of growth is to be more restricted and defined, the
vine is likely to require regular pruning once or twice annually. If profuse flowering is desired, young wood must be encouraged and unruly,
older, nonflowering shoots must be pruned away. Severe pruning can
cut away key tendrils or entwined branches that support the vine, however. Even vines that climb easily may need to be tied to the support in
strategic places to guard against falling after a heavy pruning.
Since vines, like trees and shrubs, flower at different times of
the year, they cannot all be pruned at the same time if the flower display is to be encouraged. Table 12–1 provides a general timetable for
pruning.

TABLE 12–1.

A Guide to Pruning Flowering Vines

Time of Flowering

Season Flower Buds Produced

When to Prune

Spring (April to June)

Preceding summer

Cut the flowering shoots back to within
several inches of the main framework
branches immediately after flowering.

Early summer (May to July)
and late summer (August to
September)

First flowers are from old wood of the
previous year. Second flowers are on
young shoots of the current season.

Cut back each time after flowering
by removing one-third of the shoot.
Fertilize after the first summer pruning.

Summer and autumn (June to
September)

Current season on new growth

Prune back all the growth from the
previous year during the winter and
mulch the crown, or prune in the early
spring before shoot growth begins.
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ESPALIERS
Among the horticultural contrivances of gardeners over their centuries
of cultivating ornamental plants are espaliers. Espaliers are trees and
shrubs that are allowed to develop only two dimensionally: they have
height and width, but hardly any depth (Figure 12–3). In appearance,
they may suggest a vine to the viewer because of their flatness. Whereas
vines are a natural growth form of plants, espaliers are entirely created
by gardeners and must rely totally on continuing human attention to
exist in their unusual form.
Espaliers were originally developed as a way of incorporating into
gardens desirable fruiting species such as apples, pears, and peaches
without giving them a lot of space. The trees were trained against courtyard walls and along fences. They were even developed inside early orangeries (see Chapter 20) and in greenhouses. Later, other species were
tried and found usable solely for their decorative effect.
Espaliers are most commonly grown against walls or fences for two
reasons.
1. The support is convenient and necessary for initial training of the
young plant.
2. The wall provides a good background for viewing the plant and its
branching pattern. Although a decorative branching pattern is not
necessary, it is traditional, and over the years some attractive and
clever styles have been developed. It is possible for certain tree
espaliers to be free-standing, however (Figure 12–4).
As elements of the landscape, espaliers serve as novelties since they
are not commonplace plant forms. If used correctly, they can function
as focal points or as accent features against a garden wall. Their uses are
similar to those of decorative vines, yet they have a distinctively different appearance.

An espaliered fruit tree grows against this brick wall. (© Gary
Unwin, 2009. Used under license from Shutterstock.com)

FIGURE 12–3.
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FIGURE 12–4. This espaliered fruit tree is self-supporting. The
wires direct and hold the young branches until they mature.
(Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by Marietta Loehrlein.)

INSTALLING AND TRAINING ESPALIERS
The espalier begins its training as a one-year-old tree or shrub with no
developed lateral shoots at its base. It may be planted against a wall initially and a support frame set behind it, or it may be grown in a container for several years with a training frame inserted into the container.
The plant is installed like any other tree or shrub, set about 12 inches
from the wall, fence, or lattice that is to support it. At the time of installation, the plant should be dormant (Figure 12–5).
Step 1: Select an unbranched, one-year-old plant and install while it is
dormant. Prune back the single stem to a height of 15 to 18 inches.
Allow three healthy buds to remain near the top of the cut stem. The
lower two must point in opposite directions.
Step 2: After the shoots break dormancy, train the top shoot to grow
vertically and the lower two shoots to grow horizontally. The shoots
may be supported with bamboo stakes tied to the support frame.
In the ﬁrst growing season for each set of horizontal branches, train
and tie the branches at 45° angles rather than full 90° angles. Remove
any lateral shoots growing outward from the wall, and cut back any
vertical shoots from the horizontal branches to allow only two or
three nodes on each vertical spur.
Step 3: At the end of the growing season, the two horizontal shoots
(now branches) should be removed from the bamboo stakes and tied
to the frame at 90° angles.
Step 4: After the plant has gone dormant again, prune the central
branch back to a point 15 to 18 inches above the horizontal
branches. Allow three more healthy buds to remain near the top of
the cut stem. The lower two must point in opposite directions. Prune
back both of the horizontal branches about one-third. A downward-
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First growing season

End of growing season

Three buds
allowed to
remain at
the node.

90°
Three buds
allowed to
remain at
the node.

Step 1.
Cut a dormant,
unbranched oneyear-old plant back
to height of 15 to 18
inches.

FIGURE 12–5.
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Later seasons
90°
45°

Leave a
downward
directed bud
at the cut.
Step 2.
Tie the horizontal
branches at 45° angles
until the season ends.
Then tie them at 90°
angles.

Steps 3 and 4.
Prune the central shoot
back to height of 15 to
18 inches above the
horizontals. Prune back
the horizontals about
one-third.

Step 5.
Repeat earlier steps
until desired height
and width are
attained.

Steps involved in training an espalier (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

oriented bud should be left at each cut. Lateral buds along the main
trunk should be reduced to three or four, not counting the three at
the top, which will form the new branches during the next growing
season.
Step 5: Repeat these steps until the plant attains the height and width
desired. After that, little or no additional extension of the framework
branches should be permitted. They can be kept pruned back to the
previous year’s terminal points.
Should the support frame or trellis weaken over time, the espalier
can be attached to the wall with special nails, part steel and part pliable lead. The steel end is driven into the wall and the pliable portion is
hooked around the branch of the plant.
Horticulturists with enthusiasm and opportunity for espalier training have developed numerous complicated style variations (Figure
12–6).
• single, double, and triple U-shapes
• horizontal
• palmette verrier
• palmette oblique
• fan shape
• Belgian fence
• losange
• free-standing spiral
• free-standing pyramidal
Truly, espalier training is one of the highest manifestations of the
horticulturist’s skills.
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Double
U-shaped

Palmette verrier
FIGURE 12–6.

Triple
U-shaped

Horizontal

Upright sixbranched

Losange

Fan

Pyramid

Palmette
oblique

Spiral

Eleven different styles of espalier pruning (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

TOPIARY PRUNING
Equally clever, difficult, and historic is the ancient craft of topiary
pruning (Figure 12–7). Topiary is a technique of shearing plants into
nontypical shapes, usually sculptural in form. Begun centuries ago,
when nature had been tamed far less than today, topiary was an attempt
to illustrate human dominance over nature. Once, entire gardens were
created where no plants were permitted to develop natural shapes. The
English yew was the plant most often selected for topiary shaping, and
there are historic gardens throughout Britain and Europe whose topiary
yews date back hundreds of years. Other species of plants have been
tried with varying degrees of satisfaction. Whatever the species used, it
must be one that accepts repeated pruning with little or no growth permitted after the desired shape is attained. Species that do not produce
new growth on old wood are unsuitable as topiaries.
Topiaries are garden novelties as are espaliers. They have been
shaped into forms as fantastic as the imaginations of the horticulturists. Corkscrews, chess pieces, chairs, peacocks, tables, and countless
animals are but a few of the subjects chosen (Figure 12–8). One famous
amusement park has created dozens of modern topiaries in the shapes
of characters from animated films.
Historic techniques of topiary pruning required time, patience, and
complicated training techniques. If the winter season was harsh, a section of plant could be killed, leaving a peacock without a tail or some
similar tragedy. In such cases then as now, there was no alternative to
rebuilding the plant from new shoots or by grafting.
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FIGURE 12–8. Yews sculpted into corkscrews create
living objet d’art for the landscape. (Courtesy Monrovia
Nursery, Azusa, CA)

FIGURE 12–7. An ancient topiary from the Garden of
Levens Hall in England (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

With predictable impatience, modern gardeners sometimes wish
to create the effects of topiary without the lengthy wait. They use more
rapidly growing species such as the privets, which accept severe pruning and recover quickly. They plant the rapidly growing species inside
wired forms that are commercially available. As the plant fills the form,
the gardener shears the plant back to the wire form, creating a fuller
plant and a satisfactory topiary in a relatively short period of time with
relatively little skill.
Another modern variation on the topiary of old uses a vine such as
English ivy and a mold of sphagnum moss. The ivy is encouraged to grow
over the form, which rapidly disappears from sight, leaving some curiosity such as an ivy-covered French poodle in its place (Figure 12–9).
Topiary pruning has existed for a long time. It comes in and out of
fashion depending on current attitudes toward formal garden design.
It has ties to our modern clipped hedges and to the Japanese craft of
cloud pruning (suggesting tufts of clouds in a garden by the manner of
pruning certain shrubs), yet it remains a unique and distinctive use of
plants.

BONSAI DEVELOPMENT
Bonsai is the ancient Japanese craft of dwarfing trees. Forest giants,
such as pines, maples, beeches, and spruces have been successfully
maintained in shallow containers for a hundred years or more while
restricted to a height of mere inches (Figures 12–10 and 12–11).
In the hands of a skilled bonsaist, the containerized tree acquires a
mature appearance but in miniature. The same shaping, molding, and
damage by wind and storms that determine the noble, often craggy
character of a tree in nature are interpreted in the bonsai. So much of
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This bonsaied black pine is 100 years
old. (Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by Ed Reiley.)

FIGURE 12–10.

An ivy-covered topiary form (© Dennis
Ng, 2009. Used under license from Shutterstock.com)

FIGURE 12–9.

This white pine is estimated to be over
500 years old. (Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by Ed
Reiley.)

FIGURE 12–11.

the Japanese concept of landscape gardening is related to the symbolism of nature in miniature (see Chapter 9) that their fondness for bonsai
is understandable.
Even more than espalier or topiary, bonsai requires time and
patience (Figure 12–12). All bonsais require several years even to begin
developing a shape suggestive of a full-sized tree. Many successful bonsais outlive the gardeners who work with them. Therefore, the ancient
bonsai trees have been developed and cared for by a series of horticulturists, each one appreciative and respectful of the work done on the
plant in the past.
Obviously, bonsai development is not easy. Although it has great
popular appeal, it has proved too time-consuming for most hobbyists
to pursue. Also, many people, believing the bonsai to be a houseplant,
have been disappointed when it responded to its place of honor on the
coffee table by dying. Most modern homes are too warm, too dry, and
too dimly lit for the traditional woody species of the temperate zone
to survive as bonsais. More recently, species from the subtropics and
tropics have been tested as bonsai plants and many have proved highly
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FIGURE 12–12. A bonsaied camellia started in 1964.
The extensive wiring indicates that it is still in its
training stage. (Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by
Jack Ingels.)

satisfactory, at least for the Western market. Bonsai purists would probably not approve.
Use of traditional, temperate-zone, woody species for bonsais necessitates that they be treated in some ways like other woody plants. They
must be kept outdoors most of the time, perhaps on the patio or porch,
and only brought in occasionally for indoor display. They may need
a period of dormancy during the winter but will not tolerate severely
cold weather for extended periods. During their indoor visits, bonsais
need plenty of light, cool daytime temperatures (about 68° F), and even
cooler temperatures at night (from 62° to 65° F).
Whether temperate-zone trees or houseplants are selected, the bonsai usually begins its development as a seedling or sapling, although it is
possible to use a commercially produced containerized nursery shrub
or to collect from the wild. A few nurseries specialize in the production
of young plants suitable for bonsai development.

Tools, Containers, and Soil Mix
Special bonsai tools are available, but a beginner can easily assemble
the following assortment:
• scissors
• pruning shears
• copper wire
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• a wire cutter
• a strong thin stick such as a knitting needle or chopstick
Bonsais can be started in ordinary clay pots or even greenhouse flats.
Repotting is one of the requisites of successful bonsai development, so
a more stylish container can be selected later. Ultimately, the container
will play an important role in complimenting the style of the bonsai and
determining its size. Cascading forms will require a taller container to
permit the descending branching habit. Forms that are more suggestive
of old, upright trees will require a wide, shallow container. In every case,
the bonsai container should not be overly decorative, and what decoration exists should suggest the Orient if it is to be in character with the
plant. Also, the containers should have drainage holes in the bottom or
be able to be drilled without breaking. Unglazed pottery makes an ideal
container if all other characteristics are present. To prevent the loss
of soil from the container, the drainage holes should be covered with
screen wire, metal mesh, or hardware cloth, which can be taped in place
with florists’ waterproof adhesive tape.
Soil for the bonsai must drain well. A mixture of equal parts of coarse
sand, peat moss, and loam will be satisfactory. Each soil component should
be put through a fine-mesh sieve before mixing to remove the smallest
particles that can plug the container’s drainage holes. The soil should also
be pasteurized before use to kill weed seeds and soil-borne pests. The soil
is most easily prepared and used while it is dry. Gravel spread on the bottom of the container before adding the soil will aid drainage.

Styles of Bonsai
Since a bonsai symbolizes a larger tree, the most popular styles can be
anticipated by recalling how trees grow naturally. Most grow upright, of
course, but under various environmental conditions trees are seen to
cascade over embankments (perhaps as the soil erodes away from their
roots), lean away from a strong wind, or clutch a mountainside. They are
also found as single, perfect specimens or in groups in which each individual’s appearance is lost in the larger shape of the grove (Figure 12–13).

Beginning and Wiring the Bonsai
The plant should be shaped before it is placed in the container. The
shallow root system does not permit pruning of the plant until it has
time to establish itself in the container.
The bonsaist first selects the style that the plant is to attain. Branches
important to the shape are retained; others are pruned away. If cuts are
extensive, a wound paint may be used. If the formal, upright style is
selected, the branches will need to be evenly distributed around the
plant with closely spaced internodes. Branches must be pruned so that
they are largest and longest at the base and get shorter and smaller as
they approach the top of the plant. The central branch must be straight
and strong. In informal uprights, the tapered branch selection is the
same, but the central branch can be crooked.
Slanted or cascading styles often have three major branches, representing heaven, earth, and man, a relationship that is spiritually
ingrained in the Oriental tradition. Heaven is always the uppermost
branch; earth is the lowest branch; and man is the middle branch. Other
branches may exist on the bonsai, but they are not permitted to com-
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Slanting

Forest

Typical bonsai styles (Delmar/Cengage Learning)
pete with the major three. Cascade styles of bonsai are one-sided styles,
so the branches should be selected with that in mind. Other styles are
not so flat, although many will have a preferred direction or side for
viewing (Figure 12–14).

FIGURE 12–14. A young bonsai receiving its first
pruning (Delmar/Cengage Learning)
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FIGURE 12–15. The wiring of a new bonsai requires
wires of differing gauges. It is wrapped in evenly
spaced and parallel coils around the trunk, branches,
and twigs. (Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by Ed
Reiley)

FIGURE 12–16. Wiring the bonsai requires wires of
different sizes. (Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by Ed
Reiley.)

It is unlikely that the plant will have the desired shape, with each
branch in its proper place, after the first pruning. Wiring will be needed
to direct the plant’s growth as the style develops. Copper wire of different gauges is used because copper is pliable and weathers quickly to a
neutral, unobjectionable appearance.
Wiring should be started at the bottom of the tree and worked
upward (Figures 12–15 and 12–16). Heavy-gauge wire should be used to
direct the trunk. The end of the wire should be anchored by insertion
several inches into the soil ball. Then evenly spaced and parallel coils
of wire should be wrapped around the trunk at approximately one-inch
intervals. The trunk wire should stop just short of where the branches
meet the trunk to allow the thinner wire used for the branches to be
anchored around the trunk. The branch wire should first be anchored
to the trunk, then wrapped in coils that match and parallel those on
the trunk. The finest gauge wire should be used to direct the thin twigs.
It should be anchored to a branch before beginning the coiling. Not
all bonsais require the wiring of all three parts: trunk, branches, and
twigs.

Pruning the Roots and Potting the Bonsai
Before the new plant is placed in its container, and each time it is repotted in the years that follow, the root system must be reduced. Restricting
the root system to a size that will sustain the plant without encouraging vigorous growth is critical to the bonsai technique. Such pruning
maintains the vital support relationship between the above-ground and
below-ground parts of the plant.
Using a long stick, probe the soil ball until the soil has fallen away
from the outer roots and they are hanging free. Cut away these roots.
Continue until the soil ball and root mass are reduced to a size that
will fit into the container chosen. It is easiest to do this when the soil is
dry and important not to disturb the soil directly beneath and around
the trunk. Young, fibrous roots will develop within the soil ball (Figure
12–17). Each spring, the bonsai can be lifted from its container and a
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FIGURE 12–17. Reducing the root system of a bonsai
plant (Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by Ed Reiley)

similar treatment given to the root system. This will prevent the plant
from becoming potbound and will also permit wires to be removed or
added.
The bonsai should be set in its container, off center and to the rear.
The dry, pasteurized soil mix can then be added, taking care to avoid air
pockets around the roots. Some of the plant’s older roots may protrude
above the soil. That is acceptable, even desirable, since it adds to the
illusion that the tree is old. At least a quarter-inch of space should be left
below the top of the container for watering.

Follow-Up Care
After planting, cover the surface of the soil with moss or coarse sand to
hold it in place and to give the bonsai a finished appearance. Water is
applied frequently and from the top. Because the root system is restricted and the soil mass is shallow, the plant dries out quickly. Since it must
never be permitted to dry out completely, it may need to be watered
as often as once a day, if a houseplant has been used, or several times
weekly if a woody plant has been used. If the soil and container have
been prepared to drain properly, there is little danger of overwatering,
but the plants should not be kept saturated.
Fertilization of bonsais is also a frequent necessity due to the rapid
leaching of nutrients by the drainage water. Nutrients can be applied
several times monthly using a low-analysis fertilizer at half strength.
They may also be applied using a pelletized time-release fertilizer that
will release small amounts of nutrients over a three- to six-month
period. Regardless of the form of fertilizer used, the amount of nitrogen
should be limited to avoid the promotion of undesirable growth.
Should the bonsai become top-heavy, it will be necessary to wire it
to the container. A heavy-gauge copper wire can be threaded like a shoestring through two drainage holes in the container and bent upward and
around or through the soil mass to be tied around the trunk. This wire
and the wires used to shape the bonsai should be either removed or
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loosened and reapplied before they can damage or mark the plant. For
branches and twigs, the wire may have served its purpose after a month.
Stiffer branches and the trunk may require a year before the shape is
permanent.
Pest problems are no different with bonsais than other plants except
that woody temperate plants, displayed both indoors and out, may
carry some insects into the home that would otherwise have remained
outside. All bonsai plants should be set outside for spraying with pesticides. In the winter, a systemic product can be used. If the species does
not accept pesticides without damage, as the Jade plant does not, the
foliage can be washed with a dilute soap solution and rinsed off under
the shower.
For growth indoors, bonsais need a well-lit location if they are normally outdoor species. Window greenhouses or artificially lit growth
racks are ideal. House plant bonsais should receive the same amount
of light required by others of their species. Ideally, the temperature will
be on the cool side and the humidity will be maintained by frequent
misting.

SUMMARY
Vines are plants with a vigorous central lead shoot and a long, linear
growth habit. They are versatile landscape plants and generally underused in modern gardens. They are usually sold as containerized plants.
If the vine needs a trellis or other support to aid its climbing, the support
should be in place before the vine is planted. Fertilization, deep watering, and developmental pruning will help ensure a successful transplant
and a satisfactory effect.
Espaliers are trees and shrubs that are allowed to develop only height
and width, not depth. In appearance, they suggest a vine. For training
purposes and to provide a suitable background, espaliers are usually
grown against walls or along fences, although free-standing forms exist.
An espalier must be started as a young plant. To develop any of the
popular decorative patterns, time, patience, and attention are required.
Topiary is a technique of shearing plants into nontypical shapes, usually sculptural in form. Like espaliers, topiary plants are garden novelties.
Also as with espaliers, topiary requires patience and complex training
techniques.
Bonsai is the ancient Japanese craft of dwarfing trees. In the hands of
a skilled bonsaist, the containerized tree acquires a mature appearance
but in miniature. Bonsai development takes the longest time of all the
specialized training techniques.
This chapter provided instructions for training plants in these specialized forms.

ACH I EV EMEN T R E VI E W
A. SHORT ANSWER
Answer each of the following questions as briefly
as possible.

1. Define the following terms.
a. vine
c. topiary
b. espalier
d. bonsai
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2. List six common bonsai styles.

B. MULTIPLE CHOICE
From the choices given, select the answer that
best completes each of the following statements.
1. The two methods of vine climbing that
require supplemental support are ______ .
a. twining and holdfasts
b. holdfasts and tendrils
c. tendrils and twining
d. trellis and lattice
2. The best time to prune vines ______ .
a. is in the spring
b. is in the early summer
c. is in the autumn
d. depends on the species
3. ______ are not products primarily of the
horticulturist’s craft.
a. Vines
b. Espaliers
c. Topiary shrubs
d. Bonsai
4. Vines function in the landscape as ______ .
a. softeners
b. wall elements
c. surfacing elements
d. all of these
5. Espaliers and topiaries function in the
landscape as ______ .
a. aesthetic contributions
b. ceiling elements
c. support elements
d. mood evocators
6. How do bonsai plants function?
a. as hobbies
b. as patio or houseplants
c. as expressions of Oriental nature
symbolism
d. all of these
7. In their first season of growth, the
horizontal branches of an espalier should
be tied ______ .
a. vertically
c. at a 90° angle
b. at a 45° angle
d. loosely
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8. The most critical relationship in the
successful dwarfing of trees is that between
______ .
a. root mass and container size
b. root mass and top growth
c. nitrogen content and top growth
d. wiring and top growth

C. TRUE/FALSE
Indicate if the following statements are true or
false.
1. Topiary attempts to suggest a
miniaturization of the natural world. It is
rooted deep in Japanese garden tradition.
2. Espaliers may be supported or freestanding. If free-standing, they are threedimensional.
3. Bonsai containers must have drainage
holes.
4. Bonsai plants should be shaped and wired
before being placed in containers.
5. The copper wire used to shape bonsais
should be coiled randomly around each
branch and twig.
6. Bonsai plants should be watered on
a schedule similar to their outdoor
counterparts.
7. Bonsais should be fertilized more
frequently than outdoor plants due to
nutrient leaching by the drainage water.
8. Wire used to shape bonsai plants can be
left on indefinitely.
9. Temperate-zone woody plants are well
suited to be indoor bonsais.
10. Bonsai is a technique of landscape
pruning.
11. Each year when a developing espalier goes
dormant, pruning should cut back the
central branch to a point 15 to 18 inches
above the horizontal branches, and the
horizontal branches by one-third.

CHAPTER 13

Turf: Selection,
Establishment, and
Maintenance
O B J E C T I VE S
Upon completion of this chapter, you should be able to

•
•
•
•
•
•

select appropriate turfgrasses for particular landscape uses.
explain how grass seed mixtures vary.
interpret a grass seed analysis label.
describe common methods of turf installation.
explain how a spreader is calibrated.
outline a maintenance program for professional lawn care.

KEY TERMS
cool-season grass
warm-season grass
purity
weed
noxious weed
inert material

mixture
blend
plugs
sprigs
grading
drainage

pH
tiller
sod
calibration
aeration
overseeding

THE MANY USES OF TURFGRASS
Turfgrasses appear at both ends of a landscape time spectrum. They
are among the oldest species used by human beings to fashion the outdoors into residential and recreational areas that suit their needs. They
are also responsible for one of the newest and most rapidly expanding
branches of today’s landscape industry. Selected as the most suitable
surfacing for historic bowling greens and golf courses, turfgrasses have
carpeted the outdoor rooms of cottages and castles for centuries. Today,
full-service lawn care corporations are leading profit makers among
landscape professionals.
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The main reason for the ongoing interest in turfgrass and improved
turf care is that nothing has ever surpassed a top-quality lawn as the ideal
outdoor surfacing. It is comfortable to walk on, suitable for numerous athletic activities, ideal for picnic blankets and sunning; and it collects and
holds dust and dirt from the air, absorbs sound, and produces oxygen.
Following are the major categories of use and a few examples of
each.
• Residential use: private homes, estates, apartment and
condominium complexes
• Campuses
• Commercial use: corporate landscapes, shopping centers, office
buildings
• Municipal use: civic buildings, community centers, highway
dividers, airports
• Recreational use: parks, golf courses, country clubs, stadiums,
athletic fields
The diversity of uses is immediately apparent. Turf may function
almost solely in an aesthetic capacity, as when it is the setting for a corporate giant. Other uses are utilitarian, as on a football field. No single
turfgrass is suitable for all landscapes, geographic regions, soil types,
altitudes, and environmental conditions. Correct selection of turfgrass
for a landscape requires knowledge of all these factors.

COMPARISON OF TURFGRASSES
Turfgrasses are monocotyledonous plants (having only one seed leaf in
the embryo) whose growing point is at the crown near the soil. This low
and protected location of the growing point permits turfgrasses to be
mown and walked on repeatedly.
Most turfgrasses used in landscapes nationwide are perennial,
although there are several annual species of significance. Most species
reproduce from seed, although several are propagated vegetatively.
A typical grass plant produces new leaves continuously from its
growing point throughout the growing season. It also loses about the
same number of older leaves through natural senescence and death.
Whether growing naturally or under cultivation, turfgrasses will increase
beyond the number of seeds sown. One of the objectives of good turfgrass management is to encourage that growth as quickly and as uniformly as possible.

Growth Habit
Grasses have differing growth habits, resulting from the three different
ways that they produce new shoots (Figure 13–1).
1. Rhizome-producing (rhizomatous): The shoots are produced
beneath the soil’s surface and send new plants to the surface some
distance out from the parent plant. The new plant develops its own
root system and is independent of the parent plant, although the
physical bond through the rhizome may continue.
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Stolonproducing
Rhizomeproducing

Bunchtype

FIGURE 13–1.

Growth habits of grasses (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

2. Stolon-producing (stoloniferous): The shoots are produced and
extend outward from the parent plant along the surface of the
soil, not beneath it. The new plant develops independently as in
rhizome-producing plants.
3. Bunch-type: New lateral shoots termed tillers are produced from
axillary buds within the leaf sheath.
Rhizomatous and stoloniferous grasses tend to reproduce more
quickly and evenly than bunch-type grasses. Therefore the bunch-types
require more seed and closer spacing in order to cover an area quickly
and avoid clumps in the lawn.

Texture, Color, and Density
Leaf texture is mostly a measure of the width of the leaf blade: the wider
the blade, the coarser the texture. Generally, the fine-textured grasses
are regarded as more attractive than the coarse-textured grasses. The
color of a grass and its density will also differ among species. Color
variance runs the full range of greens from pastel to dark and bluish.
Density refers to the number of aerial leaf shoots that a single plant or
species will produce.

Seed Size
Seed size varies greatly among grass species. Fine-textured grasses
have small seeds; coarse-textured grass seeds usually are much larger.
A pound of fine-textured grass seed contains considerably more seeds
than a pound of coarse-textured grass seed. A pound of fine-textured
grass seed will also cover a larger area of land. For example, a pound
of fine-textured Kentucky bluegrass contains approximately 2,000,000
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seeds. That number of seeds will plant about 500 square feet of lawn.
A pound of coarse-textured tall fescue contains about 227,000 seeds.
Only 166 square feet of lawn can be planted with this particular seed. To
further illustrate the differences in seed sizes, there are as many seeds
in one pound of bluegrass as there are in nine pounds of ryegrass; and
as many seeds in one pound of bentgrass as there are in 230 pounds of
ryegrass.

Soil and Climatic Tolerance
Most grasses do best in soil that is moderately fertile, neutral to slightly
acidic, well-aerated and moist, and well-drained. Nevertheless, there
are sites in every state and county that fall short of those ideal conditions. Some species can adapt to a wide range of soil conditions whereas
others are very limited in adaptability.
Similarly, some grasses tolerate high humidity and reduced sunlight;
others do not. Some prefer droughty climates; most do not. Some thrive
in the subtropics and tropics and others are better suited for temperate
and subarctic regions.
Grasses are often grouped into two categories based on the temperatures at which they grow best:
1. Cool-season grasses are favored by daytime temperatures of 60°
to 75° F.
2. Warm-season grasses are favored by daytime temperatures of 80°
to 95° F.
Knowledge of their preferred growing temperatures explains why
lawns in northern states are often brown and dormant in midsummer
when the days are very warm. In early spring and late fall, when temperatures in the southern states drop, warm-season grasses do not flourish
there (Figures 13–2 and 13–3).

Growth rate

Maximum

Cool-season
grasses

Warm-season
grasses
None
30°

40°

50°

60°

70°
80°
90°
Temperature (°F)

100°

110°

120°

FIGURE 13–2. Relationship of temperature to growth rate for cool-season and
warm-season grasses (Courtesy United States Department of Agriculture)
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2
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Climatic Regions in Which the
Following Grasses Are Suitable for Lawns:
1. Kentucky Bluegrass, Red Fescue,
and Colonial Bentgrass. Tall Fescue,
Bermuda, and Zoysia Grasses in
the Southern Part.

4. Nonirrigated Areas: Crested Wheat,
Buffalo, and Blue Grama Grasses.
Irrigated Areas: Kentucky Bluegrass
and Red Fescue.

2. Bermuda and Zoysia Grasses.
Centipede, Carpet, and St. Augustine Grasses in the Southern Part;
Tall Fescue and Kentucky Bluegrass in Some Northern Areas.

5. Nonirrigated Areas: Crested Wheatgrass. Irrigated Areas: Kentucky
Bluegrass and Red Fescue.
6. Colonial Bentgrass, Kentucky Bluegrass, and Red Fescue.

3. St. Augustine, Bermuda, Zoysia,
Carpet, and Bahia Grasses.
FIGURE 13–3.

Regions of grass adaptations (Courtesy United States Department

of Agriculture)

Use Tolerance
Under any given conditions of use, some grasses will hold up and others will quickly wear away. Some will accept heavy use and recuperate
quickly and others will rebound much more slowly. Some can accept the
compaction of heavy foot traffic and still look good and others discolor
and slow their rate of growth markedly.

Disease and Insect Resistance
As turfgrasses have become more important to people, their growth in
large monocultures (as on golf courses or sod farms) has increased the
probability of infestation or infection by insects or pathogens. Breeding
for resistance is an ongoing effort of horticulture scientists. Certain cultivars enjoy widespread use for a while until their resistance is overcome
by a new mutant of an old pest.
In Table 13–1 on page 346, many of the most commonly used turfgrasses are compared.
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PURCHASING GRASS SEED
Grass seed is sold in small quantities through retail outlets such as garden centers, supermarkets, hardware stores, and department stores. It
is also sold in bulk amounts through wholesale suppliers. Professional
landscapers, park and recreation specialists, and other industry horticulturists usually purchase seed wholesale. However, because most
clients have had the experience of purchasing seed from a retailer, in
which packaging, product claims, and prices can be very confusing,
landscapers need to know how grass seed mixtures differ in order to
explain to clients why a seemingly more expensive seed may be needed
for the landscape.

The Confusion
Confusion often results from retail packaging with bright colors and
names that seem to promise success such as Sure-Grow, Easy Lawn,
Play Lawn, and Shade Mix. When these are stocked next to smaller bags
of seed that cost twice as much, the untrained consumer predictably
will be attracted to the one that seems to offer the most for the least.

The Solution
The key to the mystery is the seed analysis label. By law, the seed analysis label must appear on every package of seed sold. If the seed is sold
in bulk amounts, the analysis will be printed on a tag tied to the handle
of the storage container.
Although legal requirements vary somewhat from state to state,
most analysis labels contain the following information:
Purity Purity is the percentage, by weight of pure grass seed. The label
must show the percentage, by weight, of each species of grass in the
mixture. This allows the consumer to compare the permanent with the
nonpermanent grasses and the fine-textured with the coarse-textured
grasses.
Percent germination This is the percentage of the pure seed that
was capable of germination on the date tested. The date of testing is
important and must be shown. If several months have passed since the
germination test, the seed is less likely to germinate at the percentage
indicated.
Crop seed This is the percentage, by weight, of cash crop seeds in the
mixture. These are undesirable species for lawns.
Weeds This is the percentage, by weight, of weed seeds in the mixture.
A seed qualifies as a weed seed if it has not been counted as a pure seed
or crop seed.
Noxious weeds This is usually the number of noxious weed seeds
per pound or ounce of weed seeds. Noxious weeds are those extremely
undesirable and difficult to eradicate.
Inert material This is the percentage, by weight, of material in the
package that will not grow. In low-priced seed mixes, it includes materials such as sand, chaff, or ground corncobs. Inert material may be
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A Comparison Chart for Turfgrasses

Grass Species

Cool Season
or Warm
Season

Leaf
Texture

Mowing
Height/
Inches

Fertilization. Pounds
of Nitrogen Per 1,000
Square Feet Per Year

Growth Habit

Bahiagrass

Warm

Rhizomatous

Coarse

11⁄ 2 to 2

1 to 4

Bermudagrass

Warm

Stoloniferous and
rhizomatous

Fine

1 to 2

4 to 9

Bentgrass, Colonial

Cool

Bunch-type (with
short stolons and
rhizomes)

Fine

1

2 to 4

Bentgrass, Creeping

Cool

Stoloniferous

Fine

1

2 to 8

Bentgrass, Velvet

Cool

Stoloniferous

Fine

1

2 to 4

Bluegrass, Annual

Cool

Bunch-type or
stoloniferous

Fine

1

2 to 6

Bluegrass, Canada

Cool

Rhizomatous

Medium

Does not
mow well

1 or less

Bluegrass, Kentucky

Cool

Rhizomatous

Fine

1 to 21⁄ 2

2 to 6

Bluegrass, Rough

Cool

Stoloniferous

Fine

1 or less

2 to 4

Bromegrass, Smooth

Cool

Rhizomatous

Coarse

Does not
mow well

1 or less

Buffalograss

Warm

Stoloniferous

Fine

1

1

Carpetgrass, Common

Warm

Stoloniferous

Coarse

1 to 2

1 to 2

Carpetgrass, Tropical

Warm

Stoloniferous

Coarse

1 to 2

1 to 2

Centipedegrass

Warm

Stoloniferous

Medium

1 to 2

1 to 2

Fescue, Chewings

Cool

Bunch-type

Fine

1 1⁄ 2 to 2

2

⁄ 2 to 1

⁄ 2 or less

Bentgrass, Redtop
(see Redtop)
⁄ 2 or less

⁄ 2 to 11⁄ 2

⁄ 2 to 2
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How Established. If
Seeded, Pounds Per
1,000 Square Feet

Soil Tolerances

Climate Tolerances

Uses

Infertile, acidic, and
sandy

Subtropical and
tropical

Utility turf; good for use along
roadways

Seeded at 6 to 8

Does well on a wide
range of soils

Warm temperate and
subtropical

Sunny lawn areas; good general
purpose turf for athletic fields,
parks, home lawns

Plugging or seeded at 1
to 11⁄ 2

Moderately fertile,
acidic, and sandy

Temperate and
seacoastal

Areas where intensive cultivation is
practical

Seeded at 1⁄ 2 to 2

Fertile, acidic, and
moist

Subarctic and
temperate

Golf greens and other uses where
intensive cultivation is practical

Sprigging or seeded at 1⁄ 2
to 11⁄ 2

Moderately fertile,
acidic, and sandy

Temperate and
seacoastal

Shaded, intensively cultivated areas

Seeded at 1⁄ 2 to 11⁄ 2

Fertile, neutral to
slightly acidic

Temperate and cool
subtropical

Not planted intentionally; but
common in intensively cultivated
turfs during spring and fall

Does not apply

Infertile, acidic, and
droughty

Subarctic and cool
temperate

A soil stabilizer

Seeded at 1 to 2

Fertile, neutral to
slightly acidic

Subarctic, temperate,
and cool subtropical

Sunny lawn areas; good general
purpose turf for athletic fields,
parks, and home lawns

Seeded at 1 to 2

Fertile and moist

Subarctic and cool,
shaded temperate

Some use on shaded, poorly
drained sites

Seeded at 1 to 2

Infertile and droughty

Dry and temperate

A soil stabilizer

Seeded at 1 to 2

Does well on a
wide range of soils;
tolerant of alkaline
soils

Dry temperate and
subtropical

Useful in semiarid sites as a
general purpose lawn grass

Seeded at 3 to 6

Infertile, acidic, and
moist

Subtropical and
tropical

Utility turf; good for use along
roadways and as a soil stabilizer

Seeded at 1 1⁄ 2 to 21⁄ 2

Infertile, acidic, and
moist

Humid subtropical and
tropical

Utility turf; good for use along
roadways and as a soil stabilizer;
can be used as a lawn grass in
tropics

Seeded at 1 1⁄ 2 to 21⁄ 2

Infertile, acidic, and
sandy

Subtropical and
tropical

Utility turf; also usable as a lowuse lawn grass

Seeded at 1⁄ 4 to 1⁄ 2

Infertile, acidic, and
droughty

Subarctic and
temperate

Shaded sites with poor soil

Seeded at 4 to 8
(continues)
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A Comparison Chart for Turfgrasses (Continued)

Grass Species

Cool Season
or Warm
Season

Growth Habit

Leaf
Texture

Mowing
Height/
Inches

Fertilization. Pounds
of Nitrogen Per 1,000
Square Feet Per Year

Fescue, Creeping Red

Cool

Rhizomatous

Fine

11⁄ 2 to 2

2

Fescue, Hard

Cool

Bunch-type

Medium

Does not
mow well

1 or less

Fescue, Meadow

Cool

Bunch-type

Coarse

11⁄ 2 to 3

1 or less

Fescue, Sheep

Cool

Bunch-type

Fine

Does not
mow well

1 or less

Fescue, Tall

Cool

Bunch-type

Medium
to Coarse

11⁄ 2 to 3

1 to 3

Gramagrass, Blue

Warm

Rhizomatous

Fine

Does not
mow well

1 or less

Redtop (a bentgrass)

Cool

Rhizomatous

Coarse

11⁄ 2 to 3

1 to 2

Ryegrass, Annual

Cool

Bunch-type

Medium

11⁄ 2 to 2

2 to 4

Ryegrass, Perennial

Cool

Bunch-type

Fine

11⁄ 2 to 2

2 to 6

St. Augustinegrass

Warm

Stoloniferous

Coarse

1 to 21⁄ 2

2 to 6

Timothy, Common

Cool

Bunch-type

Coarse

1 to 2

3 to 6

Wheatgrass, Crested

Cool

Bunch-type

Coarse

11⁄ 2 to 3

1 to 3

Zoysiagrass (Japanese lawngrass)

Warm

Stoloniferous and
rhizomatous

Medium

1

2 to 3

Zoysiagrass
(Manilagrass)

Warm

Stoloniferous and
rhizomatous

Fine

1

2 to 3

Zoysiagrass
(Mascarenegrass)

Warm

Stoloniferous and
rhizomatous

Fine

Does not
mow well

2 to 3

⁄ 2 to 1
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Soil Tolerances

Climate Tolerances

Uses

How Established. If
Seeded, Pounds Per
1,000 Square Feet

Infertile, acidic, and
droughty

Subarctic and
temperate

Shaded sites

Seeded at 3 to 5

Fertile and moist; not
tolerant to droughty
soil

Moist and temperate

A soil stabilizer

Seeded at 4 to 8

Widely tolerant of all
but droughty soils

Moist and temperate

Utility turf; good for use along
roadways

Seeded at 4 to 8

Infertile, acidic, welldrained, and droughty

Dry and temperate

A soil stabilizer

Seeded at 3 to 5

Does well on a wide
range of soils

Warm temperate and
subtropical

Utility turf; good for use along
road- ways; new cultivars
(Brookston, Olympic, and Rebel)
good for lawns

Seeded at 4 to 8

Does well on a wide
range of soils

Dry and subtropical

Utility turf; good for use along
road- ways and in arid sites

Seeded at 1 to 2

Does well on a wide
range of soils

Subarctic, temperate,
and cool subtropical

Utility turf; good for use along
road- ways and in poorly drained
areas

Seeded at 1⁄ 2 to 2

Fertile, neutral to
slightly acidic and
moist

Temperate and
subtropical

Useful for quick and temporary
lawns in the temperate zone and
for winter color in the subtropic
zones

Seeded at 4 to 6

Fertile, neutral to
slightly acidic and
moist

Mild and temperate

Used in mixed species lawns and as
an athletic turf

Seeded at 4 to 8

Does well on a wide
range of soils

Subtropical and
tropical seacoastal

A good lawn grass with excellent
shade tolerance

Sprigging

Fertile, slightly acidic,
and moist

Subarctic and cool
temperate

Utility turf; good for athletic fields
in cold regions where preferable
species won’t survive

Seeded at 1 to 2

Does well on a wide
range of soils

Subarctic and cool
temperate

Useful as a general purpose turf on
droughty sites

Seeded at 3 to 5

Does well on a wide
range of soils

Temperate, subtropical,
and tropical

Useful as a general purpose turf
for home lawns, parks, and golf
courses, especially in warmer
regions

Plugging

Does well on a wide
range of soils

Subtropical and
tropical

A good lawn grass

Plugging

Does well on a wide
range of soils

Warm subtropical and
tropical

A soil stabilizer and groundcover

Plugging
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added to make the seed package look bigger, or it may already be present in the seed and not be removed because the cost involved would
raise the price of the seed.

Seed Analysis
The percentage of pure live seed (PLS) can be calculated by multiplying the percent purity of desirable species (percent P) and the percent
viability (percent V). For example, a seed lot costing $2.50 per pound
with 93 percent fine-textured seeds and 85 percent germination (viability) has 79 percent pure live seed (.93  .85 = .79). If the percent PLS is
divided into the cost of 1 pound of the seed and multiplied by 100, the
cost per pound of pure live seed is determined. This is a way to compare
seeds that look similar in analysis but are dissimilar in price.
Cost per pound
———————  100 = cost per pound of PLS
percent PLS
$2.50
———  100 = $3.16/lb PLS
79

Three sample analyses follow. Study them and determine which
mixture would probably cost the most and which the least.
Mixture A

Fine-Textured Grasses
12.76% red fescue
85% germination
6.00% Kentucky bluegrass
80% germination
Coarse-Textured Grasses
53.17% annual ryegrass
95% germination
25.62% perennial ryegrass
90% germination
Other Ingredients
2.06% inert matter
0.39% weeds—no noxious weeds
Mixture B

Fine-Textured Grasses
38.03% red fescue
80% germination
34.82% Kentucky bluegrass
80% germination
Coarse-Textured Grasses
19.09% annual ryegrass
85% germination
Other Ingredients
7.72% inert matter
0.34% weeds—no noxious weeds
Mixture C

Fine-Textured Grasses
44.30% creeping red fescue
36.00% Merion bluegrass
13.54% Kentucky bluegrass

85% germination
80% germination
85% germination
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Coarse-Textured Grasses
None claimed
Other Ingredients
5.87% inert matter
0.29% weeds—no noxious weeds
It is likely that Mixture C would be the most expensive. It contains
the highest percentage of fine-textured grasses, no coarse-textured
grasses, no annual grasses, and the lowest percentage of weeds. Mixture
A would probably cost the least since it contains a high percentage of
coarse grasses and the greatest percentage of weeds. None of the mixtures is very poor in quality since none contain crop or noxious weed
seeds.

MIXTURES VERSUS SINGLE-SPECIES BLENDS
Grass seed is commonly formulated as either a mixture or a blend. A
mixture combines two or more different species of grass. A blend combines two or more cultivars of a single species. Both formulations have
their place depending on the site and circumstances. Mixtures have been
most common in temperate zone landscapes; single-species plantings
have been more common in subtropical and tropical landscapes.
Mixtures sometimes have the disadvantage of variegated color and
texture resulting from the different species. They have the advantages of
tolerating mixed environmental conditions and resisting devastation by
diseases or insects that might wipe out a single species.
Single-species turf plantings offer a more uniform appearance than
mixtures, but they are often victims of their own inability to adjust to
varied environmental conditions on a site and to resist diseases and
insects.
Blends attempt to retain the advantages of both mixtures and singlespecies plantings. If the cultivars are carefully selected, the blend will
offer uniform appearance plus environmental adaptability, good resistance to wear, compatible maintenance requirements of all component
cultivars, and resistance to pests of the area.

METHODS OF INSTALLATION
Depending on the species of grass, the type of site, and the immediacy
of the need for a usable turf, one of four methods is used to install a
turfgrass planting:
1. Seeding
2. Sodding
3. Plugging
4. Sprigging and stolonizing

Seeding
Seeding is the most common and least expensive method of establishing a lawn. The seed may be applied either by hand or with a spreader
on small sites. If the site is extensive, the seed may be applied with a cultipacker seeder (a large seeder pulled by a tractor) or by a hydroseeder
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FIGURE 13–4. Use of the Hydroseeder gives rapid stabilization to this steep
embankment. (Courtesy United States Department of Agriculture)

(a spraying device that applies seed, water, fertilizer, and mulch simultaneously). The hydroseeder is especially helpful for seeding sloped,
uneven areas (Figure 13–4).

Sodding
When a lawn is needed immediately, sodding may be selected as the
method of installation. Sod is established turf which is moved from
one location to another. A sod cutter is used to cut the sod into strips.
These are then lifted, rolled up, and placed onto pallets for transport to
the site of the new lawn (Figures 13–5 and 13–6). At the new site, it is
unrolled onto the conditioned soil bed. The effect is that of an instant
lawn. Sodding is much more costly than seeding, but the immediacy is
important to some clients and necessary on certain sites such as steep
slopes and terraces, where seed might wash away.

FIGURE 13–5. This sod has been cut and has been
folded and stacked for transport to the planting site.
(Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 13–6. After careful preparation of the soil, the
sod is unrolled at the site of the new lawn. (Delmar/
Cengage Learning)
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Plugging
Plugging is a common method of installing lawns in the southern sections
of the United States. Certain grasses, such as St. Augustinegrass and the
zoysias, are not usually reproduced from seed. Instead, they are placed
into a new or existing lawn as small sections of sod (plugs). Because the
growing season in the South is longer than elsewhere, the plugs have
time to develop into a full lawn. Plugging is a time-consuming means of
installing a lawn, and that is its major limitation. However, plugging is
necessary for many warm-season grasses that are poor seed producers.
On large sites, some mechanization of the process is possible.

Sprigging and Stolonizing
Like plugging, sprigging and stolonizing are vegetative methods of
establishing a lawn. Also like plugging, the methods are more common
to southern grasses than northern species. A sprig is a piece of grass
shoot. It may be a piece of stolon or rhizome or even one of the lateral
shoots. Sprigs do not have soil attached and so are not like plugs or sod.
They are planted at intervals into prepared, conditioned soil. Several
bushels of sprigs are required to plant 1,000 square feet. If done by hand,
the process is slow and tedious; for large sites, mechanization can lessen
the time required.
Stolonizing is a form of sprigging. The sprigs are broadcast over the
site, covered slightly with soil, then rolled or disked. Since each sprig is
not individually inserted into the soil, this method is faster.

PROPER LAWN CONSTRUCTION
Certain turf installations are unique. A golf green is a highly specialized
use of turf that has no counterpart in landscaping. A rocky, steeply sloped
highway embankment requires special techniques, too. This chapter will
only deal with the installation of conventional lawn plantings such as
those of the typical home or commercial business site. More specialized
references are available for nontypical turfs. Six steps should be followed to ensure a beginning lawn every chance for success:
1. Plant at the proper time of year.
2. Provide the proper drainage and grading.
3. Condition the soil properly.
4. Apply fresh, vigorous seed, sod, plugs, or sprigs.
5. Provide adequate moisture to promote rapid establishment of the
lawn.
6. Mow the new lawn to its correct height.

Time of Planting
Warm-season grasses grow best when the temperature is from 80° to 95°
F. They are best planted in the late spring, just before the summer season. In this way, they have the opportunity to become well-established
before becoming dormant in the winter.
Cool-season grasses germinate best when temperatures are from 60°
to 75° F. The best planting time for them is early fall or very early spring,
right before the cool seasons in which they flourish. If cool-season
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grasses are planted too close to the intensely hot or cold days of summer and winter, they will die or go dormant before becoming wellestablished.

Grading and Draining the New Lawn
Each time the rain falls or an irrigation system is turned on, water moves
across the surface of the soil as well as into it. Grading (altering level
land so that it slopes slightly) can direct the movement of the surface
water. Proper drainage permits the water to move slowly into the soil to
the turf’s root system where it can be absorbed, yet pass beyond the root
zone before it collects and does harm to the plants.
Even lawns that seem flat must slope enough so that water moves
off the surface and away from nearby buildings. If a slight slope does
not exist naturally, it may be necessary to construct one. A decline of
between six inches and one foot per 100 feet is required for flat land to
drain properly. Failure to grade lawns away from buildings can result in
flooded cellars and basements.
Drainage is critical to the survival of the lawn, no matter what the
species. Depending on the soil and site involved, good drainage may
require nothing more than mixing organic matter with the existing soil.
In cases in which the soil is heavy with clay, a system of drainage tile
may be necessary.
If drainage tile is needed, it should be installed after the lawn’s grade
has been established but before the surface soil has been conditioned.
Regular four-inch agricultural tile is normally used, placed 18 to 24
inches beneath the surface. In a typical tile installation, the tile lines are
spaced approximately 15 feet apart. Each of the lateral lines runs into a
larger main drainage line, usually six to eight inches in diameter. This,
in turn, empties into a nearby ditch or storm sewer (Figures 13–7 and
13–8).

Conditioning Soil
Suitable texture and proper pH are very important in soil that is to
become a lawn. Most turfgrasses grow best in a loam or sandy loam soil
with a pH that is neutral to slightly acidic (7.0 to 6.5). For a review of soil
texture and pH, refer to Chapter 3.
The additives needed to improve the texture, drainage, or pH of the
soil can be incorporated best with a rototiller or larger agricultural field

18−24"

15'
FIGURE 13–7.

Learning)

18−24"

4" Tile

15'

Drainage tile installation (drawing not to scale) (Delmar/Cengage
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4" Tiles

To
ditch
6−8" Tile
FIGURE 13–8. The flow of water through tile drainage system (drawing not to
scale) (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

equipment (Figure 13–9). The tiller also loosens the soil surface and
breaks it into smaller particles.
The tiller may do two additional things: chop up weeds growing
on the site and bring rocks to the surface. Both can be bad for the new
lawn. The stones mar the even texture of the lawn and, if large enough,
can damage mowers and other maintenance equipment. They should
be removed with a rake (hand or powered) before seeding. The weeds
can cause future problems for the lawn, especially if they are noxious or
other perennial types. It is best to eliminate them before installing the
grass. A nonselective systemic herbicide or short-term soil sterilant can
be applied. Both are expensive, widely used, and available under several
brand names. Once the soil has been properly conditioned, it is ready
to plant.

Planting the Lawn
Seed Seed is applied to the prepared soil in a manner that will distribute the recommended quantity evenly; otherwise, a patchy lawn
develops. When applied with a spreader or cultipacker seeder, the seed

FIGURE 13–9. A rototiller is an excellent way to
incorporate additives into the soil while loosening it.
(Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by Jack Ingels.)
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FIGURE 13–10. Spreader application: Half the material
is applied at a 90° angle to the other half (Delmar/
Cengage Learning)

Erosion netting and mulch permit this
newly seeded slope to develop a strong turf planting.
Without the mulch and netting, the seed would wash
away before becoming established. (Courtesy United
States Department of Agriculture)

FIGURE 13–11.

is often mixed with a carrier material such as sand or topsoil to ensure
even spreading. The seed or seed/carrier mix is divided into two equal
amounts. One part is sown across the lawn in one direction. The other
half is then sown across the lawn in a direction perpendicular to the first
(Figure 13–10).
Placing a light mulch of weed-free straw over the seed helps to retain
moisture. It also helps to prevent the seed from washing away during
watering or rainfall. On a slope that has not been hydroseeded, it is wise
to apply erosion netting over the mulched seed to further reduce the
danger of the seed washing away (Figure 13–11).
Sod Sod must be installed as soon after it has been cut as possible.
Otherwise, the live, respiring grass will damage itself due to the excessive temperatures that build up within the rolled or folded strips of sod.
Permitting the sod to dry out while awaiting installation can also damage the grass and result in a weak and unsatisfactory lawn.
The soil should be moist before beginning installation of the sod.
The individual strips are then laid into place much as a jigsaw puzzle is
assembled. The sod should not be stretched to fit as it will only shrink
back later, leaving gaps in the surface. Instead, each strip should be fitted carefully and tightly against the adjacent strips. Using a flat tamper
or roller, tamp the sod gently to ensure that all parts are touching the
soil evenly.
Plugs Plugs are small squares, rectangles, or circles of sod, cut about
two inches thick. Their installation is similar to that of groundcovers.
They are set into the conditioned soil at regular intervals (12 to 18 inches) and in staggered rows to maximize coverage. The top of each plug
should be level with the surface of the conditioned soil. The soil should
be moist but not wet at the time of installation to prevent some of the
plugs from drying out while others are still being installed.
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Sprigs Sprigs are planted two to three inches deep in rows 8 to 12 inches apart. In hand installations, rows are not drawn. Instead the sprigs
are distributed as evenly as possible over the prepared soil surface and
pushed down into the soil with a stick. As described earlier, stolonizing
uses a top-dressing of soil over the sprigs and eliminates the requirement for individual insertion. The soil should be moist, but not overly
wet, when planting begins. If the lawn area is large, planted areas should
be mulched and lightly rolled as the installation progresses. To wait until
the entire installation has been completed could result in drying out of
the sprigs.

Watering
In each of the planting techniques above, mulch is applied immediately
after planting to prevent drying of the propagative material.
Once the planting and mulching are completed, water needs to be
carefully applied. The soil and developing grasses should not be allowed
to dry out until the new grass is about two inches tall. Nevertheless, the
watering cannot be so heavy or continuous that the seedlings or new
sprouts drown, the soil erodes, or diseases gain a foothold.
At least a month of watering several times each day is necessary to
establish the new lawn properly. Sprinklers are preferable to a garden
hose. With a sprinkler, the water can be applied slowly and evenly. If the
lawn has been planted for a client and the landscaper or turf specialist
cannot be at the site to do the watering, the client must be given explicit
instructions about how and when to apply the water. Allowance for
naturally occurring rainfall should be included in the written instructions. Client responsibilities, such as watering, should be written into
any contract drawn between a professional firm and a consumer.

The First Mowing
The first mowing of a new lawn is an important one. The objective is
to encourage horizontal branching of the new grass plants as quickly
as possible. This creates a thick (dense) lawn. The first mowing should
occur when the new grass has reached a height of two and one-half to
three inches, and the grass should be cut back to a height of one and
one-quarter to one and one-half inches. Thereafter, different species
require differing mowing heights for proper maintenance (Table 13–1).
For the first mowing, it is a good practice to collect and remove the grass
clippings. After that, clipping removal is usually unnecessary unless the
grass has grown so tall between mowings that clumps of grass are visible
on the lawn. Note that grasses used for soil stabilization will not require
mowing.

CALIBRATING A SPREADER
Two types of spreaders are used to apply seed, fertilizer, or other granular material to lawns. These are the rotary spreader and the drop spreader. The rotary type dispenses the material from a closed hamper onto
a rotating plate that then propels it outward in a semicircular pattern.
The drop spreader dispenses the material through holes in the bottom
of the hamper as it is pushed across the lawn. In both types, the amount
of material applied is controlled by the size of the holes through which
the material passes and the speed at which the spreader is pushed.
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Therefore, use of a spreader requires that it be calibrated to dispense
the material at the rate desired. For materials that are applied often and
by the same person, the spreader need only be calibrated once and the
setting noted on the control for future reference. Different materials
usually require different calibrations, even when the rate of application
is the same.
The object of calibration is to measure the amount of material
applied to an area of 100 square feet. A paved area such as a driveway or
parking lot is an excellent calibration site. Afterwards, the seed or other
material can be swept up easily for future use. Covering the area with
plastic is also helpful in collecting the material after calibration. Windy
days are not suitable for calibrating.
To calibrate, fill the spreader with exactly five pounds of material.
Select a spreader setting near the center of the range to begin. Apply
the material by walking at a normal pace in a straight line. Shut off the
spreader while turning it around. Each strip should slightly overlap the
previous one to avoid a streaked appearance. The probability of streaking is greater with a drop spreader than with a rotary spreader. When an
area of 100 square feet has been covered once, weigh the material left in
the spreader and subtract it from the original five pounds. The quantity
of material applied per 100 square feet has then been determined. If it
is not the distribution desired, the spreader can be adjusted to increase
or reduce the rate of application.

MAINTAINING AN ESTABLISHED LAWN
Lawn maintenance requires a great deal of time during the growing
season. How the lawn appears is determined by the amount of time and
money budgeted by the property owner or manager. Increasing public
expectations of turf quality account for the great success of professional
lawn maintenance firms nationwide.

Spring Operations
A lawn needs both weekly and seasonal care. In regions of the country
where winters are long and severe, spring may find lawns covered with
compacted leaves, litter, and partially decomposed organic material
termed thatch. The receding winter may leave grass damaged by salt,
disease, or heaving.
Small areas can be cleaned of debris with a strong-toothed
rake. Larger lawns may require the use of power sweepers or thatch
removers.
Where heaving has lifted large areas of sod away from direct contact
with the soil, a light rolling with a lawn roller is advisable in the spring.
The lawn should be rolled first in one direction, then again in a direction perpendicular to the first. Clay soils should not be rolled, since air
can easily be driven from such a soil and the surface compacted. No soil
should be rolled while wet. The roller can be used properly only after the
soil has dried and regained its firmness.
The first cutting of the lawn each spring removes more grass than
cuttings that follow later in the summer. The initial cutting to a height of
one and one-quarter to one and one-half inches has the same objective
as the first cutting of a newly planted lawn; that is, to promote horizon-
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A plug aerator (Delmar/Cengage

Learning)
tal growth of the grass. An additional benefit of the short first cutting is
that fertilizer, grass seed, and herbicide can then reach the soil’s surface
more easily. Cuttings later in the year are usually not as short.

Patching the Lawn
If patches of turf have been killed by diseases, insects, dog urine, or
other causes, it may be necessary to reseed them or add new sod, plugs,
or sprigs. Widespread thinness of the grass does not indicate a need for
patching but a lack of fertilization or improper mowing.
Patching is warranted where bare spots are at least one foot in diameter. Seed, sod, plugs, or sprigs should be selected to match the grasses
of the established lawn. Plugs can be set directly into the soil using a
bulb planter or golf green cup cutter to cut the plug, and then to remove
the soil where it is to be planted. With seed, sod, and sprigs, it is best to
break the lawn surface first with a toothed rake. A reseeding mixture of
a pound of seed in a bushel of topsoil is handy for patching where seed
is the form of propagation. Mulch and moisture must then be applied
as stated earlier.
The timetable for patching is the same as for planting and is related
to the type of grass involved.

Aerating the Lawn
Aeration of a lawn is the addition of air to the soil. Air is an important
component of the soil and is essential to good plant growth. If the lawn
is installed properly, the incorporation of coarse sand and organic matter into the soil promotes proper aeration. However, where traffic is
heavy or the clay content is high, the soil may become compacted. The
turf specialist can relieve the compaction by use of a powered aerator
(Figure 13–12). There are several types of aerators and a range of sizes.
All cut into the soil to a depth of about three inches and either remove
plugs of soil or slice it into thin furrows. A topdressing of organic material is then applied to the lawn and a rotary power mower run over the
organic material to blow it into the holes or slits left by the aerator. The
plugs of soil left on top of the lawn may be removed by raking or, if
not too compacted, broken apart and left as topdressing. Mechanical
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equipment is made that can aerate and cover the topdressing in a single
operation.

Vertical Mowing
Vertical mowing is a technique that can break up the soil plugs left by an
aerator or even remove excessive thatch if necessary. It requires a power
rake or a mower whose blades strike the turf vertically. It is done when
the lawn is growing most rapidly and conditions for continued growth
are favorable. For cool-season grasses, late summer or early autumn is
the best time; for warm-season grasses, late spring to early summer is
best.
The blades of the vertical mower are adjusted to different heights
depending on the objectives of the operation. A shallow setting is used
to break up soil plugs; a lower setting gives deeper penetration into the
thatch layer, facilitating its removal and relieving compaction of the soil.
Deep vertical mowing is only practiced on deep-rooted turfs. Shallowrooted turfs, often growing mainly in the thatch layer, are harmed more
than helped by vertical mowing.

Fertilization
Lawns should be fertilized just before they need the nutrients for their
best growth. For example, cool-season grasses derive little benefit from
fertilizer applied at the beginning of the hot summer months. Only the
weeds benefit from fertilizers that are not timed to coincide with the
turf’s needs.
Cool-season grasses should be fertilized in the early spring and early
fall. This supplies proper nutrition prior to the seasons of most active
growth. Late fall fertilization encourages soft, lush growth which is damaged severely during the winter. Warm-season grasses should receive
their heaviest fertilization in late spring. Their season of greatest growth
is the summer.
A look at Table 13–1 reveals that not all species of grass require the
same amounts of fertilizer. As fertilizer costs increase and certain fertilizers become less available, turf managers try to maintain plantings
with minimal applications. Increasingly, fertilizers with nitrogen in
slowly available forms (such as ureaformaldehyde, sulfur-coated urea,
or isobutylidine diurea) are being selected by turf management professionals. Still, the specific amounts needed can vary greatly among
species. The most successful mixed species lawns are those that combine species whose fertilization requirements are compatible, such as
fescues and bluegrasses.
The amount of fertilizer required is usually stated in pounds of
nitrogen per 1,000 square feet per year. The number of pounds of nitrogen in a fertilizer is determined by multiplying the weight of the fertilizer by the percentage of nitrogen it contains. The examples that follow
illustrate.
Example 1

Problem: How many pounds of nitrogen are contained in a
100-pound bag of 20-10-15 fertilizer?
Solution: 100 pounds  20% N = pounds of N100  .20 = 20 pounds
of N
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Example 2

Problem: How many pounds of 20-10-15 fertilizer should be
purchased to apply four pounds of nitrogen to 1,000 square feet
of lawn?
Solution: Divide the pounds of nitrogen by the percentage of
nitrogen.
Four pounds of N ÷ 20 percent= pounds of 20-10-15 fertilizer
required
4 ÷ .20 = 20 pounds of 20-10-15 fertilizer required
To obtain the fullest benefit from fertilizer, it should be applied in
an amount the turfgrass can use fully before it reaches beyond the root
zone. Lawn fertilizer is usually applied in two stages. Half of the recommended poundage for the year can be applied to cool-season grasses in
the early spring and the remaining half in the early fall. Warm-season
grasses can receive half or more of the recommended fertilizer poundage during the late spring and the remainder in mid-summer. A spreader must be used to ensure even distribution of the fertilizer. It is applied
in two directions with the rows slightly overlapping.

Watering
Turfgrasses are among the first plants to suffer from lack of water since
they are naturally shallow rooted as compared to trees and shrubs. The
groundskeeper should encourage deep root growth by watering so that
moisture penetrates the soil to a depth of 8 to 12 inches. Failure to apply
enough water will promote shallow root systems that can be easily injured
during hot, dry summer weather (Figure 13–13). Infrequent, deep watering is much preferable to daily, shallow watering. The quantity of water
applied during an irrigation will depend on the time of day and the type
of soil. Clay soils allow slower water infiltration than coarser textured
sandy soils, but clay soils retain water longer. Therefore, less water may
Deep watering

Shallow watering

FIGURE 13–13. Deep watering promotes deep, healthy
root growth. Shallow watering promotes shallow
rooting and leaves the grass susceptible to injury by
drought. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)
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FIGURE 13–14. This revolving sprinkler covers a limited
area and must be manually moved to each new location.
Wind gusts can affect the evenness of the coverage.
(Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 13–15. This oscillating
sprinkler casts water in an
arch-like pattern. It is suitable
for homeowner use and must
be moved periodically for full
coverage. (Delmar/Cengage
Learning)

need to be applied to clay soils or the rate of application may need to be
slower or both. The amount of water given off by a portable sprinkler can
be calibrated once and a notation made for future reference. To calibrate
a portable sprinkler (Figures 13–14 and 13–15), set several wide-topped,
flat-bottomed cans with straight sides (such as coffee cans) in a straight
line out from the sprinkler. When most of them contain the amount of
water needed to penetrate 8 to 12 inches, shut off the sprinkler and note
the time required. Start by applying one and one-half to two inches of
actual water and check its depth of penetration; then adjust accordingly.
Permanent and computer-controlled automatic irrigation systems are
common in large turf installations. They turn on and off by timers and
dispense a predetermined amount of water through valves that pop up
for use and disappear out of sight afterward. Such systems are sophisticated and costly (Figure 13–16).

FIGURE 13–16. An automatic lawn irrigation system in
operation (Courtesy Weather-Magic Irrigation)
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FIGURE 13–18. Reel mowers provide the best quality
cut. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

The best time of day to water lawns is early morning. Watering later
in the day is inefficient due to greater evaporation. Watering in the early
evening or later should be avoided because of the danger of disease; turf
pathogens thrive in lawns that remain wet into the evening. The lawn
should have time to dry before the sun sets.

Mowing
Three types of mowers are used to maintain turf plantings: the reel
mower, the rotary mower, and the flail mower. The flail mower is used
for utility and stabilization turfgrasses that are only cut a few times each
year. Reel and rotary mowers are used to maintain home, recreational,
and commercial lawns. On a reel mower, the blades rotate in the same
direction as the wheels and cut the grass by pushing it against a nonrotating bedknife at the rear base of the mower (Figures 13–17 and 13–18).
The blades of a rotary mower move like a ceiling fan, parallel to the
surface of the lawn, cutting the grass off as they revolve (Figure 13–19).
Reel mowers are most often used for grasses that do best with a shorter
cut, such as bentgrass. Rotary mowers do not cut as evenly or sharply

FIGURE 13–19.

Learning)

A rotary mower (Delmar/Cengage
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but are satisfactory for lawn grasses that accept a higher cut such as
ryegrass, bluegrass, and fescue. The riding mower, so popular in suburbia, is a rotary mower. Many campuses, parks, and golf course fairways are mown with a large bank of reel mowers (called a gang mower)
pulled behind a tractor that has been fitted with tires that will not rut
the lawn.
Recently, pull-behind wide area rotary mowers have found acceptance as a means to cut a swath up to 22 feet in width per pass. A configuration of three mower decks linked side by side and connected to the
power take-off unit of the towing tractor can mow from 50 to 75 acres of
open turf in an eight hour day.
While mower basics have seen little change through the years, the
technology and the techniques have been updated recently. Lawn
care professionals can select mowers based on the mower deck width,
machine weights, horsepower, or styles that include walk-behinds,
riding, or even sulky styles that permit the operator to stand and ride
behind the mower as though water skiing.
In every situation, the blades must be sharp to give a satisfactory cut.
Dull or chipped mower blades can result in torn, ragged grass blades
that will die and give the lawn an unhealthy gray or brown pallor. The
sharp blades of any lawn mower should be respected. When powered,
they can cut through nearly any shoe. Workers should never mow unless
wearing steel-toed work shoes. Hands should never be brought near the
blades while the mower is running. No inconvenience caused by shutting off a mower can equal the instant injury that a power mower can do
to a worker’s hand or foot.
Table 13–1 on page 346, illustrates the often wide range of tolerable
mowing heights that exists between and within species. Within the range,
the mowing height selected often depends on how much care the lawn
can be given and what surface quality is expected. The shorter height
will necessitate more frequent mowing, more watering during dry periods, and perhaps greater pest control efforts. In turn, the lawn will
respond with greater density and a finer texture due to thinner blades. A
taller lawn surface will have a slightly coarser texture (even with grasses
classified as fine-leaf forms), take longer to thicken, but need cutting
less often. It will also withstand heat and dry periods better, since the
extra blade length will cast cooling shadows over the soil’s surface. Often,
fewer weeds are an added benefit of a taller lawn surface. Since not all
species are mowed to the same height, mixed species lawns should be
made up of grasses that have similar cutting requirements.
The frequency of mowing is another variable in turfgrass maintenance. Because the rate of growth of a lawn can vary with the temperature and with the moisture provided, the frequency of mowing cannot
always be precisely specified. Where an inflexible mowing schedule is
followed, the turf planting will be unsatisfactory. Nevertheless, professional firms must submit bids for lawn maintenance and so must have a
reasonably accurate idea of how many times during the growing season
a lawn will require mowing. Estate gardeners and golf course superintendents have less of a problem. They can mow when the time is right,
not when a contract calls for it.
A long-standing and accepted rule of thumb is that mowing should
remove about one-third the length of the grass blade. Thus, if the turf
is being kept at one and one-half inches, it should be mowed when it
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reaches a height of two and one-quarter inches. If the grass is permitted
to get too long before cutting, the dead clippings can mar the appearance of the lawn. Then the only alternative is to collect the clippings
either in a grass-catcher or with a lawn sweeper or rake. If cut properly,
the clippings will not be excessive, will decompose rapidly, and will not
require collection.
The pattern of mowing should be varied regularly to prevent wheel
lines from developing in the lawn and to encourage the horizontal
growth of the shoots. The easiest variation is to mow at a 90° angle to
the previous mowing. If a lawn is mowed in both directions on the same
day with a reel mower, an attractive checkerboard pattern develops. The
pattern is not so apparent with a rotary mower, but the practice is just
as healthful for the lawn.

Overseeding
Not to be confused with patching, overseeding is the planting of new
seed into an established turf area to extend its time of use. Usually
the grass being applied is different from the established species. The
practice of overseeding has been common on southern golf courses for
many years. As the autumn and winter seasons begin, the warm season
grasses go dormant and turn brown. The application of a rapidly germinating cool season grass that thrives in the reduced temperatures brings
back the green that golfers want to see. Another common use of overseeding is on athletic fields where the established turf, such as Kentucky
bluegrass, wears away before the season ends, so overseeding with a
rapidly germinating perennial ryegrass can bring back the lush green
appearance in only a few weeks. It is usually done in conjunction with
aeration, since it is important to get the seeds in contact with the soil.
Overseeding is enjoying increasing popularity as a maintenance
technique for commercial landscapes. Its appeal to homeowners is less
dramatic, but increasing nonetheless.

Weed Control in Established Lawns
Turfgrass plantings can be marred by the presence of weeds. The weeds
may include undesirable grasses and broadleaf plants. They may be
annuals, biennials, or perennials. Many are prolific seed producers and
infiltrate the lawn each year, often invading from the lawn of a neighbor who is not conscientious about control. Other weeds are indicators
that something is wrong with the lawn. For example, certain weeds are
predictable where the soil is too compacted for healthy grass growth.
Others are found where winter pavement salt has killed off the turf.
For a review of weeds and herbicides, see Chapter 6. Preemergence
herbicides are used to control many weeds in lawns and must be applied
several weeks in advance of the weeds’ germination to be effective. The
time of application will vary depending on the region of the country and
the weeds involved. Preemergence herbicides are the preferred means
of controlling annual grass weeds.
Postemergence herbicides are used against weeds that have already
germinated and are visible in the lawn. They are usually applied to the
lawn rather than to the soil. They may be formulated as either contact
or systemic herbicides, depending on the product. Postemergence
herbicides are most often used against perennial grasses and broadleaf
weeds.
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Selectivity is an important characteristic of turf herbicides so that
the desirable grasses are not damaged by the control effort. Annual
grasses and broadleaf weeds are commonly controlled with selective
herbicides. However, perennial grass weeds require the use of a nonselective herbicide (one that kills all vegetation that it touches). Nonselective herbicides must be applied on days without wind and with
applicators that control the amount and direction of flow very carefully.
After the treated area is free of weeds and time has rendered the herbicide harmless, new patch planting can take place.
For products recommended against specific turf weeds, turf managers can consult their local college of agriculture or Cooperative Extension
Service. Because turf weed problems and recommended controls do not
vary greatly from state to state, helpful information can also be found in
trade journals that serve the turf industry.

Pest Control
Weeds are only one of the pests that affect turf installations. Like all
plants, turfgrasses are susceptible to an assortment of pathogen, insect,
animal, and human injuries. Table 13–2 is a partial list of the problems
that can befall a typical lawn.
With turf, as with any crop, the best defense against most pests is the
selection of resistant varieties and the creation of a growth environment
that favors the turfgrass more than the pest. For example, watering at

TABLE 13–2.

Common Turf Problems

Turf Insects

Turf Diseases

Other Problems

Ants

Anthracnose

Dogs

Army worms

Brown patch

Gophers

Bill bugs

Copper spot

Ground squirrels

Cinch bugs

Dollar spot

Mice

Cut worms

Fairy ring

Moles

Grubs

Fusarium blight

Human vandalism

Leaf hoppers

Leaf spots

Vehicles and equipment

Mites

Net blotch

Mole crickets

Nematodes

Periodical cicadas

Powdery mildew

Scale

Pythium blight

Sod webworm

Red thread

Weevils

Rots

Wireworms

Rusts
Slime molds
Smuts
Snow molds
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night promotes fungal growth of all types and invites disease. Watering
should be done earlier in the day to allow the grass to dry before nightfall. Another example: allowing a thick thatch layer to develop provides
a good habitat for certain insects. Minimizing the thatch layer reduces
these insect populations. When soil insects are reduced or eliminated,
the turf is not as attractive to rodents, such as moles, that burrow
through the soil to feed on them. Therefore, solving one problem may
indirectly solve another.
Pest control in turf is not easy or inexpensive, nor can it be approached casually. However, the arsenal of fungicides, insecticides, and
rodenticides, in combination with attentive IPM scouting and increased
knowledge of pest vulnerabilities, are adequate to the task of preventing or eradicating most lawn pests. (For a review of the principles of
pest control, see Chapter 6.) The local college of agriculture can provide
specific recommendations. For the control of people, their vehicles, and
their pets, the groundskeeper must rely on fencing, shrub masses, and
walls to direct their movement onto paved areas. Signs requesting cooperation in the preservation of an attractive turf will often help by making
people more aware of problems they may cause. After all, not everyone
knows the difference between soil aeration and compaction.
Vandalism is impossible to control if the vandals are determined.
Turf is not as attractive a target as other components of the landscape,
but it gets its share of abuse. Golf courses and parks are most often
damaged by vehicles rutting the turf, but the problem is also found on
campuses and even in some residential neighborhoods. Locked gates
and strategic placement of trees can sometimes help by making vehicular access to the turf difficult for the would-be vandal. Education to
increase public awareness of the value of the landscape and the responsibilities of citizens is the only real solution to vandalism. It is also easier
to write in a textbook than it is to bring into being.

SUMMARY
Turfgrass is the ideal outdoor surface for residential, academic, commercial, municipal, and recreational landscapes. Since no one grass is
suitable for all landscapes, geographic regions, soil types, altitudes, and
environmental conditions, the turf professional must have both general
and specific knowledge of varieties and their requirements in order to
select the appropriate one.
Grasses differ in growth habit, texture, color, density, seed size, soil
and climatic tolerance, use tolerance, disease and insect resistance, and
maintenance needs.
Grass seed is commonly formulated as either a mixture or a blend.
Both formulations have their place, depending on the site and circumstances. Seeding is only one method of installing a lawn, however. Other
methods include sodding, plugging, and sprigging or stolonizing.
Warm-season and cool-season grasses require different planting
times. Warm-season grasses are best planted just before the summer
season; cool-season grasses, in early fall or early spring. For the best
lawn possible, the site must first be graded so that surface water will run
off. Good drainage must be provided to maximize growth. Suitable conditioning of the soil can improve not only the drainage but texture and
pH as well. After planting, mulching and careful watering must keep
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the new lawn moist until it is well-established. The first mowing should
be shorter than following ones to encourage horizontal branching and
promote greater turf density.
Lawn maintenance requires a great deal of time. Some maintenance,
such as mowing, goes on throughout the growing season. In addition,
there are distinct spring operations to prepare the turf for the growing
season and help it shake off the effects of winter. Other operations occur
at various points in the summer and fall, depending on the type of turf
and the location.
Turf is mowed with reel, rotary, or flail mowers. Which is used
depends on the type of turf, the size of the installation, and the quality
of cut desired. Mowing is potentially hazardous and workers should be
especially safety conscious.
Weed control is accomplished with preemergence and postemergence herbicides. Other pests are controlled through the use of resistant varieties, creation of a growth-positive environment, and assorted
chemical pesticides as part of an integrated pest management program.

ACH I EV EMEN T R E VI E W
A. SHORT ANSWER
Answer each of the following questions as briefly
as possible.

4. List four factors that could cause the prices
of two 1-pound packages of grass seed to
differ.

1. List nine ways in which turfgrasses can
vary.

5. List and define the important terms found
on a grass seed analysis label.

2. Indicate if the following apply to warmseason grasses (W), cool-season grasses
(C), or both (B).
a. favored by temperatures of 80° to 95° F
b. favored by temperatures of 60° to 75° F
c. commonly installed by plugging
d. planted in the late spring for optimum
growth
e. examples are bluegrasses and fescues
f. planted in the early fall or early spring
for optimum growth
g. require regular watering after planting
and for at least a month afterwards
h. should be fertilized in the late spring
i. should be fertilized in the early spring
and early fall
j. must be well drained

6. Match the characteristics on the left with
the methods of lawn installation on the
right.
a. a vegetative
1. seeding
method that
2. sodding
uses pieces of
3. plugging
the plant
4. sprigging/
without soil
stolonizing
attached
b. gives the most immediate effect
c. the most common and least expensive
method
d. a vegetative method that uses small
circular or square pieces of sod
e. a vegetative method that can be
accomplished by broadcasting and topdressing

3. What are the advantages of using a good
seed mixture for a home lawn rather than a
single species of grass?

7. Explain how a spreader is calibrated.
8. List the six steps in starting a successful
lawn.
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B. PROJECTS
1. From Table 13–1, select all the turfgrasses
that will survive in your region of the
country. Next group them, first on the basis
of similarities in use, then on the basis of
maintenance requirements. Formulate
turfgrass recommendations for a local
home lawn, athletic field, and highway soil
stabilization project.
2. Select a lawn area with which you
are familiar, such as your home lawn,
campus, or a nearby park. Determine
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the grasses that make it up. Ask your
Cooperative Extension agent for help
if you are not certain. Using Table 13–1
and other materials available from your
state’s college of agriculture, outline an
annual maintenance program for the
lawn. Include fertilizer needs and time(s)
of application, an irrigation schedule,
mowing height, spring operations,
aeration, type of mower and mowing
pattern, and weed and pest control
programs. Arrange the maintenance
program in chronological order.

CHAPTER 14

Techniques of Plant
Propagation

O B J E C T I VE S
Upon completion of this chapter, you should be able to

• prepare plant propagation media.
• prepare total environments for plant propagation.
• demonstrate techniques of propagation by the use of cuttings, seeds, plugs, grafting,
budding, and layering.

• describe techniques of tissue and organ culture.

KEY TERMS
after ripening
double dormancy
hardening-off
plug sheets

callus
compatible graft
incompatible graft

delayed incompatibility
bridge-grafting
top working

SCIENCE AND CRAFT
Among all the crafts of ornamental horticulture, none exemplifies the
application of science to the profession better than plant propagation.
It is a craft that changes continually in response to new research findings; yet it respects the skills and techniques that only time, practice,
and caring can convey.
This is a how-to chapter. It outlines the methods of reproducing
plants that are practiced in various ornamental horticulture professions. You should review Chapter 5 as preparation.
Propagation techniques are practiced by all types of ornamentalists.
Homeowners are able to establish new plants from seeds and cuttings
taken from the plants of friends. Nursery and greenhouse owners can
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increase their inventories by various propagation techniques. Some
firms become so specialized that they engage solely in plant propagation, providing rooted cuttings, bulbs, or high quality seed to growers
nationwide.

THE MEDIA FOR PROPAGATION
To promote the initiation and development of new roots on cuttings, it
is necessary to create an environment for the cutting base that will
• support the cutting.
• retain moisture uniformly.
• drain away excess water uniformly.
• provide adequate aeration.
• not support weed seeds and other pests.
• pasteurize easily.
If seeds are the propagative unit, the medium must also be a source
of nutrition for the developing embryo.
The propagating medium will usually contain one or more of the
following materials:
• natural soil
• sand
• peat moss
• sphagnum moss
• perlite
• vermiculite
• fired clay
Natural soil is not commonly used for propagation unless mixed
with quantities of coarser additives such as fired clay, sand, or perlite, to
improve its drainage and aeration. If pure sand is used for propagation,
it must not be too fine or drainage will be poor. The best sand to use is
quartz sand, fairly coarse in texture. All the materials used as propagation media should be steam pasteurized before use to eliminate weed
seeds, nematodes, fungi, and other soil-borne plant pathogens.
The time required for establishment of new plants will vary from
a week to several months. With seed propagation, it will be necessary
to transplant the newly rooted plants from the propagating medium
to a medium that will provide the nutrients necessary for sustained
growth. For nursery crops, the new plants may be set directly into the
field. Greenhouse growers may choose to install the plants directly into
greenhouse benches or into containers ranging in size from bushel baskets to small clay or peat pots.
Field soils and greenhouse bench soils must be of loamy texture and
well drained. Both may require the addition of sand or peat moss for
texture, moisture retention, and drainage. One of the soilless mixes may
also be used. Tables 14–1 and 14–2 list the components of the (older)
University of California and (newer) Cornell mixes that enjoy wide
acceptance throughout the ornamental horticulture industry.
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TABLE 14–1. One Example of the University of California

Soil Mix
Components:

50 percent sand (0.5 to 0.05 mm in diameter)
50 percent peat moss (moistened before mixing)

MIX WELL WITH:
Fertilizer

1

Additives (per
cubic yard of
mix)

1

⁄ 4 pound potassium nitrate

⁄ 4 pound potassium sulfate
21⁄ 2 pounds single superphosphate
71⁄ 2 pounds dolomite limestone
21⁄ 2 pounds calcium carbonate lime

PASTEURIZE WITH STEAM OR CHEMICALS
Note: Additional nitrogen and potassium fertilizers will be needed as the plants grow.

TABLE 14–2. The Cornell University Peat-lite Mix
Components:

50 percent sphagnum peat moss (moistened before mixing)
50 percent vermiculite or horticultural perlite

MIX WELL WITH:
Fertilizer

5 pounds ground dolomitic lime stone

Additives
(per cubic
yard of mix):

1 to 2 pounds 20 percent superphosphate
1 pound potassium nitrate
2 ounces fritted trace element FTE55
3 ounces wetting agent (Aquagro7 or Surfside7)

Note: Additional fertilizer will be needed after two or three weeks of growth.
Caution: If vermiculite is used, be careful not to overapply potassium, since vermiculite contains 5
percent available potassium.

THE STRUCTURES FOR PROPAGATION
The structures that serve as production facilities for greenhouse and
nursery growers also serve for propagation. Greenhouses, hotbeds, cold
frames, and lath houses (see Chapter 19) can all be used directly or in
some modified manner to propagate plants.
The propagation structure must possess the following four characteristics:
1. Sufficient light or darkness to permit seed germination and photosynthesis
2. High humidity to reduce wilting of the cutting until new roots can
form and to promote callus tissue formation in grafts
3. Warmth, to accelerate germination or rooting
4. Ventilation, once roots have been formed, to reduce the risk of
disease
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FIGURE 14–1. The mist from the overhead line is
retained by the plastic curtain. This is a typical
propagation bench. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

Since plant propagation usually requires higher temperature and
greater humidity than general crop culture, the grower may designate
certain structures for propagation only. Where the quantity of plants
propagated does not justify an entire greenhouse or frame, one or two
benches may be used as propagation chambers. With a timed mist line
to provide the moisture, and a covering of transparent polyethylene
film draped on wires over the bench to retain the humidity, an excellent
propagation bench can be created (Figure 14–1). The plastic canopy
can be folded back at night permitting the cuttings to surface-dry, thus
reducing the risk of mildew and other diseases. In such a situation, it is
critical that the media used and the benches assigned for propagation
be pasteurized and well-drained.

PROPAGATION BY SEEDS
Propagation by seeds is practical if the seed is able to produce plants
with predictable and desirable features. Seeds are produced and collected by industry specialists who market them through catalogues that
illustrate the mature plant to potential buyers. Seed suppliers usually
provide the buyer with information about the best time to plant, any
pretreatment that may be necessary, and follow-up culture information. A grower who propagates from seeds should select a reputable
supplier who will provide seed that is true to species and free of pests,
weed seeds, and inert material; it should also have a high germination
percentage (as determined by a seed test).
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Preconditioning of Seeds
Certain species of plants, particularly those likely to be grown in a nursery, may produce seeds that require preconditioning before germination. As explained in Chapter 5, some seeds possess seed coats that are
so hard and impervious to water that they must be altered before water
can be absorbed and germination initiated. In their natural habitat, such
seeds may require exposure to weathering elements or passage through
the digestive tract of animals to break down the seed coat. A commercial
grower can overcome such seed coat dormancy by mechanical scarification of the seed. Several techniques are commonly used, including:
• abrasion (such as rubbing with sandpaper or tumbling in drums
with coarse sand or gravel)
• soaking the seed in hot water and allowing it to cool over a twelve- to
twenty-four-hour period
• soaking the seed in concentrated sulfuric acid until the seed coat is
paper thin but the embryo is not yet affected. This may require from
several minutes to hours depending on the species.
Other species of plants produce seeds that remain dormant until
certain physiological changes (termed after ripening) are initiated and
completed within the seed. The initiation of the changes is usually temperature-related, beginning when the temperature drops below 50° F for a
required period of time. The chilling is termed stratification, and it can be
duplicated by growers when the needs of a particular species are known.
To stratify seeds, they are first soaked in water for a half day or longer,
then mixed with sphagnum moss or another moisture-retaining medium, sealed in polyethylene bags (for oxygen permeability), and stored in
a cooler (not a freezer) for the required period of time. If the moistureretaining medium is not sphagnum moss (which has a natural fungicidal
quality), then a seed fungicide should be added for protection.
Some seeds may possess double dormancy and require both scarification and stratification before they germinate.
A great amount of research continues to be directed to the use of
growth regulators as substitutes for the after-ripening period. Most of
the results have yet to prove of commercial value, although gibberellic
acid and kinetin are of some use to commercial growers.

Planting the Seeds
The successful propagation of new plants from seeds depends on careful attention to all of the production factors. Should any one factor be
limiting, the survival or quality of the plants can be affected. The factors
of good production are:
• good quality seed
• correct propagation medium
• correct planting techniques
• appropriate lighting
• proper watering
• good drainage
• proper temperature
• adequate nutrients
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The attributes of high-quality seed and the features of good propagation media have been discussed.
Planting techniques for seeds vary depending on whether the species are herbaceous or woody, and whether they are to be transplanted
after germination or will be grown at the planting site.
Procedure for Planting Seeds of Herbaceous Greenhouse Crops
1. Fill greenhouse flats with a propagating medium that has been
pasteurized and is well-aerated, well-drained, and fertile.
2. Tamp and firm the medium to drive out air pockets. Leave about
one-half inch of space at the top of the flat to allow for watering.
3. Plant the seeds in furrows or in holes made with a pegged board.
Tiny seeds may be broadcast over the surface. The seeds may be
covered with additional propagating medium. Shaking the medium through a wide screen sieve will ensure that the seeds are covered evenly.
4. If the seeds are large enough so that they will not be washed away,
the flats can be watered from above (Figure 14–2). For fine seeds,
the flats should be immersed in water before seeding. The planted
seeds should be kept moist for rapid germination, yet not so moist
that damping-off disease becomes established. Moisture may be
applied by hand-watering or by use of a mist system. Moisture loss
can be reduced by covering the flat with glass or transparent plastic for a portion of the day. Care must be taken to ensure that the
seedlings do not remain too wet at night.
5. A germination temperature of 70° to 75° F is suitable for most
greenhouse plants. Tropical plants may require higher temperatures. Plants should not be allowed to overheat.
6. After germination, reduce the temperature to between 65° and 70°
F and maintain moderate light intensities. A soil drench to guard
against damping-off disease is advisable. A slight reduction of
water to a point that the new roots are moist while the surface is
moderately dry will also aid in control of damping-off.
7. After two to four true leaves, not the seed leaves (cotyledons), have
formed, transplant the seedlings to allow healthy growth to continue. If conditions at the transplant site are more stressful than at the
germination site (as when seedlings are moved from greenhouse to
field conditions), a hardening-off period is needed. Hardening-off
occurs when reduced temperature and water cause carbohydrates
to accumulate in the plant tissue, allowing it to survive transplant
shock. The hardening-off process is described in more detail later
in this chapter.
Procedure for Planting Seeds of Woody Crops for Container
Production
1. Following any preconditioning that may be necessary, the seeds
can be planted as in the previous procedure. The time required for
germination may be considerably longer with woody crop seeds.
2. When the seedling roots have reached the bottom of the greenhouse flat, they should be pruned to promote branching.
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3. Transplanting should follow, with each seedling moved from
the germination flat to individual peat pots or other types of
containers.
4. After roots extend an inch or so beyond the peat pot, they should
be pruned off to encourage still more branching.
5. Set the plant into a production container for further growth.
Procedure for Planting Seeds Directly in the Ground
1. The in-ground planting site may vary from a nursery field for
landscape plants to a hillside for a reforestation project. The soil
should be prepared and conditioned as necessary to ensure that
it is aerated, well-drained, fertile, reasonably weed-free, and of the
correct texture. It may be necessary to work the soil with a rototiller
or larger piece of agricultural equipment. There should be no large
clods. Additions of organic matter, mixed well into the soil by the
tiller, will help ensure the uniform size of the soil aggregates. A
medium, loamy texture is ideal for seeding.
2. Seeds should be preconditioned to prepare them for planting.
Certain species can be planted in the fall and after-ripened naturally in the soil. They will then germinate in the spring. Other species will germinate more uniformly if preconditioned by the grower
before planting.
3. Seeds can be treated before planting to protect against dampingoff, insects, birds, and rodents.
4. The seedbed will benefit by application of both preemergence and
postemergence herbicides during production of the seedlings,
which may extend over several years. Otherwise, the seedlings will
suffer from competition with weeds for light, nutrients, and space
to grow.
5. The seeds may be planted either by hand or by machine. The depth
of planting will vary with the species. Two or three times the diameter of the seed is usually a satisfactory depth.

FIGURE 14–2.

Learning)

Moisture can be applied to seeds from above as long as seeds are not too fine. (Delmar/Cengage
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6. A mulch should be applied to shade the new seeding and aid
water retention. The mulch also reduces the force of water on the
new seeds and helps maintain their spacing. Lightweight organic
mulches work best, but additional nitrogen should be applied to
compensate for that tied up by microbes during the decomposition
of the mulching.
7. The new seeding, if in a nursery seedbed, should be shaded.
Whether in a seedbed or unshaded nursery row, it should be
kept moist. Temperature extremes and drastic changes should be
avoided.
8. The plants may remain in the seedbed or nursery row for a season
or more before being transplanted.

PROPAGATION BY PLUGS
Plugs are seedlings that retain their undisturbed root system within a
core of media. They are planted as seeds into shallow, chambered flats
known as plug sheets (Figure 14–3), which vary depending on the size
of the plug being produced. Typical plug sizes range from 7⁄ 16  3⁄ 4  3⁄ 4
deep to 13⁄ 16  11⁄ 4  7⁄ 8 deep on 21  11 plug sheets that contain from
98 to 800 chambers per sheet. The plug chambers may be either square
or round, resulting in a root plug of the same shape.
While plugs are used in many areas of horticulture, in the production of ornamentals they are most widely used by the growers of bedding plants. A majority of growers prefer to use plugs over other seed
propagation techniques, for several reasons:
• transplant shock, common to bareroot seedlings, and transplanting
time are reduced
• plugs do not overcrowd as quickly as seedlings in germination flats,
so they can be held longer awaiting transplant
• sowing of the seed can be automated and there is no need to thin
the seedlings after germination, resulting in the need for fewer seeds
and in time saved

Flat with 98 separate cells for seedlings (Delmar/
Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 14–3.
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• plugs can be transplanted automatically, further reducing time and
labor costs
• shorter crop production time permits more crops to be produced in
the same facility
Although some growers do start their own plugs, the trend is toward
specialization in plug production by large wholesale growers who can
provide the controlled environments necessary to produce high-quality
plugs at reasonable costs. They then sell the plugs to other growers for
transplanting and further growth.

Planting the Seeds
As a result of the specialization in plug production, the large plug propagators sow the seed automatically unless a particular species has a seed
type that does not work in automatic seeders.
After the plug sheets are filled with the proper pasteurized propagating medium, each chamber is seeded with one or two seeds. The use of
two seeds per chamber ensures maximum and uniform production per
sheet, but it does add some labor costs if thinning is later needed.
Germination of the seeds in the plug chambers can be done conventionally in the greenhouse benches under misting systems or in growth
chambers if particular species require special humidity and/or temperature conditions. Whether in the bench or growth chamber, water
application must be even and gentle to avoid washing out the seeds.
Automated mist systems are preferable to hand-watering, even with
fogger nozzles. Due to the shallowness of the plug sheets, there is always
the danger of overwatering or underwatering. The sheets cannot
become watersoaked; neither can they be permitted to dry out.

The Problem of Stretching
If kept too long in a growth chamber after germination, the plugs will
stretch and overgrow. Likewise, when the seeds in a plug sheet do not
germinate uniformly, the early ones will stretch while the grower awaits
the germination of the slower seeds.
Michigan State University researchers have published convincing
evidence that in many plants, especially bedding plants, stretching can
be reduced by keeping the greenhouse temperatures cool during the
day and warm at night. A day temperature cooler by 5° F during production of plugs can result in a higher number of plug sheets displaying
near-maximum germination without undesirable overgrowth.
Chemical growth retardants also have proved effective against plug
stretching. The retardants are somewhat species-specific though, and
should not be used until the grower is certain no damage will result to
the plugs being produced.

Fertilizing Plugs
After water, nutrients rank as the most probable limiting factor in plug
production. Fertilization is vital since the small core of propagation
medium in each chamber is unable to offer much to the new plant. Major
and minor elements are both critical. Low nitrogen fertilizer (about 50
ppm) can be applied at the time of seeding, with concentrations increas-
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ing as the seeds germinate and begin to develop. Local problems such as
high soluble salt levels or pH extremes (outside the optimum 5.8 to 6.0)
need to be addressed as well.

PROPAGATION BY CUTTINGS
Cuttings are pieces of roots, leaves, or stems that are removed from the
parent plant and placed in an environment that promotes their development into total plants. In most cases, the new plant will be genetically
identical to the parent plant since propagation by cuttings is an asexual
method of reproduction. As measured by sheer numbers of plants produced, propagation by cuttings is the most widely used method of
reproducing ornamental plants asexually. The reasons are that the technique is quick, easy, and inexpensive. Greenhouse growers and nursery
growers both propagate important commercial crops from cuttings.
Propagation by cuttings is possible because of the ability of plant
cells to revert to an undifferentiated, actively growing (meristematic)
condition, from which they can once again initiate the root, stem, and/
or leaf tissue necessary to form a complete plant. Years of research have
been directed toward understanding why and how cuttings develop into
complete plants and why certain species are easier to propagate than
others. Although not everything is known or understood, these points
are commonly accepted:
• Adventitious roots are initiated in herbaceous plants from points
just outside or between the vascular bundles. In woody plants, they
originate next to and out from the center of the vascular core. The
adventitious root initials (growing points) may develop after cuttings
are taken, or they may be preformed but dormant in the vegetative
tissue before the cutting is taken. Individual species vary.
• Adventitious roots and adventitious shoots do not develop at the
same rate within an individual plant or among different species.
• The rate of root and shoot initiation and formation in cuttings
is controlled in part by growth regulators, principally auxins,
gibberellins, and cytokinins. Some growth regulators occur naturally
in the tissue. Others can be applied by the propagator. Those that
occur naturally may promote or inhibit growth depending on the
growth regulator and plant species involved and the concentration
of the growth regulator.
• Auxin is necessary for the initiation of adventitious roots on stem
cuttings. IAA (indole-3-acetic acid) is the naturally occurring auxin.
NAA (naphthaleneacetic acid) and IBA (indolebutyric acid) are
similar materials, but synthetic. The synthetic auxins, applied by
plant propagators, are generally more effective than the naturally
occurring IAA at initiating the formation of new roots on stem
cuttings.
• The formation of adventitious roots is very slow in certain plants.
Depending on the species, rooting may be inhibited by: (1) naturally
occurring rooting inhibitors in the plant tissue; (2) the lack of one
or more rooting cofactors, found by several researchers to work
synergistically with auxin in root initiation; or (3) a continuous
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sclerenchyma ring between the phloem and the cortex that creates a
physical barrier to developing roots as they attempt to emerge from
the center of the vascular core.
• Cuttings possess polarity. They form new shoots at the end nearest
the tip of the plant (the distal end) and new roots at the end
nearest the crown (the proximal end). In commercial propagation
operations, care must be taken to orient the cuttings properly in the
propagation bench to prevent delayed and unsatisfactory rooting.
• The best cuttings result from healthy stock plants that contain
adequate nitrogen for good shoot formation and high carbohydrate
levels for easier rooting. Excessive nitrogen in the cuttings is likely
to inhibit root formation. Lateral shoots make better cuttings than
terminal shoots in certain species because the former contain more
carbohydrates whereas the latter are very high in nitrogen.
• Adventitious roots form more quickly on stem cuttings in the dark
than in the light. Stock plants of certain species can have their stems
which are to be used as cuttings, wrapped in black plastic or tape
where the roots are to form. Later, when the cuttings are made, new
roots will form more quickly in the darkened portion. This is one
reason why air-layering works as a propagative technique and why
cuttings root best at their proximal end, within the darkened rooting
medium.
• Stem or root cuttings taken from young plants root more quickly
than cuttings taken from older plants. The juvenility factor is
commonly acknowledged but only partially understood. Many
commercial propagators maintain their stock plants in hedge form
to sustain the juvenile growth phase rather than permitting the
plants to develop into their normal adult tree form.
• Cuttings from lateral shoots and others from vertical shoots may
develop into plants with different growth habits. Generally, strongly
vertical plant forms will result only if the cuttings are from vertical
shoots. The more easily a species roots, the less important is the
position of the cutting on the stock shoot.
• Cuttings can usually be taken from the stock plant regardless of
whether it is in a flowering or vegetative stage. When a species is
difficult to root, better results are usually obtained when vegetative
growth is selected for the cuttings. Research suggests that a
reduction in auxin levels during flowering is a probable reason.

The Environment for Rooting
Once separated from the stock plant, cuttings are vulnerable to injury
from assorted environmental factors. To ensure the rooting of the
greatest number of cuttings, several precautions must be taken by the
propagator.
Moisture Moisture is critical to the successful rooting of the cutting.
The irony of the situation is that the leaves need to produce food to support root formation, but lack of roots prevents the cutting from taking
up water the leaves need for photosynthesis to produce food. The more
slowly a species forms roots, the more critical the situation becomes.
To reduce water loss from transpiration, a mist line is widely used by
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propagators. Seldom applied continuously, intermittent mist under the
control of a time clock maintains high humidity around the leaves of
the cuttings. The film of water that settles onto the leaves also keeps the
cuttings cooler than the drier air.
Temperature Temperature controls the rate of root and shoot development in cuttings. If the air temperature in the propagation bench is
too high, shoots will form faster than roots, placing even greater moisture stress on the cutting. Instead, the rooting medium should be warmer than the air to promote root growth in advance of shoot development.
To accomplish this, an electric heating cable and a thermostat may be
installed in the propagation bench. With controlled daytime air temperatures between 70° and 80° F, night temperatures of 60° F, and the
rooting medium slightly warmer at all times, the cuttings should root
satisfactorily.
Nutrition Nutrition supplied during rooting may influence the quality
of the cuttings produced. Since the rooting medium is not high in nutrients and the misting leaches minerals from the plant tissue, it is often
beneficial to add a liquid fertilizer to the mist water.
Acidity/Alkalinity The pH of the rooting medium can affect the number and quality of adventitious roots produced. Media having a pH near
neutral have generally been found to produce the best root systems.
There are selected exceptions, however. For example, azaleas root better
in an acidic medium.
Light quality and intensity As noted previously, high carbohydrate
levels in cuttings promote good root formation. Therefore, high light
intensity from sunlight or an artificial source high in red and/or blue
wavelengths (most usable by plants) is necessary for good root development. As the cuttings develop, the day length may begin to affect the
shoots either positively or negatively. Research has shown the effect of
photoperiod to vary depending on the species of plant being propagated, the season of the year, and the type of cutting.
Oxygen content As long as the propagating medium is porous and
the bench well drained, sufficient oxygen will usually enter the medium
to satisfy the plants’ needs. If the cuttings are found to be producing
adventitious roots only near the surface of the medium, it is an indication that the medium or bench is not draining well.

Types of Cuttings and Methods of Propagating Them
In Table 14–3, various types of cuttings are compared. Many species of
plants can be propagated by more than one technique. Which method
is most practical is a decision to be made by the commercial propagator
(Figure 14–4).

Hardening-Off the Cuttings
Hardening-off means the gradual adaptation of plants to environmental conditions more stressful than their present ones. Cuttings rooted
under conditions of high light, high humidity, and warm temperatures
must be hardened-off soon after the roots form if normal growth is to
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TABLE 14–3. A Guide to Propagating Cuttings
Type of
Cutting

Typical plants
Used

When to Take
Cuttings

Part of Plant to
Select

Location of the
Cut

Length of
Cutting

Hardwood
stem
(deciduous)

Some deciduous
trees and most
deciduous shrubs

Late autumn to
early spring

Central and basal
portions of the
stem

Basal cut: just
below a node
Distal cut: 1⁄ 2 inch
above a node

4 to 30 inches

Hardwood
stem (narrowleaf evergreen)

Young seedling
stock plants of
most narrowleaf
evergreen trees
and shrubs

Late autumn to
late winter

Mature terminal
shoots of
previous year’s
growth

4 to 8 inches
below the
terminal shoot

4 to 8 inches

Semihardwood
stem

Woody, broadleaf
evergreens

Summer

New shoots, only
partially matured

Basal cut: just
below a node

4 to 6 inches

Herbaceous
stem

Succulent
herbaceous
shrubs and florist
crops

Usually successful
at any season

Strong stem
sections, only
partially matured

Basal cut: just
below a node

3 to 5 inches

Leaf

Tropical foliage
plants

Successful at any
season

Leaf blade Or Leaf
blade and petiole
Or Pieces of the
leaf blade

—

—

Leaf-Bud

Tropical shrubs,
broadleaf
evergreens, and
greenhouse crops

When the foliage
is actively
growing

Leaf bud, petiole,
and a piece of
stem with bud
attached

At a node

—

Root

Deciduous shrubs

Late winter or
early spring

Root sections

—

1 to 6 inches
(larger roots
make larger
cuttings)

*Notes: Deciduous hardwood stem cuttings are handled differently depending on when the cuttings are taken and when the local climate allows
planting. Where winters are mild, cuttings can be made in the autumn and planted immediately. Some callus formation and rooting will often
occur before winter. Cuttings taken in late fall or winter can be stored outdoors in mild areas or in cool, nonfreezing storage indoors. They should
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Special Methods of
Handling

Treat cuttings with a root-promoting
material; plant immediately or place in
a box of peat until callus forms, then
plant; insert into rooting medium so
that 2 inches to one-fourth of the
cutting is planted.

Loose sandy loam

Select cuttings from
stock plants growing in
full sun

*See notes

Remove all leaves from lower half of
cutting; treat with IBA and a fungicide;
place into rooting medium up to the
leaves

Sand or Half
perlite and half
peat

High light intensity
and high humidity
are necessary but not
heavy wetting. Bottom
temperature of 75° to
80°F is recommended.

Cuttings may root more
easily if a piece of old
wood is left at the base.
Also, wounding the
basal end of the cutting
may help promote
rooting.

Remove all leaves except two or three
at the distal end; if leaves are large, cut
them in half to reduce transpiration;
treat with a root-promoting material;
place in medium up to the leaves

Half perlite and
half vermiculite
Or Half peat and
half perlite

Use intermittent mist
and bottom heat.

Take cuttings in early
morning to ensure
turgidity, or keep wood
cool until ready to take
cuttings.

Remove all leaves except two or three
at the distal end; if leaves are large, cut
them in half to reduce transpiration;
place in medium near but not up to the
leaves. Use of a root-promoting material
is optional.

Half perlite and
half vermiculite
Or Half peat and
half perlite

Use intermittent mist
and bottom heat.

Take cuttings from
stock plants kept cool
to ensure turgidity.
Keep cuttings cool
and plant as soon as
possible.

It is usually necessary to use a leaf
or section of leaf with one or more
wounded veins included. With some
species, the basal ends are inserted
into the medium. Other species are
pinned flat onto the medium, vein side
down. Treatment with a root-promoting
material may help.

Loose sandy loam
Or Sand

High humidity is
needed. Also, polarity
must be noted.

There is great variation
in the techniques
used. Some can be
propagated best in
greenhouse flats, others
in closed petri dishes.

Treat cut surfaces with a root-promoting
material. Insert into the rooting medium
with bud buried 1⁄ 2 to 1 inch beneath
the surface.

Half peat and half
perlite

Select cuttings with
well-developed axillary
buds. Maintain high
humidity and bottom
heat.

—

Cut ends may be treated with a
fungicide. Plant either with the crown
end upward and at soil level, or
horizontally 1 to 2 inches deep.

Sand Or Sandy
soil

Correct polarity must be
noted.

Cuttings are frequently
obtained as nursery
crops are being balledand-burlapped.

be placed upside down or horizontally in moist sand, sawdust, or shavings. Callus tissue and root initials will usually form during the storage
period. Some cutting stock can be collected during the winter and kept in cool, nonfreezing moist storage until early spring. Cuttings can then be
made and planted immediately.
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Cuttings being placed in the propagation
bench to promote root formation (Delmar/Cengage
Learning)

FIGURE 14–4.

occur. Allowing the cuttings to remain in the propagation environment
longer than necessary for rooting can cause damage to both new roots
and new shoots. However, the abrupt cessation of misting or other special propagating conditions can result in severe shock to the cutting.
Commercial propagators use various techniques to harden-off cuttings. Among these techniques are the following:
• Gradually decrease the misting. Either reduce the misting interval or
the time of system operation.
• Root cuttings in peat pots for direct transplanting or directly into their
sales container. This eliminates any chance of root disturbance.
• Transplant during the dormant season. The reduced metabolic rate
of the cuttings reduces transplant shock.
• Hold transplants temporarily under high humidity. This allows roots
to adjust to the new medium with no disturbance to the foliage.
• Remove the propagating frame from around the cuttings. The
cuttings can then send roots into soil beneath the rooting medium
and continue their growth undisturbed.

PROPAGATION BY GRAFTING
A plant graft is the union of parts from two or more plants into a single
plant. The technique of grafting requires a knowledge of which plants
can be grafted, which ones benefit from grafting, and how to do the
numerous types of grafts. Knowledge of how to graft plants has existed
for centuries. Knowledge of why only certain plants can be grafted and
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why they grow as they do is more recent and is still incomplete. Much
of the research into grafting has been accomplished with citrus and
other fruit trees because of the commercial importance of those grafted
plants.
Ornamental propagators graft either when the resulting plant is
superior to those provided through other methods of propagation or
when no other propagative method will work. Other ornamental horticulturists such as groundskeepers turn to grafting to repair, brace, or
otherwise save damaged plants. Occasionally, grafting is used to create
special and unusual plant forms, such as tree-form shrubs or weepingform trees. While grafting can be done on both woody and herbaceous
plants, it is most common to woody plants.
A typical plant graft involves the following parts (Figure 14–5):
• Stock: the portion of the graft that will develop into the root system
of the new plant
• Scion: the portion of the graft that will develop into the branches
and foliage of the new plant. It may constitute some or all of the
canopy depending on how much of the top growth of the stock was
removed. The scion may be a small branch or a bud. It should not be
a sucker or water sprout.
• Graft union: the point where stock and scion join. It usually remains
visible throughout the plant’s life.
• Interstock: a piece of plant stem placed between the stock and scion,
resulting in two graft unions. It is not a part of every grafted plant.
It is used to join two species that will each unite with the interstock
species but not with each other. It may also contribute additional
characteristics to the new plant.

Scion

Graft union
Interstock
Graft union
Stock

FIGURE 14–5. Typical plant grafts with and without an
interstock (Delmar/Cengage Learning)
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How the Graft Forms
While methods are varied, the goal of the propagator is always to place
the separate cambiums of the stock and scion into close contact in
order that the two may fuse. The joining of the separate parts is made
possible by the production of callus, or wound tissue, from the parenchyma cells of the cambiums of both stock and scion. The cells of the
callus tissue intermingle until a binding results. Cell differentiation
follows and parenchyma cells become cambium cells. The new cambium, a product of the two previously separated plant parts, produces
new vascular tissue. The formation of a vascular connection between
the stock and scion is essential for the success of the graft. When the
graft union is successful and the two different plants become one, it is
termed a compatible graft. If the two plants do not unite, even though
there was no error in the technique used, it is termed an incompatible
graft. In some instances, the graft may appear successful until months
or years later when the plant suddenly dies or snaps off unexpectedly at
the graft union. Delayed incompatibility is the term used to describe
such a situation.

The Uses and Limitations of Grafting
As noted earlier, propagation research is ongoing. The uses of grafting
will no doubt increase as more is learned about the reasons for its current limitations. Some of the widely accepted information about grafting can be summarized as follows:
• Grafting can increase the winter hardiness of certain plants by
providing them with a root system that is more tolerant of low
temperatures.
• Replacing the root system with that of a more resistant species can
permit the growth of plants normally susceptible to soil-borne
pathogens.
• Trees girdled by animals, lawn mowers, or vandals can often be
saved by bridge-grafting.
• A pistillate dioecious plant can have a scion from a staminate
counterpart grafted to one of its branches to ensure the pollination
needed for fruiting.
• Multiple cultivars can be grown on one established tree assuming all
are compatible with it. Thus, it is possible to have rose bushes with
several different-colored blooms on one plant, apple trees that bear
four or five different kinds of apples, and the same with citrus fruits.
• Some hybrid plants grow more vigorously if removed from their own
root system as seedlings and grafted onto another rootstock.
• The rootstock can greatly influence the subsequent growth of
the scion after graft union. The effect may be one of dwarfing or
acceleration, altered growth habit, increased or reduced flowering
and fruiting, pest resistance, or hardiness.
• Not all plants graft and unite as easily as others. It is not a problem
of incompatibility but of species variation. Also, some species graft
more successfully by one technique than by another.
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• Not all plants can be grafted. Generally, the closer the botanical
relationship between the plants involved, the greater the probability
of a successful graft. For example, grafting among members of the
same clone is predictably successful; among different species of
the same genus, some will graft and some will not; among different
genera, grafting is highly improbable.

The Materials Needed for Grafting
The tools and accessory materials required for grafting have changed
little during the hundreds of years that the craft has been practiced.
Today’s materials have the benefit of being produced and sold commercially, so it is unnecessary for propagators to make their own. Even so,
many still choose to do so. Regardless of how the materials are obtained,
grafting requires the following basic items:
A knife The knife must be well constructed of good steel that can
be sharpened repeatedly and retain a good edge. Fixed-blade knives
are preferable to folding knives because they have greater strength,
especially important with woody material. Budding (described later)
requires a modified knife styled for the more detailed and intricate
needs of the techniques. NOTE: Severely cut fingers are common, even
among experienced propagators. Finger guards for the thumb and index
finger are recommended, especially for beginners.
Tying materials Some grafts require tying. The tying material must
have strength with elasticity so that it will not girdle the plant as the
graft union forms and expands. Materials range from ordinary string to
commercially manufactured plastic or rubber tapes. All must either rot
away or be removed soon after the graft union forms.
Grafting wax Wax serves as a sealant to keep moisture inside the graft
region and to keep insects and inoculum out (Figure 14–6). The wax
must be water repellent or it will be washed away. It must be elastic
enough to permit expansion as the graft union grows. In addition, it
must not melt in warm temperatures. Both hot and cold waxes are available from commercial sources. If hot wax is used, a source of heat is
required to melt the wax. A brush is used to apply the wax.

Ensuring the Success of a Graft
Assuming that the stock and scion have the potential for a compatible
graft union, the propagator can maximize the percentage of successful
unions by taking several precautions.
• Obtain scions from the current season’s growth when it is matured,
not succulent. Avoid terminal shoots; central to basal shoots are
better.
• Select scion and stock material from plants that are free of
pathogens and abnormalities.
• Use herbaceous materials immediately after collecting to prevent
their drying out. Woody material may be collected at the time
of grafting or prior to it. If collected and stored until use, the cut
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FIGURE 14–6. Materials used for grafting. Front (left to
right): finger guards, string, tape, twistems; center (left to
right): whet stone, fixed blade knife, budding knife, patch
bud knife, wedge, rubber ties; Rear: wax and lantern heater
with brush. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

material should be kept moist (but not surface wet) and cool (40°
to 50° F). Peat moss, shavings, or similar noncohesive materials are
suitable for storing scions.
• Place the cambiums of the stock and scion in the closest contact
possible. This will ensure the strongest and most rapid graft union.
Wrapping the stock and scion can assist a close contact.
• After the graft is assembled, keep it moist. Coating the grafted area
with wax will usually suffice. Placing the grafted plant into a covered
frame or moistened holding medium will also provide the proper
environment around the grafted area.
• Pinch off any shoots that develop from the stock.

Types of Graft
Methods of grafting vary with the size of the plants. Some methods are
more effective than others with herbaceous materials. Still other methods were developed to accommodate specific plants. Figure 14–7 shows
and describes the most common types of grafts used by ornamental
horticulturists. It is not all-inclusive. A more detailed treatment can be
found in texts devoted solely to plant propagation.

Approach
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Cut surfaces where
union will form

Graft to be tied
and waxed

Stock

Scion

Bark
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Bark cut and
separated slightly
(Long cut
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side of stock)

Stock

Scion

Bark secured
with nails

Bridge
graft

Healthy bark with
flaps cut
Bark removed around
damaged area

Stock
Wedge ends
Scion
Graft to be nailed
and waxed

FIGURE 14–7.

A guide to grafting techniques (Delmar/Cengage Learning)
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PROPAGATION BY BUDDING
Budding is actually a type of grafting but the techniques are sufficiently
specialized to warrant separate consideration. The rootstock is similar
to that used in other grafting methods; that is, seedlings, rooted cuttings, and branches of young trees and shrubs. The scion is markedly
different, though. It is only a single bud with a patch of bark and sometimes a bit of wood attached. Budding is comparatively simple as a
grafting method. It is the most rapid method of propagating roses for
commercial sale. Fruit trees and other nursery stock are also propagated
and top-worked through budding. (Top working is the grafting of scions
onto the existing framework and root system of a large, established tree.
It is done to produce a crop faster than natural growth permits.) Since
one budstick can provide as many scions as it has buds, budding is often
a means of maximizing limited propagative materials.
Budding involves removing a piece of bark on the stock plant and
replacing it with a comparably sized piece from a compatible plant. The
added piece contains a bud which develops into a new shoot. Afterward,
the stock above the newly grafted shoot is cut back, along with any buds
that develop on the stock below the graft.
Successful union requires that the bark of both the stock and scion
separate easily (termed slipping) for removal. The bark slips most readily when the plant is actively growing. Budding can be done almost any
time from spring through the fall as long as the bark is slipping and
buds, not shoots, are available from the scion plants.
Fall and spring are the best seasons for budding, but attention must
be given to the state of development of the buds. In the fall, buds may
be used after they have formed prior to the onset of winter. Normally,
they will remain dormant through the winter and begin growing in the
spring. For spring budding, the budstick often must be collected early in
the winter while still dormant, then kept in moist, cool storage until the
bark begins to slip on the stock plant outdoors. Summer budding, most
often done in June, requires that the leaves on the scion be sufficiently
mature to have formed an axillary bud that can be used. When a leaf is
attached to the bud, the blade should be cut away allowing the petiole
to remain. The petiole provides a handle to lift the bud patch. It will later
die and drop away.

Tools for Budding
The grafting knife described previously can be purchased with a pointed, blunt end useful in inserting the bud piece. Other tools have been
devised to make the budding technique faster and easier. These include
an assortment of double-bladed knives for patch budding that permit
simultaneous parallel cuts on opposite sides of the bud to be made in a
single stroke. The bark patch removed from the stock plant will be of a
similar size to the bud patch (Figure 14–8). The result is a tighter fit and
more rapid healing.
FIGURE 14–8. A special cutter
is used for patch budding.
It removes identically sized
patches from both the stock
and scion plants. (Delmar/
Cengage Learning)

Methods of Budding
There are several different methods of budding. Some require actual
removal of bark from the stock. Others require only an incision into the
bark permitting the bud to be slipped in behind it. Following are some
of the methods.
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Scion
The bud shield is
cut and removed.

FIGURE 14–9.

Stock
A T-cut is made
through the bark.
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The bud is left
exposed while
remaining surfaces
are wrapped tightly
with rubber strips.

Steps in making a T-bud (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

T-budding The most widely used method of budding, T-budding,
derives its name from the shape of the incision made in the bark of the
stock plant (Figure 14–9). It is most adaptable to young, thin-barked
nursery stock up to an inch in diameter. It is the major propagation technique used in the commercial production of roses. The bud is cut from
a slipping budstick as a shield-shaped piece. The cut should be shallow,
just beneath the bark, avoiding the wood as much as possible. The bud
shield should be cut from an inch above the bud to half an inch below
it. Using the thumb, a gentle sideward push separates the bud shield
from the wood. The stock is prepared with a one-inch long vertical cut
through the bark on a smooth internodal section of stem. A horizontal
cut across the top completes the T-incision. The blunted end of the budding knife lifts the stock’s bark and the bud shield is inserted. When the
upper edge of the bud shield matches the top of the T-incision, the bark
flaps are closed around, but not over, the bud. Then the bud graft is tied,
usually with a rubber budding strip. The strip ensures a tight fit of stock
and scion and prevents drying. After several weeks, the rubber strips will
decompose and fall away. Waxing is not necessary. In some parts of the
country, the T-incision is reversed to keep out rain that could promote
rotting of the bud. This is termed inverted T-budding.
Patch-budding Using rootstocks and budsticks that are nearly the
same size (about an inch in diameter), a rectangular patch of bark is
removed from both the stock and the scion (Figure 14–10). The scion
patch contains the bud that will be the shoot of the new plant. The special tools described earlier help to keep both patches the same size. The
most appropriate use of patch budding is with a stock plant that has
thick bark and a scion plant whose budsticks have thin bark. With heavy
bark, a T-bud graft does not fit tightly enough. The closer the fit is, the
better are the chances of a successful graft union. Following insertion of
the scion patch into the stock plant, the union is wrapped, leaving the
bud uncovered.
I-budding This method is a combination of the techniques thus far
described. The scion is prepared by cutting a patch from the budstick
(Figure 14–11). The stock does not have a patch of bark removed;
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Scion
Horizontal and
vertical cuts
are made and
the bud patch is
removed.
FIGURE 14–10.

The scion patch is
matched and
inserted into the
stock. It is trimmed
to fit if necessary.

The bud is left
exposed while
remaining
surfaces are
taped tightly.

Steps in making a patch bud (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

Scion
Horizontal and
vertical cuts
are made and
the bud patch is
removed.

FIGURE 14–11.

Stock
A similar patch
is removed from
the bark of the
stock.

Stock
Two horizontal
cuts and one
vertical cut
are made to
create two flaps
in the bark of
the stock.

The bud patch is
inserted beneath
the flaps.

The bud is left
exposed while
the remaining
surfaces are
taped tightly.

Steps in making an I-bud (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

instead, an I-shaped cut is made into the bark. The two horizontal cuts
and one vertical cut create two flaps of bark. These can be lifted up and
the bud patch slipped beneath. Following insertion of the bud patch,
and after ensuring that stock and scion meet, the graft should be tied.
Chip budding When either the season of the year or environmental
conditions result in a nonslipping bark condition, it is still possible
to propagate some plants by budding. Chip budding unites a chip of
wood containing a bud from the scion with a stock plant that has had a
comparably sized chip removed from an internodal area near the base
(Figure 14–12). The technique works best with small wood up to an inch
in diameter. The chips are removed with two downward cuts that intersect. With the scion, one cut begins one-half inch above the bud and proceeds downward and inward to a point about one-quarter inch beneath
the bud. The other cut is beneath the bud, downward and angled sharply
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Scion
A wedge cut is
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FIGURE 14–12.
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The bud is left
exposed while
remaining
surfaces are
wrapped tightly.

Steps in making a chip bud (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

inward to intersect the longer cut from above. The cut into the stock is
made the same way. As with all bud grafting, the closer the two chips are
in size, the better the chance of rapid healing of the union.
Follow-up Regardless of which budding technique is used, the followup procedures are the same. If budded in the fall, the shoots of the stock
may be retained until the following spring. Then they are cut off above
the graft union as soon as the buds begin to break dormancy. If budded
in the spring, the stock can be cut back as soon as the graft union is
established, in ten to fourteen days. Summer budding usually results in
dormant scion buds that do not break until the following spring, even
though the union has been established. They can be treated in the same
manner as fall-budded plants.

PROPAGATION BY LAYERING
Certain species of plants do not develop roots rapidly enough to be
propagated by cuttings. In these cases, the stem dies from lack of water
and nutrients before the roots can be initiated. Layering permits the
stem to remain partially attached, receiving water and nutrients through
the still intact vascular system, while initiating roots at the point where
separation from the parent plant will eventually occur.
Compared to other methods of propagation, layering is usually slower, more expensive, and produces fewer new plants per parent plant. For
reproduction of large numbers of the most common nursery and greenhouse crops, layering has limited use. Amateur horticulturists use the
techniques frequently when quantity is not important. Specialty nurseries use layering for unusual or rare species that do not reproduce from
cuttings. Landscape gardeners whose professional efforts are directed
to a single landscape such as an estate, cemetery, or school campus also
use layering techniques.
Successful layering depends on treatments applied to the stem to
create an accumulation of carbohydrates, auxins, and other organic
materials in the layered region. The treatments commonly applied to
the stem include:
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• elimination of light in the region where rooting is desired
• intentional injury or girdling where rooting is desired
• application of growth substances to promote rooting
• provision of a rooting medium that is well-aerated, moist, and of a
consistent and moderate temperature

Methods of Layering
Simple layering A dormant, one-year-old branch is bent to the
ground and covered with soil except for its tip which is left exposed to
the light. A short distance back from the tip, the branch is bent sharply
upward. This bend may be accompanied by a cut on the underside of
the branch (Figure 14–13). It is at the bend or cut that rooting will occur.
The exposed section of branch is usually staked for support. Following
rooting, the new plants can be severed from the parent plant.
Tip layering A shoot from the current season of growth is bent to the
ground and covered with soil. If layered by hand, a hole can be made for
the tip to rest in, which is angled downward on the side closest to the
parent plant and vertical on the other side. Sometime later, the shoot
will turn around and begin growing upward out of the soil. The layered
tip will eventually form a new plant complete with roots and terminal
shoot (Figure 14–14). It can be separated just prior to transplanting.
Many species of plants propagate naturally by tip layering, and propagators promote the technique by pinching back the tips of plants to
encourage additional shoots to form.
Mound layering The parent plant is cut back to ground level while
dormant, encouraging a proliferation of new shoots in the spring. As
the shoots grow, soil is added periodically to keep each shoot covered
to one-half its height (Figure 14–15). Within the mound, each shoot will
develop roots. Each rooted shoot can then be cut off at the base and
grown as a new plant. The parent plant can be used repeatedly to produce new plants.

Girdled area
FIGURE 14–13.

Peg to hold
stem upright

Prune above
a shoot

Medium line

Cut from
parent plant

Peg to hold
layer down

Simple layering (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

Girdled area
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Adult plant

Layer

Medium
line
FIGURE 14–14. Tip layering (Delmar/
Cengage Learning)

(a) Cut parent plant
to ground level.

(b) As new shoots break,
add soil to keep each shoot
covered to 1⁄2 its height.

(c) New shoots can be cut off at the base
and grown as a new plant.
FIGURE 14–15.

Mound (or stool) layering (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

Air layering Amateur horticulturists frequently use this technique on
interior plants. It results in the formation of roots on an aerial portion
of the stem following a slit or girdling injury (Figure 14–16). Portions of
stem used should be a year or less in age. The injury should be made 8 to
12 inches back from the tip of the branch. If girdled, a strip of bark onehalf to one inch wide should be removed, with care taken to ensure complete removal of the phloem and cambium. If slit, the cut should be one
to two inches in length, slanted upward and toward the center. Following
the injury, the stem can be treated with a root-promoting chemical, usually in a talcum powder carrier. A quantity of damp (not wet) sphagnum
moss is wrapped around the injured area of the stem and fastened with
polyethylene film, then tied at each end. A split Jiffy Pot® makes a perfect medium for rooting when wrapped around the cut or girdled area.
Moist sphagnum moss wrapped in a plastic cover will also work.
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Bud
Cut

Remove outer bark to
expose campium.

Cut

Leaves Girdled
area
removed
FIGURE 14–17. Serpentine or compound layering
(Delmar/Cengage Learning)

Wrap with moist
sphagnum moss.

Cover with plastic.

After the new roots are formed, the new plant can be cut from the
parent plant. Air layering is usually performed in the spring and the new
plant removed in the fall after becoming dormant. Following separation, the new plants are potted and kept in a cool, humid location for
hardening-off. When produced commercially, the new plants may be
placed under intermittent mist and gradually hardened-off.
Serpentine layering Another layering technique that is more practical for amateur propagators than commercial growers, serpentine
layering is best suited to plants that have a pendulous growth habit
and flexible branches (Figure 14–17). The technique is similar to simple
layering except that the branch being layered is buried in the soil at
several places, resembling a serpent threading its way in and out. Each
above-ground loop should possess at least one bud to develop into a
new shoot. Each below-ground loop should develop roots for the new
plant. Rooting will be encouraged and hastened if the undersides of the
buried loops are cut before burial. If started in the spring, new rooted
plants are usually obtained by fall, permitting them to be cut, separated,
and transplanted.

The Time for Layering
Table 14–4 summarizes the seasonal timing required for successful layering.

After 3–4 months remove
plastic to reveal root
system. Cut from mother
plant and pot up.

Air layering:
The stem is girdled to
stimulate root formation.
(Delmar/Cengage Learning)
FIGURE 14–16.

TABLE 14–4. Timing for Layering
Method of Layering

Time of Layering

Time of Separating

•

Simple layering

•

Early spring

•

Autumn or next spring

•

Tip layering

•

Late summer

•

Late Autumn

•

Mound layering

•

Spring to midsummer

•

Late autumn

•

Air layering

•

Spring

•

Late autumn

•

Serpentine layering

•

Early spring

•

Autumn or next spring
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PROPAGATION BY TISSUE AND ORGAN
CULTURING
Most propagative techniques, whether natural or developed by horticulturists, have been recognized and practiced for centuries. The twentieth
century, however, heralded the beginnings of new techniques presently
termed tissue culturing and organ culturing. These techniques permit
the reproduction of certain species from tiny pieces of plant organs
such as embryos, pollen grains, and shoot tips or from undifferentiated
plant tissue, usually callus. The piece of organ or tissue is removed from
the parent plant under sterile conditions, using precision scalpels, forceps, and tweezers (Figures 14–18A, 14–18B, and 14–18C). Immediately
after removal, it is transferred to a sterile nutrient material (in either a
liquid or gelatinous agar state), usually contained in a clear glass flask,
tube, or petri dish.

The tip of a strawberry plant runner
is held by forceps as a scalpel removes a tiny piece.
(Courtesy United States Department of Agriculture)

FIGURE 14–18A.

FIGURE 14–18C. Later the tip has differentiated
and reproduced new, virus-free plants ready to be
transplanted and grown to maturity. (Courtesy United
States Department of Agriculture)

The piece of tip is placed into a
container filled with sterile nutrient agar. (Courtesy
United States Department of Agriculture)

FIGURE 14–18B.
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FIGURE 14–19. A transfer chamber requires an
antiseptic environment, a heat source to flame
instruments prior to each use, and a supply of
sterilized media and containers. (Delmar/Cengage
Learning)

Totally sterile (aseptic) conditions are essential throughout the process to prevent contamination of the culture by microorganisms such as
fungi and bacteria. While methods to ensure aseptic conditions vary, the
following precautions are typical.
• The transfer chamber is kept free of all contamination. Whether the
chamber is a special room used solely for the purpose or a small boxlike compartment, it must be rid of all dust, spores, bacteria, and
other contaminants (Figure 14–19). Sterilization of small chambers
may be accomplished with ultraviolet light (Caution: Ultraviolet
light can be blinding and should not be looked at directly.) Larger
chambers may be washed down with chlorine bleach or ethyl
alcohol.
• All tools, containers, and solutions are kept sterile. They can be
made that way initially by subjecting them to high temperatures
under pressure in an autoclave (Figure 14–20). During the culturing
operation, tools and the openings of containers can be kept sterile
by passage through the flame of an alcohol lamp or Bunsen burner.
• All plant tissue is surface sterilized before use, care being taken
not to damage the plant tissue. Disinfectants commonly used
include Merthiolate, mercuric chloride, calcium hypochlorite, and
sodium hypochlorite. Disinfectants include hot water, steam, and
formaldehyde.
The nutrient media used for organ and tissue culturing vary with
the species of plant being propagated. Agar media are the most common, but liquid media can also be used as long as a filter-paper wick is
placed in the tube to hold the tissue or organ piece out of the solution.
The media usually contain inorganic mineral elements (both macro
and micronutrients), sucrose sugar, growth regulators, and vitamins.
Assorted other additives are found in the several media developed by
researchers. You may wish to consult texts on plant propagation for
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FIGURE 14–20. A laboratory autoclave provides steam
heat under pressure to sterilize media, tools, and
containers. Here flasks of agar are being set into the
autoclave. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

the formulations of Knop’s solution, the Murashigi and Skoog medium,
White’s medium, or Knudson C medium. The media take their names
from the scientists who first developed or reported them.
Following a successful transfer from parent plant to the aseptic and
nutritious environment of the tube, flask, or petri dish, the piece of
plant tissue (termed an explant) enters a period of growth. New tissues
and organs are differentiated and a new, complete plant is formed. Not
all explants are able to differentiate; they continue to produce callus
tissue, rendering the culture useless. The failure of certain species to differentiate is probably due to our failure to provide the right conditions
rather than to any biological limitation, however. The full differentiation from callus or organ explant to complete plant may require several
aseptic transfers of the developing plant, each time altering the size of
the growth container and the composition of the nutrient medium.

Current Applications
Due in part to its complexity and cost, and in part to its difficulty when
compared to other methods of plant propagation, tissue culturing still
finds its greatest application as a technique for plant breeding, genetic
research, and pathological research. However, since the 1970s commercial tissue culture has grown in both the number of species propagated
and the total number of new plants produced annually. Commercial
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production methods seldom begin with single cells, instead using the
tips of shoots and roots, as well as tiny pieces of leaves, roots, and stems.
Sometimes lateral buds are used.
Developed through basic research and later adapted to commercial
methods of tissue and organ culturing, many ornamental plants have
found their way to the marketplace as cultivars with improved vigor,
new colors, new resistance to disease, greater tolerance to stress, longer
bloom periods, and assorted other improvements. Orchids, daylilies,
anthuriums, philodendrons, chrysanthemums, carnations, geraniums,
gladiola, gloxinias, roses, and rhododendrons have all been improved
in one way or another since the mid-1970s using the micropropagation
techniques of tissue and organ culture.
Once it was possible to make micropropagation economically
profitable, a new commercial industry was born. As of this writing, the
major uses of commercial tissue culture are:
• Mass propagation of specific clones, especially those developed
by breeders and geneticists who want to rush new plants into the
marketplace.
• Perpetuation of parent stock plants that produce desired hybrid seeds.
• Maintaining disease-free germ plasm.
• Keeping plants in year round production by bypassing their natural
seasonal cycles.
• Creation of artificial seeds, by cloning embryos in mass and coating
them with a protective biodegradable shell containing nutrients,
pesticides, and fertilizer. It permits the new plant to be handled
like a regular seed, but with all of the desired traits ensured through
selective micropropagation.

SUMMARY
Plant propagation exemplifies the application of science to the craft of
ornamental horticulture. It is a craft that changes continually as new
facts are discovered, yet respects the skills and techniques that have
evolved over many years of practice.
The medium for propagation must provide support, moisture
retention, drainage, aeration, a pest-free environment, and sometimes
nutrition. It may be made up of one or more of the following: soil, sand,
peat moss, sphagnum moss, perlite, vermiculite, or fired clay. It must be
pasteurized before use.
Propagation can occur in greenhouses, hotbeds, cold frames, or
lathhouses. The environment must provide proper light, high humidity,
warmth, and ventilation. Seed propagation may require a light or dark
environment for germination, depending on the species. It may also
require scarification or stratification if the seed possesses one or more
types of dormancy. Planting techniques for seeds vary depending on
whether the species are herbaceous or woody, and whether they are to
be transplanted after germination or will be grown at the planting site.
Propagation by cuttings is the most widely used method of asexual
plant reproduction. It is quick, easy, and inexpensive. It is made possible
by the cell’s ability to revert to an undifferentiated condition, once again
initiating the root, stem, and leaf tissues necessary to form a complete
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plant. There are different types of cuttings and different methods of
propagating them, some capable of producing greater quantities than
others. Soon after rooting occurs, the cuttings must be hardened-off to
adapt them to more stressful growing conditions.
The technique of grafting necessitates a knowledge of which plants
can be grafted, which ones benefit from grafting, and how to make the
numerous types of grafts. Grafting is usually done either because the
plant benefits from it or because no other propagative method will
work. Grafting is possible on both herbaceous and woody plants but
is most common on woody plants. The tools needed for grafting are a
knife, finger guards, tying materials, grafting wax, and a source of heat.
Methods of grafting vary with the type of plant (woody or herbaceous),
its size, and sometimes the species.
Budding is a method of grafting that requires somewhat specialized
techniques. It involves the removal of a piece of bark on the stock plant
and its replacement with a comparably sized piece containing a bud
from the scion. There are several different methods of budding.
Layering as a propagative technique permits the stem of a new plant
to remain at least partially attached to the parent plant while new roots
are initiated. There are different methods of layering. Simple layering,
top layering, mound layering, and serpentine layering find frequent use
by professionals; air layering enjoys popularity with amateurs.
Tissue and organ culturing are comparatively recent propagative
techniques. They permit the reproduction of certain species from tiny
pieces of plant organs such as embryos, pollen grains, and shoot tips,
or from undifferentiated plant tissue, usually callus. The propagative
material is collected under aseptic conditions and transferred to sterile nutrient media, usually contained in flasks, tubes, or petri dishes.
The piece of tissue then enters a period of growth and new tissues and
organs are differentiated to form a complete new plant.

A CH I EVE M E NT R E VI E W
A. MULTIPLE CHOICE
From the choices given, select the answer that
best completes each of the following statements.
1. The propagation medium must be ______ .
a. unpasteurized
b. pasteurized
2. The medium must _____ moisture.
a. repel
b. retain
3. Fired clay, sand, or perlite can improve the
______ of the media.
a. drainage
b. moisture
retention
4. The best sand for use in propagation
media is ______ sand.
a. fine
b. quartz

5. Propagation of seeds requires that the
medium contain ______ .
a. nutrients
b. agar

B. TRUE/FALSE
Indicate if the following statements are true or
false.
1. Propagation structures must exclude all
light.
2. Intermittent mist systems are useful in the
prevention of wilting in cuttings.
3. The application of a soil drench can reduce
damping-off of seedlings.
4. Temperature controls the rate of root and
shoot development in cuttings.
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5. In a cutting bed, the rooting medium
should be cooler than the air temperature.
6. Most cuttings form better root systems
in acidic rather than neutral propagating
media.
7. High light intensity is necessary for
vigorous root formation on cuttings.
8. Grafting wax keeps moisture outside the
graft union.
9. High humidity discourages the formation
of callus tissue in grafts.
10. Once roots have formed on cuttings, the
propagation chamber should be
ventilated.

C. DEMONSTRATIONS
1. Collect or purchase seeds of several
herbaceous and woody species common
to your region of the country. Precondition
as necessary. Prepare a suitable soil for
germination and fill separate greenhouse
flats for each species to be planted. Plant
the seeds in furrows and cover. Water the
flats either by immersing them in water (if
the seeds are fine) or by sprinkling gently.
Cover with sheets of plate glass during
the day and remove at night. Monitor the
day and night temperatures as closely as
conditions permit.
For added interest and learning, vary
the planting techniques. Treat some seeds
with fungicide before planting and leave
others untreated. Apply a soil drench to
some flats and not to others. Keep records
of the percentage of seeds that germinate,
develop damping-off disease, and develop
into healthy plants.
2. Plant 100 seeds of the same species of
flowering annual in each of two plug
sheets. (Use regular greenhouse flats if
plug sheets are not available.) Maintain
the same growing conditions for each
sheet (watering, low-concentration N
fertilizer), but grow one sheet at 80° F
day and 60° F night temperatures and the
other sheet at 70° F day temperatures and

75° F night temperatures. After both sheets
are showing approximately the same
percentage of germinated seeds:
a. count the number of seedlings in each
sheet.
b. measure the length of each seedling
and calculate an average seedling
length per sheet.
c. compare the results and draw a
conclusion if one is possible.
3. Using Table 14–3 (A Guide to Propagating
Cuttings) as a reference, take several
different types of cuttings from local
plants. The season of the year and the
species of the plant will determine the
types of cuttings taken. Propagate them
as indicated in the table. Keep records of
the percentage of cuttings that do and do
not develop roots. You may want to use
different media to compare their effects on
the number and quality of roots formed,
and the number of days required for
rooting.
4. Practice making some grafts. Use as many
different techniques as the available plants
and conditions allow. With Table 14–4
(A Guide to Grafting Techniques) as an
aid, select and prepare stocks and scions
from compatible species. For beginners
who have no knowledge of species
compatibility, the stock and scion may be
of the same species for practice purposes.
If grafts do not unite, have them checked
by a teacher or commercial propagator to
determine the reason.
5. Practice budding on roses or fruit trees,
using either greenhouse or landscape
plants. Try T-buds, I-buds, and patch
buds. Evaluate which ones worked most
successfully and why.
6. Using some large garden shrubs as stock
plants, layer some branches using the
techniques of simple and tip layering.
If pendulous shrubs are available, try
a serpentine layer as well. Initiate the
layering in the spring and separate the
plants in the fall. For comparison, wound
the buried stems of some branches
and leave other unwounded. Mark the
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branches so that a count of successfully
rooted plants can be made and the
techniques compared.
7. If a large stalky foliage plant is available for
use, make an air layer. When the roots are
visible within the plastic wrapping, sever
the plant.

D. SHORT ANSWER
Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.
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1. Define tissue and organ culturing.
2. Why is sterility of the transfer chamber and
the growth container so essential?
3. In what physical states do nutrient media
for culturing commonly occur?
4. What tools are used to excise and transfer
the explants?
5. What are the two major benefits to
commercial propagators from tissue or
organ culturing?
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O B J E C T I VE S
Upon completion of this chapter, you should be able to

• describe the categories of employment in ornamental horticulture.
• describe the profession of floriculture.
• outline the education each one requires.
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Ornamental horticulture used to be a craft occupation, engaged in by
persons who enjoyed working with their hands in fields, greenhouses,
and shops. Little education was required, although college-level programs existed, and most practitioners opted for apprenticeship. Limited
capital was needed to start up a small business, and many people
viewed it as a second-income or postretirement occupation.
In many ways, all of this is still true. Ornamental horticulture is still
a small business industry (even the largest national firms are relatively
small). Yet today’s industry has changed and advanced markedly in the
past fifty years. Increased public awareness of the enrichment provided
by ornamental crops has shown itself in an increased demand for more
products, more services, innovative ideas, and an insistence on higher
quality. The old system was unable to meet the demand, so new career
opportunities have become available, attracting people with new ideas.
Finally, after years of virtually ignoring ornamental crops, university
and corporate researchers have begun the development of new and
improved varieties; market researchers have offered new methods of
measuring the public’s needs; and industry trade organizations have
discovered the benefits of working together to promote their products
and services to consumers eager to learn and spend more. Colleges and
universities have developed extensive curricula at the undergraduate
and graduate levels, lending a new respectability to the industry, and
attracting young people from urban as well as the traditional suburban
and rural areas.
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Today, ornamental horticulture offers employment to individuals with a diversity of backgrounds, educations, and career goals. The
high school graduate and the Ph.D. can both find satisfying work, as
can the scientist and the artistic craftsperson. It is not impossible to
find all working in the same firm. As would be expected, they have different responsibilities, reflecting their different interests and formal
preparation.
Persons working in the industries of ornamental horticulture usually
fall into one of the following categories:
• unskilled laborer
• skilled laborer
• middle management
• owner/operator
• educator/researcher/specialist
The categories are general and apply to an industry whose practitioners range from floral delivery truck drivers to horticulture therapists,
but they can be helpful in defining entry-level positions and career
goals.
Generalizing further, the qualifications for employment within each
category are commonly found to be as follows:
Unskilled laborer The employee may work indoors or out, depending
on the firm. Contact with customers may or may not be required. The
employee is not trained for specialized tasks; therefore, the skill levels
required are of a general nature possessed by most people. The employee is normally trained on the job, with no special educational preparation required or expected. The unskilled labor force typically includes
part-time and summer workers, many still in school, retirees, and
migrant workers, some of whom may not have English as their first language. This category of worker is usually at the lower end of the company pay scale.
Skilled laborers These employees possess technical skills needed by
the firm. They may have acquired the skill through previous work experience or through vocational courses taken at the high school or college
level. As vocational and technical education has gained acceptance as
a legitimate alternative or supplement to the traditional liberal arts and
science curriculum, the number of skilled laborers has increased, as has
the public image of the ornamental horticulture profession.
Middle management These employees generally have some college
training and have made the decision to follow careers in the field of
ornamental horticulture. This category offers great opportunities to
individuals with knowledge, formal schooling, an interest in the business and a willingness to work as part of a company team. The category
is comparatively new, having developed in response to the increased
number of college-trained young people in the job market and the rapid
expansion of the industry.
Owners/Operators These individuals may have no college schooling,
but the trend is definitely toward college education for tomorrow’s
entrepreneurs and away from reliance on apprenticeship. The level of
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college education may range from a two-year associate degree to bachelor’s and graduate degrees. Certain occupations may require specialized degrees such as the B.L.A. (Bachelor of Landscape Architecture)
and state licensing or certification before practice is permitted.
Educators, researchers and specialists Due to the nature of their work,
these professionals usually need the greatest amount of university training. The category includes teachers of both high school and college students, teachers of learning and/or physically challenged, nontraditional
learners, scientific researchers, Cooperative Extension agents, and consultants.
Any of the categories can include entry-level positions, depending
on the qualifications of the individual. All permit movement into other
categories as an individual’s skills and aspirations change.

THE PROFESSIONS OF FLORICULTURE
The floriculture industry is involved with the production, distribution,
and utilization of floral products and related goods and services. It is a
multibillion dollar industry annually in the United States. Businesses
range in size from small neighborhood flower shops to corporations
engaging in international trade. Products can be as old-fashioned as a
prom corsage and as modern as new computer technology. The following descriptions can only provide a rudimentary idea of what floriculture workers do. Diversity is commonplace, and diverse skills, abilities,
and interests are an asset to anyone who would seek employment
within this complex industry.

Growers
Floriculture crops are grown in greenhouses and other growing structures (described in Chapter 20). They are also grown outdoors in climates in which the winter season is short or nonexistent. Firms that
grow flowering and foliage plants may emphasize cut flower production, potted crop production, or both (Figures 15–1 and 15–2). Firms
may also choose not to grow crops to maturity, but instead to propagate

FIGURE 15–1. A typical cut crop bench. These are
chrysanthemums, necessitating the overhead support
racks to hold black cloth for day length control.
(Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by Jack Ingels.)
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FIGURE 15–3. Overhead lighting provided by cool
white fluorescent lamps promotes good growth of
these African violets. (Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo
by Jack Ingels.)

FIGURE 15–2. Potted Easter lilies in their forcing bed
(Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by Jack Ingels.)

them and provide rooted cuttings or other reproductive stock to other
growers.
Growers should have a knowledge of assorted crop plants, although
their knowledge can easily become limited when they grow only a few
crops on a repeating basis. Knowledge of proper production hygiene
is essential, coupled with the ability to prevent and control the insects
and diseases to which the crops are susceptible. The essence of production know-how is the ability to manipulate the environment around the
plants in a way that will benefit the crops, not hamper their development (Figure 15–3).
The grower may be the owner of the operation or an employee.
In production operations, the grower is a key figure who is given great
responsibility and permitted little error. Large operations may employ
several chief growers, each supervising several assistant growers. Except
for the grower who also owns the business, growers are regarded as
skilled laborers. They may acquire their skills through university programs, on-the-job training, or both. In any case, they must constantly
update their knowledge through attendance at workshops, seminars,
and industry tours. Competition from other firms, both inside the
country and abroad, requires that growers stay abreast of the latest
information.
Most growing operations are wholesale firms whose clientele are
retail florists. Still, there are small growers who retail their own products and produce only what they need. Rural communities often attract
or perhaps necessitate grower-retailers because of their distance from
suppliers.
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In addition to the professionals described, a growing operation may
also employ several unskilled laborers who perform valuable tasks to
support the growers’ efforts. These laborers may have no technical education or experience when they begin work, but are often highly motivated to learn. After several years, they may qualify as skilled laborers
within the same firm or in a similar operation.

Wholesale Suppliers
These vendors serve as centralized sources for the countless items
needed by the profession’s producers and retailers. Most wholesale
suppliers stock materials needed by either growers or retail florists, but
seldom try to serve both due to the dissimilarity of their needs.
Wholesalers who supply growers provide almost everything but
plants. Their inventory includes tools of all types, artificial media and
soil additives, lights, containers, greenhouse materials, pesticides,
and hundreds of other items needed to produce and distribute quality
crops.
Wholesalers who supply the nation’s flower shops and floral designers serve as sources for cut flowers from all over the world. They also
provide the materials necessary to transform cut flowers into flower
shop products: dried, plastic, and silk materials; decorative containers;
ribbons; paints; gift items; register tapes; boxes; and so on.
Staffing the wholesale supply house are warehouse workers who
keep the extensive inventories accounted for and organized, and sales
floor personnel to serve the customers. Many wholesalers also have a
staff of traveling salespeople to call on customers personally to take and
deliver their orders. Numerous middle management positions are available in wholesaling. College education in horticulture with a business
emphasis provides the best background.

Flower Shops and Garden Centers
The retail outlets for the floriculture industry are the flower shops and
garden centers of the nation. Some are small corporate chains, and
some are operated as part of larger retail stores, notably Sears Roebuck,
Wal-Mart, K Mart, Home Depot, and some supermarket chains. Most
are small, privately owned businesses. It is through these retail shops
that floral products reach the final consumer (Figure 15–4). The typical
flower shop provides a full floral design service and carries potted flowers and foliage plants on a regular or seasonal basis. The shop may also
sell gift items, greeting cards, or candy. Christmas decorations may be
added during the holiday season. Garden centers always carry woody
plant materials but many have a floral design service as well. Garden
centers are a major outlet for the retail sale of bedding plants and bulbs.
Their inventory may be diversified with floral products as well as pet
supplies, firewood, Christmas trees, and seed.
The retail outlet may consist of a store with nearby parking, or it
may include a sales yard and/or greenhouse(s). The owner or manager
must be a skilled merchant with business training as well as training in
horticulture. Training of shop personnel, techniques of promotion and
marketing, customer relations, purchasing practices, accounting, and
computer use are only some of the business subjects that a retail operator must deal with daily. A retail center requires a general practitioner of
business management, not a specialist.
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FIGURE 15–4. Most retail flower shops operate in an
atmosphere of informal cordiality. Repeat customers
are common and are usually known to the florist.
(Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by Jack Ingels.)

Since a retail flower shop or garden center is a small business, the
owners are likely to be directly involved with the services or goods
offered. They may be floral designers, greenhouse workers, or salespeople. Unloading trucks, developing displays, answering customers’
questions, and running the cash register—all are as likely to be done by
the owner as by an employee. There are few opportunities to play chairman of the board in a retail flower shop or garden center.
The education required to be a horticulture retailer can be obtained
through college programs at the two- or four-year level. The ideal program would include technical training in both ornamental horticulture
and business management. Many retailers, unable to attend a university full time, enroll in part-time programs. Others take advantage of the
short courses and educational workshops offered by the Cooperative
Extension Service or industry trade organizations. Still others keep up
by reading texts, journals, and magazine articles that cover retailing in
general and horticulture in particular.

Floral Design and Sales
Floral design is the artistic craft of the floriculture profession. In the
hands of floral designers, floral crops are transformed into the products
desired by consumers (Figure 15–5). The floral designer must posses a
sufficient knowledge of postharvest plant physiology to prolong the life
of cut flowers and foliage as long as possible. The designer must also be
able to select and assemble colors, shapes, textures, and materials for
floral arrangements tailored to the needs of each client. The designer
must have the vision of an artist, yet be comfortable repeating many of
the same tasks dozens of times.
Floral designers are usually expected to be salespeople also. Waiting
on customers, taking orders on the telephone, consulting with future
brides, expectant fathers, and bereaved families require sensitive
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FIGURE 15–5. Floral designers use their skill to convey
feelings and sentiments for their customers. (© Tom Prokop,
2009. Used under license from Shutterstock.com)

interpersonal skills. Knowing when to offer a suggestion and when to just
listen are desirable qualities in those who would sell as well as design.
The position of floral designer is highly important in any shop or
garden center that offers floral arrangements. The designer may or
may not be the owner of the business, and may or may not be the only
designer on the staff.
Floral designers are trained in several ways. Courses are offered at
two- and four-year colleges as part of degree programs in ornamental
horticulture. A course or two may also be offered as electives in nonhorticulture programs, but they are usually directed at hobbyists and are
of limited use. Floral design training schools also exist where aspiring
designers receive concentrated training. These are noncollege programs
that provide the graduate with a certificate on completion.

Landscape Floriculture Specialist
Corporate center landscapes commonly use lavish floral displays to
convey their image to their employees, their customers, and the general public (Figure 15–6). Developers will use flowers as one means of
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FIGURE 15–6. Large floral displays are now expected at
many commercial facilities such as this condominium
complex. (Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by Jack
Ingels.)

marketing their properties to prospective tenants. Many cities are now
using extensive floral displays to enrich their downtown zones and their
gateway entries.
As a result, many landscape contractors now have specialized crews
that focus their efforts entirely on the floral displays at the client sites.
A typical floriculture crew would be composed of a crew leader who is
knowledgeable of the handling, installation, and seasonal care of the
flowers being installed. The crew leader may also be responsible for
designing the layout of the beds and preparing the contracts with the
growers who will produce the large quantity of plants needed. The crew
leader may also be required to train the crew members who will install
and maintain the plantings.

Teacher/Researcher
One of the most difficult positions to fill on an agricultural college faculty is that of the floriculture teacher. With graduate degrees required,
the number of qualified applicants is significantly less than for any
other type of agriculture teaching. Apparently, few individuals pursue education in floriculture beyond the associate or bachelor degree
level, and even fewer choose teaching or research as career fields. Most
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college-educated floriculturists go to work for industry. The shortage of
qualified floriculture teachers has existed for some time and shows no
sign of disappearing.
Teachers find good opportunities at both the high school and university levels. The shortage of scientific researchers is not as critical,
although it is not an overcrowded career field either. Usually a minimum of a master’s degree is required for teaching, and a doctorate is
needed for a university research position.
Teachers help students explore a career field that seems to hold
some interest for them. The selection of a career field of study is a critical decision in everyone’s life, and a good teacher can be of tremendous
importance to the student. Teachers are also responsible for introducing students to many of the skills and techniques used daily by floriculture professionals (Figure 15–7). By representing the industry in the
classroom, teachers provide their students with insight into the careers
they are seeking and help them build confidence in their ability to succeed.
Scientific researchers are constantly seeking ways to improve crops
and methods of production (Figure 15–8). Their research may include

FIGURE 15–7. These floriculture students are
transplanting seedlings with the guidance of their
teacher. Educators trained in floriculture are in high
demand as professionals. (Delmar/Cengage Learning.
Photo by Jack Ingels.)

FIGURE 15–8. Ongoing university research seeks ways
to improve the plants and production methods of the
floriculture industry. (Courtesy USDA)
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selective breeding to develop new and better plant varieties. It may
involve searching for better control of old and recurring pest problems.
It may involve searching for ways to lengthen the postharvest life of
flowers or ways to produce more crops in less bench area or for less cost.
It is the researchers of the profession who keep the industry looking and
moving forward. It is the teachers who train young professionals to seek
new ideas and methods, and to apply them.

SUMMARY
Traditionally, ornamental horticulture has been a craft industry
requiring little formal education. While still a small business industry,
it has changed and advanced markedly in the past fifty years. Today,
the industry offers employment to persons with a diversity of backgrounds, educations, and career goals. Predictably, they have different
responsibilities reflecting their different interests and formal preparation.
The general categories of ornamental horticulturists are unskilled
laborer, skilled laborer, middle-management professional, owner/operator, and educator/researcher/specialist.
The floriculture industry is involved with the production, distribution, and utilization of floral products, and related goods and services.
Its businesses range in size from small shops to international corporations. Numerous career opportunities are available.
Floriculture growers may work as propagators or produce cut flowers, potted crops, or foliage plants. They may be owner/operators or
skilled laborers. They acquire their education through university programs, on-the-job training, or both.
Wholesale suppliers are the centralized source of the items needed
by growers or retailers. Numerous middle-management positions are
available. College education in horticulture with a business emphasis is
the best preparation.
Flower shops and garden centers are the retail outlets for the floriculture industry. While some are chain stores, most are small, privately
owned businesses. The owner/manager of a retail outlet must have
both business and horticulture training, and is likely to be involved
directly as a floral designer, greenhouse worker, or salesperson. College
level training in horticulture and business is ideal preparation for retail
floristry.
Floral designers create the floral products desired by consumers.
They must be able to arrange materials in ways that are tailored to the
needs of each client. They usually need sales skills also. Training can be
acquired through college and noncollege courses as well as on-the-job
training.
Landscape floriculture specialists bring their unique knowledge of
floral plants to an industry whose clients have a heightened appreciation for the economic benefits of large scale floral displays.
Teachers and researchers are in demand within the industry. Their
positions require the greatest educational preparation.
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ACH I EV EMEN T R E VI E W
A. SHORT ANSWER
In the table that follows, places Xs where appropriate to match job characteristics with floriculture
occupations.

Grower
Centralized source for items required by
growers
Designs flower arrangements
Propagates floral crops
Maintains sanitary production
environment
Develops new varieties of plants
Their customers are retail florists
Sales skills are important
Business management training is
important
Trains future practitioners
May stock Christmas ornaments, gift
items, and pet supplies
Artistic skills required
Attendance at short courses and update
sessions is important
Requires the most formal education
Training can be obtained through
noncollege private programs
Pathology and entomology training is
helpful
Skilled laborer
Middle-management positions are
common and available
The position may be filled by an owner/
operator
College training is not mandatory but is a
helpful shortcut

Wholesale
Supplier

Flower Shop
or Garden
Center
Owner

Floral
Designer

Teacher or
Researcher

CHAPTER 16

The Nursery Industry

O B J E C TIV E S
Upon completion of this chapter, you should be able to

• describe the nursery industry in the United States.
• describe the different types of nurseries.
• explain the relationship of the nursery industry to the landscape industry.

K E Y TE R M
liners

THE SCOPE OF THE BUSINESS
America’s plant nurseries and greenhouses are among the fastest growing segments of U.S. agriculture according to the Economic Research
Service of the U.S. Department of Agriculture. The annual sale of horticulture products in the United States has held steady at approximately
forty-five billion dollars since the beginning of the current decade, with
floral and nursery crops accounting for over one-third of the sales,
or fifteen billion. According to the American Nursery and Landscape
Association, nursery and greenhouse crops are among the top ten agriculture crop commodities in 42 states, and are in the top five commodities in 27 of the states. The top five states for production of greenhouse
and nursery crops as measured by cash receipts and reported by the
USDA Economic Research Service are:
• California

24%

• Texas

11%

• Florida

9%

• North Carolina

9%

• Oregon

7%
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An initial consideration of the nursery industry might predict that
it is a fairly homogenous one, varying little from one operation to the
next or even from one state to the next. However, that is not the case.
The nurseries of America range in size from mini-businesses to multistate corporations. The number of people employed is seasonal, with
an estimated 105,000 working during the height of the season. Even
the length of the season varies, with some operations doing most of
their work during a six month period, and others enjoying a full twelve
months of productivity. When the landscape industry is added to the
employment figures, the total number of workers employed nationally
is over 600,000.
There are believed to be about 25,000 nursery and greenhouse
operations nationally. Most of them are small businesses. In fact, sixtyfive percent of the total industry revenues are produced by only 2,000
nursery and greenhouse firms. By lumping the statistics for nurseries
with those of greenhouse growers, there is some blurring of the data
if someone is interested only in knowing about production nurseries.
However, many nurseries include greenhouses among their facilities, so
the combination of the two is logical. Trying to draw sharp distinctions
between floral crop production and nursery crop production is easy if
comparing cut flowers and potted holiday plants with woody trees and
shrubs. It is less clear when considering crops such as bedding plants or
tropical foliage plants that may be grown indoors or out depending on
the production location, the scale of production, and other crops being
grown at the facility. Greenhouses are common to many different types
of plant producing operations, often including nurseries. Both types of
operation deal with high-value, intensively cultivated crops.
In general, nurseries deal largely with woody plants (trees, shrubs,
vines, and groundcovers). However, as just noted, they may also produce or at least handle large numbers of herbaceous plants as well. A
nursery production facility is likely to require more land than an operation that uses only greenhouses for production.

A typical field nursery (© ythac, 2009.
Used under license from Shutterstock.com)

FIGURE 16–1.

FIGURE 16–2. Trees, perennial flowers, and shrubs
are all products of the nursery craft used to fill this
planter. (Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by Jack
Ingels.)
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DIFFERENT TYPES OF NURSERIES
The nursery industry is a complex one, not easily categorized into distinctly different branches. There are plant growers, retail sellers, and
associated supply and/or service businesses, but they are not always
separate operations. Each of the following type of business is part of the
nursery industry:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

propagation nursery
wholesale nursery
wholesale nursery supplier
retail nursery
privately owned garden center
chain store garden center
landscape nursery

Each function will be described separately, but remember that countless nurseries throughout the country combine two or more functions.
As in any seasonal business, diversity is often the way to keep the cash
register ringing during the off-season. With summer the peak period
for nursery production, and the sale of nursery plants occurring almost
entirely in the spring and fall, nurseries may rely on the sale of flowers,
Christmas trees, decorations, birdhouses, and endless other products
to expand their profits. Some may combine the propagation of woody
plants with their wholesale production and sale. Others may combine
wholesale and retail operations.

Propagation Nurseries
A propagation nursery initiates plant production. (Propagation techniques are defined and described in Chapter 14.) Nurseries that engage
totally or partially in propagation may buy or collect seeds from all
parts of the world. These seeds are then germinated and grown to a size
that allows the plants to be passed on to other nurseries. A propagation
nursery may also reproduce plants from cuttings or similar methods of
vegetative propagation.
Propagation nurseries are responsible for the introduction of new
species and cultivars to the nursery industry as a whole. They are also
key sources of disease- and pest-free stock material. These nurseries
depend on the sale of large quantities of plants, since the per-plant value
of a young seedling or rooted cutting is very low. A propagation nursery
may specialize in only a few crops or grow a wide range of material.

Wholesale Nurseries and Suppliers
A wholesale nursery is one that grows plants to a salable size in the
field or in containers. What a salable size is cannot be defined precisely
except to say that the plant is not at full maturity but is ready to install
in the landscape (Figure 16–3).
The wholesaler may propagate the seedlings or cuttings, but large
operations usually buy stock from a propagating nursery. Rooted cuttings ready for transplanting into containers or the field are called liners
or lining out stock.
A plant may spend from one to five years or more in the wholesale
nursery depending on its rate of growth and the sale size desired. While
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FIGURE 16–3. Using a pot-in-pot system, the
wholesale nursery can produce containerized materials
that are grown in the field, then lifted out, ready for
sale with no disturbance to the root system. (Delmar/
Cengage Learning. Photo by Jack Ingels.)

FIGURE 16–4. Trees with root balls attached are kept
moist (heeled-in) with a cover of mulch chips while
awaiting shipment. (Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo
by Jack Ingels.)

in the nursery, each plant is provided with space, fertilizer, weed control, shearing, shaping, and pest control to bring it to market as soon
as possible. The longer it remains in the nursery, the more it costs the
grower, a cost that is passed on to the buyer and eventually to the retail
customer.
To hold down production costs, many wholesale nurseries limit the
number of different species they grow to those requiring similar production techniques. In so doing, the nurseries are able to maximize the
use of expensive equipment while minimizing the number of different
fertilizers, chemical sprays, and growing environments necessary to
produce high-quality plants. Unfortunately, this economic good sense
leads to a limited number of species available for use in landscapes.
Wholesale nurseries sell their plants to other businesses that resell
them at a higher price to the final consumer (Figure 16–4). Since the
customers of a wholesale nursery are widespread and distant (perhaps
as much as several states away), it is critical that the nursery be near
transportation routes. Nearby truck or rail lines keep down the costs
of handling and shipping. For the convenience of retail operators and
landscapers who come directly to the wholesale nursery to pick up their
plants, it must be near a major highway system.
One type of nursery wholesaler may grow no plants. The rewholesaler is a classic example of middleman operations. They take advantage of
situations in which there is a limited selection of plant species available
to landscapers operating in areas having a few or only small wholesale
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FIGURE 16–5. Chain garden centers seek to sell large
volumes of popular plant materials in a short period of
time. These geraniums are being promoted in the same
manner as dry goods inside the store. (Delmar/Cengage
Learning. Photo by Jack Ingels.)
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FIGURE 16–6. Private garden centers often try to
project an image of greater plant quality and concern
for the customer. (Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by
Jack Ingels.)

growers to select from. The rewholesalers purchase plants in quantity
from growers across the country and make available to the local practitioners a wider selection of species and sizes than would otherwise be
possible.

Retail Nurseries
Retail nurseries and garden centers are two major customers of the
wholesale nursery; they are also the final link in the marketing chain.
Through the retail nurseries, the privately owned garden centers, and
the garden centers operated by regional or national chain stores, nursery products reach the consumer. It is to these businesses that the
homeowner comes when wishing to purchase trees and shrubs, sprays,
fertilizers, grass seed, garden tools, and similar items for the home property (Figures 16–5 and 16–6).
Retail nurseries and garden centers seldom have growing areas of
any significance. Instead, they have sales yards where the materials purchased from the wholesalers can be displayed and maintained (Figure
16–7). The method of display will vary with the place and with the type of
material involved. Plants growing in pots or other containers may be set
on an asphalt or crushed stone surface. Trees and shrubs sold in balledand-burlapped root forms or as bare-root stock may require holding in
deep bins of peat moss or sawdust to prevent their drying out.
Some retail nurseries and garden centers also have a greenhouse
from which they sell tropical houseplants and potted flowers. Like the
outdoor salesyard, the greenhouse is usually open for customer browsing and promotes sales by providing a realistic setting in which to display the plants (Figure 16–8).
The location of the retail operation is important to its success.
It must be near developing residential areas and easily reached by
car. If located on a major thoroughfare, it has a better chance of
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FIGURE 16–7. Customers are encouraged to enter and
select their own plants during this garden center’s
special spring promotion. (Delmar/Cengage Learning.
Photo by Jack Ingels.)

FIGURE 16–8. Plants are retailed inside and outside
of this nursery greenhouse. Wagons are provided for
the customers to assist in carrying their purchases.
(Courtesy Grower Talks, June 1995)

attracting customers from the passersby. A remote location for a
retail outlet increases the amount of money that must be spent on
advertising.
In addition to supplying plants and other materials to retail customers, the garden center or nursery is usually the local center for garden
advice. “When should I plant?” “What colors will the flowers be?” “What
kind of fertilizer does my lawn need?” “How can I attract bluebirds to
my backyard?” Questions of this type besiege the retailer and present an
opportunity to promote good customer relations. Some retail operators
write garden columns for local newspapers. Others are frequent speakers at garden clubs and on radio and television programs. Successful
retailers of nursery materials have a thorough understanding of ornamental plants, their culture and care; but equally important, they have
good communication skills and an interest in working with the general
public.
It is primarily in the degree of customer service that privately owned
garden centers and nurseries differ from those operated by chain stores.
The chain garden center may not be in operation for the entire year.
Instead, it may concentrate its sales effort on the two periods of heavy
customer demand, the spring and the fall. The chain garden center
may be staffed by personnel with limited horticultural knowledge since
they spend most of their time in some other sales area such as hardware
or clothing. There is seldom much interpersonal contact between sales
personnel and customers in a chain store operation. Still, the quality of
the merchandise may be as good as in a private garden center, and often
the prices are lower since the larger operation can take advantage of
discount buying.

Landscape Nurseries
The landscape nursery may grow plants, buy them from a wholesale
nursery, or both. In addition to providing a retail outlet for plants, the
landscape nursery provides an installation service for homeowners
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who do not wish to develop their landscapes themselves. Such a nursery must employ several types of workers: retail salespeople, landscape
crews, and often a separate crew for nursery production or sales yard
stock maintenance.

THE LINK BETWEEN THE NURSERY AND
LANDSCAPE INDUSTRIES
The landscape industry is composed of a large group of professionals
involved with the design, installation, and maintenance of public and
private gardens. In their work, landscapers require great quantities of
plant materials, construction materials, chemical sprays, fertilizers,
mulches, tools, and similar items. Wholesale nurseries supply the landscapers with the necessary plants. Wholesale supply dealers provide the
important accessory materials.
One of the frequent difficulties for a landscaper is finding plants,
especially trees, of the type and size specified by a designer. Large trees
and unusual species are often not carried by wholesale nurseries
because of limited demand. There is a definite need in today’s nursery
industry for operations willing to carry large plants and uncommon
species (specimen plants) for use by landscapers. The market area and
operating costs for such a nursery are much greater than for a more
conventional wholesale nursery, which explains their scarcity.

CHALLENGES FACING THE NURSERY INDUSTRY
The fortunes of the nursery industry are closely associated with those
of the landscape industry as well as the health of the retail economy.
If housing construction is strong, landscaping is in demand and nursery products are needed. If homeowners have discretionary money to
spend, there is a good chance that some of it will be spent at the nurseries and garden centers. When the economy weakens and people reduce
their spending, nursery sales decline as well. Fuel prices have fluctuated
greatly in recent years, but in general have climbed to levels that have
increased productions costs for nurseries everywhere.
Many people who have no understanding of the industry perceive
it as very low-paying. Even though average nursery worker income is
nearly four times the national average, many people fail to consider
entering the industry because of misconceptions about earning potential. The result is a shortage of workers during peak seasons when they
are most needed.
While the growers of floral crops have faced heavy competition
from foreign suppliers, it has not been a problem for American nurseries due to the strict U.S. federal quarantine regulations that have been
successful in preventing damaging foreign pathogens from entering
the country. In so doing, the import of foreign nursery stock has also
been restricted and limited. However, that may change. The federal
government has repealed the Plant Quarantine Act of 1912 and replaced
it with the Plant Protection Act of 2000 in an effort to display a greater
commitment to international trade and appear less discriminatory
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against foreign suppliers and their products. The new act is much less
restrictive and opens the door for the importation of nursery products
and propagative materials from many sources outside the country.
That has the potential to reduce the demand for domestic nursery
stock. An even greater danger is the opportunity it provides for the
entry of new pathogens and other injurious agents into the country.
The foreign newcomers may not even be considered injurious in their
country of origin, where the environment or natural predators keep
them controlled; but upon entry into this country, where the predators
may not be, they can become serious problems. If the federal government is to sustain the current level of protection against pathogen
invasion under the Plant Protection Act of 2000, it will be necessary to
develop new levels of regulation to target the foreign plant products
once they arrive here.

SUMMARY
Two features distinguish the nursery industry from floriculture: the
size of the operation and the type of crop produced. Like floriculture,
the nursery industry deals with high-value crops under intensive production, but its complexity makes it more difficult to categorize the
distinctly different branches. There are propagation nurseries, where
plant production is initiated and new species and cultivars are introduced.
Wholesale nurseries grow plants to salable sizes in the field or in
containers and sell them to retailers and to landscapers. It is important
that they carry an inventory of popular species in a range of sizes.
Rewholesale operations offer a wide assortment of plants, acquired
from many different wholesale growers. A need exists for more nurseries willing to carry large plants and uncommon species. Retail nurseries and garden centers are the major consumer outlets for nursery
products. They market the products through sales yards and greenhouses. Landscape nurseries may grow and/or purchase plants for
retailing or their own use. They also provide installation services for
homeowners.

ACH I EV EMEN T R E VI E W
A. SHORT ANSWER
Answer each of the following questions as briefly
as possible.
1. Indicate which of the following are
characteristics of florists (F), nurseries (N),
or both (B).
a. Their crops are most likely to be used
outdoors.
b. Their crops are usually herbaceous.

c. Their crops usually reach maturity in a
shorter time.
d. There are both wholesale and retail
operations.
e. More land is usually required for the
business.
f. They deal with high-value, intensively
cultivated crops.
g. They supply the landscape industry.
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2. Match the characteristics on the left with
the type of function on the right.
a. supplies the
1. propagation
landscape
nurseries
industry
2. wholesale
with plants
nurseries
b. may operate
3. wholesale
only seasonally
nursery
c. major customer
supplier
of a wholesale
4. retail nurseries
nursery, along
5. privately owned
with garden
garden centers
centers and
6. chain store
landscapers
7. landscape
d. sells rooted
nurseries
cuttings in
large quantities
e. differs from
chain store
operations in
the quality of
customer service
f. may be hundreds
of acres in size
g. provides
installation services
to homeowners
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3. Arrange the following groups of three
in the chronological order of their
involvement with plant materials.
a. retail nursery
propagation nursery
wholesale nursery
b. propagation nursery
landscape nursery
wholesale nursery
c. homeowner
wholesale nursery
retail nursery
d. wholesale nursery
homeowner
landscaper

B. ESSAY
Write a brief essay that characterizes the nursery
industry of the United States Include information about its size, types, economic value to the
national economy, and challenges being faced.
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O B J E C T I VE S
Upon completion of this chapter, you should be able to

• describe the different types of landscapers.
• outline the education each one requires.

KEY TERMS
geology

hydrology

agronomy

THE LANDSCAPE
Broadly defined, all the spaces outside our buildings constitute the
landscape. Beautiful or hideous, natural or scarred by human blundering, the landscape usually reflects some degree of human control. A
landscaper is someone whose profession it is to control and develop the
landscape.

DIFFERENT TYPES OF LANDSCAPERS
Landscapes can range in size from a small backyard to a vast parkland;
and control and development can range in scope from the pruning of
a single plant to the design of entire gardens. It follows that landscape
careers will vary in their day-to-day operations and in the academic
preparation they require. Each of the following has a role in the landscape industry:
• landscape architect or designer
• landscape contractor
• landscape gardener or maintenance supervisor
• landscape nurseryman
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Landscape Architects and Designers
Landscape architects and designers conceive the ideas that later find
form in the landscape. They see the gardens in their minds before the
gardens exist in reality. It is the landscape architect who seeks out and
studies sites that are to be developed to meet specific human needs. The
landscape architect identifies all the capabilities and limitations of the
site to determine its suitability for the client’s purposes (Figures 17–1
and 17–2).
In addition to being a competent horticulturist, the landscape
architect must possess enough knowledge of geology, hydrology,
agronomy, engineering, and architecture to work closely with professionals in these fields. Such affiliations become necessary in large or
complex site studies.
Once the site has been selected and the needs of the client determined, the landscape architect formulates the design that will satisfy
those needs. Working through a series of stages (rough drafts, concept
designs, final designs, planting plans, and working drawings), the landscape architect turns ideas into graphic plans and models. These enable
the client to react to the ideas, and approve them or suggest changes.
Later the ideas become detailed explanations to the contractor of how
the design is to be installed (Figures 17–3, 17–4, 17–5, and 17–6).
Landscape architects seldom actually install the landscape but usually supervise those who do. The landscape architect is the client’s representative from beginning to end, and normally has the right of final
approval when the installation is complete.
Landscape architect and landscape designer are terms that are
often used interchangeably. In most states they are licensed professions
and can be practiced only by those holding state certification. In other
states, landscape architects may require certification while landscape
designers do not. In a few other states, neither term is restricted by such
rules. The general trend across the country is to license landscape architects and designers. Entry into this area of landscaping usually requires
extensive schooling and work experience.

FIGURE 17–1. A landscape architect completing work
on a presentation plan (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 17–2. The landscape architect uses surveying
skills to study and record the topography of a site.
(Courtesy NRCS. Photo by Colleen Schneider)
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FIGURE 17–3.

A concept drawing for the entry road to a college campus (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 17–4.

A complete presentation drawing (Courtesy of Light-Heigel & Associates, Palmyra, PA)
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FIGURE 17–5. A perspective view can be timeconsuming to prepare if done in this detail, but
provides a client with the best understanding of what
the designer is proposing. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 17–6. A detail drawing for walk lights on a college campus (Courtesy James Glavin,
Landscape Architect, Syracuse, NY)

Landscape Contractors
Landscape contractors construct and install the landscapes designed
by the landscape architects or designers. Where legally permissible,
landscape contractors may also offer a design service to their client,
usually at the residential or other small-scale level. In general, though,
a landscape contractor is an ornamental horticulturist and a builder
rolled into one.
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FIGURE 17–7. A landscape
subcontractor applies sprayed
concrete to the walls of a
swimming pool. (Delmar/Cengage
Learning)

FIGURE 17–8. A landscaper using
a tile saw to cut pavers for a patio.
(Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 17–9. Landscapers placing
large rocks to create a waterfall
(Delmar/Cengage Learning)

The procurement and installation of the plants specified by the landscape architect/designer are major responsibilities of the contractor.
Proper installation may require laying out the planting beds, conditioning or replacing the soil, placing the plants, staking, mulching, and other
necessities of successful transplanting. If lawn installation is required,
the landscape contractor may need knowledge of cultivator operation,
seed bed preparation, sodding, watering, and other techniques.
Many landscape plans also specify the construction of walls, walks,
fences, patios, pools, lighting systems, fountains, and other nonplant
items. The landscape contractor must be prepared to offer these services or to hire, or subcontract the job to some other specialist who can
do the work (Figures 17–7 through 17–9).
Landscape contracting is active, outdoor work. Those who pursue it
as a career should enjoy physically demanding labor. The financial
investment required to operate successfully can be considerable. Large
and expensive machinery is needed if land grading, back-hoeing, treemoving, or similar services are offered. The labor, transportation, and
equipment costs of several crews are great. Cost of land is relatively
minor, though, since the work usually requires only an office and storage space for equipment and material.

Landscape Gardeners and Maintenance Supervisors
Landscape gardeners and maintenance supervisors are responsible for
the care of landscapes after they have been installed by the contractors
and approved by the landscape architects/designers.
Landscape maintenance involves such tasks as mowing, edging
beds, pruning shrubs and trees, planting flower beds, weeding, fertilizing, watering, repairing surfacing, walls or fencing, replacing dead
plants, and directing the growth of plants over a span of years. Because
good landscapes take many years to mature, the role of the maintenance landscaper is of vital importance. Once mature, the landscape
requires care and attention to ensure its continuing success (Figures
17–10 through 17–13).
Maintenance landscapers may be resident employees (as on large
estates) or they may be independent businesspeople who work under
long- or short-term contracts for clients. A knowledge of horticulture,
appreciation of plants, and understanding of the many factors that can
affect plant growth are essential to success in this career field. Many
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Maintaining just what can be seen in this photo requires
knowledge of tree and shrub care, turf care, plumbing, electricity, edging,
brickwork, and flower care. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 17–10.
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Changing
flower plantings from spring
to summer and summer to
fall is a common task in
landscape maintenance.
(Delmar/Cengage Learning.
Photo by Jack Ingels.)

FIGURE 17–11.

opportunities exist, and the investment capital needed to begin is
considerably less than for landscape contracting. A young person just
out of school can begin by offering a few maintenance services (those
not requiring expensive equipment) and build the business as profits
allow.
With the almost explosive growth of commercial landscapes in the
last decade, landscape management companies that offer total site maintenance have proliferated. There are numerous and attractive employment opportunities with established landscape management firms
across the country for anyone who has training in horticulture coupled
with a strong sense of business. Landscape management maintenance
companies are the fastest growing members of the national landscape
industry.
The best landscapes result from close cooperation between the
landscape architect, the landscape contractor, and the landscape maintenance gardener. Many problems of installation and maintenance can
be avoided, and the intent of a design is best achieved if the designer
talks with the people responsible for implementing the design and caring for it afterwards.

Landscape Nurserymen
The sale of plant materials is the primary objective of the landscape
nurseryman’s business. An installation service is also offered as a means
of promoting and supplementing the sale of the plants. Serving homeowners more than other types of clients, the landscape nurseryman
engages in small-scale projects such as foundation plantings, patios,
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FIGURE 17–12. Tree care
is a specialized service
provided by some landscape
management companies.
(Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 17–13. Mowing is one of the most frequent tasks
performed by landscape maintenance specialists. (Delmar/
Cengage Learning)

and installing trees and shrubs. The business seldom expands into
areas such as construction or follow-up maintenance. As suburban living spreads, the future for landscape nurserymen looks bright. There is
a good market of homeowners who want professional assistance in getting their residential properties planted but are then willing to care for
the landscape themselves.

EDUCATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
As the skill levels vary in different landscaping occupations, so do the
amounts of formal schooling required. Some tasks can best be learned
by doing, although it is often as important to know why something is
done as how to do it. The best education preparation for success in the
landscape fields is a combination of college and work experience.
Landscape contractors, landscape nurserymen, and maintenance
landscapers should seek two to four years of college in strong ornamental horticulture programs. All types of plant science courses should be
taken and, where offered, business and mechanical equipment courses
should be taken as electives.
Landscape architects, where states mandate, must complete a fouror five-year university program accredited by the American Society of
Landscape Architects. Several years of apprentice training follow in
the office of a licensed landscape architect and finally a state certifying
examination. Quite obviously, the landscape architect’s position is the
most difficult one to attain among the landscaping professions. Many
schools of landscape architecture give greater emphasis to graphic art
skills, engineering training, and the behavioral sciences than to basic
horticulture. Therefore, aspiring landscape architects would be wise to
seek elective courses that will add to their appreciation and knowledge
of plants. Such training will produce landscape architects and designers who can better anticipate the problems their designs may create for
those who must install or maintain them.
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SUMMARY
A landscaper deals with the control and development of our outdoor
spaces. Due to the range of project sizes and needs, the types of careers
and training vary.
Landscape architects and designers conceptualize the landscapes.
They seek out and analyze the sites that are to be developed. They represent the clients from the beginning of a project to the end. Landscape
architecture requires extensive schooling and work experience, and
certification to practice in most states.
Landscape contractors construct and install the landscapes designed
by the landscape architects and designers. Some landscape contractors
also offer a design service to their clients. It is the landscape contractor’s
responsibility to acquire and install the plants and to build the nonplant
elements of the design.
Landscape gardeners and landscape maintenance supervisors are
responsible for the care of landscapes after their installation. They may
work as resident employees or as independent professionals.
Landscape nurserymen have the sale of plant materials as their primary objective. In addition, they offer installation service to promote
and supplement the plant sales.

A CH I EVE M E NT R E VI E W
A. SHORT ANSWER
Match one or more of the professions on the right to each of the characteristics on the left.
a. responsible for the care of
the landscape after it has
been installed.
b. conceives how the site
should be developed
c. responsible for weekly
mowing
d. responsible for installing
the landscape
e. does the original site
survey
f. primarily interested in the
sale of plants
g. lays out new planting beds
and prepares the soil for
planting
h. determines the needs of
the customer
i. responsible for pruning
back overgrown plantings
j. most involved in
construction of a new
stone wall

k. weeds flower beds
l. needs the greatest
understanding of plant
growth requirements
m. needs an understanding
of geology, hydrology,
agronomy, engineering,
and architecture, as well as
ornamental horticulture
n. entrance into the field
most regulated by law
o. requires the least capital
investment to begin
p. may be a resident
employee
q. requires the greatest
amount of schooling
r. may do some designing
in addition to landscape
installation and
construction

1. landscape architect/
designer
2. landscape contractor
3. landscape gardener/
maintenance
supervisor
4. landscape
nurseryman
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O B J E C T I VE S
Upon completion of this chapter, you should be able to

• describe how interest, training, and skills in ornamental horticulture can be adapted to
a variety of career fields.

KEY TERM
arborists

CHOOSING OR CHANGING A CAREER
There are two truly difficult tasks in almost everyone’s life: choosing a
spouse and choosing a career. This text can offer no assistance with the
first task, but it can with the second, at least to those with a yet untested
interest in ornamental horticulture.
So far, this section has described the traditional careers in ornamental horticulture. Those careers have been attracting people to the profession for many years and will continue to do so. Many persons have
entered the profession after preparation at colleges and trade schools;
others have entered as the sons and daughters of industry personnel;
still others have had few prior credentials but a sincere interest and willingness to work hard. The industry is sufficiently diverse and healthy to
accommodate a work force that ranges from the wage-earning laborer
to the salaried scientist.
Still, there are individuals whose interest in ornamental horticulture
is just as genuine, but who seek different ways to apply the interest.
They include, but are not limited to, people who wish to
• supplement their income with part-time work in ornamental
horticulture.
• be involved with both the applied and the scientific branches of the
profession.
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• combine their interest in ornamental horticulture with their desire
to serve others.
• specialize in the care of a single type of plant.
• combine their interest in ornamental horticulture with an interest in
writing or other modes of communication.

PART-TIME WORK
For many, ornamental horticulture is an avocation, a hobby, and leisuretime pursuit. They enjoy arranging flowers from their garden and filling
their homes with plants. They may have a small backyard greenhouse.
Others may have studied the profession in high school or college, but
later stepped out of the business world to raise children. Such persons
often seek to supplement the family income by working on weekends
or during peak holiday periods in flower shops, greenhouses, or garden
centers. For many, it is a satisfying way to turn avocation to vocation.
Florists are often eager to employ the temporary services of persons
able to make bows and puffs, add greenery to arrangements, and wait
on customers during holidays or as replacements for vacationing staff
members. Greenhouse growers also need vacation replacements and
workers to water and maintain the crop during weekends. Landscapers
and nurseries often need a large work force during the spring and fall
but not year round, so part-time and temporary workers fit their needs
ideally.
Some part-time workers are self-employed. Operating from their
homes, they often specialize in dried or silk arrangements, terrariums,
and novelty items. Others may sell spring bedding plants or cemetery
arrangements for use on Memorial Day, then close down and return to
their regular jobs. It is impossible to speculate on how much income is
generated by part-time, self-employed practitioners because little data
is available.
Other workers have full-time careers that involve them with the
ornamental horticulture industry during part of the working day.
Examples include the small engine repairer who works on the lawn mowers, sprayers, chain saws, and other power equipment of landscapers
and groundskeepers. General maintenance staffers often are required to
care for interior or exterior landscape installations in office complexes,
shopping centers, hospitals, and schools. Restaurant and resort managers may have flower arrangements on tables and in lobbies, and need a
regular floral supplier just as they need a food supplier.

COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SPECIALISTS
In nearly every state, the Cooperative Extension specialist is considered
a member of the professional staff of the state college of agriculture. The
specialist’s constituency is off-campus, and includes industry practitioners, homeowners, and 4-H youth.
The purpose of the Cooperative Extension Service is to process the
latest information from universities and private research firms worldwide into a form that can be understood and used by the Service’s
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FIGURE 18–1. The Cooperative Extension agent (right) advises a greenhouse
grower who is having a bedding plant problem. (Courtesy USDA)

constituency; then to disseminate that information. Cooperative
Extension is a university outreach service, and its specialists need skills
appropriate to the task (Figure 18–1).
Specialists must be university educated and have industry experience. They must read well and be able to organize and simplify complex
material. Cooperative Extension specialists must enjoy organizing and
leading workshops and tours. They must be comfortable with public
speaking, and they must write well. Like teachers, Extension agents
must have an above-average mastery of all communication skills.
People are at the center of the Cooperative Extension effort: people
with problems and questions, people of all ages and intellects.
Predictably, many of their questions are the same, so agents must also
have patience and the desire to help.
Some Cooperative Extension specialists work from offices, responding to homeowners’ questions by telephone. Others are traveling troubleshooters responsible to growers in several counties. Still others work
through radio, television, and the news media. The particular location
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and constituency usually define how the agent must work to reach the
greatest number of people.
Most Cooperative Extension specialists have bachelor’s degrees in
their fields of specialization, and many have master’s degrees.

HORTICULTURE THERAPISTS
Both teaching and Cooperative Extension offer an opportunity to work
in ornamental horticulture while working with people on a personal
level. In both situations, the clientele are usually healthy and typical of
average Americans.
In addition, special populations of citizens can be served by ornamental horticulturists. The elderly, the physically handicapped, the
mentally retarded, and the imprisoned have all been found responsive
to therapists with horticultural skills.
Certain crafts of ornamental horticulture are eagerly learned by
elderly citizens at club meetings, church groups, and even in nursing
homes (Figure 18–2). Flower arranging, terrarium construction, houseplant care, seed propagation, and patio gardening are all activities that
can be taught as part of a senior citizen’s activity program. Many of the
elderly bring a rich background of gardening to their senior years and are
knowledgeable students. Even the more infirm enjoy working with plants.
Often their hands are still agile and talented even though their bodies are
confined to chairs. Working with living, growing materials is satisfying
for nearly everyone; the elderly are no exception. It also offers them an
opportunity for role-reversal, in which they can direct the growth and
well-being of a living thing instead of being the recipient of direction.
Although job opportunities exist in horticulture for handicapped
workers, some may not yet be confident or skilled enough to enter the
workforce. For the physically handicapped, training in ornamental
horticulture skills can increase manual dexterity, build self-confidence,
alleviate frustration, and perhaps offer hope of a meaningful career.

FIGURE 18–2. A horticulture therapist uses plants to enrich the lives of these
elderly citizens. (Courtesy Getty)
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Some mentally challenged persons are trainable and employable;
others have physical handicaps or limited coordination. Still, many possess the patience and desire to learn that are necessary to accomplish
some of the craft skills of ornamental horticulture. Therapists use skill
training as one means of developing a sense of self-worth and accomplishment in their clients.
Prisoners have also proved responsive to programs that allow them
to work with the materials of nature while developing skills that offer
hope of employment after their release. As a rehabilitation tool, ornamental horticulture training is proving its value, yet the number of programs nationally is limited due to a lack of instructors willing to work
within the penal system.
While the clients of therapists can vary greatly, the education and
personal qualities required of the therapist are similar. An increasing
number of colleges are offering courses, even majors, in the use of horticulture as a tool of therapy. Training in the techniques of horticulture is
combined with courses in the behavioral sciences, physical education,
and the needs of special populations. Compassion, patience, and a call
to human service are important personal characteristics of professionals in the field of horticulture therapy. Also necessary is the ability to
remain objective toward the often tragic circumstances of the clients.
Horticulture therapy is not a career that should be pursued by overly
empathetic people, harsh though that advice may sound.

ARBORISTS AND LAWN CARE SPECIALISTS
Two specialized career fields have developed quite recently compared
to other fields in ornamental horticulture.

Arborists
Arborists are tree maintenance specialists. Their services include insect
and disease control, trimming, fertilizing, cabling, cavity treatment,
woodlot thinning, and tree and stump removal (Figure 18–3). Some
would dispute their classification as an occupation of ornamental horticulture, preferring the term urban forestry. Indisputably, arborists work
with trees of all types: forest trees, street trees, lawn trees, ornamental
trees, and fruit trees. It is vigorous outdoor work and potentially dangerous. The use of power tools, the climbing involved, the possibility of
unexpected weak limbs, and the difficulty of seeing power lines all call
for care and skill.
Training is available through university programs in ornamental
horticulture, forestry, or both. There is some conflict over which academic discipline has the closest affinity to the profession. Interested
individuals should take a discerning look at the curriculum offerings of
the college they are considering, not the program titles, to determine
the quality and suitability of the training. College-level programs are
offered at the two- and four-year levels. Laborer positions are available
for nongraduates.
The industry is becoming increasingly professional in its methods
and its expectations. This is due in part to the efforts of the National
Arborist Association and its state chapters and the International Society
of Arboriculture. Frequent local, national, and international meetings,
in addition to newsletters and audio-visual programs keep the indus-
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FIGURE 18–3. Careful use of ropes permits this
arborist to remove a dead tree next to a busy street
with minimal danger or disturbance to passing people
or traffic. Tree removal is only one of the many
tasks performed by professional arborists. (© Randy
Mirmontez, 2009. Used under license from Shutterstock.
com)

try’s professionals abreast of new techniques. An attempt to certify
all arborists nationwide is now underway, confirming the profession’s
commitment to both education and skill development.

Lawn Care Specialists
Lawn care specialists are concerned with the maintenance of turfgrass
installations, both residential and commercial. Clients contract for their
services, which include a full season of insect and disease control, fertilization, grassy and broadleaf weed control, aeration, and, in small firms,
may also include installation and mowing.
If there is a genuine American horticulture success story, it is the
lawn care industry. Essentially, it created itself in 1969 when a novice
company began convincing homeowners and commercial firms that
it could maintain lawns better than the clients could and at an affordable price. That first year, annual sales totaled $218 thousand. By 1979,
annual sales for the same firm were nearly $87 million. Inspired by the
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FIGURE 18–4. A lawn care specialist applies a mixture of herbicide and fertilizer
as part of a scheduled maintenance program. (© 2009 iStockphoto.com/Marcel
Pelletier)

success of the industry leader, which now operates nationwide, smaller
operations have sprung up in every metropolitan area and expanded
the industry still further (Figures 18–4 and 18–5).
The services are primarily chemical application services. Lawn care
specialists have a route of customers who are all to receive a particular
treatment program. Each day the specialist will mix a tank truck full
of the fertilizer or pesticide to be applied and make the rounds. Lawn
care specialists may also be responsible for preparing bids to acquire
new customers. During the off-season, the repair of trucks, sprayers,
and other equipment and attendance at trade shows and short courses
ensure that the specialist stays current in the field and is ready to begin
again when the growing season resumes.

FIGURE 18–5. Both small and large lawn maintenance
businesses have been successful in urban and suburban
areas. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)
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If the career has a limitation, it is the very long hours required during the spring, summer, and fall. A route may include several hundred
customers, each property requiring four to six treatments each season.
Generally, off-season hours are shorter, and vacations are taken then.
Preparation for the position of lawn care specialist should include
at least a two-year college education since the hiring trend is definitely
in that direction. Majors in ornamental horticulture, turfgrass management, or agronomy can all provide the background needed for successful placement in the field. Additional training or personal skills in power
equipment care and maintenance can prove helpful, as will good communication skills. Special operator’s licenses may be needed for some
equipment, and pesticide applicator certification is also required.

COMMUNICATIONS
Men and women who enjoy ornamental horticulture and have the ability to write, speak, photograph, or prepare instructional materials are in
short supply. The demand far exceeds the number of people entering
the profession.
Most newspapers carry a garden column, either prepared locally or
syndicated. Papers in large urban areas often have a garden editor who
reports on topics of interest to area gardeners. Texts, such as this one,
serve students and other professionals in training whereas other books
are written for home gardeners and hobbyists. Some are children’s books
for beginning gardeners and some are highly detailed for the most experienced horticulturists. All have a service to provide (Figure 18–6).
Magazines for the home gardener and the horticulture industry
publish thousands of articles annually. Some are prepared by full-time
staff writers and others are free-lance writers. Equipment and supply
manufacturers need technical writers with knowledge of horticulture
to prepare instruction manuals and promotional materials for their
products. Persons who can write usable technical material are needed
throughout the professions of ornamental horticulture.

FIGURE 18–6. Technical texts and journals are one
means of staying abreast of new developments in the
industry. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)
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Photographers and technical illustrators are also needed to provide
the graphics for books, magazine articles, and promotional and technical publications. Despite the many commercial artists being graduated
each year, it is rare to discover someone who has the biological and
horticultural training necessary to illustrate a complex article or text.
Effective horticulture photography also necessitates training and interest in the natural world. Understanding the mechanics of picture-taking
is necessary, but it is not enough without the interest and insight of a
horticulturist.
Another affiliated career is the educational media specialist. He or
she is responsible for much of the software that is used in classrooms
nationwide. The educational media specialist is also responsible for
selecting visual and audio learning aids for teachers, Cooperative
Extension agents, and garden club speakers. Some of these learning
aids include slide series, overhead transparencies, plastic models, educational games, charts, computer software, motion pictures, filmstrips,
microfiche, and cassettes.
Preparation in addition to university training in ornamental horticulture should include courses in journalism, technical writing, public
speaking, audiovisual materials, graphic arts, data processing, and/or
photography.

WHAT ELSE?
The objective of this chapter was to assure you that it is all right to be
uncertain about the precise direction your career will take. If one of the
traditional industry jobs described earlier sounds interesting, give it a
try. If you like the work but do not like the employer, change employers.
If the traditional positions do not meet your career needs, consider some
of the nontraditional alternatives described and illustrated here. You can
also look beyond what has been described. Ornamental horticulturists
find work in unpredictable locations such as military bases, resorts, ski
centers, hospitals, restaurants, department stores, and supermarkets. If
horticulture is but one of several major interests in your life, it can probably contribute at least partially to a satisfying career.

SUMMARY
It is possible to pursue a career in ornamental horticulture outside the
traditional professions. Whether part-time or full-time, horticultural
work can be combined with other interests or concerns.
Particular career possibilities discussed in this chapter were parttime self-employment, Cooperative Extension specialist, horticulture
therapist, arborist, lawn care specialist, and communication specialist.
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A CH I EVE M E NT R E VI E W
A. TRUE/FALSE
Indicate if the following statements are true or
false.
1. Ornamental horticulture can be a vocation
or an avocation.
2. Ornamental horticulture offers full-time
and part-time, temporary, and permanent
jobs.
3. The Cooperative Extension Service is an
outreach program of private industry.
4. Horticulture therapy can be studied as a
college major.
5. Horticulture therapy deals only with a
client’s skill development.
6. Both arborists and lawn care specialists
need training in entomology, plant
pathology, soil science, and botany.

7. Lawn care specialists usually work with
turf maintenance only, not with other
elements of the landscape.
8. Lawn care specialists need good
communication skills since they deal
directly with the customers.
9. Technical writers direct their writing more
to the scientific audience than to the
industry practitioner or hobbyist.
10. Nontraditional careers in ornamental
horticulture should be considered
only as a last resort if traditional career
opportunities are not available at the time
of the job search.
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Greenhouses and Other
Growing Structures

O B J E C T I VE S
Upon completion of this chapter, you will be able to

• list and compare types of growing structures.
• list the characteristics of various greenhouse and shade house coverings.
• list advantages and disadvantages of steam heat, hot water heating, and unit heaters
in greenhouses.

• describe methods of ventilating or cooling greenhouses.
• describe the latest methods employed to conserve energy in greenhouses.
• diagram three common methods of arranging greenhouse benches.

KEY TERMS
glaze
unit heaters
radiant heaters

retractable roof greenhouses
fan and pad cooling
fog evaporative cooling

ground beds
raised benches

THE PURPOSE OF GROWING STRUCTURES
If the climate throughout the world were consistent with sunny, temperate days and dry, cool nights; with sufficient rainfall to keep soil moist
but not overly wet; with no hailstorms or damaging winds; and with day
lengths always suitable to promote flowering; then there would be no
need for greenhouses or other growing structures. The commercial production of high-quality, intensively cultivated plant material requires
just such conditions. Therefore, the purposes of a greenhouse reveal
themselves:
1. to provide a controlled growing environment for plants whose economic value justifies the expense.
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2. to permit the growth of plants in regions where survival outdoors
is not possible.
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3. to extend the season of growth for plants at times when they would
normally go dormant.

TYPES OF GROWING STRUCTURES
Following are some of the many different types of growing structures
that exist for the production of ornamental horticulture crops.
A-Frame Truss Greenhouse (Figure 19–1)
Superstructure:
Glazing materials:
Advantages:

Disadvantages:

aluminum, iron, steel, or wood (now only in old
ranges)
glass or plastic
• Best environmental control
• Strongest structure
• Maximum light allowance
• Most expensive to build and heat
• Wastes land between houses

Ridge and Furrow or Gutter-Connected Greenhouse (Figure 19–2)
Superstructure:
Glazing materials:
Advantages:

Disadvantages:

FIGURE 19–1. A detached A-frame truss greenhouse
(Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by Steven Newman.)

aluminum, iron, steel, or wood (only in old
ranges)
glass or plastic
• Less expensive to build due to lack of interior
walls
• Good environmental control if a single crop is
in production
• Less expensive to heat
• Wastes no land between houses
• Environmental control difficult when different
crops are grown
• Structurally weak under heavy snow load

FIGURE 19–2. A typical ridge and furrow, A-frame,
truss greenhouse range (Delmar/Cengage Learning.
Photo by Steven Newman.)
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Quonset-Style Greenhouse (Figure 19–3)
Superstructure:
Glazing materials:
Advantages:

Disadvantages:

pipe arches
hard or soft plastic
• Less expensive to build; needs no extensive
foundation or roof support
• Ideal for production of seasonal crops such
as bedding plants; later can be uncovered or
changed to a shade house
• May be either free-standing or grouped and
interlocked in a ridge and furrow style
• Requires new covering almost every year
• Difficult to ventilate

High Tunnel or Hoop House
Superstructure:
Glazing material:
Purpose:

Advantages:

Disadvantages:

pipe arches (Structurally a high tunnel is a
Quonset shaped frame)
a single layer of plastic
Unheated greenhouses used to extend the
growing season of certain crops by protecting
them from early spring or late fall chill.
• Inexpensive to build
• Reduce moisture fluctuation in the
greenhouse
• Wind protection
• Good environment for biological control of
pests
• During the summer it can serve as a shade
house
• Irrigation required since rain cannot enter the
structure
• Requires new plastic covering each year

A quonset-style greenhouse (Delmar/
Cengage Learning. Photo by Steven Newman.)

FIGURE 19–3.
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FIGURE 19–5. A brick cold frame or hotbed (Delmar/
Cengage Learning.)

Lath or Shade House (Figure 19–4)
Covering material:
Purpose:

wood lath (similar to snow fencing) or a synthetic
fabric sun screen
• To provide a shaded area for production of
heat-sensitive plants
• To provide a cool holding area for plants
awaiting sale or shipment

Cold Frame or Hot Bed (Figure 19–5)
Side structure:
Glazing material:
Purpose:

Differences:

concrete blocks, wood, or brick
glass or plastic
To provide a supplemental growing space for
greenhouse operations; used for propagation,
starting, and hardening-off
Cold frames use only sunlight passing through
the glass or plastic for warmth. Hot beds
supplement solar energy with decomposing
manure, electric cables, or heating pipes

MATERIALS USED TO COVER THE STRUCTURES
As the description of the different types of growing structures indicates,
the materials used to cover (glaze) the structures are glass or some
type of plastic. While glass has the longest history as a glazing material,
plastics now dominate in the commercial industry. They are available
in both soft and rigid forms. The choice of glazing material will directly
affect plant growth because materials differ in the amount of light they
let into the house and the amount of heat retained or lost. Also affected
by the choice of glazing material is the cost of constructing the house
initially, the amount of maintenance required to keep the glazing in
good condition, and the frequency of replacement required.
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TABLE 19–1. A Comparison of Materials Used to Cover Growing Structures
Material

Length of Service

Amount of Sunlight
Passing Through

Maintenance Required

Glass

Ten to twenty years
depending on material used
as glazing bars

Full sunlight less that
blocked by settled dust
and shading of the
superstructure; glass gives
greatest amount of light

Wood glazing bars require
glass to be removed, new
caulking applied, and
the bars repainted every
ten years. Aluminum
glazing bars need little
maintenance except
periodic resetting of glass
to correct slippage

Fiberglass

Five to ten years depending
on quality of fiberglass,
maintenance, and intensity
of sunlight causing
clouding

75 to 85 percent of that
transmitted by glass

The fiberglass must be
scrubbed down every other
year to remove dirt that
collects on exposed glass
fibers

Soft plastic
(polyethylene)

Six months to two years
depending on quality of
plastic and intensity of
sunlight causing clouding

50 to 80 percent of that
transmitted by glass
depending on type of
plastic, number of layers,
age, and degree of clouding
caused by ultraviolet rays

More frequent replacement
needed than with other
coverings; plastic clouds
and is broken down by
ultraviolet rays in sunlight

Shade fabric

Normally used for part of a
year, then stored until next
season

30 to 50 percent of that
transmitted by glass;
multiple layers of fabric
used for heavier shading

None of importance

Soft plastic (vinyl)

Four to five years
depending on thickness

85 to 90 percent of that
transmitted by glass

The material attracts dust,
which must be washed off

Soft plastic
(polyvinyl fluoride)

Ten years or more

92 percent of that
transmitted by glass

Less than the other soft
plastics

Acrylic rigid panels

Ten years or more

83 percent of that
transmitted by glass

Periodic washing to remove
dust and dirt

Polycarbonate
rigid panels

Ten years or more

75 to 80 percent of that
transmitted by glass (less
as it ages)

Periodic washing to remove
dust and dirt

Glass, the classic and traditional covering, has one great advantage
over the plastic alternatives: the high level of light transmission that it
permits. It also has a longer life than the plastic coverings. In regions
of the country where heavy snow loads may collapse a plastic covered
house, the framework of a glass greenhouse allows it to stand strong
against the weight and the wind. While a few panes of glass may be lost,
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the greenhouse will survive. However, it is not without its disadvantages.
Vandals and hail storms can damage glass greenhouses more easily and
at greater cost than plastic houses.
Plastic is available in rolls or as rigid panels. It may be applied to
the framework of the greenhouse as a single layer or as double sheets
separated by a layer of air to improve heat retention. The initial reason
for the popularity of plastic over glass was its lower cost. That advantage
has lessened with the unexpected sharp rise in the cost of petroleumbased products and narrowed the cost differential between glass and
the plastics. Plastic glazings have the disadvantages of reduced light
transmission, especially during the gray days of winter, and a tendency
to sustain a higher humidity within the greenhouse. That can lead to
added disease problems. Table 19-1 compares the glazing materials
used to cover greenhouses and other growing structures. The most
recent statistics from the Agriculture Statistics Board indicate that glass
is the glazing of choice for about 13% of the nation’s greenhouses, rigid
plastic panels cover about 19%, and soft plastics are used for over 68%
of the production structures.

TYPICAL STRUCTURAL PLANS
Figures 19–6 through 19–9 show typical construction details for the
major types of growing structures previously described and illustrated
(Figures 19–1 through 19–5).

Ridge (top of the
greenhouse)

Ridge cap (flat area provides
access for repairs)
Roof purlin (supports
the sash bars)

Roofbar

Roof ventilator (movable
unit fastened to the ridge)

Eave plate
(supports
the roof)

Splice plate
(ridge plate)
Cross-tie
Rafter
Glass lights
(24 inches wide)
Sash sill (supports
the base of the glass)
Side ventilator
Sidepost (supports the eave plate
directly and the roof indirectly)

Sash bars (support the glazing;
bar caps over the sash bars
hold the glazing in place.)

Purlin post
(supports the purlin)

Concrete foundation and wall
Walk-in door
FIGURE 19–6.

A typical aluminum gable greenhouse (Delmar/Cengage Learning)
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Weatherstrip

Receptacle

Glass sash
(3 ¥ 6 ft.)

Sash support
(weatherstrip)

Weatherstrip

Service
(cable)

Thermostat
(Remote bulb)
Hardware cloth
Soil (4 in.)
Ground line
Heating cable
Sand or soil
(2 in.)

FIGURE 19–7.

Distance between wall and cable = 1§2 S
Distance between cable = S

A typical hotbed (Courtesy United States Department of Agriculture)

Covered on
south end

Snow fencing rolled
over framework

4 ¥ 4-in.
posts at
12 ft.-height

2 ¥ 6-inch
supports join
posts together
10-ft. spacing between posts

Open on north end

Concrete footing 3-ft. deep

FIGURE 19–8.

A typical lath house (Delmar/Cengage Learning)
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Aluminum barcap
Glass or hard
plastic glazing
Bedding compound

Sash bar

FIGURE 19–9.

Structural plan for greenhouse glazing (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

HEATING THE GREENHOUSE
Anyone who has spent even a moment in a greenhouse on a bright,
sunny day can attest to its ability to magnify the sun’s energy. The ability to admit light and use the energy for warmth and plant growth is
one side of the story. The other side is the inability of the greenhouse to
retain any significant portion of that heat energy after the sun sets. Any
attempt to insulate the greenhouse in a conventional manner would
severely reduce the admission of light that is critical to good plant
growth. Therefore, the need for supplemental heating is apparent.
With rising energy costs confronting every greenhouse professional,
the choice of heating systems deserves some thought where the opportunity for a choice exists. Nearly all systems are automated now, and
many involve both primary and back-up (emergency) systems.
Depending on the size of the greenhouse and to some extent the
length and severity of the cold weather season, the heating system may
be either a localized system or a central system. Localized heating systems are contained solely within the single greenhouse or section of a
greenhouse that they are intended to heat. A central system is more like
the heating system in a large building. It has a boiler that produces heat
to warm a number of separate greenhouses throughout the range.

Localized Heating Systems
There are different types of localized systems, distinguished by the type
of fuel they require. Most are unable to produce an amount of heat comparable to the central heating systems, but that should not be expected
of them.
Unit heaters or forced-air heaters as they are also known produce
their heat within a fuel box and a fan blows it into the greenhouse.
The heated air may be allowed to mix with the greenhouse air in the
immediate vicinity of the heater (Figure 19-10), or it may be forced into
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Fan jet ventilation and heating unit
blows hot air toward the central circulation fan
(Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by Steven Newman.)

FIGURE 19–10.

a polyethylene tube that is connected to the heater and runs the length
of the greenhouse. The latter method allows a more even distribution of
the heat throughout the greenhouse. Propane, natural gas, or kerosene
are the usual fuels for unit heaters.
Radiant heaters comprise a linear system that runs the length of the
greenhouse and is especially suited for houses that are narrow and long.
The system uses a long tube covered by an aluminum reflector. Propane
or natural gas is burned within the tube, causing it to reach a temperature of approximately 900° F. The hot gas is then pulled through the tube
by a pump at the exhaust end of the system. As it passes along the tube,
the heat of the gas causes the tube to emit infrared radiation, and it does
so at a 90-degree angle to the surface of the plants, benches, and floor.
Upon striking the flat surfaces, the infrared radiation is converted to the
desired heat.

Central Heating Systems
The most even distribution of heat throughout a greenhouse is accomplished when the heat is generated from a central system rather than
from a localized system. The boiler may be fueled with natural or propane gas, oil, or even wood or coal. It produces either hot water or steam
that carries the heat energy into the greenhouses through a series of
pipes that give off the heat into the air of the greenhouse. The placement
of the pipes has a significant effect on the efficiency of the heat distribution, so placement will vary depending on what is being grown and how
the benches are designed and placed. The pipes may be placed beneath
the benches for crops grown in or on raised benches. If the potted crops
are grown directly on the floor of the greenhouse, then the heat distribution pipes may be placed beneath the floor. Central heating systems
that use hot water as the heat source can locate the distribution pipes
around the perimeter of the greenhouse or overhead as well. A steam
system offers an additional advantage. It provides steam for use in pasteurization of the soil used to support crop growth. Table 19-2 compares
unit heaters with the two types of central heating systems.
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TABLE 19–2. A Comparison of Greenhouse Heating Systems
Type of System

Advantages

Possible Disadvantages

Steam

Can transport heat throughout large ranges
(greenhouse physical plants) without
cooling.

Control of greenhouse temperatures not as
subtle with steam as with hot water and
house may temporarily overheat.

Requires smaller piping than hot water
systems, reducing installation costs

Cost of maintenance greater with steam due
to damaging effects that high pressure has
on pipes.

Makes steam available for heat-treating
greenhouse soil
Hot Water

Permits more accurate and responsive
thermostatic control of greenhouse
temperatures

Larger piping required, increasing cost of
installation

Distributes heat more evenly with fewer hot
spots to injure plants

Steam still required for soil pasteurization

Less potential for danger to workers if a hot
water line ruptures than if a pressurized
steam line breaks
Unit heater

Adaptable to small greenhouse areas

Fuel cost (gas or oil) may be greater than
cost of expanding existing steam or hot
water system.

Excellent back-up systems in the event of
boiler breakdown or power failure of larger
system

Heat distribution uneven but can be
improved by attaching plastic sleeves
that extend length of house. Bench level
temperatures may still be cooler than nearer
roof.

VENTILATING AND COOLING THE GREENHOUSE
The even distribution of air throughout a greenhouse is essential for
consistent temperatures and uniform plant growth. Also, greenhouse
air should move slightly as often as possible to minimize mildew and
other diseases of plants that proliferate under stagnant air conditions.
Ventilation of greenhouses is accomplished by using:
• roof and side ventilators
• exhaust fans
• fan and convection tube systems
• a retractable roof
Use of roof and side vents for air exchange is based on the principle
that heated air rises. Hot air exits through the roof vent, while fresh,
cooler air enters through the side vents. When ventilators run the length
of the roof and sides, air exchange is consistent throughout the house.
Use of ventilators alone is the oldest method of ventilating greenhouses
(Figure 19–11).
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Side vents permit cool air to enter the
greenhouse, forcing the hot air out through the top
vents. (Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by Steven
Newman.)

FIGURE 19–11.

FIGURE 19–12. A greenhouse exhaust fan (Delmar/
Cengage Learning. Photo by Steven Newman.)

Exhaust fans can be used in warm weather to draw old air out of the
house and pull fresh air in. Fans can supplement roof and side ventilators or be used in place of them as in small, plastic-covered quonset
houses (Figure 19–12).
When the outside air is so cold that its direct entry into the greenhouse would cause plant injury, a plastic convection tube can be used
to permit warming and even distribution of the air before it enters the
greenhouse atmosphere. A polyethylene sleeve with holes, the tube
inflates and pulls outside air into the house when fan jets operate. The
convection tube system may be paired with exhaust fans as well as heaters or cooling systems to provide temperature-adjusted fresh air for the
greenhouse (Figure 19–13).

FIGURE 19–13. Use of a convection tube ensures even
distribution of heated air through the greenhouse.
(Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by Steven Newman.)
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Cooling the greenhouse is necessary many times during the year
and is vital if the greenhouse is to be used during the summer months.
Three basic approaches are taken depending on the time of year and
geographic location:
1. Shading the glass to reduce light intensity.
2. Ventilating to allow cooler outside air to replace warm air inside.
3. Promoting heat exchange through water evaporation.

Shading
Greenhouse shading can be obtained by spraying a compound onto the
glass externally. It is a temporary shading that gradually washes away
with the rain. In the South, a more permanent shading compound may
be used. The compounds are available in both liquid and powdered
forms. Those containing binders persist longer (Figure 19–14).
Shading can also be applied internally as cotton, polyester, or saran
cloth sun screens suspended above a crop to reduce the light intensity
(Figure 19–15). The saran is available in different weaves that determine
the amount of light reduction. The screens can be automated to be
pulled across the greenhouse in response to signals from photocells.
This gives the cloth sun screens an advantage over exterior shading
sprays. The sun screens only reduce the light intensity when it is needed.
Sprayed shading reduces the light intensity all day long, even on cloudy
days when the reduced light is reduced even more, perhaps to a detrimentally low level. An additional advantage of some sun screens is that
they can also be drawn over crops to retain heat during cold weather.

Ventilation
As described earlier, greenhouse ventilation systems bring fresh air
into the greenhouse to replace the warm internal air. As long as the
outside air is cooler than the temperature desired for the greenhouse,

FIGURE 19–14. Shading is applied to lower the
temperature. Sections can be left unshaded for crops
requiring high light intensity. (Delmar/Cengage
Learning)

FIGURE 19–15. Saran shading aids in light control for
production of these young plants. (Delmar/Cengage
Learning. Photo by Steven Newman.)
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ventilation will cool the greenhouse. During especially hot weather, just
opening the vents may not be enough. Some greenhouses have been
structurally modified to improve their ventilation and cooling capability. While the modifications vary, the structures are collectively termed
retractable roof greenhouses. They permit the roof of the production
facility to be pulled back when desired, thereby providing a more natural environment for growth of the plants when conditions are suitable.
When the outside weather is not good, perhaps too cold, too hot, too
wet, too arid, or even too bright, the roof can be restored and the desired
environment recreated within the closed greenhouse.

Heat Exchange and Water Evaporation
When water evaporates or changes from a liquid to a vapor, it absorbs
heat from the atmosphere and cooler air results. That is the principle behind two greenhouse cooling systems: fan and pad and fog
evaporative.
Fan and pad cooling uses exhaust fans and continuously wet pads of
excelsior (a fibrous porous material), cross-fluted cellulose, aluminum
fibers, or glass fibers. Through a recirculating water system, the pads
are kept wet at one end of the greenhouse while fans at the opposite
end of the house pull outside air through the pads into the greenhouse.
The system goes by other names as well: wet-pad cooling or washed air
cooling. Regardless of name, the principle is the same (Figures 19–16A
and 19–16B).
Fog evaporative cooling uses a high-pressure pump to create a fine
mist. The water droplets are so tiny that they remain in suspension in
the air, then evaporate. As the fog disperses through the greenhouse,
the evaporation of the tiny droplets causes the desired cooling without
getting the plants wet.
Both fan and pad cooling and fog evaporative cooling systems can
reduce greenhouse temperatures from 10° to 30° F below the outside
air.

In this pad and fan cooling system,
continuously wet pads of excelsior cool the air drawn
through them into the greenhouse. (Delmar/Cengage
Learning. Photo by Jack Ingels.)

FIGURE 19–16A.

These fans at the opposite end of the
greenhouses pull the outside air through the pads.
(Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by Jack Ingels.)

FIGURE 19–16B.
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CONSERVING ENERGY IN GREENHOUSES
As the era of cheap fuel passes into history, a new era of energy conservation has begun. Greenhouse growers have felt the impact of increased
fuel costs directly in their cost of production. Since most greenhouse
crops are discretionary rather than essential consumer purchases, the
cost of production cannot be allowed to parallel the cost of fuel or sales
may decline.
The greenhouse industry has responded in several ways to the need
for energy conservation to curb rising production costs. Current trends
in crop production show an orientation of crop types to geographic
regions. Crops needing high temperatures for optimum production are
being grown less commonly in the northern states and in greater numbers in the South. Cool-temperature crops such as carnations are replacing warm-temperature crops such as roses in northern greenhouses. It
must be noted, however, that the technology for energy conservation in
greenhouses is still in its infancy. No doubt some of the techniques to be
described will prove their merit and gain acceptance. Others will probably prove impractical and be replaced.

Double-Layered Plastic Covering
Covering the plastic greenhouse with two layers of plastic instead of
one and inflating the air space in between using a small fan makes the
covering more airtight and more heat-retentive. Even some glass houses
are being covered with a plastic outer shell to aid in heat retention. The
principle disadvantage of the extra plastic layer is the reduction in light
intensity.

Foundation Insulation
Large amounts of heat are lost through the concrete or wooden sides of
the greenhouse. The siding material may be supportive or merely provide a skirt between the glass and the ground. In either case, the addition of insulation can plug an important area of heat loss.
The insulation can be an earthen bank against the outside of the
wall. It can also be a layer of insulating material such as fiberboard or
foil-covered styrofoam against the interior wall. With pierced concrete
block foundations, the holes can be filled with insulating material at the
time of construction.

North Wall Insulation
With no direct sunlight entering through the north wall of the greenhouse and maximum heat loss occurring there, the north wall is an
energy liability. Some commercial and university greenhouse ranges
are experimenting with full ground-to-roof insulation of the north wall,
using concrete or wood and appropriate insulating material. The energy
saved is proving to be significant and the light reduction minimal.

Thermal Blanket Over Crops
Most of the heat loss in a greenhouse occurs after dark; hence, that is
when fuel consumption is greatest. Heating the air between the crop
and the greenhouse roof at night has been a necessary evil in the past,
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although admittedly of no value to the plants. Now a thin thermal blanket supported on wires can be pulled over the plants at night to hold
warmth around the benches where it is needed.
The principal drawback to this technique can be the awkwardness
of its operation. If hand-pulled across the crop, it results in a loss of
some daylight because the greenhouse staff does not report for work at
sunrise each day nor work until dark. Automated blanket systems have
been developed and are gaining industry acceptance nationwide.

Other Methods
Other energy-saving techniques are being devised by researchers worldwide. Lining greenhouse benches with black plastic tubes of water is
one such technique. In theory, the water tubes will absorb sunlight
energy during the day and release it slowly at night. Tighter sealing of
glass glazing panels is another technique for slowing heat escape from
the glass greenhouse. The installation of a plastic false ceiling to cut off
some of the roof space that otherwise requires heating can also reduce
energy needs.
Windbreaks are also being used in some operations in which there
is sufficient land around the greenhouse. If properly designed and not
placed so close that they reduce the amount of light, windbreaks can
reduce the temperature lowering effect of winds. It is also logical and
imperative that the greenhouse operator keep the heating system in
good condition to maximize its efficiency and repair cracks or tears in
the glazing, loose panels, or damaged door seals as soon as they are
discovered.
Many methods are being tried; the next decade will begin to see
their results. There is no question that the greenhouse industry has
entered into a period of change.

GREENHOUSE BENCHES
The benches of a greenhouse may be raised or at ground level. They
may actually contain the crop or merely support it. The style of benches,
materials used, and arrangement within the greenhouse all depend on
the crop being grown. However, regardless of the crop grown or style of
bench selected, greenhouse benches must fulfill three functions:
1. They must drain quickly.
2. They must be of a width that allows workers to reach into their
center.
3. They must maximize the crop’s exposure to light.
The choice of bench styles depends on the crop being grown. For
example, greenhouse vegetable production (principally of tomatoes
and lettuce) requires ground beds. Production methods are similar to
those used in field plantings, but the ground beds need special preparation for proper drainage. Such preparation includes approximately six
inches of crushed stone beneath six to eight inches of porous soil, and
a properly installed drainage tile system to provide for subsoil drainage.
Similar bed construction is required if the ground benches are used for
cut flowers such as roses. The benches are usually limited to three feet
in width to allow access to the center of the bed by workers who must tie
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FIGURE 19–17. These roses are being grown in ground beds as a cut flower crop.
(Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by Jack Ingels.)

the crop, cut the blossoms, and so forth. Sides may be built as an edging for the ground beds to define walkways more clearly and reduce the
possibility of plant injury (Figure 19–17).
Raised benches are used in the production of pot crops as well as
cut flower crops. In the case of potted plants, the bench serves much
like a table to bring the crop up to a level where it can be worked on easily. With cut flower crops, the bench not only elevates the crop but also
contains the growing medium for the plants. As such, it must be from
6 to 12 inches deep to allow for proper root development and drainage
(Figures 19–18 and 19–19). Raising the bench above ground allows air
to flow more freely around the crop and permits a warmer root-zone
temperature to be maintained. Often, heating lines are placed beneath
the benches to attain maximum benefit from the warmth.

FIGURE 19–18. A bench for potted plant production
(Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by Steven Newman.)

FIGURE 19–19. A cut flower bench must be from 6 to
12 inches deep to permit root development and proper
drainage. (Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by Jack
Ingels.)
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FIGURE 19–20. This photo illustrates the pipe frame.
(Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by Jack Ingels.)

A framework of pipe constructed above a regular bench increases
the amount of growing space within a greenhouse by permitting hanging baskets to be grown above another crop (Figure 19–20).

Bench Materials
Greenhouse benches may be purchased as prefabricated units or
improvised by the grower to fit particular needs. The most important
quality of a bench is capacity for rapid drainage. A number of materials
are commonly used:
• wood (rot resistant choices such as redwood, cedar, or cypress are
durable but expensive)
• aluminum (very durable and expensive)
• welded wire fabric
• wooden slats (less durable and less expensive)
• spruce or redwood lath with concrete block legs
• concrete (long popular for ground beds, it is both durable and
expensive)
• polypropylene tops on a support frame
Wooden supports, metal pipes, concrete blocks, and wire fabric or
lath can be combined easily to make an affordable bench that can be
adapted to all types of containerized crops. Care should be given to
preserving any wood used in bench construction. Either naturally rotresistant woods such as redwood or preservative-treated woods (stained
with cooper naphthanate) can be used.
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Characteristics
Aisles along the sides
and between the
benches: least efficient
use of space for
growing.

Aisle on side

Aisle

Greenhouses and Other Growing Structures

FIGURE 19–21.

A cross-bench arrangement (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

Bench Arrangements
Since crops cannot be grown and money cannot be made in space
devoted to aisles, greenhouse benches are arranged carefully to provide the greatest area for growing space. The number and width of
aisles are determined by the width of the carts needed in the aisles, and
whether the crop can be worked from one side or needs to be accessible
from both.
Three methods of arranging benches in greenhouses are commonly
used (Figures 19–21, 19–22, and 19–23).
To increase the efficient use of space in greenhouses employing
raised benches, some growers have placed benches atop rolling pipes,
thereby permitting the movement of benches back and forth (Figures
19–24A & B). This system eliminates the need for permanent aisles and
reduces their numbers. Essentially the aisle can be shifted to where it is
needed.

Bench arrangement

Central aisle

Benches

Characteristics
Features a wide central
aisle to accommodate
carts and other
equipment; narrow
aisles between
benches allow access
by workers and
efficient use of space
for growing.

FIGURE 19–22. With peninsular benching, each bench is accessible from both sides and the aisle end. (Delmar/
Cengage Learning)
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Characteristics
Utilizes growing space
efficiently, but workers
must walk the length
of the house to get to
the other side of the
bench.

Aisles

Benches

Bench arrangement

Length-of-house benching

FIGURE 19–23. Length-of-house benching. The central bench can be worked from both sides. (Delmar/Cengage
Learning. Photo by Steve Newman.)

Benches atop rolling pipes permit
aisles to be changed as needed. (Courtesy of Robert
Sutherland)

FIGURE 19–24A.

The rolling pipe system beneath a
bench (Courtesy of Robert Sutherland)

FIGURE 19–24B.

SUMMARY
Plant growing structures exist to provide consistent, controlled environmental conditions for the growth of plants. There are several different
types of structures. Greenhouses exist in many forms depending on
their age, location, and use. They can be built of aluminum, iron, steel,
or wood and glazed with glass, hard plastic, or soft plastic. Their styles
include: (1) detached A-frame truss, (2) ridge-and-furrow A-frame truss,
and (3) quonset. Other growing structures include shade or lath houses,
cold frames, hotbeds, and high tunnels. Typical structural plans for
these structures are included in the chapter.
The material selected to cover the growing structure depends on the
amount of light needed, the length of service required, and the time and
cost of materials and maintenance that the grower can accept.
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Greenhouses require heating systems to supplement natural solar
heat by day and at night. The choices include central steam or hot water
systems, and unit heaters. Each has advantages and disadvantages.
Greenhouses are ventilated by using roof and side ventilators,
exhaust fans, fan-and-convection-tube systems, or a retractable roof.
Ventilation is needed to distribute air evenly throughout the greenhouse,
maintain consistent temperatures, and reduce the risk of disease.
The need to cool the greenhouse is greatest during the summer
months. Three approaches to cooling are used depending on the time of
year and geographic location of the greenhouse: shading the glass, ventilation, or heat exchange and water evaporation.
Energy conservation has become increasingly important in recent
years as expensive fuels have sent greenhouse production costs climbing. Techniques such as double-layered plastic coverings, foundation
insulation, north wall insulation, and thermal blankets are being tried
now. The future will see additional techniques developed.
The style of benches, the materials used in their construction, and
their arrangement within the greenhouse all depend on the crops being
grown. Benches may be raised or at ground level. They may contain the
crops or merely support them. They may be commercially prefabricated
or improvised. They may be arranged as cross-benching, peninsular
benching, or length-of-house benching. Regardless of these differences,
all benches must drain quickly, be of a width that allows workers to
reach into their center, and allow crops maximum exposure to light.

A CH I EVE M E NT R E VI E W
A. SHORT ANSWER
Answer each of the following questions as briefly
as possible.
1. List the three purposes of a greenhouse.
Then list four crops that are grown
commercially in your region of the country
for each purpose given.
2. Match the characteristics on the left with
the growing structures on the right.
a. most efficient land
use of all greenhouse
styles
b. rounded style that
may be covered with
hard or soft plastic
c. low structures
used for holding
plants, propagation,
or hardening-off
bedding plants
d. strongest greenhouse
style

1. Detached,
A-frame
truss
greenhouse
2. Ridge and
furrow
greenhouse
3. Quonset
greenhouse
4. Shade house
5. Cold frames
or hot beds

e. greenhouse style
offering the best
environmental
control
f. another use for
a soft plastic
greenhouse during
the summer
g. not well-suited for
the production of
crops requiring
different
environmental
conditions
h. lacks interior walls
between houses
i. may be heated by
solar energy or
electric cables
j. greenhouse style
not requiring a
deep foundation
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3. Match the characteristics on the left with
the covering materials on the right.
a. requires
1. clean glass
scrubbing with
2. polyethylene
a wire brush
3. shade fabric
every other year 4. vinyl
to remove
5. polyvinyl fluoride
collected dust
6. fiberglass
b. a summer covering used over quonset
frame greenhouses

c. allows the highest percentage of
sunlight to pass through
d. allows the least percentage of sunlight
to pass through
e. has the shortest time of service of the
soft plastics
4. Label the parts of the following structural
plans.

CHAPTER 19

5. Match the characteristics on the left with
the types of heating systems on the right.
a. adaptable to
1. steam
small
2. hot water
greenhouse
3. unit heater
areas and
often used as
emergency
back-up
b. requires large piping, thereby
increasing installation costs
c. uneven heat distribution
d. heat can be transported through a large
range of greenhouses without cooling
e. permits the most accurate thermostatic
control of temperatures
f. requires smaller piping, keeping
installation costs lower
g. may be used with a plastic convection
tube to permit more even distribution
of heat
h. a safer system with less potential
danger in the event a line ruptures
i. most adaptive to heat treatment of soil
j. cost of maintenance is greatest
6. Several bench styles are described below.
For each, describe its best use, cost, and
advantages or disadvantages.
a. A ground bed edged with concrete to
separate it from the walk contains a
field of drainage tile and six inches of
crushed stone.
b. A raised bench with redwood sides and
wire mesh base; it contains no soil.
c. A raised bench of concrete blocks,
wooden supports, and welded wire
fabric.
d. A raised bench of wood has sides and
contains soil.
e. A raised bench of concrete blocks,
wooden supports, and lath.
7. Diagram and label three common methods
of arranging benches in a greenhouse.
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B. ESSAY
1. Write a short paragraph explaining
how shading, ventilation, and water
evaporation each serve to cool a
greenhouse differently.

C. TRUE/FALSE
Indicate if the following statements are true
or false.
1. Heat can be lost through both the
foundation and the glazing material of a
greenhouse.
2. Energy conservation methods employed
in greenhouses are aimed at retaining as
much heat as possible, and plugging all
avenues of escape.
3. Present energy conservation technology is
highly advanced.
4. We can anticipate no advances in energy
conservation technology in the future.
5. The use of a small fan to inflate a double
layer of plastic covering a greenhouse is a
fairly effective method of conserving heat
energy.
6. Industry trends are toward the production
of warm-temperature crops in northern
greenhouses.
7. Thermal blankets are used to maintain
warmer night temperatures near crops
while allowing the rest of the greenhouse
to cool down.
8. Since maximum heat loss occurs through
the west wall of a greenhouse, full groundto-roof insulation is proving to be effective
in cutting heating bills.
9. Since warm air rises, heating the roof
area of a greenhouse is an efficient use of
energy.
10. Placing heating lines beneath benches
is more efficient than running the lines
overhead.
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O B J E C T I VE S
Upon completion of this chapter, you should be able to

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

explain the need for a crop production schedule.
explain how and why greenhouse root media vary.
describe four methods of pasteurizing growing media.
list three reasons for frequent testing of greenhouse soil.
list and describe the containers used in greenhouse production.
list the methods of reproduction used for greenhouse crops.
label crops on a greenhouse bench.
describe methods of spacing, watering, and fertilizing greenhouse crops.
describe techniques of integrated pest management in greenhouses.
plan production schedules for a representative sampling of greenhouse crops.

KEY TERMS
pasteurization
irrigation

breakers

foggers

CROP PRODUCTION SCHEDULING
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The production of greenhouse crops can be compared to the manufacture of nonplant items in one way: scheduling its important. No one
buys a poinsettia on December twenty-sixth or an Easter lily on the
Monday after Easter. Retail florists need large quantities of red roses for
Valentine’s Day, and they sell more mums during the autumn than the
spring. In northern states, bedding plants are of interest to consumers for about a six-week period in the spring, and after that they can
barely be given away. Unlike other manufacturers, who can store excess
inventories, greenhouse growers lose their perishable products and the
money invested in them if they don’t sell. Timing is everything in the
flower production business.
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To serve the market when consumer demand is greatest, and minimize losses due to overproduction or underproduction, greenhouse
growers plant, care for, and harvest their crops in accordance with
production schedules. In theory, plant production schedules are logical
and not difficult to follow. A particular crop can be expected to require a
certain number of weeks at a given temperature to go from seed or cutting to harvest. By counting backward from the desired harvest date, the
date of planting can be determined. By keeping accurate yearly records,
a grower can determine whether to increase or decrease the number of
plants produced. Dates of pinching, fertilizing, shading, application of
growth retardants, or repotting can be determined from previous years’
data or provided by seed or cutting suppliers.
Theory meets reality, though, when unexpected warm weather
sends greenhouse temperatures soaring above those specified in the
crop’s production schedule, and crop development advances by a week
in only a day or two. Equally troublesome is an extended period of overcast skies, an outbreak of disease, a malfunctioning heating system, or
a disrupted photoperiod at a critical stage of plant development. That is
when growers must apply their education and past experience to compensate for the unexpected and get the crop back on schedule.
Complete crop records are essential for effective production scheduling. In addition, growers must stay attuned to the economic forecast
to anticipate changes in consumer buying. If last year was a record year
for sales but the current year’s forecasts are for restrained consumer
spending, the crop should be reduced. On the other hand, when a
downward trend in the economy is followed by a steady increase, more
plants can be grown for sale.

GREENHOUSE ROOT MEDIA
Greenhouse plants are grown in a wide variety of root media, including
those that contain actual soil as well as those that are entirely soil-less.
The media can be formulated by the grower, adapting and modifying
one of the traditional mixes such as those described in Chapter 14, or
the media can be purchased from commercial sources.
Whether soil-containing or soil-less, root media must all do the
same things: provide nutrients to the plant, retain water for use by the
plant, allow aeration for the roots, and anchor the plant firmly in the
container or bench.
The research comparisons between greenhouse crops grown in
soil versus those grown in artificial media are extensive. However, the
grower’s decision to use one medium rather than another is likely to be
based on economic factors more than research findings. Is there a close
source of good field soil that can fill ground beds or benches? Is the potted crop going to be shipped over a long distance, making weight a cost
and handling factor? Does the grower have the facilities and desire to
mix and pasteurize large quantities of soil, or is a ready-mixed product
more practical?
When field soils are used in greenhouse crop production, they must
be conditioned and pasteurized. Drainage is essential, so sand, peat,
vermiculite, fired clay, and even gravel may be added. Even a loam soil,
ideal for nursery and landscape use, is not satisfactory for greenhouse
use without additives. Pasteurization with steam or chemicals is needed
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because of the presence of weed seeds, pathogens, and insects in the
soil. The specifics of pasteurization are described later in this chapter.
Once in the greenhouse bench, the soil may serve for many years if
properly reconditioned after each crop is harvested.
While good field soil in a bench offers the cultural predictability that
is essential to high-quality crop production, the unpredictability of field
soil taken from different sources each time is what led to the development and widespread use of soil-less mixes for potted crops.
The commercially prepared soil-less mixes differ in their formulations but not in their functions. Regardless of brand names, the artificial
mixes are either bark-based or peat moss-based mixes. Brand name
examples of each formulation include:
Bark-based growing media
Ball Growing Mixes I and II
Choice Container Mix
Fafard Mix, Number 3 and 4
Metro Mixes 300, 350, and 500
Pro-Mix Peat-Bark Mix
Strong-Lite Bark Mix
VJ #1 Mix and #3 Mix
Peat-based growing media
Ball Germinating Mix
Fafard Peat-Lite Mix
Jiffy Mix
Jiffy Mix Plus
Ogilvie Professional Mixes 2 and 5
Premier Germinating Mix
Pro-Mix A
Redi-earth Peat Lite Mix
Sunshine Mixes
The principal advantage of artificial root media is their uniformity
of composition and the predictable response of plants to fertilization,
watering, and other production techniques when grown in them. By
using soil-less media, a grower eliminates one of the variables that can
make production difficult. An added advantage is that these media are
lightweight, making their handling less burdensome. Some also contain
small amounts of starter fertilizers and/or a gel to retain moisture.

PASTEURIZING THE MEDIA
Greenhouse growing media that contain field soil or artificial media that
have been exposed or previously used can contain undesirable microorganisms, insects, and weeds. The elimination of these undesirables
is termed pasteurization. Unlike sterilization, which kills all life in the
soil, pasteurization kills just the harmful elements. Soil pasteurization is
preferred to sterilization and, fortunately, is easier to accomplish.
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Pasteurization is usually accomplished either with steam or with
chemical fumigants. The fumigants are more expensive than steam,
which is usually available from the greenhouse heating system. However,
some weeds are not killed by the 180° F soil temperature of steam treatment and require fumigation. Small quantities of soil may be pasteurized with electric heat, but it is not a common method for commercial
use.
Steam is applied to the bench, pots, or ground beds in different
ways:
• from the surface
• through pipes buried in the soil
• in a closed container
For bench soil pasteurization, benches must have evenly spaced
openings in the bottom to permit air to escape as steam enters.

Surface Steaming
Surface steaming, like all steaming, is done after the soil is conditioned
and of uniform consistency. All nutrients and pH adjustors should be
mixed evenly into the soil before steaming except those that would be
harmed by the treatment, such as time-release fertilizers formulated
with plastic coatings.
The soil is then leveled in the bench and a perforated pipe or hose is
placed on top to distribute the steam evenly down the bench. One pipe
or hose is used per three feet or less of bench width. Next, at intervals of
four to five feet down the center of the bench, inverted flats or concrete
blocks are set into place. Finally, a solid cover, such as a canvas tarpaulin
or sheet of heavy plastic, is placed over the bench and weighted down
around the outside edge. The flats or blocks prevent the cover from
adhering to the soil (Figure 20–1).
Steam is then introduced into the perforated pipe or hose from the
boiler. Probe thermometers placed into the medium at intervals around
the bench record the soil temperature as the steam permeates it. When
the most distant parts of the bench attain a soil temperature of 180° F

FIGURE 20–1. This greenhouse ground bed is being
steam pasteurized. A tarpaulin held down by clips
prevents the steam from escaping. (Delmar/Cengage
Learning. Photo by Steven Newman.)
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(or 140° F if air is being injected into the steam) for thirty minutes or
longer, pasteurization is complete. The tarp, blocks, and pipes can be
removed and the soil permitted to cool for planting.

Buried Pipes
Buried pipes are a preferred method of steaming if ground beds are
being pasteurized, although the technique is also suitable for benches.
In this method, perforated pipes are placed in the center of the bench
and then buried at one-half or more of the soil’s depth. The bench is
covered and the temperature measured as in surface steaming.

Closed Container Steaming
Closed container steaming is used for pots and other containers, with or
without soil in them. It may also be used for tools and other production
materials that could be contaminated. A thermometer must be outside
the container to permit temperature reading.

Chemical Fumigants
Where growers do not have the facilities for steaming soil, they must use
chemical fumigants. The fumigation should be done outside the greenhouse to help avoid injury to greenhouse crops or workers since many
of the products are toxic to plants or humans. Benches can be disinfested with a dilute antiseptic. The fumigants are in two forms: pressurized
gas canisters and liquids that turn to gas after application. The pile of
soil being fumigated must be covered with a gas-impermeable canopy
to hold in the gas and allow it to permeate the soil. The toxicity of some
of the products is one of the disadvantages of fumigation. Another disadvantage is the waiting time required before the soil can be planted
without injury to the crop. Up to three weeks may be needed for safety.
The fumigants currently used are chloropicrin (tear gas), Vapam,
and Formalin.

SOIL TESTS
One important item of the greenhouse production schedule is regular
soil testing for both bench crops and potted plants. The grower should
not wait until plants display symptoms of difficulty before soil testing.
Tests should be run monthly on benches with crops. The frequency of
testing needed for potted plants will depend on how long the particular
crop takes to reach harvest size. For example, potted azaleas require
more production time than most herbaceous plants. They also require
an acidic pH. Several soil tests are needed during their production to
ensure optimal growth.
Growers need soil tests for three main reasons:
1. To check the pH.
2. To check for nutrient deficiencies.
3. To measure the soluble salt content.
Soil acidity is important in the production of certain crops, such as
the azaleas noted above, and needs to be measured whenever field soil
is used in the growing medium or in regions where irrigation water may
alter the pH. Testing for the level of nitrates, phosphates, and potash
in the growing media is usually sufficient unless another deficiency or
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excess is suspected. Any of several commercially available soil test kits
can provide the grower with same-day results. The do-it-yourself kits are
affordable, easy to use, and generally accurate enough to be of use to
the grower. More accurate tests can be performed by the state’s college
of agriculture or commercial labs, but there is a time lag of several days
or longer.
Soil samples need to be selected from several parts of the bench or
from random pots of a crop, then mixed, dried, and tested (Figure 20–2).
The most reliable results will be obtained if
1. the same person does the testing each time.
2. all glassware is kept clean and rinsed each time with distilled
water.
3. the reagents are fresh and kept in a cool, dark storage space
when not in use. Regularly scheduled reordering of the reagents,
rather than waiting until the old ones are gone, will ensure their
freshness.
Knowledge of the soil’s soluble salt levels is considered by many
growers and educators to be even more important than pH information for good greenhouse production. The soluble salts of a soil can be
increased by steam pasteurization, excessive fertilization, and failure of
the irrigation water to drain sufficiently to leach the fertilizers from the
soil. Soluble salt levels can be measured easily using a conductivity/TDS
meter (Figure 20–3).

FIGURE 20–3. A conductivity/TDS meter is used to test
the total soluble salt levels of solutions and media.
(Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by Jack Ingels.)

FIGURE 20–2. Testing the soil of a greenhouse crop
(Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by Jack Ingels.)
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Most college courses in soil science or greenhouse production
include training in soil testing. All the techniques required for greenhouse production are easily learned. Obtaining a truly representative
soil sample and maintaining consistency in the testing are the most
difficult aspects.

GREENHOUSE CONTAINERS
The containers selected for use in greenhouse potted plant production
vary depending on the crop and the time of year.
Pots are round containers whose height and diameter are equal.
Made of clay, styrofoam, or hard plastic, they are used for production
and sale. Made in small sizes of pressed peat moss, they are used for
rooting, seeding, and transplanting. Azalea pots are round containers
with the height three-fourths the diameter. They are preferred by some
growers for the production of poinsettias and chrysanthemums as well
as azaleas. Pans are containers the height of which is one-half the diameter. They are preferred by some growers for bulbous flowers such as
tulips and hyacinths.
Clay containers are porous; plastic is not. Therefore, gas and air can
permeate clay containers, and soil dries more rapidly. This is advantageous during the winter season when plants can often be too wet in
the nonporous plastic containers. The situation reverses in the warmer
months when clay may permit soil to dry out too quickly. Although
popular for centuries, clay containers are declining in use by growers.
Plastic containers may be either hard or of styrofoam. Either is much
lighter than clay and is often a reason why plastic is preferred by a grower. Plastic containers cannot be heat pasteurized, though, whereas clay
containers can be heated without fear of their melting. Also, the combination of lightweight container and artificial soil can result in top-heavy
plants; so clay containers will probably always have their proponents
(Figure 20–4).
Peat pots are manufactured either individually or in strips, similar
to egg cartons. They range in diameter from one and one-half to four
inches. They are a great convenience for transplanting because there

FIGURE 20–4. Typical greenhouse pot crop containers: Azalea pots, pots, and pans. All are shown in (left to right)
clay and hard plastic. (Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by Steven Newman.)
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is no need to remove the pot. It is set directly into the new container or
garden, where it decomposes. The peat container is fragile, especially
after being wet, and will not tolerate much movement. Growers usually
place them in flats (which will be described shortly) to provide the support necessary for moving and handling. Peat pots and strips (Figure
20–5), are widely used for the production of bedding plants. They are
also used for the production of lining-out stock (these will be described
in Chapter 21).

(a)

(b)
Square and round peat pots and production strips
((a) © Rick Seeney, 2009. Used under license from Shutterstock.com)
((b) © Thomas A. Perkins, 2009. Used under license from Shutterstock.com)

FIGURE 20–5A and B.
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FIGURE 20–6. Examples of greenhouse hanging baskets. The papier mache
baskets are given added strength by wire. Others are molded plastic. Half baskets
are used against the walls. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

Molded plastic packs are also used for greenhouse production, especially for bedding plants. They resemble ice-cube trays and are available
in different sizes. Since they do not decompose in the soil, plants must
be removed for transplanting. They are firmer than peat strips and are
salable as they are. They also retain moisture better than peat strips.
Hanging baskets are specialized production containers made of wire
or plastic (Figure 20–6). The baskets may be solid or meshed. The mesh
baskets require a liner to hold the soil and they drip after being watered.
The solid baskets require no liner, nor do they drip.
Flats are shallow, rectangular containers that may be used to start
seedlings, root cuttings, or hold less sturdy peat pots and strips.
Traditionally constructed of inexpensive wood, often as an off-season
job for greenhouse workers, flats may also be made of plastic. The plastic flats are manufactured to hold a number of the molded plastic packs
neatly (Figure 20–7).
Understandably, the size of the containers determines the amount
of pasteurized growing medium needed at the time of planting and
transplanting. Table 20–1, developed by Dr. P. A. Hammer of Purdue
University, can help growers determine their needs in advance.

FIGURE 20–7. Examples of greenhouse flats. The
plastic flats are lightweight but strong. The traditional
wood flat is sturdy but heavy by comparison. (Delmar/
Cengage Learning. Photo by Jack Ingels.)
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TABLE 20–1. Number of Pots Filled with One Cubic Yard

of Medium
Container (Diameter in Inches)

Number Filled Per Cubic Yard

Standard round pot
21⁄4

6,952

21⁄2

4,840

3

2,948

4

1,276

5

704

6

396

7

242

8

176

12

44

Azalea pot
4

1,540

5

770

51⁄2

648

6

440

Bulb pan
5

1,100

6

858

Hanging baskets
8

324

10

135

Flats
111⁄2  211⁄4  21⁄4
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REPRODUCTION METHODS
Chapter 14 details the main methods used by ornamental horticulturists for reproducing plants. Greenhouse production uses some reproduction methods more than others for particular purposes:
• seed for production of bedding plants and geraniums
• runners for foliage plants like the spider plant
• bulbs for flowering perennials like tulips, daffodils, crocuses, and
gladioli
• layering for foliage plants like the fig and rubber plant
• cuttings for geraniums, chrysanthemums, and many foliage plants
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FIGURE 20–8. Mums are a common plant that is begun
by rooted cuttings and then transferred to pots for
continued growth. (Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by
Ed Reiley.)

• grafting for some azaleas
• budding for roses
• division of the crown for foliage plants and African violets
• tissue and organ culturing for orchids and bromeliads, and for
production of disease-free stock for chrysanthemums, carnations,
and other flowering plants
The greenhouse grower may propagate the crops and grow them to
maturity, or buy cuttings and other propagative stock from firms that
specialize in propagation. Of the numerous methods of reproduction
used by greenhouse growers, seeds and cuttings are the most common
(Figure 20–8). Despite the comparative ease of propagation by cuttings,
many species are protected by plant patents that require new cuttings
to be purchased each time from the supplier.

SPACING AND LABELING A CROP
The spacing of a greenhouse crop has a direct impact on the costs of production and the quality of the crop. Closer spacing permits more plants
to be grown, but if it is too close, it reduces the quality of the product.
Spacing that is too great produces excellent plants but at the expense of
crop numbers and profit.
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Different methods of growing require different techniques of spacing. With bench crop production, the spacing decision made at the time
of planting remains unchanged throughout the life of the crop. Potted
crop production can be the same, with no movement of the pots after
planting (termed fixed spacing); or the crop can be started in small
pots with close spacing, and both container size and spacing can be
increased as the crop matures (termed expanding spacing). For example, the crop may be started in three-inch pots and advance through
several transplantings to mature size in six-inch pots. Each transplanting requires labor and more space. The space can only be provided by
moving out some other crop. When certain holidays fall close together,
such as Valentine’s Day and Easter or Easter and Mother’s Day, there
may not be enough time to space out the next crop before damage is
done due to close spacing. Expanding spacing is commonly practiced,
though, and probably will continue to be. Expanding and fixed spacing
are compared and summarized in Table 20–2.
Whether spacing bench crops or potted plants, the objectives are
the same. The plants must receive adequate sunlight and air to permit
photosynthesis to proceed unimpaired. Crowded spacing can reduce
photosynthesis and increase the possibility of disease due to shaded,
overly moist foliage and reduced air circulation. Where expanding spacing is used, the dates of repotting and spacing must be part of the production schedule for each crop. Consideration must also be given to
future crops. As the current crop reaches maturity, its time of sale must
be anticipated to permit the wider spacing of another crop.

TABLE 20–2. A Comparison of Expanding and Fixed

Spacing
Expanding Spacing

Fixed Spacing

•

Plants are transplanted one or more
times

•

Plants are not transplanted

•

Several production containers are
required per plant

•

A single production container is
required per plant

•

More labor is required

•

Less labor is required

•

Less bench space is required at
the beginning. Other crops in later
stages of maturity can also be
grown

•

Greater bench space is required
at the beginning, which may limit
the number of other plants grown
annually

•

Roots often develop better when
pots are not larger than the plant
needs

•

Early root development may be
limited with small plants in large
pots

•

Small pots dry out more quickly

•

Large pots do not dry out as quickly

•

Plants can be damaged if repotting
or increased spacing is delayed

•

Certain crops, such as bulbous
ﬂowers, do not transplant well and
require ﬁxed spacing
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Bench crop

Potted crop

Here

Or here

Label

Label for
variety #1

Label for
variety #2

FIGURE 20–9. Two methods of labeling crops on a greenhouse bench: A bench
crop is identified on the outside end. A pot crop is identified on the pot closest to
the front and left side. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

Labeling the crop is the means of identifying the plants on the
bench. It is necessary where different varieties of similar plants are
grown, since they often cannot be identified otherwise until they flower.
Chrysanthemums and geraniums are two common examples, but exotic
orchids are just as easily confused when only the foliage is visible.
Bench crops are often labeled on the end of the bench when a single
variety is being grown. Potted crops may be labeled on each container,
especially if the crop is protected by a patent. These labels are furnished
by the propagator supplier. Other potted crops are not individually
labeled. Instead the pot closest to the front and the left side of the bench
is labeled. All plants spaced behind and to the right are the same variety
until the next label marks the next variety (Figure 20–9). In addition to
the variety name, the label may contain information such as the flower
color, date of planting, and date of harvest.

WATERING
Greenhouse crops are watered either by hand with a hose or with semiautomatic watering systems. In large greenhouse ranges, hand-watering
is too time-consuming and automated systems are necessary.
Watering done correctly becomes irrigation, the maintenance of
a proper balance of both moisture and air in the soil of the crops. Too
much water leaves too little air space, and the root system may rot or at
least be dwarfed. Too little water does not sufficiently drive old air out
through the bottom and draw fresh air in from the top. Too little water
can also cause shallow root development, soluble salt buildup, and
reduced plant and blossom size.
The amount of water applied to greenhouse plants is totally under
the control of the grower. Nature can be blamed for a lot that goes wrong
in a greenhouse, but not a water excess or deficiency. Correct irrigation
techniques are not the same for all crops, nor are they uniform for a single crop throughout the year. The first and perhaps most difficult thing
that a new greenhouse worker must be taught is how to water plants
correctly. Proper irrigation can be encapsulated as follows:
• Sufficient water should be applied each time to drain from the bench
or pot slightly but not excessively.
• Potted plants must have room at the top of the container for water.
The soil level in each pot must be the same.
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• Surface drying of the soil between irrigations is desirable. It permits
new air to enter the soil.
• Clay containers require more frequent watering than plastic
containers.
• Larger plants require more water than smaller plants.
• Artificial media require more frequent watering than all-peat or field
soil media.
• Less irrigation is needed during the winter and on cloudy days than
in the summer and on sunny days.
• The need for water should not be determined by sticking a finger
into the soil if a systemic pesticide has been used on the crop. The
pesticide may be toxic and absorbed through the skin.
• Potted plants and benches do not dry out uniformly. Usually, the
soil at the edge of a bench or the pots along the edges dry sooner
than those at the center of the bench. Also, plants nearest the
heating system or ventilators can be expected to need water sooner
than other plants. The determination to water must be based on
the needs of plants away from these early drying locations. Even
semiautomated irrigation systems may require hand-watering of
crops in the early drying locations.
• Several kinds of moisture meters are available to help determine
when to water and how much to apply. They are not foolproof and
should be regarded as guides only.
• Fertilizers and pesticides can be applied as liquids through the
irrigation system. To do so saves time.
• Water should be applied at the base of the plants. Wetting foliage
should be avoided.
• Watering should be completed early enough so that surface water
can dry before nightfall.

Hand-Watering
Greenhouse hoses are usually three-quarters of an inch in diameter and
flexible for easy handling. They must either extend the full length of the
benches they are to water or at least reach the center if the water supply
is at both ends of the greenhouse. An assortment of nozzles is manufactured for greenhouse use. Some are breakers, which diminish the force
of the water but not the rate of flow. Others are foggers, which permit
the water to be applied as a fine mist to seedlings and other tender plants.
Water should never be applied at a rate of flow that furrows the soil in
the bench or the container. To do so creates a condition favoring uneven
water absorption thereafter.
When watering, a hose should first be stretched down the aisle to
its full length. The crop should then be irrigated while moving with the
hose back toward the faucet. Two benches may be watered from one
aisle. A pattern of watering should be established and followed so that
the technique becomes almost habitual. For example, the nozzle and
hose can be extended between rows of pots and both rows irrigated
from the rear of the bench forward. Regardless of the pattern, each
pot should be filled to the top with water as a means of assuring that
each container receives the same amount each time. The technique is
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imprecise but the best possible with hand application (Figure 20–10).
Hand-watering is more effective with potted crops than bench crops.
The rate of application to a bench can be very inconsistent. NOTE: To
avoid possible contamination by pathogens, the hose end should rest in
a clip between uses. It should not be allowed to fall on the ground. Also,
the sun can heat the water in a hose to temperatures that will injure the
crop. So let the water run until cool before applying to the plants.

Semiautomatic Watering

FIGURE 20–10. A greenhouse
worker is watering by hand.
A breaker is used to reduce
the intensity of the water
pressure. The grower holds the
hose away from the plants
to prevent damage. (Delmar/
Cengage Learning. Photo by
Steven Newman.)

Semiautomatic irrigation systems can be time-saving for large greenhouse operations. Most are designed for bench production, but systems
for potted plant production also exist. The systems are designed to
apply a standard amount of water to a crop. By linking the system to
appropriate controls, several benches or crops can be watered in succession. However, the grower must still determine the frequency of irrigation and the amount of water to be applied. The system must be
checked frequently to ensure that no nozzles are clogged and that no
leaks have developed in the pipes or tubes.
The semiautomatic systems may be directed spray systems, trickle
systems, or ebb and flood systems. Spray systems deliver the water
through nozzles spaced at intervals along the pipes, which run around
the perimeter of the greenhouse bench. Trickle systems deliver the
water through holes in inflatable plastic tubes stretched down the bench
(Figure 20–11). A form of trickle system is used for potted plants.

A semiautomatic irrigation system used
in a ground bed for watering roses. Note the control
valve, the pipes along the side of the bed, and the ooze
tubes crossing the bed at intervals. (Delmar/Cengage
Learning. Photo by Jack Ingels.)

FIGURE 20–11.
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FIGURE 20–12. A trickle system delivers water to
each pot on this bench. As seen here, the nicknamed
“spaghetti system” is understandable. (Delmar/Cengage
Learning. Photo by Jack Ingels.)

Nicknamed the spaghetti system, it delivers water through thin plastic
tubes attached by pins or weights to the pot on one end and to a threequarter inch PVC pipe on the other end. The PVC pipe runs the length
of the bench to transport the water (Figure 20–12).
Other forms of trickle systems include ooze tubes and water loops.
Ooze tubes are plastic tubes that are rolled out in rows between plants
growing as bench crops. Water seeps from the tubes through small holes
at intervals along its length. Ooze tubes are especially important where
water conservation is needed since they deliver water in low volumes
(Figure 20–13). Water loops are used for irrigating container grown
plants. They are small rings of plastic that are placed around the base
of each plant within its container. A header carries the water to each
container where it trickles from the loop onto the media surface. Like all
trickle systems, the water loop is a low-pressure delivery system.
Not quite fitting into the category of trickle systems is the capillary
mat, most suitable for the production of potted plants that should not
have wet foliage. This mat is made of fibrous material and is placed on
a bench that is first lined with plastic (Figure 20–14). Water and nutrient
solutions periodically flood the mat and are then absorbed by the plant
through capillary action. The mat system is also useful for the production of plants in pots of various sizes. The system has the disadvantages
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FIGURE 20–13. Ooze tubes deliver low volumes of
water across the bench. (Delmar/Cengage Learning.
Photo by Jack Ingels.)

FIGURE 20–14. Capillary mat showing the plastic liner
(Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by Steven Newman.)

of becoming unsightly due to algal growth and harboring insects and
pathogens within the matting. Periodic sterilization of the mat and
bench is needed.
Ebb and flood irrigation does not trickle; it floods. Water is pumped
from a storage tank into a water-tight bench where it flows across the
surface, flooding the entire bench. After about twenty minutes, the
liquid is drained back into the storage tank for reuse. An ebb and flood
system permits water soluble fertilizers to be applied concurrent with
watering. The system is used for pot crop production in both raised
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FIGURE 20–15. Ebb and flow irrigation floods the
bench, then drains back into a storage tank. (Delmar/
Cengage Learning)

benches and in greenhouses where crops are grown directly on the floor.
Since all pots receive the water at the same time, they absorb an equal
volume of liquid. The system is monitored and controlled by computer
(Figure 20–15).

FERTILIZING
Fertilizers can be applied to greenhouse crops in dry or liquid form. If
applied in dry form, the fertilizer may be incorporated as the soil is
mixed and before it is pasteurized unless a slow-release fertilizer is used.
In that case, the fertilizer can be incorporated after pasteurization.
Nutrients can be replenished later by supplemental applications of dry
fertilizers to the surface of the benches.
Dry fertilizers require time to apply, especially if slow-release forms
are not used. For potted crops, repeated application of dry fertilizer adds
to labor costs. Slow-release dry fertilizer is believed to be used more
efficiently by the plant with less loss through leaching than fertilizer
applied in quickly available dry form.
The popular alternative to dry fertilizer is liquid fertilizer dissolved
in water and applied as the crop is irrigated. Such methods save on
labor but use more fertilizer overall.
The greenhouse watering system is the most common means of
applying liquid fertilizer to crops. Three types of systems are used: the
venturi proportioner, the positive displacement pump, and the eductor.
In each case, concentrated liquid fertilizer is held in a container and
injected into the greenhouse irrigation system when water is used or
when fertilization is desired.
1. The venturi proportioner draws the fertilizer into the water system
through a small tube that connects the water hose to the fertilizer
concentrate. As the water pressure and flow rate vary, so does the
rate at which the concentrate mixes with the water. The venturi
proportioner is not precise but is serviceable for many crops.
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2. The positive displacement pump may be water-driven or use an
electric motor to power a fertilizer concentrate pump. It maintains
a uniform proportion of fertilizer to water, regardless of the water
pressure or rate of flow. It is usually not adjustable to permit a
change of the injection ratio.
3. The eductor places the fertilizer concentrate in a pliable bag surrounded by water under pressure. As the pressure increases, it forces the fertilizer through a metering system and into the water line.
The eductor system is a flexible one that does permit the injection
ratio to be varied. Under normal operating conditions, it maintains
a constant proportion of concentrate to water.
These fertilization systems must be checked for accuracy at least
once each year and should be one of the first things checked if a crop
begins to show signs of trouble. The choice of a system is usually based
on the size of the operation, whether the injection ratios will be standard or must be varied, whether the system will be mobile or permanently installed, and how easily a particular system can be serviced
when necessary.
Fertilizers for the injectors can be mixed by the grower or purchased
premixed from suppliers. Either way, the fertilizers must be easily soluble in water and contain a dye that will be visible in the water supply
even when highly diluted to provide a visual check that the system is
working.
The amount of fertilizer applied per application depends on the
strength of the concentrate, the dilution ratio of the injector, and the
amount of water applied. Most commonly, a ratio of 1:100 (one part
concentrate to ninety-nine parts water) is used, but 1:200 is not uncommon. If fertilizer is only applied every few weeks, the concentrate must
be stronger. If applied with each watering, the concentrate must be
weaker.

Measuring Greenhouse Fertilizers
Greenhouse fertilizers are measured by the number of parts of nutrients
to a million parts of water, or ppm (parts per million). Most soil test
reports are expressed in parts per million. So, too, are most fertilizer
recommendations for greenhouse crops.
To determine ppm, multiply the percent of any elements in a fertilizer by 75. The answer will be the ppm of 1 ounce of the fertilizer in 100
gallons of water. For example, a 20-5-30 fertilizer is 20 percent nitrogen.
In a solution of 1 ounce of 20-5-30 fertilizer in 100 gallons of water, the
ppm of nitrogen is .20  75, or 15.
To make a 100 ppm solution, the number of ounces of fertilizer
required per 100 gallons of water must be calculated. To do so, divide
100 by the ppm in 1 ounce. Continuing the example above, 100 ÷ 15 =
62⁄ 3 ounces.

GROWTH RETARDANTS
Some greenhouse plants get too tall to make desirable potted plants.
Poinsettias, Easter lilies, chrysanthemums, and some hydrangeas can
all get leggy if started too early or subjected to overly warm temperatures during their periods of most rapid vegetative growth. The applica-
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tion of growth retardants to the plants will help to regulate their size.
For a listing of the most commonly used florist crop growth retardants,
their mode of action, and the crops with which they are effective, refer
to Chapter 4. The use of growth retardants and the time of their application must be included in the production schedule for each crop.

PEST CONTROL
Greenhouses provide an ideal environment for plants and pests alike.
The conditions of high temperature and high humidity, coupled with
close spacing of a monoculture, make pest control a necessary element
in the greenhouse production schedule. Also necessary is employees’
cooperation and understanding of how they can personally assist in the
control effort. Pest control should be included in the job training for all
greenhouse workers.
Chapter 6 describes the pests of ornamental plants: insects, infectious parasitic pathogens, weeds, and other injurious agents. It also
describes the profitable control level sought by growers and the four
principles of control. Efforts to prevent pests from becoming established in the greenhouse apply the principle of exclusion. For example,
sources for plant materials that guarantee disease-free and insect-free
stock are essential. Eradication, another principle of control, seeks to
remove or eliminate pests that are already present in the greenhouse.
Destruction of infected or infested plants, elimination of alternate host
weeds beneath benches, soil pasteurization, and use of chemical sprays
all apply the principle of eradication. Protection is the third principle
of control. It seeks to place a barrier between the crop and the pests.
Screens on greenhouse vents and doors, and growth conditions that
favor the hosts more than the pests, are methods of protection. Spraying
plants with chemicals before insects or pathogens arrive also applies
the principle of protection. The principle of resistance is applied each
time a grower selects a resistant variety for production.
Pathogenic inoculum, insects, and weed seeds enter the greenhouse
in numerous ways. Insect eggs, viruses, fungal spores, or bacteria can
be on cuttings or stock plants purchased from another grower. Oxalis,
other weed seeds, and nematodes can be in the soil of plants purchased
for forcing. Pests may be carried in by the wind, on equipment, or on the
shoes and clothing of greenhouse workers. In retail operations, every
customer who comes through the door is a potential source of inoculum
of many common greenhouse pests.
Once inside the greenhouse, pests are disseminated by irrigation
water, air currents, workers, hoses, and other contaminated tools.
Pest control in greenhouses is complicated by two factors:
1. The complex life cycle of many insects and some fungi that allows
them to be unaffected by many chemical pesticides throughout
much of their lives.
2. The rapid development of resistance to particular pesticides that
characterizes some pests, especially insects.
For example, many insecticides are only effective against the adult
stages of an insect. The larval, nymph, and egg stages may not be affected at all by a fumigant or spray. Hence, two or three days after spraying, the crop can again be overrun. With insects such as whiteflies, an
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insecticide may have to be applied every two or three days for a month
to control a succession of adult populations before they are able to lay
eggs.
The problem of natural resistance develops when the same pesticide is used repeatedly. No spray, dust, or fumigant kills 100 percent
of a pest population. A few are always unaffected. As they survive and
breed, a pest population builds within the greenhouse, immune to the
pesticide that once controlled effectively. To avoid the buildup of resistant pest populations, a grower must rotate the choice of pesticides frequently. This should be part of the production schedule for each crop.

Common Forms of Greenhouse Pesticides
Depending on the crop, the size of the operation, the pesticide being
used, and the equipment available, greenhouse growers apply chemical
pesticides in one or more of the following forms:
• Systemics: These may be applied as soil drenches or as foliar sprays.
They remain in the plant and kill the pest when it arrives.
• Sprays: The material is mixed with water in a hydraulic sprayer and
applied to the foliage of the crop. A spreader/sticker agent may be
needed to provide uniform coverage of the foliage. All parts of the
plant must be covered or the untouched insects will remain alive.
Careless or incomplete spraying accomplishes little more than
temporary population reduction.
• Dusts: Coverage must be thorough, as with sprays. A duster can
cover a large area of crops quickly and often at less expense than
sprays. Many greenhouse pesticides are not available in dust form,
however.
• Aerosol bombs: The pesticide material is packaged in a container
with a propellant liquid or gas that disperses the pesticide uniformly
through the greenhouse. The grower must calculate the cubic area
of the greenhouse before use to ensure that the proper amount
of pesticide is applied. Aerosols are quick and easy to apply but
expensive.
• Smoke fumigants: The pesticide is packaged with a flammable,
smoke-producing material. When the container is lit, the smoke
carries the pesticide throughout the greenhouse and to all parts of
the crop. As with aerosols, the cubic area of the greenhouse must be
calculated for correct application.
• Steam line vaporizers: The pesticide is painted onto cold steam lines,
then all vents of the greenhouse are closed and the steam turned
on. The chemical vaporizes and fills the house. Cubic areas must be
calculated.
• Foggers: The grower must mix the pesticide in an oil solvent and fill
the fogger. The fogger then heats the mixture, causing it to disperse
uniformly. The oil can plug the machines, so thorough cleaning is
important.
• Misters: The pesticide is mixed with a solvent that evaporates quickly
once out of the mister. An air blast disperses the mixture in a fine mist.
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Sprays and dusts often leave a residue of pesticide on the plant leaves
that may prove objectionable to consumers. Certain systemics can
remain invisible, yet toxic in the soil for many weeks. Their application
must be discontinued far enough in advance of their sale to ensure that
the plant product is safe for release to consumers. Growers who produce
vegetables must take special care that no pesticides will remain active in
the plant because eventually it will be consumed by humans.
Specific recommendations for greenhouse pest control are available
from state colleges of agriculture and Cooperative Extension specialists.
Many states also have active florist trade associations that share common problems and solutions through newsletters and statewide meetings. It is important for growers to take part in these associations.

Pesticide Safety in the Greenhouse
The safe application of pesticides in the greenhouse or elsewhere
requires an understanding that:
• the health of the plant is more important than killing the pest.
• the health of the greenhouse staff and the consumer are more
important than either the crops or the pests.

FIGURE 20–16. Safe
application of pesticides in
the greenhouse requires the
use of protective clothing,
gloves, boots, and respirators.
(Delmar/Cengage Learning)

Sometimes priorities can get confused, and risks are taken to produce a marketable product regardless of the dangers. Other times, safety
procedures are bypassed for reasons of expediency or personal comfort.
But people are more important than plants or pests is the first rule of
safe pesticide use.
For a review of pesticide safety, see Chapter 6. Safety rules should
be posted where all staff and supervisors can see them frequently. The
rules should be enforced without exception. Where the level of toxicity
is high, as indicated by the skull and crossbones on the label, workers
should wear protective equipment during all contact with the material (mixing, application, and cleanup). This equipment includes rubber boots, gloves, pants, hat, raincoat, face shield, and gas mask for
the application of a highly toxic spray (Figure 20–16). Too often, in hot
weather, workers want to spray without donning the rubber suits. Such
a practice should not be condoned by the supervisor. Either a less toxic
pesticide should be selected, or a fumigant or similar form used that
eliminates the danger to the applicator.
Another danger of pesticide use is that people will reenter the
greenhouse too soon after the pesticide has been applied. The reentry
time, in hours or days, is specified on the pesticide label and should
be adhered to strictly. After spraying, a warning sign should be posted
on the greenhouse doors and the reentry time noted. The greenhouse
should be aired as much as the weather permits following the pesticide
application.
If systemic pesticides are used for potted plants, workers must be
careful not to touch the soil in the pots. When expanding spacing or disbudding or staking are required, it is nearly impossible to avoid coming
in contact with the soil. In such cases, workers should wear plastic or
rubber gloves. This is another situation in which workers will object. The
gloves are hot and hands perspire quickly. Safety, not personal comfort,
must be given priority and the rule enforced.
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Integrated Pest Management
As noted in Chapter 6, the most current approach to pest control in
greenhouses is integrated pest management. IPM is a step back from
total reliance on pesticides to play the lead role in profitable control. As
the number of approved pesticides diminishes and the resistance of
insects and pathogens increases, the chemical control of pests is
declining in its effectiveness. Also, as concern for the natural environment grows, pesticides are no longer blindly accepted by everyone.
Many growers share the concern of nonhorticulturists about the excessive, indiscriminate use of pesticides in the past.
Integrated pest management in greenhouses uses temperature and
humidity control, resistant varieties, screens and other entry barriers,
monitoring devices, predatory insects, and pesticides to keep pest problems below an economic damage level. Pesticides are applied only when
the pest is most vulnerable and then only where needed. They are not
necessarily broadcast through the entire greenhouse.
IPM is costly in terms of the time required to monitor insect and
disease development within a crop, as well as the expense of the predatory inoculum. Both costs are ongoing. Greenhouse crops may require
careful, methodical inspection twice each week. That can include looking under leaves and/or lifting the pots of sampled plants to find insects
in their hiding places. Yellow sticky cards, placed at regular intervals
throughout the crop, can help the grower survey the type of insects
present in the greenhouse and their stages of development (Figure
20–17). The cards are changed weekly. All data concerning the type and
number of insects are recorded, along with observations of disease
symptoms and the areas where the pests are located within the crop.
Such data permit the grower to select the best and most cost-effective
means of control while targeting the area(s) of the crop where it should
be applied.

FIGURE 20–17. Checking the yellow sticky card regularly
helps a grower monitor insect numbers and stages of
development. (Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by Steven
Newman.)
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To incorporate fully a program of IPM in a greenhouse necessitates
the following:
• elimination of weeds throughout the greenhouse
• a program of sanitation throughout the structure to include bench
and/or container pasteurization
• thorough inspection of all plant materials before bringing them into
the greenhouse
• screening of all vents, doors, and other openings to the outdoors
• regular, ongoing scouting to identify, quantify, and record the
presence and location of pests within the crop
• control of the greenhouse environment to favor the crop rather than
the pests
• application of the principles of control to include biological control
methods that can reduce the amount and frequency of chemical
pesticide application
Integrated pest management requires a heavy commitment of time in
monitoring the crop and the recurring expense of purchasing and releasing beneficial predators into the greenhouse environment. However, the
savings in pesticide costs and the reduced occurrence of pesticide resistance and chemical injury to crops can offset that expense.

SELECTING CROPS TO GROW
The high cost of producing certain plant species in northern regions
during the winter has driven some greenhouse operations out of business and drastically altered the selection of crops grown by others.
In addition, increasing competition from growers in other countries
and the desire by retail florists to use more uncommon flower species
in their arrangements have caused an overhaul of greenhouse crop
choices in all parts of this country. The industry is definitely in a state of
transition. Growers who once raised extra quantities of bedding plants,
chrysanthemums, and poinsettias on the chance that they might sell,
and because the space was available, are now growing for contracts
only and shutting down all or part of their operation until time to start
the next contracted crop. Other growers are changing from warm crops
(mums, roses, poinsettias) to cold crops (carnations, cyclamen, kalanchoe) to reduce their energy costs.
Perhaps motivated by increased energy costs, yet still to the longterm benefit of both grower and the consumer, growers are trying new
plant products. Crops formerly grown only as bench crops, such as
carnations and snapdragons, are now being produced as potted plants
because they are cold crops. Lilies once grown only in the garden are
finding their way into greenhouse production and flower shops.
The future will probably see more varieties in the northern greenhouse, not fewer, and they will replace some old favorites, now too costly
to produce except in warmer regions. The new varieties can be predicted to require lower temperatures for production, less light, and perhaps
greater manipulation of photoperiodic response by the grower.
Table 20–3 summarizes the production requirements of some common greenhouse crops. It is neither a complete listing of all greenhouse
crops nor a comprehensive guide to the culture of the plants. It is
intended merely as an introduction.
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TABLE 20–3. A Comparison of Selected Floriculture Crops
Crop

Pot or Bench
Crop

Day
Temperature

Night
Temperature

Method of
Propagation

Production Time
Required

Azalea

Benched for
propagation

70°–75° F
before refrigeration; 60° F
after refrigeration

60°–65° F

Cuttings to
propagate; most
purchased as
rooted liners or
precooled and
partially grown
for forcing

Up to two years, refrigeration needed for four
to eight weeks at 50° F
to mature flower buds;
also need twelve hours
of light each day; four
to six weeks needed in
greenhouse to force the
flowers

Bedding plants

Molded plastic packs, clay
or peat pots

60°–65° F

70° F to
reduce
stretching;
then 40°–45°
F to hardenoff for sale

Seed

Approximately three
months depending on
the species

Begonia, wax

Molded plastic packs, clay
or peat pots

60° F

60° F

Seed

Four to six months

Calceolaria

Potted

50°–65° F

50°–60° F

Seed

Twenty-five weeks
total; five weeks for
seedling production
at 75° F; five weeks in
flats at 70° F; fifteen
weeks in pots at 50° F

Carnation

Traditionally a
benched crop;
recently tried
as a pot crop

55°–60° F

50° F

Cuttings to propagate; often purchased as rooted
cuttings to avoid
virus disease
problems

Eight to nine months
from planting to flowering
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Spacing

Shading

Growth
Retardant

Pinching

Disbudding

Special Requirements

Fixed at
1010
inches for
forcing

Some cultivars
initiate buds best
under short-day
conditions.

B-Nine or
Cycocel for
flower bud
initiation

Used to
increase flowering shoots
during first
year; shearing needed to
shape plants
for sale during
second year.

Buds are not
removed, but
wild growth
around flower
buds should
be removed.

An acidic soil is needed
with a pH of 5.0 to 5.5.
Azaleas are grown in pure
sphagnum moss or a mix
of sphagnum and sand. The
soil should be low in fertility, but iron and manganese
must be added.

One plant
per pack cell
or pot.

Unnecessary

Varies with
species

Sometimes
done to
encourage
branching and
to prevent legginess in plants
before sale.

Unnecessary

New seedings must be
kept moist and not allowed
to overheat. No drying is
allowable after germination. If not direct seeded,
they should be transplanted
as soon as possible. The
transplant hole is made
with a dibble for pots and
a dibble board for molded
plastic packs. Also can be
automated.

Expanding

Unnecessary

Unnecessary

Unnecessary

Unnecessary

High light intensity
improves plant quality.

Expanding to 44
inches

Heavy shade
needed in summer; none in
winter

Cycocel
needed for
some cultivars

Unnecessary

Unnecessary

Seedlings are transplanted
to flats for further growth
and finally to pots. Calcelaria is a long-day plant.
Extended days in the winter
can promote flowering

Fixed at 68
inches

Unnecessary

Unnecessary

Once or twice;
second pinch
not as extensive

Side buds are
removed as
soon as they
form.

The plants must be supported by wires as they
grow. The wires are raised
as the plants grow. Pinching should occur at the first
nodes to elongate. When
harvesting, cut stems at a
length that allows 2 or 3
nodes to remain.
(continues)
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TABLE 20–3. A Comparison of Selected Floriculture Crops (Continued)
Crop

Pot or Bench
Crop

Day
Temperature

Night
Temperature

Method of
Propagation

Production Time
Required

Chrysanthemum

Benched

60°–65° F

60° F

Cuttings to propagate; often purchased as rooted
cuttings to avoid
virus disease
problems

Twelve to seventeen
weeks depending on
the season

Chrysanthemum

Potted

62°–63° F

62°–63° F

Same as benched
chrysanthemum

Same as benched chrysanthemum

Cyclamen

Potted

55°–65° F

50°–55° F

Seeds to propagate; often
purchased as
partially grown
plants to reduce
length of time in
greenhouse

Twelve to fifteen
months if started from
seed

Daffodil

Potted

55°–63° F to
force

55°–60° F to
force

Bulbs

Up to twenty weeks
required; precooling
for four to five weeks;
eight to twelve weeks
for rooting; ten days to
three weeks for flowering after rooting

Foliage plants

Potted

80° F

70° F for production; 60° F
prior to sale

Seed and assorted
asexual methods
depending on
species; stem and
leaf cuttings

Four weeks or more
after rooting and transplanting
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Spacing

Shading

Growth
Retardant

Pinching

Disbudding

Special Requirements

Fixed at
78 inches
(standards);
67 inches
(pom-pons)

Mums set flower
buds when given
twelve hours or
less light each
day. Artificial
light used to prevent flowering at
certain seasons
and stages of
growth; shade
cloth used to
induce flowering
at other stages
and seasons.

Unnecessary

Multiple-stem
plants are
pinched one
to three weeks
after planting.
Single-stem
plants are not
pinched

Spray mums
are not disbudded. Single-blossom
mums are
disbudded
as soon as
the side buds
form.

The plants must be supported by wires as they
grow. The wires are raised
as the plants grow. Lights
must be used from August
to May to provide long
days. Black cloth must be
used from mid-March to
August to provide short
days. During the summer,
high temperatures beneath
cloth should be vented to
prevent flower abortion.

Expanding
to 1515
inches

Same as benched
chrysanthemums

B-Nine or
Phosfon or
A-Rest

Plants are given
a soft pinch
to promote
at least three
breaks from
each cutting

Remove side
buds to allow
one bud per
stem as soon
as buds form.

Cuttings are planted at an
outward-directed angle
(about 45°) to create a
fuller and more shrub-like
plant. There are usually five
cuttings per 6-inch pot.

Expanding

Unnecessary

Unnecessary

Unnecessary

Unnecessary

To promote flowering, the
plants must be a bit potbound and the soil kept
on the dry side. They will
flower about ten weeks
after their final potting.
Avoid high fertility.

Fixed with
pots touching

Unnecessary

Unnecessary

Unnecessary

Unnecessary

Bulbs may be precooled
at 48° F. Storage may be
outdoors or in controlled
refrigeration. If not precooled before planting,
time must be provided
during the rooting period.
Temperatures are gradually
reduced during the rooting
period from 48° F to 32° F.
Bulb suppliers can provide
specific schedules.

Expanding

Most foliage
plants require
partial shading.

Unnecessary

Usually unnecessary

Unnecessary

Accelerated growth is
possible with high humidity, heavy watering, and
frequent fertilization. The
plants must be hardenedoff before sale.
(continues)
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TABLE 20–3. A Comparison of Selected Floriculture Crops (Continued)
Crop

Pot or Bench
Crop

Day
Temperature

Night
Temperature

Method of
Propagation

Production Time
Required

Geranium

Potted

65°–70° F

60° F

Seeds and cuttings; often purchased as rooted
cuttings

Eight to ten weeks from
cuttings; sixteen to
eighteen weeks from
seeds

Gloxinia

Potted

70°–75° F

65°–70° F

Seed

Five to seven months

Hydrangea

Potted

60°–65° F
(greenhouse)

60° F (greenhouse)

Cuttings

One year; cuttings need
three weeks to root;
grown outdoors during the summer; placed
into cold storage until
forcing in mid-winter
(50° F); fifteen weeks
needed to force

Lily, Easter

Potted

60°–65° F

60° F

Bulbs

Twenty weeks; six
weeks of cooling (45°
F) either before or after
potting; fourteen weeks
needed for forcing
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Spacing

Shading

Growth
Retardant

Pinching

Disbudding

Special Requirements

Expanding
to allow
good ventilation
between
plants;
crowding
promotes
disease

Light shade
needed to prevent blossom
burn

Unnecessary

Stock plants
pinched to
promote shoots
for cuttings;
production
plants given
a hard pinch
about four
weeks after
potting and a
soft pinch four
weeks later

Unnecessary

Fans in the greenhouse will
keep disease down. Flowers
should be picked off while
the plants are in production.

Expanding
to 1212
inches

Saran or light
greenhouse shading compound

B-Nine or
Cycocel

Unnecessary

When
the plant
becomes well
budded, the
first two buds
to show color
should be
removed for a
more uniform
plant.

Plants should be watered
carefully to avoid wetting
the crown. Flower formation is diminished if the
crown remains wet overnight.

Expanding
to 1414
inches

Outdoor growth
best under partial
shade

B-Nine or
Gibberellic Acid or
Ancymidol

A hard pinch in
mid-summer

Unnecessary

Heavy irrigation and high
humidity are needed for
best outdoor growth. Aluminum sulfate is used to
turn the pink flower color
to blue. Soil should be
slightly acidic.

Fixed with
7 inches
between pot
centers

Unnecessary

A-Rest

Unnecessary

Unnecessary

Greenhouse temperatures
may need to be altered as
the time of sale approaches
to accelerate or slow the
time of bloom. Tallest
plants must be kept in the
center of the bench and all
plants must be rotated to
prevent stem curvature.
(continues)
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TABLE 20–3. A Comparison of Selected Floriculture Crops (Continued)
Crop

Pot or Bench
Crop

Day
Temperature

Night
Temperature

Method of
Propagation

Production Time
Required

Poinsettia

Potted

80°–85° F

60°–64° F

Cuttings; often
purchased as
rooted, unrooted,
or callused cuttings

Three weeks to root
cuttings; about eleven
weeks from potting to
sales

Rose

Bench

65°–70° F

60° F

Budding; grafting; cuttings

Five to eight weeks for
a flower to develop
after a stem is pinched

Snapdragon

Bench

60°–65° F

50° F

Seeds

Fifteen weeks for single-stem crops; nineteen weeks for pinched
crops

Tulip

Potted

68° F

60°–63° F

Bulbs

Fourteen to eighteen
weeks for precooling
and root formation;
about three weeks for
flowering
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Spacing

Shading

Growth
Retardant

Pinching

Disbudding

Special Requirements

Expanding
to 1515
inches

Black shade cloth
may be necessary
from October 1
to 21 to ensure
a fourteen-hour
dark period for
bud set. Before
that, a two-hour
lighting in midnight will keep
the plants vegetative.

Cycocel or
A-Rest

Required in
second week
after potting if
multiflowered
plants desired;
four or five
nodes should
be left below
the pinch.

Unnecessary

Molybdenum deficiency
is common and must be
anticipated and offset by
the fertilizer formulation.

Fixed at
12 inches
between
centers

Greenhouse
shading compound needed
during summer

Unnecessary

Young plants
pinched to
promote shoot
development;
mature plants
pinched to
promote flower
development;
all pinches
above a fiveleaflet leaf

Unnecessary

Plants must be supported
in the bench. Mulch must
be applied during the summer. Roses must be cut
twice a day before they
open. Flowers are kept in a
cooler (45° F) in water until
grading and sales.

Fixed at
45 inches
for singlestemcrops
and 7  8
inches for
pinched
crops

Greenhouse
shading compound needed
during summer

Unnecessary

Only pinched if
multistemmed
plants desired

Unnecessary

Plants must be supported
in the bench.

Fixed with
pots touching

Cover with newspaper during
first few days of
forcing to stretch
flower stems.

A-Rest for
certain cultivars

Unnecessary

Unnecessary

Bulbs are placed into pots
or pans with tips even with
the rim. A reservoir for
water should be left in each
container.
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SUMMARY
To meet the requirements of a fluctuating market and minimize losses
due to over- or under-production, greenhouse growers plant, care
for, and harvest their crops in accordance with production schedules.
Accurate records aid in determining whether to increase or decrease
the production quantities of previous years. Production schedules are
frequently altered by changes in the weather and require the immediate
attention of the growers to get the crops back on schedule.
Greenhouse soils differ greatly from field soils. They often are totally
artificial. To be most useful to the greenhouse grower, the growing
media must be predictable. Predictability is the major advantage of the
artificial media.
The growing media are pasteurized to eliminate undesirable microorganisms, insects, or weeds. Pasteurization is usually accomplished
with steam applied from the surface, from pipes buried in the soil, or
in closed containers. Chemical pasteurization is also possible using
chemical fumigants.
Regular soil testing is an important part of a greenhouse production
schedule. Soil tests are needed for three reasons: to check the pH, to
check for nutrient deficiencies, and to measure the soluble salt content.
Soil tests kits are available for personal use, or tests can be performed by
the state’s college of agriculture or commercial laboratories.
The containers used for greenhouse potted crop production vary
depending on the crop being grown and the time of year. They include
pots, pans, and azalea pots in clay, hard plastic, or styrofoam; peat pots
and strips; molded plastic packs; hanging baskets; and flats.
Greenhouse crops are reproduced from seeds, runners, bulbs, and
cuttings; and by layering, grafting, budding, division of the crown, and
tissue/organ culturing. Propagation of the stock may be done by specialized propagation firms or by the greenhouse growers who will grow
it to maturity.
Different methods of growing require different techniques of spacing. Both expanding spacing and fixed spacing have their uses depending on the crop and the production schedule. Labeling methods vary,
too, and are important for the identification of cultivars, flower color,
date of planting, and date of harvest.
Irrigation is the maintenance of a proper balance of moisture and
air in the growing media. Irrigation techniques are not the same for all
crops, nor are they uniform for a single crop throughout the year. Both
hand-watering and semiautomatic watering systems have their place.
The watering system can also be used to apply fertilizer to the crops by
means of injection devices. An alternative is the use of fertilizer in dry
form.
Since greenhouses provide a near-optimum growing environment
for plants, it is predictable that plant pests can flourish as well. Pest control must be a regular part of the greenhouse production schedule. The
principles of control (exclusion, eradication, protection, and resistance)
must be applied continuously. Specific recommendations for greenhouse pest control are available from state colleges of agriculture and
the local Cooperative Extension Service. All chemical pesticides must
be applied in accordance with strict safety standards. With increased
concern about the overuse of pesticides and the resulting governmental
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regulations, more and more growers are relying on biological controls
and integrated pest management programs to provide the profitable
control of pests that they require.
Greenhouse crops are being grown more cautiously than in past
years. High fuel costs, stronger competition from sources worldwide,
and an increasing demand for more unusual flowers have caused
more growers to seek contractual agreements before planting and to
change the crops they grow to reduce energy costs and satisfy consumer preferences.

A CH I EVE M E NT R E VI E W
A. TRUE/FALSE
Indicate if the following statements are true or
false.
1. Floral crops are seasonal in their appeal to
consumers.
2. Certain consumer demands can be
anticipated by a grower.
3. Crop production scheduling is a total
guessing game each year.
4. The environment outside the greenhouse
has no appreciable influence on the crop
production schedule.
5. Economic trends in the local market area
influence the crop production schedule.
6. Irrigation should be sufficient each time to
allow some water to drain from the pot or
bench.
7. Plants should never be permitted to
surface-dry.
8. Pots should be filled to the rim with soil.
9. Bench crops do not dry out uniformly, but
potted crops do.
10. Fertilizers and pesticides can be applied
through the irrigation system.

14. Injector fertilizers contain dyes to provide
a check of the dilution accuracy.
15. Growth retardants are applied through the
irrigation system.

B. MULTIPLE CHOICE
From the choices given, select the answer that
best completes each of the following statements:
16. The elimination of all life in the soil is
termed ______ .
a. protection
c. pasteurization
b. sterilization
d. steam treatment
17. The elimination of undesirable microbes,
insects, and weeds from the soil is termed
______ .
a. protection
c. pasteurization
b. sterilization
d. steam treatment
18. Pasteurization is accomplished with
______ .
a. steam
c. steam or
b. chemicals
chemicals
d. solar radiation

12. Less liquid fertilizer than dry fertilizer must
be applied for the same effect.

19. Steam can be applied to a bench of soil
either ______ or ______ .
a. in canisters/as hot water
b. from the surface/through buried pipes
c. through vented pipes/in aerosol cans
d. by hand/by machine

13. The amount of fertilizer applied through
an injection system is determined by
the strength of the concentrate and the
dilution ratio of the injector.

20. A disadvantage of chemical fumigants is
their ______ .
a. toxicity
c. both of these
b. waiting time
d. none of these

11. Plants should be watered in the evening for
greatest benefit.
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C. SHORT ANSWER
Answer each of the following questions as briefly
as possible.
1. List two advantages and one disadvantage
of using artificial soils for greenhouse crop
production.
2. List three reasons why greenhouse growers
need soil tests.
3. List the options available to a greenhouse
grower when a soil test is needed.
4. Match the types of containers on the left
with the description on the right.
a. clay pots
b. plastic
pots
c. peat pots
d. pans
e. molded
plastic
packs
f. hanging
baskets
g. flats
h. azalea
pots

1. specialized production containers made
of wire or plastic, and
often containing a
liner to retain the soil
2. porous containers
whose height and
diameter are equal
3. compartmented trays
used for both production and sale
4. shallow, rectangular
trays without compartments; constructed of plastic or wood
5. biodegradable containers that permit
direct planting without
removal of the container
6. clay or plastic containers whose height is
one-half their diameter

7. lightweight nonporous containers
whose height and
diameter are equal
8. round containers whose height is
three-fourths their
diameter
5. Give some examples of greenhouse crops
commonly reproduced by the following
methods.
a. tissue and organ culturing
b. division of the crown
c. budding
d. grafting
e. cuttings
f. layering
g. bulbs
h. runners
i. seed
6. Indicate whether the following apply to
expanding spacing (E) or fixed spacing (F).
a. less bench space required for immature
crops than for mature ones
b. more transplanting required per plant
c. early root development limited by
placement of small plants in large pots
d. used for bench crops
e. more handling and labor required
7. List the items of information that may be
included on a bench label.
8. List the four principles of pest control.
9. List the protective clothing that should be
worn when spraying highly toxic pesticides
in a greenhouse.
10. List at least four alternatives to pesticides
that can be used in a program of integrated
pest management.

D. DEMONSTRATION
From Table 20–3 (A Comparison of Selected
Floriculture Crops), select a group of crops that
can be grown together in a single greenhouse.
For that group, prepare production schedules
that will keep the greenhouse in full production for an entire year. Provide for special sales
at Christmas, Easter (April 5th), and Valentine’s
Day. The production schedule for each crop
should include the date of planting, transplant-

ing, potting, staking, pinching, fertilizing, shading, wrapping, disbudding, and growth regulator application whenever appropriate. It should
also include the greenhouse temperatures,
method of fertilizing and formulations of fertilizers, the spacing, and dates of expansion.
Staking, wrapping, and dates of sales should
also be included. Consult other references for
necessary details.

C H A P T E R 21

Nursery Production
Techniques

O B J E C TIV E S
Upon completion of this chapter, you should be able to

• explain the differences between container and field nurseries.
• explain how plant species are selected for production and how quantities are
determined.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

describe the concerns for media preparation.
list the factors that determine how field nurseries are laid out.
describe the methods of irrigating nursery crops and disposing of excess water.
outline methods of fertilization, irrigation, and pest control for nursery production.
label nursery plantings correctly.
explain the techniques of pruning and field harvest.
explain the use of cover crops and crop rotation in nursery production.

K E Y TE R M S
field nurseries
container nurseries

ericaceous
porosity

drum-lacing
cover crop

CONTAINER VERSUS FIELD NURSERIES
Nursery plants are produced in specialized production facilities under
controlled, monitored conditions to maximize their rate of growth and
standardize the quality of the harvested products. The product may
be young plants that will be grown on by another nursery. Propagative
materials such as grafts or liners (rooted, unbranched plants that will
be grown to a larger size before sale) are examples of such young plants.
The harvested product may also be plants ready for placement into
landscape settings by landscape contractors or homeowners. Sizes of
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such plants can range from partially grown to fully mature. It is in the
methods used to produce this great variety of plant products that container nurseries and field nurseries differ.
Field nurseries are similar to crop farms. Plants are grown directly
in the soil. These nurseries require sites with rich, well-drained soil,
few rocks, a reliable and adequate fresh water supply, and proximity to
transportation, usually a highway. Field nurseries traditionally produce
trees and shrubs that require from one to ten years to reach the intended size for harvest. Once installed in the field, plants are seldom moved
prior to harvest. Therefore, field nursery growers must make careful
decisions about spacing between plants and between rows in order to
make efficient use of the land and allow field equipment to reach the
plants during their production years.
Field nurseries are vulnerable to the uncertainties of nature. Care
or harvesting of the crop can be brought to a costly halt when excessive rainfall renders the fields too wet for working. Also, due to the large
acreages involved, winter injury and rodent, deer, and rabbit damage
can be greater than in closed production facilities.
Container nurseries do not require fertile field sites. They do
need level locations and may be surfaced with concrete, asphalt, or
crushed stone. Like field nurseries, container production facilities need
a good water supply and access to their markets.
Many of the same plants grown in field nurseries are adaptable to
container production. However, some evergreens grow better under
field conditions, and many deciduous shrubs can be produced faster
and less expensively in the field. Usually plants produced in containers
are kept in production for only one or two years and seldom longer than
four years. Because container-grown plants have their root systems
intact and suffer less from transplant shock, their acceptance in the
marketplace is good. Current trends suggest that even higher percentages of nursery plants will be produced in containers in the future.

CROP SELECTION
The choice of plants for nursery production is governed by several
factors: market demand, production requirements, and production
capabilities. Market demand is the driving force that dictates what
plant species will sell, by whom they are sought, what sizes are desired
by the purchasers, and what quantities of each species and size will be
required. Plants headed for garden centers and other retail outlets for
homeowner purchase are often smaller than plants used by landscape
contractors. Nurseries frequently specialize in the production of plants
for one type of market rather than trying to serve them all.
Production requirements are simplified when the grower limits the
choice of plant species to those having similar propagation methods,
nutrient and water needs, pest control requirements, light needs and
tolerances, spacing, and harvest methods. Such simplicity and specialization saves time and avoids the costs required to produce a more
diverse, less homogeneous array of species.
Production capabilities can be developed to parallel the requirements for crop production. Only facilities, tools, and equipment required
for the crops being produced need to be purchased. Capital is not tied
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up in expensive machinery or buildings that are required only infrequently, or for the production of a species marketed in small quantities
or that return small profits.
There are limits to the simplification of crop choices, however. One
reason is the public interest in new varieties of plants that is increasing the demand for a wider array of plant species in the marketplace.
Another limit is the danger of great financial loss to the nursery grower
who grows only a few species. A severe insect or disease infection or
environmental calamity can wipe out years of effort and investment
almost overnight. A change in market demand can be almost as disastrous. In nursery production, as in all areas of agricultural production,
monocultures should be avoided.

DETERMINING THE NUMBER OF PLANTS TO
GROW
Nursery plants are costly to produce. Each plant represents an investment of labor and materials as well as heat, water, and other cultural
expenses. Growers must determine the total number of plants needed in
the size required at the time of harvest. For some growers, the harvested
crop is ready to be planted in homeowners’ yards. For other growers,
the harvested crop is young grafts or liners that will be further grown by
another nursery that has chosen not to do its own propagating.
Profits are lost when an excess of plants is produced and cannot be
sold. They are also lost when too few plants are ready when needed.
Growers attempt to anticipate and allow for losses due to mortality during production, failure to meet grading standards, and replacements
required for buyer rejections.
The number of plants grown is calculated by working backward
from the desired harvest quota. The technique is adaptable to all phases
of nursery production regardless of whether the nursery specializes in
propagation, wholesale field production, or container production. The
formula is a simple one:
Number of plants necessary to start =
The production quota ÷
The estimated return percentage
where the estimated return percentage =
(100%—the percent mortality)

Example 1: If a production quota (representing 100 percent of the crop)
required 5,000 trees for a landscape installation on a certain date, and
the landscape contractor traditionally rejected 10 percent of the plants
on first inspection, insisting on replacements, the nursery grower would
calculate the number of plants to be grown to harvest size as follows.
Number of trees to be grown = 5,000 trees ÷ (100% – 10%)
= 5,000 trees ÷ .90
= 5,556 trees

Example 2: To calculate the number of young trees to plant in the field
several years in advance of the harvest, the grower first estimates at 15
percent the percentage of loss due to insects, diseases, rodents, equipment injury, or environmental damage. The formula is then applied
again, using 5,556 trees as the production quota.
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Number of saplings to install in the field = 5,556 trees ÷ (100% – 15%)
= 5,556 trees ÷ .85
= 6,537 trees

In a similar manner, the grower could work backward to calculate
the number of field liners needed to produce the saplings, then the
number of seedlings or grafts required to produce the liners.

MEDIA CONSIDERATION FOR NURSERY CROPS
A review of Chapter 3 will highlight basic information about soil which
is central to the production of nursery stock. As in other areas of agricultural plant production, the composition of the soil or even the decision
to use soil-less media in place of soil, is determined by criteria such as
the type of crop being grown, the stage of growth at the time of harvest,
the cultural techniques being used, the methods of harvest, and whether the harvested plant will be bare rooted or balled and burlapped.
Nursery soils need a structure that promotes nutrient availability to the
plants, and a proper air and water relationship. They must drain well while
simultaneously retaining the moisture needed for growth. The soil pH
should be between 5.00 and 7.2 for most nursery crops. Ericaceous plants
are sometimes an exception, requiring a lower pH for optimum growth.
Soils for field production of woody nursery plants should have these
characteristics and also be free of noxious (difficult to eradicate) weeds,
insect pests, pathogenic inoculum, or nematodes. The herbicide history of a field should also be known before planting with nursery stock
to ensure that a prior crop’s herbicide is not latent in the soil, waiting
to damage the new nursery crop. Also, field soil used for nursery crops
should be high in organic material. Good soil fertility is also desirable as
long as it is not too acidic or basic, which can tie up micronutrients.
Container-grown nursery stock also needs media with the properties already described. In addition, due to space limitations of containers, the media must be heavy enough to anchor the plant and prevent
container tipping, have a high cation exchange capacity, provide desired
levels of nitrogen throughout the growing season, and retain the moisture needed for optimal plant growth.
Porosity of the medium is of great importance in container plant
production. Porosity is the size of spaces between the particles that
comprise the medium. It determines how much water and air remain in
the root environment after the container has been watered and allowed
to drain. Large pores hold the air within the medium. smaller pores hold
the water within the medium. Shallow containers tend to hold a greater
percentage of water following irrigation and drainage than do deeper
containers whereas deeper containers usually have good aeration but
less water retention capacity.
These differences can be partially compensated for by incorporating
materials into the media of shallow containers to improve the aeration
porosity. Materials such as sand, perlite, turface (calcined clay), and
various wood barks are commonly mixed with fine-textured media for
that purpose.
Container media must be readily available in the amounts needed
when they are needed. Accordingly, the media must be either commercial mixes or easily prepared locally. They must also be inexpensive, easy
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to handle and affordable to transport, pest free, blendable with other
additives, and stable over time, allowing them to be stored without
concern for changes in their chemical or physical characteristics. The
artificial media described in Chapter 14 are commonly used for nursery
crops. The University of California and the Cornell mixes may be used
in unaltered forms or with additives to improve aeration porosity. Other
container media used include aged and composted hardwood or softwood barks. Hardwood barks combined with sand and with ammonium
nitrate (for added nitrogen) and elemental sulfur and iron sulfate (to
stabilize the pH) is a common mix.

LAYOUTS FOR FIELD PRODUCTION
Nursery production fields are not all planted in exactly the same way.
The grower usually considers a number of factors that determine how
each field will be laid out:
1. Eliminating opportunities for erosion.
2. Using the land as efficiently as possible.
3. Grouping together plants with similar requirements for cultivation
but, possibly, different harvesting schedules.
4. Making cultivation and harvest as easy as possible.
5. Knowing the length of time the crops will be in the field and the
size they will attain.
6. Knowing whether the field will be harvested all at one time or over
a period of several seasons.
The simplest layout for a nursery is a single species planted in
side-by-side rows on level land (Figure 21–1). Erosion is minimal, and

An example of a single species field planting in rows that are
evenly spaced. Arrows indicate the two directions possible for cultivation.
The broken diagonal lines indicate a possible harvest pattern that allows
additional growing room for the plants that remain. (Delmar/Cengage
Learning)

FIGURE 21–1.
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cultivation equipment can pass easily down the rows and across perpendicular to the rows between the plants. Harvesting is just as simple
when this layout is used, making it ideal for bare-rooting trees and
shrubs. Partial or selective harvesting can also be accomplished by
digging plants in a diagonal pattern across the field. The open space
remaining allows further growth by the plants that remain.
Side-by-side rows can also be used on rolling land, with the rows
oriented to follow the contours of the slope and thereby minimize erosion. Cross-cultivation is seldom possible on slopes because of the soil
erosion it would encourage. Also, total harvesting is not wise; some
plants should always be left to hold the soil until replacement plants can
become established.
Another variation of row planting is the staggered or offset layout
(Figure 21–2). Plants in alternate rows are not set directly opposite those in
adjacent rows but in a staggered pattern similar to the fives on dice. Crosscultivation is not possible with this arrangement. Harvesting is by rows,
not diagonally. Every other row can be harvested the first year and either
all remaining rows or every other remaining row harvested in the second
year. All plants would be cleared by the end of the third year. As rows are
cleared, the soil can be conditioned and planted again, or a cover crop
seeded to hold the soil. (Cover crops are discussed later in the chapter.)
When space is at a premium, narrower aisles can be left between
alternate rows (Figure 21–3). This permits large equipment to be moved
into the field while only slightly increasing the difficulty of cultivating
and harvesting.
Mixing species within a single production field adds some complications but is not uncommon. First, the species must have the same
soil and moisture requirements. Second, if shading or winter protec-

An example of a single species field planting in
rows that are offset. Arrows indicate the single direction of
cultivation possible. The broken lines indicate a first-year harvest
pattern, leaving remaining plants to grow another season or two.
(Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 21–2.
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tion is required, it must benefit all the plants. Finally, if the plants are
of different sizes or on differing harvest schedules, cross-cultivation
may be impossible. Species are often mixed between rows to combine
fast-growing and slow-growing species, the first for quick sale and cash
turnover, the latter for future sale (Figure 21–4).

To conserve space, alternate rows of a nursery planting
can be placed closer together. Arrows indicate the directions of
cultivation. The broken lines show first-year harvest pattern. (Delmar/
Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 21–3.

Mixing fast-growing and slow-growing species in
alternating rows allows the fast-growing species to be harvested
while giving the slower ones more time and space to develop.
Arrows indicate the single direction of cultivation. (Delmar/Cengage
Learning)

FIGURE 21–4.
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MAINTAINING NURSERY CROPS
In some ways, maintaining nursery crops is similar to maintaining
floriculture crops. The major distinctions are in the magnitude of the
operations and the degree of grower control. Watering, fertilizing, and
controlling pests in the greenhouse are almost totally under the grower’s
control and have little impact outside the operation. With nursery production, the leaching and runoff of surface and irrigation water, fertilizers, and pesticides have the potential to affect the environment of
people far beyond the nursery’s property lines. Consequently, full consideration must be given not only to what is applied but also to where it
goes after application.

Irrigation
Both field and container nurseries receive the natural irrigation of rainfall and supplemental irrigation controlled by the grower. Provision
must be made for a reliable source of water, such as an irrigation pond,
deep well, or municipal water supply. (Use of a municipal water supply
can add greatly to the cost of production.) Following application, the
runoff water must be absorbed on site or diverted into municipal storm
sewers or nearby streams. Water that is not absorbed on site must be
free of toxic waste, excessive fertilizer salts, and other nonbiodegradable materials. Excess irrigation water is often collected in a holding
pond and used again to water container crops, thereby minimizing the
amount of water that leaves the nursery. Where soluble salt levels are
too high, the runoff water can be diluted with other water until a safe
salt level is attained. A holding pond will permit some heavy particulate
materials to settle out before the water is reused. In other situations,
leach fields may be necessary to remove undesirable materials before
the water is reused or permitted to escape into streams or public systems. Regulations differ among communities, and the prospective
nursery grower should consult local water authorities while the nursery
is still in the planning stages. The authorities can offer suggestions on
how the local water quality standards can be met most efficiently. The
assistance should be sought, not avoided, by nursery growers.
In a few regions of the United States, the local water is too alkaline for
direct use on nursery crops. The soluble salts in the water would quickly
harm the plants, and irrigation equipment would plug up almost as
quickly. Therefore, settling ponds are often needed to permit precipitation of the salts before the water is used on the plants. In extreme situations, the water must be distilled before it is suitable for use.

Supplemental Irrigation Systems
The delivery system for supplemental irrigation of nursery crops may be
permanent, semiportable, or portable. The choice of system is usually
determined by the frequency and duration of its use. Where the same
species are grown repeatedly and the amount of rainfall is predictable,
a choice is made easily. Arid regions are likely to require permanent
systems due to the need for regular irrigation. Nurseries in temperate or
subtropical areas may receive enough rainfall to maintain healthy field
production and only need supplemental water for container areas or
newly transplanted field crops.
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The three degrees of permanency can be compared as follows.
1. Permanent irrigation system
• The power source is either an electric or a diesel engine. It is
permanently installed at the site.
• The pump is also permanently installed and is usually either a
deep-well turbine or a horizontal centrifugal one. The deep-well
turbine is used when water must be lifted to a height of twenty
feet or more.
• The system must be near the water supply and on a solid and
level base.
• The main and lateral water lines are stationary and below
ground (deep enough to permit crop cultivation above them).
• The lines are constructed of concrete or PVC piping.
• The system is the most expensive to install but least timeconsuming to operate.
2. Semiportable irrigation system
• The power source may be an electric or a diesel engine. It is
permanently installed at the site.
• The pump is also permanently installed and is usually either a
deep-well turbine or a horizontal centrifugal one.
• The system must be near the water supply and on a solid, level
base.
• The main water lines are stationary and below ground with
surface couplers for the attachment of portable lateral lines.
• The main lines are constructed of concrete or PVC piping. The
lateral lines are usually of PVC.
• The system is less expensive to install but more timeconsuming to operate than a permanent system.
3. Portable irrigation system
• The power source is usually a gasoline engine, transported to
the site on a flatbed truck or a PTO (power takeoff) shaft on a
tractor.
• The pump is transported on a truck or cart with the power
source.
• All water lines are portable and light-weight. They are not
buried and are constructed of either PVC or aluminum (Figure
21–5).
• The system is the least expensive to install but most timeconsuming to operate.
As the irrigation water leaves the pump and water lines, it is distributed to the crop through sprinkler heads. Container nurseries use overhead sprinklers or a PVC tube spaghetti system (described in Chapter
20). The sprinkler systems are more wasteful of water than the tube system, which applies water directly to each container and not in between.
Either method requires occasional hand-watering. In one case, some
plants are not reached fully by the sprinklers. In the other case, the thin
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This supplemental irrigation system delivers water to each pot. It
requires exact spacing of each container. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 21–5.

PVC tubes occasionally become plugged. The use of filters in the water
lines can reduce the frequency of plugging. Some growers also insert
a fiber mulch ring around each containerized plant to retain moisture
and discourage weeds.
Field production areas may apply supplemental irrigation from
rotating sprinklers coupled to the lateral water lines (Figure 21–6).
Portable systems may make use of a traveling sprinkler that carries its
own water supply and dispenses it rapidly as it is pulled down the nursery rows. Neither system should apply the water faster than the field soil
can absorb it.

A rotating sprinkler system on two
different levels keeps this container production area
irrigated. (Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by Jack
Ingels.)

FIGURE 21–6.
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Trickle irrigation systems permit some
movement of the containers. They sometimes plug
up, requiring the grower to clear the tube. (Delmar/
Cengage Learning. Photo by Jack Ingels.)

FIGURE 21–7.

In production fields where crops are widely spaced, as with large
trees or high-value specimen plants, supplemental water may be
applied through trickle irrigation (Figure 21–7). The low-pressure
tube system reduces the waste and expense of watering expanses of
field where the moisture is not needed. Instead, water is applied slowly
to the root zone of each plant that allows for both optimum growth and
cost efficiency. Trickle systems require a timer to turn on the irrigation
water each day when the plants are most in need of it. They also require
a flow regulator and pressure-compensating emitters to control the rate
of water delivery to each plant.

Fertilization
Nursery plants usually require fertilization to promote healthy growth
and bring the plant to the harvest stage as rapidly as possible. Due to
the variety of sizes and production methods, it is predictable that the
methods of fertilization will vary. As is the case with other cultural
procedures, grouping together plant species that have similar fertilizer
requirements will make the fertilizer application process easier for the
grower.
Small plants growing in ground beds usually are fertilized once a
year. Typical rates of application are:
• needled evergreens

4 lb. per 1,000 sq. ft.

• broadleaved evergreens

3 lb. per 1,000 sq. ft.

• deciduous shrubs

5 lb. per 1,000 sq. ft.

Small plants growing in containers need more frequent fertilization
during the growing season because of the limited amount of media
around the roots. These plants lack the nutrient reserve that is available
in ground beds. Container-grown crops may be fertilized with dry, slowrelease fertilizers or during irrigation with the fertilizer injector systems
described in Chapter 20.
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Plants growing in the field usually have dry, low-analysis fertilizer
or manure incorporated into the soil before planting. After planting,
nitrogen fertilizers are usually added annually. Typical rates of nitrogen
application for field production include:
• needled evergreens
• broadleaved evergreens
• deciduous trees and shrubs

175 lb. per acre
125 lb. per acre
225 lb. per acre

Actual rates are dependent on the crop, the soil type, and the length
of growing season. Rather than applying all of the fertilizer at once, it is
usually applied in two or three applications. A spring and early fall, or a
spring, early summer, and early fall application schedule allows the most
efficient use of the fertilizer by minimizing nutrient loss due to leaching.
Further cost efficiency is made possible by applying the fertilizer as side
dressing (applied along the side of the rows) rather than broadcasting it
over the entire field. Side dress applications are also safer for the off-site
environment since the potential for chemical runoff is lessened.
Regardless of how the fertilizer is applied, all applications of nutrients should be discontinued with the approach of fall to allow the stock
to harden-off before winter sets in.

Weed and Pest Control
Weeds, insects, and diseases are as inevitable with nursery crops as with
any other plants. Production of a monoculture with close spacing, high
fertility, and ample irrigation ensures an assortment of prolific pests. All
the principles of pest control discussed in Chapters 6 and 20 are applicable to nursery production, but there are some differences in the ways
they are applied. The differences are due to the openness of the nursery
production area and the length of time the crop is under production.
For example, soil pasteurization is helpful in nursery container production but far less effective than in greenhouse production. The soil, being
outdoors, becomes contaminated much more quickly. Still, the quantity of weed seeds, insect larvae, and pathogenic inoculum is reduced
initially, giving the crop a better chance of becoming established, so
pasteurization can be helpful. Weeds are also much more troublesome
for the nursery grower than for the greenhouse grower. Their seeds can
persist in the nursery field for many years, with a fresh crop waiting to
germinate each time the soil is turned over. In addition to their competition with the desired plants, which has been described, weeds can
reduce plants’ sales appeal when they appear in the same container.
Insects and diseases are controlled by using pest-free propagative
stock, by growing plants in regions of the country where their pests are
not as common, by selecting resistant varieties for growth, by preventing the growth of weeds that can harbor the pests, by cleaning up crop
debris that can serve as sources of inoculum, and by spraying or dusting
with chemical protectants and eradicants. Where chemical pesticides
are required, the state’s college of agriculture can provide listings of
effective products approved for use on specified crops. As noted elsewhere, growers should take care to mix only the quantity of pesticide
that can be applied in a single spraying, and avoid spraying or dusting
on windy days. If the field is sloped, run-off can also be a hazard, so the
product should not be applied to the point of dripping.
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Weeds can be controlled with preemergence herbicides applied in
the autumn and early spring. Later in the spring, postemergence products can keep the nursery free of broadleaved weeds. The herbicides
are usually applied in granular form as a side dressing. Many of the
products are specific against certain plants. They cannot be applied
universally since certain crops could be harmed. The product labels
list the plants that can be treated safely as well as the weeds controlled
by the chemical. Some of the herbicides require mixing into the soil to
become active. Others are dissolved by rainwater or artificial irrigation,
and do not require cultivation. Some are reduced in effectiveness if the
soil is disturbed, so mechanical cultivation must be avoided during crop
production.
Some pests bother nursery crops more than floriculture crops. These
include rodents, rabbits, and deer. Rodents can be controlled, though
seldom eliminated, with poisoned bait placed throughout the nursery.
Rabbits can be discouraged with repellants sprayed onto the base of
plants or with plastic coils wrapped around the trunks of young trees.
Deer are much more difficult to control, although some benefit is
claimed for repellants. Fencing the nursery can prevent deer from winter browsing in the production fields.
Integrated pest management is possible with nursery crop production, but it is effective only if every employee who works with the
crops understands and implements it in a timely manner. Scouting of
the crops on a regular, frequent basis is essential to detect the presence of insects, pathogens, noxious weeds, or animal injury. Immediate
response to the scouting report is then mandatory if the pest is to be
contained. Control procedures must be applied as soon as the scouting
report is filed. In so doing, the pest can often be controlled without the
need for more expensive control practices that would be required if the
problem were permitted to spread.

LABELING NURSERY CROPS

A label
imprinter such as this one can
print permanent, weatherresistant plant labels in
colors, giving each label a
professional appearance.
(Courtesy Economy Label Sales
Company, Inc.)

FIGURE 21–8.

Growers must label their nursery crops in a standardized manner that
is easily understood by all employees. Production scheduling, inventory control, and the filling of orders depend on accurate knowledge
of where each species is growing, and how many are available for sale
or in a particular stage of production. Should a label be destroyed, the
very identity of certain look-alike cultivars could be lost permanently.
Therefore, labels of nursery stock must be durable as well as correctly
placed (Figure 21–8).
Two methods of labeling are commonly used. The method used for
container stock and equally effective for many field nurseries places
the label in front of the first plant of that cultivar and pertains to all
plants to the rear and right of that label until the next label is reached
(Figure 21–9). The other method is used almost solely for large field
nurseries and follows the direction of planting, with a new label inserted into the ground each time the cultivar changes. When mechanical
planters are used and more than one row is planted simultaneously,
the label changeover becomes a bit more complex (Figures 21–10 and
21–11). Mixing the species in alternate rows requires that each row be
labeled.
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Labels may be
placed in the first container
to identify all plants of that
variety behind and to the
right of the label. In this
example, four different
varieties are labeled. (Delmar/
Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 21–9.

An example
of how a nursery field can
be labeled if two rows of
the same variety are planted
at the same time. In this
example, four different
varieties are labeled. The
labels follow the direction of
planting. (Delmar/Cengage
Learning)

FIGURE 21–10.
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FIGURE 21–11. An example of how a nursery field can be labeled if four
rows of the same variety are planted simultaneously. In this example,
four different varieties are labeled. The labels follow the direction of
planting. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIELD PRUNING NURSERY STOCK
There are few similarities between landscape pruning (described in
Chapters 11 and 12) and the pruning of nursery plants in production.
The objectives of landscape pruning are to improve the health or appearance of the plant or to limit its growth; the objective of nursery field
pruning is to promote and direct branching, and create a fuller plant as
quickly as possible. Fullness adds measurably to the sales appeal of the
plant. Shade and specimen trees, and certain specialized plants such as
fruit trees, require individual attention and hand-pruning during production. Plants grown in mass quantities for the seasonal market cannot
be given such time-consuming and costly attention.
Trees require more time to shape and develop than do shrubs. Trunk
development and crown shaping are both of importance. To develop
straight trunks with smooth bark and strong scaffold limbs with wide
crotch junctions requires individual attention at least once during each
year of field growth.
Evergreen trees must have their candles (the new growth) pinched
in the spring before growth fully expands if the developing trees are to
benefit by the pruning. If the trees are intended to be cut for Christmas
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sales, the only objective is to add fullness. If the trees are intended for
landscape use, the pruning can direct growth to fill in holes in the plant,
remove conflicting branches, and add fullness.
Evergreen shrubs are sheared in the early spring before their annual
flush of growth begins. The shearing promotes lateral branching of the
shoots and creates a fuller plant. If the shrubs have a pyramid or columnar form, care must be taken to respect their natural shape and not cut
off the lead shoot(s). If the shrubs are rounded or spreading forms, the
shearing is directed to heading back the lateral branches.
Deciduous shrubs, particularly those that are to be bare-rooted at
harvest, often get the least individual attention because they bring the
least return at the market. They are commonly pruned with a sharp
cutting bar driven down the nursery row, removing about a third of the
previous season’s growth in the process.

Root Pruning
Using an underground blade in a manner similar to that of the cutting bar
just described, nursery growers prune back the root systems of shrubs
and young trees. Done in the fall after the plants have ceased their active
growth for the year, the pruning technique promotes a compact root
system. Such a root system gives the plants a better chance of surviving
their eventual harvesting, handling, and transplanting. Without root
pruning, most of the fibrous nutrient- and water-absorbing roots would
be lost at the time of harvest, and nursery plants would have little more
chance of survival than plants collected from the woods.
For larger trees and shrubs, the sickle bar technique is inadequate.
Instead, several months to a year in advance of the harvest, a trench
must be dug around each plant just outside of what will be the soil ball
at the time of harvest. The trench should be at least the width of a spade
and as deep as the soil ball will be. The trench is then backfilled with
sand. This process cuts the lateral roots of the plant and encourages new
ones to develop within the soil ball. The sand discourages root growth
out of the ball.
Containerized nursery plants do not require root pruning since the
entire system is intact within the container. If kept too long in the container, the plants may send roots out through the drainage holes and
into the soil of their holding area, making it hard to lift them. This can
be discouraged by spreading a layer of heavy black plastic beneath the
containers. The plastic also discourages weeds from growing.

HARVESTING
Nursery crops, like any other product, must be made ready for sale
before the time they are sought by the customer. Since the greatest sale
of nursery plants occurs in the spring, most plants are dug, bare-rooted
or balled-and-burlapped, graded, and prepared for sale in the fall. In
regions of the country where spring arrives late and the ground freezes
deep, it is impossible to dig enough material in the spring. Fall digging
also allows the nursery workers to grade, prune, bundle, and package
the stock throughout the winter months.
If an entire row of shrubs is to be dug and bare-rooted, a forked,
U-shaped blade pulled by a tractor may be used. As it lifts the plants
from the ground, nursery workers shake off the soil and place the plants
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on a truck. The plants are taken to shaded storage areas where the roots
are covered with soil or other materials to prevent drying until they can
be graded and bundled.
Plants that are to be balled-and-burlapped may be dug by rows or
by a pattern that harvests some plants while leaving others for a later
time. Mechanized tree and shrub spades are used by some nurseries to
dig plants for burlapping, but the majority are dug by hand. Squares of
burlap large enough to cover the ball are available precut or can be cut
off a roll. Burlap is also available in a treated (rot-resistant) or untreated
form. Treated burlap is more expensive but is needed if the plants are to
be stored unplanted for a while. Untreated burlap can be used when the
plants are going to be transplanted soon after harvest.
For best sales appeal, the soil ball should be nicely rounded, not flat
or misshapen. It should contain enough roots to ensure survival of the
plant, yet not be unnecessarily heavy (Figure 21–12). The burlap can
be secured with twine or with pinning nails. Larger plant balls can be
secured using the technique of drum-lacing, in which twine is wound
around the ball and then laced in a zig-zag pattern (Figure 21–13). All
balled-and-burlapped plants should be lifted and carried by the soil
ball, not by the branches (Figure 21–14). Large plants can be moved with
a forklift, tractor, crane, or ball cart. The ball should be handled carefully
to prevent it from breaking apart.

This conifer has been dug with a large
soil ball and now must be burlapped and tied. (Delmar/
Cengage Learning. Photo by Jack Ingels.)

FIGURE 21–12.

An example of drum-lacing. The
technique binds the burlap and soil ball tightly. It is
helpful with large, heavy plants to prevent breakage of
the soil ball. (Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by Jack
Ingels.)

FIGURE 21–13.
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A balled-and-burlapped plant should
be lifted and supported from beneath. The soil ball
should never be permitted to pull on the plant.
(Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by Jack Ingels.)

FIGURE 21–14.

After burlapping, the plants can be bedded (or heeled in) with sawdust, peat moss, or shavings to keep the roots and soil ball moist until
grading and sale. In warm climates, some harvested plants may require
special care. For example, cacti need a week for the roots to air-dry and
heal. In the southeast, tropical plants grown for interior use require
carefully controlled light reduction to prepare them for transplanting.
In recent years, nursery growers have introduced several variations
on the traditional balled and burlapped plant. Wire baskets lined with
nontreated burlap accept the harvested plants’ soil balls directly from
the field. The baskets are then tightened around the balls, with soil
added if necessary to create the roundness desired for marketing appeal
(Figure 21–15). Containerized plants harvested from the field are also
commonly available today. Immediately following digging, the plant
balls are set into containers, then held for several weeks while the root
system regenerates. This method of harvest can be done almost any
time the weather permits digging.
Nursery stock is graded in accordance with the American Standards
for Nursery Stock developed and published by the American Nursery
and Landscape Association (ANLA) in Washington, D.C.
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This tree ball has been placed directly from the field into a burlap
lined wire basket, then tied at the top with twine. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 21–15.

Containerized plants require little preparation for sale other than
cleaning weeds from the containers, grading, and perhaps tagging them
with names, plant patent numbers, or other information. If a fiber
mulch ring has been used for moisture retention or weed control, it
should be removed before sale.

OVERWINTERING
In northern climates, field grown nursery plants that remain unsold
after harvest must be prepared to survive the winter if they are to be
suitable for sale the following spring. The greatest threat to their survival
is the vulnerability of their root systems to freezing that results from
their being above ground. The same danger exists for containerized
plants. Neither root system has the insulation protection that plants
have while growing in the field.
To protect the root systems of container plants and b&b stock, nursery growers use the following techniques:
• Heeling-in: The plants are set into bins or piles of loose material,
such as wood shavings or saw dust, deep enough to cover the root
ball or containers to a depth that affords the needed insulation.
• Over-wintering houses: The plants are placed into white
polyethylene covered houses, made as animal proof as possible.
There they are protected from temperature extremes and drying
winds. On abnormally warm days, the houses must be vented so that
the plants do not break dormancy. In high snow areas, the houses
must be strong enough to support the predictable snow loads
(Figure 21–16).
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A typical white polyethylene house for overwintering nursery
plants (Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by Jack Ingels.)

FIGURE 21–16.

• Bordering pots: Container plants are grouped as close together
as possible, then surrounded by one or more rows of unplanted
containers filled with soil. The border of pots serves as a buffer
against the wind. Along with the close spacing, they help to insulate
against the temperature extremes.
• Pot-in-pot production: Large, empty pots are buried in the ground
up to their lips. Container plants, in slightly smaller pots, are set
inside the larger ones. This technique affords the root systems the
same protection as field grown plants (Figure 21–17). If kept in the
field pots during the summer, the roots may suffer from excessive
heat, so this is not suitable for year-round production in every region
of the country.

COVER CROPS AND CROP ROTATION
Since a nursery crop is only as good as the soil it is grown in, it is vital
that nursery fields be stabilized and reconditioned after each crop is
harvested. Root balls remove significant quantities of soil from fields,
including valuable top soil. Where fields are completely cleared by a
harvest, erosion and further soil loss become dangers. The first priority
of a nursery operator must be to prevent soil erosion. The second priority is to rebuild the soil before the next crop of nursery plants is set out.
A cover crop is a rapidly growing, nonnursery crop used to stabilize
the soil and prevent erosion. It may cover an entire field or only an area
where insufficient nursery crops remain to hold the soil. Green manure is
a crop that is rotated in the field with nursery crops. It, too, deters erosion
but also improves the structure of the soil, fixes nitrogen, and adds valuable organic matter. The deeper the roots of the cover and green manure
crops, the greater their benefit to the soil. It is possible for one species or
mix of species to function as both a cover crop and a green manure.
Cover crops are frequently planted in the fall after the harvest.
Sometimes they are planted between the rows of nursery plants when
harvesting is done over a period of several years. Cover crops are roto-
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Pot-in-pot production (Delmar/
Cengage Learning. Photo by Jack Ingels.)

FIGURE 21–17.

tilled or plowed under each spring, returning organic matter to the soil.
The seeding of another cover crop may then follow if the field is not
planted right away.
Green manure crops are usually seeded in the spring and grown
through the summer, then turned under before they develop seeds that
could create weed problems for the nursery crop that is to follow. A winter cover crop may then be seeded to protect the soil from erosion until
planting in the spring. Plants commonly used as cover crops or green
manure include buckwheat, sudan grass, oats, rye, field corn, annual
ryegrass, soybeans, alfalfa, clover, and hybrid sudan-sorghum grass.
Animal manures are also valuable soil conditioners and can be
plowed under at the same time as cover and green manure crops. They
can be obtained in quantity from nearby farms and slaughter houses.

SUMMARY
Although the crops are often the same, field nurseries and container
nurseries have different production objectives, different requirements
of the production site, and different growing techniques. Field nurseries
require productive natural soil whereas container nurseries can totally
control their soil, often using purely artificial media as all or part of the
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mix. The containers used are similar to those of the greenhouse industry
but larger. They may also include wooden baskets and soft plastic bags.
Nursery stock may be started from seed or as liners. Nearly all propagative techniques are used in some way within the industry.
The layout of production fields is determined by the contour of the
land, the amount of space available, the cultivation techniques used,
and the methods or schedules of harvest.
Nursery maintenance has the potential to affect people beyond the
boundaries of the nursery. There must be a reliable and plentiful source
of good water. Its runoff must be controlled to ensure cleanliness before
it enters a public waterway. The delivery system for supplemental irrigation of nursery crops may be permanent, semiportable, or portable.
Fertilization may be done with dry fertilizer or with liquid fertilizer
in the irrigation system. Use of pest-free propagative stock and resistant
varieties, good field hygiene, and application of chemical pesticides are
all methods employed in pest control.
Two methods of labeling are commonly used. One method identifies
all plants to the right and rear of the label until the next label is reached.
The other method follows the direction of planting, changing the label
as the cultivar changes.
The objective of nursery field pruning is to direct branching and
create a fuller plant as quickly as possible. Certain plants warrant individual attention because of their potential value; others are given minimal attention since their profit return is less. Both top growth and root
growth are pruned. Containerized plants do not require root pruning.
Use of pest-free propagative stock and resistant varieties, good field
hygiene, directed use of pesticides, and an integrated pest management
system that employs frequent scouting and rapid response are all modern methods employed in pest control.
The nursery is usually harvested in the fall to ensure an ample supply of plants in the spring when sales are greatest. Plants may be dug by
hand or by machine. Containerized plants require little preparation for
sale except to clean weeds from the containers, grade, and label.
After the harvest of a field nursery, the soil must be stabilized and
reconditioned. Cover crops, green manure, and crop rotation are techniques utilized to rebuild the soil.
Containerized plants and harvested ball-and-burlap stock must
be over-wintered properly. To prevent freezing of the roots and drying by winds, nursery growers use techniques such as heeling-in,
over-wintering houses, bordering pots, and pot-in-pot production.

ACH I EV EMEN T R E VI E W
A. SHORT ANSWER
Answer each of the following questions as briefly
as possible.
1. Indicate whether the following are
characteristic of container nurseries (C),
field nurseries (F), or both (B).

a. Larger trees and shrubs are produced.
b. Soil mix may include artificial media.
c. Good drainage, adequate water, and
light are needed.
d. Nearby transportation is needed.
e. Most crops are grown for two years or
less.
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f. Production soils are similar to those of
a crop farm.
2. List three factors that determine the choice
of plants to grow in a nursery.
3. List the three most common methods
of plant propagation used by nursery
growers.
4. If the production quota for a nursery plant
is 8,000 plants and the grower estimates
that 12 percent are likely to be unfit for
sale due to the traditionally harsh winter
weather, how many plants should be
planted in the field?
5. Indicate whether the following statements
apply best to permanent (P), semiportable
(S), or portable (I) irrigation systems.
a. The main water lines are stationary and
the lateral lines are portable.
b. The main water lines and the lateral
lines are stationary and below ground.
c. The power source can be a PTO shaft.
d. The power source and pump are both
mounted on a flatbed truck or cart.
e. The system is the most expensive to
install.
f. The system is the least expensive to
install.
g. The system is the most timeconsuming to operate.
6. Describe the two ways that nursery crops
are usually fertilized after planting.
7. Describe how weeds are controlled in field
nurseries.
8. List the two methods most often used to
label crops in field nurseries.
9. How do the pruning objectives for nursery
plants differ from those for landscape
plants?
10. Insert one or two words to complete each
of the following sentences.
a. Evergreen trees are pinched back in the
______ of the year.
b. Evergreen shrubs in the nursery are
sheared in the ______ of the year.
c. Root pruning of nursery plants is done
in the ______ of the year.
d. ______ nursery plants do not require
root pruning.
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e. Most nurseries harvest their field crops
in the ______ of the year.
f. Large soil balls are burlapped using the
technique of ______ .
g. Balled-and-burlapped plants should
be lifted and carried at the ______ to
prevent injury to the plant.
h. ______ nursery plants require less time
to prepare for sale than field grown
plants.
i. A rapidly growing nonnursery crop
used to stabilize the soil of a nursery
and prevent erosion is termed a ______
crop.
j. An alternate crop used to improve soil
structure and nutrient content and
increase organic matter is termed a
______ crop.

B. TRUE/FALSE
Indicate if the following statements are true or
false.
1. All nurseries have the same planting
layout.
2. Species cannot be randomly mixed in a
field nursery.
3. Space efficiency is of concern to both
container and field nursery growers.
4. Contour planting is a means of controlling
soil erosion in field nurseries.
5. A side-by-side row planting on flat land
does not permit cross-cultivation between
plants.
6. All plants in a nursery planting must be
harvested at the same time.
7. Different crops can be grown within the
same nursery field.
8. Not all nursery aisles must be the same
width.
9. Irrigation water runoff is of more concern
in field nurseries than in container
nurseries.
10. Where natural rainfall is frequent,
supplemental irrigation of field nurseries is
usually unnecessary.
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C. ESSAY
Assume that you are a nursery grower whose
operation is located in Hardiness Zone 5. Deer
and rabbits are abundant in the area. Snow fall is
unpredictable, being light some years and heavy
in others. At the close of the fall season you have
the following inventory unsold:

a. 40 two-inch caliper deciduous shade
trees, balled and burlapped
b. 25 large broadleaf evergreens in bushel
baskets
c. 100 deciduous shrubs in containers
Explain how you would plan to over-winter the
plants and why you selected these methods.

CHAPTER 22

Beginning and Promoting
an Ornamental
Horticulture Business
O B J E C TIV E S
Upon completion of this chapter, you should be able to

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

describe and compare three legal forms of business operation.
explain the value of a market survey.
list sources of capital for new and established businesses.
list factors to be considered in choosing a business site.
draw up a physical plant layout plan and a staff organization chart.
outline the major laws and regulations that affect horticulturists.
describe the methods, values, and limitations of advertising.
list characteristics of effective advertising.
list characteristics of effective displays.

K E Y TE R M S
dividends
vendor

WHY HAVE YOUR OWN BUSINESS?
Let us begin by saying that most people do not own their own business;
they never will; nor do they wish to do so. Still they have interesting and
rewarding careers.
For those who do operate or seek to operate their own business, a
desire for one or more of the following may be the motive:
• the opportunity to exercise leadership and make all major decisions
that impact the operation of the business (in other words, the
chance to be your own boss)
• the opportunity to build a business around your own interests and
personal strengths
529
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• job security, insofar as this ever exists
• certain tax advantages
• money (however, the perception that the owner of a business makes
the most money is not always correct)
Conversely, the advantages of nonownership include:
• lack of major responsibility for decisions that affect the future of the
business
• the opportunity to pursue a career interest without the problems of
ownership
• freedom to change jobs and relocate as the desire or opportunities
arise
If there are reasons why self-employment appeals to certain people,
there are also personal qualities that make business ownership satisfying. Leadership skills and a fondness for both the industry and people
are vital to successful operation. Liking plants is not enough. Not everyone is equally comfortable with workers and consumers, or tolerant of
their behavior under a myriad of conditions. The owner sets the tone for
the way customers are treated and the spirit that exists among the staff.
Someone who prefers working alone or is unusually shy might be better
advised not to seek a career as an owner.

FORMS OF BUSINESS ORGANIZATION
Once the decision is made to begin a business or to reorganize an existing firm, another decision must be made: how the business will be
legally organized. Three types of organization are common: the sole
proprietorship, the partnership, and the corporation. Each type has certain advantages.

Sole Proprietorship
The sole proprietorship is the simplest form of doing business. It is the
easiest to begin and the most private. After assuring that no zoning laws
or local ordinances are being violated, the horticulturist can simply
obtain the necessary licenses and insurance, set up shop, hang out a
sign, plant a field, load a lawnmower on a truck, and be in business. The
sole proprietor puts up the capital, hires and directs all employees,
reaps all profits, absorbs all losses, and is personally and totally responsible for all debts. There is no separation between the sole proprietor’s
personal finances and those of the business. A sole proprietorship may
be advantageous if you have substantial personal assets. However,
should the new venture fail, your personal assets may be lost.
Sole proprietorships have other disadvantages. One is that the business can be limited by the weaknesses of the owner. The business usually grows at the outset, then reaches a plateau due to the proprietor’s
inability to direct its growth further. Another disadvantage is that the
business ends with the death of the owner. If the death is premature and
unexpected and no provision has been made for the sale or continuation of the business, liquidation may be the only recourse.
In the ornamental horticulture professions, sole proprietorships
are common. Retail flower shops, garden centers, and small landscape
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maintenance firms are frequently organized in this form, at least at the
beginning.

Partnership
A partnership is a business engaged in by two or more persons. It is also
a common form of business in ornamental horticulture. It works best
when the partners have interests and abilities that complement rather
than duplicate each other. For example, a flower shop partnership might
involve one partner with an interest in design and another who prefers
sales and customer contact. A nursery could be owned by one partner
who looks after promotion, sales, and administration, and another who
oversees outdoor field production. Should the partners decide to add a
greenhouse range for propagation, they might take in another partner
to provide capital and/or take charge of the greenhouse operation.
In modern partnerships, all agreements between partners are in
writing before the business begins. The terms of agreement should
include the percentage of original capital to be provided by each
partner, the responsibilities assigned to each partner, the business
objectives of the partnership, and provision for the dissolution of the
partnership in the event a partner dies or wishes to leave the business.
While such a contract, prepared in advance, will not ensure that partners work together compatibly, it will help to expose potential areas of
misunderstanding or disagreement before the pressures of the work
arena complicate them.
In the classic partnership, the two partners contribute the same
amounts of capital and divide the work equally. They each draw the
same weekly salary, and at the end of the year they divide the profits
equally. In such a situation, each partner is an agent of the business,
empowered in the eyes of the law to act on behalf of the business, to
contract with other firms, receive credit, and obligate the company.
Both partners become liable for the actions of either partner.
There are variations on the classic partnership. In one, a single partner provides most or all of the capital, and the other(s) provide the technical and administrative skills to operate the business. Another variation
is the limited partnership where one or more partners perform some
function, such as partial capitalization, but limit their claims on the
profits or liabilities to a share agreed to in advance. Where liability is limited for some of the partners, at least one partner must agree to be legally
responsible for all the liabilities of the company. Limited partnerships
usually restrict the right of the limited partner(s) to obligate the firm.

Corporation
Corporations are the third form of business operation. A corporation is
the most public method of doing business and more governed by state
and federal laws than are sole proprietorships or partnerships. More
expense is involved in establishing a corporation, but it is not excessive.
The corporation is given its legal life by the state, such as cities and villages are. Therefore, to the state, the corporation becomes a legal entity,
separate from its owner and managers. The profits of the corporation
are taxed independently of the incomes of the company’s owners. The
liabilities of the corporation are also legally separate from the personal
debts of its owners. A corporation can file or be the defendant in a lawsuit without affecting the personal finances of the owners.
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Since the corporation is a separate entity, it has greater flexibility
than noncorporate businesses. Management decisions may be easier to
make if the business is not tied to the personalities of one or two owners.
Some corporations are completely managed by nonowners. Therefore,
the ownership of a corporation can change while the business continues without interruption.
The ownership of a corporation is obtained through the purchase
of shares, each share having a particular monetary value. When major
decisions must be made, requiring a vote of the owners, each shareholder is entitled to a vote proportionate to the number of shares owned. At
the end of the fiscal year, the profits of the corporation are paid to the
shareholders on the basis of the number of shares owned. The profits
are termed dividends. If the corporation does not make a profit, no dividends are paid and the value of the stock may be reduced.
There are several types of corporations, two of which are common
in the ornamental horticulture industry. A private corporation sells its
stock publicly and can be owned by many people, often as an investment. A closed corporation does not sell its stock publicly. It is often
owned by the members of a single family. If additional capital is needed
to finance expansion of the business, either corporation may sell more
stock.
Operating decisions are made by a board of directors, elected by the
stockholders. Stockholders cannot obligate the company. Since most
ornamental horticulture corporations are closed corporations with few
stockholders, the election of directors, their titles, and the conduct of
meetings are usually informal. The incentive to incorporate is usually
the desire to limit the liability of the owners.

MARKET SURVEYS
The desire to start a business is not enough to ensure its success, even
when the owner has enough capital to get the business started properly.
Hard work, great talent, and the support of family and friends will not
guarantee the survival of a business. Simply stated, the success of a
business depends on enough people wanting the products or services
of the business and having the money to pay for them.
The geographic area from which a business attracts most of its
customers is termed its market. For garden centers, flower shops, retail
nurseries, lawn maintenance firms, and landscape contractors, the
market area may be limited to a city or county. For wholesale nurseries,
mail-order nurseries, landscape architects, and propagators, the market
area can often extend beyond state lines. The safest way to begin a business is to study the market beforehand. An analysis known as a market
survey can answer the following questions:
• What is the extent of the market area? If deliveries are to be made,
how far can the truck travel before the cost of delivery becomes
prohibitive? How far must customers travel to reach the business?
Are they more likely to use the telephone to call in orders or to come
in personally?
• Is there an established desire for the products or services of the
business or must one be created?
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• How strong is the economy of the market area? In the opinion of
some people, ornamental horticulture products and services are not
essentials. Do the local people have sufficient funds to support their
desire for what the business is selling?
• How many similar businesses are already established in the market
area? A pie can only be cut into so many pieces before they become
too small to satisfy. A market area will only support a certain number
of similar firms profitably. A saturated market area is not the place to
begin a new operation.
• How good is the existing competition? It is difficult to gain an edge
against a competitor that enjoys a good reputation in the community
and backs it with competent performance and fair prices.
• Can qualified employees be attracted and retained? In upper
income market areas, there may be a scarcity of workers, and
workers may be unable to move into the area at the wages a new
business can pay.
If possible, the would-be owner should let someone else do the market study. Wishful thinking and ego can get in the way of an objective
analysis. A hopeful newcomer may be sure that customers will beat a
path to the door of a new business when someone finally does it right.
The facts may indicate that the business would be better located in a
different area. In a saturated market area, someone must eventually
close each time a new business opens. The chances are good that it will
be the new business.

SOURCES OF CAPITAL
For someone considering a new business, the initial excitement of plans
and dreams can be quickly replaced by the realities of financing. Where
does the money come from to start a business? How much is necessary
to start and support the business until it begins to show a profit?
Since there is no predetermined period of time after which a business is guaranteed to survive, capital must be discussed in terms of
initial funding and subsequent funding necessary to sustain the business. Capital is needed for two reasons. One is to purchase fixed assets
such as real estate, coolers, furniture, equipment, and similar items.
The other is to pay wages, purchase supplies, and pay utility bills. Such
funds are termed working capital.
There are three ways to obtain capital for a business:
1. Use your own money or that of other people willing to invest their
money in your business.
2. Borrow from lending institutions such as banks, insurance companies, and loan companies; or from persons seeking to buy into
the business as limited partners; or from other companies that
will market your future crop and are willing to pay you in advance
(termed contract growing).
3. Return the profits of the firm to the business for use as capital.
Each method of raising capital has features that may make it the
appropriate or necessary choice.
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Using Your Own Money
You should use your personal savings as much as possible in starting
a new business. There are two main reasons for this. First, there is no
interest charge when you use your own money. If money is also invested
by family or friends, it can be with the written understanding that no
interest will be paid on the initial investment but that they will share in
the profits for a predetermined period of time. If interest is to be paid
on the money of friends or family, it may be less than that charged by a
bank. The second reason for using personal savings is that it is evidence
of your commitment to the business. Such evidence is important when
credit is sought later from other sources. Certainly, the healthiest financial situation is to have enough capital available from personal sources
that the borrowing of working capital is only necessary during peak
seasons, and the loans are of short duration.

Borrowing Money
For the novice as well as the established horticulturist, borrowing may
be the only way to obtain capital; but it is also the most expensive way.
In addition, it requires you to reveal a good deal of information about
your background and personal finances, precise details on how the
money is to be used, and in-depth records of the financial history of
the business. Lending institutions tend to be conservative and cautious
when making loans, especially to new businesses with no financial history; hence their inquiring attitude. Regardless of the institution, it will
require collateral, or something of value to be guaranteed as security for
the loan. Big ideas, enthusiasm, and a college degree are not collateral,
although the personal credentials of the borrower can lend credibility
and promote confidence. Usually accepted as collateral are such things
as land, buildings, vehicles, equipment, crops, or accounts receivable.
Several kinds of loans are available.
Character or Signature loans These are short-term loans granted to
business people with good credit ratings. To obtain working capital for
thirty to ninety days requires only the borrower’s signature if the bank
approves a line of credit in advance. This kind of loan is reserved for
the well-established and successful. A young person starting out will
seldom qualify for a character loan, but it is the kind of loan all should
aspire to attain.
Term loans These long-term loans are repaid over a period of years,
usually by the month. This is an expensive loan due to the interest rate
charged. Term loans may be made entirely by a private lending institution or by the federal Small Business Administration (SBA) in association with a bank. The SBA supports small businesses by granting a
percentage of loans to borrowers that in its opinion deserve the chance
for success. Through the agency’s support, the borrower obtains capital
at a rate of interest lower than what the bank alone would charge.
Accounts Receivable loans These are obtained by established businesspersons by pledging money owed to the business from customers.
This is a short-term loan that is repaid as the customers pay their bills.
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Loans on life insurance These can be obtained using the cash value of
the borrower’s life insurance as collateral.
Limited Partnership loans Loans made by individuals who provide
capital in return for a share of the profit, this type of capital is termed
equity funds. Most owners do not want strings attached to the loan,
particularly attempts by the lender to influence management decisions,
so the terms of the loan need to be spelled out in writing.
Contract growing loans Made to growers by firms that will eventually market their crops, these loans provide the grower with the money
necessary to produce a particular crop while ensuring the lender of a
guaranteed price. Recently, contract growing has been used by growers
to ensure that they will have a market for their crops and thus avoid
expensive overproduction.

Reinvesting Profits into the Business
Retaining the profit that a business makes rather than paying them out
to the owners is an important method of raising interest-free capital.
While it is not enough for a developing and expanding business, it can
be of major significance for a successful, established firm that needs
capital to replace inventories and depreciated equipment, or to pay
taxes and other operational costs. In order to gain the greatest benefit
from this source of capital, the administrator of a business must be
attentive to money owed the company. The longer customers withhold
payment, the more it costs the business, since an unpaid account represents money tied up in expended materials and services that is unable
to be used.

SELECTING THE BUSINESS SITE
One of the initial uses of capital is to obtain a site for the new business.
The opportunity to select from among several sites is not always available. When it is, however, numerous factors must be considered.
Size Size of the site must be evaluated in terms of how much area the
business needs at the beginning and how much expansion is planned
if the business is successful. A field nursery requires more area than a
garden center, and both need more space than a retail flower shop. A
landscape designer does not require much space to operate but would
need a lot more to expand into a contracting business. Small sites that
offer no room for expansion should be avoided if the horticulturist
foresees the business eventually needing greenhouses, lath houses, or
other production or storage facilities. Conversely, large sites should be
avoided by small retail businesses. Taxes and other costs of maintaining
a large site can be good reasons for not purchasing a piece of property
that is larger than will be needed now or in the future.
Natural features Natural features of the site and adjacent areas are
of special concern to production firms. Fertile, rock-free soil of good
texture and drainage is necessary for a field nursery. Good quality air,
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available water, and ample sunshine benefit all production nurseries as
well as greenhouses. Level terrain that is easily accessible and areas that
are protected from harsh extremes of weather are also of importance for
any production firm.
Garden centers, landscape nurseries, flower shops, and maintenance
firms may benefit from the presence of shade trees, bodies of water,
rock outcroppings, and other natural features that contribute to the
aesthetics of a site.
Zoning regulations Zoning regulations determine what use can be
made of a site. Some areas of a community may be zoned only for a
residential development and perhaps for churches and schools. Other
areas may be zoned for heavy industry, and still others for light industry
or commercial purposes. Zoning ordinances may restrict expansion,
regulate architectural style, or even specify landscape features. The zoning of an area can also affect the rate of taxation on the land and buildings. Careful investigation of the zoning patterns of a community and
the frequency of zoning changes can prevent a site that seems otherwise
perfect from becoming a liability.
Utilities Utilities must be on the site or easily installed to avoid high
costs of hookups. Nurseries and greenhouses need adequate sources of
fresh water. Everyone requires electricity, and special wiring or special
forms of electricity may sometimes be needed. Oil, gas, or other fuel
suppliers must be nearby and reliable.
Access Access to the site is of prime concern. The type of access
depends on the type of business. A retail operation needs to be close
to main streets and highways so that suppliers can make deliveries.
Growers who wholesale their plants must be near highways and railways
if the plants are to reach their markets. Equally important is access to
the business for customers. A landscape nursery needs to be on a major
road near the community of clients. A flower shop or garden center has
the best chance of attracting impulse buyers if it is located along a major
road where traffic is heavy and access is convenient. However, if traffic
is too hectic, as at certain intersections, motorists may avoid stopping.
One-way streets can also be bad sites if homeward-bound traffic is passing in the opposite direction on another street. Where walk-in traffic is
an important source of customers, the store could benefit from a location along a pedestrian mall, in a shopping center, or even in a major
hotel lobby.
Compatibility Compatibility of the new business with other businesses around it will frequently determine whether customers are
attracted to the operation. Other businesses generate customer traffic.
Since most retail flower shops, garden centers, and nurseries benefit
from people willing to linger and shop, it is advantageous to be located
among other businesses that cater to shoppers. Convenience stores that
cater to a dash-in and dash-out trade do not make compatible business neighbors. Stores that serve customers who remain in their cars,
such as banks and fast-food restaurants, make especially poor nearby
neighbors.
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Merchants’ Associations Merchants’ associations are common in
retail areas and are often very helpful to new and established businesses
alike. The members of active associations often share the expenses of
group advertising, holiday decorations, security systems, remodeling,
group insurance plans, and other items of collective interest. At times,
as necessary, they can even work as an effective political lobby. In evaluating a potential retail site, it is worthwhile to ask nearby merchants
about the quality and effectiveness of the local merchants’ association.
Lack of such an association may indicate an area on the decline.
Lease agreements Lease agreements are usually required when land
or buildings are rented rather than purchased. A lease should not be
signed until the business operator has thought carefully about the
future. If a long-term lease is sought, the agreement may need to permit
expansion when needed. If another site is likely to be preferable when
capital availability permits it, a short-term lease may be preferable. Any
responsibilities of the landlord should be written into the lease agreement. Maintenance responsibilities are especially important, and the
period of time for their accomplishment should be specified. If possible,
an agreement that vacant properties nearby will not be leased to competing businesses should also be written into the lease.
Cost of acquisition Cost of acquisition is the final factor in the evaluation of a site. For some would-be business owners it may be the most
important factor of all. The cost of the site should be weighted carefully
against its advantages and disadvantages to determine if the price is fair
or if another site is a better value.

Buying an Established Business
An alternative to beginning a business from the ground up is to purchase an established operation. In many cases, the cost of entry into the
profession can be reduced if an established business can be purchased
at a sacrifice price.
A horticulture operation will usually be put up for sale for one of
three reasons:
1. The owner has reached the age of retirement and has no one to
carry on the business.
2. The owner has become ill and is unable to carry on the business.
3. The business has been unsuccessful.
The first two situations can provide excellent opportunities to
acquire a successful business at a reasonable price. The third situation
does not provide such an opportunity. An unsuccessful operation may
have a bad location, obsolete or improper equipment, or a history of
poor products or service that leaves it with a bad reputation. It is difficult to overcome such obstacles.
When a successful business is purchased, a certain following of
established customers (termed good will) comes with the purchase.
It is an important asset but not one that can have a value (and price)
assigned to it easily. Sellers usually try to inflate its value; buyers should
resist paying much for something that is so difficult to appraise.
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When considering the purchase of an established business, the
future owner should look at its past performance as an indication of
how it will do in the future and also assess the potential of the business
under new ownership. The seller should be asked to supply profit-andloss statements for the preceding five years. These should be taken to an
accountant and studied carefully. The earnings, the increase or decline
of sales, the salaries of employees, and the budget for advertising during
the five years can all provide a picture of the past performance of the
company. In attempting to determine how the business will do under
new ownership, there must be a strong indication of steady growth over
the next five- to ten-year period. The business must promise not only a
good salary for the owners, but a return on the invested capital. If the
projection by the accountant does not favor both salaries and profits, it
would be best to keep looking for a more suitable business.
If and when a good business is found for purchase, the selling price
must be evaluated in terms of the factors that it represents:
• Equipment will seldom be brand new. Its value at the time of
purchase will be greater if it is newer. If it is old and has been fully
depreciated, it may be a liability.
• Existing inventory is not always usable. It may not be what the buyer
would have stocked and may contain outdated products that have
been rejected repeatedly by customers. The inventory values on the
books of the seller should not be accepted without investigation.
Items may be carried at full value when in reality they are unsalable
and nearly worthless.
• Accounts receivable are monies owed to the seller that will be owed
to the buyer after the sale is finalized. If a large percentage of those
receivables are long-standing bad debts, they should be discounted
in all or in part.
• Good will, as already mentioned, has a vague value and should not
represent a large percentage of the sale price.
• Use of the existing name may be part of the sale price or may
have no value assigned to it. It may be advantageous to use the
established name for a while, especially if the firm has a good
reputation, but the advantage should be carefully assessed. It is
difficult to assign a value to reputation.

USING SPACE EFFICIENTLY
Once acquired, the site must be put to use in a manner that will maximize the return on capital. Space must be assigned to each of the major
areas of the business. For example, a retail business such as a garden
center usually requires areas for
1. customer sales and product display (indoors and outdoors).
2. inventory storage.
3. plant holding.
4. parking.
5. employee use.
6. climate control.
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In addition, production operations such as greenhouses or nurseries
require areas for
7. Plant growth.
8. Equipment and supply storage.
9. Plant grading and packaging.
10. Shipping and receiving.
Each area can be further divided into subareas. Examples of these
subareas would include:
1. Customer sales and product display
• space for shelves of products
• display cooler for cut flowers
• display greenhouse for foliage plants and potted flowers
• outside sales yard for woody plants, bedding plants, lawn
ornaments, and bulk materials
• rest rooms
• check-out area
• landscaped setting for the business
2. Inventory storage.
• warehouse for bulk materials and equipment
• coolers
• storeroom inside the retail centers
3. Plant holding.
• heeling-in/overwintering
• acclimatization
• overwintering, bare-root storage
4. Parking.
• customer parking
• employee parking
• access roads
• space for snow to be piled
5. Employee use.
• offices
• workrooms
• lockers and rest rooms
6. Climate control.
• central heating
• air conditioning
• windbreaks
7. Plant growth.
• greenhouses
• nursery fields
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• lath houses
• propagation beds
8. Equipment and supply storage.
• garage
• fuel tanks
• small engine repair shop
• tool shed
9. Plant grading and packaging.
• grading and packaging room
• overwintering, bare-root storage
10. Shipping and receiving.
• maneuvering space for trucks
• loading dock
• access roads
• space for snow to be piled
The use of space in a business must be analyzed at several levels.
First, there is the allotment of space to selected subareas. For example,
parking lots must be large enough to hold the number of vehicles
expected to be there at one time on a busy day at peak season. Assigning
too little space to the lot will result in lost sales and annoyed customers. However, assigning too much space to the lot may deprive other
areas of the space they need. Similarly, customer sales areas must allow
enough room for comfortable browsing through a diversified array of
products. Allowing too much space between products will limit the
number of items that can be displayed, and crowding too much in will
make the shopping area look like a bargain basement. Some florists and
landscape design firms assign space to customer consultation areas.
Although such areas are nice to have, the space might be used more
profitably if the retail area is small.
Use of space must also be analyzed in terms of inventory control.
Quantity buying is generally regarded as wise because it results in lower
unit costs. However, it also requires more space to store the inventory and
ties up capital until the inventory is sold. In small shops where the storage area is small, quantity buying can result in limited product offerings.
Space efficiency is also important in the production of plants.
Production schedules must be planned so that bench space is available
when it is time to expand the spacing of a crop. Planning must also foresee when a bench will be empty so that another crop can be started as
soon as possible. Heating a partially empty greenhouse drives up the
grower’s cost of operation. Equally costly and inefficient is a partially
harvested nursery field if no new crop is planted. With land as expensive
as it is, few growers can afford inefficient use.

ORGANIZATION PLANS
It is a good idea to plan the layout of the business on paper: how big
each area and subarea are to be, and how each is to relate to the other.
This physical plant layout plan should be made while the business is
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still in the developmental stage. It allows the owner to think about the
business in an organized way and also provides a beginning point for
rethinking the layout if expansion is needed later.
Proper sizing of each area and ease of circulation are the keys to
a successful layout (Figures 22–1 and 22–2). Examples of sizing have
already been given. Circulation patterns are equally important. Both the
customers and the employees must be considered. Customers will seek
the most direct route from their cars to the products they came to buy.

Customer
circulation

Fuel
tanks

Staff
circulation

Vehicle
access

Landscape zone
Climate
control

Office/
consultation
Storeroom
Retail
sales and
product
display

Delivery bay
and employee
entrance

Rest
room

Design
room

Display
greenhouse

Vehicle
access

Employee
parking and
loading/delivery

Screening

Vehicle
access

Customer parking

Landscape zone

Vehicle
access

FIGURE 22–1. An example of proper layout for a flower shop. Comparative sizes
of areas are shown and circulation patterns are predicted. (Delmar/Cengage
Learning)
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Staff
circulation
Greenhouses
Customer parking
Landscape zone

Climate
control

Rest
room

Office
and
sales

Employee
use

Shipping
and
receiving

Production
fields

Landscape zone
Plant
holding
(acclimatization)

Equipment storage

Supplies
storage

Plant holding
(grading, packaging
and overwintering)

Employee
parking

Screening

Vehicle access

Vehicle
access

Vehicle
access

Vehicle access

FIGURE 22–2. An example of proper layout for a production nursery. Predictable circulation patterns are shown.
Conflicting intersections are minimal. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

They do not want to pass through work areas or go past the loading dock
in the process. They are generally receptive to passing other products on
the way to the product they want, however. Meanwhile, employees do
not want to be routed through the customer sales area in order to use
the rest room. Neither do employees want to take their coffee break in
the sales yard.
A staff organization plan can also be useful when a business is starting out and each time that expansion or reduction in the staff causes
duties to be reassigned (Figures 22–3 and 22–4). A staff organization
plan helps employees understand their roles within the company. This
reduces conflict over who has responsibilities in a particular area. No
business is too small to benefit from an organization plan.

BUILDING THE INVENTORY
Once a business is established and has earned a good credit rating with
suppliers, it will have little difficulty obtaining materials and supplies as
needed. A new business may encounter some problems at the outset,
however. First, suppliers are wary of extending credit to someone who
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Nonplant
sales manager

Chemical, bulk
materials, and
seasonal sales
staff

Pet
supplies
sales staff

Delivery
staff
FIGURE 22–3.

An example of the staff organization in a medium-sized garden center. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

Owner or
general manager

Planting and
construction
supervisor

Designers and
salespeople

Crew
leader

Crew
worker
FIGURE 22–4.
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worker
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worker

Crew
leader

Crew
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An example of staff organization in a landscape contracting firm. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)
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has no credit history. Second, if shortages develop, suppliers are likely
to service their established customers first, leaving newcomers with
unfilled orders.
The best way to begin the purchase of materials and supplies is to
order small quantities that can be turned over quickly and paid for
promptly. Large purchases tie up capital too long and can create credit
problems. Also, many items are highly seasonal (such as holiday items)
or highly perishable (such as flowers and bedding plants), and these
should only be purchased in quantities that can be turned over quickly.
When budgeting for inventory items, it is important to anticipate all
of the costs that will be encountered. Cost of the stock is obvious, but
there are others, such as the staff time spent purchasing, receiving, and
storing the stock, and the cost of keeping stock control records.
To ensure an uninterrupted supply of materials, a reliable source
(vendor) should be found for each item that will be needed regularly.
Records should be kept regarding the vendors’ terms, the credit lines
they have extended for the business, who pays the shipping charges,
how delivery is made, and the time usually required to fill orders. It is
also desirable to establish cordial relationships with the salespeople
who represent the vendors in your area.

LAWS AND REGULATIONS
Like all businesses, horticultural businesses are subject to regulation
by all levels of government. Horticulturists may have an above-average
number of laws and regulations to comply with, especially if they
are involved in plant production. Some of the laws and regulations are
described in Table 22–1.

TABLE 22–1. Laws and Regulations Affecting Horticulturists
Cost
Employer

Law or Regulation

Purpose

Employee

Comment

Deceptive Practice or
Product Regulations

To protect the consumer
from unrealistic
descriptions and claims
for products and services

No costs

Regulations such as
these may be consumer
protection laws or
industry-initiated trade
practices.

Fair Labor Standards Act

To establish a minimum
wage for all workers; to
establish standards for
payment of overtime
work; to prevent abuse
of child labor

Cost borne by
employer

Equal pay must be given
for equal work on jobs
that require equal skills
and responsibilities.

Family and Medical Leave
Act

Permits employees to
take time off, unpaid,
for up to 12 weeks for
maternity, child adoption,
or serious illness

No cost

The leave is unpaid, but
all benefits must be fully
restored when employees
return.
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TABLE 22–1. Laws and Regulations Affecting Horticulturists (Continued)
Cost
Employer

Law or Regulation

Purpose

Farm Labor Contractors
Registration Act

To ensure fair treatment
of migrant workers.
They must be accounted
for through regular
payroll accounts and
must be provided by
each employer with
information about their
work area, housing,
insurance, transportation,
wage rates, and charges.

Cost borne
by employer
and paid to
a farm labor
contractor

H2-B Program

Ten month visas are
issued to legal aliens
who want to work only
temporarily in the U.S.
It permits a company to
employ needed foreign
laborers during a peak
season without the need
to retain them during the
off-season.

Must pay the
prevailing
labor wages

Immigration Reform and
Control Act

All employers must verify
that every new hire is
either a U.S. citizen or
authorized to work in the
country.

No cost

Occupational Safety and
Health Act

To ensure safe and
healthful working
conditions for employees

Cost borne by
employer

Pesticide Application
Certification
(Environmental Pesticide
Control Act)

To limit the use of
toxic pesticides and to
ensure that they are
used only by persons
knowledgeable about
their safe and proper use

Cost
(minimal)
borne by
applicator

Employee

Comment
Nurseries are most likely
to be affected.

Visas cost
$750 each

Alien employees
must have their visas
recertified each year by
the federal INS.

Civil and criminal
penalties are applied
to employers who
knowingly recruit, hire,
or retain unauthorized
aliens.
No cost, but
required to
comply with
the law by
using all
safety devices
properly

All employers with at
least eleven employees
are covered by the law.
The law is enforced by
the states.

Once certified, the
applicator must stay up
to date by acquiring a
number of recertification
points by a certain date.
Points are awarded for
participation in various
professional meetings.
(continues)
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TABLE 22–1. Laws and Regulations Affecting Horticulturists (Continued)
Cost
Employer

Law or Regulation

Purpose

Employee

Plant Patent Act

To protect the right
of the inventor or
discoverer of a plant
to be the sole asexual
propagator of the plant

May increase
cost of
production
for a grower

Plant patents are valid
for seventeen years.

Plant Pest Act

To regulate by quarantine
the entry and distribution
of plants and plant
products into and across
the United States in
order to protect against
foreign plant pests

Fees charged
for import/
export
permits
and nursery
inspections

Quarantines may control
the movement of plants
between countries,
between states, or within
individual states.

Price and Services Act

To ensure that all
commercial customers
are treated equally by
a seller by forbidding
selective prices or
services

No cost, but
employer
must ensure
compliance

The use of printed
wholesale price lists is
a common means of
proving compliance with
the law.

Social Security

To provide financial
assistance to persons
after their retirement;
to provide income for
surviving dependents
after a worker’s death

A percentage
of a base
amount of
employee’s
wage (subject
to change
over time)

Unemployment
Compensation

To provide financial
protection for workers
who lose their jobs for
reasons other than firing

3.4 percent
of the first
$6,000
of wages
(subject to
change over
time)

Warranties Act

To define the terms “full
warranty” and “limited
warranty” as used by
tradespeople

Replacement
cost borne by
employer

Horticulturists are
not required to offer
warranties, but if they do
they must either replace
a product completely or
in part in compliance
with the terms of their
stated warranties.

Workmen’s
Compensation Insurance

To provide compensation
to employees injured on
the job

Cost borne by
employer

Coverage is required for
all businesses having at
least one employee in a
hazardous occupation or
at least three employees.

An equal
amount is
withheld from
paycheck

Comment

Current trends are for
both the percentage
and the base amount
to increase regularly to
meet the expenses of the
system.
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ADVERTISING THE BUSINESS
The purpose of advertising is to focus public attention on items or services that are for sale. Advertising is related to, but different from, promotion, publicity, and public relations. All are needed for the successful
growth of any business.
A modern horticultural business must advertise to retain old customers and add new ones. To be productive, advertising must generate
both sales and profits and generate them in quantities greater than
could be expected without advertising. Customer traffic and sales volume are not enough to make advertising successful. It must make profits for the business.
There are two types of advertising, each with a different objective.
The purpose of immediate response advertising is to make customers
reach for the telephone or come into the store soon after reading or
hearing the advertisement. Such advertising must offer merchandise or
services at a time when customers are receptive to them. For example,
flowers and special arrangements are of predictable interest to consumers at holiday time and should be advertised by florists just prior to the
holidays (Figure 22–5). Home landscaping is on the minds of property
owners in the spring more than in the winter. The timing of the advertising is important for maximum return on the advertising dollar. The
purpose of attitude advertising is to build the reputation of the business.
Done on a regular basis, attitude advertising seeks to implant in customers’ minds an understanding of the services or products available
from the business along with a sense of its status or reliability (Figure
22–6). Successful attitude advertising will cause customers to seek out
the business in the future without comparative shopping.

The Advertising Media
The media through which a business can advertise are known to nearly
everyone: newspapers, magazines, billboards, telephone directories,
radio, and television. In addition, small businesses can utilize direct mail,
handbills, display windows, county fairs, flower and garden shows, and a
variety of other means.
Advertising is a cost of doing business and must be budgeted in
advance. The business owner must know which media will result in the
greatest return on the money spent. The point to remember is that advertising must result in measurable profits, then certain futile expenditures
of advertising capital will be avoided. Examples of wasted advertising
dollars include high school yearbooks, lodge and church publications,
local athletic team programs, pencils, and matchbooks. The population
reached by such media is predictably small, yet the costs can be high
compared to other methods of advertising. While some business owners
find it difficult to say “no” when asked to advertise in their own lodge or
church publications, it is necessary if the money assigned to advertising
the business is to be used productively. Money given in support of local
church, school, and civic organizations should be regarded as public
relations or charitable donations, not as advertising.
Of the established advertising media, some work better than others
for different businesses. A retail florist may find that a weekly advertisement in the local newspaper builds public awareness of the shop
(attitude advertising) and also increases the sale of weekly specials
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FIGURE 22–5. This example
of immediate response
advertising was mailed to all
regular customers of a flower
shop prior to Mother’s Day.
It promotes the shop and
features the holiday specials
of its wire service affiliation.
(Delmar/Cengage Learning)

Ready or Not, Here Comes Spring!
Jefferson’s largest and most respected landscape company is currently quoting for
summer delivery of landscape construction, installation and maintenance services.
We will be pleased to discuss your requirements for decks, fencing, terraces, or other
specialized construction features. We can also provide you with landscape lighting,
automated irrigation systems, and imaginative water features. A full line of plant
services, including complete installations, large tree transplanting, and total
maintenance care is available.
Please give us a call to begin planning your summer landscape. It will be our
privilege to serve you.

FIGURE 22–6. This example of
attitude advertising was run
in the newspaper in the early
spring. It states clearly what
the firm does and suggests
quality and reliability.
(Delmar/Cengage Learning)

1766 WEST BALMOUR ROAD JEFFERSON, VA 12345
TELEPHONE: [978] 333-8765
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(immediate response advertising). Garden centers, nurseries, and landscapers may use the local newspaper, television and radio stations, and
even billboards during the spring and fall when customers are thinking
about their home landscapes. Such advertising is usually attitudinal,
yet it can evoke immediate response if it features specific products or
services at promotional prices.
Wholesale nurseries, large landscape contractors, and landscape
architects gain little benefit from newspaper or broadcast advertising.
They must reach a customer population that often extends across state
lines. Magazines, particularly trade journals, are one means of reaching
their clientele. Exhibition at industry conventions is another means of
putting the business before the proper audience. Direct mail advertising
is also used. As much as possible, journal advertisements, exhibitions,
and direct mail should induce an immediate response, although attitudinal advertising is valuable and commonplace in this market also.
Telephone directory advertising can vary in its value to the business.
In a small community, most citizens are familiar with the few horticultural operations in the calling area. Their choice of one over the other
is not likely to be influenced by the presence or size of the advertisement in the yellow pages. In a larger city, customers new to the area or
infrequent users of horticultural products or services may use the directory to select a flower shop, garden center, retail nursery, landscaper, or
lawn care firm. How satisfactorily they are served will usually determine
whether they return to the firm or to the directory. Many established
retail operations and most wholesale businesses find limited value in
telephone directory advertising, especially since it is almost totally attitudinal in approach.
Immediate response advertising has a short-term value. It must
motivate the customer to seek out the advertised product or service the
same day, the same week, or the next at the latest. The value of such
advertising is both direct and indirect. Directly, the items advertised
must sell in excess of what would have been sold without advertising
and generate enough revenue to pay for the advertising while leaving
a profit on the advertised items. Indirectly, the customers advertising
attracts to the business may make additional impromptu purchases.
A new business operator should study the response of consumers to
determine which medium or combination of media is most effective for
immediate response advertising.
The value of a particular medium may depend on the items being
advertised. For example, a flower shop might invest in a series of thirtysecond radio commercials. If prom corsages are advertised, a classical
FM station will not reach the teenage market as well as an AM rock station. Advertising prom corsages could generate a profit if done at the
right time and through the right medium. Still, it would be unlikely
to result in impromptu sales due to the generally limited interest and
finances of a teenage clientele. If the same advertising dollars were
spent on immediate response advertising to an older and wealthier clientele, the profit return would probably be greater.
The single greatest value of any advertising is to let customers know
that you have a good supply of what they want at the time they want it.
Advertising to create a demand for a new product is often beyond the
capabilities of a small business and must be left to manufacturers and
trade organizations.
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Advertising has definite limitations. It can never fully compensate
for a poor business location or inadequate parking facilities. Also, it can
never sell a shoddy item or service more than once, and it may actually
lose customers for the horticulturist who tries to unload poor-quality
merchandise through special sales. The quality of the merchandise or
service must be high, even when the price is reduced.
Since advertising can be attitudinal, it follows that another limitation is the danger of a negative attitude being created through a poorly
produced advertisement. For example, businesses that seek an upperincome clientele should avoid advertising like high-pressure used-car
lots. Businesses that serve a middle-income clientele should avoid
advertising that suggests high prices and Park Avenue attitudes.

Promotion, Publicity, and Public Relations
A complete advertising program must include promotion, publicity,
and public relations. Often, no clear distinctions can be drawn among
them. In general, promotion is the range of activities whose purpose is
to establish good will or further the growth of a firm. For example:
• sending greeting cards, complimentary plants, or other gifts to
important customers at holiday time
• sending clipped newspaper announcements of engagements to
brides
• sponsoring free lawn clinics, floral design shows, pruning clinics, or
similar events just before major sales periods
Publicity and public relations activities are intended to bring the
business and its staff to the attention of the public (and potential customers) in order to generate favorable public opinion. For example:
• writing articles about plants, flowers, or landscaping for the local
newspaper
• holding an open house before major holidays or planting seasons
• providing shirts for the local Little League
• joining and speaking before civic groups on horticultural topics
The return on the dollars spent in these areas is not easily measurable, and so the budget should not lump them together with advertising. To do so would complicate and distort the interpretation of the
effectiveness of the advertising program.

Budgeting for Advertising
At the outset, the business owner must decide what percentage of the
anticipated sales revenue will be spent on advertising. The percentage
will vary with the financial condition of the business, the amount of
competition in the market area, and the nature of the products or services sold. Multiplying the total anticipated sales for a year of operation by
the percentage allotted for advertising, a dollar amount can be assigned
to the advertising program for the year.
Some business owners determine how much to spend each month
by correlating the percentage of advertising dollars with the percentage
of total sales that each month contributes. For example, if June contributes 12 percent of the annual sales, then 12 percent of the advertising
budget is spent for June sales. Some months are naturally high-volume
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sales months, however. Christmas sales in a flower shop are an example.
The sales for the month of December may be 35 percent of the annual
sales, yet only 20 percent of the advertising budget may be needed to
generate the sales.
An advertising budget should also allocate funds to special, nonrecurring public relations or promotional events such as the store’s grand
opening, historical commemorations, or the sale of an entire truckload
of plants obtained at a special price. Special-event advertising should be
added to the regular advertising budget to arrive at the total allocation.
The United States Small Business Administration, in its Advertising
Guidelines for Small Retail Firms, recommends that a monthly record of
advertising expenditures be kept to determine if the advertising budget
is being spent as planned. The chart in Table 22–2 can be used to keep
such a record.

Writing Descriptive Copy
The best way to obtain advertising copy that will make customers call
or stop in is to hire a professional advertising agency. A small business
often cannot afford professional assistance, however, so the owner or
manager must either prepare the copy or provide the necessary information to the advertising staff of the newspaper or radio or television
station. Therefore, a new business owner should have a basic understanding of how to construct a good advertisement.

TABLE 22–2. Advertising Expense and Budget Record
Month
Account
Media
Newspapers
Radio
Television
Literature
Other
Promotions
Exhibits
Displays
Contests
Advertising expense
Salaries
Supplies
Stationery
Travel
Postage
Subscriptions
Entertainment
Dues
Totals

Budget

Actual

Year to Date
Budget

Actual
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A lot of money is spent on nonproductive, even counterproductive,
advertising. Humor that falls flat or wears thin after repeated exposure
does not make good advertising. Advertisements that do not contain
information about specific products or services are unlikely to result in
increased sales. Omitting prices or allowing customers to suppose them
higher than they really are is not productive. Advertisements that criticize a competitor or make unbelievable claims for a product or service
may harm the reputation of the business.
To prepare honest and descriptive advertising copy that sells,
remember the following points:
1. Study the buying patterns of the customers and advertise to appeal
to them. For example, bronze mums are properly advertised in the
fall but are not what customers are seeking during the Christmas
season. Hardy bulbs for fall planting should be advertised then, not
during the winter, when they are obvious leftovers.
2. Advertise representative products and services. For example, avoid
featuring low-cost items if the business normally carries a better
line of merchandise.
3. Give customers good value for their dollars. Promoting broadleaved evergreens in an area that is too cold to ensure their survival
will not create good will. It is better to feature plants of predictable
hardiness.
4. Be definite about the price of what is advertised. Avoid giving
price ranges that make it hard to determine what an item will cost.
Featuring flowering shrubs for $5 to $30 is too vague. Pricing them
at $5 and up is even worse. Tie the price to a size or quantity so that
customers know what they will get for the money.
5. Describe the benefits to the customers of purchasing the product
or service. The size or length of the advertisement will determine
how many benefits can be described, but the most obvious benefit, as well as the one most likely to motivate the customer, should
be mentioned. For example, a lawn service firm can advertise
benefits such as “rich, green, weed-free turf” (an obvious benefit)
and “more free time to spend enjoying the summer” (a strong
motivator).
6. Suggest a need for the item. This can often be incorporated into the
description of benefits.
7. Encourage the customer to act immediately. Close the advertisement with a statement that motivates customers to pick up the
telephone or stop by the store while it is still fresh in their minds.
8. Keep the layout of printed advertisements simple. Use a heading in
large type and an illustration to catch the reader’s eye; follow with
the copy; close with the price and store name, address, and hours.
9. Develop a recognizable format for a series of advertisements.
Although specific items may change, the look or sound of the
advertisement should strike a familiar note. The use of standardized graphics can help to create the desired identification.
10. Keep broadcast advertisements conversational. Avoid an impression of aloofness.
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11. Devise a way to measure public response to the advertisement.
Use of a code word in a printed advertisement allows a count of
the number of persons responding. Radio and television advertisements can offer some special benefit to customers who use a key
word when placing their orders. Figure 22–7 is an example of a
good written advertisement for ornamental horticulture.

Using Displays to Advertise
The business itself may be its own best advertisement. A customer
who comes to buy one item may be encouraged to buy others if they
are displayed freshly and attractively (Figure 22–8). In the jargon of the
professionals, such displays are known as point-of-purchase advertising. Florists, garden centers, and retail nurseries may use or feature live
materials in their displays. Landscapers and lawn care services may use
color photographs of completed properties. Other displays may feature
bottles, boxes, or bulky bags of chemicals, seeds, and fertilizers (Figure
22–9). The following techniques will help make in-store displays more
successful.
1. Keep the display simple. Feature either a single product or service
or a limited choice of related products or services. Complexity in
the display can create indecision in the customer’s mind.
2. Suggest a use for the product. This may establish a need for the
item in the customer’s mind.

FIGURE 22–8. A display of silk flower arrangements in
a retail flower shop (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 22–7. An example of an advertisement
directed at retail nurseries and landscape
contractors (Courtesy County Nursery Exchange)
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FIGURE 22–9. A prominent display of spreaders and wheelbarrows is placed
where customers will pass them as they enter and leave this garden center.
(Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by Jack Ingels.)

3. Keep the display small. Display a few of the items, but avoid a mass
display. Create a qualitative image rather than a quantitative one.
4. Keep the display complete. If customers are to lift items out of the
display for purchase, replace the items quickly.
5. Coordinate the display with other advertising. The display may
feature merchandise advertised in the newspaper or on the radio
or television.
6. Keep all plant material in peak condition. Do not let wilted blossoms, yellow leaves, wilted foliage, or broken branches suggest
merchandise of inferior quality.
7. Neatness counts. All signs should be neatly lettered, unfaded, and
free of spattered water, soil stains, and dust.
8. Light the displays. Show windows offer opportunities for effectively
lit displays even after the store closes for the day.
9. Change the displays frequently. Regular customers will cease to see
them if they remain unaltered for too long.

SUMMARY
Ornamental horticulture businesses may be structured as sole proprietorships, partnerships, or corporations. Each has features that make
it appealing, but the corporation offers the greatest legal protection to
the owners. Also, a corporation may offer the greatest opportunities for
diversification and growth of the business.
No one should begin in business without a careful market survey
to determine the probability of success in the location under consid-
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eration. The study should analyze the range of the market area, the
need for the business, the economy, the competition, and employee
availability.
A business requires capital to purchase fixed assets and to keep the
business operating (working capital). Capital can be obtained by using
personal savings, borrowing from the lending institutions, or by reinvesting profits into the business.
In selecting a site for the business, the buyer should consider factors
such as size, natural features, zoning regulations, utilities, access, compatibility of the new business with other businesses nearby, strength of
merchants’ associations, lease agreements, and the cost of acquisition.
If purchasing an established business, the buyer should consider factors
such as the equipment included and its condition, the existing inventory and its market value, the accounts receivable, good will, and use of
the existing name.
Once acquired, the business site must be allocated to different uses.
Proper sizing and ease of circulation are the keys to a successful layout
of the physical plant. A staff organization chart can help employees
understand their roles within the company.
When starting out, materials and supplies should be ordered in small
quantities that can be turned over quickly and paid for promptly. The
less capital that is tied up in inventory, the better.
Advertising seeks to focus public attention on items or services that
are for sale. To be productive, advertising must generate sales and profits
in quantities greater than would be expected without advertising. There
are two types: immediate responses advertising and attitude advertising.
A complete advertising program must also include promotion, publicity,
and public relations.
This chapter also includes a summary of the laws and regulations
that affect horticulturists.

A CH I EVE M E NT R E VI E W
A. ESSAY
1. Prepare a brief essay on why you would or
would not like to own your own business.
Discuss the factors that you think will
contribute most to your job satisfaction
and how ownership or nonownership
would affect them.

B. SHORT ANSWER
Answer each of the following questions as briefly
as possible.
1. Indicate if the following apply to sole
proprietorships (S), partnerships (P), or
corporations (C).

a. the most public method of doing
business
b. the easiest form of business to begin
c. the most private method of doing
business
d. a business owned by two or more
persons
e. a legal entity independent of its owners
f. liabilities legally separate from the
owners
2. Explain the value of a market survey
undertaken before investing money and
time in a new business.
3. List three ways to obtain capital for a
business.
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4. Explain briefly how each of the following
factors influence the choice of a business
site:
a. size of the site
b. natural features
c. zoning regulations
d. utilities
e. access to the site
f. compatibility
g. merchants’ associations
h. cost of acquisition
i. lease agreements
5. Identify each law or regulation described
below.
a. provides financial assistance to persons
after their retirement; supported
by payments from employees and
employers during the working years.
b. ensures safe and healthful working
conditions for employees
c. provides compensation to employees
for injuries incurred on the job
d. ensures that all commercial customers
are treated equally by a seller
e. limits the use of toxic pesticides to
those knowledgeable about their safe
and proper application
6. Complete the following statements.
a. ______ advertising has a short-term
value.
b. The main purpose of ______ advertising
is to create a positive image of the
business in the minds of customers.

c. ______ activities are intended to bring
the business, its owner, or its personnel
to the attention of potential customers
and to create good will.
d. The purpose of all ______ is to focus
public attention on items or services
that are for sale.
e. Advertising must result in ______
profits.

C. TRUE/FALSE
Indicate if the following statements are true or
false.
1. Parking should be assigned to whatever
space is left on the site after all other uses
are given their necessary space.
2. Quantity buying may be unwise if storage
space is limited.
3. A staff organization plan helps employees
understand their roles within the company.
4. Most horticultural businesses are too small
to need a staff organization plan.
5. Unsold inventory represents capital that
cannot be used for other purposes.

D. DEMONSTRATION
Select an item or service that would be sold by
the type of ornamental horticulture business
that interests you. Prepare a radio advertisement
for it. Specify the time of year the advertisement
should be featured.

CHAPTER 23

Human Relations:
Personnel Management
and Customer Sales
O B J E C TIV E S
Upon completion of this chapter, you should be able to

•
•
•
•

define and state the objectives of personnel management.
list the characteristics of a good personnel manager.
list the characteristics of a good salesperson.
describe an effective sales procedure.

K E Y TE R M
personnel management

THE IMPORTANCE OF HUMAN RELATIONS
The owner or manager of a horticulture business is at the top of a human
relations triangle that includes the employees of the business and the
customers of the business (Figure 23–1). No business can operate for
long with a serious problem between any members of the triangle. It is
the responsibility of the manager to see that such problems do not arise
and, if they do, to resolve them. Employees must be kept happy with
their work and productive on behalf of the company. Customers must
be pleased with the products and services they obtain from the company and equally pleased with the people who wait on them, answer the
telephone, deliver to their homes, install or maintain their landscapes,
or respond to their complaints. The two groups will be discussed separately, but the dependency of the business on a compatible relationship
between employees and customers is obvious.
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Customers

Employees
Courtesy, assistance, and
satisfaction
Good will and repeat business

FIGURE 23–1. The triangular relationships within a
business (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT
The direction of workers in a manner that brings out their best efforts
and attitudes on behalf of the business is termed personnel management. While the owner of the business is the foremost personnel manager, other persons in supervisory or leadership positions must also
develop good human management skills.
Much of what constitutes good personnel management seems to be
somewhere between common sense and the Golden Rule. In addition
to being an application of courtesy and friendliness in the work place,
personnel management requires good leadership skills.

Setting Realistic Expectations
The supervisor of any group of employees needs to understand what
those employees can be expected to accomplish. Expectations may
change as employees gain experience on the job.
Certain job skills are more physical; others are more intellectual.
Some require charm and personality; others require the ability to be
decisive and inspire customer confidence. A supervisor usually has different expectations of a college-trained permanent employee than of a
part-time high school youngster. In any case, a supervisor’s ability to get
along with all employees begins with the ability to set realistic expectations.
Depending on its type and size, a horticulture operation may have
up to three basic categories of employees. A supervisor will probably
have different expectations of each.
Career-Directed These employees can be expected to have personal
goals for advancement. They may want to stay with the company for
many years or they may intend to start their own business after a few
years of on-the-job training. They may have technical training or other
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education that is useful to the business. They can be taught new skills
or given increasing responsibilities and be expected to learn quickly.
Career-directed employees need frequent and varied rewards, including
periodic salary or wage increases. They usually have opinions and suggestions for improvements that should be listened to and respected.
Part-time These employees’ career goals usually do not involve advancement in the business. The job may be a way to supplement family
income, a way to fill empty time, or a way to earn money for a shortterm objective such as schooling, a new car, or a vacation. Part-time
employees may have education or practical experience to bring to the
business. They may possess the maturity and skills needed to staff the
business over weekends or during vacation periods. They often feel as
much loyalty to the company as career employees but do not seek or
expect major leadership responsibilities.
Temporary seasonal These employees are hired full-time when there
is more business than the permanent staff can handle. Examples are
temporary sales help hired in a flower shop at Christmas time, field
laborers hired at harvest time in a nursery, and planting crewmembers hired in the spring by a landscaper. These employees are hired
for their ability to perform a few skills competently and quickly, such
as balling-and-burlapping, operating heavy equipment, or duplicating
wire-service arrangements. The employees may be students on vacation, migrant field workers, laid-off factory workers, or others who have
no long-term employment goals with the company. Money and work
experience are their major motivations. Loyalty to the company and an
interest in its growth and success are not common in seasonal employees. They may require closer supervision than other employees.

A Diverse Workplace
The faces of America’s horticultural workforce are increasingly diverse
as more and more companies are meeting their employment needs with
nontraditional workers. Workers from Mexico and Central America have
filled the majority of field positions in American nursery, arborist, and
landscape firms since the mid-1980s. They are an increasingly important human resource in the turf industries as well. For many Hispanic
workers, their seasonal employment in America is valued for the higher
wages they can earn compared to their home country. They also value
the opportunity it gives them to return home during the off-season. As
skilled alien workers learn English, they gain the opportunity to advance
within their companies to fill positions of greater responsibility and
leadership. Asians and Asian American workers are also increasingly
present in the green industry workforce. By the mid-point of the 21st
century, citizens of Asian heritage are predicted to represent 25 percent
or more of the population, so their presence in the shops, sales yards,
and offices of horticultural firms can be expected.
The incorporation of immigrant workers into a traditional American
workforce presents a challenge to those who lead and supervise. Cultural
differences, complicated by language difficulties, can build barriers
between employees and reduce productivity. An effective leader must
develop methods of addressing, correcting, and surmounting these differences and difficulties.
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Other Qualities of Good Leadership
In addition to realistic expectations for each employee, effective supervision requires an understanding of what motivates workers to respond
positively to their work and their supervisors. Most people respond
in a positive manner to a supervisor whose competence they respect,
whose expectations are fair and impartial, and whose attitude is upbeat.
Consider the following qualities of good leadership.
Decisiveness The supervisor must be able to make good decisions
quickly. The knowledge necessary to make the decisions may come
from earlier preparation or experience. Employees need to believe in
the ability of their supervisor to confront and resolve a problem correctly without a long period of indecision.
Thorough directions Employees may need a lot or a little direction to
accomplish a task correctly the first time. Supervisors must know the
abilities of their staff and provide clear instructions as work assignments
are made. If the staff member has done a particular job many times
before, directions can be abbreviated. If the employee is new or a new
task or a new technique is being introduced, the supervisor must take
longer to explain and demonstrate what is to be accomplished and the
quality that is expected.
Competence Employees seldom perform at a level that they believe
is beyond the capability of their supervisor to recognize and appreciate. Therefore, supervisors must perform the tasks that they assign frequently enough to retain and refresh their own skills.
Fairness Supervisors must allocate work among their staff equitability. Two workers with the same competencies and receiving the same
wage or salary should be expected to perform equally. Otherwise, feelings of resentment develop. Fairness implies equal treatment for all,
whether in the choice of vacation weeks, the assignment of new tools, or
the requirement to work over holidays. If benefits accrue with seniority,
this should be understood by all employees at the time of their hiring.
Partiality, real or perceived, can be demoralizing to a staff or crew.
Understanding A good supervisor is predictable. Employees must be
able to anticipate the consequences of performing in a way contrary to
established company policies. A certain inflexibility is necessary or all
discipline will quickly disappear. However, the enforcement of company
policies must be tempered by understanding when circumstances warrant it. If a trusted and proven employee suddenly begins performing
carelessly or erratically on the job, something is probably happening
outside of work to explain it. A supervisor who points out the problem
to the employee privately and without a tone of reprimand is likely to
be effective and appreciated. It is seldom necessary to become involved
with the employees’ personal problems. Pointing out how the symptoms of the problem are being manifested on the job is often enough.
Respect Supervisors who expect respect from their staff must demonstrate their own respect. Many employees have insights and abilities
developed through years of experience on the job. Others have knowl-
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edge attained from recent classroom experience. The employee’s point
of view should be sought by the supervisor whenever possible. At times
it may be offered without solicitation. If it has merit, it should be used.
If it is inappropriate, it should at least be listened to courteously and an
explanation given as to why it is inappropriate. It is not a sign of weakness or incompetence in a supervisor to use an employee’s suggestion
or ask an employee for an opinion. It is merely good sense.

Sincerity All supervisor-employee relationships benefit if the staff
perceives that the supervisor is sincerely interested in their well-being.
Concern for the employee as well as for the company can be exhibited in
numerous ways, such as asking about employee’s children or vacations,
or whether they are satisfied with their work. Equally important is the
employee’s understanding that the supervisor cares about the business,
the satisfaction of the customers, and the quality of work. Any sense of
phoniness or indifference perceived in the supervisor will negatively
affect the attitudes of the staff.

Praise Everyone appreciates recognition. When an employee or group
of employees does a job well, the supervisor should recognize the
accomplishment. It may be as simple as telling the employee privately
that the work was well done; for example, “Nice job, Fred. You got that
done in record time and it looks great.” It may be more public, such as
complimenting a crew or crew member in the presence of peers. Then it
is best to praise the action or the results to avoid embarrassing individuals or implying criticism of other staff members. For example, a supervisor might say, “We’ve had a productive week. Everything went well and
that job at the Johnson home really made some money for us because it
went faster than we expected. They’ve already called to say how pleased
they were.” The crew responsible has been praised, and the other workers have not been compared or criticized.

Reward In return for their continuing good performance, employees
expect their status within the company to improve. The most expected
reward is an increase in salary or wage, or a bonus. Surprisingly, monetary reward is usually short-lived in terms of employee satisfaction. We
all tend rapidly to adjust our way of living to the new income level and
look for our next reward. When a business’ financial circumstances do
not permit monetary reward of deserving employees, or when the supervisor has no authority to reward an employee with money, other forms
of reward can be offered. These may even be more long-lasting sources
of worker satisfaction than financial rewards. Deserving employees may
be the subject of public relations news articles. Others may be presented
with service awards or prizes. Some companies recognize the “employee
of the month” by posting the employee’s photo in a prominent location.
Other companies recognize employee excellence through titles, such as
assistant grower or crew leader. Something as simple as a handwritten
note from the supervisor to the employee acknowledging the latter’s
performance can be an effective reward.
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Qualities to Avoid
Certain qualities in a supervisor may cause negative feelings to develop
in an employee or group of employees. The probable result of negative
feelings between workers and their supervisor is low worker morale,
reduced productivity, and even theft or vandalism. While no supervisor
can expect to perform flawlessly, an effort should be made to avoid the
following:
Inflexibility Company rules must be applied fairly to all employees,
but little is gained by a policy of “no exceptions for anyone at any time.”
If the rules penalize a worker for tardiness, most employees will see the
need for it and the logic behind it. Employees who oversleep may expect
to have their paycheck adjusted to reflect the lost time. However, if an
employee arrives late once because of a flat tire, enforcement of the rule
will probably be seen as needless rigidity. “They don’t care about me” is
a difficult attitude to reverse once implanted in an employee’s mind.
Partiality In the close working environment of many horticultural
businesses, friendships form easily. If personal associations between
supervisors and employees outside of work cause partiality at work,
however, resentment is bound to result. Joking with some employees
and not others or buying some of the crew a beer after work but not all
members can be interpreted as partiality. Such an interpretation can be
as harmful to worker morale as if favoritism actually exists. It must be
guarded against.
Condescension Training a new employee or assigning a new task to an
old employee usually requires the supervisor to give instructions. They
must be delivered in a manner that respects the employee’s intelligence,
skills, and insights. Talking down to employees by oversimplifying the
directions or giving shallow answers to serious questions insults their
intelligence.
Subjective criticism No one likes being criticized or reprimanded, yet
every supervisor must do so on occasion. The objective of properly
applied criticism must be to prevent the employee from feeling personally offended or embarrassed while assuring that the mistake in behavior
or performance is corrected. If the criticism is directed to an individual,
the individual should be spoken to privately so that no other workers
overhear. Whether the criticism is directed toward an individual or a
group, the supervisor should remain objective. Criticizing the actions
or the outcome rather than specific persons allows employees to retain
their own sense of worth and avoids a long-term negative reaction to
the supervisor. All criticism should be delivered in a positive manner
without anger or profanity. Emotional reprimands are much more likely
to be taken personally.
Double standards Employees have the right to expect that policies set
for them will be followed by those in supervisory positions as well. It is
the responsibility of supervisors to exemplify the positive qualities and
attitudes that they desire or require of their workers.
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Indifference The small-business atmosphere of most horticultural
enterprises requires that supervisors give frequent positive reinforcement to their workers. When a supervisor inspects the work done by
an employee or crew, the supervisor is expected to react, not merely
walk on. The supervisor may silently approve, but failure to say so may
cause employees to think their work is not worth mentioning. Equally
damaging to working relationships can be a supervisor who displays no
concern when births, deaths, illnesses, or other personal events occur in
the lives of employees. “They don’t care about me” is an attitude that can
be avoided by a few outward expressions of concern from a supervisor.
Sarcasm Neither humor nor criticism should be directed toward
employees in sarcastic tones. Getting a laugh from one employee at the
expense of another employee is certain to cause resentment. To criticize
an employee with sarcasm makes the criticism much more hurtful and
is totally unprofessional in a supervisor.

Complicating Factors
Even in businesses in which the owner and supervisors are sincerely
interested in their workers and make a concerted effort to be good managers, problems still occur. Assuming that an employee does not dislike
the supervisor, but that they are still not communicating effectively, it
could be for one of the following reasons:
• Age differences. When the employee and supervisor are of widely
different ages, either may be guilty of believing that they have
nothing in common. Young people may tend to believe that the
growing pains of life are known only to them. Older employees can
be intimidated by the strength or impetuousness of younger ones
or may have no patience with the inexperience of young workers,
forgetting that they were once that young and inexperienced
themselves.
• Education differences. Less educated employees may feel
intimidated by a better educated, articulate supervisor. Young
supervisors recently graduated from college can expect to be
regarded suspiciously by the employees they direct. If the workers
are appreciably older, more experienced, and have seniority with the
firm, the young supervisor may be on the receiving end of a reverse
snobbery.
• Sex differences. Certain types of ornamental horticulture businesses
have been the domain of men for many years, due mainly to the
need for physical strength to perform the work. Nurseries, landscape
contractors, and lawn care firms have been dominated by male
workers and have only recently started to accept women as both
laborers and supervisors. A female supervisor may experience
resentment or balking by some workers for no reason other than her
sex, and the questions it raises in their minds about her knowledge
and competence.
• Ethnic and background differences. The often illogical problems
that develop between people from different cultures and economic
backgrounds are known to most people of intelligence. For example,
communications can be awkward between an employee and a
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supervisor merely because one is from the city and the other from
the country. It is not a case of disliking each other but of believing
that they have nothing in common.
• Position or status differences. Some employees are not comfortable
around authority figures, no matter how hard the supervisor tries to
develop a good relationship. Supervisors who are promoted from the
ranks may find that their former friends on the staff suddenly turn
cool for this reason alone.
If one or more of these factors leads to complications of the human
relations within a firm, it may or may not affect the workers’ productivity, but it will affect their job satisfaction. As much as possible, a good
supervisor or manager will seek to break down barriers that stand in the
way of communication. Seldom will workers initiate the action.
Reconciliation of differences requires that supervisors seek out and
emphasize the many areas that they and the employees have in common. Stressing areas of common interest and similarity, while tolerating differences that do not affect the business, can eliminate or at least
minimize the areas of difference.

MATCHING THE EMPLOYEE WITH THE JOB
At times of need that borders on desperation, a worker may be hired or
promoted to fill a position for which he or she is behaviorally unsuited.
If the company has an up-to-date organizational chart (See Chapter
22), then each position should have a job description developed specifically for it. Before placing a new or current employee into that job,
management personnel should determine if the person has the right
combination of personal and professional skills to be successful. Both
the employee and the company suffer when there is not a proper match
between the person and the needed job performance.
Whether measured during the hiring process or observed on the
job, the personality of an employee can be categorized. At the risk of
oversimplification, but to illustrate the point, we all know people who
are characteristically positive and upbeat, as we know others who are
usually reserved and often negative about life or situations. We can all
think of people we have known who are aggressive, take-charge types,
and others who are more comfortable as followers or working alone. To
exemplify the match between personality types and job performance,
consider the following possibilities:
Persons With A . . .

Might Perform Successfully As . . .

Positive, aggressive personality

Sales representatives, recruiters,
personnel trainers
Team players, crew workers,
department managers
Groundbreakers to open new
territories or cut through red tape
Employees whose work is not
directly tied to a team, such as
shop mechanics or accountants

Positive, reserved personality
Negative, aggressive personality
Negative, reserved personality
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Although these examples oversimplify the complexities of human
personality, they serve to illustrate the concept of fitting employees to
the job that offers them the best opportunity to enjoy their work and
perform it in a way that benefits all members of the customer-companyemployee triangle.

CUSTOMER RELATIONS
The other major group of people in the human relations triangle are
the customers. They are the people who keep the business in existence.
Their good will must be cultivated as carefully as the horticulture
crops they purchase. Good will and sales are intimately related business objectives, and the sales staff must be trained to promote them
simultaneously.

Characteristics of Customers
The type of customer to be served will depend first on whether the
business is retail or wholesale. Retail sales are likely to be directed to
homeowners and other nonhorticulturists who will purchase items in
comparatively small quantities. Wholesaling usually means that the
customers will be other industry personnel.
Although there are differences in the ways products and services
are marketed to the retail and wholesale markets, wholesale and retail
buyers are not as different as might be expected. Some know exactly
what they want and only need assistance obtaining it. Others browse,
surveying the entire inventory in order to generate an idea of what, if
anything, to purchase. In between is the customer who definitely plans
to purchase an item or two but is willing to purchase more if something
looks interesting.
The second factor determining the type of customer to be served is
the economic class toward which the business is directed. If the business is known for costly products and services, certain types of customers will shy away and others will seek it out. If low-priced merchandise
is promoted, the same is true. A business located in a middle-income
neighborhood can expect to serve homeowners and amateur gardeners
who seek good quality and familiar merchandise at affordable prices. A
more affluent clientele will expect top quality and often unusual merchandise with attentive service, and expect to pay a premium price in
return.
In any case, two motivations bring a customer to a horticulture
business: need and desire. Need is the most direct motivation; it has
an urgency about it. As soon as the customers believe they can afford
the item or service, they move to satisfy the need by going to the shop
or calling on the telephone. New homeowners might regard the establishment of a new lawn and a foundation planting as a need for their
property. They may have the desire for a maintenance firm to care for
the landscape, but they may not be sure they can afford it. Still they may
call for an estimate.

Characteristics of Good Salespeople
Customers deserve assistance from a salesperson who has the following
characteristics:
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Friendliness Customer should be greeted soon after walking through
the door or into the sales yard. If the customer’s name is known, it
should be used. Not every customer warrants a handshake, but it can
be appropriate with a regular customer. Salespeople need to smile easily and frequently. Personal problems, boredom, or business problems
must not be transferred to the customer in the form of a gloomy personality, a short temper, or a short attention span.
Helpfulness Customers should be given a short period of time to get
their bearings in the store or sales area, and to look around. Browsers
are easily spotted, usually by their slow pace and meandering ways.
Customers who know what they want usually seek out a salesperson
soon after entering.
When approaching a customer, too many salespeople ask, “Can I
help you?” Such a question is not only unnecessary, it has also become
a cliche. A better approach to a customer is “How may I help you?” The
customer’s response can then determine further action or inaction by
the salesperson: “I’m looking for a good, inexpensive lawn mower” or
“What would you recommend for a new baby whose mother works in
our office?”
Knowledge Salespeople should be familiar with the plants and products that are being offered for sale. They should know the answers to
questions that customers are likely to ask; for example, “How big does
this plant get?” “What are the light requirements?” “Is it safe to spray
this around children and pets?” In addition to responding to customer
questions, the sales staff should be able to suggest appropriate products
and services to supplement those initially sought by the customer. This
should increase sales volume along with customer satisfaction.
Honesty The salesperson must be honest in describing how a product
or service will fulfill the client’s need or desire. Delivery of the product
when promised and starting the service on time are also reflections of
the salesperson’s honesty in the mind of the customer.
Good grooming and articulate speech Salespeople must be dressed
to meet customers and create a good impression on behalf of the firm.
Overdressing can make the customer uncomfortable; a sloppy or soiled
appearance can be an affront. Conservative dress is usually the wisest
approach in business. Equally important is the salesperson’s ability to
speak clearly, accurately, with good grammar, and without profanity,
slang, or verbal cliches.
Courtesy Salespeople must be polite and positive with customers, even
if they do not return the courtesy. It takes little effort to say please and
thank you but it leaves an impression of caring and civility with the customer. Addressing customers by name, if known, or as sir or ma’am tells
them that their importance to the success of the business is recognized.

Making the Sale
A greeting and offer of assistance should be made to customers soon
after they enter the store, greenhouse, or sales yard. When the first contact is by telephone, the offer of assistance is immediate. The salesper-
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son must then determine the needs of the customer and set about to
satisfy those needs. The approach must be positive so that the customer
feels good about making the purchase. The features of the product or
service must be described at whatever level the customer requires for
complete understanding. Obviously, the description used for a retail
customer is different from that used for a wholesale horticultural
buyer. The salesperson would also attempt to interest the customer in
products or services that support or are related to the initially needed
item. The attempt should not be high pressured or appear mercenary.
Emphasis should be placed on how the customer will benefit from
the purchase, not on how the company or salesperson will profit. The
customer should be encouraged to ask questions, and the salesperson
should answer them directly. Where the sale is potentially sizeable, the
salesperson should be prepared with information regarding financing
possibilities. If a service is being sold rather than a product, the salesperson must be skilled at helping the customer visualize the service. For
example, photographs of typical lawns or landscapes or illustrations of
plants or flowers can be shown, or quick sketches can be done as the
client watches.
Successful sales result in satisfied customers who: (1) get what they
came for and perhaps even more, but (2) do not spend more than they
should have spent, and (3) will return again for future purchases.

Every Employee Is in Customer Service
One of the most critical concepts to convey to the employees of a horticultural enterprise is that everyone is involved in customer service.
While sales people and on-site foremen readily grasp the concept,
others who do not have direct contact with customers may not understand. The leaders and managers of the business must convey to all
employees that whether answering the telephone, digging a plant in the
field, repairing a chainsaw in the shop, moving the cup on a golf green,
or unpacking a case of cut flowers, each is contributing to the ultimate
satisfaction of the person who will receive the product or service in its
final form.

SUMMARY
Human relations in a horticultural business involves the management,
the employees, and the customers in an interdependent association.
Personnel management is the direction of workers in a manner that
brings out their best efforts and attitudes on behalf of the business.
Good supervisors are able to set realistic expectations of their employees, taking into account each worker’s individual abilities and limitations, educational and work experience, and potential. Employees may
be career-directed, part-time, or temporary seasonal.
Most people respond in a positive manner to a supervisor who
exemplifies decisiveness, competency, fairness, sincerity, understanding, and respect for the employees, offering praise and reward when
warranted and delivering directions thoroughly. Employees can also
be expected to react negatively to a supervisor who frequently displays
inflexibility, partiality, a condescending attitude, indifference, or sarcasm, or one who gives subjective criticism or applies double standards
in adherence to company policies.
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Communication can be complicated by differences of age, education, sex, ethnic background, or status within the company. The
supervisor must usually seek to open the channels of communication
when problems arise, rather than waiting for the problems to resolve
themselves.
Because sales are intimately related to customer good will, the sales
staff must be trained to promote both simultaneously. Good salespeople offer a customer friendliness, helpful assistance, a knowledge of
the materials and services sold, honesty, and courtesy, and they exhibit
good grooming and correct speech. Successful sales are those that result
in satisfied customers who got what they came for and perhaps even
more, but did not spend more than they could afford, and will return
again for future purchases.

ACH I EV EMEN T R E VI E W
A. SHORT ANSWER
Answer each of the following questions as briefly
as possible.

3. List ways customers may differ depending
on the type of horticulture business.
4. List the qualities of a good supervisor.

1. Define personnel management.

5. List the qualities of a poor supervisor.

2. Indicate if the following apply to careerdirected employees (C), part-time
employees (P), and/or temporary seasonal
employees (T).
a. The employee may be loyal but
not expect major leadership
responsibilities.
b. The employee is hired during busy
periods and released after the rush is
over.
c. They are expected only to do a few
tasks competently.
d. The employee hopes to spend several
years with the company and to advance
within the organization.
e. These are usually the most personally
ambitious employees.

6. List the characteristics of good salespeople.
7. Describe the procedures for effective
selling.

B. ESSAY
Assume that you are preparing to conduct a
training session on customer service for selected
employees of the company. Attending the training session will be the receptionist, accountant,
delivery person, sales representative, designer,
and shop mechanic. Prepare a brief essay explaining how you would convince each of them of the
important role he or she plays in customer
service.
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O B J E C TIV E S
Upon completion of this chapter, you should be able to

• select and explain the reason for the most appropriate form of communication for
specific business needs.

• compose a correct and effective business letter.
• place a business telephone call correctly.
• answer a business call correctly.

K E Y TE R M
market

THE PURPOSE OF BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
The businesses of ornamental horticulture are varied, yet most remain
very customer centered. Unlike many other businesses in which the
final recipients of the company’s products are seldom seen by the persons who produced them, the customers of florists, nurseries, greenhouses, and landscape firms are frequently seen and nearly always
known by employees of the company. Even the suppliers and competitors of horticulture companies are often familiar names and faces to
members of the staff. That familiarity is an asset because it minimizes
misunderstanding. With a smile, a handshake, a specific inflection of
the voice, or the reply to a question, a person is able to convey or clarify
a message. Take away one or more of those attributes of the one-to-one
contact, and problems may arise. Without an accompanying smile or
the touch of a handshake, a written agreement can sound suspicious.
Without the opportunity to ask a question, a mistake can be made in
filling an order. Without understanding the sensitivity of a person to the
propriety of how a message is sent, an unintentional affront can be felt.
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Therefore, business communications become extensions of the people
who represent the company. They must be done with clarity and professionalism if they are to come close to simulating the personal contact
that they replace.

THE TECHNOLOGY OF BUSINESS
COMMUNICATON
Today’s horticulture business makes full use of the technology that has
swept across the country. Typewriters have been replaced with word
processors. Telephones answer themselves and both send and receive
messages automatically. They identify callers before being answered.
They have escaped the constraints of wires and can now be found in
cars and trucks, back pockets, and in the center of conference tables.
Their fiber optic lines can be used to send and receive facsimiles of
printed documents. Pagers chirp and vibrate on workers belts to advise
them of someone attempting to reach them. E-mail enables businesses
to contact suppliers and customers as well as to respond to their queries. The Internet gives every company the opportunity to showcase its
products and services to a worldwide audience. Still, it must be remembered that a voice mail system cannot answer a question, a pager cannot differentiate between a friendly call and a nuisance call, and a fax
machine cannot smile or shake a hand. In some ways, the advance of
technology and its embrace by much of the business community has
moved faster than the understanding of how it can be used both effectively and offensively.

WRITTEN COMMUNICATIONS
Business correspondence is done both on paper and electronically.
Since both forms can be saved, copied, and forwarded, they have certain features in common. They also have differences in the appropriateness of their use.

Using E-Mail
There are few innovations that compare to e-mail in both its popularity
as a form of written communication and its convenience. Within seconds of sending a message, it appears in the electronic mailbox of its
recipient. It enables the sender to avoid the often annoying experiences
that accompany voice mail systems and/or protective receptionists who
run interference for their employers. However, there are several precautions to be remembered when using electronic mail in business. First, it
is seldom a suitable substitute for a written letter if and when that letter
is contracting or obligating the business. Second, the immediacy of its
impact depends on how often the recipient checks for new messages.
Third, because it is electronic, the message can be forwarded almost
anywhere in the world without the knowledge of the original writer.
Finally, the impersonal nature of electronics devalues the sincerity of
certain types of messages in the minds of some people. As examples,
if the recipient of the e-mail message receives an overload of junk mail
messages, he or she may not recognize the importance of one sent by
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a company in need of a timely reply and does not open it to read. Also,
if the sender says something critical of another person or company, the
recipient could forward the message, with its accompanying potential
harm, to that person or company. Also, e-mail should never be used for
thank you notes or messages that have an emotional tone, such as congratulatory or sympathy notes. Those necessitate a handwritten note
sent through the U.S. Postal Service. Some of the niceties of life and
business must retain the human touch.

Writing Business Letters
Unlike conversations, business letters are permanent records. When a
request, an offer, or an order is made in writing, it becomes a form of
contract. Prepared with care, a letter expresses clearly and correctly the
message of the writer. Prepared carelessly, the letter can cause error,
allow for omission or misinterpretation, or unintentionally offend.
As a tool of business, a letter must possess the following
characteristics:
1. correct mechanics
2. a conventional format
3. a polite and friendly tone
4. thorough coverage of its subject[s]
5. accuracy
6. brevity

Correct Mechanics
All business correspondence should be typed on good quality white or
cream colored paper with a printed letterhead. The letterhead should
not occupy more than one-fifth of the page and should contain the
name, address, and telephone number of the company. It may also
contain a logo, piece of line art, fax number, and E-mail and/or website
address. Care should be taken to ensure that the letterhead is not overcrowded or gaudy. The purpose of stationery is communication, not
advertising (Figure 24–1).
The majority of business letters in America today are prepared on
a word processor. While much like a typewriter, word processors have
enough differences that they have influenced the look and layout of
modern business correspondence. When using a typewriter, the letterwriter is able to use any of several acceptable formats that prescribe
where the date line, paragraph indentations, and complimentary close
are to be placed. While that capability is possible with the word processor, it is most common to align the components of the letter along the
left margin. The resulting style is known as full block style and is the one
that will be used in the examples that are part of this chapter.
Proper form requires that a business letter have the following components, placed and spaced as noted (Figure 24–2).
Date The date line varies in its location depending on the format and
length of the letter. It is typed beneath the letterhead leaving enough
space to balance the letter without crowding at the top or bottom.
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FIGURE 24–1. The design of a business letterhead should provide
essential information while suggesting dignity and professional
capability. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

Inside address The full name and address of the person(s) and firm
you are writing to should be entered against the left margin at least four
lines under the date line. The inside address should not extend beyond
the center of the page.
The name and title or position of the person you are writing to
should be included if you know it. Customers are usually addressed as:
Mr.
Miss
Mrs.
Ms.
Mr. and Mrs.
Messrs.
A title follows the name in the inside address. For example:
Mrs. Irene Clark, Branch Manager
Green-Gro Supplies
213 Carriage Road
Chicago, IL 12345
Salutation If a business letter had a smile and a handshake, it would
be the salutation. It is spaced two lines below the inside address and
punctuated with a colon. It should be cordial or formal depending on
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Letterhead

May 28, 2010

Date line
4 spaces
Inside address
2 spaces

Salutation
2 spaces

Message

2 spaces
Complimentary
close

4 spaces

Signature
Typed name
2 spaces
Identifying
notations

FIGURE 24–2.

A sample business letter with correct spacing and major parts identified (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

how well acquainted the writer and reader are, and the purpose of the
letter. The following examples include good and bad salutations.
• Dear Mr. Johnson: (the most common business salutation. It is both
cordial and formal)
• Dear Neil: (Used only if there is a close acquaintance between the
writer and reader. The full name is still used as part of the inside
address.)
• Mr. Johnson: (Too terse. It lacks cordiality.)
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• Dear Mr. Neil Johnson: (Stiff and unnatural. When the customer is
addressed with a title such as Mr., the first name is not included in
the salutation.)
• Neil Johnson: (Terse and stiff. It lacks both courtesy and cordiality.)
• Dear Neil Johnson: (This is sometimes a good solution when people’s
names give you no clue to their sex and you do not know them
personally.)
Body The message to be conveyed is in the body of the letter. It begins
two spaces beneath the salutation. To fill the page most attractively, the
top and bottom margins should be the same, as should the side margins. Brief letters of only two or three sentences usually look best if lines
are double spaced, but most letters are single spaced. A double space
may be left between each paragraph.
Complimentary close Two spaces beneath the body of the letter is
the courteous ending of the communication. The first word is capitalized, and a comma is used at the end. Its degree of formality should
correspond with the rest of the letter. If the salutation has been formal,
such as Dear Mr. and Mrs. Andrews, then a similar closing is appropriate. If the letter concerns an overdue account, the closing should not be
chummy. Consider the following examples:
• Yours truly,
Very truly yours,
(Used in most regular business correspondence.)
• Sincerely,
Sincerely yours,
Yours sincerely,
(Used when greater cordiality is desired, as when the reader and
writer are acquainted.)
• With best regards,
Cordially,
(Used when a tone of informal friendliness is desired.)
One correspondence gimmick seen too frequently is running the
last sentence of the letter into the complimentary close. For example:
In the hope that we can be of service to you in the future, I remain
Sincerely yours,
The final sentence of the body should be independent of the
complimentary close.
Signature The signature is handwritten. It should be legible, not a
scrawl, despite what you may have seen. Four spaces are allowed for
the signature. If the name of the firm is included, it should be typed
in capitals two spaces beneath the complimentary close and above
the signature. The name of the writer is typed below the signature.
If the writer has a title and chooses to use it, it may be added beneath
the typed name. If the name of the firm precedes the signature, then
the firm assumes responsibility for agreements or statements made in
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the letter. Obviously, not everyone corresponding on business stationery
is empowered to speak for the company, so the form of the signature is
important. For example:
• Yours truly,
CHEMGREEN LAWN SERVICE
Todd R. Martinson
• Sincerely yours,
STACEY LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING
Linda K. Stacey
President
• Very truly yours,
Terry A. Forsyth
General Manager
Notations Business letters usually carry one or more abbreviations to
identify the person who composed the letter, the secretary who typed it,
and other persons who will receive copies of it and as a reminder that
materials were enclosed with the original letter. For example:
• JEI: or (Identifying initials placed in the lower left corner of the
last page of the letter. they are either aligned opposite the typed
signature or title or placed two spaces lower. The first set of initials
are those of the person who composed the letter. The second set are
those of the secretary or typist.)
• Enc. or Enc. (3) (An abbreviation of the word enclosure is used to
indicate that something has been included with the letter. If more
than one item is enclosed, the number of items may follow in
parentheses. This notation is made two lines beneath the identifying
initials and against the left margin.)
• cc: or xc: (The initials mean carbon copy or exact copy and are
followed by the name[s] of the person(s) receiving copies of
the original letter. The notation is spaced two lines beneath the
enclosure notation or, if there are no enclosures two lines beneath
the identifying initials.)
• P.S. (Postscripts are sometimes used in sales letters to focus
additional attention on a point made in the body of the letter.
As such, they are a gimmick. They should not be used in formal
correspondence to add a point forgotten in the original letter.
In such a case, the letter should be rewritten and typed again.
Postscripts follow two lines beneath any of the above notations.)
Envelope Two envelope sizes are commonly used in business correspondence: 35⁄ 8  61⁄ 2 inches and 41⁄ 8  91⁄ 2 inches. The smaller size is
frequently used for billing and the larger for letters. Other sizes exist for
other purposes such as when folding is undesirable or when oversized
enclosures are included. The usual business envelopes should be of the
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FIGURE 24–3. A correctly addressed envelope. The typing is centered between top and bottom and on the right side
of center. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

same color and quality of paper as the stationery they contain. Some
have a cellophane window to allow the inside address on the letter to
show through, thereby eliminating the need for typing on the envelope.
If a windowed envelope is not used, the full name and address of the
individual or firm you are writing to must be typed, single spaced, on
the envelope (Figure 24–3). Business envelopes should also have your
firm’s return address printed in the upper left corner.
The smaller envelopes require that 81⁄ 2  11-inch stationery be folded
three times before insertion. Larger envelopes usually require only two
folds in the letter. In the two-fold technique, the paper is folded in thirds
lengthwise (Figure 24–4). In the three-fold technique, the paper is first
folded in half lengthwise, then in thirds perpendicular to the fold.

Setting the Tone of the Letter
Nearly all correspondence sent by horticulturists goes to suppliers, customers, potential customers, or members of the profession and requires
the same courtesy and concern that would be extended in a face-to-face
meeting. Since there is no opportunity for facial expression or voice
inflexion to support or explain the words, the letter must be phrased
especially carefully.
Courtesy is a quality of every good letter and can be incorporated
even when firmness is required, as with a collection letter for an overdue
account.
Conversational phrasing will allow the letter to be read easily and
with understanding. Business letters need not sound like insurance
policies or tax forms, even when legal matters are their subject.
Concern for the reader rather than the writer will encourage a better reception. For example, the words “Due to a backlog of work, we will
be unable to install your new lawn until some time in May” create certain disappointment in the customer, who is not concerned about the
backlog of work but is concerned about the lawn. This customer may
seek another firm to provide the satisfaction desired. A better way to
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Top edge

Fold #2/crease

Top edge
Fold #1/crease

Fold #1
Fold

#1

Bottom
Fold

FIGURE 24–4.

#2

Top edge
against
inside of
envelope

Correct preparation of a two-fold letter and placement into an envelope (Delmar/Cengage Learning)
say the same thing is, “We appreciate your contacting us to install your
new lawn and will be there during the first week of May to do the job.”
Disappointment is not built into the phrasing, and the importance of
the customer is stressed. Similarly, the words “Please drop in any time
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday through Saturday so that we can be of service” are more inviting than “Closed Sunday and Monday. Open Tuesday
through Saturday.”

Thoroughness and Accuracy
In a conversation, the listener can ask the speaker to clarify or complete statements that are not fully explanatory. In a business letter, no
such opportunity exists. Therefore, the writer must be certain that the
topic of the letter is covered thoroughly and accurately. Failing to state
a price or stating an incorrect price may lose a customer or obligate the
firm to a loss.
The opening paragraph of the letter should state the purpose of the
letter and define the subject(s) to be covered. If a review of the background is needed, it should be included in the first paragraph and kept
as brief as possible. For example:
• “I am writing because we have had no response to our earlier
requests for payment of your overdue account.”
• “Last fall you requested an estimate of the cost for design and
installation of your patio. If you are ready to proceed with the project
this spring, we are eager to be of service.”
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Each paragraph in the letter should aid the reader’s understanding
of what the writer is requesting or proposing, and what their mutual
obligations or expectations will be. The writer should try to anticipate
the reader’s questions in advance and address them in the letter. All
correspondence should be proofread for accuracy before it is signed
and sent out. Where orders are being sent or checks enclosed, the exact
amount that is to be paid or that is being sent should be stated in the
body of the letter.

Brevity and Directness
The rambling dissertations that characterize personal correspondence
between friends are inappropriate in business letters. Even though
friendly and conversational in tone, the letters should never become
chatty or deal with topics unrelated to the purpose of the letter. Inquiries
about the reader’s health, family members, the weather, or other irrelevant pleasantries only clutter the letter and divert the reader’s attention
from the main topic.
Each paragraph should relate to the purpose described in the opening sentences of the letter. If it does not, it is probably unnecessary. For
example:
• “I am interested in purchasing a new Ajax Tree Digger, Model R17.
I saw it demonstrated recently at a trade show in Wichita and need
additional information about its capabilities.
The Tree Digger should enable our firm to double our digging
operation without any increase in personnel. As you know, every
dollar saved these days is important.
Please have a sales representative call on me here at the nursery.
Because I need the machine in time for spring digging, I shall
appreciate your prompt attention to my request.”
The second paragraph is of no importance to the purpose of the letter, which is to obtain more information about the tree digger. It should
be eliminated.

Personalizing the Letter
The technology of the word processor permits a quick and easy correction of mistakes and omissions. It also makes it possible to send identical
letters to different people with only a change of the inside address and
salutation line required. This has resulted in the unfortunate tendency
of some companies to prepare generic, sterile letters that can be sent to
a wide range of people with little modification. Everyone receives letters like these on an all too frequent basis, and we have all learned to
recognize them. They have far less impact on the reader than does a letter which seems truly directed to the reader and creates the impression
that the writer cared enough about the subject and the reader to prepare an original communiqué. Even when the letter is a form letter, the
writer should provide some means of personalizing the letter so that the
reader does not sense that it was mass produced. Consider the following
two examples. The first written in typical form letter style prepared on a
word processor; the second is the same letter with enough personalization added to eliminate the feel of mass production.
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Typical Form Letter Phrasing
Lawns in western Pennsylvania typically require fertilization at this season of the year and we are prepared to do the job. If you believe we can be of
service to you, please give us a call at (827) 555-1234 for a free estimate.

Personalized Phrasing
It is time to fertilize the lawns of Pittsburgh and we want to help make
your Grandview Avenue residence a showplace of your neighborhood. Mr.
Jones, please give us a call at 555-1234 so that we can provide you with a
free estimate.
While the differences are slight, the second example inserts the
reader’s name, city and street, easily lifted from the mailing address. It
also provides a local telephone number without an area code. Except
in large cities, the area code is not needed for local calls, so the letter
sounds less form-like. The point to note is that overreliance on the
technology of the word processor can cause business letters to lose their
personal touch and become stiff and formal in tone.

TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION
Use of the telephone for business transactions has advantages and disadvantages. Like business letters, the telephone does not permit eyeto-eye contact or a smile and handshake between the horticulturist and
the customer or business associate. The telephone allows questions to
be asked when clarification is needed that the business letter does not.
However, a telephone call cannot be proofread as a letter can. What is
said, in haste or error, is heard immediately. Also, a letter does not have
a stammer or irritating voice pitch that can create a negative impression
in the listener’s ear. Neither does it proceed too rapidly or slowly, requiring time-consuming repetition for total understanding.
Certain types of horticultural operations depend on the telephone
as a sales tool more than other operations do. For example, retail florists
do a large percentage of their order taking by telephone. A garden center
or lawn care firm is likely to use the telephone more often for answering customer questions and receiving requests for estimates. In certain
situations, horticulturists and their employees are more likely to initiate
the phone calls. In other situations, they tend to receive them. In either
case, the voice on the telephone becomes the personality of the firm.
It must be pleasant and interesting to hear, and the person behind the
voice must be knowledgeable, interested in the person at the other end
of the line, professional in manner, friendly, attentive, and courteous.
The voice should be directed into the mouthpiece of the telephone, and
the receiver should not drop beneath the chin (Figure 24–5). Persons
who are naturally monotonic should practice developing a more expressive voice, possibly through the use of a tape recorder, if they want to
make effective use of the business telephone.

Placing a Business Call Correctly
To place a business call correctly requires preparation. The caller must
have a clear understanding of what the call seeks to accomplish, what
points are to be covered, the sequence in which they will be covered,
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FIGURE 24–5. This florist is speaking directly into the telephone receiver. She
keeps an order pad and other materials nearby. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

what information is to be obtained or released, and what commitment
is to be sought or offered on behalf of the firm. Irrelevant chatter should
be avoided on the assumption that the receiver of the call is busy and
will not want to waste time.
Following is a checklist for making a business telephone call:
• Be certain of the number (including area code) before dialing.
• Have the name of the person and firm you are calling in mind.
• Allow ample time for answering. Ten rings are usually recommended
by most telephone companies.
• Identify yourself and your firm immediately. For example: “Good
afternoon. This is Brian Miller of Miller’s Greenhouses.”
• Ask to speak to a specific person if possible. Otherwise, briefly
identify the reason for the call and ask to speak to someone who can
assist you. For example: “I’m calling about the possibility of carrying
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the Ajax line of giftware in our shop. May I speak with someone on
your sales staff, please?”
• Provide information and ask questions in an organized, sequential
manner, and at a rate of speed that permits the listener to
comprehend and record as necessary.
• In closing, summarize the major items discussed during the
conversation to ensure mutual agreement and understanding of
what the call accomplished.
• Close the conversation in a polite and friendly manner as briefly as
possible after the purpose of the call has been accomplished.
A business call should not be made when other things require the
caller’s attention. The call should wait until it can proceed without distraction or interruption. If some unexpected event makes it necessary
for you to leave the line for a moment, arrange to call back at another
time, since no one enjoys being put on “hold.” Hold lines are too often
overused and may alienate more business than they serve.

Answering a Business Call
An incoming call is much less predictable than an outgoing call. It may
be a customer placing an order, making an inquiry, or registering a
complaint; a supplier offering information about an order; or a garden
club seeking a guest speaker. Equally unpredictable are the telephone
skills of the callers. They may offer their questions or information in
a disorganized or emotional manner. Since the telephone provides
anyone who is inclined to be abusive with a great opportunity to be so,
it requires thick skin and a long fuse to deal professionally with some
callers. Dealing professionally with all callers requires the ability to
listen and comprehend and a voice that can convey friendliness and
concern.
The ability to listen, hear, and understand is not as common as
might be assumed. Today’s society bombards us with almost continuous sound, and many of us develop the ability to shut it out as a defense.
We can listen, nod our heads as if understanding, smile in the appropriate places, and yet be unable to repeat most of what we “heard.” Employ
ees assigned to answer business calls must often learn to listen more
attentively than they have for years. Otherwise, the telephone conversation can become a series of needless requests for repetition.
In preparation for receiving business calls and making them as productive as possible, the following points are worth noting:
• Be knowledgeable about the business, its inventories and
services, its pricing structure, the amount of time required to
accomplish customer requests, and the dates by which they can be
accomplished.
• Have a pad of order forms, a blank pad of paper, a price list, and
sharpened pencils by the phone.
• Answer the phone as quickly as possible and no later than by the
third ring.
• Identify the business first, then give your own name. If not too
cumbersome, add an appropriate salutation. For example: “Good
afternoon. Larry’s Lawn and Garden. This is Janice.” “Fountain View
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Florist. Rod Johnson speaking.” “Good morning and thanks for
calling Gateway Nursery. This is Barry Byrne.”
• Determine the name of the caller at the outset of the conversation. If
callers do not identify themselves, ask. If a name or firm is not given
distinctly, ask for a repetition.
• Listen intently, shutting out other distractions, to determine the
purpose of the call, the needs or concerns of the caller, and the
disposition of the caller (for example, friendly, upset, angry, or
confused).
• Avoid interrupting the caller. Resist the urge to complete sentences
for a slow talker or direct the thinking of an uncertain customer
before you fully understand the situation.
• Ask questions to ensure that you are understanding the caller’s
message clearly. Do not make assumptions.
• Take notes to ensure that you remember important points and that
commitments made are honored.
• Be courteous and positive, even if the caller is rude, profane,
or irritating. Use the caller’s name occasionally to personalize
the conversation. Even if the conversation does not lead to an
agreement, it can be conducted courteously.
• Price must be discussed if a request for merchandise or services
is the purpose of the call. Never assume that a customer will pay a
price unless it has been discussed and agreed to.
• Review the major points of the conversation (for example, the
item[s] ordered, specific preferences for colors or style, date needed,
when workers or sales representatives will call, and the price agreed
on).
• Close the conversation courteously and allow the customer to hang
up first. Nothing is gained from an extended conversation. It merely
ties up the phone lines and delays the next business call.

Using Telephone Technology Properly
Alexander Graham Bell would be amazed at how his invention has
evolved. Telephone services are a vital part of every horticulture business today. They link employees to customers, employees to other
employees, and businesses to suppliers. Services are offered by a diversity of providers that compete against one another with a wide range of
enticements that promise to make a company faster, more efficient,
more productive, more cost effective, and so forth. Blind acceptance of
these claims by a business can lead to the belief that customers will be
better served once the latest techno-wonder system is in place. Often
that is not the case. The reality is that answering machines and voice
mail systems rank among the most annoying and overused devices to
enter the business world in years. In the minds of many, they are as bad
or worse than being placed on hold and compelled to listen to scratchy
music while an overworked receptionist talks to someone else on
another line. When machines talk to machines, little or nothing is
accomplished, time is wasted, and customers are frustrated. Cellular
phones can also be annoying. When receiving a call that is made incomplete by loud crackles and missed words, or when trying to return a call
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and receive instead a recorded message that the person being called is
out of range, customers have a right to be annoyed. Here, then, are some
tips on using modern telephone technology in a business setting:
• Avoid answering machines during business hours whenever
possible. Provide sufficient and trained staff who can answer and
address customer concerns. If a hold line is being used frequently,
a larger staff is needed to be doing the job properly. Also, recognize
that there is no value in having the telephone answered by a person
who is unprepared to offer any assistance to the caller. “I’m sorry,
Ms. Andrews is out. No, I don’t know when she will be returning.
I’m sorry, I don’t know anything about that. Would you like to be
connected to her voice mail?”
• Avoid using progressive forwarding, such as “for the garden center,
press 1 now, for the landscape department, press 2 now . . .”
• If a caller must be placed on hold while the receiver searches
for something, make the wait brief and do not play music in the
listener’s ear.
• Avoid the use of answering services. The most they can offer is
message-taking and they have no knowledge of the business.
• Calls to customers made from cars are subject to breakups and
should be conducted on a clear line and at a time when the caller
can give full attention to the customer and the purpose of the call.
• When making a call, be prepared for the possibility of having to leave
a message on a machine. Too many callers stutter and stammer
instead of leaving a meaningful message. Since the machines are not
likely to go away, business people and customers alike must learn
to leave messages properly. The two most important parts of the
message are often the parts delivered most hastily: the caller’s name
and return phone number. The name should be delivered slowly and
spelled if necessary. The telephone number should be delivered the
same way. Most likely the listener is trying to transcribe the name
and number. If delivered too quickly or slurred, the call may never
get returned.
• Fax messages use the telephone lines as well. Many businesses have
preprinted forms that contain information similar to the letterhead
of stationery. Before sending a fax, the sender should be certain that
the message identifies the sender of the fax as well as the intended
recipient. The return fax number of the sender should also be
included if not part of the preprinted form.

WEB SITES
In a world gone internet crazy, it is almost blasphemous to speak ill
of the web. If a company does not have a web page, it is both unusual
and a sign to many people that it is behind the times. In an attempt to
convince itself and its customers that it is modern and relevant, many
green industry businesses develop web pages. If done well, the website
can provide the viewer with a positive first impression of the business,
explain its products and services, and offer examples of past accomplishments, with accompanying endorsements from satisfied former
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customers. Some websites will also provide a way for viewers to contact
the company via e-mail if interested in obtaining information about
services, products, or possible employment. If constructed properly, the
website can create a positive impression of the company in a way that
no yellow page directory can match. However, there are many websites
that are of little use to the viewers, either because they are so abbreviated in their content that they offer little more than some colorful photos
or because they are cluttered with insignificant material such as photos from the last employee picnic or lengthy listings of the credentials
of employees whom the viewer neither knows nor cares about. Most
internet visitors to a company website have arrived there with an interest in learning quickly and concisely what the company does, how to
access those products or services, and may have questions about cost,
scheduling, or other related concerns. The website needs to be easy to
navigate and offer the information being sought, without undue and
irrelevant clutter. It also needs to be kept current. Opening a webpage
in October and finding a greeting like “Spring is almost here and we
can’t wait to work with you!” is certain to convey a negative impression.
Posting time schedules or price lists can also be dangerous if they are
not kept current. Also having an e-mail “Contact Us” connection that
encourages the viewer to send a message to the company is fine, unless
no one at the company monitors the e-mail and fails to respond to the
potential customer in a timely manner.
Websites should be developed by people who are trained and experienced. Most green industry companies would be wise to outsource the
project to a professional website designer. Once developed, it should
be monitored frequently for accuracy and relevancy. Its organization
should be logical for use, perhaps using multiple directories to help users
avoid that which does not aid or interest them. It should also download
quickly, which may necessitate simplifying some of the graphics.
If the website is to be truly communicative to present and potential customers, then designing it correctly is only the beginning. Once
developed, it must then be marketed and done so continuously if it is
to attract new customers, communicate with current customers, and
convey a positive impression of the company; otherwise, it is a pointless
and unnecessary expense for the company.

THE LANGUAGE OF BUSINESS
COMMUNICATIONS
As stated earlier, the horticulturist who would communicate most effectively incorporates a friendly and conversational tone into letters and
calls, and emphasizes the positive rather than the negative. In addition,
horticulturists should learn to describe their products and services in
ways that evoke enthusiastic and receptive responses. For example, a
customer may call a flower shop before Christmas to order “something
for the front door.” A salesperson can suggest “an evergreen door swag”
or “a cluster of fresh pine boughs with accents of red holly berries and
pine cones, tied with a red velvet bow.” Both descriptions are truthful
and refer to the same product, but the second enables the customer
to visualize the product better. In a similar fashion, a landscaper can
describe a proposed patio as “800 square feet in area, made of brown
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brick, with a built-in grill and surrounding plantings” or as “800 square
feet of patio living area done in brick of a warm earth tone and incorporating cooking facilities and cooling shade.” The second description has
the important quality of evoking the anticipation of use.

SUMMARY
Letters and telephone conversations are extensions of the ornamental
horticulture business and must be handled professionally.
Business letters are the most permanent form of communication.
Their permanency is their greatest advantage. A good business letter is
written in correct form and conventional format, in a polite and friendly
tone, with thorough and accurate coverage, and as briefly as possible.
Proper form requires a letterhead that is restrained and that contains
the firm’s name, address, and telephone number; a date line; inside
address; salutation; body (message); complimentary close; signature;
and notations.
Use of the telephone for business communication permits questions
to be asked when clarification is needed. The development of an expressive voice is important to good telephone communication. The voice
must be pleasant and interesting to hear, and the person behind the
voice must be knowledgeable, interested in the caller, and professional
in manner.
To place a business call correctly, the caller should know in advance
what the call seeks to accomplish, what points are to be covered, the
sequence of coverage, the information sought or to be released, and the
commitment to be sought or offered on behalf of the firm.
Answering a business call requires good listening skills coupled with
the ability to comprehend and organize information or questions as
offered by a caller.
The internet offers additional means of communicating with present
and potential customers. The use of e-mail is fast and appropriate for
certain types of communications, but is not appropriate or suitable for
business communication that is emotional, confidential, sympathetic,
or critical. Websites offer the opportunity for companies to display their
products and services and communicate with customers in a way that
suggests they are up to date and skilled. For that reason, websites should
be carefully designed to be helpful to users and not waste their time or
convey a negative image of the company.
The advances in communication technology offer many new variations on the traditional ways of communicating with customers and
suppliers. Business people need to select the most appropriate techniques and use them in a way that enhances their services to their
customers.

A CH I EVE M E NT R E VI E W
A. SHORT ANSWER

1. List six qualities of a good business letter.

Answer each of the following questions as briefly
as possible.

2. List the eight parts of a business letter.
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B. DEMONSTRATIONS
1. Assume that you are the general manager
of Dakota Gardens, a retail nursery at
1504 W. Purdue Road in Bismarck, North
Dakota. Write a letter to a customer,
Mr. Tracy Kostecki, at 2600 Ball Avenue
in Bismarck. The letter concerns his
overdue account of $187.56, which has
gone unpaid for ninety days. You have
written to him twice already and tried to
reach him by telephone, but he has not
been available and has not returned your
calls. Prior to this indebtedness, he has
been a good and valued customer who
has purchased and paid for much larger
amounts of merchandise, always promptly.
Your normal procedures are to turn bad

accounts over to a collection agency after
ninety days.
2. Practice your telephone skills by working
with another person in the simulation of
a business call. Before beginning, make
up a realistic premise. Select a firm name
and type of business. Select a customer or
vendor name and problem. Make several
calls, varying the problem (for example, an
order, a complaint, or a request for a bid).
Sit facing in the opposite directions or on
opposite sides of a screen that prevents
any contact except by voice. The local
telephone company may be able to provide
a telephone simulator training kit for
greater realism. Record the conversations
on tape and play them back for critiques.
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O B J E C TIV E S
Upon completion of this chapter, you should be able to

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

list four characteristics of a good record system.
list the four basic types of business records kept.
explain the benefits of properly kept records.
define profit-and-loss statements and balance sheets.
explain the components of a price.
describe fixed and variable overhead.
calculate profit as a percentage of the price.

K E Y TE R M S
balance sheet
profit-and-loss statement

overhead costs
break-even point

equity
markup

KEEPING BUSINESS RECORDS
Each year, many talented ornamental horticulturists go out of business.
A large number of them do not understand where they went wrong.
They worked as hard as they could, their customers approved their
work, there seemed to be a lot of work, yet they suddenly found themselves without sufficient working capital to continue. They often accuse
assorted culprits such as unfair competition, unreliable suppliers, fickle
clientele, and, of course, government regulations and taxation. Although
there are many reasons why small businesses fail, a large number fail
simply because their owners or managers do not keep or properly utilize
business records.
Talent and hard work, while essential, are not enough to ensure survival in business. A rudimentary understanding of money management
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is also necessary. Too often, a person interested in growing plants,
designing with flowers, building landscapes, or maintaining a property
attractively is not interested in financial statements, preferring to leave
those matters to accountants. Every business needs a skilled and attentive accountant, but it is the responsibility of the owner to collect the
data needed by the accountant and to interpret the statements that the
accountant supplies. Just reading financial statements is not enough
either. They must be used to keep the business on track and moving
forward.
Records give direction to the operation of a business. Current and
complete records show where the business is succeeding and where it
needs help or change. They permit a comparison of the present situation with past achievements. Properly established, a good record system
is
1. simple to use and structured to fit the needs of the particular business it serves.
2. easily understood by the person(s) who make decisions on behalf
of the business.
3. accurate and consistent.
4. able to provide current information whenever needed.
It is important that the business owner work closely with the accountant when the recordkeeping system is being established to ensure that
the financial reports generated by the accountant provide information
that management personnel can use. Accountants who are unfamiliar
with the green industry may need guidance when creating the account
lines that will track the operations of the business in a meaningful manner. The data collected and reported by field and office workers must be
in a form that enables the accountant to do his or her job while preparing financial statements useful to the company’s leadership.
There are great differences in the ways ornamental horticulturists
engage in business, but essentially four types of records are kept:
1. Sales (including services performed).
2. Cash receipts (monies obtained each day from cash sales and clients paying the bills that have been classed under accounts receivable).
3. Cash expenditures.
4. Accounts receivable.
In retail and some wholesale operations, sales and cash receipts may
be recorded simultaneously on a cash register. The register may also be
able to record the data by department within the store (a refinement
that is more important to some operations than others). In service
operations, such as landscape contracting or maintenance firms, sales
records need to include the client name, site serviced, task performed,
materials, equipment, and labor time (Figure 25–1).
At the close of each business day, all monies received that day (cash
or checks) should be deposited in the bank. The exact amount received
should be deposited so that the bank statement can be used to balance
the cash receipts record. Some business owners take small disbursements out of the cash register drawer, or even use cash receipts to buy
lunch when they run short. Such practices lead to erroneous cash receipts
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FIGURE 25–1. A typical work record for a landscape firm. It provides a
comprehensive yet concise summary of all costs for a particular job. (Delmar/
Cengage Learning)

records. Small amounts of cash should be taken from a petty cash fund
established specifically for that purpose. Personal expenses should
remain that—personal. The small business owner should go to the bank
or write a personal check payable to the business if cash is needed.
All cash expenditures should be recorded and a receipt or cancelled
check obtained for each payment. Records should indicate the date,
name of the person or firm paid, reason for the expenditure, and item(s)
obtained.
Accounts receivable should be kept current. Bills must be prepared
when goods are shipped or delivered, and when services are rendered.
At the end of every month, each account should be listed along with the
amount due and an indication of whether it is current or overdue by
thirty or sixty days or longer.
Complete records of the business activities of a firm can give the
owner-manager insights into many areas of the business that determine
its financial health, such as:
• monthly sales
• cost of sales
• payroll
• cost efficiency
• time requirements for various services
• depreciation of fixed assets
• operational overhead expenses
• profitability of specific promotions or services.
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From this recorded information, the required tax and other governmental forms can be completed and filed. Thorough records, correctly
interpreted, can also catch employee fraud and error, warn of excessive
waste and spoilage of perishable materials, and offer guidance on which
areas of business need to be promoted more or less as a result of their
high or low profit return.

INTERPRETING FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
The horticulturist should have an outside accountant prepare all financial statements for the business. Few horticulturists have the time to
stay abreast of ongoing changes in the tax laws or the rush to computer
technology that is altering the way accountants conduct their operations. Still, the horticulturist must be able to understand and utilize
the reports of the accountant once they are prepared. The horticulturist
should also request reports as often as needed to gain maximum benefit. Therefore, a quarterly financial statement may be all that is needed
to complete required governmental forms but not sufficient to benefit
the business. Monthly statements are common to all horticulture enterprises, and weekly statements are not uncommon.
There are two parts to a financial statement: a balance sheet and a
profit-and-loss statement. Balance sheets are prepared periodically by
the firm’s accountant to show the financial status of the business on the
date of issue. The company’s assets, liabilities, and net worth as of that
date are shown. By comparing items in the balance sheet with those at
the same time last year, trends can be determined. For example, if the
balance sheet indicates increasing amounts of assets tied up in inventories and accounts receivable, the owner may wish to examine and
alter purchasing practices, credit extension, and/or collection methods.
The profit-and-loss statement records how much money the business earned or lost over the period of time measured (monthly, quarterly, or annually). In other words, the balance sheet shows the amount
of net income at a certain point in time; the profit-and-loss statement
can explain how the money was earned (or lost) over a period of time.
When a profit-and-loss statement is compared with one for the same
period a year ago or with the planned budget for the current period,
accomplishments and failures become quickly apparent. Consider the
following simplified example.
Analysis of Table 25–1 shows that increased net sales do not necessarily mean increased net profits. Although sales increased by $8,000
between 2009 and 2010, the net operating profit declined by $3,600.
Further analysis offers some explanations. The cost of goods sold were
unexpectedly high, with an increase of 30 percent in 2010. Inflation
might be the cause, or it could be that vendor prices were not compared
before purchasing. Perhaps salaries and wages should not have been
raised as much as the budget called for, and the additional expenditure
of $500 beyond what the budget called for did not help the situation.
Perhaps prices were too low.
A similar comparison, made monthly, can permit the business
manager to curtail unprofitable expenditures or types of work in time
to avoid losses for the year. If necessary, prices can be raised when the
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TABLE 25–1. Comparative Profit-and-Loss Statement
Item

2010
Budget

2010
Actual

$95,000

100,000

Cost of goods sold

32,000

Gross profit

Net sales

2009
Actual

Percent
Increase or
Decrease

Percent of Total
Budget

92,000

+8.7

100.0

100.0

100.0

39,000

30,000

+30.0

33.7

39.0

32.6

63,000

61,000

62,000

–1.6

66.3

61.0

67.4

50,000

50,500

48,000

+5.2

52.6

50.5

52.2

4,500

4,700

4,500

+4.4

4.7

4.7

4.9

800

800

900

–11.1

0.8

0.8

1.0

55,300

56,000

53,400

58.1

56.0

$7,700

5,000

8,600

–41.9

8.2

2010

2009

Expenses
Salaries and wages
Operational costs
Interest expense
Net Operating profit

58.1
5.0

9.3

profit-and-loss statement indicates that excessive expenses are not to
blame for the decline in profits.

FINANCIAL RATIOS
A horticulture firm may measure its financial and earning potential by
calculating different ratios that serve as quantitative guides. Ratios can
be applied to the analysis of balance sheets and income statements
to compare relationships among the different values. Typical financial
ratios used by horticulture businesses include:
• Profitability ratios: These ratios relate profits to total assets, or gross
income, or other quantities.
• Liquidity ratios: Liquidity is the ability of a company to pay its bills
when they are due. This ratio reveals that ability.
• Leverage ratios: A comparison of the company’s debt with
parameters such as total assets or net worth.
Some examples of ratios are given below, based on the data taken
from Tables 25–2 and 25–3.
Current assets
Inventory
Quick assets = currents assets minus inventory
Current liabilities
Total assets
Total liabilities
Fixed assets
Net worth = total assets minus total liabilities

$106,250.00
50,000.00
56,250.00
11,630.00
346,450.00
28,360.00
240,200.00
318,090.00
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TABLE 25–2. Sample Profit-and-Loss Statement
GARLAND’S NURSERY AND GREENHOUSES
Profit-and-Loss Statement / Final for Year
December 31, 2009
Sales
Nonperishable
Labor
Plant materials

$ 87,000
60,000
153,000
$300,000

Total sales
Cost of goods sold
Cost of goods sold—nonperishable
Cost of goods sold—plant materials

$ 30,000
8,500
$38,500

Total cost of goods sold

$261,500

Gross profit
Expenses
Wages
Payroll taxes
Seeds and propagative stock

$98,500
8,700
47,300

Gasoline and oil

6,000

Utilities

2,300

Postage metering

800

Office supplies

600

Interest on debts

3,600

Taxes

1,500

Advertising

7,300

Legal fees

1,800

Accounting fees

2,220

Total expenses
Net profit

$180,620
$80,880
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TABLE 25–3. Sample Balance Sheet
GARLAND’S NURSERY AND GREENHOUSES
Balance Sheet / Year Ending
December 31, 2009
Assets
Current Assets
Cash in bank

$18,500

Cash on hand

500

Petty cash

250

Accounts receivable

37,000

Inventory

50,000

Total current assets

$106,250

Fixed Assets
Land

$80,000

Retail store

30,000

Garage

25,000

Greenhouses

30,000

Equipment

102,500

Less depreciation

–27,300

Total fixed assets

$240,200

Total assets

$346,450

Liabilities
Current Liabilities
Accounts payable

$7,530

FICA payable

1,800

Withholding payable

2,300

Total current liabilities

$11,630

Long-Term Liabilities
Notes payable
Total long-term liabilities
Total liabilities

$7,530
$17,000
$28,630

Capital
Garland’s Nursery and Greenhouses,
capital
Total liabilities and capital

$317,820
$346,450
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Ratios
Quick assets to current liabilities:

$56,250
———— = 4.84
11,630

Current assets to current liabilities:

$106,250
———— = 9.14
11,630

Total liabilities to net worth:

$28,630
———— = 0.09
318,090

Fixed assets to net worth:

$240,200
———— = 0.76
318,090

These ratios are only a sampling of the financial ratios that a company may use, depending on the nature of the business and the information sought. The figures used in the examples should not be regarded
as anything more than examples for the reader. However, in a real business, the ratio of quick assets to current liabilities tells the horticulture
businessperson whether there is enough money available to cover the
current indebtedness. A business has liquidity and can pay its bills when
the ratio is at least 1.0.
The ratio of current assets to current liabilities tells the business
owner whether the business can meet its current obligations in the short
term. The higher the ratio is, the better off is the business.
Sometimes called the debt-to-equity ratio, the total liabilities to net
worth ratio indicates the level of investment in the business held by
creditors and owners. A low ratio is desirable here.
The fixed assets to net worth ratio is a measure of how much of the
company’s assets are tied up in fixed assets and not available as working
capital.

PRICING MERCHANDISE AND SERVICES
Determining the correct price to charge is an ongoing challenge in any
business, and ornamental horticulturists are famous for doing it badly
year after year. They have underpriced their products and services for so
long that consumers have come to expect a great deal for comparatively
little. Too many horticulturists do not know why they charge a certain
price except that their competition charges that price and they match it.
If horticulturists made a single product whose material costs were
constant, whose time of manufacturing was as predictable as an automobile, and whose workers were all paid the same wage, it would be
easier to determine the cost of the product, and a fair profit could be
calculated and added on rather simply. However, one of the great difficulties of pricing horticultural products and services is that there is little
quantitative repetition. When a retail flower shop fills an order for a
large number of identical wire service specialties, it comes the closest to
assembly line production that ornamental horticulture ever does. Much
of what ornamental horticulturists do is custom work. Most floral
arrangements that leave a shop have a different combination and number of flowers, greens, and other materials. No two landscapes are the
same. A greenhouse crop produced in one season is subject to an
entirely different combination of environmental variables than a similar
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crop produced immediately before or after it. A nursery may suffer no
rabbit or deer damage one winter, yet be devastated the next year.
Therefore, the pricing of horticultural materials, like nearly all agricultural commodities, is imprecise and subject to rapid changes.
Nevertheless, it must be done knowledgeably, not with fingers crossed
and a rabbit’s foot in the back pocket.
Some horticultural operations sell products (flower arrangements,
nursery plants, potted flowers, sod, chemicals). Others, such as landscape designers and contractors, sell mostly services. Often, these services are rendered only after successful competitive bidding. Just as
there are diverse ways of doing business, so are there different methods
of pricing.

Price Components
The price of an item or service is the sum of material costs, labor costs,
overhead costs, and profit allowance.
Price = Materials + Labor + Overhead + Profit

Failure to measure any component of the equation accurately will
result in a price that is unfair to either the business or the client.
The carefully kept records described earlier are the key to accurate pricing. Without them, price calculation is impossible. Even with
records, pricing requires continual monitoring.
Materials Horticultural materials are both perishable and nonperishable. Nonperishable items range from floral wire to wire fencing. Their
costs to the horticulturist can be found by consulting a current catalogue or by calling the distributor. Some nonperishable materials are
reworked into new forms by the horticulturist (for example, wire and
tape in floral arrangements and bricks and stone in a patio). Other nonperishables, such as bags of fertilizer or bottles of chemical spray, are
resold without change. They are merely purchased at a wholesale price
and sold at a retail price. Many of the latter types of nonperishables
carry a manufacturer’s suggested retail price on the packaging. The
retailer is usually not obligated to sell the merchandise at that price, but
usually does so for at least two reasons: competitors are using that price,
and the suggested price has been carefully researched by the manufacturer to cover the average costs of handling, sales labor, overhead, and
profit allowance of retailers nationally.
Perishable merchandise is much more subject to cost variation than
nonperishable merchandise. This is due, in part, to seasonal supply and
demand. For example, wholesale prices for red roses rise before
Valentine’s Day and Christmas; grass seed is most costly in the early
spring; and hardy bulbs cost most in the fall. In turn, retail prices vary
seasonally, requiring frequent recalculation to maintain fairness and
accuracy. The pricing of perishable merchandise must include costs
common to nonperishables such as handling, sales labor, overhead, and
profit allowance, as well as allowance for losses from the aging and
death of plants (known as inventory shrinkage).
Labor Calculating the cost of labor is more complex than determining the cost of materials. Labor costs include the wages or salary
being paid to employees plus the cost to the company of all associated
costs. These costs are termed labor burden. They include the employee
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benefits, such as paid insurance, retirement, and vacations, as well as
the support expenditures mandated by state and federal governments,
including social security contributions and workmen’s compensation
coverage. Depending on the method of cost recovery used by particular
companies, labor costs may also include the cost of supervision and/or
the cost of operating the equipment used by the labor force.
Overhead The costs of providing a service or bringing a product to the
consumer that are not directly related to materials or labor are termed
overhead costs. They are costs that must be recovered through the pricing process. Overhead costs are of two types: fixed and variable. Fixed
overhead costs are those that are incurred by a company whether there
is a customer that day or not. They include such costs as administrative
salaries, rent or mortgage payments, telephone and utility costs, equipment depreciation, accountant and attorney fees, subscriptions, memberships, insurance premiums, wire service expenses, postage, repair
and maintenance costs, stationery, travel to conventions, and a host of
other costs. Each customer must pay a portion of those fixed costs that
enable the business to remain in operation. Variable overhead costs,
sometimes called project overhead, are assigned to specific projects or
customized products because they would not be incurred if that project
or product had not happened. They are overhead expenses that must be
recovered from the pricing for that specific client, rather than from the
general customer base. They include costs such as temporary utilities
needed while working at the project, portable toilets, rental of specialized equipment, site permits, or subcontractor expenses.
Fixed overhead expenses are generally consistent unless there is a
dramatic change in the volume of business done, salaries paid, or other
costs of keeping the doors open. Using the records from the previous
year, fixed overhead costs can be determined easily.
Example: If the year’s fixed operational overhead costs for Andrew’s
Landscaping total $132,000, a cost of $11,000 can be assigned to a single
month of operation ($132,000 ÷ 12 months = $11,000).
Other uses of financial records The past year’s records will also
provide valuable data about the cost of materials. Material costs are
variable (not fixed) and change in direct proportion to the amount of
sales, market conditions, and wholesale prices. The closest estimate
of material costs for the current year should be projected and a cost of
materials percentage determined. This is expressed as a percentage of
total sales. For example, if Andrew’s Landscaping had $40,000 in sales
for the month, and the cost of materials needed to do that business was
$10,000, the cost of materials percentage would be 25 percent.
Cost of materials for the period
Cost of materials percentage = ——————————————
Total sales for the period
$10,000
Cost of materials percentage = ———— = 25%
$40,000

In small retail operations, the staff may all be salaried and their labor
costs included in overhead. In larger operations, particularly nurseries,
landscape firms, arborists, and lawn service firms, much of the labor is
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provided by temporary seasonal workers who are paid an hourly wage
and may receive additional benefits. From properly kept work records
and time cards, the cost of labor (including wages and benefits) during
a time period can be determined. Like the cost of materials, labor costs
are variable and must be estimated as closely and realistically as possible using current data and the past year’s records for guidance. From
that cost data, adjusted to reflect current conditions, a cost of labor
percentage can be calculated, also as a percentage of total sales. Using
the same example, if Andrew’s Landscaping did $40,000 in sales for the
month, and the cost of labor was $7,200 (wages plus benefits), the cost
of labor percentage would be 18 percent.
Cost of labor for the period
Cost of labor percentage = —————————————
Total sales for the period
$7,200
Cost of labor percentage = ———— = 18%
$40,000

Breaking even The break-even point in the operation of a business
occurs when total revenue equals total cost, and there is neither a profit
nor a loss. In the example month of Andrew’s Landscaping, the firm’s
total cost (materials, labor, and overhead) is $28,200 ($10,000 + 7,200 +
11,000). The company needs to sell that much in merchandise and/or
services in order to break even.
Profit Only after all costs for materials, labor, and overhead are recovered can the profit be added to complete the price. It is the profit that
enables the business to grow, so every item or service sold by a company
should include some profit. Otherwise the business is regressing. It is
the responsibility of the company to determine a profit that will make
their prices competitive within their market while being fair to their
customers and, at the same time, returning enough revenue to the company to enable it to meet its needs for growth and debt reduction.
Making a profit As the volume of business increases or decreases, the
fixed overhead costs generally remain the same. If the volume of business increases above the break-even point and fixed costs do not, then
a profit begins to be shown. If volume declines or fixed costs rise, a loss
will be registered (Figure 25–2). As the chart illustrates, profits increase
rapidly as the sales volume increases, assuming no rise in fixed costs.
The only costs to Andrew’s firm are materials and labor which total
43 percent of sales (the cost of materials percentage and the cost of
labor percentage, or 25 percent plus 18percent). Thus for every dollar
grossed in sales beyond $28,200 (the break-even point), there will be a
57¢ profit.
Break-even point analysis illustrates a basic principle of business:
Profits result from (1) increasing sales volume without increasing overhead costs and (2) raising prices of the product or service sold. There are
two points of diminishing returns that must be avoided. These are the
points where (1) new investments must be made in personnel or facilities to handle the increased volume of business or (2) the price increases
cause sales to decline.
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Fixed overhead costs
Region of loss
Break-even point
Region of profit

B

Zero
Units of materials or services provided
FIGURE 25–2. Relationship between business volume, fixed costs, and profit
(Delmar/Cengage Learning)

Unit Pricing Until the break-even point is reached, each unit of material or service sold must regain not only all of the material and labor
costs needed to provide it, but also a portion of the fixed overhead costs.
The 57¢ profit on every dollar of gross sales only begins after the breakeven point is reached and the overhead costs are recovered. In theory,
the assignment of a portion of the overhead costs to each unit sold is
simple. The overhead costs for a period (month, quarter, or year) can
simply be divided by the total number of units produced in that period.
The difficulty lies in deciding what constitutes a unit and in the many
different units dealt with by most horticulturists. A sales unit might be a
retail item such as a bag of fertilizer, a bottle of chemical spray, a dozen
roses, a container, or a birdbath. It might also be a measure of time such
as an hour of labor. It might be a measure of area or volume such as a
square foot or a cubic yard. The selection of appropriate pricing units is
determined by the type of business and by its methods of recordkeeping
and accounting. There is no single correct way to set up the accounting
program, and the accountant employed will usually have valuable suggestions about unit pricing for the firm.
In the example of Andrew’s Landscaping, the $11,000 monthly overhead might be assigned to hours of labor worked during the month, from
which the $40,000 in gross sales resulted. If the company’s labor force
worked a total of 1280 hours that month, each hour of labor charged to
the customer could include a cost of $8.59 to cover fixed overhead
expenses. For example:
Total overhead for the period
Per unit overhead expense = —————————————–———
Total number of measurement units
=

$11,000
————— = $8.59 per hour
1280 hours

If, however, Andrew’s Landscaping also retailed bedding plants in
six-plant market packs, there would be an additional unit of measurement: a market pack. Had the $40,000 gross sales for the month been
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attained by $35,000 in landscape services requiring 1,000 hours of labor
and $5,000 in sales of 2,000 market packs, the assignment of overhead
costs would be divided among the two units in proportion to the volume of sales generated. The landscaping accounted for 88 percent of
the sales ($35,000 ÷ $40,000) and must accept 88 percent of the overhead costs for the month.
$11,000  .88 = $9680 overhead costs

The market pack sales accounted for 12 percent of the sales ($5,000
÷ $40,000) and must accept 12 percent of the overhead costs for the
month.
$11,000  .12 = $1320 overhead costs

The per unit overhead costs for each area of operation can be then
calculated as before.
$9,680
Per hour landscaping overhead expense = ————— = $9.68 per hour
1000 hours
$1,320
Per market pack overhead expense = ——–——— = $0.66 per market pack
2,000
market packs

As the number of types of merchandise and services increases,
the calculation of costs becomes more complex. Some firms consolidate a variety of different items under a few categories for the sake of
recordkeeping convenience. For example, a flower shop may classify its
design work as wedding work, funeral work, holiday work, and other.
Landscape firms may classify their sales as plant sales, installation
projects, and maintenance projects. A nursery may use categories such
as plant sales and nonplant sales or plant sales—retail, plant sales—
wholesale, and so on. Grouping merchandise and services into categories for calculation of overhead costs or determination of markup can
reduce the precision of pricing, but is commonly done for expediency.
Each unit or category of units must have records to show what percentage of total gross sales it accounted for and how many items, hours, or
other units were sold in the process.
Categorizing the profit centers of the business permits the company
to assign the responsibility for overhead cost recovery to the areas where
its greatest revenues are generated. Accountants refer to this as multiple
overhead recovery, meaning that different overhead percentages may
be applied within the pricing system of a single company based on what
is being sold. A garden center is selling mostly materials, not labor. It
must recover most of its overhead costs by adding them to the price
charged for every plant, container, bag of fertilizer, lawn ornament, and
similar item of merchandise that is purchased. Labor is a small part of
the cost of its operations. A lawn service firm is totally different. It is selling labor more than materials. It must recover most of its overhead costs
by adding them to the price it charges for each hour of labor expended
in mowing, pruning, edging or otherwise servicing a client’s property.
A landscape contracting firm may be both labor intensive and handle
large quantities of materials. In such a case, both labor and materials
will need to recover overhead costs for the company, not necessarily
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in equal percentages. Multiple overhead recovery allows a company to
reclaim overhead costs from the sectors of the business that generated
them in the first place.

Setting the Percent Markup
Two major influences help determine the price charged for an item
or service. The price competitors are charging is one. Customers may
accept a small price differential between businesses if one has a better
reputation for quality, honesty, or service, but getting the most for their
money is always the first consumer concern. The other major influence
is how much return on equity the business owner wants or needs to have
to maintain a profitable business. Equity is the dollar amount of assets
owned by the business that is not offset by indebtedness.
Equity = Total assets ÷ Total liabilities

The rate of return on equity is the percentage of the owner’s equity
that is returned as net profit during the business year. Every owner
needs to know if the money invested in the business is making enough
money to equal or surpass the interest it would earn if it had been
deposited into an ordinary savings account or invested in bonds, money
market certificates, or even a different business. The rate of return on
equity provides the information needed to make that comparison. To
calculate it requires two figures: the net profit for the past year and the
net worth or equity of the business for the past year. The sample profitand-loss statement in Table 25–2 illustrates how to determine net profit.
The sample balance sheet in Table 25–3 illustrates how to determine net
worth or equity.
From the sample financial statements, the net profit of Garland’s
Nursery and Greenhouses is seen to be $80,880, and the total equity at
year’s end is $317,820. The rate of return on equity can be calculated
using the following formula:
Net profit
Percent rate of return on equity = ———————
Owner’s equity
$80,800
Percent rate of return on equity = ———–— = 25%
$317,820

In the example, 25 percent of the owner’s cash investment has been
repaid in net profits for the year past. Should this highly successful rate
of return on equity continue, the owner’s entire cash investment will be
recovered in four years. While a 25 percent rate of return is high compared with what many owners recover, it must be higher than the rate of
return that other uses of the money could provide or the owner will have
suffered a loss on the money invested, not to mention the time and hard
work spent on the business during that period.
Using the percent rate of return and the past year’s price figures as
guides, pricing for the current year can be developed. If the percent rate
of return was too low, prices for the next year would need to be raised,
particularly if increasing the volume of business did not seem like a
realistic solution. If matching the prices charged by competitors does
not permit the owner to make a profit, problems will need to be recognized. Overhead costs may have to be reduced; the staff may have to be
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reduced or productivity increased; salaries may be too high; or the
desired profit margin may be unrealistic. It is also possible that not all
components of the cost of an item or service justify the same profit margin. The profit markup on material costs may differ from the profit
markup on direct labor or overhead costs.

THE MATHEMATICS OF PROFIT CALCULATION
Calculating profit correctly is of obvious importance, yet it is often done
erroneously. The most common mistake is made when people believe
they have applied profit as a percentage of the selling price, when in fact
they have applied it as a percentage of their costs.
Example: If the cost of an item or service to the horticulturist was
$100 and it was desired to sell it for the price that would return a profit
of 30 percent, what would be the selling price?
• The incorrect solution—Some people might calculate the profit and
selling price this way:
A. $100  .30 = $30 (proﬁt)
B. $100 + $30 = $130 (selling price)
It would surprise them to discover that they had actually added a profit
of only 23 percent to their costs. The mistake was the application of the
desired profit percentage to the cost, not the final price. Recall that the
question sought was what selling price would return a profit of 30 percent.
• The correct solution—If the profit is to represent 30 percent of the
selling price, then the cost of what is being sold will represent 70
percent. Seventy percent is the inverse of 30 percent [100 percent –
30 percent = 70 percent]
A. $100 divided by .70 (the inverse of the desired proﬁt) = $142.86
(the selling price)
B. $142.86 – $100 = $42.86 (the desired 30% proﬁt)
The key to the correct calculation of profits is remembering to
divide costs by the inverse of the desired profit percentage.
The same calculation can be used to mark up merchandise for sale.
Markup is the difference between the wholesale cost of materials and
their retail selling price. Horticulturists in flower shops, garden centers,
and retail nurseries are obvious users of markup mathematics; but so
too are those in the service businesses. Landscapers, turf care operators,
arborists, and others all mark up their material costs to cover the costs
of acquisition and handling. Markup is expressed as a percentage of the
retail selling price.
Example: If a florist needed a 75 percent markup on roses to cover the
costs associated with the busy Valentine’s Day season, and the wholesale
cost of the roses was $15 per dozen, the retail price of a dozen roses
would be $60.
Wholesale price
Retail price = —————————–—
(100 percent – markup)
$15.00
$15.00
Retail price = —————— = ———— = $60.00
(100% – 75%)
.25
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ALTERNATIVE PRICING METHODS
Once a company understands how to recover its overhead costs correctly, determines its needed markups, and establishes its competitive
profit percentages, it is able to select a pricing method that best fits the
way the company does business. There are several pricing alternatives.
Direct Cost Pricing Bases the selling price on the direct costs of materials, labor, and overhead. This method is effective for businesses that
have little or no variable overhead and have a full understanding of their
costs. Varying profit percentages may then be applied to different components of the cost and a price determined.
Profit Margin Pricing Calculates selling price as a percentage of total
costs. It does not use varied profit percentages, choosing instead to sum
the entirety of costs associated with producing a product or service and
then applying a profit percentage to determine the price.
Time and Materials Pricing Popular with service corporations, this
requires that all materials be priced at retail and include related overhead costs and profit margin. It further requires that hourly wage rates
include related overhead costs and profit margin. To determine the final
price requires only that accurate work records be kept of all materials
used on the job and total hours of labor expensed. The time and materials method, with profit already built in, makes it impossible for the
horticulturist to lose money on a job unless everything dies, requiring
replacement.
Direct Markup Pricing Material and/or labor costs are multiplied by
a constant figure to arrive at a price that will cover all associated costs
and allow for a profit. For example, a florist may mark up all flowers
and other perishable materials from three to five times depending on
the location of the shop, season of the year, and volume of business.
The same shop may mark up nonperishable items only two times over
cost since spoilage is not a problem. Direct markup pricing is common
in retail operations but can be imprecise if all costs are not covered. It
can also result in overcharging for some items and undercharging for
others.

SUMMARY
There are many reasons why small businesses fail, but one major reason
is that their owners or managers do not keep or properly utilize business
records. Records give direction to the operation of a business.
Four basic types of records are kept: sales records, cash receipts, cash
expenditures, and accounts receivable. Properly kept, they can provide
the owner with insights into monthly sales, cost of sales, payroll, cost
efficiency, time requirements for various services, depreciation of fixed
assets, operational overhead expenses, and the profitability of specific
promotions or services.
Although horticulturists should have an outside accountant prepare
all financial statements for the business, they must be able to understand and utilize the reports once they are prepared. There are two
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parts to a financial statement: a balance sheet and a profit-and-loss
statement. Balance sheets show the financial status of the business on
the date they are issued. Profit-and-loss statements record how much
money the business earned or lost over a period of time (monthly, quarterly, or annually).
Pricing requires careful analysis by the horticulturist to ensure that
all costs are accounted for and that the profit allowance is appropriate.
Price = Materials + Labor + Overhead + Profit

Failure to measure any component of the equation accurately will
result in a price that is unfair to either the business or the client. Carefully
kept records are the key to accurate pricing.
The past year’s records can provide valuable data about the cost
of materials, although material costs are variable and change with the
amount of sales, market conditions, and wholesale prices. Labor costs
are also variable but can be closely estimated if the past year’s records
were kept well. Overhead may be fixed or variable and recovers operational costs that are not directly linked with materials or labor. Many
companies use a multiple overhead recovery system to ensure that the
sectors of the business that create the overhead costs are used to recover
those costs.
Profits increase as the sales volume increases, assuming no rise in
fixed overhead costs. Profits also increase when the price of the product
or service sold increases.
As the number of categories of merchandise, products, and services
increases, the calculation of costs becomes more complex. To cope with
the problem, some businesses consolidate a variety of different items
under a few categories. Each category must have records to show what
percentage of total gross sales it accounted for and how many items,
hours, or other units were sold in the process.
The final price determination is influenced by competitors’ prices
and the return on equity desired or needed. Equity is the dollar amount
of assets owned by the business that is not offset by indebtedness. The
rate of return on equity is the percentage of the owner’s equity that is
returned as net profit during the business year. Using the percent rate
of return and the past year’s price figures as guides, pricing for the current year can be developed. Alternative approaches to pricing include
direct cost pricing, profit margin pricing, time and materials pricing,
and direct markup pricing.

A CH I EVE M E NT R E VI E W
A. SHORT ANSWER
Answer each of the following questions as briefly
as possible.
1. List four attributes of a good record system.
2. List the four basic types of records that are
kept by a small business.

3. Indicate if the following information is
provided by a profit-and-loss statement (A)
or a balance sheet (B).
a. shows the financial status of the
business on a particular date
b. lists the company’s assets
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c. records the amount of money earned
or lost over a period of time
d. lists the company’s liabilities
e. itemizes expenses
f. lists the net worth
g. lists the net profit
4. Define the following terms:
a. inventory shrinkage
b. markup
c. break-even point
d. overhead
5. Complete the following sentences
a. Profits result from ______ sales volume
without ______ fixed overhead costs.
b. The dollar amount of assets owned
by the business that is not offset by
indebtedness is termed ______ .
c. The percentage of owner’s equity that
is returned as net profits during the
business year is termed ______ .

d. Another term for equity is ______ .
e. The percentage rate of return on equity
is calculated by dividing the net profit
by the ______ .
6. List four different approaches to pricing.
7. Of what value are financial ratios to a
business person?

B. PROFIT CALCULATION
If a lawn service company incurred material,
labor, and overhead costs of $1700 in servicing
a project site and wanted to make a profit of 20
percent on the project, what price would they
charge the customer and what would be their
actual profit?

CHAPTER 26

Ornamental Horticulture
in the Age of Technology

O B J E C TIV E S
Upon completion of this chapter, you should be able to

•
•
•
•

discuss the benefits and limitations of modern technology in the green industry.
explain the major types of computer programs currently popular in the industry.
explain other technological advances that now serve the industry.
project future benefits of technology to the industry.

TECHNOLOGY IS DYNAMIC
Technology is not new. It is defined by time. Throughout history, each
generation has witnessed distinctive and unprecedented technological
breakthroughs thought impossible by earlier generations. The horse
and buggy were retired by the horseless carriage. The earthbound passenger train was swept away by the airplane, which has since been surpassed by the gravity-defying rocket. Communications have progressed
from jungle drums to wireless cell phones. Entertainment has evolved
from parlor games to surround sound home video systems. Only slightly less dramatic has been the transformation of American business.
Where there were once labor-intensive offices filled with secretaries, file
clerks, accountants, keypunch operators, typewriters, filing cabinets,
mimeograph machines, and a computer the size of a refrigerator that
hardly anyone knew how to use, there is now something strikingly different. Fewer people, operating fewer machines with expanded capabilities, have brought a new look to the office workplace. The computer
is now the central feature of every office and most desktops.

THE BENEFITS AND LIMITATIONS
Like so many advances that preceded it, the computer age has offered
many benefits, with a few accompanying drawbacks. Modern computers are much smaller than their first generation ancestors and have
605
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many more capabilities. They can process and store vast amounts of
data in a variety of forms. They can accelerate calculations, project the
effects of changes, and even predict the changes. They can allow instant
recall of historical data, react to sensors, correct spelling and grammar
in multiple languages, create graphic illustrations from numerical data,
activate environmental systems, turn drawings into electronic impulses,
and restructure them as drawings in far distant places. While doing all
of these things, computers never show the slightest sign of fatigue, bad
temper, or stress. They don’t form labor unions, they don’t go on strike,
and they don’t need vacations, holidays, or even coffee breaks.

The Most Common Uses of the Computer
Most businesses of America and the developed nations have embraced
computer technology, and are quick to accept and incorporate each new
advancement. The companies of the green industry are no different. The
most common software programs are of three types: (1) word processing;
(2) numerical calculations; and (3) graphic visualization. In addition, the
explosive growth of the Internet gives companies in the most remote
locations access to the nation and the world. Current uses of the computer in the offices of American horticulture firms include:
• correspondence
• customer accounts
• accounts payable
• payroll
• taxes
• mailing lists and labels
• inventory records
• accounts receivable
• billing
• sales analysis
• e-mail
• office newsletters and promotional mailings to customers
Beyond the office, industry-specific operations include:
• greenhouse environmental control
• soil and media mixing
• labeling of plants
• landscape specification preparation
• quantification of materials for construction
• plant selection
• irrigation system design and graphics
• landscape design and graphics
• cost estimating
• technical calculations such as cut and fill
• geographic information systems
• weather data
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• Internet access to catalogues and current prices of suppliers
• web page promotion of their company, its products, and services

Word Processing
Successor to the typewriter, the word processor gives office staff members the opportunity to prepare correspondence and reports that have
a highly professional appearance, with varied font styles, sizes, and even
colors. Form letters can be personalized with the recipient’s name and
other specifics that increase the probability of it being read rather than
discarded. Spelling errors and incorrect grammar are minimized as
software becomes increasingly user-friendly and responsive to human
frailties. The word processor has also replaced the filing cabinet, with
compact discs superceding manila folders as the place to store client
and employee records. When linked to an office e-mail system, the word
processor can send simultaneous and paperless memos or copies to a
number of people in different offices, buildings, and cities. Chapter 24
deals with the use of the word processor in business communications.

Numerical Calculations
With the capability of software programs to accomplish mathematical
functions, prepare spreadsheets, and convert numerical data to bar
graphs, pie charts, and other graphic interpretations, the office computer can fill many additional roles. Computers are commonly used to
track inventory, accounts receivable and payable, prepare estimates,
billings, and paychecks, maintain time records, and prepare tax reports
and other financial statements.
Computer technology allows garden centers and nurseries to update
their inventories when plants and other materials are purchased. One
scan by a computerized register generates a printed receipt for the customer and simultaneously deducts the item from the inventory.
Landscapers are able to quantify materials from designs and convert the data into precise bids in a fraction of the time required by
conventional measuring and counting methods. Last minute changes
to design specifications can be quickly input and the bid updated. Less
time is required for calculations that in the past were time-consuming,
tedious, and subject to human error. At the same time, the accuracy of
the calculations has probably improved, since the computer’s insistence
on certain data input has compelled companies to keep close track of
labor hours, material costs, overhead costs, and equipment usage. Early
software estimating and inventory programs were directed at a generic
business market. More recently, a number of specialized programs have
reached the market that specifically target the nursery, landscape, lawn
care, irrigation, or florist companies. They range in sophistication and in
their usefulness to the user. It seems to be generally agreed by industry
practitioners that the best software is that which is sufficiently complex
to meet their needs and which can be customized to fit their individual
business. They do not want to modify the business to conform to inflexible software. In the short span of time that the green industry has been
using commercially developed estimating, inventory, and other office
practice software, numerous products have fallen in and out of favor.
There are two reasons that most companies change from one program
to another. Either they find a new program that is a better fit with the
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FIGURE 26–1. A hand-held stylus is used to select commands and symbols on a
digitizer or menu tablet. (Delmar/Cengage Learning. Photo by Jack Ingels.)

way they do business, or they outgrow the capabilities of their current
software to track the financial activity of their expanding business. One
of the most successful niches developed by enterprising software companies has been the creation of specific software for specific companies,
rather than attempting to customize an existing program for a buyer.
Input devices for numerical calculation programs include a keyboard,
a scanner, and a digitizer (Figure 26–1). The digitizer permits direct measurement of lengths, areas, volumes, and perimeters from drawings, so it
is essential for the conversion of drawn data to numerical equivalents.
The output device for numerical calculations is usually a printer.

Graphic Visualization
Several types of computer graphic visualization systems enjoy popularity among horticulturists, most of which are adaptations of programs
developed earlier for other industries.
CAD (computer-aided design) systems are accelerated drafting systems, designed to do what centuries of draftsmen have done with their
T-square and pencils. Computer drafting has increased mainly because
of a PC-based CAD software program named AutoCAD (a registered
trademark of AutoDesk, Inc.). Due to the necessity for hardware, software, and user training, AutoCAD is an expensive investment for a company. It is not ready to use on delivery to the office. Moreover, because
it is a general system, marketed to a variety of users, it requires a third
party, discipline-specific software interface to customize it for a specific
type of design and drafting. There are a growing number of landscape
and irrigation design-specific software programs available, and more to
come. However, the one most commonly used by landscape architects
and landscape designers is LANDCADD. Developed by a group of practicing professionals and released commercially in 1984, LANDCADD is
marketed by LANDCADD, Inc. of Franktown, Colorado. Since its inception, the program has advanced through many generations of revisions, and currently offers modular programs that permit a company to
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purchase only those programs that it needs, avoiding the requirement
of paying for ones that it will not use. At the heart of the software system
is the Site Planning and Landscape Design Module. It permits creation
of two- and three-dimensional plan views, elevations, and perspectives
of landscape features and entire sites. Textures, colors, enlargements of
special areas, lettering, and a variety of other graphic features are possible. When used by a skilled operator, the drawings can rival hand-drawn
plans. As the design develops, the plant list is automatically created and
tabulated. Designers can select from the symbols that come with the
program, or develop and add their own to further customize the system.
Figure 26–2 illustrates a landscape plan developed using LANDCADD.
Three-dimensional drawings of buildings, terrain, and grading plans are
also possible using the system’s Planning and Design Module. With the
rapid growth of irrigation services and the increased number of companies offering them, the Irrigation Design Module also enjoys widespread
use (Figure 26–3). Other modules permit material measurement, cost
estimating, and plant selection. It warrants repeating that LANDCADD
is but one company now offering these discipline-specific software programs. Figure 26–4 illustrates a drawing done using different software.
Future advances by the competing companies will ensure a free market,

FIGURE 26–2. An example of a plan using LANDCADD to produce the design and lettering. Trees were added using a
paste-up technique. (Courtesy of John Nicol and Associates, Lafayette, CA)
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FIGURE 26–3.

A LANDCADD irrigation design (Courtesy of Kaden Landscape)

innovative research and development, responsiveness to the needs of
the green industry, and fair prices to the industry consumers.
The input device for computerized drawing is usually a mouse, or a
digitizing tablet and stylus. The mouse functions like it does on a word
processor; that is, to roll around the table while the cursor moves about
on the screen. The tablet and stylus permit the designer to place drawings on the monitor’s screen in a manner remotely similar to that of the
traditional draftsman (Figure 26–5).
The output device for CAD system drawings is usually a plotter
(Figure 26–6). It provides a print of quality, including colored lines, while
also permitting larger sizes than possible on the printers of conventional word processors.
Video imaging is a computerized technique that superimposes
a landscape concept over a photographic image of the undeveloped
landscape. Most commonly used by residential landscape designers to
illustrate their proposals for areas around a client’s home, the designer
begins with one or more photographs of the building captured with
a conventional camera, a digital camera, or a video camera. One or
more selected images of the building are then entered into the system’s
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A landscape plan drawn using an alternative software system (Courtesy of Light-Heigel and Associates, Montandon, PA)
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FIGURE 26–5. A stylus and monitor have replaced traditional drafting tools in
many offices. (Delmar/Cengage Learning)

FIGURE 26–6. An A- through E-size dual-mode plotter
(Courtesy of Hewlett Packard)

memory. Thereafter, the image can be brought up on a monitor and
the computer used to superimpose color photo images of plants, pavings, pools, lawn, walls, fences, and other landscape elements over the
building. The system also permits the designer to modify the photo to
illustrate the impact of removing existing features, changing colors, or
even remodeling the architecture. The resulting image gives customers
a full color suggestion of how their landscape will look before it is actually installed. It is an excellent sales tool (Figure 26–7).
There are several good video imaging systems on the market. The
first, and arguably still most popular, is the system produced by Design
Imaging Group, located in Holtsville, New York. Video imaging is less a
design system and more a graphic technique because it does not create
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Before and after examples of computer imaging (Image by Design Imagaging Group)

scaled drawings. It relies on the eye of the user to create the proper perspective. Once the graphic image is composed on the monitor’s screen,
it can then be reproduced as a color print or as videotape for presentation to a client audience of one or a hundred and one. The Design
Imaging system and others are able to interface with CAD systems such
as LANDCADD to apply color and realistic surface textures to the line
drawings produced by those systems.
Both CAD drawings and video images can be saved on compact
discs, reproduced, transmitted electronically, and made available to
others with the ease and immediacy of e-mail.
Graphic design using the computer is now available to any person or
company willing to invest in the software. Products range from expensive systems used by commercial artists to simple, inexpensive clip art
programs on CDs. Coupled with the photo scanning capabilities of the
computer; the graphic design programs permit companies to prepare
their own newsletters, advertising layouts, and promotional mailings.
Customers and employees can be remembered on their birthdays or
other occasions with personalized greetings. Clients can be shown
before and after photos of their landscapes. Garden centers and flower
shops can replace the amateurish felt marker signs with computer prepared signing that looks as if it came from a custom print shop.

OTHER USES OF MODERN TECHNOLOGY
The development of the technology of today and tomorrow has been
either made possible or accelerated by the ongoing evolution of computers. The scientific breakthroughs of the space program have ushered
in an era of nearly instant communications that link people and companies worldwide. Researchers have machines, apparatus, and techniques
available for their use that early pioneers in science could have never
envisioned. Growers now press buttons to mix soil rather than lift shovels. They let sensors determine when to water rather than sticking their
fingers into the soil. Golf course superintendents consult their on-site
weather station to determine the advisability of applying chemicals or
preparing work schedules. No listing of the ways that computer-based
technology is used throughout the green industry could ever be complete or current, but consider these several examples as representative.
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The Greenhouse Industry
Enlisting the speed and alertness of computers to help grow plants
in greenhouses has been made possible by the development of sensory input devices. Independent of human commands, the sensors can
detect and monitor temperatures, light, humidity, carbon dioxide, wind
velocity and direction, soluble salt levels, pH, and many other growthrelated factors. The computerized control system does three things:
1. Sensing: The system objectively measures environmental factors
using a series of independent sensors. The sensors are located both
inside and outside the greenhouse range. They are not restricted
to single locations within a house, which makes them a significant
improvement over older, analog control systems.
2. Decision making: An independent computer monitors the sensors,
analyzes the data they provide, and compares the existing environmental description against the grower’s programmed instructions.
3. Taking action: The system activates equipment within the greenhouse to implement the decisions made.
Computerized environmental control systems are component systems whose parts are linked together by coaxial cables and computer
chips, and whose data can be made available to the grower at any time,
either in graphic displays or in digital or printed form by means of the
computer monitor. Figure 26–8 illustrates a typical computerized environmental control system in a greenhouse range.

Master computer
• makes decisions

In house computer
• takes action

Weather
sensor

Vent
Heater

Fan
Light
sensor
Heat
sensor

Greenhouse control panel
• reports sensor input and activates output
devices to modify the environment
FIGURE 26–8. Typical greenhouse computerized environmental control system
(Courtesy of Timothy Toland)
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Unlike older greenhouse control systems, which are basically reactive systems (example: the temperature drops below a minimum and
the thermostat turns on the heat full force to warm the house), computerized systems can be programmed to respond almost continuously to
the integrated sensory information. The result is a greenhouse environment that remains nearly constant, changing more slowly than the reactive systems. Temperature extremes, crop drying and watering, humidity levels, light conditions, and other growth factors adjust gradually.
The assumption is that this stability results in less traumatic growing
conditions and thereby improves plant growth. Logical though the
assumption is, researchers are just beginning to evaluate the new technology. As computerized production technology continues to develop,
it can be anticipated that such lags between manufacturer claims and
independent confirmation will be common.
Representative greenhouse environmental control system manufacturers are Argus Controls in Canada, Priva Computers, Inc. in the
Netherlands, and Wadsworth Control Systems in Arvada, Colorado. It is
interesting to note that none of the companies incorporates the word
Greenhouse in their name, probably recognizing (and hoping) that their
computer-operated systems have a more comprehensive adaptability
to other and future green industry operations.

The Retail Florist Industry
The green industry business that remains most tied to its handcrafting
roots is retail floristry. However, even it has become high-tech in comparison to its recent past. While worldwide wire service is not new, the
method and speed of transmission are as current as the latest telecommunications technology can make them. Florists across the country and
around the world are linked by means of numerous cooperative agreements that enable customers to make a call to their local flower shop
and send flowers thousands of miles away for arrival that same day.
While FTD, Teleflora, and other established wire services still dominate,
other companies such as Sears Roebuck, 1-800 FLOWERS, and Hallmark
stores are now successfully attracting wire orders and transmitting them
through their own network of affiliated shops.
Even local business is often given a technical look as the florist, while
designing an arrangement in the traditional way, answers the telephone
and speaks with a customer using a headset rather than a hand-held
receiver, so that work is not interrupted. The same flower shop may also
elect to advertise its services on the Internet or link itself with other products or companies that will bring its name before a much greater audience than ever before possible.

The Landscape Industry
In addition to the uses of the computer as an aid to drawing, calculating,
and preparing graphic presentations, the landscape industry has adapted other forms and types of technology for its benefit. Multiple-use
machinery is gradually replacing equipment that could only dig a hole,
cut a trench, or perform other single functions. Wireless communication
systems permit faster, easier, and more frequent communication between
people in the field, in the office, and on the road somewhere in between.
Customer concerns can receive quicker attention. Problems can be resolved
sooner. Confusion and errors are reduced. Industry trade associations
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are offering expanded services to their members using the interactive
capabilities of the Internet and e-mail. Some companies are even able to
let customers calculate their own maintenance estimates using interactive web sites whereby the customer enters specific measurements and
other data about property from home that is paired with prices preset by
the company. The result is a do-it-yourself estimate generated by customers that saves the company time, particularly the time lost doing
estimates that are not accepted. While this is not yet widely practiced, the
potential is there for other types of customer-company interaction. More
common, and gaining in usage, are computer-generated estimates that
can be done on-site by project directors and others, working with handheld systems that can calculate and print out as the customer waits. By
reducing the turnaround time between a customer’s query and the company’s reply, additional business is generated.
Landscape architects are using the data provided by geographic
information systems to ascertain the suitability of near and distant sites
for varying types of development. They are also able to receive and
transmit data electronically between their offices and that of associated
professionals who are also involved in their projects. Computer systems
can now convert flat plans on a monitor into video walk-throughs of the
proposed design.

The Turf Industries
Advances in maintenance equipment efficiency and irrigation technology have made operations more cost-effective for lawn care services,
golf course operators, and landscape contractors. With the development
of a programmable unmanned mower now a reality, the potential uses
of a machine that grazes like a cow are unclear but interesting to imagine.
The application of current and near future research has resulted in
bioengineered grasses that are more resistant to environmental stress
and/or require fewer mowings to maintain their desired appearance.

PROBABILITIES AND POSSIBILITIES FOR THE
FUTURE
Futuring is always fun. Fortune tellers have been reading tea leaves for
many years, hoping to foresee what will happen next. The early years of
a new century seem to amplify the excitement and the expectations that
wonderful new things loom on the horizon. It seems safe to say that
Americans are expecting this country to lead the world into the Age of
Technology, as the 21st century has already been dubbed, just as we
took the lead in science during the 20th century. The businesses, scientists, educators, practitioners, and customers of the green industry can
anticipate further changes in how ornamental horticulture is practiced
and presented in the near and distant future. The most high-profile
changes will probably result from further advances in computer and
telecommunication technology. Faster and easier access to an everexpanding marketplace will give consumers greater choices. A customer
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in Boston may choose to order orchids directly from Hawaii rather than
the local flower shop, and get the same quality, price, and prompt delivery. A nursery grower may bypass the local wholesale supplier and order
needed supplies directly from their manufacturers. Sales people may
spend more time in face-to-face conversations with customers on television monitors than in their offices or shops. Voice commands may
soon replace, or at least supplement, drawn plans in the offices of landscape designers and architects. Plant breeders can be expected to
respond to increasing environmental concerns with accelerated efforts
to produce plants that require less maintenance, less fertilization, less
water, and are more resistant to pests and other stress factors. The
greater movement of people, plants, and plant products around the
world can be expected to bring new pests into regions of the planet that
are vulnerable to rapid, invasive damage. That will introduce new challenges for arborists, landscapers, and others.
Consolidations and mergers are already occurring throughout the
landscape, lawn care, and arborist industries. At least in the short term,
that can be expected to continue and it may widen to include the florist
and nursery industries as well. As large regional or national corporate
identities are established within the green industry, they mirror what is
happening nationally in other industries such as property management.
Gaining the advantages of improved purchasing power, higher profile
advertising, state-of-the-art technology, and easier access to the centers
of power where decisions are made, such companies offer formidable
competition to local independent companies that may offer a comparable or even better product or service but cannot get the attention of
the decision-makers who may not be local.

THE FLIP SIDE OF TECHNOLOGY
Just as the development of automobiles negated the need for buggy
makers, the use of word processors has sent typewriter manufacturers
into bankruptcy. The incorporation of new technology into horticulture
companies has created some problems. The one most common to all
types of businesses is the impact on the workforce. Most upgrades in
technology necessitate the retraining of some employees. That may or
may not involve an expense. Some technical advances also displace
workers or require their replacement with better-educated workers who
expect higher salaries, and who may not be easily recruited. Older workers, long in their service and loyalty to a company, and knowledgeable
of existing technology, may resist accepting the new knowledge and
techniques. New technology excites some people and is perceived as a
threat by others.
As the current and future generations of American horticulturists
train to work with the new technology, fewer people will remain to perform the labor-intensive entry level and field tasks that will still constitute a large portion of the production services performed by green
industry companies. The employee shortage is already a major concern
in all sectors of ornamental horticulture. The new technology may herald an era of increased sophistication in the ways horticulturists present
their products and services, while simultaneously provoking a shortage
of personnel to do the work.
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SUMMARY
Technology is rapidly expanding throughout the industries of ornamental horticulture. Operations common to all businesses, as well as those
distinctive to the nation’s flower shops, greenhouses, nurseries, arborists,
and landscape and lawn care firms are now routinely aided by computers. Computer-centered machines, equipment, and software programs
are changing how plants are grown, inventories are monitored, plans
are drawn, estimates prepared, communications transmitted, advertising prepared and delivered, and customers serviced. The advances in
technology and their applications to ornamental horticulture seem certain to continue into the future. Those advances will bring opportunities
and challenges to industry professionals as they strive to balance the
benefits of improved quality, craftsmanship, speed, client satisfaction,
or other measures against the costs of new equipment, technically
trained employees, and the shortage of entry-level laborers that may
result.

ACH I EV EMEN T R E VI E W
1. List ten uses of computer technology that
ornamental horticulturists and most other
business people commonly use.
2. List three uses of computers specific
to each of the following horticulture
professions:
a. greenhouse grower
b. nursery grower
c. landscaper
3. Explain what the following computer
software programs do.
a. word processing
b. CAD systems
c. greenhouse environmental controls
4. Assume the role of a computer advocate.
How would you respond to a landscape

designer and a nursery grower who were
contemptuous of computers and said there
was no place for the technology in either of
their businesses?
5. Without becoming totally impractical, offer
a suggestion for a future technological
advancement beyond the current
capabilities of these computer programs:
a. word processing
b. CAD systems
c. graphic imaging
d. greenhouse environmental control
e. automated irrigation
f. estimating
g. inventory control
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O B J E C TIV E S
Upon completion of this chapter, you should be able to

•
•
•
•
•

explain how quality is defined and measured.
define total quality management.
explain the empowerment of employees.
distinguish between internal and external customers.
outline the steps in a Total Quality management program.

K E Y TE R M S
quality

total quality management

A NEW CONCERN FOR AN OLD IDEA
The end of World War II left the economy of the world tilted heavily in
favor of the United States. Europe and most of Asia were left with only
skeletal remains of their prewar industrial capability. American factories
were intact and able to convert from the production of war goods to the
manufacture of countless products and machines needed by the rest of
the world. We had no competition on the world stage. As the rest of the
world slowly rebuilt their industrial capabilities, comparison of their
products to those made in the United States was the worldwide standard. Quality was defined as made in America.
Regardless of whether the business dealt in products or in services,
most American companies operating in the postwar era focused their
quality standard on the finished product or service, and defined it to fit
their personal image. Quality control was usually the final inspection
step in the manufacturing or service process, and products that failed to
meet the prescribed quality standard were rejected. Similarly, services
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that were unsatisfactory were repeated in full or in part. The customer
was not involved in the definition or the measurement of quality at all.
Complaint or approval was the customer’s only role.
Yet products and services that do not meet the customers’ needs
cannot be considered qualitative. A florist may fill an order for a flowering plant with the largest, most showy, healthiest specimen in the
shop, believing he is giving the customer a top quality product. If the
customer desires a plant for the center of her dining table, however,
she will reject the plant as oversized and certain to inhibit conversation between guests seated around the table. If she is not satisfied with
the plant, it is not a quality product. A nursery grower may set exacting
standards for tree production. Every tree is shaped, sheared, and spaced
to produce a block of plants that are exact duplicates. The nursery perceives and advertises its plants as being the highest quality. If the client
wants matching trees to line a formal entry, then the trees possess the
quality sought. If the client wants trees to create a naturalized woodland
effect, the trees won’t do the job. They lack quality as perceived by the
customer, regardless of the grower’s opinion or the price. A lawn that is
installed to textbook standards may exhibit lush greenness and weedfree growth. Is it quality? Perhaps, if the client has water available to
maintain it. If the local weather is droughty, then perhaps not.
In recent years, America’s dominance of the world economy has
lessened. Our former international customers are now our competitors.
In matters of quality, the teacher has become the student and American
businesspeople are having to observe and learn from other nations. The
success of foreign manufacturers and service firms, most notably the
Japanese, has been accomplished through hard work, clever management, and a different way of defining and measuring quality.

QUALITY DEFINED
While it is not easy to gain widespread acceptance of a new definition
for a familiar term, the business world is beginning to understand that
there is no quality standard for a product or service until the customers’
satisfaction is registered. Giving the customers exactly what they want
plus an extra measure of value without additional charge is or should be
the goal of every business in America today.
Quality: Meeting the customer’s requirements and exceeding those
expectations.
This new definition means that the customer becomes the judge of
quality and that the businessperson must find ways of measuring the
customer’s satisfaction. The new definition also means that the product
or service must provide additional features that surpass the customer’s
expectations. If the business is a service firm, it may deliver the service
at a level higher than the customer expected. If the business deals in
products, those products may offer additional features without costing more than similar products without those features. Consider these
examples.
Example 1: Two florists design equally well and charge the same for
their service. Both deliver to customers’ homes. For an order of cut flowers, both add extra greens and wrap them in green waxed tissue. At the
time of delivery, the delivery person for one florist rings the customer’s
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doorbell, hands the roses to the person answering, turns, and leaves.
The delivery person for the other florist rings the bell, smiles at the person who answers, and says, “I’ve got a bouquet of fresh flowers for Mary
Jones. Smith Florist really appreciates your business!” Tucked inside the
wrapping is a packet of material that can be dissolved in water to prolong the life of the customer’s flowers. Which florist has exceeded the
customer’s expectations?
Example 2: A landscape firm has a reputation as being high priced, yet
continues to be successful. Why would customers regularly pay more
for landscape services obtainable elsewhere at a lower price? Perhaps
it is because they know that they will get exactly those materials and
services they are expecting, and on time. In addition, the company’s
crew will be dressed in clean uniforms each day, using clean equipment and vehicles. If the customer has a question or concern, there
will always be someone on the site who can answer the question and
resolve the concern. Other companies may be as competent technically,
but allow their employees to work with their shirts off or report to work
poorly groomed. The trucks may be dirty, rusted, or of different colors.
Customer questions may go unanswered or problems unresolved until
someone with authority arrives to respond. The value added by the successful company explains its difference.
Example 3: Two wholesale nurseries market a similar product assortment to local retail outlets and landscape contractors. One nursery digs
the plants, delivers them, and bills the client. The other nursery does the
same. When clients return unsatisfactory plants, one nursery replaces
them without question. The other nursery replaces them, then follows
up with a written or telephoned inquiry to determine why some of the
plants were unsatisfactory to the customer. That nursery is measuring
client satisfaction, and at the same time, learning something that may
enable it to change and improve its production process.

Total Quality Management (TQM) Defined
Putting the new definition of quality into the management methods of
a company requires a departure from some deep-rooted traditions in
American business. Now outdated are the beliefs that the company sets
the standard of quality and that the time to measure standards is at the
end of the process. If a shrub was unsatisfactory at the time of delivery,
it was replaced. If a poinsettia had whiteflies when delivered, the grower
apologized to the retailer and replaced it. If the patio wasn’t graded correctly and surface water ran toward the house, it was torn out and done
again. Heads may have rolled later back at the company. All such action
awaited delivery of the product or service before applying standards or
measuring client satisfaction. That was the old way, and it isn’t working
anymore.
Total quality management (TQM) recognizes the client as the
only real quality inspector of a company. It also regards the provision
of a product or service as a process, a series of steps that begin with
the first contact with the customer and proceed through to delivery of
the product or service, the billing, and the follow-up. The process may
have many steps or only a few, but each step must be designed to fit
efficiently with those that come before and after. Each step must also be
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totally understandable to the person responsible for accomplishing it.
If each step in a process is understood by the person doing it, and every
step of the process is done properly, then the result will be correctness.
The product or service at the end of the process will meet the company’s
standards and satisfy the customer with accompanying cost efficiency
and reduced waste. As the quality goes up, the costs go down.
Total quality management Managing a company in a manner that
allows continuous improvement of its services, products, processes,
and organization to satisfy the requirements of its customers and
exceed their expectations.
Horticultural businesses that want to apply TQM must begin by
identifying all of the processes that make up the business. Then the
steps within each process must be recognized and assessed to learn
whether each step links efficiently to those on either side, or whether
there is duplication, omission, or an opportunity for confusion.
Here is an example of a sequence of processes in a flower shop.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Receive customer inquiry.
Make the sale.
Prepare the arrangement.
Deliver the arrangement.
Bill the customer.
Follow up to determine customer satisfaction.

Each of these processes can in turn be divided into several steps that
flow in sequence. In our example, the process of preparing the arrangement might include this series of steps:
1. Order the flowers and greens.
2. Order the containers, picks, water-retention media, wire, tapes,
and other construction materials.
3. Schedule the work.
4. Construct the arrangement.
5. Package the arrangement in preparation for delivery.
In a large shop, and during a busy season, several people may be
involved in the process. Each employee must be trained to understand
his or her particular role in each process, and how to do it efficiently
and effectively. The employee must then pass the output of his or her
effort to the next person who will use that output in the accomplishment of the next step in the sequence. If each step is done correctly
and each process proceeds with maximum efficiency, the job will be
accomplished without waste and to the highest standard. Management
attention can be focused on each step within the processes to isolate
and correct problems before they affect the end product or service.
Here is another example of processes and steps in a landscape job:
Sequence of Processes
1. Sell the job.
2. Schedule the job.
3. Procure the materials.
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4. Install the job.
5. Clean up.
6. Bill the client.
7. Honor all guarantees.
8. Follow up to determine client satisfaction.
Steps in the Procurement of Materials
1. Review the take-off list (quantities of materials needed).
2. Check sources for availability of materials.
3. Determine dates when materials are needed at the job site.
4. Order materials and specify delivery dates.
5. Receive delivery and verify the orders.
By monitoring each step in each process, managers are able to
identify time-consuming repetitions, distracting sidetracks, or gaps that
make the landscape service less than it could be. Correcting small problems within the process, training employees to do their jobs correctly,
and passing the output to the next employee in a form that permits the
next step to get underway on schedule with all needed data or materials
is the new role of managers.

INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL CUSTOMERS
Total quality management is the monitoring of processes and the people who perform those processes. It takes the spotlight off the finished
product or service as the measurement of quality and instead scrutinizes
the many little steps that lead to the finished product or service. While
requiring a new definition of quality to recognize that it is client-driven,
TQM also requires an expanded concept of who the customers are.
The traditional customer is the one who places the order and pays
the bill. Every employee in the company must understand the obligation to satisfy the external customer and exceed his or her expectations.
However, TQM recognizes other customers, internal customers, who are
the employees of the company and who receive the output of the process
that precedes theirs. Each internal customer-employee receives data or
material from another employee, then does something with it or to it,
and passes it along to his or her internal customer, the next employee
working in the process. As an example, to get a bench of mums in flower
by a particular date requires that the cuttings be planted in the bench
on an exact date weeks earlier. The propagator must take the cuttings,
get them rooted, and deliver them to the grower exactly on time if the
mature plants are to be in bloom on time. The propagator’s internal customer is the grower awaiting the rooted cuttings. The grower’s internal
customer is the sales staff who have orders to fill from florists.
The larger a company is, the more internal customers it has.
Employees need to know the exact form of the input they are to receive
from the person whose work precedes theirs. They must also know what
their role in the process is, and in what form and standard their output
must be passed to their internal customer. Each employee’s work must
be done completely and correctly before being passed along. Each
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employee within the company is simultaneously a provider of materials
or services and an internal customer. As a provider, the employee strives
to satisfy his or her internal customer. In the role of internal customer,
the employee is obligated to demand complete and correct input from
the provider. Failure of any employee to reject faulty input will make the
process defective and result in a substandard finished product or service, the ultimate disservice to the external customer.
Giving so much responsibility to employees empowers them in ways
that are foreign to older, centralized management systems. Employee
empowerment also permits workers to initiate the changes that they
believe will improve the processes for which they are responsible.
Improvement Must Be Continuous For companies seeking to implement a total quality management program, commitment and patience
are essential. Improvements cannot be applied to the entire company
by declaration or fiat. A company cannot close tonight and reopen
tomorrow with a full TQM philosophy in place. Improvement is gradual,
addressing one step and process at a time. The problem in a process
is first identified. Then it must be determined if the problem results
from improper employee performance or from some other reason. If
employee malfunction is the reason for the problem, the person should
be trained in the proper method and then required to perform properly thereafter. If the problem stems from another cause, it should be
identified and a solution developed. Employees must then be trained
in the new process. An evaluation period must be allowed to ensure
that the solution was a correct one and truly improves the process. If
so, then the new process must be explained and taught to everyone in
the company who is involved directly or indirectly with the process. The
result of this improvement will be some type of saving in time or materials, or other costs. Then the process begins again. One small positive
change follows another in an ongoing program of incremental improvements. Total quality management is continuous. It never ends because
improvements are never finished.

IMPLEMENTING TQM
The company that wants to make the transition to total quality management must do these things:
1. Recognize that quality can be defined and evaluated only by the
external consumer client.
2. Analyze the processes that collectively comprise the products and
services of the company.
3. Identify the steps within each process.
4. Scrutinize each step for problems and incrementally improve each
step and each process.
5. Enlist the recognition by every employee that he or she is working
to serve and satisfy the customer.
6. Identify to all employees their dual roles as a provider of materials
or services within a process and as an internal customer with the
right to expect the input from other providers to be complete and
ready for use.
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7. Empower all employees to respond directly to clients’ questions
and concerns.
8. Listen to employees as the most important source of suggestions
for the process improvements.
9. When processes are changed, evaluate them first, then train all
involved employees and require their commitment to the new
method.
10. Establish measurement tools, such as questionnaires or followup phone calls, to determine customer reaction to the company’s
products.
11. Recognize that TQM is a management method that is continuous
and self-renewing.
12. Recognize that employees must accept and participate fully in
TQM. If, after explanations and training are given, an employee
is unable or unwilling to accept the management philosophy, the
employee should be separated from the company.

SUMMARY
The meaning of quality has changed from a standard measured by a
company at the completion of its production or service to one defined
by the customer. The role of every one of the company’s employees is to
perform his or her job in a way that contributes to the quality satisfaction of the consumer client. When company management and employees understand the total quality management philosophy, they accept
that the company has both internal and external customers. The traditional external customer is the consumer who pays the bill. The internal
customers are the employees themselves. Each worker is a provider of
services or materials needed by another employee working within the
company.
All processes of the company must be analyzed and the steps within
each process identified. Then flaws, duplications, or omissions can be
identified and corrected, and training given to the employees. If, after
evaluation, the new technique proves correct, all employees should be
trained and expected to follow the new procedure.
Total quality management requires a company to incrementally
improve its products, services, and organization continuously. The
objective is to satisfy the requirements of its customers and to exceed
their expectations.

A CH I EVE M E NT R E VI E W
1. Define the following terms
a. quality (the new meaning)
b. total quality management
c. internal customers
d. external customers
e. incremental improvements

2. What is meant by employee
empowerment?
3. Outline the steps in a TQM program.
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APPENDIX A

Professional and Trade
Organizations for
Horticulture and Related
Areas
AGRONOMY, SOIL
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF AGRONOMY
677 S. Segoe Road
Madison, WI 53711
http://www.agronomy.org
CROP SCIENCE SOCIETY OF AMERICA
677 S. Segoe Road
Madison, WI 53711
http://www.crops.org
SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION SOCIETY
OF AMERICA
7515 NE Ankeny Road
Ankeny, IA 50021
http://www.swcs.org
SOIL SCIENCE SOCIETY OF AMERICA
677 S. Segoe Road
Madison, WI 53711
http://www.soils.org
WEED SCIENCE SOCIETY OF AMERICA
PO Box 7050
Lawrence, KS 66044
http://www.wssa.net

BOTANY
AMERICAN BOTANICAL COUNCIL
6200 Manor Road
Austin, TX 78723
http://www.herbalgram.org
AMERICAN PUBLIC GARDENS ASSOCIATION
100 W. 10th Street

Wilmington, DE 19801
http://www.publicgardens.org
BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA
PO Box 299
St. Louis, MO 63166
http://www.botany.org

BULBS
INTERNATIONAL BULB SOCIETY
PO Box 336
Sanger, CA 93657
http://www.bulbsociety.org
INTERNATIONAL FLOWER BULB
INFORMATION CENTER
PO Box 1018
Dorset, VT 05251
http://www.bulb.com

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
LAWN AND GARDEN MARKETING AND
DISTRIBUTION ASSOCIATION
2105 Laurel Bush Road
Bel Air, MD 21015
http://www.lgmda.org
NATIONAL BUSINESS ASSOCIATION
5151 Beltline Road
Dallas, TX 75254
http://www.nationalbusiness.org
UNITED STATES SMALL BUSINESS
ASSOCIATION
409 3rd Street
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Washington, DC 20416
http://www.sba.gov

FERTILIZERS, CHEMICALS
FERTILIZER INSTITUTE
Union Center Plaza
820 First Street NE
Suite 430
Washington, DC 20002
http://www.tﬁ.org
FOUNDATION FOR AGRONOMIC RESEARCH
107 South State Street
Monticello, IL 61856
http://www.ppi-far.org
NATIONAL FERTILIZER SOLUTIONS
ASSOCIATION
11701 Borman Drive
St. Louis, MO 63146

FLOWERS, PLANTS
ALL-AMERICA ROSE SELECTIONS, INC.
221 N. LaSalle Street
Chicago, IL 60601
http://www.rose.org
AMERICAN CAMELLIA SOCIETY
100 Massee Lane
Fort Valley, GA 31030
http://www.camellias-acs.com
AMERICAN DAHLIA SOCIETY
1 Rock Falls Court
Rockville, MD 20854
http://www.dahlia.org
AMERICAN HIBISCUS SOCIETY
PO Box 1580
Venice, FL 34284
http://www.americanhibiscus.org
AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY
PO Box 956
Sandy, OR 97055
http://www.irises.org
AMERICAN ORCHID SOCIETY
16700 AOS Lane
Delray Beach, FL 33446
http://www.orchidweb.org
AMERICAN PRIMROSE SOCIETY
PO Box 210913
Auke Bay, AK 95821
http://www.americanprimrosesoc.org

AMERICAN RHODODENDRON SOCIETY
PO Box 525
Niagara Falls, NY 14304
http://www.rhododendron.org
AMERICAN ROSE SOCIETY
PO Box 30,000
Shreveport, LA 71130
http://www.ars.org
BROMELIAD SOCIETY INTERNATIONAL
6901 Kellyn Lane
Vista, CA 92084
http://www.bsi.org
HOLLY SOCIETY OF AMERICA
309 Buck Street
Millville, NJ 08332
http://www.hollysocam.org
NORTH AMERICAN LILY SOCIETY, INC.
PO Box W
Bonners Ferry, ID 83805
http://www.lilies.org

GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
USDA ANIMAL AND PLANT HEALTH
INSPECTION SERVICE
12th and Independence Avenue SW
Washington, DC 20250
http://www.aphis.usda.gov
USDA NATURAL RESOURCES CONSERVATION
SERVICE
PO Box 2890
Washington, DC 20013
http://www.ncrs.usda.gov

HORTICULTURE
AMERICAN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
7931 E. Boulevard Drive
Alexandria, VA 22308
http://www.ahs.org
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR HORTICULTURE
SCIENCE
113 S. West Street # 200
Alexandria, VA 22314
http://www.ashs.org
HORTICULTURE RESEARCH INSTITUTE, INC.
1000 Vermont Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20005
http://www.anla.org/research
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LANDSCAPING
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF LANDSCAPE
ARCHITECTS
636 I Street, NW
Washington, DC 20001
http://www.asla.org
ASSOCIATION OF PROFESSIONAL
LANDSCAPE DESIGNERS
4305 N. Sixth Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110
http://www.apld.com
IRRIGATION ASSOCIATION
6540 Arlington Boulevard
Falls Church, VA 22042
http://www.irrigation.org
NATIONAL LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATION
1000 Vermont Avenue, NW
Suite 300
Washington, DC 20036
http://www.anla.org
PLANET (Professional Landcare Network)
950 Herndon Parkway
Suite 450
Herndon, VA 20170
http://www.landcarenetwork.org
PROFESSIONAL GROUNDS MANAGEMENT
SOCIETY
720 Light Street
Baltimore, MD 21230
http://www.pgms.org

NURSERIES
AMERICAN NURSERY AND LANDSCAPE
ASSOCIATION
1000 Vermont Avenue, NW
Suite 300
Washington, DC 20005
http://www.anla.org
ORNAMENTAL GROWERS ASSOCIATION
PO Box 67
Batavia, IL 60510
http://www.ogaoni.com
PERENNIAL PLANT ASSOCIATION
3383 Schirtzinger Road
Hilliard, OH 43026
http://www.perennialplant.org
WHOLESALE NURSERY GROWERS OF
AMERICA
1000 Vermont Avenue, NW
Suite 300
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Washington, DC 20005
http://www.anla.org

OUTDOOR LIVING
CALIFORNIA REDWOOD ASSOCIATION
405 Enfrente Drive
Suite 200
Novato, CA 94949
http://www.calredwood.org
GOLF COURSE SUPERINTENDENTS
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
1421 Research Park Drive
Lawrence, KS 66049
http://www.gcsaa.org
KEEP AMERICA BEAUTIFUL, INC.
1010 Washington Boulevard
Stamford, CT 06901
http://www.kab.org
NATIONAL SPA AND POOL INSTITUTE
2111 Eisenhower Avenue
Alexandria, VA 22314
http://www.nspi.org

PEST CONTROL
ASSOCIATION OF NATURAL BIOCONTROL
PRODUCERS
2230 Martin Drive
Tustin Ranch, CA 92782
http://www.anbp.org
ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA
10001 Derekwood Lane
Suite 100
Lanham, MD 20706
http://www.entsoc.org
NATIONAL PEST MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION
9300 Lee Highway
Fairfax, VA 22031
http://www.pestworld.org
WEED SCIENCE SOCIETY OF AMERICA
PO Box 7050
Lawrence, KS 66044
http://www.wssa.net

POWER EQUIPMENT, PARTS
OUTDOOR POWER EQUIPMENT INSTITUTE,
INC.
341 S. Patrick Street
Old Town Alexandria, VA 22314
http://www.opei.org
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POWER TOOL INSTITUTE
1300 Sumner Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44115
http://www.powertoolinstitute.com

NATIONAL CHRISTMAS TREE ASSOCIATION
16020 Swingley Ridge Road
Chesterfield, MD 63017
http://www.christmastree.org

SEEDS

SOCIETY OF AMERICAN FORESTERS
5400 Grosvenor Lane
Bethesda, MD 20814
http://www.safnet.org

AMERICAN SEED TRADE ASSOCIATION
225 Reinekers Lane
Alexandria, VA 22314
http://www.amseed.com

SOIL CONDITIONERS
CANADIAN SPHAGNUM PEAT MOSS
ASSOCIATION
2208-13 Mission Avenue, St. Albert
Alberta, Canada T8N 1H6
http://www.peatmoss.com
MULCH AND SOIL COUNCIL
10210 Leatherleaf Court
Manassas, VA 20111
http://www.nbspa.org
PERLITE INSTITUTE, INC.
4305 N. Sixth Street
Suite A
Harrisburg, PA 17110
http://www.perlite.org

TREES
AMERICAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION
PO Box 2000
Washington, DC 20013
http://www.americanforests.org
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CONSULTING
ARBORISTS
15245 Shady Grove Road
Suite 130
Rockville, MD 20850
http://www.asca-consultants.org
ARID ZONE TREES
9750 E. Germann Road
Mesa, AZ 85208
http://www.aridzonetrees.com
INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF
ARBORICULTURE
PO Box 3129
Champaign, IL 61825
http://www.isa-arbor.com

SOCIETY OF MUNICIPAL ARBORISTS
7000 Olive Boulevard
St. Louis, MO 63130
http://www.urban-forestry.com
TREE CARE INDUSTRY
3 Perimeter Road, Unit 1
Manchester, NH 03103
http://www.treecareindustry.org
U.S. NATIONAL ARBORETUM
3501 New York Avenue, NE
Washington, DC 20002
http://www.usna.usda.gov

TURF
THE LAWN INSTITUTE
2 East Main Street
East Dundee, IL 60018
http://www.lawninstitute.com
PLANET (Professional Landcare Network)
950 Herndon Parkway
Suite 450
Herndon, VA 20170
http://www.landcarenetwork.org
TURF PRODUCERS INTERNATIONAL
2 East Main Street
East Dundee, IL 60018
http://www.turfgrasssod.org
TURFGRASS INFORMATION CENTER
100 Library
East Lansing, MI 48824
http://www.lib.msu.edu/tgif

WILDFLOWERS
LADY BIRD JOHNSON WILDFLOWER CENTER
4801 LaCrosse Avenue
Austin, TX 78739
http://www.wildﬂower.org
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APPENDIX C

Examples of plant diseases
and insect injuries

FIGURE 1.

Arbovitae Tip Blight.

FIGURE 2.

Arbovitae Bag Worms.

FIGURE 3.

Web of Fall Webwor.ms

FIGURE 4.

Birch Borer Tunnels.
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Examples of plant diseases and insect injuries

FIGURE 5.

Black Spot of Rose.

FIGURE 6.

Camellia Flower Blight.

FIGURE 7.

Eastern Tent Caterpillar on Cotoneaster.

FIGURE 8.

Dogwood—Leaf Spot.

FIGURE 9.

Dogwood—Canker.

FIGURE 10.

Gypsy Moth Larva.

APPENDIX C

Examples of plant diseases and insect injuries

FIGURE 11.

Dutch Elm Disease.

FIGURE 12.

English Ivy—Bacterial Leaf Spot.

FIGURE 13.

Euonymus Scale.

FIGURE 14.

Euonymus—Crown Gall.

FIGURE 15.

Pyracantha Scab.

FIGURE 16.

Adult White Files.
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Examples of plant diseases and insect injuries

FIGURE 17.

Hawthorn Leaf Blight.

FIGURE 18.

Hemlock Needle Blight.

FIGURE 19.

Hemlock Scale.

FIGURE 20.

Holly Spine Spot.

FIGURE 21.

Holly Leaf Miner.

FIGURE 22.

Horsechestnut—Anthracnose or Blotch.
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Examples of plant diseases and insect injuries

FIGURE 23.

Juniper Phomopsis Twig Blight.

FIGURE 24.

Juniper—Cedar Apple Rust Gall.

FIGURE 25.

Lilac—Powdery Mildew.

FIGURE 26.

Honeylocust Podgall Midge.

FIGURE 27.

Maple Tar Spot.

FIGURE 28.

Red Maple Anthracnose.
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Examples of plant diseases and insect injuries

FIGURE 29.

Gypsy Moth Adult with Egg Mass.

FIGURE 31.

Maple Bladder Gall Mite.

FIGURE 32.

Mountain Ash—Septoria Leaf Spot.

FIGURE 33.

Pin Oak Leaf Blister.

FIGURE 34.

White Oak Anthracnose.

FIGURE 30.

Maple—Verticillium Wilt.
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Examples of plant diseases and insect injuries

FIGURE 35.

Pink Oak Sawfly.

FIGURE 36.

Oak Leaf Gall.

FIGURE 37.

Oak Leaf Miner.

FIGURE 38.

Austrian Pine Needle Blight.

FIGURE 39.

Red Headed Pine Sawfly.

FIGURE 40.

Red Pine Needle Rust.
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Examples of plant diseases and insect injuries

FIGURE 41.

Austrian Pine—Diplodia Twig

FIGURE 42.

Pine Needle Scale.

Blight.

FIGURE 43.

Poplar Canker.

FIGURE 44.

Spruce—Cooley Gall Aphid.

FIGURE 45.

Sycamore Anthracnose.

FIGURE 46.

Black Weevil Feeding.
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Examples of plant diseases and insect injuries

FIGURE 47.

Birch Leaf Miner.

FIGURE 48.

Weigela—Root Knot Nematode Gall.
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Glossary

abscission The fall of leaves or other plant parts
from the plant.
accent plant A plant that has greater visual
appeal than many other plants, yet is not as
showy as a specimen plant.
accessory fruit Fruit developed from one or
more ovaries and includes the calyx and/or
receptacle.

after-ripening The changes that occur within
a dormant seed that are necessary to permit its
germination and natural growth.
agent of dissemination The means by which
inoculum is transferred from its source to a site
of infection.
aggregate fruit Fruit developed from a single
flower having a group of ovaries.

acclimatization The adjustment of an outdoor
plant to interior conditions.

aggregates The adherence of small soil particles
to form larger particles.

action threshold The point at which the injury
to host plants or the number of pests present is
unacceptable and warrants the application of
control measures.

agronomy The science that deals with field
crops and soil management.

adjuvant A chemical additive that improves the
effectiveness of a pesticide when combined in a
spray or other means of application.
adobe A heavy, clay-like soil common to the
U.S. Southwest.

alkaline Characterized by a high pH. Also called
basic. The opposite of acid.
alluvial soil Soil that is carried in water such as
rivers.
ammonification The conversion of nitrogen to
ammonia in organic compounds.

aeolian soil Soil that is transported and deposited by wind.

analysis The percentage of various nutrients in
a fertilizer product. A minimum of three numbers on the package indicates the percentage
of total nitrogen (N), available phosphoric acid
(P2O5), and water soluble potash (K2O), in that
order.

aeration The addition of air; for example, to the
soil or to water.

annual A plant that completes its life cycle in
one growing season.

aesthetic Attractive to the human senses.

anther In flowering plants, the part of the stamen that bears the pollen.

adventitious A term usually applied to those
roots or shoots that develop in unusual locations.
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anthocyanin A common pigment in plants
responsible for red coloring.
antitranspirant A liquid sprayed on plants to
reduce water loss through transpiration. It helps
prevent transplant shock, windburn, and sun
scald.

break-even point The point in the operation of
a business in which total revenue equals total
cost and there is neither a profit nor a loss.
breaker A greenhouse hose nozzle that diminishes the force of the water but not the rate of
flow.

apical meristem The tissue at the tip of a root or
stem where growth occurs most rapidly.

bridge graft A means of repairing girdling injury.

apomixis The development of seed without the
full sexual process occurring. The process of
meiosis may be bypassed and the seed formed
directly from a diploid megaspore.

buccal spear The feeding apparatus of a nematode. It is used to puncture host cells and withdraw cellular fluids.

aquatic plant One that is adapted to grow in
water or in very wet soil.
arborist A tree maintenance specialist.
arid A term used in the description of landscapes where there is little usable water.
ATP Adenosine triphosphate. The unit of energy
released when plants respire.
auxin A plant growth regulator responsible for
numerous physiological processes in plants
including cell elongation.
balance sheet One part of a financial statement
that shows the financial status of a business on
the date of issue. The firm’s assets, liabilities, and
net worth as of that date are shown.
balled-and-burlapped A form of plant preparation in which a large part of the root system
is retained in a soil ball. The ball is wrapped in
burlap to facilitate handling during sale and
transplanting.
bare root A form of plant preparation in which
all soil is removed from the root system. The
plant is lightweight and easier to handle during
sale and transplanting
bedding plant A herbaceous plant preseeded
and growing in a peat or plastic pot or packet
container.
biennial A plant that completes its life cycle
over a two year period.
biotic Being alive.
blend A combination of the seeds of two or
more cultivars of a single species.
bonsai The ancient Japanese craft of dwarfing
trees.

budding A type of grafting that uses a single bud
as the scion material.
bulb A flowering perennial that survives the
winter as a dormant fleshy storage structure.
calibration The adjustment of a piece of equipment so that it distributes a given material at the
rate desired.
caliche A soil common to the American
Southwest, characterized by high alkalinity and
a calcareous hardpan deposit near the surface.
The hardpan layer blocks drainage.
callus Wound tissue that develops from the
parenchyma.
cambium Meristematic tissue that produces
secondary phloem and xylem tissue (vascular
cambium) or protective cork tissue (cork cambium).
canopy The collective term for the foliage of a
tree.
carotene A common pigment in plants responsible for orange coloring.
caryogamy The fusion of two sexual nuclei that
occurs as part of plasmogamy in fungi.
cation exchange The capacity of colloidal soil
particles to attract positively charged ions (cations) and to exchange one ion for another.
cell The basic structural unit of all plant and
animal life.
chitin A nitrogenous polysaccharide compound that comprises most of the exoskeleton
of insects.
chlorophyll Green pigment necessary for photosynthesis; located within the plastids of the
plant cell.
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chloroplast A specialized, subcellular structure
within a plant cell that contains the chlorophyll.
chlorosis The yellowing of plant tissue for reasons other than a lack of light.
chromosomes Bodies within the nucleus of a
cell that are composed of DNA and proteins.
They determine heredity.
clone A group of new plants reproduced asexually from a single plant.
cold frame A low growing structure that uses
the heat of sunlight passing through glass or
plastic to provide the warmth needed to propagate, start, or harden-off plants.
colloidal A chemical state common to clay particles in which surface charges attract water and
ions.
colluvial soil Soils that have moved in response
to gravity, as after a landslide or mudslide.
color family One of the six major groupings of
colors visible when white light is passed through
a prism: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and
violet.
color scheme A grouping of colors.
compaction A condition of soil in which all air
has been driven from the pore spaces. Water is
unable to move into and through the soil.
compatible graft A permanent union of the
stock and scion in a grafted plant.
complete fertilizer A fertilizer containing nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium, the three nutrients used in the largest quantities by plants.
complete flower A flower that contains all of the
floral parts (petals, sepals, pistils, and stamens).
composite flower A grouping of many tiny flowers that gives the appearance of being a single
blossom.
compost tea A water-based fermented compost
preparation useful in integrated pest management.
conditioning Preparation of soil to make it suitable for planting.
cone The reproductive structure of plants in the
division of Coniferopsida. Naked, unenclosed
seeds are contained on the upper surface of each
cone scale.
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conidia Asexual spores of fungi.
containerized A form of plant preparation for
sale and transplanting. When purchased, the
plant is growing with its root system intact in a
container.
cool-season grass A turfgrass that is favored by
daytime temperatures of 60° to 75° F.
cotyledon A specialized leaf contained within a
seed. It protects the embryo and supplies nutrients to permit growth of the embryo.
cover crop A rapidly growing crop used to stabilize field soils and prevent erosion. It is planted
after harvest of the major crop (as in a nursery)
and before replanting of another major crop.
crop rotation Alternation of major crops and
cover crops to permit rebuilding of the soil, soil
stabilization, and a reduction of host-specific
inoculum persisting in the soil.
crotch The point at which a branch meets the
trunk of a tree or another larger branch.
crown The point at which the branches and root
system of a shrub join.
cultivar An intentionally cultivated variety
whose continuance is due primarily to propagation by horticulturists.
cuticle A waxy layer exterior to the epidermis
of a plant. It is composed of cutin and is water
resistant.
cytokinesis The division of the non-nuclear
material in a cell during growth, including the
formation of a new cell wall.
cytokinins Naturally-occurring
hormones
known to be active in the division of cells. They
often interact with auxins to stimulate the initiation and growth of roots and shoots.
cytoplasm All of the living material in a cell
other than the nucleus.
dead-heading Removing dead flower blossoms.
deciduous A type of plant that loses its leaves
each autumn.
delayed incompatibility A graft union that
appears permanent but is later found to be
unsuccessful.
dicot An angiosperm (flowering plant) that has
two seed leaves.
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dihybrid cross A cross between parents that
differ genetically in two or more independently
inherited characteristics.

ericaceous Belonging to the Heath family (the
Ericaceae) and favored by soil having a low pH
(acidic).

dioecious The male and female reproductive
organs are borne on separate plants.

erosion The wearing away of the soil caused by
water or wind.

diploidal Having two sets of chromosomes.

espalier A pruning technique that allows trees
or shrubs to develop only two-dimensionally.
Espaliered plants have height and width, but
little depth.

dividend A profit paid to corporate shareholders.
dormancy A period of rest common to certain
plants at certain stages of growth (for example,
seeds) or at certain times of the year (for example, winter).
double dormancy A condition in seeds resulting from a hard, water-impermeable seed coat
and an embryo that requires after-ripening.
drafting cloth A translucent plastic surface with
a thin layer of linen bonded to it, used in landscape design.
drainage The act of water passing through and
beyond the root area of plants in a growing
medium.
drum-lacing A technique for securing a balledand-burlapped plant. Twine is wound around
the ball and then laced in a zig-zag pattern.
ectoparasite A parasite whose life cycle occurs
outside the host plant. The term is often applied
to nematodes.
elevation view A method of illustration that
provides two-dimensional views of the front,
rear, or side of an object or area.
embryo The basic sporophytic plant that develops from a zygote inside an archegonium or an
ovule.
endoparasite A parasite that completes most of
its life cycle within a host plant. The term is often
applied to nematodes.
epigynous A flower with an inferior ovary; that
is, one attached to the stem below where the
other flower parts are attached.
equity The dollar amount of assets owned by
a business that is not offset by indebtedness.
Equity = Total assets – Total liabilities.
eradicant A pesticide that is applied to a plant
when a pathogen or insect has arrived and must
be killed immediately.

etiolation A condition resulting in a plant due
to lack of light. The plant turns yellow, leaf size is
reduced, and stems become weak and spindly.
eukaryote An organism having cell(s) that contain its DNA within a nucleus.
evergreen A plant that retains its leaves all year.
exoskeleton The solid, outer portion of an
insect’s body. It serves as the point of attachment
for muscles while protecting the softer tissues
inside.
exotic plant A plant that has been introduced to
an area by humans, not nature.
explant A piece of plant tissue used in tissue
and organ culture.
fertilization The addition of nutrients to the
growing medium through application of natural
or synthesized products called fertilizers.
flagella Whip-like appendages of some bacteria;
used for propulsion.
focal point The point of greatest visual attraction within a larger composition.
fogger A greenhouse hose nozzle that permits
water to be applied as a fine mist to seedlings
and tender plants. Also a means of delivering
pesticides.
foliage plant A plant valued for its appearance
in the vegetative state rather than for its flowers.
Commonly used in interior landscapes.
foot candle The amount of light produced by a
standard candle at a distance of one foot. A foot
candle (fc) is a measure of light intensity.
foundation planting The planting next to a
building that helps it blend more comfortably
into the surrounding landscape.
fungicide A chemical used for the control of
fungi.
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gamete A sex cell.
gametophyte The haploid phase of a plant’s life
when the sex cells (gametes) are produced.
ganglia Groups of specialized cells that are part
of the nervous system of insects.
gene A part of the deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)
portion of a chromosome that determines heredity.
genotype The genetic composition of a plant.
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hardening-off A reduction of the temperature
and water given a plant in order to permit its
survival under more stressful conditions.
hard paving Surfacing that is either poured
in place, later hardening, or is set into place as
modular units.
hard pinch The removal of terminal shoots early
in the production of a crop plant. The objective
is to promote a fuller, denser plant. It is done
before the plant is scheduled to initiate flowering
and allows time for flower bud development.

geology The science that deals with natural history as recorded in rocks.

hardy Describes the ability of a plant to survive
the winter in a cold climate.

geotropism Movement in plants caused by
gravity.

heading back The shortening of a shrub branch.
It is a pruning technique.

gibberellins A group of thirty or more closely related plant hormones that promote cell
enlargement, often causing dramatic increases
in plant height.

heaving Exposure of the root system of shallowly rooted plants caused by repeated freezing
and thawing of the soil.

girdling The complete removal of a strip of
bark around the main stem of a plant. After girdling, the ability of nutrients to pass from roots
to leaves is lost, causing eventual death of the
plant.
glacial till Soil deposited by glaciers.
glazing The covering for a greenhouse.
Traditionally, the term refers to glass, but it can
also be hard plastic.
grading Altering the existing slope or terrain of
the land.
graft The union of two or more plant parts
growing as a single plant.
graft union The place in the grafted plant where
the stock and scion fuse.
green manure A crop planted as an alternate
between the times of harvest and replanting of a
major crop (as in nurseries). It serves as a cover
crop but also improves soil structure, fixes nitrogen, and adds organic matter.
groundcover A low-growing, spreading plant,
usually 18 inches or less in height.
guttation The slow exudation of liquid water
from the hydathodes of a leaf.
haploidal Having one set of chromosomes.

heeling-in Covering the root ball or container of
nursery stock to insulate the root system against
drying or freezing.
herbaceous Describes plants that are weaker
and more succulent than woody plants. They
lack a bark covering, and their twigs display little
increase in diameter. Above-ground portions
are often unable to survive the winter in cold
climates.
herbicide A chemical that kills higher plants.
The term usually means weed killers.
heterozygous A gene pair whose members are
not alike.
high-analysis fertilizer A complete fertilizer
with 30 percent or more of its weight in available
nutrients.
holdfasts Appendages of certain vines that allow
them to climb.
homozygous Both genes of a pair are alike.
hotbed A low growing structure that uses electric
cables or heating pipes to provide the warmth
needed to propagate, start, or harden-off plants.
hue A color in its most brilliant and unaltered
state.
humus An organic colloidal component of soil
resulting from the enzymatic breakdown of plant
tissue.
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hybrid A plant that results from cross-breeding
two different parent plants.

infected A condition in which a harmful agent is
within a host plant.

hybrid vigor A phenomenon that occurs when
the F1 offspring of an inbred cross has qualities
superior to that of either parent.

infectious Capable of causing a systemic injury
to a plant.

hydathode Openings in leaves, often at the tip,
through which water can pass out in liquid
form.

infestation The presence of an injurious agent
on a host plant or plant population.
infested A condition in which a harmful agent is
on a host plant.

hydrology The science that deals with water,
especially surface and ground water.

inflorescence Clusters of small flowers arranged
on an axis.

hyperplasia Growth, usually abnormal, resulting from an increase in the number of cells produced.

inoculum The form of a pathogen that enables
it to infect a host.

hypersensitivity The reaction of a plant cell to
invasion by a pathogen or insect in which the
cell dies so quickly that it fails to support further
proliferation of the pest.
hypertrophy Growth, usually abnormal, resulting from an excessive increase in cell size.
hypha A thread-like filament that is part of a
fungal thallus.
hypogynous A flower with a superior ovary; that
is, one attached to the stem above the place in
which the other flower parts are attached.
hypoplasia Dwarfing resulting from a reduction
in the number of cells produced.
hypotrophy Dwarfing resulting from a reduction in cell size.
imperfect flower A flower that has either pistils
or stamens but not both.
incompatible graft The failure of a stock and
scion to unite permanently in a grafted plant.
incomplete flower A flower lacking one or more
of the floral parts.
incurve The center of a corner planting. It is the
natural focus of attention and a logical place to
use a specimen plant or other focal feature.
indoleacectic acid (IAA) The most commonly
occurring natural auxin.
inert material The percentage, by weight, of
material in a package that is not active. With
packaged seed, it is the material that will not
grow.

inorganic fertilizer A fertilizer that is synthesized from chemicals that are not derived from
living systems. Also known as a chemical fertilizer.
insecticide A chemical used for the control of
insects.
instar A developmental stage in the life cycle of
an insect.
intangible Unable to be physically touched.
intensity The quality of visual strength or weakness that characterizes a color.
internode A region of the stem between two
nodes.
interstock A piece of plant stem placed between
the stock and scion, resulting in two graft unions.
It is used to join two species that are incompatible with each other but not with the interstock.
inventory shrinkage Losses of perishable materials due to aging and death.
irrigation Application of water to a crop to
maintain the proper balance of moisture and air
in the soil.
jump-cutting A tree pruning technique that
allows a scaffold limb to be removed without
stripping off a long slice of bark as it falls. The
technique requires three cuts.
juvenility A condition of vegetative growth during which a plant is incapable of flowering, even
when the stimuli for flower initiation are present.
landscape design The arrangement of outdoor
space in a way that serves the needs and desires
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of people without damage to natural ecological
relationships.

megasporangium The structure in which
megaspores are produced.

larva The immature, wingless, feeding form in
the metamorphosis of many insects.

megaspore A haploid spore (N) that will develop
into a female gametophyte.

lateral bud Any bud below the terminal bud on
a twig.

meiosis A sequence of cell divisions that reduces the number of chromosomes in a cell by half.

layering A technique of asexual propagation
that permits a severed stem to remain partially
attached to the parent until roots are initiated at
the cut. Afterwards the new rooted plant is separated from the parent.

meristematic tissue Plant tissue in which the
cells are actively dividing and rapid growth
occurs. Regions of meristematic activity are
found in the tips of stems and roots, in the cambium of the vascular system, and at the base of
grass leaves.

leaching The passage of nutrient elements
through the root region of the soil, making them
unavailable to the plant.
lead branch The dominant branch of a tree.
lenticel A pore-like opening in stems and roots.
light quality The color of light emitted by a particular source.
lime A powdered material used to correct excess
acidity in soil.
liner A rooted cutting ready for transplanting
into a nursery field or container.
loam Soil which contains nearly equal amounts
of sand, silt, and clay (a desirable condition).

metamorphosis The changes in insect form as
they grow.
microclimate A localized environment that differs from the natural environment around it.
Common to areas that are protected from more
harsh effects by buildings, forest canopy, or other
deflectors of the forces of nature.
micro-injection The introduction of a pesticide
directly into the vascular system of a tree.
micronutrient An essential mineral element
required in small amounts for healthy plant
growth.

loppers Long handled pruning shears.

microsporangium The structure in which
microspores are produced.

low-analysis fertilizer A complete fertilizer with
less than 30 percent of its weight in available
nutrients.

microspore A haploid spore (N) that will develop into a male gametophyte.

luminosity The quality of certain colors that
allows them to be seen under dim light.

mitosis The normal division of cell nuclei that
occurs as plants grow, involving no reduction
and recombination of chromosomes.

lux The illumination received on a surface that
is one meter from a standard light source known
as unity. A lux is an international measurement
of light intensity.
macronutrient An essential mineral element
required in large amounts for healthy plant
growth.
market The geographic area from which a business attracts most of its customers.
markup The difference between the wholesale
cost of materials and their selling price.
maturity A condition of growth during which a
plant is capable of flowering when the appropriate stimuli are provided.

mixture A combination of the seeds of two or
more different species.
mollicutes Plant pathogens, smaller in size than
bacteria.
monocot An angiosperm (flowering plant) that
has parallel veination and a single seed leaf.
monoculture The cultivation of a single species
in abnormally large quantities.
monoecious Both male and female reproductive organs are borne on the same plant.
monohybrid cross A cross between parents that
differ genetically in only one characteristic.
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mulch A material placed on top of the soil to
aid in water retention, prevent soil temperature
fluctuations, and discourage weed growth.
multiple fruit Fruit developed from multiple
ovaries of multiple flowers borne on a single
stalk.
mycelium A fungal thallus made of hyphae.
mylar A translucent plastic surface used in making landscape designs.
nanometer The unit of measurement for light
wavelengths.
native plant A plant that evolved naturally within a given geographical region.
naturalized plant A plant introduced to an area
as an exotic plant that adapts so well it may
appear to be native.
necrosis A symptom of plant injury in which
the tissue becomes desiccated and dies. Necrosis
may be localized and limited or extensive.

organ culturing The reproduction of plants
from tiny pieces of plant organs.
organic fertilizer A fertilizer composed of compounds derived from living organisms. The
nutrients are made available to the plants more
slowly than with inorganic fertilizers. The cost of
the nutrients is greater than with inorganics.
outcurve The outer regions of a corner planting.
overhead costs Fixed costs in the operation of
a business. They include administrative salaries,
advertising costs, rent or mortgage payments,
telephone, and utility costs. They are not directly
related to the cost of doing business on any
single day or for any one client. Overhead may
be fixed or variable.
overseeding Planting new seed into an established turf area to extend its time of use.
oviparous A classification for eggs that hatch
inside the female. The term is applied to insects.

nematicide A chemical used for the control of
nematodes.

ovipositor A special organ for laying eggs found
in female insects.

nematode A microscopic, worm-like pathogen.

ovoviviparous A term applied to insects that do
not lay eggs but whose young develop inside the
female.

nitrification The conversion of ammonia to
nitrite, then to nitrate.
node The place on a stem where the leaf is
attached.
nonselective herbicide A weed killer that kills
all plant material with which it makes contact.
noxious weed A weed that is extremely undesirable and difficult to eradicate.

ovule A megasporangium. In seed plants it will
develop into the seed.
parasite An injurious agent incapable of producing its own food and relying on a host plant
to provide its nourishment.

nucleoid The container of the nuclear material
for prokaryotes.

parthenocarpy The initiation of fruit-set without pollination. It is accomplished by the application of either auxins or gibberellins to the
pistils of flowers.

nucleus The subcellular structure within a cell
that contains the chromosomes, nucleolus, and
nucleoplasm.

parthenogenesis Reproduction from eggs that
have not been fertilized; common in certain
insects.

nutrient ratio The proportion of each nutrient
in a fertilizer in lowest terms. Example: A fertilizer with a 5-10-5 analysis has a 1-2-1 nutrient
ratio.

pasteurization The elimination of undesirable weeds, microbes, and insects from soil. It
is accomplished with steam or with chemical
fumigants. It does not kill all life in the soil; only
the harmful organisms.

nymph A larval stage of some insects in which
metamorphosis is incomplete; wings or genitalia
are not fully developed.
organ A grouping of related tissues to perform a
complex function.

pathogen The causal agent in plant diseases.
perennial A plant that lives more than two
growing seasons. It often is dormant during the
winter.
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perfect flower A flower that has both pistil and
stamens.

pistil The female reproductive organ of a flower
located in the center of the flower.

periogynous A flower with a superior ovary and
the petals and sepals fused to form a tube-like
structure around but separate from the ovary.

pith The paranchymatous tissue that is located
in the center of a dicotyledonous plant stem. A
plant’s pith may be described as solid, chambered, or hollow depending on the species.

permanent wilting Wilting that results from
severe water deficiency in the soil. Transpiration
reduction alone will not alleviate the condition.
Water must be added to the soil or the plant will
die.
personnel management The direction of workers in a manner that brings out their best efforts
and attitudes on behalf of the business.

plant patent A legal authorization permitting
the patent holder to be the sole vegetative propagator of a plant (usually a cultivar) for a period
of twenty years.
plant pathogens Biotic, infectious causes of
plant injuries.

perspective view A method of illustration that
provides a three-dimensional view of an object
or area.

plasma membrane Thin, continuous, semipermeable material surrounding the protoplast and
controlling the substances that can move into or
out of the cell.

pesticide A chemical used for the control of
insects, plant pathogens, or weeds.

plasmogamy The fusion of two compatible
gametes.

petiole scar The scar left on a twig by the leaf
petiole of the previous year’s growth.

plastid A specialized unit within the cytoplasm
of a cell. It is usually involved in food manufacture and storage.

pH A measure of the acidity or alkalinity of soil.
A pH of 7.0 is considered neutral. Ratings below
7.0 are acidic; above 7.0 basic (alkaline).
phenotype The external physical appearance of
a plant.
phloem Part of the vascular tissue of a plant that
carries organic materials from the leaves to other
parts of the plant.
photoperiodism The effect of varying durations
of light exposure on plant growth and development.
photosynthesis A process unique to green plants
in which sugar is manufactured from water and
carbon dioxide in the presence of chlorophyll.
Light energy drives the chemical reaction, and
oxygen is released in the process.
phototropism A growth movement in plants in
response to light.
phylum A term used to describe the divisions of
kingdoms, such as the Plant Kingdom.
pinching Removal of the terminal shoot on
a flowering branch to permit development of
lateral shoots for a fuller plant. The technique
is applied to herbaceous more than to woody
plants.

plug A small piece of sod used to start a new
lawn or repair an established one. Plugging is
a time-consuming means of installing a lawn,
common to the southern United States.
plugs Rooted seedlings ready for transplanting
with their root systems intact, thereby eliminating transplant shock.
plug sheet A shallow, chambered flat used to
produce plugs.
polarity In plant propagation, the term refers to
the formation of new shoots at the end of a cutting nearest the tip and the formation of roots at
the end nearest the crown.
pollination A transfer process necessary for
sexual reproduction. In flowering plants, pollen
is transferred from the anther to the stigma. In
nonflowering plants, pollen is transferred from a
microsporangium to an ovule.
porosity The spacing between soil particles that
fill with water and air.
profit-and-loss-statement One part of a financial statement that records how much money a
business earned or lost over a period of time.
propagation Reproduction that is deliberately
controlled and manipulated.
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prokaryote An organism that is only one cell in
size.
protectant A pesticide applied to a plant before
a pathogen or insect arrives to kill the injurious
agent when it does arrive.
protoplast The living matter of a plant cell.

selective herbicide A weed killer formulated to
be effective only against particular plants, such
as annual grasses or broadleaved species.
semi-evergreen A plant that loses its leaves during the winter season in cold-climate regions,
but may not in warmer regions.

proximal/distal balance A form of balance in
which the on-site landscape counterbalances
the off-site landscape.

senescence The aging of a plant or plant part.

pruning The removal of a portion of a plant for
better appearance, improved health, controlled
growth, or attainment of a desired shape.

shrub A multistemmed woody plant, smaller
than a tree.

pubescence Covered with fine epidermal hairs.
pupa The interim stage in the metamorphosis of
an insect between the larval and mature stages.
Commonly encased in a cocoon.
purity The percentage, by weight, of pure grass
seed in a mixture.
quality Meeting the customers’ requirements
and exceeding their expectations.
ramet An individual plant within a clone.
respiration A breaking-down process that uses
oxygen and enzyme catalysts to oxidize sugar to
carbon dioxide and water. In the process, energy
is produced.
rodenticide A chemical used for the control of
rodents.
root cap A mass of cells that covers the apical
meristem (growing region) in a root to protect it
as the root grows through the soil.
rosetted The condition of a plant in which leaf
development is good but internodal growth is
retarded.
runner A stem that grows along the ground and
forms new plants at one or more nodes.
scaffold branches The branches of a tree that
create the canopy. They arise from and are secondary to the lead branch.
scarification The breaking of a seed coat otherwise impervious to water to permit water uptake
by the embryo. It is a pregermination treatment.
scion The shoot portion of a grafted plant.
sedentary soil A soil that weathered from bedrock and remains in place.

shade A color hue darkened by the addition of
black.

side dress The application of fertilizer along the
side of a row of crop plants at a time most satisfactory to growth of the plants.
sieve elements Components of the phloem that
permit food to be conducted through plants
from one part to another.
simple fruit Developed from a single ovary.
site An area of land having potential for development.
slow-release fertilizer A slow-action fertilizer in
which nitrogen content is in a form not soluble
in water. The nitrogen is released more slowly
into the soil for more efficient uptake by plants.
sod Established turf that is moved from one
location to another.
soft paving Loose aggregate materials used as
surfacings.
soft pinch The removal of the most recent
growth at the terminal end of a shoot. It is usually the last pinch before the plant is permitted to
form flower buds and is meant to create a fuller
plant and maximize the number of flowers.
soil The thin outer layer of the earth’s crust,
made up of weathered minerals, living and nonliving organisms, water, and air.
soil separates Groups of soil particles formed
as bedrock weathers. Depending on the particle
size, a separate may be clay, silt, sand, or gravel.
soil structure The arrangement of soil particles
into aggregates.
soil texture The composition of a soil as determined by the proportion of sand, silt, and clay
that it contains.
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soluble salts Fertilizer elements that dissolve in
water in the soil. In excess quantities, they can
limit the availability of water to the plants or may
reach excessive levels in the plant tissue, thereby
causing harm or even death, to the plants.
species A category of plant classification distinguishing a plant from all others.
specimen plant A plant distinguished by some
unusual visual quality such as its shape or colors.
spiracles Small openings along the side of the
thorax and abdomen through which insects
breathe.
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temporary wilting Wilting from which the plant
will recover as soon as the rate of transpiration
falls below the rate of water uptake by the plant.
tender Describes the inability of a plant to survive the winter in cold climates. It is also used
to describe the vulnerability of a young plant to
weather extremes.
tendrils Appendages of certain vines that allow
them to climb.
terminal bud The bud at the end of a twig. It
exercises apical dominance over the lateral buds
below it.
thallus The vegetative body of a fungus.

sprig A piece of grass shoot. It may be a piece of
stolon, rhizome, or lateral shoot. Sprigging is a
vegetative method of establishing a lawn.

thatch A layer of organic residue located on the
soil surface. It can be in varying stages of decomposition.

stamen The male reproductive organ of a flower.

thermoperiodicity The positive growth response in plants that are grown in alternating
day and night temperatures.

stigma In flowering plants, the part of the pistil
that receives pollen during pollination.
stipule A leaflike appendage located where the
petiole of a leaf joins the stem.
stipule scar A mark left on a stem after the
stipules fall away. They adjoin the petiole scar.
stock The root portion of a grafted plant.
stolon An aerial shoot that takes root after coming into contact with the soil.
stratification The chilling period required by
some dormant seeds to accomplish the afterripening necessary for germination.
sucker A shoot that originates from a plant’s
underground root system.
sun scald A temperature-induced form of winter
injury. The winter sun thaws the above-ground
plant tissue, causing it to lose water. The roots
remain frozen and unable to replace the water.
The result is drying of the tissue.
tangible A quality denoting something that can
be physically touched.
taxonomist Specialist in the classification and
naming of plants.
taxonomy The systematic classification of
plants.

thinning out The removal of a shrub branch at
or near the crown. It is a pruning technique.
threshold value The minimal amount of light
that must be present to initiate photosynthesis
in a plant.
tiller The lateral shoot of a bunch-type grass.
Tillers are produced from axillary buds located
within the leaf sheath.
tint A color hue lightened by the addition of
white. In flowers, a tint appears as a pastel
color.
tissue A grouping of similar cells to perform a
common function.
tissue culturing The reproduction of plants
from tiny pieces of undifferentiated plant tissue.
tone A color hue grayed by the addition of both
white and black.
top dressing Broadcasting a thin layer of material, such as granular fertilizer, over the surface
of the soil.
topiary The pruning of plants into unnatural
shapes such as animals, architectural features,
or geometric forms. The technique is associated
with formal gardens.
topography A record of an area’s terrain.
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top working The grafting of scions onto the
existing framework and root system of a large,
established tree. It is done with fruit and nut trees
to produce a crop faster than natural growth permits.
total quality management Managing a company in a manner that allows continuous improvement of its services, products, processes, and
organization to satisfy the requirements of its
customers and exceed their expectations.
trace element A nutrient essential to the growth
of plants but needed in far less amounts than the
major elements.
transition Used in floral design, the term refers
to the use of flowers in a size sequence similar to
the way they unfold in nature; that is, largest at
the center, smallest at the edges.
translocation The movement of organic solutes
within a plant. It occurs in the phloem and can
flow in both directions through the plant.
transpiration The loss of water vapor from a
plant.
transported soil Soils that are moved by the
forces of nature. See colluvial, alluvial, aeolian,
and glacial soils.
tropism The turning of a plant or plant parts
toward or away from an external stimulus.
twining A manner by which certain vines are
able to climb.
vacuole A cavity within the cytoplasm containing the cell sap.
variety A classification of a plant that recognizes
some characteristic distinguishing it from others
of the same species.
vascular bundle The conducting tissue of a
plant. It is composed of the xylem and the
phloem.
vellum A translucent paper used in landscape
designing.

venation The pattern of the veins in a leaf.
vendor A supplier of materials needed in the
operation of a business.
vine A plant with a vigorous central lead shoot
and a long, linear growth habit.
viroids Plant pathogens, smaller than viruses,
composed of single strands of RNA.
warm-season grass A turfgrass that is favored
by daytime temperatures of 80° to 95° F.
water sprout A small shoot of a tree or shrub
that develops along the trunk.
weed A plant growing where it is not wanted
and having no economic value.
windburn The drying out of plant tissue (especially evergreens) by the winter wind.
winter injury Any damage done to elements of
the landscape during the cold weather season.
woody Describes plants that have a corky outer
surface of bark covering their older stems. Woody
plants usually survive the winter, and woody
stems normally increase in diameter after pruning.
working drawing A copy of a landscape design
done on heavy paper or plastic film. It is used
repeatedly during the construction of a landscape and must be very durable.
wound paint A sealing paint used over plant
wounds of one inch or more in diameter after
pruning.
xanthophyll A common pigment in plants
responsible for yellow coloring.
xylem Part of the vascular tissue of a plant. It
carries water and minerals from the roots to the
above-ground plant parts.
zygote A diploidal plant cell.
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A
Abscisic acid, 71
Accent plants, 31
Acclimatization of plants for interior use, 179
Accounts receivable loans, 534
Accounts receivable records, 589
Acidity of soil, 56–58, 56f, 57f. See also
pH of soil
Adenosine triphosphate (ATP), 17
Adhesive materials, 145f, 146
Adjacent color schemes, 155
Adjuvants, 126, 127t
Adobe, 291
Adventitious roots, 7, 8f
Advertising
attitude, 547, 548f
budgeting, 550–551, 551t
displays, 553–554, 553f, 554f
immediate response, 547, 548f, 549
media, 547–550
promotion, 550
public relations, 550
publicity, 550
purpose of, 547
writing descriptive copy, 551–553, 553f
Aeolian soils, 49, 50
Aerating the lawn, 359–360
Aerosol bomb pesticides, 490
A-frame truss greenhouse, 449, 449f
After ripening, 374
Aggregates, 55
Agronomy, 429, 627
Air in soil, 49
Air layering, 397–398, 398f

Air pollution, 191–192
Alkalinity of soil, 56–58, 56f, 57f. See also
pH of soil
Alluvial soils, 49, 50
Alternate hosts, 128
American Horticultural Society, Heat Zone
Maps, 33
American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
Standards, 310
American Nursery and Landscape Association
(ANLA), 419, 522
American Standards for Nursery Stock, 522
Ammonification, 62
Angiospermopsida, 5, 7
Animal damage to plants, 115, 314, 318
Animal kingdom, 4
ANLA (American Nursery and Landscape
Association), 419, 522
Annuals, 30
ANSI Standards, 310
Anthocyanins, 14
Antidessicants, 288
Antigibberellins, 71
Antitranspirants, 288
Apical dominance, 68–69
Apical meristem, 14
Apomictic embryos, 85
Aquatic plants, 30
Arborists, 440–441, 441f
Architects, landscape
drawings, 429f–431f
functions, 429
use of technology, 616
A-Rest ® , 73t
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Arid regions, installing plants, 291–293, 292f
Art floral design, 143–144
Arthropoda, 97
Assimilation of terminology, 43
Asymmetrical balance, 151, 152f, 210, 211f
Asymmetrical triangle arrangement,
one-sided, 167–168, 168f
ATP (adenosine triphosphate), 17
Attitude advertising, 547, 548f
AutoCAD, 608
Autoclave, 400, 401f
Autumn pruning, 305
Auxin
described, 20
geotropism, 69
IAA, 67, 67f, 73, 379
mechanism, 67–68, 67f–68f
Avena coleoptile test, 67–68, 68f
Azotobacter bacteria, 62

B
Backfilling, 282–283
Bacteria, 62, 104, 104f
Bacteriology, 95
Bacteriophages, 132
Bailey, Liberty Hyde, 34
Balance
floral arrangements
asymmetrical, 151, 152f
purpose of, 151
symmetrical, 151, 152f
landscape design
asymmetrical balance, 210, 211f
balance, 210–211, 211f
proximal/distal balance, 210, 211f
symmetrical balance, 210, 211f
Balance sheet, 590, 593t
Balled-and-burlapped plants
advantages and disadvantages, 278f
harvesting, 521–523, 521f–523f
installation, 272, 282, 282f
Bare root plants, 272, 278f
Beans, need for nitrogen, 62
Bedding plants
described, 30
installation, 288–289, 289f
Benches
arrangements, 465, 465f, 466f
cut flower bench, 463f
functions, 462
ground beds, 462–463, 463f
length-of-house benching, 466f
materials, 464

peninsular benching, 465f
pipe frame, 464, 464f
for potted plants, 463f
for propagation, 373, 373f, 384f
raised benches, 463, 463f
rolling pipe system, 466f
Biennials, 30
Binomial, Latin, 5
Binomial classification system, 28–29
Biological pest control
bacteriophages, 132
compost tea, 132
genetic engineering, 129
integrated pest management (IPM), 129,
129f, 132–133
mechanism, 130
products, 131t
techniques, 128
Biotic agent, 95
Blend of grasses, 351
Blight, 111, 111f
B-Nine ® , 73t
Bonsai
beginning, 334–336
care of, 333
containers, 334
described, 331, 332f
development, 332–333, 333f
follow-up care, 337–338
pest control, 338
potting, 337
pruning the roots, 336–337, 337f
soil mix, 334
styles, 334, 335f
tools, 334
wiring, 336, 336f, 337–338
Bonzi ® , 73t
Bordering pots, 524
Boron, deficiency symptoms and
soil nutrient, 54t
Botany, professional and trade
organizations, 627
Bows, 158–159, 159t–161t
Breakers, 483
Break-even point, 597
Bridge-grafting, 386
Buccal spear, 108
Budding
chip budding, 394–395, 395f
defined, 392
follow-up care, 395
I-budding, 393–394, 394f
patch-budding, 393, 394f
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for propagation, 84
T-budding, 393, 393f
tools, 392, 392f
top working, 392
uses for, 392
Buds
bud graft, 85f
terminal bud, 38
on twigs, 38, 38f–39f
types, 39f
Bulbs
installation, 289–291, 290f, 290t, 291f
professional and trade organizations, 627
for propagation, 82, 83f
time to transplant, 278
Bunch-type grass, 342, 342f
Business communications
language, 584–585
purpose of, 569–570
technology, 570
telephone communication
advantages and disadvantages, 579
answering a business call, 581–582
business use, 579
placing a business call, 579–581
proper use of, 580f
technology, 582–583
web sites, 583–584
written communications
brevity and directness, 578
business letters, 571–579
e-mail, 570–571
form letter phrasing, 579
personalizing the letter, 578
thoroughness and accuracy, 577–578
tone of the letter, 576–577
Business letters
brevity and directness, 578
correct mechanics, 571–576
body, 574
complimentary close, 574
date, 571
envelope, 575–576, 576f, 577f
inside address, 572
letterhead, 571, 572f
notations, 575
salutation, 572, 574
sample, 573f
signature, 574–575
form letter phrasing, 579
personalizing the letter, 578
thoroughness and accuracy, 577–578
tone of the letter, 576–577
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Business of horticulture
advertising
attitude, 547, 548f
budgeting, 550–551, 551t
displays, 553–554, 553f, 554f
immediate response, 547, 548f, 549
media, 547–550
promotion, 550
public relations, 550
publicity, 550
purpose of, 547
writing descriptive copy, 551–553, 553f
buying an established business, 537–538
capital sources, 533–535
borrowing money, 534–535
personal money, 534
reinvesting profits into the business, 535
Small Business Administration, 534
corporation, 531–532
dividends, 532
inventory, 542, 544
laws and regulations, 544, 544t–546t
market surveys, 532–533
organization plans
flower shop layout, 541f
for new business, 540–542
production nursery layout, 542f
staff organization, 542, 543f
partnership, 531
professional and trade
organizations, 627–628
readings for study, 636–637
reasons for business, 529–530
site selection, 535–538
sole proprietorship, 530–531
space efficiency, 538–540
vendors, 544
Butterfly puff, 162, 162f
Butterflying, 280–281

C
CAD. See Computer-aided design (CAD)
Calcium, deficiency symptoms and soil
nutrient, 53t, 54t
Calculations
numerical, 607–608, 608f
profit, 601
tax calculations, 590
Calibrating a lawn spreader, 357–358
Caliche, 291
Callus, 386, 399
Cambium tissue, 14
Canopy, 303
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Capital sources for new business, 533–535
borrowing money, 534–535
personal money, 534
reinvesting profits into the business, 535
Small Business Administration, 534
Carbon as soil nutrient, 53t
Careers. See Professions of ornamental
horticulture
Carnations, impact of temperature, 22
Carotene, 14
Categories of plants, 5
Cation exchange
defined, 58
role in mineral absorption, 59
role in pH, 58, 59f
Cells
functions, 13
parts of, 10–13, 10f
Chainsaw, 303
Character loans, 534
Chip budding, 394–395, 395f
Chloflurenol, 74t
Chlorine, deficiency symptoms and
soil nutrient, 54t
Chlorophyll
functions, 9
leaf color, 14
use in photosynthesis, 16–17
Chloroplasts, 12
Chlorosis, 58, 110
Choronicotinyls, 130
Chromosomes, 78–79, 86
Chrysanthemums, 22
Classification of plants, 3–5
binomial classification system, 28–29
classification system, 5
plant kingdom, 4–5
weeds, 113
Clay
characteristics, 51
colloidal, 51
particle size, 50, 50f
Clonal varieties, 81
Clone, 81
Clostridium bacteria, 62
Cold frame, 451, 451f
Coleoptile, 67–69, 68f
Collenchyma cells, 13
Colloidal clay, 51
Colluvial soils, 49, 50
Color
changes, 110, 111f
color schemes, 155–156, 156f

color wheel, 155, 156f
coolness, 155
families, 155
floral design, 154–156
adjacent color schemes, 155
color schemes, 155, 156f
complementary color schemes, 156f
contrasting color schemes, 156
monochromatic color schemes, 155
polychromatic color schemes, 156f
related color schemes, 155
terminology, 154–155
triadic color schemes, 156f
of leaves, 14. See also Chlorophyll
warmth of, 155
Communications
profession, 443–444, 443f. See also
Business communications
technology, 570, 616–617
Compatible graft, 386
Complementary color schemes, 156
Complete flower, 9
Composite flower, 9, 10f, 40
Compost tea, 132
Compound layering, 398, 398f
Computer
AutoCAD, 608
benefits and limitations, 605–606
future uses of, 616–617
graphic visualization, 608–613
numerical calculations, 607–608, 608f
software
alternate drawing software, 609, 611f
AutoCAD, 608
CAD. See Computer-aided design (CAD)
LANDCADD, 608–610, 609f, 610f, 613
use in the greenhouse industry, 614–615, 614f
uses for, 606–607
video imaging, 610, 612–613
word processing, 607
Computer-aided design (CAD)
advantages and disadvantages, 260
availability to others, 613
plotter, 610, 612f
uses for, 260, 262, 608
Concept drawing, 430f
Cones, 9
Conidia, 105
Conifers, reproduction, 5, 7
Consolidations and mergers, 617
Containerized plants
advantages and disadvantages, 278f
air layer, 84f
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bonsai, 334
container nurseries, 505–506
containerized nurseries. See also Nursery
production techniques
greenhouses
clay containers, 476
flats, 478, 478f
hanging baskets, 478, 478f
number of pots filled with one cubic
yard of medium, 478, 479t
pans, 476
peat pots, 476–477, 477f
plastic containers, 476f
plastic packs, 478
pots, 476, 476f
production strips, 477, 477f
installation, 272
interior use, 176, 188–189, 189f
media, 508–509
pot-bound, 281f
woody crop seed planting, 375–376, 376f
Containers for floral arrangements, 147, 148f
Contract growing loans, 535
Contractors, landscape, 431–432, 432f
Coolness of color, 155
Cool-season grasses
characteristics, 346t–349t
climatic tolerance, 343
fertilization, 360–361
temperature and growth rate, 343f
time of planting, 353–354
Cooperative Extension specialists, 437–439,
438f
Copper, deficiency symptoms and soil
nutrient, 54t
Corner plantings, 217, 217f, 246, 246f
Corporations, 531–532
Corsages, 162–164, 163f
Costs
advertising, 550–551, 551t
expense records, 589
labor, 595–596
new business acquisition, 537
overhead, 596, 599–600
pest control, 116
price components, 595–600
break-even point, 597
equity, 600
labor, 595–596
making a profit, 597, 598f
materials, 595
overhead, 596, 599–600
percent markup, 600–601
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profit, 597
unit pricing, 598–600
uses of financial records, 596–597
site selection for business, 537
Cotyledons, 5
Cover crop, 524–525
Craft floral design, 143–144
Craft of ornamental horticulture
floral design, 143–144
propagation techniques, 370–371
readings for study, 634–635
Crop rotation, 524–525
Crop seed, 345
Crotch of a tree, 303–304, 304f
Crown, division of, for propagation, 84, 85f
Crumb structure, 55
Cultivar, 6
Cultures for propagation, 399–402
Customer relations, 565–567
customer characteristics, 565
employees in customer service, 567
external customers, 623
internal customers, 623–624
making the sale, 566–567
salesperson characteristics, 565–566
Cut crop bench, 410f
Cuticle, 14, 108
Cutting tools, 144, 144f
Cuttings for propagation
cuttings, defined, 379
environment for rooting, 380–381
generally, 379–380
guide to propagating cuttings, 381, 382t–383t
hardening-off, 381, 384
mechanism, 84, 84f
plant mechanism, 379
polarity, 380
Cycocel ® , 73t
Cytokinesis, 79–80
Cytokinins
defined, 70
functions, 70–71
kinetin, 70, 71f
Cytoplasm, 12
Cytoplasmic strands, 12

D
Darwin, Charles, 67, 67f
Day length of light, 21
Day neutral plants, 21
Dead-heading, 312
Deadmen, 287
Death of tissue, 111, 111f
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Deciduous plants, 29
Delayed incompatibility, 386
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), 86
Design Imaging Group, 612–613
Dicots
defined, 5, 14
parts of, 11f
Digitizer, 608, 608f
Dihybrid, 87
Dioecious plants, 9
Diploidal, 78
Direct cost pricing, 602
Direct markup pricing, 602
Disease
examples, 639f–647f
interior plantings, 192–193
turfgrass resistant to, 344
Display advertising, 553–554, 553f, 554f
Dividends, 532
Division, classification system, 5
DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid), 86
Double dormancy, 374
Drafting cloth, 263
Drainage for new lawns, 354
Drainage of interior plantings, 190
Drainage tile, 354, 354f, 355f
Drawings
concept drawing, 430f
drawing paper, 263
drawing surfaces for landscape design,
262–263
elevation view, 266f
perspective view, 266f, 431f
plan view, 264f
plan view symbols, 265f
presentation drawing, 430f
types of, 263–266
walk lights, 431f
Drip line, 299
Drop spreader, 356f, 357
Drum-lacing, 521, 521f
Dust, damage to interior plantings, 192
Dust pesticides, 120, 490, 491
Dwarfing, 111–112, 111f

E
Earthworms, 56
Ebb and flood irrigation, 486–487, 487f
Economic Research Service, 419
Ectoparasitic nematodes, 108
Edging, 300–301, 301f
Educational media specialist, 444
Electromagnetic spectrum, 180f

E-Mail, 570–571
Embark 2-S ® , 75f
Embryo, 15
Employees. See Personnel management
Emulsifiable concentrates, 120
Enclosure materials, 251, 252f–253f
Endangered species, 30
Endocarp, 41
Endoparasitic nematodes, 108
English ivy, 15
Enrichment items, 249–251, 249f–250f, 250t
Entomology, 95
Epigynous flower, 40, 40f
Epithet, 5
Equity, defined, 600
Eradicants, 118, 119
Eradication pest control, 117–118, 118f
Ericaceous plants, 508
Erosion netting, 356, 356f
Espaliers
defined, 327
fruit tree, 328f
installation, 328–329, 329f
pruning, 329, 330f
training, 328f, 329
using in the landscape, 327, 327f
Established business, buying of, 537–538
Ethylene, 71, 191–192
Etiolation, 110
Eukaryote, 4
Evergreens
described, 29
pruning, 306, 307f, 519–520
Exclusion pest control, 116–117
Exocarp, 41
Exoskeleton, 97–98
Exotic plants, 30
Expanding spacing, 481, 481t

F
Facultative parasite, 110
Facultative saprophyte, 109
Family, classification system, 5
Fan and pad cooling, 460, 460f
Fan puff, 162, 162f
Ferns, reproduction of, 5
Fertilizers. See also Nutrients of soil
ammonification, 62
analysis, 60, 60f
chemicals, 60–61, 60f, 61t
complete fertilizer, 60
defined, 60
flower plantings, 312
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foliar burn, 298
for greenhouse crops, 487–488
dry fertilizer, 487
measuring fertilizers, 488
through the watering system, 487–488
high-analysis fertilizer, 60, 61t
interior plantings, 191
low-analysis fertilizer, 60, 61t
nitrification, 62
nursery production, 515–516
nutrient ratio comparison, 61t
organic, 61
phosphorus, 62–63. See also Phosphorus
for plugs, 378–379
potassium, 63
professional and trade organizations, 628
for sustained care, 298–299, 299f
turfgrass, 346t–349t, 360–361
FFA (Florida Foliage Association), 179, 186
Field nursery. See also Nursery production
techniques
layouts, 509–511
alternate rows closer together, 510, 511f
alternate rows of fast-and-slow-growing
species, 511, 511f
offset rows, 510, 510f
single species field planting, 509–510, 509f
overview, 505–506
Financial ratios, 591, 594
Financial statements, 590–591, 596–597
Fixed spacing, 481, 481t
Flagella
bacterial injury to plants, 104, 104f
defined, 4
Floral design
adhesive materials, 145f, 146
arrangement materials, 148–149, 149f
art or craft, 143–144
bows, 158–159, 159t–161t
color, 154–156
adjacent color schemes, 155
color schemes, 155, 156f
complementary color schemes, 156f
contrasting color schemes, 156
monochromatic color schemes, 155
polychromatic color schemes, 156f
related color schemes, 155
terminology, 154–155
triad color schemes, 156f
containers, 147, 148f
corsages, 162–164, 163f
cut flowers, care of, 147–148
cutting tools, 144, 144f
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patterns of arrangements, 153, 153f, 154f
principles, 149–152
balance, 151, 152f
focal point, 150
rhythm and line, 152, 154f
scale and proportion, 150–151, 151f
simplicity, 150
puffs, 162, 162f
stem support materials, 145f, 146
table arrangements
asymmetrical triangle arrangement,
one-sided, 167–168, 168f
design considerations, 164–165
S-curve arrangement, one-sided, 169–170,
169f
symmetrical triangle arrangement,
one-sided, 165–166, 165f, 167f
symmetrical triangle arrangement,
two-sided, 166–167, 167f
vase arrangement, two-sided, 170–171
value of flowers, 142–143
wiring, 156–158, 157f
wiring materials, 144–145, 145f
wreaths, 171–172, 171f, 172f
Florel ® , 73t
Floriculture industry
careers, 408–410
employment qualifications, 409–410
floral design and sales, 413–414, 414f
flower shop layout, 541f
flower shops, 412–413, 413f
garden centers, 412–413
growers, 410–412, 410f, 411f
landscape floriculture specialist,
414–415, 415f
researchers, 410, 416, 417f
teachers, 410, 415–416, 417f
wholesale suppliers, 412
Florida Foliage Association (FFA), 179, 186
Florist industry, use of technology, 615
Flowable suspension pesticides, 120
Flower shops
floriculture industry, 412–413, 413f
layouts, 541f
Flowering plants
Angiospermopsida class, 5
dicots, 5
Flowers
anatomy, 9f
complete flower, 9
composite flower, 9, 10f, 40
cut flowers, care of, 147–148
dead-heading, 312
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Flowers (continued)
described, 9
design. See Floral design
epigynous flower, 40, 40f
fertilization, 312
floral design and sales, 413–414, 414f
flower shops, 412–413, 413f, 541f
functions, 9
growth retardants, 73t
hypogynous flower, 40, 40f
imperfect flower, 9
incomplete flower, 9
inflorescence, 9f, 40, 41f
maintenance, 311–312
perfect flower, 9
perigynous flower, 40, 40f
pinching, 312
professional and trade organizations, 628
singular, 40
time to transplant, 278
uses for, 142–143
visual descriptions, 40, 40f, 41f
watering, 312
weed control, 311–312
wildflowers, 30, 630
Focal point of floral design, 150
Fog evaporative cooling, 460
Foggers, 483, 490
Foliage plants
described, 30
interior use, 176
Foliar burn, 298
Forcing bed, 411f
Foundation plantings, 248–249, 248f
Fruits
accessory fruit, 40
aggregate fruit, 40
multiple fruit, 40
parthenocarpic fruit, 70
pericarp, 41
simple fruit, 40
types, 42f
visual descriptions, 40–41, 42f
Fumigant pesticides, 120
Fungi
fruiting bodies, 106f
kingdom, 4
life cycle, 107f
pathogens, 105, 106f, 107f

G
Gametes, 86
Garden centers, 412–413

Gardeners and maintenance supervisors,
432–433, 433f, 434f
Gardens
Eastern influence, 201
English gardens, 200, 200f
history of, 199–200
Italian Renaissance, 200, 200f
naturalism, 200–201
Oriental influence, 201, 201f
Gel pesticides, 121
Genes, 86, 129
Genetic engineering, 129
Genus, 5
Geology, 429
Geotropism, 69
Gibberellins, 70, 71f
Girdling, 115
Glacial till, 49, 50
Glaze
greenhouse structural plan, 455f
materials comparison, 452t
materials used, 451–453
Glazing of the planting hole, 279
Government agencies, 628
Grading the lawn, 354
Grafting
bridge-grafting, 386
bud graft, 85f
budding. See Budding
callus, 386
compatible graft, 386
defined, 384
delayed incompatibility, 386
formation of grafts, 386
graft union, 304, 385, 385f
incompatible graft, 386
interstock, 385, 385f
limitations of, 386–387
materials and tools for, 387, 388f
mechanism, 84, 84f
scion, 385, 385f
stock, 385, 385f
techniques, 388, 389f–391f
uses for, 386
wax, 387, 388f
Grains, 5
Granular structure, 55
Granule pesticides, 120
Graphic visualization
alternative software, 609, 611f
AutoCAD, 608
CAD. See Computer-aided design
(CAD)
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LANDCADD, 608–610, 609f, 610f, 613
video imaging, 610, 612–613, 613f
Graphics, defined, 260
Grasses. See Turfgrass
Gravel, particle size, 50
Green manure
as cover crop, 524–525
described, 49, 55–56
Greenhouse production techniques
containers, 476–479
clay containers, 476
flats, 478, 478f
hanging baskets, 478, 478f
number of pots filled with one cubic
yard of medium, 478, 479t
pans, 476
peat pots, 476–477, 477f
plastic containers, 476f
plastic packs, 478
pots, 476, 476f
production strips, 477, 477f
crop selection, 493, 494t–501t
fertilizing, 487–488
dry fertilizer, 487
measuring fertilizers, 488
through the watering system, 487–488
growth retardants, 488–489
labeling, 482, 482f
pasteurization of media
buried pipes, 474
chemical fumigants, 473, 474
closed container steaming, 474
greenhouse oils, 117, 118f
pasteurization, defined, 472
surface steaming, 473–474, 473f
pest control, 489–493
entrance into greenhouses, 489
insecticides, 489–490
integrated pest management, 492–493,
492f
natural resistance, 490
pesticides, 490–491
safety, 491, 491f
yellow sticky cards, 492
reproduction methods, 479–480, 480f
root media, 471–472
scheduling, 470–471
soil tests, 474–476, 475f
spacing, 480–481, 481t
watering, 482–487
capillary mat, 485–486, 486f
ebb and flood irrigation, 486–487, 487f
hand-watering, 483–484, 484f
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irrigation, 482–483
ooze tubes, 485, 486f
semiautomatic watering, 484–487, 484f
spaghetti system, 484–485, 485f
trickle system, 484–485, 485f
water loops, 485
Greenhouses. See also Growing structures;
Nursery industry
aluminum gable, 453f
benches
arrangements, 465, 465f, 466f
cut flower bench, 463f
functions, 462
ground beds, 462–463, 463f
length-of-house benching, 466f
materials, 464
peninsular benching, 465f
pipe frame, 464, 464f
for potted plants, 463f
raised benches, 463, 463f
rolling pipe system, 466f
convection tubes, 458, 458f
cooling, 459
crops described, 30
energy conservation, 461–462
bench lining, 462
double-layered plastic covering, 461
foundation insulation, 461
heating system maintenance, 462
north wall insulation, 461
plastic false ceiling, 462
sealing glass glazing panels, 462
thermal blanket over crops, 461–462
windbreaks, 462
exhaust fans, 458, 458f
fan and pad cooling, 460, 460f
fog evaporative cooling, 460
growing structures
A-frame truss greenhouse, 449, 449f
cold frame or hotbed, 451, 451f
high tunnel or hoop house, 450
lath or shade house, 451, 451f, 454f
materials used to cover, 451–453, 452t
plans, 453, 453f–455f
purpose of, 448–449
quonset-style greenhouse, 450, 450f
ridge and furrow or gutter-connected
greenhouse, 449, 449f
heating, 455–457
central heating systems, 456, 457t
heat exchange, 460
localized heating systems, 455–456, 456f
maintenance for energy efficiency, 462
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Greenhouses (continued)
radiant heaters, 456
unit heaters, 455–456, 456f, 457t
nursery, 423, 424. See also Nursery
industry
pasteurization for pest control, 117, 118f
planting seeds, 375
predators, 129, 130t
production techniques. See Greenhouse
production techniques
retractable roof greenhouses, 460
shading, 459, 459f
temperature control, 411, 411f
use of technology, 614–615, 614f
ventilation, 457–460, 458f
Ground beds, 462–463, 463f
Groundcovers
described, 30
installation, 288–289, 289f
landscape, 234t–235t
Growing structures. See also Greenhouses
A-frame truss greenhouse, 449, 449f
cold frame or hotbed, 451, 451f
high tunnel or hoop house, 450
lath or shade house, 451, 451f, 454f
materials used to cover, 451–453, 452t
plans, 453, 453f–455f
purpose of, 448–449
quonset-style greenhouse, 450, 450f
ridge and furrow or gutter-connected
greenhouse, 449, 449f
Growth needs of plants, 18–23
atmosphere, 19
light, 20–22
soil, 19
temperature, 22–23
water, 19–20, 20f
Growth regulators
abscisic acid, 71
antigibberellins, 71
auxins, 67–69, 67f–69f
commercial products, 71–75, 72f, 73t,
74f, 74t
cytokinins, 70–71
defined, 66
ethylene, 71
gibberellins, 70, 71f
growth retardants
florist crops, 73t
for greenhouse crops, 488–489
illustration, 72f
turfgrass, 73–74, 74t, 75f
uses for, 72–75

hormones, 66, 73
insects, 130
kinetin, 70–71, 71f
organic compounds, 66
rooting inhibitors, 379
Guttation, 18
Gutter-connected greenhouse, 449, 449f
Guying, 287, 287f

H
Hammer, P. A., 478
Hand pruners, 302
Hand pruning saw, 303
Haploidal, 78
Hard pinching, 312
Hardening-off, 375, 381, 384
Hardiness Zone Map, 31–33, 32f
Hardy plants, 30
Harvesting, 520–523, 521f–523f
Heading back, 308, 309f
Heat Zone Maps, 33
Heaving, 314, 317
Hedges
hedge shears, 303
pruning, 310, 311f
Heeling-in, 523
Herbaceous plants, 29
Herbicides
defined, 119
nonselective, 119
postemergence, 517
preemeregence, 517
selective, 119
selectivity, 366
High tunnel or hoop house, 450
Holdfasts of vines, 324, 324f
Holes, 111f, 112
Homologous chromosomes, 78–79
Homozygous, 79
Hoop house, 450
Hormones, 66, 73
Horticulture therapist, 439–440, 439f
Hosts, 128
Hotbed, 451, 451f, 454f
Hue of color, 155
Human relations
importance of, 557, 558f
matching employee with the job, 564–565
personnel management, 558–564
age differences, 563
career-directed expectations, 558–559
complicating factors, 563–564
defined, 558
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diverse workplace, 559
education differences, 563
employee empowerment, 624
ethnic and background differences,
563–564
leadership skills, 560–561
part-time employees, 559
position or status differences, 564
qualities to avoid, 562–563
setting realistic expectations, 558–559
sex differences, 563
temporary seasonal employees, 559
triangular relationships, 557, 558f
Humidity, 191
Humus, 49
Hybrid
defined, 6
dihybrid, 87
hybrid vigor, 89
monohybrid cross, 87
Hydathodes, 18
Hydrogen, soil nutrient, 53t
Hydrology, 429
Hydroseeder, 352, 352f
Hyperplasia, 112
Hypersensitivity, 119
Hypertrophy, 112
Hypogynous flower, 40, 40f

I
IAA (indoleacetic acid), 67, 67f, 73, 379
IBA (indolebutyric acid), 73, 379
I-budding, 393–394, 394f
Ice damage, 314, 315f, 317–318, 318f
Identification of plants, 33–35
imprecise identification, 34
keys, 34–35
recognition, 33–34
unknown plants, 34
Immediate response advertising, 547, 548f, 549
Imperfect flower, 9
Incompatible graft, 386
Incomplete flower, 9
Incurve plantings, 217, 217f, 246, 246f
Indoleacetic acid (IAA), 67, 67f, 73, 379
Indolebutyric acid (IBA), 73, 379
Inert material in grass seed, 345, 350
Infectious agent, 95
Infestation, 95
Inflorescence
clustered, 41f
defined, 9, 9f, 40
singular, 41f

Injuries to plants
abiotic injuries, 115
animals, 115, 314, 318
biotic agent, 95
causes, 95, 96t
control of
biological control, 127–134
biotic pest control, 115–119
pesticides. See Pesticides
diseases, 102–103
examples, 639f–647f
heaving, 317
human-induced injuries, 314, 316
ice and snow damage, 314, 315f, 317–318,
318f
infectious agent, 95
infestation, 95
insects. See Insects
from lawn mowing, 300f
pathogens. See Pathogens
plant pathogens, 95
salt damage, 316, 318
slugs and snails, 108, 115
snowplow damage, 316, 318–319
sun scald, 292, 314, 317
symptoms, 110–112
color changes, 110, 111f
death of tissue, 111, 111f
dwarfing, 111–112, 111f
holes, 111f, 112
increase in size, 111f, 112
rotting, 111, 111f
tunneling, 111f, 112
wilting, 110, 111f
from temperature extremes, 313–314
temperature extremes, 316–317
weeds, 112–115, 114f
windburn, 313, 313f, 316, 317f
winter injury, 313
Inoculum, 109
Insects
anatomy
antennae, 98, 98f
digestive system, 100
exoskeleton, 97–98
external features, 97, 97f
head, 98–99
legs, 99, 99f
mouthparts, 98–99, 99f
nervous system, 100
reproductive system, 100
respiratory system, 100
wings, 100
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Insects (continued)
classification, 97
described, 96
examples of plant injuries, 639f–647f
growth regulators, 130
impact on humans, 96
interior plantings, 192–193
larva, 100, 101f
metamorphosis, 100–102, 101f–103f
plant food in soil, 56
pupa, 100, 102f
turfgrass resistant to, 344
Installation of plants
interior plantings, 188–189, 188f, 189f
in landscapes. See Landscape plants,
installing turfgrass, 353–358
Instars, 100
Integrated pest management (IPM)
action threshold determination, 132
biological pest control, 129, 129f,
132–133
control method selection, 133
defined, 129
greenhouse pest control, 492–493, 492f
IPM triangle, 129f
making the case for, 133–134
measuring for pest presence, 133
for nursery production, 517
objective of program, 132
Intensity of color, 155
Interdisciplinary team, 194
Interior uses of plants
adaption to changes from natural
habitat, 177–178
air pollution, 191–192
background of, 176–177
diseases, 192–193
dust, 192
fertilization, 191
foliage plants, 176–177
future of, 195
grouping compatible species, 194
growing medium, 187–189, 188f, 189f
humidity, 191
insects, 192–193
installing the plants, 188–189, 188f, 189f
interdisciplinary team, 194
light. See also Light
acclimatization for interior use, 179
artificial lighting sources, 182t–184t
lamps for interior plant illumination,
180, 181t
light intensity, 178–179

light quality, 180–184
light-intensity acclimatization, 179
moisture acclimatization, 179
natural light, 184–185, 185f
nutrient acclimatization, 179
selection of correct lighting, 186–187
skylights, 185, 185f
sunlight, 184–185, 185f
temperature acclimatization, 179
timing system, 186–187, 186f
visible light, 180, 180f
plant care, 177
pruning, 192
repotting, 192
tropical foliage plants, 177
vandalism and abuse, 193–194
watering and drainage, 189–190
International Rules of Botanical Nomenclature,
5, 176
International Society of Arboriculture, 440
Internode, 14
Interstock, 385, 385f
Inventory
for new business, 542, 544
shrinkage, 595
vendors, 544
IPM. See Integrated pest management (IPM)
Iron, deficiency symptoms and
soil nutrient, 54t
Irrigation. See also Watering methods
ebb and flood irrigation, 486–487, 487f
nursery production techniques, 512–515
watering techniques, 482–483

J
Jump-cutting, 307, 308f
Juvenility in plants, 15

K
Keys to plant identification, 34–35
Kinetin, 71f
Kingdoms
animals, 4
classification system, 4–5
determination of, 3
fungi, 4
plants, 4
protista, 4
protoctista, 4
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L
Labeling crops
greenhouse crops, 482, 482f
label imprinter, 517, 517f
nursery crops, 517–519, 517f–519f
Labor costs, 595–596
LANDCADD, 608–610, 609f, 610f, 613
Landscape
design. See Landscape design
industry. See Landscape industry
landscape, defined, 428
nursery, 425
plant installation. See Landscape plants,
installing
plant maintenance. See Landscape plants,
maintenance of
professional and trade organizations, 629
Landscape design
construction materials
enclosure materials, 251, 252f–253f
selection of, 251
surfacing materials, 251, 254–255,
254t–259t
defined, 202
designers, purpose of, 429
drawings
concept drawing, 430f
drawing paper, 263
drawing surfaces for landscape design,
262–263
elevation view, 266f
perspective view, 266f, 431f
plan view, 264f
plan view symbols, 265f
presentation drawing, 430f
types of, 263–266
walk lights, 431f
enrichment items, 249–251, 249f–250f, 250t
gardens
Eastern influence, 201
English gardens, 200, 200f
history of, 199–200
Italian Renaissance, 200, 200f
naturalism, 200–201
Oriental influence, 201, 201f
landscape floriculture specialist, 414–415,
415f
landscaping today, 201–202
outdoor room
information for planning, 202
lot planning, 207f
professional and trade organizations, 629
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site analysis, 202–203, 204f–205f
use area categories, 206f
use areas, 203, 205–208
walls, ceilings, and floors, 208–209, 208t,
209f, 213f
plantings
corner, 217, 217f, 246, 246f
foundation, 248–249, 248f
line, 246–247, 246f–248f
stepped effect, 247, 248f
principles of design, 209–213
asymmetrical balance, 210, 211f
balance, 210–211, 211f
focalization of interest, 211, 212f
proportion, 212, 212f, 213f
proximal/distal balance, 210, 211f
rhythm and line, 210
simplicity, 210, 210f
symmetrical balance, 210, 211f
unity, 212
residential plan, 266–268, 267f
selection of plants, 214–217
aesthetic function, 214
architectural function, 214
engineering function, 214
groundcovers, 234t–235t
shrubs, 216f, 226t–233t
southwestern plants, 238t–245t
trees, 215f, 218t–225t
vines, 236t–237t
tools, 260–262, 261f
vandalism, 367
Landscape industry
agronomy, 429, 627
architects, 429, 429f–431f
contractors, 431–432, 432f
designers, 429, 429f–431f
drawings, 430f–431f
educational requirements, 434
gardeners and maintenance supervisors,
432–433, 433f, 434f
geology, 429
hydrology, 429
landscape, defined, 428
nursery, 425
nurserymen, 433–434
technology, 615–616
Landscape plants, installing
arid regions, 291–293, 292f
balled-and-burlapped plants, 272, 278f,
282, 282f
bare root plants, 272, 278f
bedding plants, 30, 288–289, 289f
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Landscape plants, installing (continued)
bulbs, 289, 290f, 290t, 291, 291f
containerized plants, 272, 278f, 281f
importance of proper installation, 271
methods of installation
antitranspirants, 288
backfilling, 282–283
care of plants, 281–282, 282f
follow-up care, 288
guying, 287, 287f
key points, 284f
mulch, 283–284, 284t, 289
placement, 281
planting site, 279, 280f
protecting plants, 285, 286f
root system preparation, 280–281, 281f
stabilizing plants, 285
staking, 285–287, 287f
stress, 278–279
trunk wraps, 285, 285f
watering, 283
palms, 293–294, 294f
in the southeast, 293–294, 294f
time to transplant, 272, 278
tools, 272, 273f–278f, 278f
Landscape plants, maintenance of
flower plantings, 311–312
gardeners and maintenance supervisors,
432–433, 433f, 434f
pest control, 301–302
pruning. See Pruning
sustained care, 297–301
edging, 300–301, 301f
fertilization, 298–299, 299f
mulching, 299–300, 300f
watering, 298
winterization, 313–319
Larva of insects, 100, 101f
Lath house, 451, 451f, 454f
Latin binomial, 5
Lawn care specialists, 441–443, 442f
Lawns, rutting, 316, 319. See also Turfgrass
Laws and regulations, 544, 544t–546t
Layering for propagation
air layering, 397–398, 398f
compound layering, 398, 398f
mechanism, 82, 84f
mound layering, 396, 397f
serpentine layering, 398, 398f
simple layering, 396, 396f
stem treatments, 395–396
stool layering, 396, 397, 397f
timing for, 398t

tip layering, 396, 397f
uses for, 395
Layouts
field production, 509–511
alternate rows closer together, 510, 511f
alternate rows of fast-and-slow-growing
species, 511, 511f
offset rows, 510, 510f
single species field planting, 509–510, 509f
flower shops, 541f
production nursery, 542f
Leaching, 55
Lead branch, 303
Leadership skills
competence, 560
decisiveness, 560
fairness, 560
praise, 561
respect, 560–561
reward, 561
sincerity, 561
thorough directions, 560
understanding, 560
Lease agreements, 537
Leaves
apexes, 37f
arrangements, 39f
bases, 37f
color
anthocyanins, 14
carotene, 14
chlorophyll. See Chlorophyll
xanthophyll, 14
compound leaves, 35f
cuticle, 14
described, 9
functions, 9, 14
margins, 37f
parts of, 11f, 14
shapes, 36f
simple leaf, 35f, 38f
visual descriptions, 35, 35f–38f
Legumes, need for nitrogen, 62
Lenticel scars, 38
Letters. See Business letters
Life insurance loans, 535
Light
acclimatization for interior use, 179
artificial lighting sources, 182t–184t
auxin, 21
day length, 22
intensity for interior use, 178–179
lamps for interior plant illumination, 180, 181t
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light quality, 180–184
light-intensity acclimatization, 179
natural light, 184–185, 185f
photoperiodism, 21–22
phototropism, 21, 21f
plant needs, 20–22
plants bending toward light, 67–68,
67f, 68f
selection of interior lighting, 186–187
skylights, 185, 185f
sunlight, 184–185, 185f
threshold value, 20
timing system, 186–187, 186f
tropism, 20
visible light, 180, 180f
wavelengths, 16, 16f
Lignin, 12
Limited partnership loans, 535
Line plantings, 246–247, 246f–248f
Liners, 421, 422f
Lining out stock, 421, 422f
Linnaeus, 29
Literature, ornamental horticulture, 443
Loam, 50–51, 55
Loans, 534
accounts receivable loans, 534
character or signature loans, 534
contract growing loans, 535
life insurance, 535
limited partnership loans, 535
signature loan, 534
Small Business Administration, 534
term loans, 534
Long-day plants, 22
Lopper pruners, 303
Luminosity of color, 155

M
Macroscopic anatomy, 7
Macroscopic plants, 3
Magnesium, deficiency symptoms and
soil nutrient, 53t, 54t
Maintenance of plants. See Landscape plants,
maintenance of
Maintenance supervisors, 432–433, 433f,
434f
Maleic hydrazide, 74t
Maleic hydrazide plus chloflurenol, 74t
Manganese, deficiency symptoms and
soil nutrient, 54t
Manual of Cultivated Plants Most Commonly
Grown in the Continental United States
and Canada, 34
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Maps
Hardiness Zone Map, 31–33, 32f
Heat Zone Map, 33
Marginally hardy, 313
Market surveys, 532–533
Marketed website, 584
Markup
defined, 601
direct markup pricing, 602
setting the percent markup, 600–601
Material safety data sheet (MSDS), 123,
124f–125f
Materials
adhesives for floral design, 145f, 146
arrangement materials, 148–149, 149f
to cover growing structures, 451–453, 452t
enclosure materials, 251, 252f–253f
for grafting, 387, 388f
greenhouse benches, 464
nonperishable, 595
perishable, 595
selection of, 251
stem support, 145f, 146
surfacing materials, 251, 254–255, 254t–259t
time and materials pricing, 602
wiring materials for floral design,
144–145, 145f
Maturity in plants, defined, 15
Mechanical scarification, 374
Medium
bark-based, 472
greenhouse root media, 471–472
for interior plantings, 187–189, 188f, 189f
for nursery crops, 508–509
pasteurization of media
buried pipes, 474
chemical fumigants, 473, 474
closed container steaming, 474
greenhouse soils, 117, 118f
pasteurization, defined, 472
surface steaming, 473–474, 473f
peat-based, 472
porosity, 508
Mefluidide, 74t
Meiosis, 78, 78f, 80t
Mendel, Gregor, 85–89, 87f, 87t, 88t
Merchants’ associations, 537
Mergers and consolidations, 617
Meristems, 13
Mesocarp, 41
Metamorphosis, 100–102, 101f–103f
Microbe-derived pesticides, 130
Microbial life, 56
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Microinjection, 121
Microorganisms for pest control, 130
Microscope, 3
Minerals
cation exchange, 59
weathered, 48–49
Misters, 490
Mitochondria, defined, 13
Mitosis, 79–80, 79f, 80t
Mixture of grass, 351
Mollicutes, 105
Molybdenum, deficiency symptoms and
soil nutrient, 54t
Monochromatic color schemes, 155
Monocots
defined, 5, 14
parts of, 11f
Monoecious plants, 9
Monohybrid cross, 87
Mound layering, 397, 397f
Movement of color, 155
Mowing
first mowing of new lawns, 357
height recommendations, 346t–349t
lawn maintenance, 363–365
maintenance supervisors, 432–433, 433f,
434f
plant injury from, 300f
reel mower, 363, 363f
rotary mower, 363–364, 363f
Spring operations, 358–359
vertical mowing, 360
MSDS (material safety data sheet), 123,
124f–125f
Mulch
for bedding plants and groundcovers, 289
characteristics, 284t
installation of, 283–284
for new lawn, 356, 356f
for sustained care, 299–300, 300f
Mutations, 89
Mycology, 95
Mylar film, 263

N
NAA (naphthaleneacetic acid), 73, 379
Naphthaleneacetic acid (NAA), 73, 379
National Arborist Association, 440
Native plants, 30
Naturalism in gardens, 200–201
Naturalized plants, 30
Necrosis, 111
Nematodes, 103, 108, 108f

Nematology, 96
Nickel, deficiency symptoms and soil
nutrient, 54t
Nitrification, 62
Nitrogen
conversion into organic compounds, 62
deficiency of, 55
deficiency symptoms, 54t
nitrification, 62
soil nutrient, 53t, 54t
Node, defined, 14
Nomenclature
botanical name, 5–6
common name, 6
defined, 5, 28–29
International Rules of Botanical
Nomenclature, 5, 176
Nonselective herbicides, 119
Noxious weeds in grass seed, 345
Nucleoid region, defined, 4
Nucleus, defined, 12
Numerical calculations, 607–608, 608f
Nursery industry. See also Greenhouses
American Nursery and Landscape
Association, 419, 522
field nursery, 420f
industry challenges, 425–426
landscape, 425
landscape industry and, 425
layouts, 542f
nurserymen, 433–434
Plant Protection Act of 2000, 426
plants, described, 30
production techniques. See Nursery
production techniques
professional and trade organizations, 629
propagation nursery, 421, 422f
retail nursery, 423–425, 423f, 424f
scope of business, 419–420, 420f
wholesale nurseries and suppliers,
421–423, 422f
Nursery production techniques
container nurseries, 505–506
cover crops, 524–525
crop rotation, 524–525
crop selection, 506–507
fertilization, 515–516
field nurseries, 505–506
harvesting, 520–523, 521f–523f
irrigation, 512–515
rotating sprinkler system, 514, 514f
supplemental systems, 512–515, 514f
trickle irrigation system, 515, 515f
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labeling, 517–519, 517f–519f
layouts for field production, 509–511
media, 508–509
number of plants, determination of,
507–508
overwintering, 523–524, 524f
pest control, 516–517
pruning, 519–520
weed control, 516–517
Nutrients of soil, 52–55
acclimatization for interior use, 179
beneficial elements, 53
cation exchange, 58, 59f
deficiency symptoms, 54t–55t, 55
essential elements, 53, 53t, 54t–55t
fertilizers. See Fertilizers
Nymph, 100

O
Oak tree leaves, 15
Obligate parasites, 109
Obligate saprophytes, 109
Olmstead, Frederick Law, 201
Ooze tubes, 485, 486f
Order, classification system, 5
Organ culturing, 399–402
Organic compounds, growth
regulators, 66
Organic material in soil
fertilizers, 61
green manure, 49, 55–56
Organization plans
flower shop layout, 541f
for new businesses, 540–542
production nursery layout, 542f
staff organization, 542, 543f
Outcurve plantings, 217, 217f, 246, 246f
Outdoor room
information for planning, 202
lot planning, 207f
professional and trade organizations, 629
site analysis, 202–203, 204f–205f
use area categories, 206f
use areas, 203, 205–208
walls, ceilings, and floors, 208–209, 208t,
209f, 213f
Overhead costs, 596, 599–600
Overseeding, 365
Overwintering, 523–524, 524f
Oviparous, 101
Ovipositor, 100
Ovoviviparous, 101
Oxygen as soil nutrient, 53t

P
Palms, installing, 293–294, 294f
Parasites
as biological pest control, 128
defined, 103
facultative, 110
obligate, 109
parasitic seed plants, 108–109
pathogens, 109–110
Parenchyma cells, 13
Parthenocarpic fruit, 70
Parthenocarpy, 70
Partnership business, 531
Parts of a plant
leaves, 9
macroscopic anatomy, 7
roots, 7–8, 7f–8f
stems, 8
Part-time work, 437, 559
Pasteurization
buried pipes, 474
chemical fumigants, 473, 474
closed container steaming, 474
defined, 472
greenhouse soils, 117, 118f
for pest control, 117, 118f
surface steaming, 473–474, 473f
Patch-budding, 393, 394f
Patent, plant, 6
Pathogens
agents of dissemination, 109
bacteria, 62, 104, 104f
defined, 95
fungi, 105, 106f, 107f
mollicutes, 104, 105
nematodes, 103, 108, 108f
parasite, 103
parasitic seed plants, 108–109
parasitism, 109–110
slugs and snails, 108, 115
viroids, 103, 107
viruses, 107
Pathology, 96
Pellet pesticides, 120
Percent germination of seed, 345
Percent markup, setting of, 600–601
Perennials, 30
Perfect flower, 9
Pericarp
defined, 41
endocarp, 41
exocarp, 41
mesocarp, 41
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Perigynous flower, 40, 40f
Personnel management, 558–564
age differences, 563
career-directed expectations, 558–559
complicating factors, 563–564
defined, 558
diverse workplace, 559
education differences, 563
employee empowerment, 624
ethnic and background differences,
563–564
leadership skills, 560–561
part-time employees, 559
position or status differences, 564
qualities to avoid, 562–563
setting realistic expectations, 558–559
sex differences, 563
temporary seasonal employees, 559
Perspectives view, 266f, 431f
Pest control, 115–119. See also Pesticides
biological. See Biological pest control
bonsai, 338
cost effectiveness, 116
eradication
defined, 117
methods, 117–118
pasteurization, 117, 118f
steam heat, 117, 118f
exclusion, 116–117
greenhouse, 489–493
entrance into greenhouses, 489
insecticides, 489–490
integrated pest management, 492–493,
492f
natural resistance, 490
pesticides, 490–491
safety, 491, 491f
yellow sticky cards, 492
hypersensitivity, 119
IPM. See Integrated pest management (IPM)
lawn maintenance, 366–367, 366t
microorganism, 130
in nursery production, 516–517
professional and trade organizations, 629
protection, 118
purpose of, 115–116
resistance, 119
sustained care, 301–302
Pesticides. See also Pest control
adjuvants, 126, 127t
aerosol bombs, 490
certification, 126–127
chemicals, 129
dust, 120, 490, 491

eradicants, 119
flowable suspension, 120
fumigants, 120
gels, 121
granule, 120
greenhouse, 490–491
herbicides, 119
microbe-derived, 130
MSDS, 123, 124f–125f
nonselective herbicides, 119
pellet, 120
product formulations, 120
product packaging, 121, 122f
protectants, 119
safety, 122–126, 122f, 123t, 124f–125f
safety equipment, 123t
selective herbicides, 119
smoke fumigant, 490
soap, 121, 130
solution, 120
sprays, 490
steam line vaporizer, 490
toxicity, 123, 123t
water-dispersible granules, 121
water-soluble packets, 121
Petiole scars, 38
pH of soil
acidity and alkalinity, 56–58, 56f, 57f
cation exchange, 58, 59, 59f
chlorosis, 58, 110
diagrammatic representation, 56f
pH meter, 57, 57f
for planting grass, 354
for rooting of cuttings, 381
Phages, 132
Phenotype, 87, 87t, 88t
Pheromones, 130
Philodendron
leaves, 15
roots, 7, 8f
Phloem
defined, 4
functions, 13–14
translocation, 18
Phosfon ® , 73t
Phosphorus
deficiency symptoms, 54t
as fertilizer, 62–63
soil nutrient, 53t, 54t
Photographers, 444
Photoperiodism, 21–22
Photosynthesis
dark phase, 17
defined, 3, 9, 16
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functions, 16
light phase, 17
light wavelengths, 16, 16f
process of, 16–17
respiration and, 17
Phototropism, 20, 21f
Phylum of insects, 97
Physical features as biological pest control, 128
Pinching, 312
Pines, 5
Pith, 38, 39f
PLANET (Professional Landscape Network),
179, 186
Plant emissions as biological pest
control, 128
Plant extracts as biological pest control, 128
Plant kingdom
classifications, 4
generally, 4–5
Tracheophyta, 4
Plant patent, 6
Plant propagators, 78
Plant Protection Act of 2000, 426
Plant Quarantine Act of 1912, 426
Planting seeds
directly in the ground, 376–377
good production factors, 374
herbaceous greenhouse crops, 375
woody crops for container production,
375–376, 376f
Plasma membrane, 12
Plotter, 610, 612f
Plugs
fertilizing, 378–379
for lawn patches, 359
for new lawns, 353, 356
planting the seeds, 378
plug sheets, 377, 377f, 378
for propagation, 377–379
stretching, 378
Poinsettias, 22, 23
Pole saw, 303
Polychromatic color schemes, 156
Porosity of the medium, 508
Pot bound plants, 280, 281f
Potassium
deficiency symptoms, 54t
as fertilizer, 63
soil nutrient, 53t, 54t
Pot-in-pot production, 524, 525f
Potted foliage plants for indoor use, 176–177
Power equipment, parts, 629–630
Power pruners, 303
Predators
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control of. See also Pest control
defined, 128
greenhouse, 129, 130t
Presentation drawing, 430f
Pricing merchandise and services, 594–601
direct cost pricing, 602
direct markup pricing, 602
markup, 600–601
price components, 595–600
break-even point, 597
equity, 600
labor, 595–596
making a profit, 597, 598f
materials, 595
overhead, 596, 599–600
percent markup, 600–601
profit, 597
unit pricing, 598–600
uses of financial records, 596–597
profit calculation, 601
profit centers, 599–600
profit margin pricing, 602
time and materials pricing, 602
Processes of plants, 15–18
photosynthesis, 16–17
respiration, 17
translocation, 18
transpiration, 17–18
Production techniques. See Greenhouse
production techniques; Nursery
production techniques
Professional Landscape network (PLANET),
179, 186
Professional organizations, 627–630
Professions of ornamental horticulture
arborists, 440–441, 441f
business. See Business of horticulture
career choices, 436–437
communications, 443–444, 443f
Cooperative Extension specialists,
437–439, 438f
floriculture
careers, 408–410
employment qualifications, 409–410
floral design and sales, 413–414, 414f
flower shop layout, 541f
flower shops, 412–413, 413f
garden centers, 412–413
growers, 410–412, 410f, 411f
landscape floriculture specialist,
414–415, 415f
researchers, 410, 416, 417f
teachers, 410, 415–416, 417f
wholesale suppliers, 412
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Professions of ornamental horticulture (continued)
greenhouse production. See Greenhouses
horticulture therapists, 439–440, 439f
human relations. See Human relations
landscapers
architects and designers, 429, 429f–431f,
615–616
contractors, 431–432, 432f
educational requirements, 434
gardeners and maintenance supervisors,
432–433, 433f, 434f
nurserymen, 433–434
lawn care specialists, 441–443, 442f
nursery
American Nursery and Landscape
Association, 419, 522
field nursery, 420f
industry challenges, 425–426
landscape, 425
landscape industry and, 425
layouts, 542f
nurserymen, 433–434
Plant Protection Act of 2000, 426
plants, described, 30
production. See Nursery production
techniques
professional and trade organizations, 629
propagation nursery, 421, 422f
retail nursery, 423–425, 423f, 424f
scope of business, 419–420, 420f
wholesale nurseries and suppliers,
421–423, 422f
part-time work, 437, 559
readings for study, 635–636
Profit
calculation, 601
defined, 597
making a profit, 597, 598f
markup, 600–601
profit centers, 559–600
profit margin pricing, 602
Profit-and-loss statement, 590–591, 591t, 592t
Prokaryote, defined, 3–4
Propagation. See also Reproduction of plants
apomictic embryos, 85
asexual reproduction, 81–85
bench, 373, 373f, 384f
budding, 84
bulbs, 82, 83f
clonal varieties, 81
clone, 81
cuttings. See Cuttings for propagation
defined, 78
division of the crown, 84, 85f

grafting, 84, 84f, 85f. See also Grafting
layering. See Layering for propagation
nursery, 421, 422f
ramet, 81
runners, 81, 82f
scarification, 81
by seeds, 373–377
selection of method, 80
sexual propagation, 80–81
stolons, 81
stratification, 81
sucker shoots, 82, 82f
techniques
budding, 392–395
cuttings, 379–384
grafting, 384–388, 389t–391t
layering, 395–398
media, 371, 372t
organ culturing, 399–402
plugs, 377–379, 377f
science and craft, 370–371
seeds, 373–377
structure, 372–373, 373f
tissue culturing, 399–402
tissue culture, 84–85, 85f
Proportion of design
landscape design principles, 212, 212f, 213f
scale and proportion, 150–151, 151f
Protection pest control, 118, 119
Protista kingdom, 4
Protoctista kingdom, 4
Protoplast, defined, 12
Proximal/distal balance, 210, 211f
Pruning
ANSI Standards, 310
bonsais, 336–337, 337f
defined, 302
espaliers, 329, 330f
field nurseries, 519–520
hedges, 310, 311f
interior plantings, 192
methods
heading back, 308, 309f
jump-cutting, 307, 308f
location of cut, 308, 309f, 310f
thinning out, 308, 309f
parts of a shrub, 304, 305f
parts of a tree, 303–304, 304f
parts of the plant to prune, 306, 306f–307f
pruners, 302–303
root pruning, 520
time to prune, 304–306
autumn pruning, 305
spring pruning, 305–306
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summer pruning, 305
winter pruning, 305
tools, 302–303
topiary, 330–331, 331f, 332f
twigs, 308, 309f, 310f
vines, 326, 326t
Public relations, 550
Puffs, 162, 162f
Pupa of insects, 100, 102f
Purity of seed, 345
Pyrethroids, 130

Q
Quality
defined, 620
examples, 620–621
made in America, 619
quality control, 619–620
total quality management (TQM)
defined, 621–623
external customers, 623
implementation, 624–625
improvement must be continuous, 624
internal customers, 623–624
Quonset-style greenhouse, 450, 450f

R
Rabbit damage to plants, 115
Radiant heaters, 456
Ramet, 81
Rare species, 30
Ratios, financial, 591, 594
Readings for study, 631–637
Recordkeeping
accounts receivable, 589
balance sheet, 590, 593t
to determine financial health, 589
expenses, 589
financial ratios, 591–594
financial statements, 590–591, 596–597
profit-and-loss statement, 590–591,
591t, 592t
purpose of, 587–588
sales and cash receipts, 588–589, 589f
tax calculations, 590
types of records, 588
Regulations for business, 544, 544t–546t
Regulators. See Growth regulators
Repotting of interior plantings, 192
Reproduction of plants. See also Propagation
asexual reproduction, 79–80
conifers, 5
of conifers, 7
defined, 77–78

eukaryote, 4
ferns, 5
flowering plants, 5
improvement of plants, 85–86
industry applications, 89
meiosis, 78–79, 78f, 80t
Mendel, Gregor, contribution of, 85–89,
87f, 87t, 88t
mitosis, 79–80, 79f, 80t
mutations, 89
from seeds, 5
self-fertilization, 87
self-pollination, 88
sexual reproduction, 78–79
spores, 5
Reproductive paper, film, and cloth, 263
Residential landscape plan, 266–268, 267f
Resistance pest control, 119
Respiration, 17
Retractable roof greenhouses, 460
Rhizobium bacteria, 62
Rhizomatous grass, 341, 342f
Rhythm and line of design, 152, 154f, 210
Ribonucleic acid (RNA), 70
Ridge and furrow greenhouse, 449, 449f
RNA (ribonucleic acid), 70
Rodent damage to plants, 115
Roots
adventitious roots, 7, 8f
apical meristem, 14
auxin action, 69
described, 7, 7f
functions, 7, 14–15
parts of, 12f, 14–15
root cap, 14
root flare, 281–282
root initials, 379
root pruning, 520
rooting cofactors, 379
rooting inhibitors, 379
stock, 304
Rose-of-Sharon, 22
Rosetted plants, 70
Rotary spreader, 357
Rototiller for conditioning soil, 355, 355f
Rotting, 111, 111f
Runners, 81, 82f
Rutting of lawns, 316, 319

S
Salt damage, 316, 318
Sand
characteristics, 51
particle size, 50, 50f
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SBA (Small Business Administration), 534
Scaffold branches, 303
Scarification, 81, 279
Science
propagation techniques, 370–371
readings for study, 631–633
science and craft, 370–371
weed science, 96
Scion
defined, 304
for grafting, 385, 385f
Sclerenchyma cells, 13
Sclerenchyma ring, 379–380
Sclerids, 13
S-curve arrangement, one-sided, 169–170, 169f
Sedentary soils, 49, 50
Seeds
crop seeds, 345
defined, 15
embryo, 15
grass seeding, 351–352, 352f
overseeding, 365
planting
directly in the ground, 376–377
good production factors, 374
herbaceous greenhouse crops, 375
woody crops for container production,
375–376, 376f
preconditioning, 374
after ripening, 374
double dormancy, 374
mechanical scarification, 374
stratification, 374
professional and trade organizations, 630
for propagation, 373–377
turfgrass
patches, 359
planting the lawn, 355–356
size, 342–343
spreader application, 356f
weed, 114
Selective herbicides, 119
Selectivity, 366
Selectivity of turf herbicides, 366
Semievergreens, 29
Serpentine layering, 398, 398f
Shade house, 451, 451f
Shade of color, 155
Short-day plants, 22
Shrubs. See also Trees
described, 29
graft union, 304
harvesting, 520–521

landscape, 216f, 226t–233t
parts of, 304, 305f
pruning, 520
scion, 304
stock, 304
Sieve elements, 13–14
Signature loans, 534
Silt
characteristics, 51
particle size, 50, 50f
Simple layering, 396, 396f
Simplicity of floral design, 150
Site analysis, 202–203, 204f–205f
Site selection for business, 535–538
access, 536
compatibility, 536
cost of acquisition, 537
lease agreements, 537
merchants’ associations, 537
natural features, 535–536
size of the site, 535
utilities, 536
zoning regulations, 536
Slipping, 392
Slugs, 108, 115
Small Business Administration (SBA), 534
Smoke fumigant pesticides, 490
Snails, 108, 115
Snow damage, 314, 315f, 317–318, 318f
Snowplow damage, 316, 318–319
Soap pesticides, 121, 130
Sodding grasses
for lawn patches, 359
for new lawns, 352, 352f, 356
Soft pinching, 312
Software
alternate drawing software, 609, 611f
AutoCAD, 608
CAD
advantages and disadvantages, 260
availability to others, 613
plotter, 610, 612f
uses for, 260, 262, 608
LANDCADD, 608–610, 609f, 610f, 613
Soil
acidity and alkalinity, 56–58, 56f, 57f
adobe, 291
aeolian, 49, 50
air content, 49
alluvial, 49, 50
arid, 291–292
for bonsais, 334
caliche, 291
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cation exchange, 58–59, 59f
clay, 50, 50f, 51
colluvial, 49, 50
condition for planting grass, 354–355
conditioners, 630
defined, 47–48
fertilizers, 60–63. See also Fertilizers
ammonification, 62
chemicals, 60–61, 60f, 61t
nitrification, 62
organic, 61
phosphorus, 62–63
potassium, 63
glacial till, 49, 50
green manure, 49. See also Green manure
humus, 49
interface, 282
loam, 50–51, 55
nutrients, 52–55
acclimatization for interior use, 179
beneficial elements, 53
cation exchange, 58, 59f
deficiency symptoms, 54t–55t, 55
essential elements, 53, 53t–55t
fertilizers. See Fertilizers
organic material, 49, 55–56, 61
planting seeds, 376–377
profile, 48, 48f
for propagation, 371, 372t
sedentary, 49, 50
sieves, 50f
soil separates, 50–52
soil texture, 50–52, 52f
soil texture triangle, 51, 52f
structure, 55
subsoil, 49
tests, 474–476, 475f
transported, 49
turfgrass tolerance to, 343
variations, 49–50
water content, 49
weathered minerals, 48–49
Sole proprietorship, 530–531
Solution pesticides, 120
Southwestern plants, 238t–245t
Space efficiency for business, 538–540
Spacing a greenhouse crop, 480–481, 481t
Spaghetti watering system, 484–485, 485f
Species, classification system, 5
Specimen plants, 31
Spiracles, 100
Spores, 5
Spray pesticides, 490

Sprigging of grass
for lawn patches, 359
for new lawns, 353, 357
Spring pruning, 305–306
Staff organization, 542, 543f
Staking of trees, 285–287, 287f
Steam heat for pest control, 117, 118f
Steam line vaporizer pesticide, 490
Stems
auxin action, 67–69, 69f
cambium, 14
described, 8
functions, 8, 13
internode, 14
layering, 395–396
node, 14
parts of, 11f, 13–14
sieve elements, 13–14
support materials, 145f, 146
vascular bundles, 13
Stepped effect plantings, 247, 248f
Stipule scare, 38
Stock for grafting, 385, 385f
Stock of a shrub, 304
Stoloniferous grass, 341–342, 342f
Stolonizing of grass, 353, 357
Stolons, 81
Stomata, 14
Stool layering, 396, 397, 397f
Stratification, 81, 374
Stress during plant installation, 278–279
Structure of plant parts
cell, 10–15, 10f
leaf color, 14
leaves, 14
roots, 14–15
seeds, 15
stems, 13–14
Stylus and monitor, 612f
Subsoil, 49
Sucker shoots, 82, 82f, 304
Sulfur, deficiency symptoms and
soil nutrient, 53t, 55t
Summer pruning, 305
Sun scald, 292, 314, 317
Supervision
leadership skills
competence, 560
decisiveness, 560
fairness, 560
praise, 561
respect, 560–561
reward, 561
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Supervision (continued)
sincerity, 561
thorough directions, 560
understanding, 560
qualities to avoid
condescension, 562
double standards, 562
indifference, 563
inflexibility, 562
partiality, 562
sarcasm, 563
subjective criticism, 562
Surfacing materials, 251, 254–255, 254t–259t
Symmetrical balance, 151, 152f, 210, 211f
Symmetrical triangle arrangement, one-sided,
165–166, 165f, 167f
Symmetrical triangle arrangement, two-sided,
166–167, 167f
Systemics, 490

T
Table floral arrangements
asymmetrical triangle arrangement, onesided, 167–168, 168f
design considerations, 164–165
S-curve arrangement, one-sided, 169–170, 169f
symmetrical triangle arrangement,
one-sided, 165–166, 165f, 167f
symmetrical triangle arrangement,
two-sided, 166–167, 167f
vase arrangement, two-sided, 170–171
Tax calculations, 590
Taxonomist, 4
Taxonomy
defined, 4, 43
von Linne, Karl, 29, 29f
T-budding, 393, 393f
Technical illustrators, 444
Technology
benefits and limitations, 605–606
business communication, 570
computer. See Computer
dynamics of, 605
future of, 616–617
greenhouse industry, 614–615, 614f
landscape industry, 615–616
problems of, 617
retail florist industry, 615
telephones, 582–583
turf industries, 616
Telephone communication
advantages and disadvantages, 579
answering a business call, 581–582

business use, 579
placing a business call, 579–581
proper use of, 580f
technology, 582–583
Temperature
acclimatization for interior use, 179
Hardiness Zone Map, 31–33, 32f
heat zone considerations, 33
Heat Zone Maps, 33
plant description based on temperature
tolerance, 31–33
plant needs, 22–23
thermoperiodicity, 22
Tender plants, described, 30
Tendrils of vines, 324, 324f
Term loans, 534
Terminal bud, 38
Theophrastus, 3
Thermoperiodicity, 22
Thimann, K. V., 69
Thinning out, 308, 309f
Thornless Honeylocust, 6
Threatened species, 30
Threshold value of light, 20
Tiller for conditioning soil, 355, 355f
Time and materials pricing, 602
Tint of color, 155
Tip layering, 396, 397f
Tissue culture
described, 84–85
implants, 85f
propagation, 399–402
Tone of color, 155
Tools
for bonsais, 334
for budding, 392, 392f
cutting tools for floral design, 144, 144f
for grafting, 387, 388f
landscape installation, 272, 273f–278f, 278f
for landscaping, 260–262, 261f, 272
pruning, 302–303
Top working, 392
Topiary pruning, 330–331, 331f, 332f
Total quality management (TQM)
defined, 621–623
external customers, 623
implementation, 624–625
improvement must be continuous, 624
internal customers, 623–624
TQM. See Total quality management (TQM)
Tracheophyta, 4
Trade organizations, 627–630
Transfer chamber, 400, 400f
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Transition in floral arrangements, 150
Translocation, 18
Transpiration
defined, 17
described, 17–18
guttation, 18
hydathodes, 18
wilting, 18
Transported soils, 49
Trees. See also Shrubs
arborists, 440–441, 441f
canopy, 303
crotch, 303–304, 304f
drip line, 299
guying, 287, 287f
injuries, 300f
interior locations, 188, 188f
landscape, 215f, 218t–225t
lead branch, 303
natural sculpture, 249f
palms, installing, 293–294, 294f
parts, 303–304, 304f
pines, 5
professional and trade organizations, 630
pruning, 519–520
scaffold branches, 303
semievergreens, 29
staking, 285–287, 287f
suckers, 304
trunk wraps, 285, 285f, 319f
water sprouts, 304
Triadic color schemes, 156
Triangle, soil texture, 51, 52f
Trickle watering system, 484–485, 485f
Tropism, 20
Tunneling, 111f, 112
Turfgrass
bunch-type grass, 342, 342f
climatic tolerance, 343, 344f, 346t–349t
color changes, 342
comparison chart, 346t–349t
cool-season grasses
characteristics, 346t–349t
climatic tolerance, 343
fertilization, 360–361
temperature and growth rate, 343f
time of planting, 353–354
density, 342
disease resistance, 344
fertilization, 346t–349t, 360–361
growth habit, 346t–349t
growth habit of different types, 341–342, 342f
growth retardants, 73–74, 74t, 75f
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industrial use of technology, 616
insect resistance, 344
installation conditions
conditioning soil, 354–355
draining, 354, 354f, 355f
grading, 354
planting steps, 353
planting the lawn, 355–357, 356f
time of planting, 353–354
installation methods
erosion netting and mulch, 356, 356f
Hydroseeder, 352, 352f
plugging, 353, 356
seeding, 351–352, 355–356, 356f
sodding, 352, 352f, 356, 359
spreader application, 355–358, 356f
sprigging, 353, 357
stolonizing, 353, 357
watering, 357
lawn care specialists, 441–443, 442f
lawn rutting, 316, 319
maintenance
aeration, 359–360
fertilization, 346t–349t, 360–361
mowing, 363–365
overseeding, 365
patches, 359
pest control, 366–367
Spring operations, 358–359
sprinklers, 362f
turf problems, 366t
vertical mowing, 360
watering, 361–363, 361f, 362f, 366–367
weed control, 365–366
mixtures vs. single-species blends, 351
monocots, 5
mowing
first mowing of new lawns, 357
height recommendations, 346t–349t
lawn maintenance, 363–365
maintenance supervisors, 432–433, 433f,
434f
plant injury from, 300f
reel mower, 363, 363f
rotary mower, 363–364, 363f
Spring operations, 358–359
vertical mowing, 360
professional and trade organizations, 630
seed purchases
crop seed, 345
inert material, 345, 350
noxious weeds, 345
percent germination, 345
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Turfgrass (continued)
purity, 345
seed analysis, 345, 350–351
weeds, 345
seed size, 342–343
soil tolerance, 343, 346t–349t
spreader calibration, 357–358
stoloniferous grass, 341–342, 342f
stolonizing of grass, 353, 357
temperature, impact of, 22
texture, 342, 346t–349t
use tolerance, 344
uses of, 340–341, 346t–349t
warm-season grasses
characteristics, 346t–349t
climatic tolerance, 343
fertilization, 360–361
temperature and growth rate, 343f
time of planting, 353
Twigs
buds, 38, 38f–39f
parts, 38f
pruning, 308, 309f, 310f
Twining of vines, 324, 324f

Vertical mowing, 360
Video imaging, 610, 612–613, 613f
Vines
defined, 323
described, 30
English ivy, 15
holdfasts, 324, 324f
landscape, 236t–237t
planting, 325–326
pruning, 326, 326t
selection of, 324, 325f
tendrils, 324, 324f
training, 326
twining, 324, 324f
using in the landscape, 323–325, 324f, 325f
Viroids, 103, 107
Virology, 96
Viruses, 107
Visual descriptions of plants, 35–42
flowers, 40, 40f, 41f
fruits, 40–41, 42f
leaves, 35, 35f–38f
twigs, 38, 38f–39f
von Linne, Karl, 29, 29f

U

W

Unit heaters, 455–456, 456f, 457t
Unit pricing, 598–600
United States Department of Agriculture
(USDA)
Animal and Plant Health Inspection
Service, 628
Economic Research Service, 419
Natural Resources Conservation
Service, 628
soil texture triangle, 51, 52f
USDA. See United States Department
of Agriculture (USDA)

Warm-season grasses
characteristics, 346t–349t
climatic tolerance, 343
fertilization, 360–361
temperature and growth rate, 343f
time of planting, 353
Warmth of color, 155
Water
acclimatization for interior use, 179
flower plantings, 312
interior plantings, 189–190
in landscapes, 249f, 250f
lawn maintenance, 361–363, 361f,
362f, 366–367
for new lawns, 357
plant installation, 283
plant maintenance, 298
plant needs, 19–20, 20f
in soil, 49
watering methods. See Watering methods
Water sprouts on trees, 304
Water-dispersible granule pesticides, 121
Watering methods, 482–487
capillary mat, 485–486, 486f
ebb and flood irrigation, 486–487, 487f
hand-watering, 483–484, 484f
irrigation, 482–483

V
Vacuole, 12
Value of plants, 3
Vandalism
interior plantings, 193–194
of landscapes, 367
Var, 6
Variety, 6
Vascular bundles, 13
Vascular plants, 4–5
Vase arrangement, two-sided, 170–171
Vaux, Calvet, 201
Vellum, 263
Vendor, 544

INDEX

ooze tubes, 485, 486f
rotating sprinkler system, 514, 514f
semiautomatic watering, 484–487, 484f
spaghetti system, 484–485, 485f
supplemental systems, 512–515, 514f
trickle irrigation system, 515, 515f
trickle system, 484–485, 485f
water loops, 485
Water-soluble packet pesticides, 121
Weathered minerals, 48–49, 48f
Websites
for business communications, 583–584
Heat Zone Maps, 33
marketed, 584
Weeds
adverse affects on ornamental plants, 112
as cause of plant injury, 112–115, 114f
classification, 113
control in flower plantings, 311–312
control in nursery production, 516–517
defined, 112
dissemination, 113–115, 114f
in grass seed, 345
lawn weed control, 365–366
origin, 113
weed science, 96
Weight of color, 155
Wettable powders, 120
Wildflowers
described, 30
professional and trade organizations, 630
Wilting of plants, 18, 110, 111f
Windburn, 313, 313f, 316, 317f
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Winter pruning, 305
Winterizing the landscape
animal damage, 314, 318
heaving, 314, 317
human-induced injuries, 314, 316
ice and snow damage, 314, 315f,
317–318, 318f
reducing winter injury, 316–319, 319f
salt damage, 316, 318
snowplow damage, 318–319
sun scald, 292, 314, 317
temperature extremes, 313–314, 316–317
windburn, 313, 313f, 316, 317f
winter injury, 313
Wiring
bonsai, 336, 336f, 337–338
flowers, 156–158, 157f
materials, 144–145, 145f
Woody plants, 29
Word processing, 607
Wreaths, 171–172, 171f, 172f

X
Xanthophyll, 14
Xylem
defined, 4
functions, 13

Z
Zinc, deficiency symptoms and soil nutrient,
55t
Zoning regulations, 536
Zygote, 78, 105

